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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
International peacebuilding aims to build peace by building liberal states, assuming these would
guarantee stability and foster economic development, which would in turn lead to sustainable peace.
Donor funded programs focus on establishing a formal justice system, security sector reform,
legislative and election support and poverty reduction strategy. However, a glimpse at the countries
that have faced major international intervention in the last decades, humanitarian or civilian, shows
that peace- and statebuilding in its current form does not work. Cambodia has an autocratic president.
Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe, once everybody’s darling, rules his nation like a dictator. Mali, the
poster-child of international aid in Africa, is facing large scale violence. Ivory Coast and Kenya have
relapsed into violence after elections. Afghanistan has never been stabilized, the same holds true for
the Democratic Republic of Congo and Sudan. This list can be continued and the failures have not
escaped scholarly attention. Peacebuilding in its current form may build states, but it does not build
peace.
A sheer endless number of case studies, comparative research projects and quantitative surveys have
been conducted to explain the failure of specific programs and whole missions. Research has focused
on what the interveners want or should do and how they could do it more efficiently. It has rarely
examined what the people on the ground, the ones that peacebuilding is supposed to be all about, use
and prefer. Numerous aspects, such as whether newly introduced norms and institutions reach rural
areas, how they interplay with already existing local structures, and whether they are accepted by the
population at all, remain uncovered. It is necessary to take these aspects into account if we want to
understand the effects of peacebuilding. The perspective Through the eyes of the Locals on which this
research builds, is a deliberate attempt to complement existing peace- and statebuilding research at a
decisive point. The research provides empirically rich accounts of how people actually reorganize
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themselves after a war - with the help of, ignorant towards, or in opposition to international peace and
statebuilding. The guiding questions thus are How do people manage to live together again after
violent identity conflict? and, in a second step, How do their local approaches to social organisation
relate to the imported liberal approaches promoted by peace and statebuilding?
Two communities in disparate world regions have been chosen to explore these questions in
anthropological depth and with reference to national and international debates: Kitipaan in the
Southern Philippines and Dumai in the North-West of Liberia. The community of Kitipaan is situated
in Mindanao, a region that has faced low-intensity war between state forces and Moro rebel groups
since the late 1960s. Moro groups aspire for autonomy, the government insists on its sovereignty.
National peace deals have been signed without pacifying the situation. The main conflict is not fully
settled, but the community of Kitipaan has reached a territorially limited peace agreement with the
warring factions that has prevented violent escalation since 2000. The second community, Dumai, is
situated in Lofa County, in Liberia. Liberia has faced two major escalations of conflict, from 19901997 and from 2000 to 2003 that have ravaged the country, displaced one third of the population and
caused national and regional institutions to collapse. A national peace agreement has been signed
under pressure of the United Nations (UN), the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) and Liberian peace movements. A massive international intervention, both civilian and
military, was tasked to rebuild the Liberian state which looked relatively stable from the outset. A
closer look at the micro-social level shows however that this national peace is built on a fragile
foundation. Speaking of post-war thus is a more realistic assessment than the commonly applied term
of post-conflict. Empirical analysis in both cases suggests that most of the conflicts that led to the wars
have not ceased; new conflicts have been provoked by the violent escalations, and others have arisen
in reaction to the international intervention. The territorial communities, and the various identity
groups living within them, have managed to live together again despite this conflict potential. How
they did so, the challenges they faced, the processes they established and the institutions that they
built, are at the center of the empirical accounts presented here. Analyzing them in relation to national
dynamics and the agenda of peace- and statebuilding provides illustrative explanations for current
problems that peace- and statebuilding face: the fragility of peace agreements, the wide-spread
rejection of formal justice systems, the prevalence of election related violence, the continuing
corruption of the security sector and political elites and the perpetuation of neo-patrimonial structures.
The approach underlying this research is an inductive and interpretative one, based on Grounded
Theory Methodology. The two post-war communities were chosen as empirical examples for social
organization after violent conflict; theory has been built based on in-depth anthropological studies.
The two communities were explored in as many facets and from as many perspectives as possible.
They have been connected to wider national and international dynamics based on an elaborate
analytical framework that allowed for comparison between different levels (community, region,
nation) and across time. Extant theories have been used as sensitizing concepts. They have been tested
12
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as to whether they reflected the empirical data and whether they helped to further understanding. The
selected theories, Bourdieu’s concept of the field, Simmel’s differentiation between form and content
of conflict, Homi Bhaba’s concept of hybridity and its adaptation in peacebuilding theory by
MacGinty, have been used to work in a focused way, without obstructing the leading perspective; to
see things through the eyes of the locals. The iterative and self-reflexive process between theory and
data is explicitly described in Chapter 2 A scientific journey towards understanding and has to be seen
as constant companion all throughout the research process.
The explanatory potential of such a set-up is necessarily limited. It builds on two communities in two
nations only. However, these communities were deliberately chosen as representatives of a wider array
of cases and they were researched extensively. Resulting findings complement existing research at a
decisive point. They go in-depth and build theory from data by connecting profound case studies with
(inter-)national dynamics. They tell us what actually happens on the ground, beyond the capital and
metropolis, after the end of a war. The resulting descriptions of societal dynamics show that they are
often complex, but not arbitrary. The findings may not provide another blueprint strategy for how
peacebuilding could be more successful, but they increase sensitivity to the importance of local
dynamics in (inter-)national efforts to build peace.
These findings remain necessarily explorative and cannot claim to be representative for peace- and
statebuilding in general, yet they are potentially transferable. First glimpses at other interventions,
discussions with peace- and statebuilding practitioners and reactions to this research from fellow
scholars, suggest a strong explanatory potential in other cases. Further research needs to be done to
validate or falsify such preliminary assessments. The theoretical model presented in the concluding
chapter can serve as sensitizing concepts, as toolbox, for such endeavor.
Empirical and theoretical results have not only been sought for scientific purposes. It has always been
my aim to reflect and impact on the practice of peace- and statebuilding. The findings outlined in this
research, complemented by recent studies showing the ambiguous impact of international
interventions in other cases, have led me to the formulation of a new paradigm for peace and
statebuilding that goes beyond claims for local ownership and sustainability: the Responsibility to
Understand. The many dimensions of local and national conflicts need to assessed and understood in
all their facets before developing and implementing mid- and long-term strategies. This paradigm
should guide the debate about future peace- and statebuilding as well as the actions in the field.
The research has been submitted as dissertation to the department of political science at Free
University of Berlin. It developed while I was scholar at the Friedrich Ebert Foundation (FES) and
part-time lecturer at the Free University of Berlin. Field work has been supported by a research grant
of the German Foundation for Peace Research (DSF). It would not have been possible without this
financial support and the ideational support of many.
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The heart of this research is the qualitative data that I collected during numerous field visits in Liberia
and the Philippines. My most heartfelt appreciation and thanks goes to the people in the communities
who took time to meet with an unknown researcher, to share their stories with me and to introduce me
into their daily lives. Further sources of information were the staff of international organisations, of
national and local government agencies and administrations and of national civil society organisations
that were often highly interested in my work, trying to analyse some of the struggles that they face
each day. They introduced me to colleagues, forwarded me notes and reports and commented on
preliminary conclusions. I wish I could introduce all my interviewees and informants by name, but as I
promised anonymity to most, I can only extend a broad thank you as it was often their help that kept
me going forward.
Some of them can be mentioned by full name and will be given special apprehension at this point as
their support, their comments, their input, their encouragement has been continuous and central to the
research process. In Mindanao, those were Eduardo Santoyo, Estella Cantallopez, Alano Kadil and the
student research team from NDU Cotabato, Bert Layson, Schola Mutua, Baba Butch, Adele Nayal and
Toto from the IRD Team in Pikit, Deng Guigento from CRS Philippines, Sammy Maulana from the
Consortium of Bangsamoro Civil Society, Bert Layson of OMI Parish, Kaloy Manlupig from Balay
Mindanaw, Zosimo Lee from UP Manila and Manuel Diokno from De La Salle University. In Liberia,
those were Felesu Swaray, Silke Pietsch, Debey Sayndee, Anthony Hena and the student research
team from Kofi Annan Center at the University of Liberia, Saah N’Tow, Rukshan Ratnam, Lasana
Kamarra, BB Coley and Ibrahim Nyei, researchers and practitioners from different institutions, Roland
Bimba from PMU Interlife and Bill Saah of Everyday Ghandis. My very personal dialogical process of
qualitative research was enriched by their perspectives. It was complemented with frequent exchanges
with colleagues, working all around the globe, of which I can only mention a few: Katharina
Hoffmann, my virtual office mate who encouraged me whenever I got frustrated, Joel Winckler and
Sarah Riese my academic siblings and office mates, Martin Emmer, Jens Wolling, Leyla Dogruel and
Christoph Kuhlmann, my old communication science colleagues, John Karlsrud and Niels Schia with
whom I worked in Liberia and elsewhere and Henri Myrttinen and Sophie Adams who improved my
English writing skills. Finally, I am deeply indebted to Michael Daxner and Sven Chojnacki to whom I
want to thank for their extensive and detailed supervision throughout the whole process.
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1 INTRODUCTION
„There was this war. And everybody was fighting or running.
And they were killing our children and each other. And now
they are saying we were killing them. I did not kill anybody,
just hiding in the bush. And the NGO people are coming and
say there is peace now. And we can no longer do this and do
that because of human rights. But I don’t feel peace. The big
big fighters signed this peace agreement in Accra. And Ma
Ellen [the current president of Liberia] signed human rights. I
have never given her my vote and I have never been to
Monrovia. I cannot read human rights. I have not asked NGO
people to come and still they can tell me everything I have to
do just to give me small food. Tell me sister, is this right? Is
this what human rights say?“ (Quote taken from an interview
with a female elder in a small community in Liberia, conducted
in 2011)
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Internal wars1 devastate regions, make former neighbours bitter enemies and cause nations and their
institutions to collapse. Internal wars have destructive effects on the societies affected; they cause
trauma, they break traditional bonds, they escalate conflict. Trust, on which societal interaction is
based, gets lost.2 Prejudices run deep and are continuously reinforced through daily experiences. A
peace agreement, which is often negotiated on the national level, changes very little on the ground.
Feelings of hatred and vengeance are still present and many of the conflicts that led to the war do not
cease. People return to their communities3 and have to live together again, but fighting and insult are
no longer considered appropriate behaviour. Alternative forms of interaction have not yet been reestablished. Living conditions are catastrophic, houses have been looted, fields are reclaimed by nature
and infrastructure is destroyed. Everything needs to be rebuilt from scratch. The predominant
description of such a situation as post-conflict appears cynical in the subjective perceptions of those
living in it.4
There is vast empirical evidence, however, that many residential communities are able to live together
again after a war with very little external assistance, for a few years and in many cases for a much
longer time. This fact continues to fascinate people and is largely unaddressed by scientific research.
“... and somehow they managed to live together again” was the answer given to me most often when I
asked for explanations. Somehow is not a good enough answer for a researcher. The question of how
they managed to live together again thus forms the guiding question for the following research. It will
be explored through a study of two communities that have faced some degree of international
intervention and liberal peacebuilding for ten years now and thus stand as examples for a much larger
collective of post-war communities and states. The seemingly simple question about social
organization on the community level is intrinsically linked to a wider debate about how local societies
relate to liberal approaches of peacebuilding and how both liberal concepts of the state and local
approaches to social organization are shaped in this interplay. Two related research questions will thus
1

A variety of terms exist that try to capture the manifold dynamics of wars between people living in the same region. Civil
Wars, new wars or intrastate-wars are amongst the more prominent but highly contested ones, as they all carry a huge burden
of theoretical implications (see for example Chojnacki (2006). I chose the term internal wars in an attempt to escape such
theoretical predetermination. The term internal war refers to war between people (as opposed to states or armies) that lived in
the same or adjacent communities before the escalation and are likely to return to such close proximity afterwards. By war, I
mean violent escalation that causes people to be displaced for a prolonged period and causes physical harm among civilians. I
deliberately refuse any attempts to quantify either the longitude of such escalation or to qualify the severity of bodily harm.

2

Georg Simmel (1908, Chapter 2) provides lengthy accounts of the importance of trust in coordinating interaction in a
society.

3
The term community is used throughout the text to refer to a residential community or village which usually forms the
smallest administrative entity in a nation state. The term is not consistent with the sociological notion of community as a
group with shared history, ideas and values. A residential community may eventually be or become a community in the
sociological sense. If this is the case, it will be pointed out explicitly. For more specifications on the use and selection of
community, see Chapter 3.3.
4
The term post-conflict is commonly used with reference to the state of a region or nation after a negotiated ceasefire and the
cessation of violent hostility. This term is confusing if we adopt an understanding of conflict as an integral part of society.
The common misuse of the term post-conflict even has implications at various societal levels, as the case study of Liberia
will show. Most pre-war conflicts are still prevalent in post-conflict countries, especially immediately after the war. What has
changed is that they are no longer pursued through weapons. Therefore I will use the term post-war instead of the usual term
post-conflict. Post-war refers to a situation after a formal peace agreement where violent escalations have stopped by and
large, but conflicts continue to exist either oppressed for the sake of peace or addressed by non-violent means.
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guide the following research: (1) How do multi-ethnic communities manage to live together again
after violent identity conflict? and (2) How do already existing and local approaches to social
organization relate to imported and liberal approaches to social organization. Some answers to these
questions have already been given in prior research, but various aspects remain uncovered.
Research that focuses on post-war dynamics is factionalized and different factions are often as much at
war as the former combatants that are being researched. Three main divides can be identified in recent
scholarly debate: (1) between those who focus on normative questions regarding (inter)national
institutions and elite actors5 and those who focus on the practical aspects of peacebuilding and the
lessons learned6; (2) between those who focus on the international and national levels (International
Relations)7 and those who focus on small sub-groups and localities (Social Anthropology)8; and (3)
between those who focus on pre-war escalation dynamics and those who focus on post-war
reconstruction. Their findings often remain unconnected and practitioners replicate these divisions.
The peacebuilding debate and what is missing
Peacebuilding, understood as encompassing civilian intervention9 after the end of violent escalation
and as various international NGO and GO projects on the ground, plays a major role in the recent
discussion on how a society is supposed to re-organize after war. Peacebuilding was first defined in
1992 by former UNSG Boutros Boutros-Ghali as “action to identify and support structures which will
tend to strengthen and solidify peace in order to avoid relapse into conflict” (Boutros-Ghali 1992,
para. 21). Today, the term subsumes manifold financial, logistical and technical support aiming to
build a sustainable peace.10 The predominant number of peacebuilding activities and programmes are
conceptualized along the guidelines of the donor community, modified in processes of negotiation
with local state and non-state actors during implementation and finally evaluated along international
standards.11 Peacebuilding programmes are highly elaborate, professional and cost-intensive processes,
5

Such as Paris (2004; 2010), Barnett (2006), Barnett et al. (2007) and Narten (2009).

6

Such as Lederach (1995; 2006), Zelizer et al. (2009) and Zartman (2007); this divide between normative and practical
dimensions of peacebuilding has also been discussed by Chojnacki (2011).

7

Such as Doyle et al. (2006), Chandler (2006; 2010) and Goodhand (1999).

8

Such as Pouligny (2009a), Utas (2003) and Richards et al. (2005); the gap between International Relations and
Anthropology has been addressed, with the deliberate aim of bringing both approaches together, at recent conferences, such
as the joint PACSA/PRIO Conference The Local in Global Understanding of War and Peace in Nicosia in 2011 and the
workshop Anthropology meets International Relations: potentials, prospects and pitfalls organized by the Cluster of
Excellence Normative Orders and the Peace Research Institute Frankfurt in November 2012.
9

Such peacebuilding can either happen in the course of a large UN mission or being implemented by various local NGOs on
the ground. The focus of peacebuilding in both cases is on the civilian aspects. Some UN missions may come with a military
intervention, but the military component is not necessarily part of UN peacebuilding. There is an increasing consensus that
the peacekeeping/peacebuilding nexus is an artificial divide, and in reality, civilian peacekeepers can be considered early
peacebuilders. The Accord issue 3/2011 was dedicated exclusively to the peacebuilding-peacekeeping nexus.

10

Chojnacki and Menzel (2011) describe peacebuilding activities as diverse as the demobilization and reintegration of former
combatants, the security sector, governance and rule of law reform, election and legislative support, the development of
Poverty Reduction Strategies and the development and implementation of reconciliation efforts.
11

The dominance of international concepts and implementation standards in peacebuilding is explored along with empirical
examples by Boas (2009), Atkinson (2008), Autesserre (2010), Andersen (2010), Richmond (2012), Sending (2009), Distler
et al. (2012) and Neumann et al. (2012).
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but their history in intra-national and regional identity conflicts – the most prominent kind of conflict
in the last 20 years – is disillusioning.12 Without a doubt, there are certain missions, such as the ones in
Mozambique and to a lesser extent Somaliland, that can be evaluated as overall positive examples, but
the interventions conducted within the last years in particular – those in Afghanistan, Kongo, Sudan –
have been more problematic.
“[T]he peace that prevails is often prefixed with terms attesting to its compromised quality: ‘brittle’,
‘fragile’, ‘turbulent’, ‘armed’, ‘nervous’ and so on. [...] Rather than peace, many post-accord societies
experience a ‘no war, no peace’ situation.” (Mac Ginty 2008b, 2–3)

Researchers and experts are consulted by politicians and practitioners alike to make sense of the gap
between high expectations and disillusioning realities. Their studies predominantly focus on giving
explanations for such failure, as well as proposing approaches to improve operations. 13 Explanations
are based on a wide range of arguments, including the terms and mandates of specific missions,14 the
analysis of effectiveness or appropriateness of a given peacebuilding concept in specific situations15 or
provide a description of peacebuilding as co-opted negotiation processes between peacebuilders and
local elites.16 In all these approaches to the task at hand, peacebuilding is understood and
conceptualized as a one-way process undertaken by the international community,17 led by normative
values (such as those of free elections, democracy, free markets, and so on) that are then criticized as
being either wrong (Brownlee 2005) or ineffective (Paris 2004). The mainstream literature tends to be
orientated towards elites, rational choice approaches, pragmatism and the agendas of the interveners
(Winckler 2009). The international community is conceptualized as constituting the makers, while
local elites and citizens are reduced to their roles of either willing adapters, spoilers, warlords
(Stedman 1997; Barnett and Zürcher 2007) or the disorderly other that does not conform to and often
resists liberal standards (Richmond 2009). Political processes of deliberation, at the core of every
democratic process, are described as resistance or spoiling, as soon as they question international
norms and programmes (Richmond and Mitchell 2012; Neumann and Winckler 2012; Distler and
Riese 2012). Even studies which focus on the interests of domestic actors conceptualize peacebuilding
as a unidirectional process where the peacebuilders implement reform and the locals either agree or

12

The mechanisms of peacebuilding are most visible in societies undergoing military peacekeeping interventions. Many of
the tools of the liberal peace are at work in other states, however, often covered by terms such as good governance or poverty
reduction strategy papers (Abrahamsen 2004; Mac Ginty 2010). For a critical account of recent peacebuilding efforts, see for
example Mac Ginty (2008b) and Paris et al. (2009).

13
It has to be mentioned that peacebuilding researchers are often practitioners before or while producing their research (see
for example Doyle, Lederach, Pouligny, Daxner). This has shaped peacebuilding research, especially with reference to the
analytical distance between peacebuilding research and practice.
14

Examples in this tradition are Dobbins (2003), Dobbins et al. (2005), Doyle et al. (2006) and Fortna (2008).

15

Such as Ottaway (2002), Paris (2004) and Talentino (2002).

16

To be found in Barnett et al. (2007).

17

The term international community is a simplistic subsumation of very disparate actors that have little in common beyond
being non-national organizations, meaning organizations that do not have their headquarters in the intervened state. The term
subsumes international NGOs, government agencies, UN agencies etc. It is used nevertheless, because local actors are rarely
able to distinguish between the different organizations and their sub-entities and usually refer to them as the internationals. A
distinction between the disparate groups is made where necessary. I will otherwise continue to speak of the international
community.
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disagree.18 It is rarely questioned whether international norms and institutions actually reach urban
regions, let alone rural areas.19 Alternative, and in some cases competing, local mechanisms are widely
ignored. The leading research question of all these approaches is that of how to best get the locals to
agree with international programmes and make peacebuilding more efficient (Sending 2009). There
are a few studies that focus on the subjects of humanitarian and military intervention, but even these
exclude the level of the ordinary community member.20
Such a perspective, focusing on what the interveners want or should do, and how they can lead the
intervened most efficiently towards these aims, ignores two crucial aspects central to understanding
the impact21 of peacebuilding: (1) the perspective of the intervened and (2) how the process of
peacebuilding actually looks when it happens (Neumann 2011). It is necessary to take the perspectives
of the intervened into account if we want to understand peacebuilding, because it is precisely the
intervened that peacebuilding is supposed to be all about. To ignore the intervened as mature subjects
is to ignore the potential within the intervened societies, and even more, the additional complexity
which accompanies external interventions (Daxner 2008).
Peacebuilding – in practice as well as in research – finds itself at a crossroads (Schmelzle and Fischer
2009, title) and one of the directions increasingly advocated is that of a more locally and culturally
sensitive approach; an approach rooted in the cultures, traditions and rituals prevalent in the intervened
societies.22 This approach is contested as ancient traditions are often identified as the root cause of
conflict and highly contributive to its escalation.23 New methodological approaches in post-war
contexts are necessary to take a scientifically grounded stand in this debate. The focus of such research
needs to be on individuals and local communities in their daily struggles to reorganize their lives after
war and their continuous attempts to make sense of the overwhelming changes they are facing, such as
their dependence on international aid in the evacuation camps, the return to their devastated
communities, the need to rebuild their lives from scratch and the influx of international personnel,
funds and concepts into their own societies.
18

See Talentino (2007) for an example.
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Jarstadt and Sisk (2008), for example, try to assess problems resulting from antagonistic elements of reconciliation
processes and competitive democratic elections, but fail to specify how and if at all such processes do actually take place in
rural areas and how they interact with other participatory elements prevalent before the intervention.
20

These studies are predominantly based on the practical experience of outstanding peacebuilders, most popularly appearing
in the writings of John Paul Lederach (1995; 2006). He differentiates between three levels of peacebuilding (namely top
leadership, middle-range leadership and grassroots leadership). Grassroots leadership as well as middle-range leadership are
conceptualized as central multipliers in this approach, but without further specifying how they should meet this challenge
within their respective communities and what their own motivations are, beyond multiplying the messages of the interveners.
21

There has been a long methodological debate as to whether the effects of peacebuilding can actually be assessed or
evaluated, given the complexity of post-war societies and peacebuilding efforts. I support the argument that a positivist
analysis of the effects of peacebuilding is impossible to make because singular cause and effect chains can never be
established in such a complex setting (Quack 2007; Smith 2004; Chojnacki and Menzel 2011). Therefore I prefer to speak of
the impact of peacebuilding as opposed to the effect, indicating that interventions impact on local societies but
acknowledging that such effects cannot be seen as the only cause for the dynamics observed and that causal relations cannot
be established.
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Authors cautiously arguing in this direction are Autesserre (2010), Newman et al. (2009), Sending (2009), Pouligny
(2009a), Paris (2010), Richmond et al. (2012) and Mac Ginty (2011).
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See for example Huntington (1997) or Kaplan (1994).
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Little research has been conducted that connects the different scholarly approaches and which attempts
to describe what actually happens after the end of a war without falling prey to either normative
debates about how things should be or to the development of simplistic instructions for how these aims
could be reached. Peacebuilding finds itself in a “dead-end street” (Chojnacki and Menzel 2011)
because researchers and practitioners alike have little knowledge of the impact of peacebuilding
activities on the ground (Neumann 2011; Bonacker et al. 2010).
Most of the mainstream peacebuilding literature does not make the necessary shift in focus in order to
grasp the dynamics of peacebuilding locally, away from donors and stakeholders, activities and
projects, institutions, laws and governments and closer to the points of view of recipients and the
developments they are facing, far beyond the metropolises and capitals. It is at this micro-social level
that it becomes clear and empirically evident that individual concepts of society and strategies for the
future on the ground are rarely consistent with the neo-liberal orders pursued and implemented by
international interveners at the macro- and meso-political levels (Mac Ginty 2010; Neumann 2011).
Interventions into conflict-torn countries and regions, led by the United Nations (UN) or by
international (Non) Governmental Organisations provoke new conflicts by interfering in the daily lives
of the local communities and their traditional conflict resolution mechanisms. Liberal approaches may
be adapted to the local setting, they may provoke debates, they may weaken local mechanisms or they
may be bluntly ignored. Yet, this interplay is rarely reflected upon in advance. An analytical
perspective in which the single individual within his/her immediate context is still visible, allows us to
retrace and grasp this new conflict potential in a way that is distinct from other studies that refer to it
as diffuse tensions or distortions (Daxner et al. 2010, 12–13).
The expression through the eyes of the locals in the title has been chosen to emphasize the shift in
focus that this research takes towards the rural population that is often far outside the realm of peacebuilding projects and practitioners (Wilén and Chapaux 2011), yet affected by the resulting changes. It
focuses on individuals and small groups and looks at their struggle to reorganize after war. The locals
are average citizens in rural regions who try to make sense of the enormous change that both a war to
peace transition as well as a massive intervention of international personnel, money and concepts
means for their daily lives. The local, accordingly, is the everyday social reality that these locals
encounter (Boege et al. 2008, 4). Such a use of the term local(s) is in dissociation from its application
in mainstream peacebuilding research and practice where it has gained increasing prominence as
abstract category, yet nobody seems to have given much attention to who these locals are supposed to
be (Pouligny 2009a; Wilén and Chapaux 2011).24 I am aware that I will never be able to literally see

24
Local ownership, local capacities and local participation are just a few of the many buzzwords used to make project
proposals and guidelines more appealing to donors and recipients alike. The term local(s) seems to refer to a wide range of
stakeholders, from government functionaries to representatives of civil society, to former rebel leaders, to a national elite
educated in the diaspora (Narten 2009; Wilén and Chapaux 2011, 535; Richmond 2011b, 117). These stakeholders, however,
often have very little contact with the reality that the majority of the population in their countries is facing. The term local(s)
may have become politically incorrect in the Balkans, see for example Coles (2007); it is widely used, however, in UN
terminology and by national and regional actors in the case countries that this research is about. Thus it will be employed in
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through the eyes of the locals nor gain a full understanding of the local, but the title was deliberately
chosen to provide a striking contrast to mainstream peacebuilding research that gives attention to the
locals only in their role as either disempowered masses or stakeholders.25 Through the eyes of the
locals is not limited to the community level, but builds on it to make sense of national and
international developments and statistics.26
An alternative research agenda
The following research aspires to grasp local post-war dynamics and takes a rather unconventional
methodological approach in the field of peacebuilding research. Its focus on the local(s) gives rise to
many challenges, as the usual approach, that is, to look at statistical data, institutions or laws, or to talk
to key officials, does not work here. Reliable statistical data for such micro-level purposes does not
exist; state institutions, if formal at all, rarely serve their intended functions on the community level,
national laws are often still far from having reached (let alone been implemented in) remote villages
and officials have seldom ever visited one of these rural places for more than handshakes. Even setting
aside these empirical restrictions, research based on such sources would once more just rely on the
approaches of intervening external parties, promoting census, building institutions, drafting laws and
training officials.
The aim of this research is to provide empirically rich accounts of post-war communities, to identify
approaches towards social organization in communities and to deduct potentially transferable patterns
of social reconstruction processes.27 It looks at mechanisms and structures in place in local
communities and explores how they are used by the inhabitants to prevent violent escalations and
resolve conflicts. It starts with the very own experiences and perceptions of local villagers in
Mindanao28 (Philippines) and Liberia and expands the focus from the community to the regional and
national dimensions of post-war societies. It connects today’s developments to their pre-war legacy in
an attempt to bridge the identified gaps in current research in post-war contexts.
The fieldwork is limited to two very disparate communities, Kitipaan in the Philippines and Dumai in
Liberia that have enjoyed nearly a decade of non-violent interaction after a prolonged period of
opposition to the internationals, and the international community, keeping in mind that both concepts are not necessarily
distinct; see for example the category of national staff of international organizations.
25

A brilliant deconstruction of the term stakeholder as it is used within the donor community can be found on the blog Stuff
Expat Aid Workers Like (Gardiner 2011).
26

The perspective through the eyes of the locals is reflected upon on a theoretical level in Chapter 3. The corresponding
methodological approach is outlined in Chapter 4. Chapter 2 contains an epistemological self-scrutiny that provides an
account of my own agency in relation to the perspectives of the locals and Chapter 4.3 accesses our roles as researchers
within the communities.
27

The process from empirical evidence to theory development as envisaged by Grounded Theory is described in Chapter 4.1.

28

Mindanao is an island in the south of the Philippines. It is a quite heterogeneous area today, with parts inhabited by a
strong Muslim majority and others inhabited by a Christian majority. In the following, I am speaking of Mindanao when
referring to the area correctly referred to as Muslim Mindanao, meaning those parts of Mindanao inhabited by a Muslim
majority. In the past, the term Muslim Mindanao would have covered all Mindanao, this is however no longer the case. On a
map today, Muslim Mindanao covers the area of the Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) as well as the
adjacent provinces with a predominant Muslim population.
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massive violent escalation in the region and among the inhabitants. The two communities were
deliberately chosen as representatives of disparate world regions, contrasting conflict dynamics, and
subject to either little or massive international intervention, while being both multi-ethnic and nonviolent today.29 Data is based on three consecutive periods of empirical fieldwork in each country,
combining different methods, such as (expert) interviews, focus group discussions (FGDs),
participatory observation, document analysis and a literature review of anthropological sources.30 A
multi-disciplinary research team with national researchers supported the set-up and implementation of
the research and the interpretation of data. The analysis follows the Grounded Theory paradigm and
builds on open, theoretical and selective coding in an attempt to generate substantive and formal
theory on community organization after violent identity conflict.31 The emerging local picture is
complemented by scientific literature on peacebuilding. The local developments are embedded in the
bigger picture of regional and national events: in the case of Kitipaan embedded in the dynamics of
Muslim Mindanao and the international mediation efforts as well as the war on terrorism and in the
case of Dumai embedded in the dynamics of Lofa County and the UN intervention in Liberia.
The research process itself and the presentation of its results have been a tightrope walk, involving
trying to be faithful to both the local voices from which it emerged as well as the scientific context in
which it has to succeed. The result is a comprehensive picture of both communities, embedded in their
respective societal dynamics that answers the question of how multi-ethnic communities manage to
live together again in post-war countries and thus contributes to the ongoing debate on local- and
national-level peacebuilding.
Key concepts
Empirical evidence, its collection, description and analysis, is always based on guiding assumptions
that make these activities possible and meaningful. Observations are guided by the previous
knowledge of the observer. The subsequent analysis and results are guided by theoretical concepts of
how things are linked to each other.32 A central element that distinguishes science from journalistic
reports or common knowledge is its attempt to reflect on these guiding principles, unfold them to the
reader and make them subject to criticism.
In this case the selection of theoretical concepts evolved along the research process and reflects the
findings of empirical research. The theory was not chosen a priori, but in a discursive process between
empirical evidence and theory as is central to Grounded Theory (GT) methodology.33 Three deliberate
decisions have been made throughout the research that guided my understanding of the subject matter
29

For the selection criteria underlying the selection of these two communities, see Chapter 4.2.1.

30

For a thorough description of research methodology and approaches, see Chapter 4.2.

31

For a thorough description of the Grounded Theory approach to coding and theory building, see Chapter 4.1.

32

The connection between theoretical concepts and empirical observations are explored in Chapter 4.1

33

For more on my understanding and application of Grounded Theory, see Chapter 4. Chapter 2 describes the interaction
between theory and data which underlies this research.
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and its analysis: (1) a definition of conflict as a ubiquitous element of social interaction, (2) a
definition of ethnicity as a core element of individual and social identity in ethnicized societies that
follows the priomordial-situative34 understanding, and (3) an analytical link between the community
and the larger context as well as the present and the post-war history by the introduction of the field
concept and the core category of hybridity.
(1) I defined conflict as ubiquitous phenomenon of social interaction that can materialize in its
constructive as well as destructive forms. I understand conflict as socializing, meaning contributive to
the formation and strengthening of society, if it is pursued free of violence. A perspective on conflict
as a constructive force of socialization has been empirically confirmed by two observations in the rural
villages: (i) interaction between the groups in conflict in the community happened foremost when
daily conflicts needed to be resolved. (ii) If the community members managed to handle or resolve
their conflicts, they perceived this as a mutual success which reinforced their relational ties. Following
this observation, I distinguished between the content of conflict, such as land ownership, the selection
of community leadership or administrative decisions and the form of conflict, meaning the processes
and ways in which it is handled.35 I describe how the practices through which conflicts are handled
have transformed over time, while the core issues remain largely similar. This distinction between the
form and content of conflict opens possibilities for comparative research within the cases and between
the cases that will be explored throughout the empirical chapters.
(2) Ethnicity, or more precisely identity as understood in the term identity conflict, entered my
analysis because nearly all local residents described their conflict as religious or ethnic conflict. It is
debatable whether the categorization of the Mindanaon and the Liberian wars as identity conflicts
withstands a thorough analysis, but the aspect of identity deserves our attention as the conflicts are
perceived as identity conflicts by many in the communities.36 It has to be kept in mind, however, that
the resulting label identity conflict is an analytical category introduced by me as social researcher from
the outside. Therefore, I deliberately framed identity conflict not only as ethnic or religious conflict,
but looked deeper into the different layers of identity and asked why some become more dominant
than others.37
(3) Fieldwork showed that it was necessary to extend the focus of the analysis into two dimensions,
the historical and the contextual, in order to understand community dynamics after the war. Present
practices relate to pre-war practices and are often heavily influenced by regional and national
dynamics. I included a historical perspective into the analysis and traced the roots of present practices
34

Most prominent in the works of Smith (1992; 1995), McKay et al. (1982), Hackstein et al. (1993) and Heckmann (1992).

35

This distinction between form and content of conflict, as well as the general understanding of conflict as a central element
of social interaction is derived from Simmel’s early work in Der Streit (1908) and is core to the research programme of the
Chicago School as outlined by Park et al. (1921). It has since been revived for conflict theory by Coser (1956), Dahrendorf
(1961), Elwert (1999), Zürcher (2004) and Dubiel (1995).

36

For a closer analysis of identity layers in Liberia see Chapter 5.2.4.2 and in Mindanao see Chapter 5.1.5.2.

37

This follows the research agenda of the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology as outlined by Donahoe et al. (2009,
15–18).
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back to early periods of socialization, the influence of trade and colonialism, settlement and finally the
immediate history of mobilization and war. This assumption strongly rests on empirical evidence from
the field. Present day practices were explained to me with reference to how things were done “before
the war” and by “our forefathers”.38 Present day practices need to be understood as the temporary end
of a continuous development that has its roots long before the war. Today’s community practices to
handle conflict as well as local understandings of individual and collective identity are further
embedded in a larger, that is, a regional, national and in some cases even international environment,
despite the remoteness of the communities.
I introduced Bourdieu’s concept of the field as an analytical heuristic to connect the disparate levels.
Practices to handle conflict were identified at different points in time (Muslim traders, colonialism and
settlement, escalation and war, post-war; historical dimension) and on different societal levels at the
time of fieldwork (community, region, nation; contextual dimension). General patterns underlying
these practices, such as being derived from code or custom, being informal or formalized, being based
on community ownership of resources or a notion of individual property, to name just a few, could be
abstracted from these practices. The concept of the field has been introduced to compare these and
other overarching patterns on a more general level across time and between societal levels. A field, in
Bourdieu’s definition, is an empirically definable arena in which a group of people, largely similar in
their experiences, attitudes and values (called habitus), interact along the same set of rules (Bourdieu
and Wacquant 1992). The abstract concept of the field is connected to the individual, in this case the
villagers, through the concept of habitus. The habitus is the individual incorporation of the societal
context that becomes visible in daily life through daily practices (Bourdieu 1999). This is how the
bigger societal picture and the historical past were integrated into the micro-social level under study
without silencing the individual and ignoring its daily interactions.39 This allowed me to explore the
transformation of practices to handle conflict across time and embed today’s practices into a larger
historical dimension. I further described practices on the regional and national levels in their relation
to the community. This allowed me to identify the many different practices that coexist, interact or
compete in the case of the very same issues.
Two main fields emerged from research and run through the following chapters like a scarlet thread: a
local40 field and an imported field.41 The local field has its origins in the region and its society, is
transformed over time and in response to changing circumstances. Practices of the local field are
38

These quotes were taken from interviews conducted in Dumai in 2010. They are representative of various similar
statements given in Liberia and Mindanao in the different periods of fieldwork.
39

For more on the concepts of Bourdieu and their adaptation to this research see Chapter 3.2.

40

The term local aspires to overcome previous attempts to describe such practices as traditional or indigenous. It means
simply that these practices are locally inspired and resonate locally. They do not need to have a heritage of considerable
duration (such as the term traditional suggests) or be specific to a distinct group or locality (such as the term indigenous
suggests).

41

The distinction between local and imported practices is largely similar to the concepts of formal state as opposed to
informal societal order or traditional approaches as described by Boege (2006) and Boege et al. (2009) or indigenous as
opposed to liberal as described by Mac Ginty (2008a).
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usually a result of informal institutions42 and referred to as “this is how we used to do things”, “this is
how we always did it”, “this is how we learned it from our forefathers”.43 The imported field has its
origins in non-native structures derived from outside the region and society and is in most cases a
result of prior periods of colonialism, extensive settlement and the influx of international aid.44 The
two fields have interplayed and became interwoven over time. Their relation needs to be understood as
dialectical exchange, shaping and changing both the local and the imported practices of handling
conflict.45 The result was a hybrid46 tangle of practices that made it hard for outsiders to identify local
and imported fields in some instances, yet local actors have a very precise understanding of such
difference. The distinction between the two fields thus rests first on the empirically observable
disparate practices and rules and second on their discursive classification on behalf of the local
population as either “this is how we always did things”47 or “this is how the internationals want us to
do things”48.
The two fields, in their present form in Mindanao and Liberia, have to be seen as the empirical
derivates of the liberal-customary divide that informs current peacebuilding debates (Mac Ginty 2010,
2008a; Richmond 2012; Boege 2006). The local field in both case studies holds many of the
characteristics that are usually described as customary, indigenous or traditional. The imported field
largely resembles descriptions of liberal, modern or western systems. The terms local and imported
were deliberately chosen, however, to indicate that the empirical fields are not similar to the idealtypical concepts of liberal and customary. Liberal concepts have been projected, imposed, received
and interpreted (Richmond 2005), customary concepts have been mixed, shaped, adapted and
transformed.
Historical analysis in both countries led to the identification of four main turning points at which local
and imported fields transformed drastically and practices were modified. These will be explored in
depth in the empirical chapters: (1) the arrival of Muslim traders who mixed slowly with the local
population, (2) the arrival of colonial powers / Americo Liberians who introduced formal institutions
42

Informal institutions are “socially shared rules, usually unwritten, that are created, communicated and enforced outside of
officially sanctioned channels” by contrast, formal institutions are “rules and procedures that are created, communicated, and
enforced through channels widely accepted as official” (Helmke and Levitsky 2004, 727).
43

These quotes were taken from different interviews conducted in Dumai and Kitipaan between 2009 and 2011.

44

International concepts do not only reach the local communities through aid provision and NGO projects. Local agency in
assessing information via the diaspora, through TV and DVD, internet or SMS, going for training abroad, joining national
administration or local NGOs that cooperate with international donors, all play an increasing role. Yet international aid is still
perceived as the most dominant bearer of such concepts as support is often conditionally linked to international concepts
while the other forms of exchange are perceived as more voluntary (see also Chapter 6.2.3).

45
What is perceived by locals and analytically described by me in the following chapters as a hybrid structure is a diffuse
mix of practices in reality (Boege et al. 2009). The analytical dichotomy is upheld to make things easier for the reader, but the
interaction and mix of the two fields is explored in depth in the empirical Chapters 5 and 6.
46

The concept of hybridity in relation to peacebuilding efforts has recently been explored by Richmond et al. (2012) and Mac
Ginty (2010; 2008a) and will be given special consideration in Chapter 3.3.
47

This quote was taken from an interview with a local elder in Kitipaan in 2009. It is representative of numerous
explanations in the same line.

48
This quote was taken from an interview with the local chief of a mediation council in Voinjama in 2011. It is representative
of numerous explanations in the same line.
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and administration and shaped national policy, leading to the marginalization of distinct local groups,49
(3) the escalation of violence and war, and finally (4) the post-war period of a local or national
cessation of violence coupled with the return of the community members.50 These turning points
inform the portrayal of the case studies and the respective comparative chapters The degeneration of
fields and The struggle from war to peace.
Introduction

A scientific journey towards understanding
(epistemological self-reflection)
Key concepts
(theoretical chapter)
Methodological approach
(methodological chapter)
The coming of the war
(retrospective analysis – case studies)
Philippines / Kitipaan

Liberia / Dumai

The pure native
Muslim traders
Colonialism and settlement
Escalation and war
The degeneration of fields
comparative account

The burden of peace
(the communities and context analysis – case studies)
Philippines / Kitipaan

Liberia / Dumai

Identity divide
Centre / Periphery
Hybridity
The struggle from war to peace
comparative account

The responsibility to understand
(Conclusion)
Figure 1: Outline of the chapters.

49

This turning point is divided into empirical sub-chapters in the case of the Philippines, because Mindanao was subject to
both colonialism and the massive settlement of non-native population.
50
The historical turning points are largely similar between the two cases. They have emerged independent of each other and
the precise time spans are not congruent. The main dynamics are comparable, however.
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The coming of the war
A short historical overview of the transformation of the local and the imported field prior to and
throughout the war along the aforementioned turning points shall suffice introductory purposes. The
first thorough transformation of local animist practices can be identified with the arrival of Muslim
traders and their settlement in the thirteenth century in Mindanao and the fifteenth century in Liberia.
Islamic practices mixed slowly with local practices and a complicated amalgam developed which
informs many of today’s local practices. Colonialism and later on extensive settlement of
predominantly Christian groups in the late nineteenth century to both regions introduced imported
structures that tried to subordinate local structures with full force. The increasing importance of crossregional and inter-clan alliances in the mid twentieth century overstrained the capacities of the local
field and advantaged imported structures on the regional and national levels.
The local and the imported fields rarely merged as practices and rules were widely incompatible. A
hybrid system evolved where both fields coexisted without clearly identifiable boundaries. This hybrid
structure destroyed the checks and balances inherent to each of the two fields, providing great
opportunities for misuse by the mid twentieth century. Inherent rules and checks and balances failed to
tame abusive practices and contain violence. Those who had learned to play in both fields combined
different ways of accumulating their capital. Elites followed the formal rules of the imported field and
the informal rules of the local field, while creatively making use of this hybridity. They used new
resources at the disposal of the imported field to secure traditional alliances (patrimonialism) and built
on traditional alliances to secure votes in the imported field. Hybridity clearly advantaged elites over
ordinary citizens.
The result was massive enrichment of those in leading political positions, a marginalization of the
local population in general as well as further discrimination of specific population groups, a failure to
tame abusive and exploitative rule with imported and local structures, a culture of impunity and
privatization of violence and, finally, mobilization along ethnic/religious lines, unrest and civil war.
Local and imported mechanisms to socially embed conflict51 collapsed. New divisive categories
emerged. These developments materialized already in the immediate pre-war period and had a strong
legacy on the post-war communities that continues to be felt today.

51

The concept of embedded conflict is a literal translation of Georg Elwerts eingebetteter Konflikt (Elwert 2004). Elwert
describes a conflict as embedded if it is handled along socially accepted mechanisms (that may refer to violence and not be
perceived as acceptable by other societies). Conflict is disembedded if these mechanisms fail to handle conflict and it
escalates to socially non-acceptable forms (Zürcher 2004). The term embedded has other connotations in the English
language that may be contrary to what Elwert has intended with his concept. Thus, I will use the concept of embedded
conflict only in combination with the term social and speak of conflict as socially embedded. Alternative terms that may be
more familiar to English native speakers, such as contained, fail to acknowledge that embedded conflicts are not perceived as
problematic by the respective societies, but may even contribute to social cohesion.
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The burden of peace
The second part of the case studies focuses on the burden of peace that both communities were facing
after the end of the war and how they coped with it. The title, the burden of peace, was chosen based
on my experience during fieldwork, especially in Liberia. People were celebrating peace, but soon
realized that the conflicts had by no means been resolved with the formal declaration of a peace
agreement. “Liberia is at peace but Dumai is not.”52 Pre-war sources of conflict had not ceased and
some order of governance was needed. People of different beliefs, who had been fighting each other
heavily during the war, needed to live together and had to agree on certain rules for settling daily
conflicts. Crimes needed to be punished. Political and administrative positions needed to be filled.
Basic services needed to be delivered and basic resources distributed. Fertile land remained limited.
National administration was not (yet) in place. Resources were scarce and none of the returning
families and factions could afford to undertake necessary projects, such as securing clean water,
rebuilding the school, ensuring health care services, brushing pathways and restoring roads, on their
own. Violence was no longer a legitimate option and many were fed up with war: “Because they have
already tried the way of war and it did not help. It just made matters worse.”53 Yet, new structures to
organize interaction had not been found. People wished to rebuild their livelihoods, but they were
often overwhelmed by a multitude of conflicts when they returned:
(1) Local leaders tried to revert to pre-war practices to solve their conflicts. Those practices had
transformed throughout the war, but they had survived at large. Social hierarchies on which they built,
however, had changed throughout the war. Traditional leaders tasked to safeguard the community
found themselves powerless in evacuation camps, sometimes for decades, dependent on foreign aid.
Youth demanded more power. Many had fought during the war and saw their elders helplessly facing
violent escalation. They refused to subordinate to pre-war hierarchies.
(2) Informal agreements on which community interaction was built had been abrogated. The relation
between the different identity groups had changed because of escalations and related traumatic
experiences. Traditional bonds were broken. Genealogical continuity was interrupted and autochthony
challenged. While one group was insisting on re-installing the pre-war set-up, another challenged such
continuity. A whole generation had known nothing but war and knew non-violent community life only
from narratives.
(3) Community practices to handle conflict before the war could not prevent escalation. Local
practices no longer conformed to changed circumstances. The general attitude between ethnic groups
was hostile. Deliberate mechanisms to balance power had collapsed before or during the war and
needed to be renegotiated. The intuitive foundation on which interaction was based prior to the war
did no longer fit the post-war circumstances.
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Local elders, interviewed in Dumai in 2011.
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Local researcher and professor at NDU, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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Many things were far more complicated after the war than they had been before the war. The effects
became more visible the more people returned. In both Liberia and Mindanao, the communities were
officially at peace, but interaction between the groups was full of dissent and prejudice. The result was
a no more war peace in both cases. A general agreement existed, based on traumatic experiences, that
war was no option and that any compromise was better than a reversion to violence.54 The no more
war peace was fragile because it was based on a negation of violence, not a vision of peace, but it held
the potential to move towards a more stable situation the longer it held and the more that people had to
lose in the case of a relapse to violence. Numerous approaches emerged to maintain the no more war
peace in both communities in the absence of formal actors and institutions. This does not mean,
however, that conflicts were handled free of structural violence.55 The local communities were and are
still full of conflict, even after the signing of a peace agreement and regardless of the influx of an
international intervention.
The last section of the chapter The burden of peace compares the approaches that both communities
and regions have chosen in order to move from war to peace. It shows that results from Dumai and
Kitipaan are highly comparable despite the difference in cultural background, conflict history and
post-war environment of both communities. The results from both cases provide explanations for a
number of problems that are typical for post-war societies: the fragility of peace agreements, the
persistence of old elites, the frictions between traditional and formal structures, the instability of
security and the seemingly endless time it takes to establish a minimum of formal democracy and rule
of law.
A short summary of the findings shall suffice at this point to set the framework for the coming
chapters. Both case studies show that imported structures continue to dominate the national level and
are strengthened by the international community. Local approaches are widely ignored by the
international community and national actors. Hybridity is tolerated as long it does not openly
challenge formal structures and national security. The developments prior to the war in both cases
have shown that the local and the imported fields cannot be easily reconciled and are highly
destructive in combination. This has not prevented the communities from going back to local
approaches or national and international actors from promoting formal approaches. The liberal model
is pushed by the international community and the local one marginalized. The local model is
romanticized by local leaders and the liberal one rejected. The logical consequence of such hybridity is
the existence of a breaking point between the two approaches, somewhere between the national level
and the community. The local population continues to be integrated into the nation state through
traditional loyalties and structures based on familial or ethnic ties. The leaders at these intersections
between local and national structures play a double role, just as they did before the war, as traditional
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A similar motivation was documented for Sierra Leone by Menzel (2011).
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The term structural violence is borrowed from Galtung (1969) and refers to violence inherent in social structures or
institutions that limits people in their ability to fulfill basic needs. It is usually less overt than physical violence.
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leaders to their community and as representatives of their voters in the formal democratic state. Old
conflicts are bound to emerge in a new setting.
None of the two countries, nor the international community, has a convincing and consistent
conception of how to connect the local structures prevalent at the community level to the imported
system on which national authority is or should be based. Many states that need to be rebuilt today had
formal democratic constitutions and institutions prior to their collapse. Rebuilding them with slight
modifications and a few more checks and balances should not be seen as guarantee for sustainability.
Responsibility to understand
The consequences of these findings for peacebuilding research and practice can only be sketched at
this point and will be explored in the final chapter along the paradigm of a responsibility to
understand. The responsibility to understand, much like other concepts such as ‘sustainability’ or
‘gender sensitivity’, should serve as a main concept to guide research as well as inform policy
formulation and the conceptualisation of programmes in the course of future peace- and statebuilding.
Peacebuilding practitioners and researchers have a responsibility to understand the complexity of
societies in which they intervene or which they research about. Social dynamics are always complex
and post-war dynamics are even more complex. Peacebuilding is not just about election,
administration, development plans, security sector reform and national policies. It has a huge impact
on local societies. The impact of present day peacebuilding efforts relates to the impact of previous
external interventions, be they through trade, settlement, colonialism or diaspora communities.
Proclaimed neutrality is often all but neutral. The promotion of formal institutions, for example, has a
huge impact in a situation where groups relate to traditional contracts that may contradict international
agreements and are thus undermined by new laws. Peacebuilders always support one group over the
other when they intervene in a conflictive post-war society. There is no way to prevent side-taking.
Such decisions should be made deliberately and the effects should be taken into account prior to any
given intervention. This is only possible based on a broad assessment of local dynamics.
Peacebuilders, practitioners as well as scientists, have a responsibility to build structures conducive to
understanding and this has to be a joint task. There is a huge amount of knowledge on local conflicts
and practices to handle these among those working in the field as well as among those researching
about it. This potential, however, is not fully utilized (Benner, Mergenthaler, and Rotmann 2011).
Regional expertise is often seen as an asset, not a precondition for the success of programmes
(Neumann and Schia 2012). Local answers to local conflicts are habitually ignored or devaluated as
ancient, tribalistic and root causes of the war. It is not enough to create little spaces in a liberal set-up
that can be filled with customary dance, local mediation councils and traditional reconciliation
ceremonies. Peacebuilding should aim to understand local dynamics and build on them rather than
challenging or circumventing them. It is not enough to support cleansing ceremonies as a side track to
formal court processes. This puts the local practices back into the curiosities box that they were given
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under colonial or settler rule. It may lead to old cleavages between exploitative elites and a
disempowered rural population; a repetition of history that peace- and state-builders are so eager to
avoid.
This research complements current peacebuilding literature at a decisive point. It provides two
disparate accounts of post-war communities with a focus on social dynamics. It is able to connect the
micro-social dynamics to the bigger regional and national picture. It shows that societal dynamics are
complex, but not arbitrary. This research is a first attempt to explore how attempts towards
understanding contribute to a more nuanced perspective of post-war societies. It develops first
hypotheses for social reconstruction processes, below the nation state and beyond formal institutions.
It further presents a conceptual framework to analyse hybrid approaches to social organization as they
are prevalent in most post-war societies that have faced international interventions, be it in the form of
executive-missions, or good governance strategies and poverty reduction papers. The research may not
provide another blueprint strategy for how peacebuilding could be more successful, but it increases
sensitivity to the importance of local dynamics in (inter-)national efforts to build peace. It further
exemplifies how local dynamics can and should be integrated into peacebuilding research and where
practitioners need to look if they want to incorporate such dynamics into their designs.
Any comparison between two similar cases may be conducted by the hidden wish that the two cases
will prove to be similar and thus fortify an idea or concept; or it may begin with the conviction that
each and every case is contingent and comparison never will work. This research tested both
presuppositions and shows that the results fulfill neither aspiration. It can only be speculated at this
point to what extent the results can be transferred from Liberia and Mindanao to other regions and
post-war societies. Comparative research56 and case studies from Afghanistan,57 BosniaHerzegovina,58 East Timor,59 Congo,60 Palestine,61 Sierra Leone,62 Cambodia,63 Somaliland,64
Bougainville,65 and with a specific focus from below in Cambodia, Somalia, Mozambique, Bosnia,
Haiti and Sierra Leone,66 has identified comparable patterns. It is likely that the explanations given for
the limited success of peacebuilding in this research can be consulted in other cases. Reliable
statements can only be made on the base of further research, however.
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Such as Mac Ginty (2008a; 2010; 2011) and Richmond (2011).
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Such as Daxner (2009), Koehler (2011; 2012) and Bliesemann de Guevara et al. (2010).
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Such as Bliesemann de Guevara (2009).
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Such as Brown (2008), Brown et al. (2012) and Trinidad et al. (2007).
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Such as Goede (2012) and Autesserre (2010).
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Such as Turner (2012).
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Such as Menzel (2011).
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Such as Martin-Ortega et al. (2012).
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Such as Boege (2004b) and Höhne (2006).
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Such as Boege (2006).
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Such as Pouligny (2006).
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2 A SCIENTIFIC JOURNEY TOWARDS UNDERSTANDING
“Only if one at least partially exposes oneself to painful and
sometimes confusing feelings, can one begin to understand a
fraction of what local people have gone through and what
consequences this might have for the future of their country.
This is not a gesture of personal sacrifice or a form of
masochism, but it constitutes the basis of a strong research
project which can lead to relevant insights.” (Buckley-Zistel
2007, 4).67

67

I am aware that Susanne Buckley-Zistel has partly relativized this statement based on later fieldwork experience towards a
more pessimistic perspective on the necessity of fieldwork. This statement, however, reflects very well my own thoughts as
well as the diffuse feeling I often encountered in the field.
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Social science in general and political science in particular are still dominated by a positivist
understanding of science. Quantitative and theory testing research dominates the landscape. The
dominance of quantitative work extends to customized standards of presentation. The presentation of
results follows the idealized linear process of quantitative research; from research questions to
hypotheses, to theory and operationalization, to data gathering and evaluation and finally findings and
conclusions.
Qualitative approaches have increased in number and gained recognition, but they have not reached
positions of equality with quantitative approaches. The quality of qualitative approaches results from
an iterative, self-reflexive and dialogical process between theory and data. Hypotheses emerge, are
refused or validated, understanding deepens and, finally, patterns of understanding develop. Presenting
the results of qualitative work as though they were the final point of a linear process negates the
dialogical journey on which the quality of qualitative research is based. A presentation of results
strictly in line with the qualitative paradigm, on the other hand, would need to provide lengthy
descriptions of data before the reader gets any idea of what the major dimensions and contributions are
likely to be (Suddaby 2006, 637).
The challenge of putting qualitative work into writing is twofold. (1) Results need to be presented in a
clearly structured manner and (2) the presentation needs to reflect the iterative processes underlying
these results. The scholarly debate on how to present the results of qualitative research and how to
substantiate their quality in the sense of scientific proficiency has not yet provided sufficiently
practicable answers to this dilemma. This chapter is an attempt to reconcile the linear presentation of
results with the iterative working logic of qualitative research. It describes my personal dialogue with
data, theory and colleagues between 2005 and 2012. It is an attempt to explain how the final linear
structure of this work developed and was refined over time. And it is epistemological self-scrutiny, in
the tradition of Bourdieu, which involves trying to access how we know what we know, more
specifically, how I know what I know and present at this point.

2.1 The phenomenon – somehow they managed to live together again
The fascination with the subject matter was born in early 2005 when I was an intern with the German
Development Service (DED; now GIZ). We were shooting video documentaries of some DED
projects in the Philippines. One of these documentaries portrayed a Civilian Peace Service project in
Mindanao. A German expert cooperated with a local NGO that supported communities in the war-torn
areas of Mindanao to declare themselves as Peace Zones or Spaces for Peace.
The situation was paradoxical. War had been ongoing since the 1970s and the negotiations on the
national level were protracted. Muslims and Christians were fighting each other bitterly with words
and weapons. Prejudices were strong and even prevalent in far away Manila, the capital of the
Philippines. Yet, some of the most affected communities had decided to stop internal fighting and
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reached a territorially limited ceasefire. They remained off limits to violence and settled their internal
conflicts peacefully. I visited several Peace Zones in Mindanao. I could even see Muslims and
Christians celebrating religious holidays together. Muslims were praying in a local church. I was
fascinated. The communities had found ways to live together again, although the main reasons for the
massive violent escalations had not been resolved at the negotiation table.
I related the story at home, when I returned from my one-year stay in the Philippines. People found it
hard to believe. It sounded like one of these heart-breaking NGO fairy tales of a girl still believing in
the goodness of every human being. I was not sure myself that it was not just a fairy tale. I kept
repeating the answer many gave us during our interviews in Mindanao: “Somehow they managed to
live together again”, but somehow was not a good enough answer for me. I turned from a journalistic
to a scientific approach to explore this somehow. The peacefulness of these local communities, amidst
war and despite unresolved conflicts, struck my attention.
The fact that former neighbours and even family members start to fight each other with the cruellest
weapons and tactics has attracted many researchers. The question of how they actually manage to go
back to non-violent modes of interaction afterwards, has not been studied as extensively. Research
attention has often followed media attention. When the spotlights were off, scientific interest faded
just the same. But the situation has changed since 2005. The failure of peacebuilding missions such as
those in Bosnia, Somalia and Afghanistan has attracted a growing number of researchers who have
stayed after the war has formally ended. My own aspiration, to understand how these local
communities managed to live together again peacefully, plunged me into a highly politicized debate
about the role and use of peacebuilding.

2.2 Retracing the way to peace
My first coordinated attempt to explore the somehow was my MA thesis (Diplomarbeit) undertaken
from May 2006 to June 2007. I was a media and communication student. My focus was on
communicative structures and activities within the Peace Zones. It was obvious that violence had been
replaced by communication. The question guiding my work in 2006 and 2007 was: What have these
communities done to reach and preserve such a status of non-violent and communicative interaction?
I was exploring scientific literature to develop categories to grasp and evaluate the various activities
taking place in the communities. I was further reading analyses of the ongoing conflict in Mindanao to
better understand the context in which these communities were embedded. This literature was new and
fascinating to me as a communications scholar. I learned about asymmetrical conflicts, about resource
and identity conflict, about theories of war and peace and about the concept of protracted conflicts. In
short, I learned about how political science looks at conflict and I found some approaches that helped
me to better understand what was going on in these communities. I used Glasl’s five dimensions to
analyse and diagnose conflict: (1) Issues, (2) Stages of Escalation, (3) Stakeholders and Parties and
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their Internal Structure, (4) Relationships between the Parties and Contextual Structures and
(5) Conflict Parties’ Basic Attitudes and Strategic Considerations (Glasl 1994, 2008). I combined them
with Ropers’ description of ethnic conflict along these categories (Ropers 1995b). I used both as
background theories to understand what was going on in Mindanao and why the conflict was such a
protracted one. I retraced regional dynamics, based on the works of Peter Kreuzer (2003; 2005; 2006),
the Ortigas Peace Institute (1995; 2004) and Dictaan Bang-oa (2004). I used theories and prior
empirical research as tools to better understand the phenomenon of these peaceful communities. I
learned only later that this was the approach of Grounded Theory research.
My understanding of the Mindanaon conflict deepened and I approached the communities again with a
more critical perspective. Were they just taken advantage of by one of the conflicting parties to
regroup and rehabilitate? Were they just used by one of the clans as a safe base for their criminal
activities? Do they have any impact at all or are they just nice little enclaves, easily wiped out if any of
the armed factions wishes to do so?
I went back to empirical accounts about and from within the communities. I was exploring NGO
documents68, scientific accounts69 and personal observations written by people living inside Peace
Zones70. These sources provided an overview of the activities in the Peace Zone. Many accounts were
of a superficial nature, however, seldom exploring specific activities in depth or connecting them to
each other.
I chose to focus on one community, Kitipaan, and provide a comprehensive account of its activities,
connect them to each other and explore their effects on the population and the sustainability of the
Peace Zone in my MA thesis. I conducted six key-informant interviews and combined them with the
NGO documentation. I mapped all activities since the foundation of the Peace Zone and described
them in detail.71 This mapping provided me with a general sense of how certain activities might have
led to the transformation observed from a war-torn to a non-violent community. A comparison of
activities showed that they were inclusive, connected to the daily lives of the people and holistic;
taking into account a multitude of aspects of importance to the local population. I made use of
theoretical concepts to group these findings in a more systematic way. Three approaches seemed to be
promising to me at that time. I will sketch them briefly here.
(1) Habermas’ concepts of (a) ideal speech situation, (b) lebenswelt72 and (c) validity claims on
objective, normative and individual levels (Habermas 1971; Habermas 1987a, 1987b) served as
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Among the most important ones those of the Catholic Relief Services (2003) and Neufeldt et al. (2000).
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Among the most important ones those of Lee (2005), Garcia (2004), Mitchell (1997) and Santos (2005).
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Among the most important ones those of Layson (2005b; 2004; 2003d; 2003a).
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The descriptions of these activities are presented at length in German (Neumann 2009a) and in a shorter English version in
(Neumann and Emmer 2012).
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Lebenswelt is a German term. English translations of Habermas either use lebenswelt or the literal translation lifeworld.
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constituents of an idealized communicative situation against which activities could be evaluated on
individual and small-group levels.73
(2) Senghaas’ civilisatory hexagon was used to judge the comprehensiveness of activities in terms of
(a) deprivatization of force and the abolition of sources of military power other than that of the state
(or international institutions); (b) rule of law and institutions as a means to control the monopoly of
force; (c) the encouragement of interdependence and affect control; (d) representative, democratic
participation in decision-making; (e) protection of the weak and the pursuit of social justice; and (f) a
culture of non-violent management of conflict (Senghaas 1995); and finally
(3) Lederach’s lenses on conflict were used to identify (a) actors addressed, (b) levels of response and
(c) time frames of activity (Lederach 2006) and span the bridge between the individual and political
levels.
These theories are very disparate and their explanatory potential differs. All of them are philosophical
rather than empirical concepts, insofar as their structures have already been normatively fixed.
Senghaas and Lederach especially relate to a normative concept of peace as an ideal aim of all
peacekeeping practice. The combination might be unusual in retrospect, but they provided me with an
analytical perspective with which to approach the somehow inside the Peace Zone in 2007.
(1) An analysis of the activities based on Habermas’ concepts led to interesting conclusions. Activities
were strongly rooted in the local lifeworld of the people. NGOs and local activities used indigenous
metaphors and concepts to explain the current situation on the ground. Approaches were based on
local practices of decision-making and reconciliatory justice.74 The community itself had no coercive
power to enforce any decisions. Dialogue underlay most activities. The acceptance of all involved was
key to the implementation of decisions. Participatory mechanisms evolved which were often close to
the preconditions described in Habermas’ ideal speech situation. This participation remained limited to
the local leaders, however. Mechanisms of social pressure ensured the obedience of family members.75
Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action differentiates between discursive levels relating to
norms (rightness), facts (truth) and subjective perceptions (rightfulness). This distinction helped to
understand how people managed to live together again, despite traumatic war experiences. The
differentiation between norms (rightness) and objectivity (truth) relates to the dichotomization
between resource and identity conflict, as introduced in common conflict literature. The aspect of
rightfulness allows personal experiences to be disconnected from the normative debate between the
73
The use of Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action often provoked discussion as his latter remarks have a strong
connotation of Modernization Theory. My understanding of the connection between data and theory is one in which theory is
seen as a tool to make sense of empirical findings. Doing so, I can use aspects of Habermas’ theory which are helpful for this
endeavor and reject others which I do not see as useful. This is the pragmatic approach at the core of GT which will be
replicated at other points throughout this study (for more on GT and the use of theory, please see Chapter 4).
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This is a short summary of the results of my MA thesis. They are published at length in Friedenskommunikation (Neumann
2009a).
75
Aspects that relate to the Habermas Theory of Communicative Action were published in The importance of communication
in civil society peacebuilding (Neumann and Emmer 2012).
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conflicting parties. The members of the Peace Zone managed to detach personal experiences and
individual grievances and feeling of revenge from collective stereotyping and hatred against a
collective of people. Individual experiences could be disconnected from normative debates between
groups of different faiths (Neumann and Emmer 2012).
(2) An analysis of the activities based on Senghaas’ hexagon provided only limited explanatory
potential. The activities could be described as holistic, but Senghaas’ categories have a strong
Eurocentric bias.76 The categories had only limited value for those residing in the Peace Zone. The
aspects discussed by Senghaas were all targeted in one way or the other, but approaches to do so were
based on an amalgam of customary and liberal practices. The Hexagon helped to map possible targets
of activities, but it provided little explanatory potential especially when results were transferred back
to Mindanao.77
(3) A look at Lederach’s lenses of conflict and change proved to be more useful in order to grasp the
holistic approach and to explain its sustainability. All levels of society were included during the
foundation of the Peace Zone. The middle-range leadership was included during negotiations and the
top-level leadership during the declaration of the Peace Zone. The main focus was on the grassroots
leadership. The discussions, workshops and seminars gradually expanded the community horizon from
acute crisis intervention towards a more general design for social change and finally a vision for a
desired (though idealized) future. The main level of response was that of relationships. Issues were
targeted, but the underlying root causes could not be tackled without changes on the systemic level of
national negotiations. The main transformation took place on the community level, though with little
impact on the systemic violence in which the Peace Zone was embedded. The manuscript of the
declaration of the Peace Zone served as the necessary bracket between the different levels, connecting
them in a narrative spanning from the first settlements to a (hopefully) peaceful future.78

2.3 Aiming for understanding
The efforts of my MA thesis helped me to retrace the way from war to peace in a single community.
The focus was on singular or repetitive activities, but not on the daily practices of interaction. I could
not explain where the practices used were coming from and how they related to development at the
regional and national levels. I went back to square one in 2008 and asked myself and the data: What
does living together actually mean? The answer was simple: coexistence and interaction. Muslims and
Christians were living side by side with only sporadic encounters. Coexistence was not really
described in the interviews, but it could be observed; it was subconscious. The interview partners
focused on the events of interaction that were more conscious. Interaction took place predominantly in
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Such a bias was already identified by Wellmann (1997) and can be confirmed by empirical evidence as collected during
my MA thesis.
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An extended version of these results can be found in Friedenskommunikation on pages 85-88.
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An extended version of these results can be found in Friedenskommunikation on pages 88-94.
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cases of dissent or conflict. These could be minor conflicts about a straying dog killing a chicken, or
major conflicts about arson or car-napping. This could be a discussion about where to install pumps
donated by an NGO or about who should be the next town chief. All interviews of 2006 were full of
proud recollections of how such conflict was resolved.
I turned to conflict theory and critically reflected on the framework I had developed during my MA
thesis. I enrolled myself in a master’s programme in political science at the Free University of Berlin. I
took classes in peace and conflict studies. Two key concepts proved useful in order to understand the
somehow: conflict has a socializing function and to explore it, one needs to differentiate between form
and content of conflict.79 The early work of Simmel (1908) in particular was inspiring. I found that
some of my findings from 2006 were in line with Simmel’s description of conflict. None of the
conflicts inside the Peace Zones had ceased to exist after the foundation, yet violence had stopped.80
The form in which conflict was pursued had changed, while the issues remained largely constant. I
started to reject terms, such as post-conflict, conflict resolution or eliminating the root causes of
conflict. I started using the terms post-war country/situation/community instead of post-conflict
country/situation/community and I replaced the term conflict resolution with conflict transformation.
Somehow, in more analytical terms, then was the transformation of forms of handling different issues
of conflict.
I started once again to explore the interaction between groups by retracing how practices of handling
conflict transformed over time. Fieldwork in 2009 confirmed that a differentiation between form and
content of conflict was a useful tool for building understanding. I determined central issues of conflict
and explored how they were handled. Fieldwork provided very nuanced accounts of local practices,
but those were only singular insights into contemporary practices that extended a few years back at
best. Transformation and change, however, are aspects which need to be explored over time. This put
me in a difficult situation. People strongly related to practices from before and during the war when
they explained to me how they do things today. They described their interaction as customary,
traditional, this is how we always did things although observations and their own accounts indicated
that actual practices had often changed at least since the foundation of the Peace Zone. Longitudinal
studies of social change are not feasible in a PhD project of a maximum of 6 years. I turned to
anthropological literature published since the early twentieth century to complement local accounts
and to understand the sources of today’s practices that transformed in relation and as a reaction to
national and regional dynamics. I also turned to political analysis to understand the bigger picture on
the regional and national levels.81
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Further information regarding my understanding of conflict can be found in Chapter 3.1.
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Later on I found that Elwert and other scholars in his line described and analytically grasped similar phenomena see Elwert
(1999), Koehler (2003) and Zürcher (2003).
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The sources which I used are extensively cited in the respective empirical chapters.
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A second aspect captured my attention when I reviewed the interviews of 2006. I had made a conflict
assessment, based on political analysis in 2006. This assessment was very different from the subjective
perceptions of those living inside the Peace Zone. Interviews showed that people interacted based on
their subjective perceptions of security, peacefulness, commonality and understanding, which differed
from my own and those of most other external analysts. Religion was one of the central elements
discussed in the 2006 interviews. Everyone inside the Peace Zone was either Christian, Muslim or
Indigenous and related to a bigger collective of Christians, Muslims or Lumads. Few of the issues at
stake were of a religious nature, but the most prominent marker of the conflicting parties was religion,
inside as well as outside the Peace Zone. Religion was not the source of conflict, but religion as a
category described the conflict lines and was used for mobilization. The resulting dichotomization was
internalized by most. Their subjective definition of the situation was obviously central to interaction,
not objective markers for violence, peacefulness or sources of conflict. The works of Ropers, which I
had studied for my MA thesis, helped to explain why ethnic conflict is protracted, dividing a nation
and difficult to resolve. What I could not yet understand was how such persistent categories could
emerge. I turned to psychoanalysis to retrace the processes from identity formation to dehumanization
and violent escalation.82 I connected psycho-social analyses to ethnographic and sociological literature
on the emergence and persistence of ethnicity.83
The aims of the fieldwork in 2009 were refined through my readings of identity and conflict theory. I
wanted to observe local practices of dealing with conflict in their transformation over time. I wanted to
relate local practices to national dynamics. I wanted to base my research on the perspective of those I
was studying. I wanted to be sensitive to identity constructs and perceptions. I needed to do all of this
in a very fragile setting as escalations had restarted in late 2008. This was a complicated undertaking;
only a very limited number of communities could be studies, given the complexity of the task and the
fragility of the situation. I opted for theoretical sampling84 within the case and selected just one
community for fieldwork in 2009. Within this community, I focused on different issues of conflict
(such as religious practices, criminality, distribution of resources and power), on different perspectives
on conflict (such as those of the army, rebels, government, NGOs, town chiefs, women leaders, youth,
Muslims, Christians, indigenous people) and on different approaches to handling such conflict (such
as restoration, mediation, reconciliation, confrontation, negotiation).
The realization that local perceptions matter more for interaction than external analysis impacted on
the design of the fieldwork. It made things easier and harder at the same time. Easier, because there
was no need to measure peace or interaction; harder because I needed to document and grasp (in the
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Most instructive were the writings of Volkan Vamik (1990; 2003; 1994) and Volkan et al. (1990).
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Such as Elwert (1989), Donahoe et al. (2009), Smith (1995) and Horowitz (1985). For a theoretical reflection on identity
and ethnicity, see Chapter 3.1.2.
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Theoretical sampling is a key approach in GT research. It describes the attempt to vary and contrast the conditions as
methodically as possible in order to determine what has an impact on the phenomenon in question. For more on the concept
of theoretical sampling, please see Chapter 4.1.
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sense of fremdverstehen) the perceptions of those living inside and interacting within the Peace Zone. I
chose to implement fieldwork in 2009 in close cooperation with local researchers to increase my
sensitivity to local perceptions and to include as many local perspectives as possible. I intended to
lower the barrier for participation of community residents by working with fellow Mindanaons and to
include every inhabitant of the Peace Zone regardless of educational level and language spoken. A
cooperation with Notre Dame University (NDU) in Cotabato was established. Estella Cantallopez, a
professor of sociology and Alano Kadil, a professor of Muslim Studies, served as facilitators for FGDs
and four students visited all inhabitants of the Peace Zone in their houses to gather information. I was
doing key-informant interviews with local leaders, assisted by a research assistant.85
First patterns emerged. I identified a mix of practices that I called traditional and modern at that time. I
realized that practices of Muslims and Christians were largely congruent, although the groups defined
themselves in opposition to each other. Most approaches were very pragmatic. They rested on joint
practices and ignored exclusive rhetoric. Two approaches existed in parallel; one for conflict between
members of the same religious group and one for conflict between Muslims and Christians. The
religious or ethnic self-proclamation of those involved was decisive for the process of handling issues.
Violence was externalized. The violent Muslim was the one interfering from the outside, no longer the
neighbour. The land-grabbing Christian might have existed in other provinces, but was declared as a
thing of the past within the community. The socializing function of conflicts, as indicated by Simmel,
could be confirmed. The community managed to settle its conflicts peacefully. Self-confidence in their
ability to do so grew.

2.4 Looking for patterns in comparison
I was closer to understanding what had changed inside the community by late 2009, but I started to
wonder whether the community of Kitipaan was a singular case or whether I could find similar
patterns in other communities. I decided to study a community in a totally different setting to see
whether the patterns I had identified in Mindanao held the potential for generalization. I wanted to
understand the somehow in more than just one case. I wanted to understand local dynamics in post-war
contexts.
Political and scientific debate on UN-led peacebuilding had reached its peak by that time. Numerous
statistics and studies, focusing on institution and nation building, transitional governments and
international organizations, underlying norms and values and the effectiveness and impact of such
peacebuilding missions, had been published. The perspective from below was missing, however, with
a few exceptions.86 The voices of the people affected by and benefiting from peacebuilding missions,
especially in the rural areas, were virtually absent from the discussion. Sociological perspectives
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For more information on the methodological set-up and our experience in the field, please see Chapters 4.2 and 4.3.
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See for example Pouligny (2006).
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slowly gained momentum. A first volume focusing on the societal effects of UN interventions was
published by Bonacker at al. in 2010, but the debate was just about to start.
I was wondering what impact a UN mission might have on the already fragile and unstable post-war
situation local communities, such as the one in Mindanao, are facing. The Peace Zone in Mindanao
had continuous NGO accompaniment. Projects were guided by the needs of the community. They
were implemented by local staff. The regional situation was too fragile to allow for long-term
involvement of international staff. National development plans were halted because of the renewed
escalations. I chose a second community that contrasted with the situation of the Peace Zone as much
as possible. I chose a community in a country hosting a UN mission, strongly dependent on
international donor support, with a different conflict history and embedded in a dissimilar cultural
context. I opted for something that case study research calls Most Different System Design and what is
known as theoretical sampling in GT. I was looking for a contrasting case and found it in Liberia.87
I studied the history of Liberia and started to write funding applications. I was planning to replicate the
set-up of the study in Mindanao and needed further resources in order to be able to afford to hire local
staff and cover my own expenses. It was between hard and impossible to contact Liberian researchers
and possible NGO partners via the internet. Email addresses were outdated, phone calls were rarely
answered. At some point, I even questioned whether the country really existed. UN reports spoke of
GoL (Government of Liberia) and the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL), while the
common Liberian was nowhere to be found. In short, the initial stages were frustrating.
I chose to fly to Monrovia in October 2009. Things were much easier once I had settled in Liberia.
Liberia proved to be a small country of 3 million inhabitants where everybody seemed to be connected
to everyone. I started to set up cooperation with the Kofi Annan Institute of Conflict Transformation
(KAICT), based at the University of Liberia. I contacted local NGOs working in Lofa County, one of
the regions strongly hit by the two subsequent wars in 1997 and 2001. I learned about the Mandingo
and the Lorma tribes, about their history of friendship and hatred and about the fragile, though nonviolent, situation of today. I identified a rural, multi-ethnic community, Dumai, close to the Guinean
border, for fieldwork. Terms of cooperation were finalized with KAICT before I returned to Germany.
A funding proposal for the German Foundation of Peace Research (DSF) was submitted, and finally
granted before I left for Liberia again.
I conducted fieldwork in early 2010, supported by nine students of KAICT. The experience was
fascinating. The two ethnic groups that lived in the community were full of prejudices and suspicion,
but interacting with each other. There was no violence and no peace, rather, they found themselves in
an in-between stage: “We are supposed to be at peace but there are so many conflicts among us.”88
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For the logic of MDSD and the reasons for a final selection of Liberia, see Chapter 4.2.1.
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Local villager, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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We could really grasp the ambivalence of their situation, nearly eight years after the war had formally
ended and peace had been declared in Accra.
The ambivalence we encountered in Liberia reminded me of Bourdieu’s descriptions of Algeria under
French colonial rule (Bourdieu 1959a; 1959b; 1963). Bourdieu named this ambivalence hysteresis. He
provided manifold accounts in which individuals and groups failed to adapt to the quickly changing
environment in which they were living. Their actions, their clothing, their communication, what
Bourdieu calls their habitus, no longer fit to present circumstances. I started to read Bourdieu’s work
again and found further concepts that helped me to better understand the situation in the community
and relate it to the regional context in which it was embedded.

2.5 Connecting the local to the global and national
Bourdieu’s concept of the field provided an analytical tool to connect the local community to national
and international dynamics and relate anthropological and ethnographic sources to political analysis. I
soon realized that the local communities were embedded in a larger context which mattered, but I had
previously failed to systematically develop this connection from data. The theoretical concept of the
field helped me to do so. I did not use it in its original sense of distinct sectors of society, but as an
analytical tool to describe the origins of hybridization and hysteresis. I developed a simple description
of fields as specific sets of qualities one needs to have in order to be successful, and as specific sets of
rules one needs to follow in order to attain and safeguard success.89
I was able to derive two fields from local practices in historical perspective in Liberia, a local one that
was based on the local lifeworld and an imported one that relied predominantly on external concepts
of Americo-Liberian settlement and liberal state-building. The two fields changed over time until they
finally collapsed with the escalation of violence. New fields emerged, religious and ethnic identity
became significant capital, the marginalization of the rural regions became more apparent, but the
dichotomy between imported and local approaches persisted in the communities. A hybridization of
daily life could be observed in most cases following local approaches, in some imported ones. Possible
causes for hybridization and hysteresis were either rapid field change (in the case of hysteresis) or the
interplay of two fields at the same time and level (in the case of hybridization). I conceptualized
hysteresis and hybridization as after-effects of either rapid field change or a clash of at minimum two
fields.90 The historically continuous hybridity between the local and the imported field became what
GT research calls the core category91. The fields and the tensions resulting from their interplay
emerged in final coding and writing processes as the main categories by which to explain the somehow
and provide the red line for the following empirical chapters. I connected these notions of hybridity to
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For the adaptation of the field concept, see Chapter 3.2.1.
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For more on these concepts, see Chapter 3.2.
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The core category in GT research is the concept with the greatest explanatory relevance and highest potential for linking
all the other categories together (Strauss and Corbin 1990, 104). It forms the heart of subsequent formal theory building; see
also Chapter 4.1.
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the research of other scholars in the peacebuilding field that have identified comparable dynamics,
though based on different examples and theoretical approaches.92
Working with Bourdieu’s concepts was so useful that I returned to my data from Mindanao. I could
find both parallels as well as differences between the communities. Observed and perceived sources of
daily conflict were consistent in both cases: security, land, religion, dealing with crime, and finally
structures and processes of decision-making. The practices used to deal with these issues were largely
congruent. Based on my own perceptions during fieldwork, I would even say that both communities
were equally peaceful. A striking difference remained, however. Most of my Mindanaon interviewees
described their community as a safe place, a refuge for friends and family members. My Liberian
interviewees were complaining that they were far from having peace in their community. Practices and
approaches to deal with conflict were largely the same, but local perceptions differed strongly.

2.6 Understanding the paradox: the burden of peace
The strong difference in local perceptions of a seemingly comparable situation struck me and I
recalled my observations of the situation both communities were facing after violent escalations had
ceased. Pre-war sources of conflict had not ceased with the end of armed confrontations. Crimes
needed to be punished and resources distributed. Power needed to be delegated and land remained
limited. Peace had been declared but conflicts were still widespread. Evacuation camps were closed.
Humanitarian aid had ceased. People wished to rebuild their livelihoods and return to their homes. The
traumatic experiences of war had changed relationships for the worse. People had to leave their
communities for 10 or 15 years in Liberia. Houses were destroyed, farms needed to be rebuilt from
scratch, infrastructure and basic services were absent. Peace was officially declared in Liberia, but
people were facing tremendous conflicts. To speak of peace was to undermine local perceptions. The
official rhetoric that they were supposed to be at peace was like a burden to them.
This observation brought me back to some of the literature that I had read in 2006 and the subsequent
years that focused on ownership and its implementation in peacebuilding projects.93 I realized a
striking difference between the Mindanaon case study and my experiences in Liberia. There was no
national plan for anything in Mindanao. Projects were based on a community agenda. The declaration
of peace was drafted, negotiated and declared by the community people. This was very different from
accounts in my Liberian interviews, referring to the time after peace was declared in Accra. Warring
factions may be able to declare a ceasefire or even an end of armed hostilities, but they cannot declare
peace, in my understanding of peace.
I went back to Liberia in 2011. Fieldwork was part of a research project funded by the Norwegian
Institute of Foreign Affairs (NUPI) called Contextualization of Peacebuilding to local circumstances.
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Such as Richmond et al. (2012), Mac Ginty (2010; 2008b) and Boege (2009).
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Such as Reich (2006), Chesterman (2007), Narten (2009), Sending (2009) and Pouligny (2006).
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It attempted to explore if and how the UN mission was sensitive to local circumstances and
contextualized its approaches to them. The project spoke of ownership, but in the implementation, it
simply asked whether projects were contextualized to local circumstances.94 This might be a more
honest description of what missions are actually capable of doing, but it differs strongly from local
notions of ownership (Neumann and Schia 2012). The clash of different concepts commonly
subsumed under the term ownership provides an additional explanation for the burden of peace.
Ownership in Mindanao was huge on the community level. The community residents may not have
much impact on the national dynamics, but they truly owned their internal processes. Ownership in
Liberia was continuously challenged. The local community may have found ways to deal with their
conflicts, but international donors and national policies constrained and undermined those. The donor
community defined plans and locals were consulted. This was not official rhetoric, but practiced
reality (Neumann and Winckler 2012). The more state authority was extended in Liberia, the more
international norms and processes challenged community approaches to resolving conflict that were
often not in line with liberal understandings of good governance.
The picture was complete. I was able to trace the transformation of practices from early
anthropological accounts to today’s interaction within the community. I could make sense of today’s
interaction based on context knowledge of regional and national dynamics as well as historical
evolution processes. I could finally achieve theoretical integration with the core category of the local
and the imported field and link local observations to the larger peacebuilding debate. The last
mandatory step of building the bridge between research and practice kept me re-evaluating my data in
2012.

2.7 Linking academia and policy: responsibility to understand
I linked the data gathered during NUPI research to the data of previous fieldwork in Mindanao and
Liberia that I had gathered since 2005. I closed the circle to the peacebuilding debate and the starting
point of the PhD research. The intention always was to understand how local communities manage to
live together. The related observations were made from a descriptive point of view. Subsequent
analysis provided insights into community practices, connected them to the national picture and
explored friction between different practices. The results were two case studies of complex social
dynamics in distinct parts of the world that identified many comparable patterns. They show that
pragmatic peacebuilding exists on the local level, which the classical donors are often unaware of.
They show that this unawareness on behalf of the international community often hampers local efforts
to socially re-embed conflict without providing feasible alternatives. They further show that
interventions, be they by colonial powers, settlers, international donors or military missions, have had
effects on social dynamics by interfering in local hierarchies and practices. Some of these effects were
94

The project was part of a larger project comparing empirical research from Liberia, South Sudan and Haiti. I was working
as a consultant and could only partly have an impact on the scope of the research. I could, however, use some of the data to
complement previous empirical fieldwork.
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intentionally caused and others were unintended by-products that have often become of great
influence. A causal chain could not be identified for any of these societal effects and it was never my
aim to do so. The similarity of effects and the seemingly naivety with which they were provoked,
however, is one of the main patterns that I identified. This made me write the concluding chapter,
which indeed has a normative and political demand: a responsibility to all those who intervene in
highly fragile contexts to at least attempt to understand the environment in which they interact and the
effects their intervention may bring about, beyond the capital and beyond lessons learned and best
practices.

Leading Question

Theoretical Approach

Empirical Approach

Chapter

Phenomenon 2004 / 2005: Peace Zone as a peaceful place amidst war for six years
What does it look like?

Documentary film interviews, discussions
(journalistic approach)

Phenomenon 2006 / 2007: Somehow they managed to live together again
What have they done to reach
and preserve this status

• Glasl 2008: five

dimensions of conflict
• Ropers 1995: dynamics

of ethnic conflict
• Habermas 1987:

lifeworld, validity
claims, ideal speech
situation

• Conflict analysis of Mindanao based on

documents
• Overview and evaluation of activities

Published in
Neumann (2009a;
2009b; 2012)

inside Peace Zones based on NGO
documents and reports (~50)
• Key informant interviews with people

living inside the Peace Zone

• Senghaas 1995:

civilisatory hexagon
• Lederach 2006: lenses

on conflict and change
Phenomenon 2008 / 2009: Living together as coexistence and interaction
Æ interaction mostly in case of conflict
Æ interaction through conflict leads to socialization
• What does living together

mean?
• What are the actual

practices of dealing with
conflict?
• How are these practiced

and their results perceived
by the people living inside
the community?
• Do they bring about a

feeling of togetherness?

• conflict theory in

general
• Simmel 1908: form and

content of conflict
• conflict transformation
• multi-perspectivity and

fremdverstehen

Theoretical sampling I (within-case):
• different conflict sources (religious

practices, crime persecution,
distribution of goods and power)
• different perspectives on conflict

(army, rebels, government, NGOs,
town chiefs, women leaders, youth...)
• different points in time (trying to

reconstruct before / during war and
contrast with present)
Fieldwork:
• interviews, observation, documents,

survey, group discussions
• cooperation with local researchers
• evaluation in consultation with local

researchers
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For theoretical
approach:
Chapter 3.1.
For
methodological
approach:
Chapter 4.
For results:
Chapters 5.1
and 6.1.
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Leading Question

Theoretical Approach

Empirical Approach

Chapter

Phenomenon 2009 / 2010: Possible universality of these patterns
• How does living together

look in other communities
and other places?
• What impact does context

• theories of intervention

and statebuilding
• theories of governance

and failed states

have on the community?

Theoretical sampling II (between cases):
• different conflict (ongoing, long, low-

intensity vs. finished, short, highintensity)
• different cultural area (South-East Asia

vs. West Africa)
• different influence of international

intervention (little, non-military in
existing state vs. massive military and
humanitarian in collapsed state)

For
methodological
approach:
Chapters 4.1

and 4.2.
For results:
Chapters 5.2

and 6.2.

Fieldwork 1: interviews, documents
→ selection of second community
→ data gathering on context
Fieldwork 2: interviews, documents,
FGDs, observation, survey (with local
students and researchers)
Phenomenon 2010 : Community embedded in larger (inter-) national context
• What influence do UN

intervention in Liberia and
national politics in the
Philippines have on the
communities?
• What impact does the

historical legacy have on
today’s interaction?

• Bourdieu: field, habitus

and hysteresis
• MacGinty, Richmond,

Evaluation of data with CAQDAS
(NVivo), comparison between Mindanao
and Liberia.

Boege: hybrid peace /
hybrid orders.

For theoretical
approach:
Chapter 3.3.
For
methodological
approach:
Chapter 4.3.

• Volkan: psycho-social

dimension of ethnic
conflict

For findings:
Chapters 5.3
and 6.3.

Phenomenon 2011: The burden of peace
• Why does the Liberian

community struggle with
seeing itself as peaceful?
• Why is the discrepancy to

Mindanao so big?

• concepts of and

approaches to
ownership
• discrepancy between

• re-evaluation of existing data
• fieldwork: Interviews and group

discussions with UN and Locals,
document analysis

centre and periphery /
elites and local
population

For theoretical
discussion and
findings see:
Chapters 6.2
and 6.3.

Phenomenon 2012:Responsibility to understand
• What do these results mean

for wider peacebuilding
practice?
• How can peacebuilding be

more sensitive to local
contexts and more open to
local practices?

Review of case studies,
review of current
peacebuilding literature
and peacebuilding
dilemmas (as of 2012)

• re-evaluation of existing data
• identify conflicts caused by non-

sensitive intervention / strengthening
imported and liberal structures

For theoretical
discussion and
findings see:
Chapters 6.3
and 7.

• develop policy recommendations for a

more sensitive approach to peacebuilding

Table 1: The transformation of phenomenon, leading questions and theoretical and empirical approaches underlying this
research over time.
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3 KEY CONCEPTS
“The general stands on top of the hill, he has the overview, he
sees everything – that’s the philosopher, the social philosopher;
he apprehends the battles, he describes the class struggle and of
course he has no appearance in Waterloo. My perspective is a
different one. That of Fabrizio, the hero in Stendhals ‘Charterhouse of Parma’ who doesn’t see anything, doesn’t understand
anything, with bullets flying down around his ears. It suffices
to make this step to the frontlines to get a totally different
understanding of social realities. The overview of the general is
useful, of course, but it would be ideal to combine the two: the
overview of the general and the individual perception of the
soldier in the turmoil.” (Bourdieu 1993, 42-43, translated by
the author)95

95
The original quote from the German source is as follows: „Der General steht oben, auf einem Hügel, er hat den Überblick,
er sieht alles – das ist der Philosoph, der Sozialphilosoph; er denkt sich Schlachten aus, er beschreibt den Klassenkampf und
taucht natürlich nicht in Waterloo auf. Meine Perspektive ist dagegen die von Fabrizio, dem Helden Stendhals aus der
»Kartause von Parma«, der nichts sieht, nichts versteht, dem die Kugeln nur so um die Ohren fliegen. Es genügt, sich einmal
in die vordersten Linien zu begeben, damit der Blick auf die gesellschaftliche Welt ein grundlegend anderer wird. Natürlich
ist die Sicht der Generäle nützlich; ideal wäre es, könnte man beides verbinden: den Überblick des Generals und die einzelne
Wahrnehmung des Soldaten im Getümmel.“
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A number of different concepts underlie the research question of how multi-ethnic communities
manage to live together after violent identity conflict. Empirical evidence, its collection, description
and analysis is always based on guiding assumptions that make these activities possible and
meaningful. Observations are guided by the previous knowledge of the observer. The subsequent
analysis and results are guided by theoretical concepts about how things are linked to each other. A
central element that distinguishes science from journalistic reports or common knowledge is its
attempt to reflect on these guiding principles, unfold them for the reader and subject them to criticism.
The following chapter will explore four major conceptual decisions that have been made throughout
the course of this research and strongly inform the subsequent analysis: (1) the definition of the subject
of analysis, (identity) conflict; (2) the specification of the perspective taken, through the eyes of the
locals, and the theoretical tools employed; (3) the introduction of the main dichotomy between a local
and an imported field and the resulting focus on the hybridity of approaches that guides further
analysis as core category and (4) the temporal and territorial specification of the subjects of analysis,
the two communities in their respective environments.
The theories that will be sketched out in the following sections, especially those of Bourdieu and
Simmel, have been read with the eyes of a ‘late vocationed’ social scientist. I am a pragmatic
researcher who applies theory as tool to advance empirical analysis.96 The review of theoretical
literature serves the purpose of explaining the concepts underlying empirical analysis and should not
be seen as an attempt to provide a comprehensive review epistemological or more general
philosophical debates.

3.1 Analysing conflict – escalating and socializing
The origins of the concept of conflict in western social science are traced back to Hobbes, Marx,
Weber and Simmel at the beginning of modernity (Bonacker 2008b, 9). The concept of conflict has
developed into one of the central elements of social science. Various concepts of and perspectives on
conflict have coexisted since these early theoretical accounts. Conflict as an analytical category has
seen a huge revival and redefinition after the end of the Cold War, reflected in concepts such as the
Clash of Cultures and Ethnopolitical Conflict (Bonacker 2008b, 11). The New Wars97 led to major
reconsideration in the field of international relations, and connected to it, in the discussion of what
conflict is and what its effects on society are.
It is impossible to propose a general definition of conflict against the backdrop of the various
coexisting theoretical paradigms. A brief sketch of the debates about the roots of conflict and the
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This understanding of theory as sensitizing concepts is in line with the GT approach as outlined in Chapter 4, see also
footnote 101.
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The term new wars was introduced by Kaldor (1999) and Münkler (2002). It is a contested concept that has been discussed
by Kalyvas (2001) and Chojnacki (2006) among others.
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effects98 of conflict serves as a backdrop against which to reconstruct the understanding of conflict that
underlies this research:
I understand conflict as a ubiquitous phenomenon of social interaction, rooted in both, the individual
and its relationships as well as the societal structures in which these are embedded, with constructive as
well as destructive impacts, depending on the way in which it is pursued.

This understanding of conflict challenges a number of guiding principles and polarizations along
which mainstream theoretical work and research is orientated. Nevertheless, it remains based on
western concepts of individual and group, state and society or war and peace. Even modern theories of
conflict draw on major references from Hobbes, Marx, Weber, Simmel or Freud.99 They focus on what
is generally called ‘modern societies’, but could in most cases be randomly translated as ‘western’100.
A transferability of such approaches to other contexts cannot be automatically assumed. The final
understanding of conflict underlying this research was carefully developed in a continuous process of
data analysis and theoretical research. It will be handled with caution and serve only as a sensitizing
concept101 throughout the research, in which it is critically re-evaluated against the empirical material.
(1) From mono-causality to complex interaction between conflict and society
Conflict was often thought about along disciplinary divides and paradigmatic debates before the end of
the Cold War. Much of the debate centred on the question of whether conflict was rooted within the
individual, between individuals, or within societal structures. Conflict was understood as either
internal, relational or contextual. Ethnological and anthropological theories tended to locate the source
of conflict within the nature of the protagonists and focused on intrapersonal conflicts; Behavioural
Sociology and Social Psychology saw its roots in the relation between the conflicting parties and
focused on interpersonal conflicts, and finally Neo-Realist and Marxist theories defined it as
originating from the conditioning context and focused on societal structures and the international
system (Ramsbotham, Woodhouse, and Miall 2007, 79).
This debate relates to the micro-macro divide that materialized in conflict theory at the beginning of
the twentieth century in Europe (Imbusch 1996, 130–36). Theories in the tradition of Marx and Engels
saw conflict as articulated within societies and through major groups / classes. Theories closer related
to Durkheim focused on the individualization and dispersion of conflicts. Conflict was analysed as
rooted in societal structures (such as institutions, laws or economic structures) with effects on
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The term effect is used in this theoretical debate more often than the term impact. This is due to the predominance of
quantitative explorations of the effects of specific conflicts on society. Qualitative research assumes that such cause and effect
chains can rarely be established and tends to speak instead of the impact of conflict. I will continue to speak of effects when I
refer to the mainstream debate and of impact when I refer to my own theoretical understanding of conflict which is rooted in
the qualitative paradigm. See also footnote 21.
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See for example Bonacker (2008b, 33–98).
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By western I mean being heavily influenced by the periods of Renaissance and Enlightenment, shaped by a history of
colonialism (in the sense of being the colonizers), drawing heritage from Christian belief and being based on rational thinking
and argumentation.
101

Sensitizing concepts are a key concept of GT research. They are defined as the prism of disciplinary assumptions and
theoretical perspectives which were used as possible tools to analyse data (Charmaz 2003, 319).
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individuals and their social relations; or analysed as rooted in individuals and their social relations
with effects on societal structures, depending on the approach chosen (Bonacker 2008b, 23).
The atomization of conflict that came with the end of the Cold War required scientists to widen their
focus. Distinct categories and mono-causal chains to trace the roots and effects of conflict were
replaced by discursive and self-reflexive understandings of conflict. Conflict was more and more
understood as a multi-faceted concept with impacts on different levels of society (Bonacker 2008b,
11–12).102 Emerging approaches worked with concepts of recursivity, self-reflexive structures,
discursive constructions of societies and, within these concepts, with a mutuality of individual action
and societal structure (Bonacker 2008b, 14).103 The analytical benefit of a dialectical perspective
between the individual and his or her social relations and societal structures can be explained along the
category of ethnicity. Ethnicity is of importance within the context of an individual perceiving him or
herself as member of an ethnic group, within societies becoming more and more fragmented along
ethnic lines, and on a systemic level where institutions marginalize distinct groups and encourage
competition and dichotomization, again re-enforcing individual self-perception as a member of an
ethnic group and the resulting processes of segregation on the societal level.104
(2) From destructive to socializing functions of conflict
A similar dichotomy existed for a long time regarding the effects of conflict on society. Two traditions
of thought subsisted side by side, seeing conflict as either the solvent or the glue of a society
(Hirschmann 1994, 209).105 Four major perspectives developed along this continuum from destructive
to socializing effects of conflict, understanding conflict (1) as a pathological occurrence endangering
the existing order, (2) as a dysfunction indicating mal-functioning and inefficient structures, (3) as
having an integrative and socialising function, or (4) as being the predecessor and promoter of
necessary change (Bonacker and Imbusch 1996, 71).
The experiences of World War Two and the destructive effects of this conflict overshadowed research
for a long time, especially in Germany. The perception of conflict was negative because it was defined
as antonym to a normative ideal of peace.106
“(...) the dangers posed and the damage caused by conflict and crisis have been most of the time so
obvious and overwhelming that the major effort of social thought has gone into the search for order,
peace, harmony, and equilibrium, that is, for the absence of feared, abhorred, conflict.” (Hirschmann
1994, 207).

A negative view of conflict ran through peace research “like a scarlet thread” (Schmid 1968, 224).
Another tradition of thought, however, has gained momentum since the early 1990s. It views conflict
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See for example Bonacker (1997) and Jabri (1996).
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A similar dialectic influence of individual interaction and social environment has been described by Simmel in 1900. It
became prominent again in conflict theory 90 years later (Simmel, Frisby, and Köhnke 1989, 30–32).
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For a more elaborate account of the dynamics of identity conflict on the various social levels, see Chapter 3.1.2.
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Habermas reflected on this debate pointedly as a debate between those interested in a preservation of the status quo and
those interested in changing it (Habermas and Luhmann 1971).
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as a central, productive and ubiquitous element of human interaction (Bonacker 2008b, 11) that
produces the valuable ties that hold modern democratic societies together and provide them with the
strength and cohesion they need (Dubiel 1992).107 The Chicago School adopted such understanding
already in its founding principles in 1921 and defined conflict as precondition for rationality: “only
when there is conflict is behaviour conscious and self-conscious; only here are the conditions for
rational conduct” (Park and Burgess 1921, 578).
Conflict theory today concentrates increasingly on the context that changes conflict from latent to
manifest or from socializing to destructive (Bonacker 2008b, 13–15). Conflicts are no longer seen as
fixed social facts. Their procedural character is emphasized (Giegel 1998, 16). This understanding is
reflected in the empirical data from Liberia and Mindanao. Land conflict, for example, can turn from a
non-violent settlement into a contestation over fertile land into a highly mobilizing debate; finally
escalating into a civil war between settlers and natives, pacified through negotiations and a
redistribution of lands. It may even lead to the development of solidarity between those who had been
disadvantaged during redistribution and the emergence of a class consciousness against elite
exploitation that spans across former conflict lines. Conflict, thus, can be either the glue or the solvent
of a society, depending on the form in which it is pursued.
An understanding of conflict as both destructive and socializing has epistemological consequences for
conflict theory and related research.108 The normative and pejorative connotations that often associated
with the term conflict need to be removed. Conflict has to be seen as a genuine form of interaction. A
generalized understanding of conflict needs to be developed, in which it is seen no longer as a signal
of societal crisis, but as a term which describes manifold interactions on various societal levels.
Conflict needs to be seen as a process with escalatory potential. The debates about the sources of
conflict have to become a matter of conflict itself.
Such an understanding of conflict suits the research endeavour at hand much better. The concept thus
becomes open to cross-cultural research that aims towards an analysis free of any externally imposed
agenda by depoliticizing the concept and removing its normative connotations. A more generalized
understanding of conflict allows us to take into account conflicts of various kinds and on various
levels, without working within traditional dichotomies such as interest or identity based conflicts
(Senghaas 1992, 72),109 nondivisible or divisible conflicts (Hirschmann 1994), consensual or
dissensual conflicts (Kriesberg 1982, 30–35), latent or manifest conflicts (Bonacker and Imbusch
1996, 67), symmetric or asymmetric conflicts (Mitchell 1991) or legitimate or illegitimate conflicts
(Himes 1980). Finally, seeing conflict as a process, allows us to retrace how it transforms, that is, how
it changes over time - the main goal of this research.
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This understanding of conflict is in line with earlier works of Simmel (1908), Coser (1956) and Dahrendorf (1961).
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These have been outlined at length by Bonacker (2008b, 12–14).
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Also defined as objective and subjective conflicts by Bonacker et al. (1996, 69).
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3.1.1

Analysing the transformation of conflict along its content and form

Simmel’s early distinction between the form of conflict (How?) and the content of conflict (Why?)
provides an analytical tool with which to retrace the transformation of conflicts free of normative
assumptions about its effects on society.110 Form, according to Simmel, refers to the mode of
interaction in which the specific content achieves social reality. Content is the interest, purpose or
motive of the conflict (Simmel and Levine 1971, The Problem of Sociology). Today’s conflict theory
would more likely speak of the way(s) in which conflict is pursued and the issues at stake.
The division between form and content is merely an analytical one; the two concepts are strongly
interwoven in reality. They are only analytical categories to help us understand reality, but they gain
form as an integrated, unitary phenomenon in empirical reality (Simmel 1908, Conflict): (1) the same
form of conflict can be observed in dissimilar contexts and in relation to differing purposes and
(2) content is expressed through a variety of different forms of conflict as its medium.
Empirical evidence supports Simmel’s theoretical reasoning. Many of the issues at stake in longlasting or extremely violent conflicts do not emerge suddenly and they rarely cease to exist after
violence has come to an end. Most conflicts are latent before the eruption of violence and are prevalent
after its cessation, but their form changes. At best, violence is replaced by a discussion of opposing
perspectives and competing concepts, and by an integration of constituents with different backgrounds
and value systems into a common societal vision. This becomes all the more obvious, when we look at
the issues at stake in such conflicts: religion, culture, language, history, power, land. Conflicts between
religious practices and values for example, can only be resolved if one religion succeeds over all
others;111 conflicts over cultural practices can only be resolved if one assimilates the other, conflicts
over power distribution can only be resolved if everybody belongs to one singular group following the
same interests, and land simply will never be plentiful enough as it is intrinsically limited. Not every
country with religious minorities, scarce resources and power struggles, however, faces violent
escalation.
The issue of conflict does not necessarily dictate its form and the identification of root causes does not
necessarily hold the key for its pacification. Understanding conflicts as ubiquitous and searching for
ways to transform their form to a less violent, maybe an even integrative mode is much more
promising than any attempts to eliminate the root causes of such conflict. Resolution or settlement are
just synonyms for relative improvement. Most of the conflicts at stake in intra-state conflict can be
neither resolved completely nor even settled on the political level only (Reimann 2004). The concept
of conflict transformation is much more in line with an understanding of conflict as socializing.
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Simmel first introduced these categories in his work Der Streit (1908).

An alternative would be that all parties agree to live and let live, or as the Qu’ran puts it: “to me my religion and to you
yours”. This would not mean the end of conflict as I understand the term. Norm conflicts and conflicting practices are bound
to emerge in such a setting. A realization of the imperative Live and let live, however, would lead to a transformation of
conflict because it would change patterns of handling conflict from violent and confrontative to non-violent and respectful.
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The distinction between the form and the content of conflict relates to the distinction between socially
embedded and disembedded conflict that has been vigorously discussed in anthropological research
since the 1990s. Socially embedded conflict is conflict within socially constructed bonds that is not
perceived as escalated112 by local societies although it might be pursued through physical violence. A
case of socially embedded, sometimes even violent, conflict is that of clan conflict in Mindanao. Clan
conflict and clan feuds had a highly stabilizing function within Mindanao for centuries and often
continue to do so today (Kreuzer 2005). Yet the increase of resources and political power in the last
decades has partly dis-embedded clan feuds.113 Socially disembedded conflict is conflict that “spins
out of socially constructed bonds designed to deal with it” (Zürcher and Koehler 2003, 234). The
complementary process of socially re-embedding conflict is at the heart of peacebuilding. It is an
attempt to tame conflict by rebuilding socially constructed bonds that reverse this process and reembed conflict in social structures. Conflict is then socially controlled by internalized norms and
values, dealt with through existing and reliable institutions (Zürcher and Koehler 2003, 240). These
institutions can be formal or informal, but as the case studies show, they are more often informal than
formal in the immediate post-war setting.
The analytical dichotomy between the form and the content of conflict makes comparison within and
across cases possible. It allows us to derive abstract generalizable social forms from a variety of actual
social phenomena (Stark 2008, 84). Observed interaction within the local communities can be
abstracted from the issues of conflict and the context in which they are embedded. Approaches to
increasing minority representation (form) can be identified with relation to rule of law114 and decisionmaking (issues), they can be described in the Mindanaon and the Liberian community and they can be
related to national approaches towards minority issues in the present and past (context). This creates
the possibility for comparative research on three levels that are combined in the case studies:
(1) within the case, where a specific form is compared for different issues (for example reconciliatory
approaches) or the different forms through which specific issues are pursued are compared (for
example customary and formal justice), (2) across time, retracing the transformation of the forms of
conflict between times of high escalation and non-violent interaction (retrospective analysis) and
(3) between cases, where the forms can be compared across cases (between Mindanao and Liberia).
These different comparative levels are reflected in the structure of the case studies. Chapters 5.1 and
5.2, and 6.1 and 6.2 describe how the forms of pursuing conflict have changed over time, from early
socialization, throughout colonialism and settlement, during the war and after the ceasefire. They
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The term escalated means violence that goes beyond the boundaries of socially accepted use of force.
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The recent climax of disembedment was the Maguindanao massacre in November 2009. 57 men and women,
approximately half of them journalists, were killed and buried by a roadside in Mindanao. This massacre was part of a longlasting feud between the Ampatuan and the Mangudaddatu clan (Gutierrez 2009).
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The terms rule of law and justice will be widely used to refer to issues of moral rightness and conflict resulting from
breaches of such moral rightness. Rule of law relates to a strong formalization of processes. The term will be used with regard
to formal approaches of justice. Justice is the more general term that is used among local communities and can relate to rule
of law, as well as to customary justice.
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cluster issues and explore the forms in which they are pursued. They focus on the transformation of
the forms in relation to the regional and national contexts. It is exactly this transformation which
constitutes the somehow. Chapters 5.3 and 6.3 bring the two cases together in a cross-case comparison
that draws conclusions for local peacebuilding which are potentially transferable to other cases. These
chapters compare the transformation of forms between both cases. They combine all three levels.
3.1.2

The special challenge of identity conflict

It is debatable whether a categorization of the Mindanaon and the Liberian conflicts as identity
conflicts withstands a thorough analysis,115 but the aspect of identity deserves our attention as the
conflicts at stake are perceived as identity conflicts by many in the communities. Identity is central to
the empirical material and analysis shows that local perceptions of identity are closely connected to
daily practices of interaction in the post-war communities.
The community, to which most refugees return after the signing of a peace agreement, is the most
immediate setting of identity conflict. Cooperation is not a matter of tactics at the community level,
but often a necessity for survival. Identity groups cannot retreat to their very own areas if they wish to
do so. Empirical evidence from Mindanao and Liberia shows that community development is only
possible if both groups cooperate. Resource inequality, often negotiated at the national level, is of little
or no importance. Economic inequalities between community members are minimal. Most inhabitants
of rural communities are farmers or simple craftsmen. Identity thus constitutes the central element of
relevance and social organization inside the communities.116
It has to be kept in mind, however, that identity conflict is an analytical category introduced by me as a
social researcher from the outside. Local discourse speaks of ethnicity, tribe117 or religion, tradition or
culture. These are the explicit elements of local discourse. The aggregation of these elements under the
label identity is an external one. It is an external attempt to describe and cluster what I see and hear. It
is of little surprise that political research often tries to evade the concept of identity. The categorization
of perceptions is a challenging task. It is especially challenging when such categorization can rest on
nothing but perceptions, as in the case of identity. It is important, therefore, to frame identity conflict
not only as ethnic or religious conflict, but to look deeper into the different layers of identity and ask
how and why some have become more dominant than others.
Individual and collective identities should be understood in terms of different building blocks nationality, ethnicity, race, kinship, language, religion, local or regional origins or orientations,
historical experience, social class, gender, generation, and participation in social movements - all
115

An assessment of the identity dimension of both conflicts is made in Chapters 5.1.5.2 and 5.2.4.2 respectively.
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This has been confirmed by the two case studies. Respondents mostly spoke about cultural differences or the nonacceptance of traditions. Resource inequality was only mentioned as a general problem to be addressed at the national level
but not as a source of conflict inside the community.
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The subsumation of tribal and clan conflict under the term identity conflict is especially problematic. The identity
dimension is often used to cover up clan and tribal conflict, economic interests and respective power structures (see Chapters
5.1.5.2 and 5.2.4.2).
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complexly structured and combined in various ways (Donahoe et al. 2009).118 Ethnicity and religion,
two of the most prominent categories in recent identity theory, are just a few among many building
blocks of identity. To what extent they become relevant for interaction depends on the centrality they
take among the other building blocks. Ethnicity and religion can nearly disappear as organizing
principles, as a result of being replaced by other categories, or they can dominate and strongly
determine the positions and roles an individual can take within a society and nation state (Barth 1969,
18; Francis 1976, 17). The complexity and transformation of identities can be retraced by exploring
the relation between its building blocks in their semantic relationship,119 as well as their changing
significance in different social situations or under changing circumstances120 (Donahoe et al. 2009,
15–18). Such an analysis needs to be precise and distinguish between identity as a social construct
used to order groups and identity as an issue of conflict that shapes interaction because people act
based on their self-ascribed identity.
A precise understanding of the different dimensions and building blocks of identity and how they
relate to one another is needed in order to grasp the high escalatory potential and the seemingly
irrational behaviour of conflicting parties and followers. The dynamics of intra-state wars often seem
absurd to outsiders. Many academic studies as well as media reports still attempt to grasp them with
concepts of rational choice theory (Volkan 1990, 31). The relationship and interaction between the
conflicting parties is analysed as if they were two different states fighting each other (Sherif 1988,
1953). Unsurprisingly, such studies and reports fail to make sense of the cruel and seemingly
uncontrolled violence and the protractedness of such conflicts. They rely on concepts of ancient
hatred, uncivilized savages or absolute anarchy to provide explanations. These are categories that
escape any scientific analysis and provide little explanatory potential. Explanations as to why people
are so strongly attached to their ethnic or religious group that they are willing to risk their lives for it,
and explanations as to why some youth are so vulnerable that they fight their own relatives and
neighbours instead of going to school, are missing in these accounts. The manifold experiences that
people have during the war are rarely taken into account although they strongly shape short- and longterm interaction. The problem is that such identity conflicts cannot be (easily) resolved (Bonacker
2008a, Introduction). They can be transformed towards non-violent interaction at best.
Taking local perspectives on conflict into account allows us to understand the war from the
perspective of those actually fighting it and suffering from it, while at the same time gaining insights
for analytical purposes. The daily interaction in war torn communities is based on local perspectives
and understanding of the world, much more than on any scientific data and explanation. Different and
118

This paper, issued by the informal theory group of Department I “Integration and Conflict” of the Max Planck Institute
for Social Anthropology provides a broad and critical description of the current state of the art in research on collective
identities.
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Semantic relationships can be analysed vertically and it can be asked whether identity concepts are inclusive or exclusive.
They can be analysed horizontally and it can be asked whether they are contrasting or complementary.
120

The changing significance of the elements under changing circumstances can be analysed in terms of salience in a given
social situation, pervasiveness across different situations and stability over time.
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sometimes competing concepts of identity are at the core of local perceptions of conflict. Taking these
into account allows a more nuanced understanding of conflict. The war in Mindanao will then no
longer be described as elite-level power bargaining, reducing the individuals and their struggle to
negligible disturbances in the bigger picture.121 Likewise, the war in Liberia will then no longer be
described as a chaotic inferno of drug-addicted savages running wild.122
The persistence of ethnicity
Some of the building blocks of collective identities have gained increasing prominence for social
mobilization and in scientific research. Ethnicity has surely been among the most popular ones. Many
conflicts, be they coined as religious, language, separatist, minority, land or water conflicts, have
been labelled with the term ethnic. Ethnicity has become in post Cold War discourse what Max Weber
already constated in 1921: “a catch-all term, unsuitable for any precise analysis”123 (Weber 1972a,
242). Outsiders use the concept of ethnicity to put different groups into distinct categories, insiders use
ethnicity to mobilize followers and gain legitimacy for their struggle in international discourse.124
Fighting for ethnic acceptance and the survival of cultural and traditional rights is seen as a much
more legitimate cause in recent discourse than simpler contestations over resources and power.
Different scientific perspectives on ethnicity and its relation to the formation of collective identities
have emerged since the 1960s. They can be situated along a continuum, from (1) seeing ethnicity as a
primordial category to (2) a description of ethnic communities as socially constructed or imagined
ones. Today, both perspectives coexist side by side, but the constructivist one has gained increased
prominence. The (3) situative-primordial approach, which underlies this research, has developed since
the early 1990s as a category offering a compromise.125
(1) Primordialists126 understand ethnicity as static, as a primordial and natural principle of social
organization (Banton 2000, 482). Ethnic groups become universal groups, existing since time
immemorial and with clearly defined boundaries. Members of an ethnic group are seen as related to
each other like members of a family (Horowitz 1985, 57). Descent, language, skin tone and common
traditions provide them with a fixed identity and serve as objective markers of a group that no
individual can escape (Ganzer 1990, 14). In this conception, ethnicity serves as an independent and
constant variable, influencing and explaining courses of action (Wieland 2000, 27).
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As in Kreuzer (2005; 2007).
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As most prominently done by Ellis (2007).
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Translated by the author. Original quote: ein „für jede wirklich exakte Untersuchung ganz unbrauchbarer Sammelname“;
see also Hutchinson (1996).
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A very illustrative example of how an ethnic identity is artificially constructed to unite distinct groups and gain
international attention and support is the case of the Moros in Mindanao. They are a disparate entity of different ethnolinguistic sub-groups fighting for minority rights and self-determination. See Chapter 5.1.5.2.
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The following description of the three approaches is a stereotypical one to point to the most important distinctions. Some
of the authors cited in the following paragraphs may have developed a more nuanced understanding, but the main lines are
consistent with their argumentation.
126

Also known as tribalistic approach. Most prominent authors are Shils (1975), Geertz (1963), Isaacs (1975), van de Berghe
(1981) and Ganzer (1990).
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(2) The constructivist127 understanding of ethnicity conceptualizes ethnicity as an artificial construct;
ethnic groups are not seen as real but as imagined communities (Anderson 1988). Ethnicity is an
identifier constructed in a process of social interaction and subject to change. Cultural differences, real
as well as imagined ones, are not seen as the cause of ethnic categorization but as a resource used in
this process (Dittrich and Lentz 1994, 34). Ethnic groups are not any different from other interest
groups, built on economical, social or ideological interests (Kratchowil 1996, 24). Ethnic groups serve
a distinct social function and were externally and internally created to do so.
The instrumentalist approach places even stronger emphasis on the instrumentalization of ethnicity by
political elites. For the instrumentalists, ethnicity is only an elite construct for manipulating the masses
in order to attain material benefits (Glazer and Moynihan 1975; Brass 1996) with little impact beyond
the political arena.128 Race and ethnicity become reduced to strategical instruments to reach specific
goals (Cornell and Hartmann 1998, 59). Both the constructivist as well as instrumentalist approaches
consider economical and political motivations as the roots of ethnic conflict. Being a member of an
ethnic group then is not a primordial or natural predetermination, but an act of subjective selfdefinition, where “people can think themselves into difference” (Cohen 1985, 118).
(3) The situative-primordial approach129 combines primordial and constructivist approaches and sees
ethnicity as a social construct, based on predominantly primordial elements. Ethnic categorization is
constructed, but based on aspects that have for a long time been there. Ethnicity may then be an
interest group of people that band together based on situative reasons, but the structures on which it is
created are primordial and can become so powerful that individuals feel strongly determined by them.
Ethnicity is then perceived as primordial. This perspective acknowledges that some actors perceive the
identity they espouse not as social, cultural or historical contingent, but as naturally given (Donahoe et
al. 2009).
Recent research has identified a number of reasons for the special attraction of ethnicity in identity
formation: (i) ethnicity is highly flexible, while (ii) pretending to guarantee continuity and stability as
well as (iii) promoting vertical integration.
(i) Ethnicity intertwines different identity elements as diverse as descent, language, tradition, religion
which are unlikely to fail all at once. A few of them can drop out as mobilizing factors without causing
the category as such to collapse (Elwert 1989, 23–30). Economic categories in class theory, for
example, fail to mobilize once money is no longer the most dominant criterion of social organization.
This flexibility of ethnicity guarantees its persistence as an element of collective identity.
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Also known as situative approach. Followers of this approach are Deutsch (1966), Barth (1969), Young (1976), Horowitz
(1985) and (1985).
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This approach has its roots in sociological research in the USA in the 1960s and 1970s. Seeing ethnicity as a construct put
forward and being instrumentalized by local elites served as an explanation for the increasing escalation and separation in
regions formerly perceived as melting pots.
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This approach was introduced by Smith (1992; 1995), McKay (1982), Hackstein et al. (1993) and Heckmann (1992).
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(ii) Ethnicity further pretends to guarantee continuity and stability because it builds on seemingly
primordial criteria such as origin, descent, skin tone, tradition, language or religion130. Such criteria
provide a stable, a persona and a priori identity, which promotes a feeling of continuity in terms of
social belonging. They provide clear membership in groups, independent of the individuals’
achievements or failures (Esman 1990). Their attraction is high in times of unstable and rapidly
changing environments (Esman 1990, 56–58; Heckmann 1992, 30).131 It is not the existence of
categories, such as ethnicity and religion that leads to the stability of related identity groups, but rather
the collective perception that these elements clearly differentiate members of one group from those of
the other (Gurr 1993).
(iii) Ethnicity finally provides further stability because it promotes vertical integration. Rich as well as
poor, intellectual elites as well as rural farmers are included, thus linking the elites to the masses
which they need for quantitative support. This creates clientelistic networks of financial dependencies
(Elwert 1989, 31–32) and often integrates old clan structures into the new overarching concept, see for
an example the case of Moro identity in Mindanao. The mental construct ethnicity is thus
economically stabilized.
The stability and flexibility of ethnicity and its function for vertical integration are best reflected by
the primordial-situative approach which will guide further analysis. Ethnicity will be conceptualized
as one among many categories on which individual and collective identity is based, but it will also be
understood as a category of special attraction as it pretends to guarantee stability and continuity. The
individual can hardly escape ethnic categorization, once the political discourse is shaped along ethnic
lines, even if ethnicity might not play an important role in his or her individual self-perception
(Nicklas 1997, 224). Ethnicity then functions as if it were primordial. Ignoring the importance of
ethnicity for various actors will not make it go away, nor will it lessen its effects on their interaction, it
would only lead to a failure of understanding as to why they interact the way they do.
The following accounts will focus on the social dimension of identity conflict and the bigger
economical and political picture. They intend to sketch the dynamics of identity conflict on an abstract
level as backdrop to the following empirical accounts from Mindanao and Liberia. Psychoanalytical
accounts explore identity formation from birth, over early socialization, onwards to adolescence. They
provide interesting accounts as to how collective identities evolve and shape societies.132 These
accounts are of minor relevance for this research, however, the focus of which is on interaction
between groups (formerly) in conflict.
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The latter are not in a true sense primordial, but as one is born into a family with certain traditions, language and religion
and can only choose at a later stage, they are still considered as primordial.
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This might be one of the reasons why ethnicity has figured much more prominently as a reason for conflict since the end
of the Cold War, which provided clear boundaries and ideological orientation for most countries and governments.
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This has been done extremely well with a specific focus on identity conflict by Vamik (1990; 1998), Volkan et al. (1990)
and Ross (1995).
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From imagined communities to divided societies
In-group formation and the evolution of collective identities are necessary to connect the individual to,
and place it within, society. In-groups are only stable when they are perceived as distinct from other
groups (Elwert 1989, 24). Out-group differentiation works in parallel to in-group stabilization. Strong
ties, perceived as being primordial, hold the potential to write narratives of imagined continuity,
enforcing some elements, neglecting others, connecting incoherent events to a history of collective
ideational community of fate (Ropers 1995b, 27; Volkan 1990, 31). Not a mutual past, but a mutually
written past forms the basis for political and social action (Elwert 1989, 7–8).
The process of group formation rarely stops with established difference. The distinction between
groups is upheld in a process of constant comparison with surrounding groups, aimed at strengthening
positive self-perceptions of in-group members (Nicklas 1997, 224). Such processes are basic social
processes, occurring even when groups are built arbitrarily in psychological experiments (Tajfel
1970). But they become more dynamic when one group feels marginalized, be it economically,
socially and/or culturally. Inequalities always exist, and thus any group can feel disadvantaged and
marginalized. The core of identity conflict lies in the very basic social process of differentiation and
formation of groups (Nicklas 1997, 224).
Political institutions, power relations and decisions have an impact on this escalation process. An
attack on a collective identity, be it the neglect of language in a school curriculum, the refusal to
recognize a religious holiday as a public holiday, the denial of minority rights, or any other perceived
or real injustice, is often interpreted as an existential threat calling for action that may seem irrational
to outsiders (Calic 1997, 169). Economic, social and cultural marginalization are inseparably linked to
individual and collective identity (Ropers 1995b, 21). This makes discussion about the roots of
conflict redundant. Objective and subjective elements become a complex amalgam where each has
become the motive for the other and all have been mobilized to varying degrees by a magnitude of
leaders and stakeholders.
The benefit of escalation is often overrated when values and principles are at stake (Agnew 1989, 51).
Identity conflict can acquire a tremendous dynamic if real or perceived marginalization continues; and
as a result an enemy evolves, the personification of negativity and, in the end, the incarnation of evil
(Volkan 1988, 163). The dehumanization of the enemy makes inhumane behaviour possible,
seemingly justifying abuse and killing.
Violence, once escalated, further complicates the situation. The more victims and grievances, the
stronger the incentive becomes to continue and make sure that these sacrifices did not occur for
nothing (Ryan 1990, 59). Mistrust seems to be justified, opposition manifest and negotiation no longer
an option (Rupesinghe 1995, 304–06). Identity becomes a source of conflict, independent of, but
related to, other issues at stake (Volkan, Julius, and Montville 1990, 87). Political discussion and
negotiation may have been possible before escalation, but they are hardened afterwards. Both sides
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expect retribution for their losses, increasing what is at stake and reducing the likelihood for successful
negotiations (Waterman 1993; Agnew 1989).
The bigger picture of identity conflict
Identity conflicts are embedded in a bigger, national picture. Marginalization fuelling the conflict can
be increased by the way democracy works and states are organized. The one party holding the
government is in clear advantage; in charge of government funds, international aid, economic
resources, trade and taxes. Those in political office can secure material resources that the opposition
fails to mobilize (Bonacker and Imbusch 1996; Ropers 1995a). State forces are legitimized to fight
violent uprisings, while their opposers get easily blamed as rebels and terrorists, irrespective of the
issues at stake.133 The control over national authority is the most contested position and of such
fundamental importance that many conflicting parties strive for it (Horowitz 1985), either by defeating
their opponents or by founding a new and internationally recognized state. Negotiation is often not a
way out. Negotiation needs each side to acknowledge the other side in its mere existence and struggle.
This acknowledgement of the other as legitimate actor is part of the conflict in many cases, leading to
long-lasting deadlocks. Formal peace agreements are of little impact when no power exists to
implement and secure them (Eppler 2002, 89).
Identity conflicts often escalate in, or lead to, weak, failing and failed states (Boege 2004a, 4). The
state and its physical boundaries are weak. A multitude of parties fight each other, in changing
coalitions, mixing with paramilitary forces and local warlords, making it nearly impossible to
distinguish between fighters and civilians (Calic 1997, 169). The state often degenerates into one
among many actors (Münkler 2002, 7). Economically motivated actors are highly involved and can
easily link themselves with the international and global markets by circumventing state control and
taxation (Boege 2004a, 5; Ehrke 2002, 160). Ethnically or religiously motivated actors get support
from other states, interest groups or warring factions. War becomes denationalized and privatized
(Boege 2004a, 4).
Conflicts can expand to neighbouring states and regions (Boege 2004a, 3). Refugees often cross
borders, mercenaries support warring factions, neighbouring states are used to regroup and recruit.
This leads to regionalized and internationalized conflicts, encompassing numerous states in a regional
conflict system (Debiel 2002, 21–22). Local and national escalations become closely related to the
international political and economical situation (Schlichte 2002, 126). The international community or
regional actors intervene, or at least threaten to intervene, through mediation or by full force,
depending on the severity and prominence of the case. Such interventions often stabilize the situation
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Such labels are fluid. Rebels and insurgents can turn into freedom-fighters and fathers of the nation, which can turn into
tyrants. The power and influence to assign such labels is an important resource (Bhatia 2005), see Ghadaffi for an example
from recent history.
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in the short run, but long-term effects are ambivalent (I. Zartman 2007, 4; Bonacker et al. 2010;
Neumann 2011).
The resulting amalgam of actors and interests often overstrains the capacities of political analysts, and
even more so, of the common villager involved in and affected by it. The woman of Dumai that has
been quoted in the first phrases of this research has little understanding about all these international
dynamics so strongly impacting her life. For her, it is all about identity. Identity constitutes the central
element of relevance inside the communities.134 The previous accounts have shown, however that the
evolution of local identity concepts and resulting effects of mobilization along ethnic lines can only be
explored as a dialectical process between the individual in his or her immediate social context and the
bigger national and international picture in which this social context is embedded.

3.2 Taking the perspective of the locals – reconciling villager and analyst
The connection between the local and national or even international levels cannot be subsumed; it
needs to be explored systematically to remain focused on the dynamics of the society rather than the
structure of the political system without falling prey to analytical arbitrariness. A perspective through
the eyes of the locals, meaning from below needs to reconcile the villager with the political analyst.
The difference of a perspective from below is the starting point of analysis. It is not the international
and national arena, where individuals are reduced to mere numbers and their actions are at best
regarded as disturbances if they deviate from the expected. The starting point is the simple but
numerous individuals, their perceptions and practices as they try to rebuild their lives and reorganize
their communities after war with relation to (1) the national and international context and (2) the
historical past. Analysis starts from the struggles of the locals and explores historical and contextual
influences as they relate to it. From below is not limited to the community, but builds on it to make
sense of national and international developments and statistics.135
(1) The communities are embedded in a regional, national, and, in the case of intervention, also an
international picture. National policies are implemented in the communities. Development plans shape
education and infrastructure. International sanctions challenge livelihood concepts. Whether peace is
declared on the national level or not defines which forms of pursuing conflict are legitimate and which
are not.
(2) Current interaction is further strongly shaped by past developments, before and throughout the war.
These need to be taken into account and systematically related. The varying pasts of the community
inhabitants shape their interaction. Some fought; others went to evacuation camps or abroad for a
certain time. Some gained prestige and influence during the war; others lost everything. These aspects
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See Chapters 6.1.1 and 6.2.2 for the importance of identity concepts on community level in Mindanao and Liberia.
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To give an example from ethnic conflict: I am not analysing intra-national conflict on the national level to conclude that
people may think of it as ethnic conflict while analytically speaking, it is not. I am saying that people perceive this conflict as
ethnic conflict and I therefore ask why do they do so? and how does this relate to national dynamics of resource and power
bargaining?
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have a strong influence on the forms conflict takes within the community and influences the issues at
stake. To what extent and how they do will be a matter of empirical analysis.
Studies that focus on either the micro level of individual destinies in times of transition or on the
national and international levels of intervention fail to adequately explain the societal implications of
such transition and intervention (Free 2010, 59). Micro-social analyses that are necessary to
understand the individual and group actors and their motivations, are seldom linked to macro-social
questions of society and national building and international intervention. Only studies that link both
levels enable us to explain how individual and small-group behaviour is related to societal processes
(Free 2010, 60). Bourdieu would say that practices can only be explained when the societal context
that forms the habitus in which they originate, and the societal context in which they are performed,
are related to each other (Bourdieu 1999, 104–05). This nested phrase means that practices (which are
the form of conflict in Simmel’s terms) can only be understood if we know the past experiences of the
people that shaped these practices and if we know something about the actual circumstances in which
the practices are performed. This is the point where historical and anthropological knowledge, national
and international policies, governmental and non-governmental involvement, perceptions and statistics
enter the research; in so far as they have influence on, or help us to understand, the community level.
Bourdieu’s field theory and his concept of habitus provide a systematic analytical link between the
micro and macro levels of conflict. Bourdieu builds on three key aspects to bring disparate sources and
levels together: (1) the societal context, which is referred to as the field and can be related to
Luhmann’s notion of systems (Luhmann 2003); (2) the micro-social level of actual actions and
interactions performed by people within these fields, which are referred to as practices by Bourdieu;
and (3) the connecting element of the habitus that is constantly shaped by its interactions within
certain fields, and in turn again shapes and reinforces these fields (Bourdieu 1999). These three
concepts make it possible to connect the overview of the general to the experiences of Fabrizio136 and
the local perspectives to national dynamics, thereby overcoming the typical divide between
objectivism and subjectivism that has proven to be problematic in previous analyses of non-western
societies (Free 2010, 66).
Bourdieu’s dialectical approach towards individual and society is consistent with Simmel’s theory
introduced in previous paragraphs. The form of conflict is integrated into Bourdieu’s theory through
the concept of practices. Simmel’s concept of personality as socialized in interaction and constituting
and shaping society by such interaction137 is close to Bourdieu’s understanding of habitus.
The relevance of Bourdieu’s work to the analysis of post-war societies
Bourdieu’s concepts are of special appeal to this research because they were developed in a context
quite comparable to the one which the two local communities are facing, that is, the context of a non136

See the quote of Bourdieu (1993: 42-42) at the beginning of this chapter.
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This dialectic is explored at length in Simmel (1989, 30–32).
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western and unstable society in transition. The post-war situation encompasses two major transitions:
(1) from war (where the main logic is fighting and destruction) to a declared peace (where the new
logic is supposed to be one of communication, negotiation and dialogue) and (2) from relative local
independence to international aid that goes beyond relief services and impacts on societal structures.138
The transition from war to peace is a major one as it changes regulations, norms and circumstances.
The massive intervention of international aid, be it military, humanitarian or both,139 comes with the
enforcement, or at least push for, changes; most prominently gender equality, democracy and
elections, rule of law and re-integration of vulnerable groups. These concepts had been less dominant
during and in many cases even before the war.
Bourdieu’s early writings in and on Algeria originate from his time as conscript to Algeria.140 This
context is quite comparable to that of post-war settings today (Free 2010, 66). Algeria was torn in a
war against the French colonizer and in a heavy transition between the traditional clan system and the
modern concept of individualization at that time (Bourdieu 1959a). The situation forced the Algerians
to adapt their behaviour and skills to the new, French-enforced, set-up. Bourdieu’s aspiration was to
grasp the whole complexity of this transition across numerous sectors and make it comprehensible for
those at home, that is, the French (Schultheis 2007, 170–71). Bourdieu wanted to understand how
members of a society interact and what happens if the main norms and rules change abruptly or
continuously (Free 2010, 63). Modern interventions cannot be considered and described as analogous
to colonial societies such as that of French-Algeria, but some of the short and long-term effects of such
interventions on the ordinary citizen can be grasped with the same analytical tools.
Although the following remarks on Bourdieu’s concepts may sound like an encompassing theory of
society, Bourdieu never had aspirations of developing a Grand Theory. He sees his analytical concepts
as a toolbox to inspire the research of social phenomena (Bourdieu 1991, 278). This makes it easier to
work with his concepts. They can be adapted to the specific setting and used according to the main
purpose of the study in a heuristic approach.141 His concepts will be used in the following paragraph to
refine the analysis of conflict by embedding the micro-social practices of conflict regulation into the
bigger societal picture. The general ideas of field, habitus and practice will be adapted here to the
setting of war-torn societies and developed as tools to adequately analyse them and fully grasp their
138

The Cultures of Intervention project which is often referenced throughout this research reduces the aspect of field change
to the act of intervention; ignoring that already the war-to-peace transition in itself signifies a massive field change, especially
in those societies that worked along a war-logic for a longer time.
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The term intervention is usually used to describe military intervention. Here it is more broadly defined and encompasses
every kind of intervention coming from outside the original society, broadening the scope of humanitarian aid as well as
capacity building approaches conducted by international donors, governmental as well as non-governmental.
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They have been compiled in Bourdieu et al. (2009). Especially Michael Daxner (2010) and Jan Free (2010) promote this
approach to analyse Cultures of Intervention but without specifying the extent to which or how it should actually be
operationalized in an empirical study that goes beyond explaining specific anecdotes.
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The main criticism put forward against Bourdieu’s concepts were the deterministic concepts incorporated particularly into
the idea of habitus and his focus on capital as the main driving force of social behavior (Schwingel 2003, 67). His own
conclusions and findings, most of them generated from research in and about France, will serve as contextual information but
will be neither a starting point of inquiry nor the subject of extensive discussion.
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dynamics. The social practices connected to conflict have been analytically described by the remarks
of Simmel about the form and content of conflict. Next, I will focus on the societal context as grasped
by the field concept and the connection between individual and society, the habitus.
3.2.1

Fields – rules and resources

At the macro level, Bourdieu’s main concept is the field. A field, briefly, is an empirically definable
arena in which people of a similar habitus compete along the same set of rules. 142 Bourdieu himself
makes use of the analogy to soccer to explain this idea (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992). The players on
the field have to follow rules of which they are all aware and that are enforced by a referee. They agree
on the rules as well as on whatever is at stake in the game, be it a world championship, three points in
a league game or simply the honour of being the best team in town. If one of the players (except the
goal keeper) were to suddenly decide to use his hands instead of his feet, this would either allow the
other players to exclude him from the game or make some of them follow him to another field, in this
case for example that of handball (or basketball).
Certain qualities are necessary to be successful in the field of soccer: skilful ball-handling, a good
knowledge of tactical finesse and an excellent knowledge of the other team players’ capacities and
moves. These criteria might be different once it comes to other fields. At university, skilful ballhandling might be a wonderful asset when it comes to impressing girls, but it is far from being a key
criterion for within-field success. A field defines two things: (1) the rules of the game that define what
is possible and what is allowed (Bourdieu 1992, 187) and (2) the resources needed to be more
successful than others in the game, which is, in the words of Bourdieu, capital in its different forms
(Bourdieu 1987, 123).
The term capital, as used by Bourdieu, does not refer only to economic / material capital (although
Bourdieu assumes this form to be the central one), but can be cultural, social or symbolic (Krais 1983,
210–11). Economic capital is purely objectified in material form such as money or stocks. Other forms
of capital are partially incorporated and not immediately transferable to economic capital (Bourdieu
1990, 57). Cultural capital can be both, for example; objectified in the form of owned books or art
work and incorporated in the form of knowledge and skills that are immediately linked to their owner
and cannot not be directly bought with money or converted into money (Bourdieu 2001).143 Social
capital is even stronger connected to the individual. It consists of one’s social networks, of the
possibilities to ask others for help, information and the like. Social capital is often connected to family,
clan or in-group membership (Bourdieu 1980). Social organizations, such as tribes and clans or ethnic
and religious groups, concentrate the social capital of all of their members and mobilize it under
142

A description of fields could be at the same time a description of governance, if one were to adopt a minimalist and valuefree definition of governance as the sum of empirically observable processes of social organization and regulations intending
to foster social cohesion.
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A third form of cultural capital is institutionalized cultural capital in the form of certificates and distinctions which
represent official legitimization and appreciation of cultural capital that can then be more easily transferred to economic
capital (Schwingel 2003, 88–89).
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extraordinary circumstances (Bourdieu 1976, 346).144 Symbolic capital, finally, constitutes the
possibility to transfer the earlier forms of capital into social recognition and prestige (Bourdieu et al.
2004, 311).
The existence and borders of a field are empirical matters (Fuchs-Heinritz and König 2005, 147). Each
field has, and can be distinguished by, its very specific economy (Bourdieu 1997, 80–81). The
economy of a field can be described using two criteria: (1) the norms along which capital can be
earned and employed and (2) the value of a certain kind of capital in relation to others. The hierarchy
of the four forms of capital strongly varies in different fields (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992). This
variation is the theoretical criterion for the empirical distinction of fields (Schwingel 2003, 85).
Fields are not static, but rather in constant transformation. The definition of what is at stake as well as
the definition of the most important resources is a matter of debate that is carried on within the field.
Social fields are constant battle fields (Bourdieu 1985, 74). This battle is fought according to the rules
of the field. The combatants implicitly acknowledge the existence of the regulations and the
distribution of the capital of the respective field. Interaction within a field, be it confrontational or
mutual, makes the field manifest and meaningful for its constituents (Fuchs-Heinritz and König 2005,
145). The joint illusion of a field and its regulations underlies and enables conflicts and debates about
these. The constitution of new fields is possible if a player or a collection of players lose faith in the
meaningfulness of a specific field (Bourdieu 1999, 123).
The concept of the field with its focus on rules and capital structure allows us to place micro-social
action and interaction into a bigger societal picture to retrace and explain the impact of profound
transitions, such as those of war-to-peace or of intervention of international aid in the lives of the
individual and collective members of a society. The definition of relevant fields and the description of
their changes will be a matter of empirical analysis in the following chapter. I will, nevertheless, make
some remarks at this point to explicate how the concept of fields can be used for empirical analysis.
Fields are empirically distinguishable along varying rules and capital structures. Fields in France, the
main object of study of Bourdieu’s later work, emerged along professional and sectoral lines and
translated into milieus (Bourdieu and Nice 1984). The distinction in the cases at hand is different.
Bourdieu focused on socio-economic and cultural motivations for separate fields. Our focus is on
forms of pursuing conflict. A heuristic adaptation of Bourdieu’s concepts allows for such a shift in
focus. The questions which differentiate fields then are: (1) what are the conflicts at stake?, (2) what
are legitimate ways of pursuing them?, and (3) what are the qualities / capital people have that are
most successful in pursuing conflicts according to the specific field rules?
Two main fields emerged from the research: a local145 field and an imported field. The local field has
its origins in the region and its society, it developed over time and in response to changing
144

This is described by Bourdieu in the case of the Kabyle people, an ethnic minority mostly living in northern Algeria.
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For more on the selection process underlying the final decision to choose the term local see footnote 40.
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circumstances. Practices of the local field are usually a result of informal institutions and referred to as
“this is how we used to do things”, “this is how we have always done it”, “this is how we learned to do
it from our forefathers”, but also “this is how we think it is right” and “this is how our community can
live in peace”.146 The resulting approaches are highly flexible and were repeatedly adapted to
changing circumstances many times. They can be described as “based on the local lifeworld and
developing with it”. The imported field has its origins in non-native structures derived from outside the
region and society and is in most cases a result of prior periods of colonialism, extensive settlement
and the influx of international aid and concepts.147 The term imported was chosen in an attempt to take
into account all external influences that have not become native. Empirical evidence of the case
studies show, however, that such external influences relate predominantly to liberal concepts and
approaches. Imported rules and practices are thus mostly formalized, largely incompatible with local
ones and seldom mix with them.
The arrival of colonial powers or settlers, the increasing economization of natural resources, the
interconnectedness of international trade, the escalation of violence and, finally, the impetus of
international aid, have had strong effects on the respective fields. These periods can be identified as
turning points as they provoked sudden changes within the fields and in the field structure. The term
turning points is often used in life course studies (Antikainen 1996; Denzin 1989a; Strauss 1962). It
will be transferred to ‘society course studies’ for this research. Turning points can provoke the creation
of new fields or lead to massive changes in existing fields. Changes can be observed by looking at the
transformation of actual practices, rules and capital distribution. Bourdieu understands society as a
process and his concepts are tools to describe the transformation of society.148 The flexibility of the
field concept thus allows a focus on the transitional aspects at the heart of the research question.
3.2.2

Habitus – the individual manifestation of society

The concept of habitus provides the link between individual action and experiences and the field in
contextual and historical dimensions. The analytical concept of habitus is of special importance in
order to connect the results from empirical fieldwork in the communities to the description and
analysis of fields on the macro level. It allows the villager to be reconciled with the political analyst.
Habitus is a core concept of Bourdieu’s theory, emphasizing that actions are more often shaped by a
practical sense (sense pratique) than rational calculations (Bourdieu et al. 2004, 82). Habitus is an
analytical tool that allows us to understand all those interactions that are seemingly reasonable without
being the product of purely rational calculations or a thoroughly considered plan (Bourdieu 1999, 95).
Bourdieu claims that social actors have unconscious (in the sense of taken for granted) predispositions
that underlie their practices and thoughts. These dispositions consist of past individual and collective
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These quotes were taken from different interviews conducted in Dumai and Kitipaan between 2009 and 2011.
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Further external influences are existing but of minor importance, see footnote 44.
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See Bourdieu’s description of working places as an example of how he uses his core concepts to describe transformation
(Bourdieu 1982, 250: reference 36).
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experiences, dispositions, habits, attitudes and values that are deeply engraved into the individual and
constantly shaped by his or her interactions within certain fields, and in turn again shape and reinforce
these fields (Bourdieu 1999). External conditions are transformed into internal structures that
influence cognition, motivation and action (Schwingel 2003, 68). They lead to implicit, very personal,
yet socially triggered patterns of cognition (how do we perceive the social world around us?), thought
(everyday theories, moral and values) and finally action (how do we act?) (Bourdieu 1999, 101).
The individual is captured as a socialized person through her habitus, no longer determined by either
rational decisions (as in rational choice theories), or the mere compliance to rules (as in structuralist
approaches). External conditions form the sense pratique that helps the individual to find his or her
way through daily life and to behave in a practical and appropriate manner without seriously
considering and planning each of his or her moves (Bourdieu 1999, 127). Actors in Bourdieu’s
conception are societally shaped by their habitus but habitus constitutes merely one among other
underlying principles for the formation of actual practices (Bourdieu 1989, 397). The sense pratique
does not determine the practices, but it sets the frame of possible and impossible practices, in which
the individual can choose his/her actions.
The habitus is, above all, determined by the position a certain actor holds within a specific field
(Schwingel 2003, 65). It here fore allows for an endless variety of unpredictable, and in many cases
new, practices, but of limited distinctions (Bourdieu 1999, 104). An example from the Liberian
community helps to explain this ambiguity. A stranger who settled in the community was given a
small parcel of land from the town chief, head of the autochthonous group. The former’s position in
the local field as a stranger with little economic resources, dependent on the good will of the
autochthonous group and with few social bonds to other community members, determined his actions.
His position was determined by the amount of economic, cultural, symbolic or social capital at his
disposal. This influenced his perception of, and experiences in, the social world and the practices that
seem reasonable to him. If he wanted to acquire more land, for example, it would have been
reasonable to approach the chief again. If the chief had then denied his demand, he could have
challenged the chief. This would only have been reasonable had he married an autochthonous woman
(social capital), built trade networks from which the community would have benefited (cultural
capital) or had been one of the main sponsors of community activities (economic capital). If not, he
would most likely have refrained from any conflictual action and would have continued farming his
small plot. An agglomeration of capital would have been necessary to provoke some reaction on
behalf of the chief. This is how actual conditions of existence translated into principles that structured
his daily practices (Bourdieu 1982, 279) and became a kind of second nature (Bourdieu 1992, 84).
The actual conditions, however, left him with a seemingly endless variety of possibilities in the preset
frame. If he did not have enough economic, cultural or social capital to challenge the chief directly, he
could still have tried to convince others that the denial of his appeal was unjust, tried to build a sense
of solidarity with others whose appeals had been denied as well, or he might also have rallied support
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to replace the chief. These are just a few of the many possibilities that could have been at his disposal
to accumulate capital, change his position in the field and eventually increase the size of his tilling
plot. The concept of the field analytically grasps the external conditions structuring society. Habitus is
the complementary concept that links the field to practices. It incorporates the individual’s very own
experiences and history within the fields and explains how those shape her/his present cognitions,
motivations and actions.
Daily life is to a great extent shaped by this sense pratique. Other areas, such as formal legal
processes, democratic decision-making processes or administrative procedures, are strongly codified
which reduces the influence of habitus. Both logics, the one based on the sense pratique and the one
based on codified processes, govern side by side in many transitional and intermediate forms
(Bourdieu 1976, 212). It is an exciting empirical challenge to identify which fields are governed by the
habitus, which ones by code, which ones are intermediaries and to trace the shift of these boundaries
over time. Referring to our analytical dichotomy between the local and the imported field, it can be
said that the local field is widely based on the habitus and the imported one governed by code. This is
one of the main criteria for their distinction.
Hysteresis
The war and related displacement has often interrupted the evolution of habitus along with the field.
Different personal histories of people who formerly lived together shaped their habitus throughout the
war –as fighters, refugees, and/or emigrants. If they return to their community, they all face the same
condition, yet their sense pratique greatly differs. The same stranger could annex as much land as he
wanted if he were to return to the community before the members of the autochthonous group
returned, as it was the case with the Mandingo ethnic groups in Lofa. He could drastically endanger
old power relations if he returned with a large number of other former strangers (social capital) and if
he had gained financial resources throughout the war (economic capital). The autochthonous group
from before the war would find itself in a minority status, as did the Lorma in Dumai. Their habitus as
host of the stranger would no longer conform to changed circumstances. Their insistency on town
leadership would then seem awkward to outsiders. The habitus would partly fail and the local field
that had been strongly governed by the habitus would shift towards conscious debates and a
codification of rules that had previously been informal.149
Bourdieu introduced the term hysteresis to describe this gap between field and habitus. The habitus is
quite stable and inflexible. It transforms with the field, but the transformations of the habitus and the
field are not necessarily adequate or coherent (Bourdieu et al. 2004, 206). The habitus may lag behind
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This argumentation is strongly linked to the theoretical debate at this point. It will become more empirical and nuanced in
Chapter 6.2.
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if fields suddenly or dramatically change.150 It can come into discordance with the very field in which
it developed, especially if the field undergoes deep crisis and profound change during which key
regularities and rules are reconsidered and modified (Bourdieu et al. 2004, 206). The broader the field
change, the greater the hysteresis effect.
Bourdieu describes this phenomenon in the case of French-occupied Algeria. The French introduced a
monetary economy that changed local barter economies within the community and linked them to a
global market society. Two behavioural patterns and ideologies coexisted for years; one linked to the
past and one linked to the present system. They coexisted not only within society, but sometimes
within the same person (Bourdieu 2000). Empirical evidence from the case studies shows that similar
dynamics can be observed when new governments or international interveners introduce new political
(democracy and elections) and judicial (formal and procedural courts) systems.151 The empirical case
studies will show that the early years of civil war and after ceasefire are situations of dramatic field
change.152 The inflexibility of habitus in these contexts makes it observable and empirically analysable
as a disparity between objective structures and inappropriate, seemingly non-rational, practices.153
As convenient as the habitus is as a concept to connect the micro- and macro-levels, it is hard to
observe and describe it. It only appears as an observable pattern in the form of hysteresis. If one’s
habitus is appropriate, it is not reflected upon. Many actors only come up with rules and regulations
when they are asked to explain their actions and practices (Bourdieu 1976, 208–09). Reflexive
explanations for individual practices in most cases follow one another in time and matter. Habitus
produces the actions, they are performed in respective conditions and an explanation is unnecessary
(Bourdieu 1987, 109). The habitus will remain an analytical tool to connect the fields to individual
practices throughout most of the empirical accounts. It will be explicitly thematized, however, in cases
of hysteresis where individual actions are obviously in disaccord with the circumstances in which they
are performed.

3.3 Hybridity
The following key concept, hybridity, is a category purely derived from the empirical material and its
analysis. The two fields, local and imported, were characteristic in both case studies. Their
transformation and interplay proved to have high explanatory value in retrospective and in context
analysis. Hybridity as a concept thus emerged from the data and has been theoretically reflected upon
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The notion of lagging behind does not imply any normative valuation of the different developments of habitus and field. It
is a merely descriptive account of a misfit, saying that both change at different speeds without implying that fast change is
superior to slow transformation.
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Just to provide an illustrative example: showing off with weapons and personal armies and threatening to kill enemies
may have been completely appropriate behaviour in the political field during war times. Doing so in a post-war context is
neither appropriate nor appreciated. The immediate years after a peace agreement show that some politicians find it easier to
adapt to field change than others and gain an advantage over those whose habitus lags behind.
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only afterwards and in the course of further analysis. It will, however, be presented as a key concept at
this point as it guides much of the following empirical accounts.
Hybridity and hybridization
Hybridity has gained a fashionable status as a concept in a number of academic disciplines lately
(Kompridis 2005, 318) and is mainly associated with Homi Bhabha (2004; 1984; 1990) in its modern
incarnation beyond human biology and racial theory (Mac Ginty 2011, 71). Mainstream peace and
conflict studies have only recently discovered the concept, it now appears most notably in the works of
Richmond et al. (2012), Richmond (2009) and Mac Ginty (Mac Ginty 2011, 2010, 2008a).
Hybridity as a concept subsumes “socio-cultural processes in which discrete structures or practices,
previously existing in separate form, are combined to generate new structures, objects and practices.”
(García Canclini and Chiappari 2005, xxv). It is the theoretical intermediate between dualism
(coexistence without interference) and assimilation (full elimination of one culture or society), two
empirically unlikely conditions. Hybridization is the process whereby individuals, groups, structures
and ideas evolve and adapt and a normal process of social transformation (Rosaldo 2005).
Hybridization transforms at least one of the two original fields. Such transformation can be both
smooth and nearly unnoticed or conflictive and highly debated, even to the point of resulting in an
escalation of violence.
Hybridization is well entrenched and can be found on various analytical levels. “The so-called discrete
structures were a result of prior hybridization and therefore cannot be considered pure points of origin”
(García Canclini and Chiappari 2005, xxv). Practices that are usually labelled as pure, as local or
liberal, as traditional or modern, are themselves hybrids. Much of what I will describe as local and
imported in the following chapters has been hybridized from the outset. Underlying rules have been
interpreted, adapted, repressed, resisted, ignored or co-opted, leading to often diverse institutions in
different historical periods and localities that base their legitimacy on the very same ideals.
The local in Mindanao, for example, results from a mix of Islamic and indigenous practices. The
Islamic ones were shaped on their long journey from the Arabic peninsula to Malaysia before they
reached the Philippines and are thus significantly different from the Islamic ones that reached Liberia
in the period of Malinke trade. The same prior hybridization applies to internationally sponsored
peacebuilding. The Declaration of Human Rights to which much of peacebuilding refers has been
shaped by international debates. It is a hybrid in itself. Different organizations have adopted their own
interpretations of this declaration - Amnesty International, World Vision and UNDP may all refer to it,
yet all resulting in very different programmes and approaches. What is termed liberal peacebuilding
thus is a hybrid mix of practices that builds on hybrid declarations as sources and encounters further
nuances when implemented in different contexts. Peacebuilding as implemented by any of these
organizations in Mindanao looks very different from peacebuilding as implemented in Liberia. This
examination of hybridity can be taken further, however it merely yields more circles of reflection
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rather than new insight at this point. If we accept everything as being hybrid, concepts such as internal
and external, local and imported, liberal and customary risk losing their explanatory value. The stance
adopted throughout this research is to recognize the shortcomings and limitations of the concept of
hybridity and to use it in a pragmatic sense to advance knowledge of societies that have experienced
war.
Two analytical levels of hybridity
Scrutinising hybridity in the course of this research will be limited to two analytical levels. It starts
from the observation that both countries are functioning in one way or another, but they are, as Boege
et al. (2009) puts it hybrid political orders154. Their hybridity results from the interplay of two
different fields, the local and the imported one. These fields are themselves hybrids that have
transformed over time and are a result of social negotiation processes. The ideal-typical concept of
liberalism to which the imported field mainly refers, has been translated into the respective context
and adapted through the process of diffusion. The ideal-typical concept of customary approaches has
transformed over time and through adaptation to changing circumstances. Empirical evidence suggests
that neither has ceased to exist, however. Assimilation did not occur and fusion is evident in only very
few instances.
It is possible, and this possibility is proven by the empirical material that will be presented in the
following chapters, to differentiate between actors, groups and processes that are all hybrid, yet
different from each other. Empirical research in Kitipaan and Dumai has shown that hybridity is most
prevalent between local approaches to handling conflict that are usually informal and contextual, on
the one hand, and national approaches that are highly formalized and claim universality, on the other.
These approaches base their legitimacy on either custom (the local approach) or the liberal democratic
ideal (the imported approach). Yet both custom and the liberal democratic ideal have been transformed
by their interplay with daily realities and local conditions. Some processes may rest on a complicated
amalgam of sharia law, notions of African spirituality and Christian heritage, while being fully
informal and contextual. Others may rest on an amalgam of American formal law, adapted to Liberian
occurrences and defended by a Hungarian Human Rights activist based on and with reference to
formal legal codes. One would not deny either of the two its hybrid status, yet the differences are
clearly visible and an analysis of the interplay of the two is highly instructive.
The communities continue to be governed by customary approaches at large, although they have
integrated selective elements of the liberal approach. The national level has built a façade of liberal
rule, but is governed by a hybrid mix of liberal and local concepts. The two, the local and imported
fields, interplay on different levels, along various issues and often even in the actions of the very same
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The term hybrid political orders has been developed by Boege et al. (2009) in distinction from weak state and fragile state
concepts for describing the new forms of state order that emerge from the coexistence of state and non-state forms of political
order. See Mehler (2009) for a critique and refinement of the concept with a focus on Sub-Saharan Africa.
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people. This interplay and its impact on society reflects the transformation of practices of handling
conflict across time and societal contexts. The following two analytical objectives were derived from
this observation. (1) The two fields that currently interplay in both Liberia and Mindanao will be
scrutinized for their hybrid roots in retrospect, meaning how they transformed over time (local field)
or were adapted, translated and modified in the process of their implementation in the respective
countries (imported field) (see chapter entitled The coming of the war). (2) The interplay between the
two fields that never fully merged will be analysed for the resulting dynamics and forms of
hybridization that constitute the present hybrid orders (see chapter entitled The burden of peace).
Liberal and customary
Much of the preceding discussion in this chapter has argued against generalization and simplistic
understandings of social processes and practices as discrete and unchanging. Nevertheless, the
following accounts intend to sketch some of the main principles and traits commonly found in
approaches that refer to either liberalism or custom. The intention of these remarks is not to provide
another stereotype for this dichotomy that is rarely found in its pure form in real life, but to set the
stage for the following case studies and to introduce the area of tension in which imported and local
practices interact. The empirical manifestations of liberalism and custom and their interplay will be
analysed in the respective case studies.
There is no canonical description of liberalism {Doyle 1997: 206}. Core elements of liberalism have
been negotiated time and again from the Enlightenment to modern statehood. Yet it is possible to
identify a number of elements that recur in discussions of liberalism with high frequency and can thus
be called “liberalism’s core” {MacGinty 2011: 26} although they have different emphasis across time
and space.155 Liberalism considers the individual - rather that the state, kin group or any other
association - the primary unit in society. It supports notions of tolerance, diversity and equality of
opportunity. It is primarily interested in the promotion of freedom, especially individual freedoms, and
believes these to be universal. Liberalism is convinced of the rationality of individuals and collectives,
trusting them to make adept choices that will maximize benefits and reduce harm. It is in general an
optimistic ideology that believes in the reformability of individuals and institutions and sees itself as
the key driver of the modernization project. Liberalism rests on a defence of individual property rights
and the rule of law, a promotion of free markets, freedom of expression and association and state
based societal organization.
Drawing up a canonical description of custom is even more difficult as customs stem from and are
rooted in specific communities and often have highly localized elements (Mac Ginty 2011, 54).
However, a number of characteristics can be given based on an abstract understanding of custom.156
155
156

The following characteristics are derived from Mac Ginty (2011).

The following characteristics are derived from MacGintys (2011) description of traditional and indigenous peacebuilding
and were adapted to a more general setting of customary governance.
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Customary institutions are centred on figures of moral authority whose advice the communities adhere
to. The inclusion of the public and public accessibility in any process is a key element to ensure
inclusion and add transparency. Visible affirmation is used as a means to generate legitimacy, increase
social pressure to compel and symbolize reconciliation and understanding. Story-telling and a general
dominance of oral tradition persist. Customary institutions emphasize relationships and see peace as a
process. They are culturally intuitive, connect with the cultural memory of the respective communities
and conform to popularly held and accepted norms and expectations. They thus have low start-up costs
as they rely neither on extensive explanations nor imported material and resources for their
functioning. Customary approaches often involve rituals and context-specific symbolic practices
located in the way individuals and communities see and interpret the world {Mac Ginty 2011 #1497:
48}.
Processes of monetization, depletion of resources, resettlement or urbanization have destroyed
environments conducive to customary community organization. On the other hand, many liberal
institutions, as implemented throughout colonialism or as integral parts of modern state-building, have
been challenged by the continuity of alternative governance structures. As a result, the pure forms
described above are rarely to be found in reality. Empirical research is necessary to grasp their
empirical realities and assess how they shape living together after the war.

3.4 Looking at communities – immediacy and holism
The decision to choose communities as the basic units of the following analysis resulted from a mix of
methodical and empirical considerations. A residential community is comparably small.157 It is a
determinable unit of analysis, the borders of which are rarely contested.158 The nation state on the
other hand is often seen as an alien construct, with little identificatory potential and far from the
ordinary citizens’ lifeworld. The community can be studied in the holistic approach underlying a case
study. A community is furthermore of utmost importance for its inhabitants, especially in nations
where regional and national governments are distant and communication and transportation
infrastructure is weak.
“The community is the frontline (…) where much of actual governance takes place and where the
government and the citizens meet face to face” (Barraca et al. 2009, Introduction).
“The township might be considered the basic unit of a rural civil society [… it is a] community in the
sense of an associational entity with some sense of collective identity and common purpose based on
residence” (Richards et al. 2005, 30).

Empirical evidence from both case studies confirms that the community level is the main arena of
living together. Daily interaction happens on the community level and is in most cases limited to this
157

Small, at least if you compare it to the usual units of analysis in studies on peacebuilding such as nations, sectors on the
national level, national or international organizations / institutions or even continental sub-regions.
158

There are cases of communal violence, especially if two tribes or clans argue over the legitimate boundaries between
homo-ethnic communities. This was rarely the case in both, Mindanao and Liberia, and had no importance at all for the
communities of Dumai and Kitipaan.
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level.159 Places beyond the community and actors not living inside the community are seldom
mentioned. If they are, they appear as distant and abstract entities, such as the internationals, the
politicians in Manila, those in Monrovia or criminal elements. People think in terms of their
community and its relation with adjacent communities when they describe their scope of action. They
define themselves as residents of Kitipaan or Dumai, more than any other territorial entity.
An analysis focusing only on smaller units, such as the family or the clan, would exclude central
societal and political processes between groups. Highly dynamic processes of negotiation, between
different families and clans, different ethnic and religious groups and between different generations
could not be taken into account. Bigger units, such as a region or nation, would make holistic case
study research impossible. Such units have little significance for our subject of study, the common
citizen, who has little to say about processes on these levels, where they are directly or indirectly
represented at best. Wars may make some common citizens into powerful players on regional and
national level, yet this is not the case for the majority of the local population who are then connected
to the bigger levels through these singular individuals.
Three criteria which finally led to the decision to choose the community as the unit of analysis were:
that it is (1) the immediate frame of reference for most rural citizens, (2) the smallest possible image of
society (different ethnic, religious, age groups and clans), and (3) the administrative unit with
decision-making and implementing power, still small enough to be covered with a holistic approach.
People in the rural regions often return to their destroyed villages and houses and rebuild them from
scratch following war. Many feel strongly attached to their house and soil. They often find themselves
in the same community with those they had been bitterly fighting against during the war. The identity
dimension is most prevalent on this level. The traditional structures used before the war are much
more present than those promoted by international NGOs and governance programmes. The setting in
cities is different. They are mostly populated by either the intellectual elite or refugees who could not
return to their home provinces but usually hold strong ties with their home regions.

3.5 A framework within which to analyse living together in a context of
continuous hybridity
A framework of analysis (see Figure 2 and Figure 3) developed throughout the process of data
gathering, evaluation and theory review as presented in this chapter. New data, literature and theories
were integrated as they increased in importance throughout the research process. The framework did
not stand at the beginning of the research - it should rather be seen as a result of it. It is not solely
derived from theoretical scrutiny, but rests on the empirical evidence that will be outlined in the
following chapters. The framework is introduced at this point, however, to provide a comprehensive

159
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account of the theoretical concepts used and their relation to each other, to ease the presentation of the
empirical results.
The leading question how do people manage to live together after violent identity conflict was
specified in two parts. Living together was initially researched on the community level and living
together was analysed in cases of interaction over issues of conflict. Conflict itself was divided in two
dimensions: issues of conflict and practices to handle conflict. These aspects formed the initial core of
empirical fieldwork.
The description of practices in retrospect and in context
Fieldwork showed that it was necessary to extend the focus of the analysis into two dimensions, the
historical and the contextual, in order to understand community dynamics after the war. Present
practices related to pre-war practices and were often heavily influenced by regional and national
dynamics. I included a historical perspective into the analysis and traced the roots of present practices
back to early periods of socialization, the influence of trade and colonialism, settlement and finally the
immediate history of mobilization and war. This allowed me to explore the transformation of practices
across time and embed today’s practices into a larger historical dimension. I further described
practices on the regional and national levels in their relation to the community. This allowed me to
identify the many different practices that coexist, interact or compete in the case of the very same
issues.
The analysis of fields and hybridity
I raised the analytical level of these descriptive accounts through the introduction of the field concept
of Bourdieu. The different practices, in retrospect as well on different societal levels, can be divided
into two main fields: an imported and a local one. These follow genuinely different logics and relate
largely to the customary / liberal divide on the theoretical level. The fields are connected to practices
through a reflexive process by the habitus.
Both fields are never exclusively selective. Practices on the national level are largely based on the
logic of the imported field. Practices within the community are largely based on the logic of the local
field. A clear distinction, however, has never existed. The two fields interact over time and this
interaction describes both the transformation of practices over time, as well as the difference in
practices within the same historical period. The result was a coexistence of fields, not only side by
side, but often on the same societal level (community, region, nation), along the same issues (land,
justice, security, decision-making) and within the same persons. Both fields interplayed and the result
was hybridity.
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Forms of hybridity
The interplay between local and imported practices to handle conflict on a descriptive - and between
the local and the imported field, on an analytical level - leads to a transformation of both practices and
fields. Different patterns of transformation can be analytically classified and will be defined in the
following. These patterns will inform the singular and comparative accounts of living together across
time and between societal levels. Empirical evidence has shown that these patterns can differ not only
between societal levels and across time, but further along different issues of conflict.
Subordination: One approach is given an inferior status but its continuity is not challenged. The
subordinate approach can coexist with the superior one as long as it does not challenge the latter
approach or oppose its main rules.
Convergence: Both approaches approximate each other in their main characteristics but maintain a
certain amount of distinctiveness.
Selective Integration: Certain elements of one approach are integrated into the other while the main
characteristics of the latter remain dominant.
Fusion: Characteristics of both approaches are combined in a nearly equal ratio in an amalgam.
Terminological clarifications
A number of terms have so far been introduced and will be continuously found throughout the
empirical chapters. It is thus advisable to specify their meaning at this point. The terms customary and
liberal refer to ideal-typical concepts of social organization. The terms imported and local160 were
introduced to make an analytical distinction between the ideal-typical concepts and their empirical
manifestations (practice) in the respective cases. The term imported was further chosen to extend the
focus to alternative, non-liberal, concepts that impacted local approaches prior to colonialism but have
largely been integrated or fused with them. I will mainly speak of imported and local fields throughout
the case studies, but refer to the terms liberal and customary, if my focus is more on the ideal-typical
concept than the concrete practices. The term national is used with reference to the administrative unit
(such as region and community), yet it may have interfaces with the concepts of liberal and imported.
Liberal approaches, more than customary ones, are promoted by the (inter-) national level and the idea
of a nation state in both countries results from liberal approaches of social organization, yet, practices
on the national level are often highly customary and practices on the community level have included a
number of liberal elements. The term national thus refers to an organization level, while the terms

160

It was difficult to find a term to refer to what has been called the local field. Words, such as native, customary or
traditional always ring the essentialistm bell and are impossible to use without very precise definitions and only cautiously
among anthropologists. The term local, however, carries the danger that it will be understood as only referring to territorial
administrative divisions of a nation state, although patterns identified at the local level often govern the national level just as
much, as is the case for example, with clan structures in the Philippines.
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customary and liberal refer to ideal-typical patterns of social organization and the terms local and
imported to their empirical manifestations in the respective cases.
Social organization refers to “patterns of social interaction” (Charon 1986, 11) and the co-ordination
of activities as “mutually dependent” (Spencer 1885, 473). It builds on Malinkowski (1944) and
Weber’s (1947) description of social organization and is in line with Simmel’s (1890) notion of
interdependence (Wechselwirkung).161 It is an analytical concept that refers to various types of social
organizations and government. The term governance is used only cautiously. It has a normative
connotation and refers only to democratic and administrative notions of social organization. Its precise
meaning and dimensions are heavily contested, especially in International Relations research and
practice (Weiss 2000). I have chosen to use the term social organization for general patterns whereas
the term interaction has been used for concrete practices. The term governance has entered my
terminology, however, the more I abstracted from the community experiences towards a general
understanding of the (post-)war states. Governance is used to emphasize the different logics upon
which community and national organization are based. A term that grasps these dynamics from
community to (inter-)national level without implying normative presuppositions still needs to be
found.
Outline of the empirical chapters
The case studies explore the transformation of practices to handle conflict in a context of an ongoing
interplay of different approaches that results in various forms of hybridity. The case studies are
divided into two parts. The first part explores the descriptive aspect of practices in retrospect and
provides a detailed account of the relation between the local and imported field. It describes the
transformation of practices across historical periods, clustered along different issues, such as decisionmaking, norms rules and sanctions (rule of law), security, land and religious practices and related to
external involvements. Other issues are explored in depth where necessary.
The second part focuses on the post-war communities and the societal context in which they are
embedded. It provides a descriptive account of practices of handling conflict as they were observed
and documented during fieldwork. The local practices are related to practices on the regional and
national levels. A comprehensive picture evolves that describes the consequences of conflictive
hybridity on today’s post-war societies in both cases. The two case studies are brought together in a
comparative account at the end of each chapter.

161

Weber (1972b) heavily criticized Simmels concept of interaction in Georg Simmel as Sociologist. Simmel and Weber may
be credited for having been the founding fathers of two streams of sociological research (formal sociology and interpretive
sociology) that seemed to be contradictory for a long time, yet a number of commonalities in their oeuvres have not escaped
scholarly attention (Frisby 1988). The concepts of social organization and interaction should thus not be seen as exclusive
(Lichtblau 1994).
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4 METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
“We are confronting a universe marked by tremendous fluidity;
it won’t and can’t stand still. It is a universe where fragmentation, splintering, and disappearance are the mirror images of
appearance, emergence and coalescence. This is a universe
where nothing is strictly determined. Its phenomena should be
partly determinable via naturalistic analysis, including the phenomenon of men participating in the construction of the
structures which shape their lives.” (Strauss 1978, 123)
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The complexity of the phenomenon living together after violent identity conflict and the conditions
under which this phenomenon needs to be researched, clearly ask for a qualitative approach. The
initial years after the end of violence are ones of rapid social change, confronting researchers with new
contexts and perspectives. Actual situations of fieldwork are rarely consistent with prior expectations
of the research team and might even change while the research is being undertaken. The
methodological approach needs to be highly flexible and sensitive to change. Deductive methods
which rely on research questions and hypotheses derived from theoretical models before going to the
field often measure a lot, but seldom measure what is ‘really’ there (Flick 2009, 12). A qualitative
approach, based on Grounded Theory (GT) methodology and a comparative case study design was
chosen in order to ensure sensitivity to the subjects and conditions under study while remaining
faithful to scientific standards.
The methodological set-up builds on the understanding of (social) constructivists, such as Schütz
(1962), Berger and Luckmann (1966), and Gergen (1999), that reality can only be explored and thus
constructed through social conventions, perceptions and knowledge as they result from everyday
life.162 The methodological approach is inductive,163 following an iterative process known as GT that
aims to build theory through a constant interplay between empirical evidence and theoretical concepts
based on the logic of theoretical sampling and sensitizing concepts. Empirical data is derived from a
case study research design that assumes the existence of some kind of objective reality that can never
be fully assessed, but triangulated and thus approximated through a careful and reflexive comparison
of observations and data, perceptions and knowledge (Denzin 1989b).164 The research presented here
was implemented in close cooperation with universities and researchers from the respective regions to
ensure cultural and context sensitivity in a comparative set-up.
The world, as qualitative social science research understands it, can only be encountered through
versions of the world either constructed by the subjects under study or through the constructions of the
researchers, created by collecting, treating and interpreting data (Flick 2009, 77). The results of such
research are multiple perspectives and an account of the complexity of social reality.
“(…) there are no such things as facts, pure and simple. All facts are from the outset facts selected from
a universal context by the activities of our mind. They are, therefore, always interpreted facts.” (Schütz
1962, 5)

Qualitative research acknowledges that ‘truth’ can never be objectively documented. The manifold
perspectives and the related complexity are strengths of qualitative research, but they pose numerous
challenges for the process of research. These challenges are subsumed under the problem, and strictly
162

The understanding of social constructivists stands in opposition to a positivist understanding of social sciences that is
often found in realist theories (Flick 2009, 69) of, for example, of International Relations (whether these realist theories are
realistic or not is a different matter).
163

Some of the more radical constructivists reject the idea of inductive (as well as deductive) research and the existence of an
abstract reality on which data gathering can be based (Bryman 2004, 11). What I mean by inductive at this point is that the
researcher first takes the role of the original agents and sees the world from their points of view (Wilson 1973, 61–62;
Weymann 1973, 384) before building theory.
164
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speaking impossibility, of understanding others (fremdverstehen)165(Kruse 2009). The key criterion for
the quality of the design as well as the results of qualitative research is to make the two constructs –
the perspectives of the subjects and the constructions of the researcher - as congruent as possible. This
makes it difficult to assess the quality of such research based on criteria of a positivist paradigm, such
as reliability and validity. It is not possible to assess whether results are consistent with or close to
reality, if the premise is that reality cannot itself be assessed. Qualitative researchers have explored
ways out of this dilemma, but they have not yet found a common understanding of assessment criteria
(Flick 2009, 398; Seale 1999).166 The following quality criteria have been derived from different
streams of thought and inform the descriptions of the methodological approach: choosing a design
faithful to the subjects under study, abiding by it systematically to control the individual influence of
the researcher,167 using methods appropriate to the setting, grounding findings in empirical material
and authorizing the reader to retrace analytical abstraction,168 and finally constant self-reflexion
throughout the whole process169.
There is no way by which I can authorize the reader to review the adherents to these aspects for every
single finding I will describe. In most cases for example, I will only provide excerpts of interviews and
discussions to exemplify what is characteristic for the data, or more precisely, what I understand as
characteristic. In some instances I quote other researchers, in others, I use original quotes from my
own data, or describe practices. In all these instances, I will only refer to those data which I perceive
as illustrating the characteristics I am aiming to describe. Results of (not only) qualitative research are
merely hollow words if the process during which they were generated cannot be evaluated. The main
purpose of this chapter is to enable the reader to judge for her- and himself whether and how these
standards were met. It explains the use of GT throughout the research (Chapter 4.1), describes the case
study design underlying the empirical data gathering (Chapter 4.2) and concludes with a discussion of
significant experiences and challenges during its implementation (Chapter 4.3).

4.1 Methodology: building theory from data
GT was developed in the late 1960s by the sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, as a
reaction to the failure of quantitative sociology to capture what they called lived experience and what I
165

To simplify a complex philosophical discussion: if I am aiming to understand others, I am strictly speaking just
interpreting how I think others understand the situation. It remains my own interpretation which can never be congruent with
that of the other (Kurt 2009), as I can only interpret things based on the categories available to me (Schutz 1974, 156), which
are never exactly the same as those of the subjects I am studying. This problem increases, the more different these categories
are between researcher and subject.
166

Some are authors, such as Kirk et al. (2005), argue that a transfer of quantitative criteria, such as objectivity, validity and
reliability is possible, while others have developed alternative criteria, such as trustworthiness, credibility, dependability,
transferability and confirmability Lincoln (1985), Seale (1999), but no satisfactory consensus has been reached so far and no
scientific standard has been developed. A good comparison of concepts can be found in Miles et al. (1991, 278).
167

Also called Procedural Reliability by Flick (2009, 386).

168

These aspects relate to the need for “grounding qualitative research” as opposed to mere selective plausibilization (Flick
2009, 384–85).
169

See for example Breuer et al. (2002) and Guillaume (2002).
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experienced as the fascination of the phenomenon of living together. GT is a way of thinking about
and conceptualizing data that strives to develop theory inductively, based on data. Generating theory
and doing actual research are not two distinct (and to be separated) steps of a research process, but
rather two parts of the same process (Glaser 1978, 2). The theoretical underpinnings of GT are derived
from Pragmatism170 and Symbolic Interactionism171 (Corbin and Strauss 2008, 2).
GT was suitable for this research for four reasons: (1) the central assumptions of GT are in line with
my empirical experience in the field and the theoretical concepts I started to use.172 GT strives to
integrate process and change into the methodology, which refers to the transformation of ways of
pursuing conflict over time as conceptualized by Simmel. It understands the individual as neither
being totally determined, nor being totally free in his or her decisions, which refers to the habitus as
conceptualized by Bourdieu. It seeks to uncover the determining conditions and the responses of
actors to them as well as the consequences of their actions on the conditions, which is in line with a
dialectic understanding of individual and social context as found in Simmel’s and Bourdieu’s concepts
and modern conflict theory. (2) I was able to commence with the research immediately, having some
theoretical concepts in the background (such as identity theories, peacebuilding theories, conflict
theories), but was open to the setting and the emerging dynamics that might actually be quite different
anticipated by these pre-dominantly western concepts. (3) I was free to include the perspectives of
those I was trying to understand in my research and their lived experience, and be flexible in
integrating one of the biggest challenges of post-war research, that of tracing social change. (4) GT
enabled me to develop a theory of how living together after war becomes possible although I had no
prior theory and only very few hypotheses to negate or validate at the outset.
A first guide to GT was published in The discovery of Grounded Theory (Glaser 1967).173 What
exactly GT is, and even more, how it is implemented in actual research processes, is a matter of
dispute among qualitative researchers. The article by Roy Suddaby (2006) entitled What Grounded
Theory is not174 provides a very illustrative account of this debate. This paragraph takes the
170

Pragmatism, according to Mead (1959), assumes that knowledge is created through action and interaction. Knowledge in
this tradition arises through the action interaction of self-reflexive beings (Dewey 1929; Corbin and Strauss 2008, 2).
Pragmatism rejects the duality of person and group and sees both the individual and the surrounding context as related
“Neither inquiry nor the most abstract formal set of symbols can escape from the cultural matrix in which they live, move and
have their being” (Dewey 1938, 20). Careful readers may have realized the connection between this statement and Bourdieus
concept of the habitus. Finally, pragmatism, just as this research assumes, that “for the time being – this is what we know –
but eventually it may be judged partly or even wholly wrong” (Corbin and Strauss 2008, 2: 4).
171

Symbolic Interactionism, according to Blumer (1969), refers to a particular form of interaction between persons: “The
peculiarity consists in the fact that human beings interpret or ‘define’ each other’s actions instead of merely reacting to each
other’s actions. Their ‘response’ is not made directly to the actions of one another but instead is based on the meaning which
they attach to such actions” (Blumer 1969, 15).
172

It is impossible to say whether the decision to work with GT informed the selection of key concepts or the selection of key
concepts strengthened the decision to work with GT. Both developed in an iterative process throughout empirical research
and complemented each other.

173

Two dominant streams emerged in following the publication of this book. Glaser promoted a very open approach that built
on the researchers’ creativity within a defined frame of stages. Strauss’ approach was more systematic and more closely
linked to pre-defined validation criteria.
174

This account is based on his work as an editor, summarizing the many misunderstandings he encountered about how GT is
to be used. Briefly summarized, GT according to him is not (1) an excuse to ignore the literature, (2) a presentation of raw
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complementary perspective, explaining what it is in the context of its usage in the course of this study.
It is nearly impossible to explain GT on an abstract level. The following paragraphs are based on my
own application of its methodology in the research project, exploring (1) case selection, (2) data
gathering and analysis, (3) the relation between data and theory, (4) coding, and (5) the generation of
theory in GT.
(1) Case selection – theoretical sampling
GT research usually starts with a vague phenomenon of social life that attracts the attention of the
researcher. It starts off without a specific theory and no explicit hypothesis,175 inquiring more deeply
into the phenomenon and allowing theory to emerge from the data. The phenomenon that was at the
beginning of this research was the fact that groups of people, after fighting each other heavily over a
number of years, now managed to live together again in one community. It was an empirical puzzle,
not a theoretical one.
Research started with this phenomenon in mind and was guided by the approach of theoretical
sampling. The aim of theoretical sampling is to vary and contrast the conditions as methodically as
possible in order to determine what has an impact on the phenomenon in question. Difference and
variety are not obstacles to significance, but a quality within data that is systematically explored. The
focus is not on the representativeness of persons/groups/communities, but on the representativeness of
concepts (Corbin and Strauss 1990, 8–9). Theoretical sampling in the course of the research occurred
on two levels: (1) within the cases (different perspectives / issues / backgrounds / levels) and (2)
between the cases (what influence culture / conflict / external involvement has).
A community in Mindanao, Kitipaan, was chosen where people had fought each other during a war,
but now lived together once again. Theoretical sampling within the case was used to include people
and issues as diversely as possible. People coming from within the community and people interacting
with the community were interviewed. Peacemakers as well as military leaders and leaders of the
Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) were interviewed. Different kinds of conflict were investigated
in order to understand how they had been handled during war and how they are settled afterwards.
Historical and anthropological accounts were integrated to increase variance and trace change over a
longer period of time.
A second case was chosen after fieldwork in Kitipaan in 2009. The selection of the second case
followed the logic of theoretical sampling between cases.176 It attempted to contrast conflict history,

data, (3) theory testing, content analysis or word counts, (4) a simply routine application of formulaic technique to data, (5)
perfect or (6) easy.
175

This means that no theories or explicit hypotheses to test against are developed prior to research. Nevertheless, every
individual and every project is guided by implicit hypotheses about central events and their causes. These are, however,
continuously tested, modified and verified against the data from the field and evolve during the research process itself.
176

For the characteristics of the two cases, please see Chapter 4.2.1
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cultural context and the impact of international intervention as far as possible. The community of
Dumai in Liberia, was identified and I conducted fieldwork there in late 2009 and early 2010.177
(2) Data gathering – openness to disparate sources
Data in GT research can come from various sources, quantitative as well as qualitative, including
earlier research and reports, as well as ongoing fieldwork.178 Each of these sources is seen as equally
valid and all sources are coded in the same way as interviews or observations (Glaser 1967, 161–84).
Data is described as emerging from the field (Glaser 1967), collected through the use of specified
methods (Strauss 1987) or constructed and produced by the researcher in the field (Charmaz 2006).
The openness of GT to various sources of data was attractive as a combination of different sources
from the field (such as pictures, scientific studies, interview transcripts, survey data and administrative
statistics) was necessary to study the research question at hand.
The process of data collection and analysis is a crucial one. Data collection, analysis and theorybuilding are interrelated processes. Analysis starts with the first bits of collected data. One enters the
field with some questions in mind and a specified area of observation planned. The first data is
gathered and analysed and guides the next set of interviews and observations. This allows the
researcher to capture all potentially relevant aspects and probe deeper in subsequent collection
sequences (Corbin and Strauss 1990, 6–7).
The demands to link data gathering and analysis from the very first day of research as formulated in
the approach were met only partially during implementation. Continuous periods of recurring site
visits, alternating with analytical desk sessions, were impossible to realize. Data collection turned out
to be a constant compromise between the existing conditions and the challenges raised by the
ambitious approach of GT. Students and research assistants were needed, but these were expensive
and only available for specific periods of time. Communities were willing to cooperate, but asked for
clearly defined time frames. The security situation was acceptable and authorities were kept informed,
but they urged us to limit the duration of our stays.
We, the local research teams and I, worked simultaneously in teams and tried to gather as much data
as possible in the short periods we had. We were under time constraints and often had no electricity.
This made careful desk study nearly impossible. Two pragmatic adaptations to the approach suggested
by GT had to be made: (1) Fieldwork was thoroughly prepared by an analysis of existing literature on
the cases and limited to two visits for each case.179 In depth analysis took place mainly in between the
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A short visit to Dumai in 2011 took place in the context of the NUPI research project that focused more on the regional
and national levels.
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Quite characteristic, although a little exaggerative, is the quote by Glaser (2002), “All is data”.

The first visit in both cases focused on gathering general information about the communities and the national as well as
regional contexts in order to prepare for the second, longer, visit in which the communities residents were targeted directly
and in a much more precise way than would have been possible without the first visit. The two field visits in the Philippines
preceded those in Liberia, so that concepts and experiences gained in Mindanao influenced the research in Liberia, which at
least made it an altogether four-step field visit process. After the analysis, a fifth visit, once more to Liberia, became
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field visits and afterwards. (2) Analysis and adaptation of guidelines during the field visits were
conducted with the whole team in an informal way during daily joint meetings, as well as between the
interviews. The interviews were immediately summarized and briefly evaluated. This is how a flexible
research process evolved that turned out to be adequate to the challenging conditions and met the
demands of GT approaches to a satisfactory level.
(3) The relation between data and extant theory – sensitizing concepts
Qualitative studies following the GT paradigm take an inductive approach and use extant theory as
sensitizing concepts with which to approach reality. Sensitizing concepts are defined as “the prism of
(...) disciplinary assumptions and theoretical perspectives” (Charmaz 2003, 319) that are used as
possible tools to analyse the data. Extant theory is helpful in developing an adequate, elaborate and
sensitive coding scheme in which pre-existing categories and concepts can help to organize, name and
fully integrate the underlying dynamics. Theory can be integrated at any given time in the process but
it is seen as just one among many other sources and therefore needs to be elaborated upon and
modified against incoming data and theories emerging from the latter (Strauss and Corbin 2000, 273–
77). A deep and intense knowledge of related theoretical concepts is not seen as an obstacle towards
generating inductive and emerging theory, but as an asset that theoretically trained researchers carry
into their research (Strauss and Corbin 2000, 277).180
There are three ways in which extant theory is usually integrated in GT research: (1) through the
orientating function of extant theory, (2) through the sensitizing and refining function of extant theory,
and (3) through the function of situating and connecting emerging theories to earlier approaches.
These functions will be explored as they occurred in the research process.
I started with theories on identity formation and ethnic conflict in my initial attempts to understand the
dynamics of identity conflict as they related to the communities (the orientating function of extant
theory).181 Later, I consulted communication theories that were helpful to trace the change in
interaction that had occurred. I realized that post-war communication was close to the local lifeworld
and very different from language at the national level. I further analysed communication, and whether
it relates to the objective, normative and subjective levels of speech acts.182 These perspectives were
helpful, but I found out during coding that they only refined other categories and pointed to
relationships between them (the sensitizing and refining function of extant theory). Focus during the
following research shifted from the abstract phenomenon of living together to the concept of conflict
necessary and possible to gain additional data about one of the central differences between the two cases: the impact of
international intervention on the community process and the interaction between UNMIL and the communities.
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The concept of induction was strongly overplayed in the initial book The Discovery of Grounded Theory, while the
importance of extant theories was underplayed, a bias rectified in following publications by Corbin et al. (1990), Glaser
(1978) and Strauss (1987).
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Flick describes such sensitizing concepts as trust or identity as starting points for identifying relevant problems in the field
(Flick 2009, 431).
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These three levels refer to Habermas’ (1987b) differentiation of rightness, truth and truthfulness. See Chapter 2 and
Neumann et al. (2012) for additional information on this link.
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as a central element of interaction and how it was handled across time. I realized that most of the
issues at stake remained stable, whereas the ways in which they were pursued changed. I came across
Simmel who made exactly this distinction. Bourdieu’s habitus, finally, helped to connect the local
practices to mainstream developments on higher levels (the function of situating and connecting
emerging theories to earlier approaches). Existing literature was scrutinized in a continuous
conversation with data to find relevant theoretical concepts, refine categories and coding schemes and
locate emerging findings within earlier and parallel research. The general assumptions made by extant
theory were checked against data and specified through coding schemes. Many of the presumptions of
extant theory needed to be partly revised or modified to be in accordance with data.183
(4) Including context and change - coding
GT is interpretative and based on the perspectives and voices of the people whom it studies (Strauss
and Corbin 2000, 274). It would not be called theory, nevertheless, if it did not strive to develop
theories from these local voices. Local voices and perspectives must be systematically sought during
research (through careful selection of interview partners, observation sights, cases chosen…), but a
subsequent process of coding is necessary to gain distance from these voices. The process of coding
protects the researcher from accepting any of these voices on their own terms, just as she learns that
her own voice is only a provisional one (Strauss and Corbin 2000, 280). GT coding is based on three
stages of coding: (1) open or initial coding, (2) focused or axial coding, and finally (3) selective
coding.184
(1) I started with open coding, meaning selecting and naming categories185 as they emerged from the
data, in order to describe the overall features of the phenomenon (Glaser 1978). In open coding, data is
labelled, separated, compiled and organized. Codes can be simple, concrete, topical, general, abstract
or conceptual but all of them emerge from the data rather than through a process of forcing data into
codes (Charmaz 1988, 112). Open coding focuses on the descriptive aspects of data, based on the
question: What do I see going on here? It explores general context, central participants and their roles,
timing and structure of events and so on. Open coding tries to establish connections between
individuals and situations and the interpretations of experiences.
I used open coding to get an overview of the different issues of conflict. I worked with in vivo
codes186, using words and concepts as they were used in the field. I started by making a new code for
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The modifications to extant theory are described in Chapter 3.
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Different examples that were taken from the NVivo project on which the following results are based can be found in the
Appendix. They include the final coding tree, two examples from interview and document coding and an example for memo
writing.
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Coding is based on two main levels that can be divided into sub-levels: categories and codes. Codes are specific
characteristics of a more general category. Codes are usually directly linked to data, while categories relate to abstract
concepts. Issues of conflict, for example, is a category. It holds sub-categories, such as decision making, norms rules and
sanctions (justice) or security. Each of these sub-categories consists of a number of codes, such as stealing, abuse, bribery,
murder in the case of norms, rules and sanctions.
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each issue which came up, such as: stealing, car-napping, bad relationship, hatred, lack of free and
fair elections, failure of government, violence, landlessness, land-grabbing, human rights abuses,
displacement, cattle rustling, failure of peace agreements, insincerity of political actors, mining,
logging, biased media reporting, unequal education opportunities, marginalization, etc., and coded
similar instances under these codes. After assessing approximately half of the material from the
Mindanao case study, I felt ready to start grouping them into larger and more general categories.
The re-categorization of issues of conflict was a long process. I started with a draft, saw if the
categories fit, rejected it, started with a modified version, recoded categories and finally arrived at a
satisfactory version. In the case of issues it was: (1) decision-making and politics; (2) norms, rules and
sanctions (justice); (3) land; (4) security; (5) religion and religious practices and somehow crosscutting all of them (6) identity. These categories were still very descriptive. It was necessary to link
them to other categories as they emerged from data and build relationships between them.
I returned to reading theory, in the hope that it would provide me with some idea about how to further
organize the data. At the same time, I went back to reading one of my earlier proposals for funding to
re-trace where I had started from. Both approaches helped me to reorganize my analysis. Having a
clearer idea in mind, I could restart coding with a more structured approach. The main categories that
emerged through this more structured approach were: issues of conflict (as above); ways of dealing
with conflict; territorial (community, region, nation) and historical levels; identity concepts; roots of
practices; relation between practices and an overwhelming number of unstructured codes that had no
summarizing label at that point. Some relations started to become visible between the codes.
(2) I started with theoretical coding as the next step towards formulating theory. I did not follow any
specific paradigm of theoretical coding, such as coding families (Glaser 1978) or axial coding (Strauss
and Corbin 2000) but went along with the most open of all approaches which is focused coding
(Charmaz 2002). Focused coding builds on initial codes, but focuses only on a limited number of
codes and applies them to large amounts of data. It develops and links categories by examining all the
data it covers and explores variation in data (Charmaz 1988, 177).
One example of focused coding was a combination of the categories issues of conflict, ways of dealing
with conflict and historical level. Two patterns emerged that needed to be coded in depth while coding
the ways of dealing with conflict: the roots of practices, in the case of Mindanao being either based on
Mindanaon traditional roots, on Islamic roots, on Visayan traditional roots or on Western (meaning
Catholic or American) roots and the relation between practices, in the case of Mindanao being either
selective integration, a dualism of different practices, an open resistance of one against the other(s), or
a fusion of two or more.
A combination of these three categories helped me to establish a clearer distinction between historical
periods and a more precise description of the transformation of practices characteristic to them. The
relation between Islamic and traditional Mindanaon practices, for example, was largely one of a
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selective integration of Islamic into traditional practices with some minor instances of resistance. The
relation between Western practices and local practices (meaning Islamic and traditional Mindanaon
ones) was initially one of dualism and later on resistance when the earlier practices sought to
incorporate and sub-ordinate the latter. A clear distinction between historical periods could be
established through a thorough description of practices, their roots, and how they relate to each other,
ultimately leading to the structure underlying the empirical chapters: (1) early processes of
socialization and community organization, (2) the arrival and settlement of traders, (3) colonialism
and encouraged settlement, (4) mobilization and war, and (5) declared national peace in Liberia and
community peace in Mindanao.
The connection between the roots of practices and how they related to each other in the different
historical periods helped me to make sense of the identity category. I knew from the very beginning
that identity was a central element of local perceptions. Numerous identity concepts had emerged in
the interviews, documents and FGDs. People in the Philippines described themselves as Mindanaons,
as tri-people, as Moros, as Muslims, as Maguindanaons, as Filipinos, as settlers, as Christians, as
members of the xy clan, etc. I initially coded all these self-ascriptions under Identity and left them
there. I was not even sure if identity would constitute a relevant factor in the conflict. People said that
they had experienced conflict with this and that group, or that their different identity was an issue of
conflict, but they often failed to explain why it was such an issue. Identity somehow escaped the
categorizations I had developed and the logic underlying them. This could have been a finding in
itself, but I was not willing to accept it as such. A new idea emerged when I tried to establish a
relationship between the historical levels and the different identity concepts. I started selective coding.
(3) Selected categories are explored in depth in selective coding and their relationships are described at
length. Categories are interwoven and local experiences are abstracted in processual analysis
(Charmaz 1988, 177) up to the point where no new properties, dimensions or relationships emerge
during analysis. I explored the link between historical levels, roots of practices and identity concepts
in depth and finally found a way to make sense of the identity category.
Traditional practices related to the idea of the clan (early socialization). Islamization strengthened this
identity and introduced a new accommodating layer of identity, that of Islam (arrival and settlement of
traders). This accommodating identity became only relevant when confronted with an alternative
concept on the same level: that of Christianity (colonialism). Both were politicized during the period
of encouraged settlement. They became salient and Moro emerged as a concept connecting religious
identity and political loyalty (mobilization and war). Two additional identity concepts were found in
Mindanao among civil society staff and community members of Kitipaan: that of being a Mindanaon
and that of being a member of the tri-people. They emerged during the years after the community
ceasefire and tried to unite all victims of the war under a joined concept in opposition to war-driving
elites.
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The identity dimensions are clearly related to historical periods. The relation between the roots of
practices in these periods (from selective integration to open resistance) reflects largely the relation
between different identity concepts, from inclusive to confrontational. This is how knowledge, and
finally substantive theory grew in an iterative process between data and theory, based on coding.187
(5) The generation of theory in GT – from substantive to formal theory
A constant dialogue between extant theory and empirical evidence is used to build theory grounded in
data. Theory, in GT research, develops based on the data gathered in a process of constant comparison
that leads towards theory development and a constant evaluation of evolving concepts and hypotheses
against new data as explored in the previous paragraph (Strauss and Corbin 2000, 283). Each concept
that evolves from data is provisional in the first instance, but enters into theory when it is repeatedly
present and confirmed by old and new data. This process is “grounding concepts in the reality of data
which generates congruence and compatibility” (Corbin and Strauss 1990, 7).
GT research looks for patterns of action and interaction between and among various types of social
units. It looks for changes in those patterns in relation to changes of conditions, either internal or
external to the process itself (Strauss and Corbin 2000, 278). Theory in GT consists of many plausible
relationships among concepts and sets of concepts that are reconfirmed by the data itself (Strauss and
Corbin 2000, 287). It is never final as it is based on the interpretations of those under study as well as
those studying them (Strauss and Corbin 2000, 279).
A number of patterns, linked through relationships and related to context are at the heart of substantive
theory. Substantive theory is theory that deals with a particular limited domain of inquiry, such as one
community, in depth. It is close to real-world situations, the lived experience. An account of the
emergence of substantive theory has been given in the previous paragraphs along the example of
identity concepts. High order GT (or formal theory) can be derived from such substantive theory in a
process of validating and negating substantive theory in further research:
“Substantive theory is a strategic link in the formulation and generation of grounded formal theory (…)
not only provides a stimulus to a good idea but it also gives an initial direction in developing relevant
categories and properties and in choosing possible modes of integration. (...) Sometimes, in formal
theory the substantive theory is implicit, having been developed previously by the author or another
writer” (Glaser 1967, 79).

This research is an explorative attempt to develop formal theory, building on two case studies.
Substantive theory was developed in Mindanao. It was tested, modified and revised through
subsequent fieldwork in Liberia. The first elements of formal theory emerged.
Formal theory raises the concept of the study to a more abstract level where it can have broader
applicability, while remaining grounded in data (Corbin and Strauss 2008, 102). Formal theory
transcends all groups and cases, in this case the two communities, and provides an abstract and
187

An in-depth description of identity concepts in Mindanao that is based on the coding process described here can be found
in Chapter 5.1.5.2.
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broader understanding of the issue, while identifying those aspects that are particular to the specific
cases. The following steps are necessary to build formal theory: abstraction of patterns, description of
interrelation between concepts and finally a consistent narrative that weaves these relationships
together (Corbin and Strauss 2008, 103–04). The core category lies at the heart of formal theory. It
needs to be sufficiently abstract, appear frequently in data and memos, be logical and coherent with
data and finally grow in depth and explanatory power as each of the categories is related to it through
statements of relations (Corbin and Strauss 2008, 105).
I was very sceptical of the idea of a core category in my initial years of working with GT. The
descriptions often indicated that the core category would ‘emerge’ from data through careful coding
and memo writing.188 It did not appear to me for four years and I was frustrated. I coded practices of
dealing with conflict, coded issues of conflict, linked them to historical processes and surrounding
conditions. I started writing my case studies based on the memos in an attempt to build at least
substantive theory. While writing, the core category, hybridity, emerged.
Elders in Dumai preferred customary justice to formal judicial approaches. They preferred the
appointment of town chiefs to elections. They preferred mediation councils to administrative
investigation in the case of religious conflict. All three concepts, customary justice, appointment and
mediation councils were considered traditional by them, as opposed to formal and procedural
approaches. The legitimacy of these practices was built on the logic of this is how we have always
been doing things. The preference of traditional approaches was consistent across tribes and ethnic
groups. The same was true for Kitipaan. The traditional approaches, however, were not as traditional
as one might think. Practices had changed after the war. Women and youth were strongly encouraged
to participate in Dumai, council members were elected in Kitipaan, customary justice as it related to
women’s rights was more progressive than legal paragraphs in Liberia, transparent processes of
accounting emerged in Kitipaan. The legitimacy of the approaches was based on this is how we have
always been doing things, but the resulting approaches were highly flexible and adapted to changing
circumstances many times. The notion of what was traditional, as used in both cases, could be
translated into based on the local lifeworld and developing with it in scientific terms and was
subsumed under the term local by me.
I returned to my codes of roots of practices and reviewed them. Different in vivo codes at that point
were: Islamic, customary, traditional, local, national, international, human rights, colonialism,
settlers, Christian, American, liberal peace. Some codes were sub-categories of others. Some practices
related to more than one code. An evaluation of the practices subsumed under these codes suggested
an analytical abstraction between largely informal practices that rested on local understandings of
social reality (for example local, traditional, customary) and practices that rested on abstract and
codified practices derived from norms that were not necessarily congruent with local understandings
188
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and did not emerge from local realities (for example national, international, human rights, colonialism,
American, liberal peace). Some codes related to both dimensions, depending on the historical and
relational context, especially Islamic, Christian and settlers. Some aspects of these practices had fused
with local practices, others remained alien. I chose the term local to refer to those practices that rested
on the local lifeworld and the term imported to refer to those practices that diffused in a top-down
process initiated by external intervention, be it through colonialism, settlement or humanitarian and
military intervention. I carefully described those practices that were situated in between the two and
determined which aspects became localised and which remained imported.
The two sets of practices were sufficiently abstract to describe practices in Kitipaan and Dumai as well
as on the national level of the Philippines and Liberia in historical context. The interaction between the
two sets of practices provided the narrative for both case studies. The resulting dynamic, hybridity,
linked pre-war history to post-war dynamics and situated the community practices in larger national
and international contexts. It was a useful core category in the attempt to build formal theory and it
underlies the empirical chapters as well as the analytical framework.
Selective coding, at the heart of theory building, can only come to an end when data is theoretically
saturated. Formal theory necessarily builds on theoretically saturated categories. Theoretical
saturation is reached when each category can be spelled out and explored in considerable detail,
including variations (Corbin and Strauss 1990, 113). The question of saturation is a difficult one that
rests on the interpretation of those writing and reviewing the research. Data analysis shows that central
categories of the research could be explored in respectable depth. Empirical accounts are full of details
for each aspect on which selective coding focused. The comparative chapter links codes and relations
across cases. Theoretical saturation of central categories, such as roots of practices, issues of conflict,
relation between practices and historical levels as well as their relationships has been reached.
Comparative patterns evolved and empirical evidence from other post-war settings describe
comparable dynamics.189 The situations in Liberia and Mindanao are highly complex, however, and
the two communities cannot speak for post-war settings in general. Thorough theoretical saturation of
the whole concept could not be reached based on the comparison of two cases. The results thus need to
be seen as a first attempt to develop a formal theory and remain explorative at this point.190

4.2 Design: triangulation of data, methods and perspectives
The research has been designed as a comparative case study design based on two cases. Two
communities are compared with a focus on post-war dynamics, embedded in their regional and
national contexts with an aim to gain deeper insights both into the common and special features and
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The comparative patterns and the question of transferability are explored in Chapter 5.3 and 6.3.
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I personally assume that theories about conflict and social organization will always remain explorative as theoretical
saturation can never be reached, given the fluidity of social dynamics and the fastly changing circumstances to which they
relate.
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patterns of each case. They are linked to each other, as well as to the analytical framework, according
to a circular approach based on GT (Glaser 1967; Strauss and Corbin 1990, 1990).
The initial fascination with how communities come to live together again after war was born during
earlier fieldwork in Mindanao. The second case of a community in Liberia was chosen based on the
logic of theoretical sampling. The main interest was to find out how much the conflict context (the
issues at stake and actors involved), the cultural context (norms, values, history) and external military
intervention (in the case of Liberia ECOWAS and UN) influence local patterns, and which of these
patterns could potentially be universal, or at least similar, in the two cases under scrutiny.
From single to comparative case study
Single case studies are in-depth studies. They try to explore a specific case in all its facets (Ragin and
Becker 1992). Single case studies provide deep insights into new areas of study and allow for a
comprehensive analysis of complex social phenomena (Yin 2009, 2), such as values, emotions or
attitudes. They facilitate the understanding of social relations and connections by preserving the
uniqueness of each case under study (Goode and Hatt 1952, 331). The findings of single case studies
are often of limited value, however, if one aims to understand a more general problem or question. It is
impossible to differentiate between specific und potentially universal patterns based on a single case.
Potentially generalizable patterns can only be identified by comparing cases and looking for
similarities and differences.
The integration of single case studies into a comparative design is a methodologically challenging
undertaking. One needs to respect the uniqueness of each case, while simultaneously working towards
comparisons. Comparison compromises uniqueness and uniqueness compromises generalization. It is
nearly impossible to compare two very different cases before treating them as single case studies
without imposing findings of one case to the other or imposing a preset analysis scheme on both. The
resulting approach for this research was a two-step analysis. I worked on each case separately and
analysed it as though it were a single case study. I tried to understand how, in each case, people
managed to live together again. I included a retrospective dimension to the case studies191 by
reconstructing the evolution of the practices observed. I only used comparison as a second step when I
felt that I had grasped the dynamics of both cases individually. Each case was degraded to an
instrumental case study192 in comparison, to support and facilitate understanding about something
bigger: community reconstruction after war. The aim of comparison was to take the first steps towards
identifying cross-cultural patterns of contemporary post-war reconstruction of social life and conflict
regulation at the lifeworld level beyond state structures and institutions; without losing sight of local
and regional cultural and social peculiarities. The cases became representative of a larger collection of
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For the logic and approach of retrospective case studies, see Bude (2004).
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For more information on intrinsic and instrumental interest case studies, see Stake (2000, 237–38).
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cases, whose comparison, through theoretical sampling, enriched formal theory building in the sense
of GT. 193
Triangulation as guiding principle
Data gathering and analysis were inspired by the concept of triangulation to reach as much congruence
as possible between the researchers understanding and the self-perceptions of the subjects, who were
at the same time objects of the research. The concept of triangulation is a method of social research
guiding data gathering and analysis.194 It is used in the context of various research strategies and can
be integrated into a GT approach (Flick 2009, 447).
Triangulation approaches the phenomenon in question through a combination of various methods and
perspectives on a specific object (Webb and Lück 1975; Smith 1975; Denzin 1978). The aim of
triangulation is to reduce the likelihood of misinterpretations by employing various procedures and
combining a number of study methods, local and temporal settings and theoretical perspectives (Yin
2009, 14; Flick 2009, 444). The different perspectives are used to clarify the meaning and verify the
repeatability of a single observation or interpretation, acknowledging that nothing is perfectly
repeatable in social life.
Types of Triangulation
Denzin identifies four types of triangulation: (1) Data triangulation, meaning the use of different data
sources, studying a phenomenon at different times, in different places and from the perspectives of
different people; (2) investigator triangulation, working with different observers/interviewers to detect
and minimize biases resulting from the researcher; (3) theory triangulation, approaching data with
multiple perspectives and hypotheses in mind, exploring those for their utility and power; and (4)
methodological triangulation, combining different methods of data gathering on the same subject
(Denzin 1989b). The aspect of theoretical triangulation was explored in the preceding chapter Key
concepts. The following description of the research design will focus on the aspects of data
triangulation, methodological triangulation and investigator triangulation.
Triangulation of data was key to the set-up of the two case studies. The design of the study as a
comparative case study ensured a variance in locations. Subsequent fieldwork (in Mindanao in 2005,
2006 and 2009 and in Liberia in 2009, 2010 and 2011) and the inclusion of retrospective analysis
ensured a significant variation in time. The intentionally heterogenous selection of informants, from
ordinary citizens to high level politicians, provided further variance of perspectives within the specific
193

The distinction between work on individual cases and work on comparison is an artificial one. Every experience during
fieldwork and every finding from one case study shaped my perspective on the other case. The two cases had always been
linked in thinking and writing. Nevertheless, I made deliberate attempts to respect the uniqueness of each case under study,
especially through separate coding schemes and by working on each case study for roughly a year without concentrating on
the other one.
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term triangulation because it is more common in general social science research.
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cases. The use of a variety of sources, such as NGO documents, local historical accounts, ethnographic
and anthropological field reports, baseline surveys, and international policy analysis complemented
this triangulation of data.
Methodological triangulation was reached through the use of various methods to gather data. All
methods employed focused on the leading research question, understanding the interaction within the
communities. Interviews with key informants on the community and regional levels, FGDs with
ordinary community members, a small survey of households within the community, participatory
observation by the researcher and the students accompanying her, and finally a thorough review of
available literature and documents on the overall conflict and peacebuilding processes, as well as its
regional implications, were combined.
Investigator triangulation was ensured through cooperation with local researchers and a validation of
analysis and findings. Findings emerging from the process of analysis were continuously discussed
with local resource persons from within the communities, with members of the fieldwork team, with
analysts from the countries under study and with international researchers working on similar topics or
regions. A comprehensive picture evolved through intensive dialogue with people, data and colleagues
that combined the micro-social perspective of the community members with the bigger societal
context in which they are situated and interacting.
The following figure connects the types of triangulation in the bigger methodological approach of GT
and exemplifies on a theoretical level how theory was generated based on, and in a constant dialogue
with, data throughout the research process.
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Theoretical sampling
Data triangulation:
• two cases
• different historical

periods
• different sectors and

ethnic groups

Openess
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Methodological
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• document
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• interviews
• FGDs
• observation
• survey

PHENOMENON:
living together
after violent
identity conflict

Investigator
triangulation:
• different observers
• validation sessions
• peer-debriefing

Grounded
Theory as
interpretative
process

Theory triangulation:
• conflict theories
• identity theories
• social theories

Sensitizing concepts

From data to theory

Substantive theory
Liberia / Mindanao

Formal theory
generalisation

Iterative and reflexive dialogue
between data and theory,
coding.

Comparison between case
studies, abstraction, establishing relationships, writing
narratives, emergence of core
category.

Figure 4: From phenomenon to formal theory, integration of case study research and the concept of triangulation into GT
methodology
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4.2.1

Data triangulation  comparing cases

Methodological literature describes different approaches to the selection of countries or cultures for
comparison. The aim of this research was to identify potentially universal developments within
communities after war. The preferable method towards this end was to focus on similarities in cases
that differ as far as possible and thus promise to provide the greatest new input (Corbin and Strauss
1990, 8–9), an approach called theoretical sampling in GT Methodology.
Two very different cases were chosen. They differ in their conflict history and with relation to cultural
context.195 The two conflicts were and still are quite independent of each other. They are embedded in
the same global dynamics, but they have no regional links or interdependences. They are part of two
distinct cultural areas, South-East Asia and West Africa. They constitute different conflict types and
are in different conflict phases.

Figure 5: Dumai and Kitipaan in their geographical location

The first community, Kitipaan, is situated in South-East Asia in a context of a very fragile ceasefire.
The conflict in Mindanao is still on-going. It has been fought on a low-intensity level for most of the
past forty years, with parallel negotiations and developments on the political (non-violent) level. There
are regular eruptions of violence, but the major conflicting parties still try to settle the conflict within
the existing system. Government institutions at the regional and local level may have ceased to work,
but the state has neither failed nor collapsed. International aid has reached the region, but with very
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The strong historical influence of the USA on both states surely is a constraint to the independence and difference of
cultural context. But in reality this influence is mostly limited to the national capital and the formal system. In the
peripherical regions it is much less dominant and furthermore, there is by now nearly no conflict or post-conflict country in
which there is no major American (or western) influence on the formal system (see for example, World Bank activities and
policies).
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little funds. There are no international troops in Mindanao196 and international NGOs work mostly
with local personnel due to the unstable situation.

Figure 6: Pictures of village entrance of Kitipaan (above) and Dumai (below).

The second community, Dumai, is situated in West Africa, in a context of a stable national peace
agreement after two very brutal, but relatively short, wars. The Liberian state had collapsed twice and
a huge international intervention started in 2003 to rebuild the state apparatus and implement
enormous development projects. Liberia has seen a massive deployment of UN personnel (up to
196

There are two small exceptions to this general observation. One is a small number of American soldiers, working under
the Visiting Forces Agreement and supporting the Filipino Army (AFP), but officially not allowed to conduct any
independent operations. The other is a small number of soldiers from Brunei, Malaysia, Japan, Indonesia, Norway and lately
EU member states, forming the International Monitoring Team (IMT) that is supposed to monitor peace agreements, if in
place. But these constitute a maximum of 60 people and keep coming and going depending on the state of peace talks. Up to
date information on the IMT can be found following this link: http://imtmindanao.org/about-imt/ (accessed September 24
2012).
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15.000 troops) and INGOs since 2003, and a strong involvement by these in the rebuilding of the
country.
Most different does not mean absolutely different and both communities share aspects that are central
to the research question. Both internal wars were perceived by the local population as identity
conflicts. Dumai and Kitipaan share a history of violent wars (perceived as having been ethnic) that
have been settled and both now enjoy a relative peaceful coexistence of groups that were formerly in
combat within the same community. Both communities have undergone peacebuilding activities. This
makes them representative of a large amount of post-war communities all around the world.
The countries, the Philippines and Liberia, share a historical legacy that makes them of special interest
for the current debate on peacebuilding and the normative concept of liberal peace. Their longstanding history of formal democracy could not prevent any of the two wars from escalating. The
Philippines is the oldest formal democracy in Asia; Liberia is the oldest formal democracy in Africa.
Both countries, and especially their governments, had and still have strong US-American economic,
military and policy support. This comparative element only has an indirect influence on the
communities, but it makes the case studies illustrative for the current debate on liberal peace and
statebuilding.
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Country

History of
Conflict
(Country)

Dumai / Liberia

Kitipaan / Philippines

West Africa

South-East Asia

3.5 million inhabitants

90 million inhabitants

Independent since 1847

Independent since 1898/1946

GDP/inhabitant: 195 US$

GDP/inhabitant 1625 US$ (only Mindanao)

Conflict between natives and settlers

Regional (ethnic) conflict between government
and MILF and between settlers and Moros

Conflict between different ethnic groups
Economic dimension (diamonds and
lumber)
Massive escalations between 1990 - 1997
and 2000 – 2003

History of
Peace
(Country)

Peace Agreement since 2003 (Accra)
Interim Government 2003 to 2005
Elections in 2005 and 2011 (Ellen
Sirleaf)

Further factors: Communist insurgency, war on
terror, exploitation of resources
Continuous cycle of peace agreements and
violent escalations (since 1971)
Peace Agreement between government and
MNLF in 1977
Ongoing negotiations between government and
MILF
Temporary ceasefire since 2009

Status quo
(Country)

No violence but fragile with minor local
escalations

Fragile with minor escalations, kidnappings and
hold-ups

International
Engagement

Strong presence of UN troops (15,000)

Ceasefire monitoring supported by OIC, Japan
and EU

Many INGOs with international staff
State and nationbuilding processes

INGOs with local partners but mostly national
staff
International support denied until final peace
agreement is reached

Community

Close to the Guinean border

Placed in the central war region

Very rural, 1600 inhabitants

Along a road between Cotabato and Davao

No road for vehicles, no medical clinic

Outlying community of a small city, 1800
inhabitants

Major escalation during both wars
between Lorma and Mandingo

Major escalations during all-out wars between
Muslims and Christians

Refugees and fighters

Refugees and community defence groups

Return since 2003

Cycle of return and displacement since 1971

History of
Peace
(Community)

No official declaration of peace within
community

No peace agreement on the national level but
community peace declaration since 2000

Small workshop after minor escalations

Many workshops and NGO activities

Status quo
(Community)

No violence but tense

Peaceful inside but vulnerable to regional
violence

History of
Conflict
(Community)

Table 2: The communities of Dumai and Kitipaan in national context and comparison.
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Kitipaan: A Mindanaon space for peace amidst war
The administrative community (barangay) Kitipaan was the first of now seven communities that form
the Peace Zone of Pikit, generally referred to as GiNaPaLadTaKa Space for Peace.197 Pikit is a small
town along the highway from Cotabato to Davao that consists of 42 barangays. Kitipaan itself is
located on that strategic highway, but distant from the municipality centre. The Peace Zone was
founded in early 2000 and remained off-limits to war and armed hostility, despite ongoing war in the
surrounding communities. Most residents of Kitipaan returned from the evacuation camps after an
agreement was reached between the community and the warring factions. They were joined by
refugees from other communities who started to live with their friends and family in Kitipaan.

Figure 7: Geographical location of Kitipaan within the nation (source: openstreetmap.com).

In 2009, 1800 people were living in 380 households in Kitipaan; which means an average of 1.5
persons per hectare, which is a rather dense ratio compared to other parts of Mindanao. The people
living in Kitipaan are mostly farmers, of Muslim, Christian or indigenous religion. The elderly people
have in only rare cases attended school. Most young residents have attended elementary school until
grade four. They all live in simple houses. One room hosts four to eight members of the nuclear
family. Running water and electricity are only available to the very few living along the highway. The
197

Peace Zones are defined as “(…) geographical areas, ranging in size from the area covered by a purok or neighborhood
block to a province, which community residents themselves declare to be off-limits to war and any other form of armed
hostility. The area becomes a Peace Zone through the people’s unilateral declaration that it is such. Recognition of the zone
by the armed parties is an objective to be won and not the basis for its existence. Peace Zones are maintained and reinforced
by the community’s sustained and creative expression of commitment to peacebuilding, managed through community-based
implementing structures.” (Gaston Z. Ortigas Peace Institute 1995, 5; Santos 2005, 35); until now around 80 Peace Zones
have been founded in Mindanao, with Kitipaan being one of the first.
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only sources of income (aside from subsistence farming) within the community are small sari-sari
stores, selling daily goods such as soap, chips or soda in small quantities to neighbours and little plots
of mango and pineapple plants (Municipality of Pikit 2007).198
Life for the past forty years in Kitipaan has been characterized by war and displacement, loss and
reconstruction. The municipality of Pikit was one of the worst-hit regions in the wars of 1997 and
2000, leading to major evacuation efforts and vast devastation of land and buildings. Its location close
to a strategic highway between Cotabato (the capital of ARMM) and Davao (the main city in
Mindanao) made it vulnerable to attacks. The all-out war of President Estrada was a decisive event for
the community in recent history. Residents had to evacuate to emergency accommodation. This
reinforced cleavages among them; Christians on one side, Muslims and Lumad (indigenous) on the
other. The war caused trauma, especially among children, and resulted in destroyed farmland,
machineries and infrastructure (Catholic Relief Services 2003, 24; Layson 2003b; Margallo, 5). The
community found a way to negotiate with the warring faction as well as national and international
NGOs for their territorial community to remain off-limits in future wars. Kitipaan was one of only
thirteen original barangays to be acknowledged as a Space for Peace during negotiations. People
returned from evacuation camps and have achieved continuous and moderate development since then.
Dumai: A Liberian hinterland community between war and peace
The community of Dumai, the Liberian case study, is located in Voinjama District, Lofa County, close
to the Guinean border. Lofa, and especially the Voinjama region, were among the first and most
strongly hit communities by the escalation in 2000. The region is far from the capital and was still
very much rooted in rural ways of life during the final fieldwork phase in 2011.
The conflict that escalated in Dumai started during the presidency of Doe. The Mandingo
(predominantly of Muslim belief) were initially accepted as strangers and traders within the
community. They gained power and influence as well as full citizenship rights under Doe. They
needed to evacuate when Taylor’s National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) took over in Lofa
County. Many Mandingo took revenge during the second war as part of the Liberians United for
Reconciliation and Democracy (LURD) movement that ended Taylor’s influence in Lofa County. The
continuous state of displacement, return, and the associated land grabbing and re-grabbing led to a
diffuse situation in post-war Dumai. Nevertheless, Lofa can be described as stable. Religious conflict
escalated again in early 2010 (in Konya and Voinjama, not in Dumai), but was soon stabilized by the
UNMIL and national security forces.
Around 60% of the Dumai’s residents are members of traditional African religion (ATR), close to
40% are of Muslim faith and a few are of Christian faith, some of them taking part in both traditional
as well as Christian practices. Lorma, Mandingo and Kissi ethnic groups live in the village. The
198

Some families had Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) among their members who supported the families.
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division between settlers and indigenous people plays no important role within the community, as
descendants of early settlers are nearly exclusively found in the capital and coastal regions. Living
conditions in Dumai are poorer than those in Pikit. There was only one dust road to the community at
the time of our fieldwork, electricity was available through generators and water needed to be
collected from the few pumps that were often dry. People live in simple mud houses covered by zinc
provided by an NGO. Three to five houses are located around a central fireplace.

Figure 8: Geographical location of Dumai within the nation (source: openstreetmap.com).

4.2.2

Methodological triangulation  combining sources

The research in both communities builds on various data sources, meeting the demands of
triangulation, as well as taking into account the availability and content of documents providing input
on historical, regional and national dynamics (see Figure 9). The methods used for data gathering were
sensitive to the specific context of the respective levels and differed between the level of the ordinary
community members (FGDs, participatory observation and survey), the community leadership (key
informant interviews) and the larger societal context (document analysis and key informant interview).
Research was implemented in close cooperation with students and researchers from local universities,
coming from different institutional and disciplinary backgrounds.199

199

The aspect of cooperation with local universities is explored in depth in Chapters 4.2.3 and 4.3.
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societal context
sources: NGOs, scientists, media,
government, administration, UN,
army, rebels, police...

organization within the
community
sources: elders, political and religious
leaders, teachers, community
workers, nurses...

life within the community
sources off all sectors: women,
youth, children, elders / famers,
traders, employees...

• document analysis
• key informant
interviews

• key informant
interviews

• focus group discussion
• participatory
observation
• small survey

Figure 9: Levels of analysis and methods used.

Document Analysis
Anthropological accounts, political analyses, NGO, government, UN and bilateral donor reports
served as starting points for gathering information on the respective countries and regions to prepare
fieldwork. Documents focusing on the regional and national contexts were available in both cases.
Liberia had attracted many ethnographers and anthropologists over the years. They predominantly
focused on the coastal regions, but a number of sources were available with a specific focus on Lofa
and the secret societies as well. Political analysis, especially since the end of the war, focuses on the
capital city and the national level. Ethnographic accounts and political analysis with a focus on the
national level were equally available in the case of the Philippines. The special dynamics of Mindanao,
itself ten times as big as Liberia, have attracted far fewer researchers. The unstable situation made
continuous research nearly impossible. Available studies mostly centre on land, power and the
economic dimension of the conflict. Concepts with relevance to ordinary citizens, such as religion,
ethnicity and coexistence, have emerged as topics in recent works, but up-to-date ethnographic and
sociological data with a regional focus remains rare.
Documents with a more practical focus on peacebuilding activities, produced by UN agencies and
NGOs, were equally available in both cases. These reports were scanned before fieldwork and
complemented with new documents and books collected during fieldwork. Many resources were
available for the community of Kitipaan, as other researchers had already shown interest in the Peace
Zone.200 The main local NGO has kept good records, and general administrative data going back 20-30
years had been collected. The situation was different in Dumai. NGOs had only sporadically engaged
200

See for example Santos (2005), Mitchell et al. (1997), Avruch et al. (2007), the Gaston Z. Ortigas Peace Institute (1995)
and Lee (2005).
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with the community. The nearby town of Voinjama had kept some police and census documents, but
they are of lower quality and were fewer in number than the documents available in Pikit.
These documents served an orientating function in the initial research phase and gained importance
and value once combined with the materials collected throughout the research, such as the statements
from people who had participated in peacebuilding efforts and observations focusing on current
interaction between peacebuilders and the local population. Especially the participatory observation of
the research team, living and interacting with the community served as a key resource to complement
the existing research undertaken by international analysts with the perspectives of the local residents.
Interviews
The key informant interview is one of the most important qualitative interview techniques. It was used
in this research as systemizing interview201 to collect condensed information to complement insights
attained through other methods (here: document analysis, FGDs and participatory observation). Key
informant interviews are especially effective for collecting knowledge on processes and experiences
(Flick 1999, 114). The specific knowledge and expertise of a person in a certain field is of importance,
rather than the person as a whole (Flick 2009, 165).
The key informant interview is based on an interview guideline and focuses on the specific knowledge
of the key informant. The interviewer sets the topic and identifies the respondent. The interviewee
determines the course of the interview. The guideline serves as underlying structure and increases the
potential comparability of answers between interviews and across cases (Bortz and Döring 2002, 315;
Mayer 2002, 36), but the interviewee can freely explore his or her concepts and ideas (Bortz and
Döring 2002, 308).
Some 25 key informants were chosen in each of the two cases, including men and women, members of
all ethnic groups involved, religious and political community leaders, elders, members of local NGOs
and POs, INGOs and UN, government and administration representatives, scientists, army members
and former or current rebels.202 The key informant interviews with a specific focus on the community
were complemented by numerous interviews and background discussion conducted during the
frequent fieldwork visits. They enriched the local information and are quoted throughout the case
studies wherever they contributed to a better understanding of the local context. An initial list of 15
interview partners from within the community was drafted ahead of the study and revised during the
first days of fieldwork. This list covered the different sectors and groups within the community and
relevant political and religious leaders. The list was extended during fieldwork to include persons from

201

Systemizing interviews are often used in research that explores new empirical areas of high complexity (Keuneke 2005,
257). For more on the logic and application of systemizing interviews, see Bogner et al. (2002).
202
For a comprehensive list of interviewees and the general guidelines for Mindanao and Liberia, please consult the
Appendix.
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within the community that had either been identified as valuable resource persons during the first
round of interviews or were selected based on thematic areas not yet covered.
An occurrence during fieldwork in Dumai provided an illustrative example for the case-specific
selection of key informants. The local history of the war remained unclear to us after two weeks of
fieldwork in Dumai. Accounts were confusing and did not add up to a consistent narrative. People
seemed to be either reluctant in recollecting their experiences or confused about what had happened.
Collective or individual narratives of the war were missing. Therefore we shifted our focus for two
days on identifying and interviewing local elders and story tellers from the different tribes to get at
least some narratives with a regional perspective. We combined these versions and compared the
accounts to gain an understanding about the local dimension of the war.203
The focus of most other interviews was broader. Interviews focused on the interviewees’ personal or
organizational role during the war and in the peace process, on ethnic cooperation in the community,
on decision-making and law-making processes; on the history of the community; on the conflicts still
prevalent and the approaches taken; and on personal visions of peace.204 Further questions that related
to individual roles and involvement were added, depending on the key informants’ area of interest and
activity. The guideline for the interviews was continuously adapted during the case study based on the
information gained in previous interviews. The guideline was further adapted between the case studies
to take the specific conflict context into account.
Interviews usually lasted around one hour and were recorded and fully transcribed for analysis.205 We
visited interviewees in their daily environment, wherever possible, be it their house, their farm, their
office or their camp. Most interviews were conducted in English, some in local dialect and translated
by a research assistant. The general atmosphere during the interviews was open and cooperative. Some
interviews with community elders were challenging and benefited from the openness of the qualitative
approach. Questions were rephrased, often in a metaphorical and pictorial way. The results of the
interviews were better than expected; none of the interviewees chosen refused the interview and no
interview needed to be cut short.
Focus groups
Focus group discussions were used to include the multiple experiences and points of view of the
ordinary community members. Most community leaders were used to talking to outsiders in individual
interviews at least to outsiders coming from the same country. The same, sometimes artificial,
interview situation would have created awkward and obstructive reactions on the side of the ordinary
community members. Focus groups were used to create an interview situation closer to the local
203

A comprehensive narrative of the events in Lofa can be found in Chapter 5.2.4.2.
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The interview guidelines for Mindanao and Liberia are to be found in the Appendix.
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Some of the more official interview partners insisted on not being recorded or even anonymity, but most of the interviews
were both recorded and transcribed. The others were summarized and the summary used for coding.
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lifeworld and enhance dialogue among the respondents (Flick 2009, 195). The ways in which
discussions evolve in the groups often corresponds to the way in which opinions are produced,
expressed and changed in everyday life (Flick 2009, 197). Resulting dynamics tend to create a far
greater variety of answers than those given in individual interviews (Lamnek 2005, 414). Using the
focus group approach during fieldwork and analysis allowed us to observe group dynamics and
integrate these into the data collection process. The participants of group discussions were encouraged
to collectively discuss their experiences and probe into them as they encountered disagreement from
one another.206 The group interactions were often more valuable for learning about interaction than
any individual interview. Information given throughout the group discussion was less structured and
precise, however.
FGDs were conducted in both communities, Dumai and Kitipaan. Groups were clustered along
sectoral lines: women, men, elders, youth, ex-combatants, and children. Focus groups in each of these
clusters combined members of all ethnic groups living within the community. The groups consisted of
8-12 members. The sectoral division aimed at breaking up hierarchical communication patterns. This
set-up was chosen to give groups an equal representation that does not often exist in larger
discussions, while at the same time documenting dynamics of interaction between the different
identity groups.207
Topics for FGDs were similar to those of key informant interviews, but were adapted to group settings
in terms of phrasing and complexity. The documentation of interaction during the FGDs was guided
by the following questions: Do they address each other or only refer to each other? Do they talk within
their respective group, to the moderator or among themselves? Do they accuse each other directly or
indirectly? Do they share opinions on certain aspects? How do they react in the case of opposing
statements? The observations complemented the general information that was gathered throughout the
interviews.
Participants in Kitipaan were chosen and informed by a local NGO working with multi-ethnic teams in
the communities. Participants were given soft drinks and little presents208 in exchange for their
participation. Participants in Dumai were identified by the town chief. They were given simple cooked
food and exempted from community activities for the time of the discussion. The FGDs in Dumai
were complemented with transcripts of three FGDs conducted by the United States Institute of Peace
(USIP) in Dumai during a research project on customary law.209 A selection bias for the set-up of the
groups cannot be ruled out per se, as groups in both cases were selected by members of the local
communities themselves and we had little means of controlling the selection beyond our insistence on
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This process is described at length by Blumer (1969).
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For a precise list of the FGDs and the outline of questions in Liberia and Mindanao, please consult the Appendix.
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Such as biscuits, sweets, air balloons, pencils, etc.

209

The outline of the research and findings have been published by Isser et al. (2009).
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a multi-ethnic set-up. The FGDs were complemented by a small survey in both communities during
which we targeted random households in an attempt to balance a potential selection bias.
FGDs lasted between one and three hours. On the whole, the durations in Liberia tended to be longer
than in Mindanao. The moderators worked in teams of two and spoke local dialects. The moderators in
Mindanao were two professors from Notre Dame University (NDU) in Cotabato, one male Muslim
and one female Christian, both with experience in FGD moderation and evaluation. The moderators in
Liberia were two master’s students from the University of Liberia and experienced NGO staff
members and moderators, both male. The instruction and moderation of interviews through local
researchers, speaking all dialects and already introduced to the community members ahead of the
sessions, proved to be a central key to opening up participants for engaged discussion. The discussion
should have been audio-recorded and fully transcribed initially, but problems with recording occurred
and the availability of electricity remained problematic throughout fieldwork. All FGDs were finally
documented in extensive summaries, based on fragmented tapes and notes made by the moderators.
The FGDs appeared to be the most challenging of all methods, but they provided interesting insights
and results, especially on inter-ethnic interaction and relations. The context information provided by
the moderators in the summary of each FGD complemented the description of social dynamics and
interactions. The data gathered through the FGDs for the most part confirmed the findings of the key
informant interviews. There were a number of instances where data from the FGDs contradicted
results from key informant interviews, however. These were highly exciting appearances that were
vigorously discussed in the respective research teams.
Making sense of the partly contradictory evidence of FGDs and interviews was one of the key parts of
data analysis. Elders, for example, described inter-ethnic interaction as peaceful in both communities.
Our own observations were in line with these descriptions. The FGDs, on the other hand, were full of
prejudice and accusations against each other. Objections were rarely voiced directly against the other
group, but towards the facilitators as if the other group were not in the same room. This pattern was
consistent across all FGDs and strongest among male and elderly respondents. In Kitipaan, the
Christians in particular voiced strong resentments towards the Muslims; in Dumai, the Mandingo
voiced strong resentment towards the Lorma. This was baffling. The moderators interfered in some
instances and asked for the reasons for such negative accounts. Christians in Mindanao insisted on the
rightfulness of their accusations, but pointed out that they were not referring to the Muslims in the
room, who were their friends and neighbours, but to those living outside the community and
threatening the peace. Mandingo in Liberia considered us to be investigators of atrocities against them
during war for the first week of our research. They tried to produce evidence for the suffering they had
endured which they still attributed to the Lorma, though not consistently. 210

210

See Chapter 6.1.1.3 for more details.
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Surveys
The FGDs were complemented by a small quantitative survey with some 120 participants in each
community; one from nearly each household within the communities.211 The survey questions
combined socio-demographic information (age, income, occupation, household position, etc.) with
questions on the perceived roots of conflict (ethnic violence, poverty, human rights abuses, etc.),
activities conducted in the community, personal involvement in these activities and central
stakeholders of the peace process. The survey was intentionally used to circumvent the pre-selection
bias of the cooperating NGO and town chief in the case of the FGDs. It included people into the
research who had no special position within their community and had not been chosen to participate in
the FGDs.
The survey data gave us an overview of the population living in the community and an idea of how
relevant and representative the answers given in the interviews and discussions were. A team of four
students targeted the households in a period of about one week. They went from house to house, asked
the people on-site if they could interview them, conducted their surveys and took pictures of the
interviewees and their houses, when they were allowed to do so. Most interviewers participated in the
interviewees’ activities for the time that they were in their company. Questions on the survey sheet
were translated into local dialect and adapted to the cognitive level of the interviewees. This was done
by the local research students in joint sessions. They studied the questionnaires before heading to the
community and during the first days in group meetings and adapted questions based on their
experiences. An item focusing on the level of education, for example, was introduced in Dumai with
the question: “Do you know book?”, as knowing book is the synonym for formal education in rural
Liberian English. Further questions about the kind and level of schooling were asked when the person
affirmed. If the respondent negated, it was apparent that he or she had never gone to school.
The overall experience with the survey was mixed. The surveys opened great opportunities for long
and concentrated interaction with single and marginal community inhabitants. The subsequent picturetaking provided great insights into local living conditions that could never have been collected without
earlier conversation. Sitting with ordinary citizens for a longer time helped us as a team to gain trust
and open avenues for interaction. The interviewers learned a lot about their respondents that went
beyond the initial questionnaire. The findings were discussed during lively evening sessions. The
questionnaire made it possible to easily compare and aggregate the data afterwards. This was
especially important for socio-demographic data.

211

An identification of survey participants following random sampling (such as the next-birthday method) would have been
more adequate from a purely methodological perspective. Such an approach was impossible to implement in the
communities. Household members go to school in a nearby town, are on the farm or in the jungle, or are out visiting relatives.
The term household in the cultural contexts under study does not refer to a precise group or number of people. It is
understood as a number of people, somehow related and living in the same area of the village. Nevertheless, the interviewers
tried to balance at least gender and age as far as possible.
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Results beyond socio-demographic data were mixed. Initial questionnaires turned out to be far too
complex, even when adapted to local dialects and phrasing. Some of the item batteries had little to no
relevance to the respondents. Differences in terms of education levels were easily visible in the answer
patterns. We had initially attempted to use questionnaires to satisfy the desire for quantifiable data still
prominent in political science, but soon abandoned this absurd endeavour. We started using the
questionnaires as interview guidelines and deviated from the standardized set-up. We used the
questionnaire as a door-opener that legitimized us to question ordinary citizens, but conducted guided
interviews and documented results on separate sheets and as part of our team meetings instead.
Participatory Observation
The guided data collection during interviews, FGDs and surveys was complemented by participatory
observation. Interviews, surveys and FGDs were used to get information concerning attitudes,
opinions, perceptions or experiences. Actual interaction was documented through observation
(Lamnek 2005, 552). The methodology of observation is rooted in ethnographic and anthropological
research traditions (Grümer 1974) and has only later entered the field of sociology (Lamnek 2005,
547). Observation is a method that needs to be applied in the natural environment of those under
study. Observation is more than one-off situations of interviews and group discussions. Observation
can be either participatory or non-participatory. Participatory observation is characterized by “intense
social interaction between the researcher and the subjects, in the milieu of the latter” (Bogdan 1975,
5). We lived as a team within the community for a certain period of time and our approach to
observation was a participatory one. We were participating in daily activities and tried to gather and
document information on patterns of interaction and attitudes. We were introduced as researchers prior
to the beginning of our work; this made our observation an open one (as defined by Lamnek 2005,
560). The community members knew that we were conducting a study.
The observation and subsequent notes were not ethnographic in a strict sense. Most students spoke
local dialects, but we stayed in the communities for only two weeks. The students had different foci,
based on their prior studies and practical experiences. They provided insights into very disparate
elements of community life, guided by the questions: How do people interact in general? How and
when does interaction between people from the different ethnic groups take place? In which
community activities do the family members participate and how do they perceive these? What role do
certain people in the community and family play? Observations profited from the extended stay in the
community and the close interaction between the students and the local residents. They are not,
however, as extensive as in ethnographic studies.
The methodology of participatory observation is challenging; less in terms of correct implementation,
than for the researcher herself. The traditional researcher is supposed to remain a neutral observer,
unmoved and unchanged by his/her perceptions. The role of the participant observer requires and
automatically leads to sharing sentiment with people in social situations. The collective experience and
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empathy changes the researcher and those who are participating in the situation (Bruyn 1963, 224). All
interactions, and even more their interpretations, are interpretative processes (Matthes 1976, 201–02).
Individual and collective comprehension and conclusions need to be continuously cross-checked and
reflected upon. This was ensured through a two-step process in the course of this study: (1) the
evaluation and discussion of the conclusions drawn by the national researchers, compared with that of
the foreign researcher and (2) a time gap of six months in the case of Liberia and twelve months in
Mindanao between actual observation and documentation and the following analysis and write-up.
The information gained through observation was used pragmatically. It was included in the analysis to
complement answers given in discussions and interviews to provide a complete picture that goes
beyond either individual perceptions of the researchers or personal experiences of the interviewed. The
observation was of special value to the research to document practices and interaction that were
unconscious for those we interviewed, but clearly visible during daily activity. Ordinary villagers
often said they had little contact with the other side, but we could observe frequent interaction. People
lived in different quarters of the village and the boundaries between them were well known, though
not physical. These boundaries were often crossed. Women went to the market together, kids chased
chickens, boys watched movies together sitting around the only television in the village and the elders
came visiting us in the mornings for a joint cup of tea. This relativized our findings from the guided
interviews which indicated in contrast that interaction took place only within the boundaries defined
by the conflict. We had to be more precise that conscious interaction, that is, the interaction that might
be mentioned to others, only happened within these ethnic boundaries. Spontaneous and ritual
interaction, mostly unconscious, occurred very often.
4.2.3

Investigator triangulation  challenging perspectives

A constant dialogue of perspectives accompanied the research from the very beginning, beyond the
cooperation with local researchers. Discussion and validation sessions with international researchers
and national informants were institutionalized to enhance the quality of the data and provide the
necessary feedback to increase the reflexivity of the study.212 It was necessary to include outside
perspectives into the dialogue between data and theory to make sense of the many observations and
experiences collected during fieldwork and organize the presentation of findings. I discussed my
experiences in Liberia and Mindanao at home at university, with the staff of local NGOs, expats,
political analysts, etc. The case studies were further intensified through subsequent field visits, a
continuous follow-up on regional developments and exchange with local actors. A fruitful dialogue
evolved that broadened my understanding, increased the perspectives available for the analytical
process and helped me to identify the most revealing findings.
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Such exchange is called peer debriefing in the case of an exchange with people not involved in the research (Lincoln and
Guba 1985) and member check if data and interpretations are discussed with members of the field under study (Flick 2009,
392).
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Three main approaches to the triangulation of perspectives that informed the research can be identified
in retrospect: (1) joint data gathering with local researchers moving research from researching about
to researching with; (2) discussion of research design and initial findings with local and national
resource persons native to the field, and (3) scholarly exchange with colleagues and international
experts working on either peacebuilding or the respective countries/areas.
(1) Joint data gathering with local researchers was highly contributory, especially during fieldwork. It
allowed for a vivid dialogue between the perspectives of foreigners and locals and helped me to gain a
nuanced understanding of the situation in the communities from different scientific and practical
perspectives. Students and local research assistants involved in the study came from various personal
and professional backgrounds. Many were working with NGOs in their daily lives. They came from
different academic disciplines, having studied law, Islam Studies, sociology, anthropology, social
work or nursing.
The students and local researchers were involved during the planning and implementation of the case
study and in the first stages of analysis. Their main contribution was during fieldwork. They could
easily relate with local community people and collected valuable background information that
informed later interviews. Local assistants were sensitive detectors of the conflict provoked by our
fieldwork in a number of cases. FGDs in Kitipaan, for example, were organized by a local NGO who
had promised to provide catering but neither organized nor delivered it. Participants during the first
FGDs did not mention the problem, but local elders approached the research team (although not me)
afterwards. They complained that we questioned people for hours without even giving them something
to drink or eat. The problem was easily solved, but I am not sure whether any of the elders would have
approached me directly. A similar incident occurred in Dumai. We brought soccer balls and two sets
of jerseys for the community. We gave one set to the youth leader and one to the school principal
during the gathering celebrating our arrival. The Lorma youth had taken the balls and jerseys into their
custody. Mandingo boys were told that they could use them after asking the Lorma youth leader. This
allowed us to make some interesting observations regarding the interaction between the groups, but it
was also an indication for upcoming conflict between the groups due to our (unintended) interference.
One of the students was a guest of the Mandingo youth leader and got word of the dispute. We
discussed during a team meeting what we should do about the matter and agreed on consulting the two
town chiefs (one Mandingo and one Lorma) who decided to take over the supervision of the
equipment and put them into the community guest house.
(2) Joint data gathering was complemented by a continuous exchange with local and national resource
persons, in most cases NGO staff members, researchers, and key political figures. I met with them at
the end of each period of fieldwork to contextualize the findings and gain first hints for a broader
perspective or alternative perspectives. Many were highly interested in my findings and I shared paper
drafts with them. It was sometimes hard to get critical and opposing comments in the case of Filipino
colleagues, but the situation improved through prolonged interaction. Criticism in the case of Liberia
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was more open, often challenging my perspectives. One such case for engaged discussion were
meetings with Wilfried Johnson, head of the national peacebuilding office in the Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Jemayh Kemala, former head of a conflict resolution council in Voinjama. I had identified
two key areas in which local elections could create tensions during fieldwork. Issues of gender balance
and minority-majority relations between ethnic groups were still highly conflictual on the local level.
Most INGOs and the national government were strongly promoting decentralization and thus the
election (as opposed to appointment) of local leaders. The perspective of many Liberians on elections
was different. They often refrained from sharing their disagreement with foreigners; everybody loves
democracy was a phrase I often heard. When I provided some of the accounts from fieldwork, analysis
suddenly became more nuanced. Both interview partners provided insights into the problems of local
elections, such as the marginalization of minority tribes, the buying of votes, the escalation of tensions
and the volatility of councils. It was interesting to see how nuanced the analysis of related problems
was, once we left the area of pre-formulated official answers.
(3) The most important impact on my daily work was provided by my colleagues; my office mates and
further friends and colleagues. I do not know how many lunch breaks we have spent, discussing
contradictory evidence, ambivalent findings or possible applications of theory. These informal
meetings strongly influenced my work. I was further part of a so-called colloquium of PhD researchers
in the field of peace and conflict studies. We discussed draft versions of papers and chapters or
extracts of interviews and research diaries. We read each other’s manuscripts and commented, at the
same time learning more for our own work. We all worked on related topics, in some cases even on
the same countries. It was often challenging to bring together the many disparate perspectives. Yet, it
strongly enriched the research and increased the quality of the findings.
I further consulted with international researchers who had a broader perspective than local resource
persons and helped me to connect my findings from the communities to the regional situation and
general developments in the field of peacebuilding research. The most challenging aspect of scholarly
exchange was the approach underlying this research to reconcile the two different, at points even
contradictory, perspectives of Area Studies and International Relations. Area Studies and International
Relations researchers come from two very different backgrounds and their work is based on different
postulates. To provide stereotypes: the international relations researcher presents numerous statistics
from countries s/he has seen through the window of his hotel in the capital, at best. People, for IR, are
just numbers in statistical data. Data is compared across numerous cases, providing coefficients to be
interpreted by the researcher her- or himself. The Area Studies colleague, most often an ethnographer,
studies a very distinct region. Her/his region most likely has the least in common with the general
setting. S/he describes practices and people at length without any context information and loves the
particular and refuses any idea of comparability. The two perspectives are very different, yet they were
both central to providing further input for this study, as a look at the reference list may show.
Discussing my findings with ethnographers pointed me to the need to retrace the historical evolution
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of the practices I had observed, doing so with international relations researchers made me focus much
more on the role of power and agency as well as the interference of international organization than I
had done before. To reconcile the two was one of the key tasks underlying this study.

4.3 Implementation: researching in (post)war context
This research interferes in the lives of people who have been affected by war and who are trying to
cope with its aftermath. Researchers need to carefully consider in this context what consequences their
research might have (Buckley-Zistel 2007). Research in a (post-) war context is different from the
research that the people who have written standard method books had in mind (Bulmer and Warwick
1983, Preface). The participants can often be traumatized. They may either have little knowledge of
scientific research, the role of the researcher or that of an object of study, or they are facing the 257th
researcher they have spoken to and are bored by answering the very same questions over and over
again. This can lead to either curiosity, or even more prevalent in post-war setting, suspicion (Kearl
1976, Preface). Fragility, past and present violence and the continuous threat of displacement have
drastic effects on both the researcher and those whom she is studying.213
Every kind of social research in such challenging conditions demands a careful adaptation of methods,
items and underlying principles (Bonilla 1964, 140).214 Research that focuses on social processes in
transforming and fragile situations is always about sensitive personal and political aspects. The
outsider might not always be fully aware of potential problems arising from the research and of all the
implicit information provided by participants. This forces us to continuously ask ourselves during the
research: What are the assumptions our conclusions are based on? What motives do the participants
have to participate in our research? What influence might these motives have on their answers? What
are the effects of our research on the participants? And what impact might our conclusions have for
them?
An approach that is reflexive and sensitive to local conditions and participants requires great flexibility
on the part of the research instruments. Research needs to move from researching about to
researching with, in order to integrate those in the research team who are most sensitive to and
knowledgeable about local conditions. The research in this case was implemented in close cooperation
with local students and research assistants from the respective countries. This allowed the internal
point of view and situational definitions to enter the analysis to a significant extent. Living within the
communities proved to be very effective, as it took a few days in both cases to gain trust of the
community and for them to open up to discussions that went beyond the usual preset information
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For fascinating accounts of the many specific situations of fieldwork in (post-)war situations, see Nordstrom (1995).
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This also refers to language problems - language meaning not only the literal translation, but including the many cultural
contexts enclosed in it. The culturally diverse ways of thinking are reflected in the language. The goal of an adequate
translation has to be then, not only to translate the words, but the underlying concepts (Bulmer and Warwick 1983, 10), a task
even more challenging when one case study already includes people of two or three different speech communities as it was
the case in both case studies.
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given to NGO or administration personnel. Sharing houses and food with them, living in the same
conditions as they do and taking part in their daily activities broadened our horizons and opened up
their confidence to go beyond standardized answers. In many cases, surveys lasted about two hours,
where the interviewer joined in weaving mats or cracking palm nuts, and at the end of the day, elders
sat with us drinking palm wine and smoking cigarettes.
4.3.1

Implementation in Kitipaan

Fieldwork in Pikit was divided into two parts. The study which I conducted during my master’s thesis
in 2006 served as preparatory research in which data about activities, context, resource persons and
how to approach the field could be gathered. The main field visit took place in early 2009. The war
had recommenced in October 2008 and the general condition could still be described as tense. Around
a million Mindanaons were seeking refuge and shelling could be heard every night. We decided to
conduct research nevertheless. There was no assurance that the situation would get any better during
the next months, as presidential elections were scheduled for early 2010 and the situation in Kitipaan
was relatively calm.
I cooperated with (NDU) for fieldwork. This proved to be challenging. Many appointments were made
in advance, but the tense security situation and administrative processes brought the cooperation close
to a break-down a few days ahead of the field visit. Funding was a further problem. I had no external
funding available to cover expenses for assistants, students and moderators. Costs needed to be kept at
an absolute minimum.215 Strong ties with the region and some researchers on the ground made it
possible to realize the fieldwork nevertheless. A last-minute option could be developed thanks to the
great engagement of a few individuals among NDU staff, namely Eduardo Santoyo, Estrella
Cantallopez and Alano Kadil. Estrella Cantallopez and Alano Kadil, two experienced FGD
moderators, conducted the FGDs. Four students who had just finished their BAs volunteered to join
the team to conduct the surveys. The security situation and my tight budget made the involvement of
any more than those six people impossible. They all joined the team at their own risk216 and for
minimal compensation. The team was very motivated and frequent meetings built a close relationship.
Security
The most challenging aspect was the security situation. It limited our movement within the community
and the duration of our stay. The local NGO that prepared fieldwork and coordinated the efforts with
me advised me initially to stay in Cotabato and to only send the team to Pikit. I was allowed to stay in
Pikit after lengthy discussions, but was not supposed to leave the office premises. I scheduled
meetings with relevant army and MILF leaders in Cotabato to inform them about my plans to visit
Pikit for two weeks. The final compromise was that I was to stay on the NGO premises during the
215

Technical equipment was provided by the University of Oldenburg.
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They had no kind of insurance for this undertaking and it was impossible to access any at affordable rates. The same
problem occurred in Liberia and needs to be carefully addressed in the case of future research cooperation.
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night but I was allowed to move around during the days if accompanied by at least one local NGO
staff member. I was to stay in constant contact with leaders of both the Filipino Army and the MILF
and inform them if I intended to leave Pikit to go to nearby towns. I had to wear a headscarf if I was
using public transport to cover my lighter hair.
This compromise was acceptable as I could at least visit my interview partners in their homes or
offices and get a few glimpses of the FGDs and general community life. The team and I placed our
security in the hands of the community members and local commanders. It made us very much distinct
from random researchers who usually come for no longer than a short one-off visit. This balanced the
asymmetry between researchers and the local population that often hampers research. Exposing
ourselves despite the tensions for one (as in the case of the students) or two weeks (as in my case),
helped us to gain respect and recognition from the communities’ residents.
The security situation limited my interaction with the local population and the team nonetheless. It
restricted both our movement and that of the community residents. The community had not been
battleground for nearly ten years, but a general tension could be felt. People were paying attention to
the shelling and bombs dropping. They were aware of where the front line was and we could see
packed bags in many houses. The students’ and moderators’ exposure was limited to one week within
the community. We had to conduct team sessions around lunch time and were not able to meet in the
evenings. We could not introduce ourselves during a joint community gathering. Neither a personal
formal introduction nor a joint good-bye was possible. Local NGO staff went from house to house two
weeks ahead of our arrival and informed key persons of our coming and our objectives. The
commitment of the local NGO (IRD Pikit, mostly receiving their funds from CRS, OMI, Tabang
Mindanao and Oxfam) 217 was a great support in working around the challenges and making the most
of this situation.
The tense security situation, on the other hand, made me feel at least to a small extent what it means to
be surrounded by this kind of tension and still need to carry on as usual, never sure when and if one
might be directly affected.
Motivations and Suspicion
The respondents during interviews and FGDs were very open and curious about our questions. Our
initial remark “we are here to learn from your experience, as your community is a very successful
example of how people can actually live together” helped to open up discussion. We repeatedly
explained that we were not an NGO doing a needs-assessment but a research team. We were very
precise that our work and their contribution to it might indirectly benefit the communities, as it could
help to raise awareness and improve the implementation of later projects, but that we ourselves had
217

CRS refers to Catholic Relief Services, OMI are the Oblates of Mary Immaculate. Although the two biggest funders of
this local NGO are Catholic, their work is perceived as neutral and integrative. Their staff is half Muslim and half Christian
and they are well recognized as moderators in conflict with high credibility on both sides. In general, funding from Muslim
organizations is very poor; IRD Pikit for example provides such funding for local Muslim POs.
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neither the means nor the intention of conducting any such projects ourselves. We discussed quite
frequently in team meetings why people were so open in sharing their experiences. Our joint belief
was that they either felt honoured to be chosen to speak on behalf of their community, curious about
what the stranger from Europe was actually doing in such a remote place, or hoping to get some
benefit from talking to us. Those who talked in the hope of attaining personal benefit were the most
challenging interview partners. It was interesting, however, how much they opened up when asked
about their personal experiences and perspectives. People were in general surprised that we were
interested in what they had to share and not just in facts. This surprising element of our research
spread fast. More and more respondents were willing to join and proudly share their experience
without asking us for seeds, construction materials or medical support as they did in the beginning.
The situation during surveys was different. The students reported that many people were intimidated
by their presence and initially afraid they could be spies. Surveys could be conducted in a friendly
atmosphere after introductory remarks, but some respondents refused and I advised the students not to
insist on those. The students, unlike myself and the moderators, were targeting the community
members on their own, not accompanied by a person familiar to potential respondents and therefore in
many cases perceived as strangers. A joint formal introduction ceremony, as took place in Dumai,
would surely have been very helpful to improve the situation for those conducting and participating in
the survey. We thoroughly evaluated those challenges and successes in the aftermath, an evaluation
from which the following fieldwork in Liberia benefited a lot.
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From left to right: Orientation of the research team; students preparing for survey.

From left to right: Interview with research assistant (right); FGD with youths.

From left to right: my desk in the NGO office; excursion to an IDP camp.

From left to right: Interview with a member of the community council; my camouflage while travelling cross country, one
of our hosts in Kitipaan.
Figure 10: Pictures from the fieldwork in Kitipaan.
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4.3.2

Implementation in Dumai

Fieldwork in Liberia was divided into two parts, one shortly following the other. The first field visit
took place in late 2009. Its aim was to get a general impression of the country, its people and the
working conditions, to establish a strong cooperation with the national university, to choose a target
community for fieldwork and to lay the foundations for a successful funding proposal. This visit
helped to circumvent many of the problems that I had encountered during fieldwork in Mindanao. The
security situation was not an issue, but the conditions in terms of general poverty, lack of
infrastructure, poor educational facilities and low education levels, technical problems, the
unavailability of internet and even mobile coverage in many places, and deficient health care, provided
other challenges.
Funding from DSF was granted for the second field visit and made its implementation much easier.
The cooperation with KAICT at the University of Liberia went smoothly, especially thanks to Debey
Sayndee and Anthony Hena. They established a team of eight students, prepared them for the
fieldwork and helped to organize transport and facilitate a guest lecture at the university. The two
NGOs chosen for cooperation in the field, PMU Interlife Liberia (a local representative of a Swedish
NGO) and Everyday Ghandis (a Liberian NGO mostly funded by private donors from US) informed
the community in advance of our coming. The UN, especially the Pakistani Battalion stationed in
Voinjama, was very helpful in providing logistical support, for example in transporting us and our
food to and from the community as only heavy jeeps could navigate the road.
Our role
After a two-day journey from Monrovia to Voinjama and the Dumai, we finally reached the
community and were formally introduced during a traditional ceremony to the town chief and elders
under the eyes of a huge number of community residents. We exchanged presents and greetings and
the elders allowed the students and the stranger from far across the water to live among them and do
their work. We were as precise as in Kitipaan in explaining what our mission was: not to conduct any
programmes, nor to give any money, nor any other service, but only to research in the hope that this
might indirectly also help to improve their situation. Nevertheless, in the first days we had to fight a
perception of us as either an NGO providing some sort of help in return for interviews, or as a team of
investigators that would ultimately provide a final verdict about which group did what to whom at
what point in the conflict. After three days, we were seen as those who would bring peace to the
community, another perception we had to deflect. After around four to five days, most community
members had, in one way or the other, managed to make sense of our stay and our activities.
Interviews and discussions became much easier and conducive. The notion that we could change
something at least by telling the right people about the needs of the community prevailed unto the very
end, however.
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Interaction with the team as well as the community members was very intense and we really felt that
we were a part of their community, at least as fully accepted strangers. We all lacked electricity and
drinking water as the pumps dried out, we all used the same four holes as toilets and the same circle of
palm leaves as a bathroom. We shared our meals with whomever dropped by. This earned the students
from Monrovia (some of them Americo-Liberians) and me, as the white stranger, a lot of respect.
Motivations
Most of the respondents were either motivated to participate by curiosity, by feeling honoured to be
chosen, by exemption from community activity or by somehow hoping to generate some other benefit
from talking to us. The fact that we were staying with the community and living the way they did
opened up new avenues for interaction. The students especially managed perfectly well to mingle
among the community members. The community members acknowledged, not without some surprise,
that we talked to all of them, regardless of their ethnic background, their position within the
community and their involvement during the war. All community members were exempted from
community activity on our last day and we had a great celebration for peace with dance, a soccer
match and a number of speeches; all organized and facilitated by the community residents
themselves.218 The elders gave us a goat in traditional recognition for our services to the community
and many villagers escorted us on our way to Voinjama on the day we left.
The team
The interaction in the team was harmonious, intensive, enriching and challenging at some points. We
all stayed with different families but met for breakfast and dinner. Group meetings were often
followed by heated discussions until late in the night. We worked closely together for nearly two
weeks. We shared our experiences and problems and grew together as a team. Discussion was often
emotional, heated and controversial, but we always departed as team; a conversation culture quite
different from the one I knew from the Philippines.
The team was motivated and finished its tasks ahead of time. Two of the students were going to
Voinjama on daily trips to gather information from NGOs and administration and to communicate to
the students’ family members and the university as we had no mobile coverage in Dumai. Four
students went for surveys around the community and talked to community members, mostly in
Liberian English. Two of the students, experienced FGD moderators and speakers of the local dialect,
facilitated the FGDs. I could move freely within the community and conduct most of the interviews
myself without assistance. All team members were received well and without any suspicion. The
traditional introduction procedure performed by the town chief made data gathering much easier for all
of us.

218

They asked us for some contributions in advance and we donated what we had left in food (and what we would have had
to leave there any way), but no additional money. The biggest share came from the community itself.
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From left to right: Introductory lecture at the Kofi Annan Institute; interviewer (right) with interviewee in Dumai.

From left to right: One of our hosts thumb-printing receipts; team meeting in Dumai.

From left to right: Members of the research team preparing for farewell soccer game; my assistant and me reaching Dumai.

From left to right: Welcome speech with town chief and chicken; getting ready for the farewell peace ceremony.
Figure 11: Pictures from the fieldwork in Dumai.
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4.3.3

Coding and data analysis with NVivo

Nvivo software was used to support the qualitative analysis of data resulting from fieldwork and
literature analysis after the return from Kitipaan and Dumai.219 The amount of data generated through
the multi-method approach was huge and handling it through the traditional scissor and glue method,
where parts of interviews were literally cut out and pasted together, was impossible. Using software
for data analysis was a contested issue during its early phases, especially in the late 1990s, but has
become a common tool in the last years. Especially such programmes as MaxQDA, Atlasti and NVivo
are widely used in qualitative research, although still little used in undergraduate and graduate courses
at university.
Initial fears arising from the introduction of CAQDAS in qualitative research were summarized by
Flick (2009: 369-370) as to whether computer assisted coding would change the way in which data are
analysed, whether the software would implicitly impose its logic and structures upon the data or
whether the attention attracted by the computer and the software would distract the user from the real
analytical work. These aspects cannot be discounted as baseless, according to my own experience, but
the improvements attained through working with the software more than made up for them. Working
with software allows more data to be handled and accessed from different places. There is no need to
bring all prints of transcripts if one wants to do coding and go back to other interviews. Visual
material (e.g. pictures) can be linked to verbal sources, memos can be attached to parts of texts and
hyperlinks between the documents can be established. Coding, according to my own observations,
becomes more transparent with CAQDAS. It is easy to start by coding just whatever comes up from
the text and only start categorizing when one feels ready to.
The process of coding, re-coding, un-coding, and coding differently is made very easy by the
programme, which was not only a blessing. I do not know how many days I spent exploring codes and
categories, rejecting them and starting anew. I ended up having three different approaches parallel,
with the largest bulk of previous codes under a folder named junk and the second largest under a folder
named look into it later. My approach was what Graham Gibbs described as “over-emphasized on
code and retrieve approaches” (Gibbs and Flick 2007, 107). A break and a revision of the key
assumptions that originally led me to do the research helped me to refocus.
Some relations between codes became visible in matrix analysis. A matrix of roots of practices and
relations between practices, for example, provided an account of the quantity and quality of certain
relations. Relevant relations could be explored in depth as respective text and interview sections could
be retrieved from the matrix cells. In each cell of the matrix, the text coded at one AND the other code
is linked and the number of instances coded at one AND the other code is indicated. It was easy to see,
for example, that while the relation between Islamic and traditional Mindanaon practices was one of
219

The coding process itself is described at length in Chapter 4.1. This paragraph focuses on the specific features of
CAQDAS. Further examples for how NVivo was used for data analysis can be found in the Appendix.
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an selective integration of Islam into traditional practices with some instances of competition, the
relation between Western practices and local practices (meaning Islamic and traditional Mindanaon
ones) was first one of dualism and later on resistance when the earlier tried to sub-ordinate the latter.
The memoing function of NVivo further was a big help. Memoing means to conceptualize data in
narrative form (Lempert 2007). It allowed me to scribble initial thoughts and link them to the relevant
data. I did not have to keep the various emerging ideas in mind, but could put them down somewhere,
always sure that they would not be lost and would remain at the right place. I could later on reread
them, rewrite them and reorganize them in order to advance to more abstract levels of theorizing.
By providing these functions, NVivo helped me to organize data and prepare the final structure of the
chapters. The bits of text coded under the relevant codes provided the content to the structure. The
memos attached comprised the analytical description of data or a detailed account of the relationship
between the categories. The results of the research just needed to be transferred from NVivo coding to
linear writing in the end of the coding process. It would have been impossible to handle the various
data sources and the manifold information that informs the following 250 pages without CAQDAS.
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5 THE COMING OF THE WAR – RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS
“I play four roles; as a teacher, as farmer, as CAFGU soldier,
and as head of vigilante group. As a teacher, I educate the
schoolchildren. As a farmer, I serve as model in planting rice,
coconut and mangoes. I am also heading a vigilante group.
With the situations going on, it is inevitable for us to fight back
to deter further attacks by armed groups.” (Participant in the
FGD in Kitipaan, 2009)
“An important difficulty arises from the fact, that there are
chiefs under our jurisdiction, who have laws – which are very
difficult to abrogate at once – conflicting with our statutes, thus
keeping their subjects in constant dread of violating our laws
on the one hand, and incurring the penalty of their own law on
the other.” (Liberian President Warner 1866, as cited in Dick
(1970, 58)
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The focus of this chapter is to trace the transformation of everyday practices of handling conflict from
early anthropological accounts to major violent escalation and throughout the wars in Liberia and
Mindanao. It is necessary to retrace the transformation of practices prior to the war and throughout the
war in national contexts in order to understand post-war dynamics. Post-war dynamics build on
historical and social legacies. Not everything started from scratch with the signing of a peace
agreement. On the contrary, empirical evidence from Liberia and Mindanao shows that little changes
with the signing of a peace agreement. It is necessary to understand two things to grasp post-war
dynamics: (1) how conflicts were handled prior to the war and (2) what led to the escalation and the
disembedding of conflict during the war. Empirical evidence in this and the following chapter will
show that most social practices of handling conflict have transformed over time, but remained closely
connected to pre-war approaches. The changing context of settlement, increasing trade and war has
challenged them and in many cases transformed them, but a continuous line can be drawn from early
practices to much that we find in the communities today.
Certain events, such as the arrival of traders, the impact of colonialism or the outbreak of war can be
identified as turning points in the interaction between the local and the imported field.220 Dynamics
related to these events led to empirically observable changes in practices. In the case of the
Philippines, these turning points were:
(1) the arrival and spread of Islamic traders in the thirteenth century,
(2) the impact of Spanish and later US colonialism between 1565 and 1935,
(3) the strong influx of Christian settlers arriving from the northern provinces starting in 1920,
(4) the escalation of conflict and ongoing low-intensity war since 1972 and finally,
(5) territorially limited peace agreements in specific Mindanao communities declared from
2000 onwards that will be at the focus of Chapter 6.1.
The turning points in Liberia are by and large similar:
(1) the arrival and spread of Malinke traders in the fifteenth century,
(2) Americo-Liberian settlement and one-party rule between 1820 and 1980,
(3) Samuel Does military coup in 1980 and the subsequent civil wars from 1989 to 1997 and
from 2000 to 2003 and finally,
(4) the 2003 peace agreement accompanied by a military and civilian UN mission still present
today that will be at the focus of Chapter 6.2.221
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These analytical categories are explained in Chapter 3.3.
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The periods of Malinke trade, European colonialism and Americo-Liberian settlement were not historically distinct. The
establishment of the Liberian state in the mid-eighteenth century took place at the time of British and French imperial
expansion and Samori Toure’s war in Guinea, which led to an increased settlement of Mandingos in Liberia (Person 1963,
123). But a focus on turning points allows the definition of analytically consecutive influences.
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This chapter will focus on the turning points and the change they brought in daily practices of
handling conflict until and throughout the war from an analytical perspective. 222 It will focus on each
case in depth. A comparative account will be provided at the end that will lay the foundation for the
following chapter, entitled The burden of peace.

5.1 Philippines
The Philippines is an archipelago of 7107 islands. 90 different ethnic groups have been documented
and formally recognized in the Philippines, based on ethno-linguistic differences. What is a nation
today has been separate communities, tribes, islands and sultanates for a long time. The following
accounts will focus on the island of Mindanao and the interaction between Muslim Mindanaons and
Christian settlers as the immediate background of the community setting but will take into account
wider national and international developments where necessary. The turning point escalation and war
is explored at considerable length because it describes the present setting at the regional and national
levels. The accounts relating to the period of peace remain limited to the community level and very
few regions in Muslim Mindanao. The local peace agreements do not extend to the island of Mindanao
or the negotiation between the government and the different factions. Mindanao as of 2012 still finds
itself in a fragile situation between negotiation and escalation.
5.1.1

The pure native

People in Mindanao started to settle around 1000 BC in local communities. Settlements consisted of a
distinct family and allied clan members and their offspring. Clans in the Asian context are commonly
defined as:
“an informal organization comprising a network of individuals linked by kin-based bonds. Affective ties
of kinship are its essence, constituting the identity and bonds of its organization. These bonds are both
vertical and horizontal, linking elites and nonelites, and they reflect both actual blood ties and fictive
kinship.”(Collins 2004, 231)223

Residential communities were organized based on tribal loyalties and loosely connected to each other
(Zialcita 1998). The clan emerged as the central category of social organization. Selection of
leadership was based on a mix of seniority, genealogy and prestige. Maternal lines were as important
as paternal ones. Marriage served as a central opportunity to increase genealogical status. Prestige was
derived from qualities such as success in warfare and the ability to settle disputes. The societal system
within communities was strongly hierarchical. The main distinction was made between freemen and
dependents. The group of dependents comprised several categories of differing status: (1) landless
agricultural workers; (2) those who had lost freeman status because of indebtedness or punishment for
222
Retrospective accounts that go far back in time and reduce complicated social dynamics to a few pages are always based
on stereotypes. These stereotypes are analytically useful, however, to trace transformation. Every analytical description of
social dynamics is stereotypical to a certain extent.
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Clans in the Philippines should not be seen as uniform actors. Internal quarrelling has been vividly reported in the case of
the Osmena clan and others (Cullinane 1989), but they present a picture of inner cohesion to outsiders for the sake of their
own survival. This ambiguity between cohesion and competition has to be kept in mind when reading the following
paragraphs, which treat the clans as generally uniform actors for analytical purposes.
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crime; and (3) slaves, most of whom were war captives (Dolan 1991). Dependents relied upon the
mercy of a freeman to settle and acquire land.
Each community had a head (datu) that was of equal status to the heads of other communities.
Judicial, legislative, executive and religious functions were vested in this position. The communities
and clans maintained a stable but limited influence upon one another through raids and feuds.
Violence was widespread, but it was embedded into a social system. No larger escalations were
documented.
Community governance was based on customary law, a mix of clan custom and Adat law. It was used
to settle communal disputes and regulate aspects of genealogy and hierarchy in the villages (Barra
1988). Many anthropologists describe this law as the strongest basis for the regulation of social
interaction in Mindanao: “There is no law so strong as custom. Customs are norms of rules (…) about
the ways in which people must behave in social institutions to perform their tasks and society to
endure” (Jundam (1983, 107) see also: Bentley (1985); Guilal (1998); Machado (1985); Asia
Foundation (2005).224 Adat law had a holistic approach and covered various aspects of the people’s
lives. It was orally handed down from one generation to the other, based on how it was used and
transformed in actual conflict resolution practices (Jundam 1983, 107). Rules were not universal, but
provided general guidelines for social interaction (CPRM 2004, 51).225
Land ownership was community based and understood as trusteeship (Filipinas Foundation 1975, 58).
Land was agama property and regulated by Adat law. The concept of personal ownership was neither
known nor comprehended. Attachment to a specific place was low (Zialcita 1998, 53). Land was used
in perpetuity for the good of the kin group which had started using it (Abreu 2005). It was the word of
the datu or the tribal leader – the custodian of the land – that mattered. Individuals only received the
right to use a portion of the land, not to own it (Arumpac 1998).
The main technology of farming at that time, swidden cultivation, was in line with the concept of
community ownership. A parcel of land is brushed and cultivated in swidden cultivation. Only modest
investment is made to prepare the area for farming. The farm is transferred to a new and more fertile
parcel of land after harvest. Private ownership of land is not necessary.226
Archaeological findings from 900 to 1000 AD in Mindanao point to Animist religions, later on
coupled with Hindu and Malayan influences. This situation remained largely stable until the increasing
influence of Islamic trade which appeared in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

224

Adat law was introduced into customary law through trade between the coastal communities and Indianized kingdoms in
the Malayan archipelago around 500 AD (Legarda 2001, 40; Buat 1977).
225

Adat law included norms related to leadership succession, family birth control, sex crimes and the abuse of women,
marriage and divorce and theft and murder (Jundam 1983).
226

Aside from being farmers, many early Mindanaons were hunters and fishermen – occupations that also did not necessarily
need private ownership of land.
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5.1.2

Muslim traders

Muslims arrived as traders in Mindanao through the acceleration of trade. They arrived from Malaysia
and later on from the Arabic peninsula (Abubakar 1983, 7). They established permanent ports and
trading posts. Some settled near the harbours and married indigenous women, usually the daughters of
their trading partners. Their settlements extended to the inland and they integrated into local structures
in order to secure trade routes (Jocano 1983, 4).
The Mindanaon population had split by the time the Spaniards started to colonize Mindanao. The
majority of Mindanaons had converted to Islam and was organized under the sultan. A number of local
communities in the mountainous regions remained faithful to their indigenous religion and never
adopted Islam. They were commonly referred to as Lumads, although they consisted of various ethnolinguistic groups.
“The dwellers before the Islamization are the Lumads which they called Mamalus and the Tabunaways.
The Tabunaways remained in the waterway while the Mamalus went to the mountain. They are the
Natives. The Tabunaways embraced Islam and the Mamalus not. So that starts the Muslim nation.“
(Local Colonel, interviewed in Cotabato 2009)

The largest part of the local population was susceptible to the knowledge and religion of the
newcomers. Trade brought considerable wealth. The offspring of mixed families in Mindanao became
influential and powerful (Abubakar 1983, 8). The women converted to the religion of their husbands.
This created a number of highly successful Islamic families, closely allied to each other (Abubakar
1983, 8). Their wealth and success attracted local indigenous leaders who often appointed Islamic
traders as consultants or advisors. Islamic religion and tradition merged with local custom (TolibasNunez 1997).
The kind of Islam that reached Mindanao with the traders was a moderate one. The first settlers were
of Arab-Malay ethnicity. Their Arabic script and practices had already mingled with the Malayan.
Islamic institutions were highly organic and allowed numerous opportunities for an interplay with
local customs. Local customs prevailed within the communities and Islamic structures were used to
secure social organization beyond the communities in so-called sultanates during the period of Muslim
traders.
Political organization beyond the community level in Mindanao took place much earlier than in other
parts of the Philippines. The process of establishing sultanates and organizing the local communities
according to Islamic principles was slow. It took 300 years and started long before the Spanish
colonial period. Muslim traders and their indigenous allies organized themselves in sultanates between
the twelfth and fourteenth centuries. Scattered and autonomous settlements were united in a political
community, called a bangsa (nation) or sultanate (Jocano 1983, 4). The island of Mindanao was
divided between different sultanates,227 all with strong economical and cultural ties to Indonesia,
Brunei and Malaysia. They differed in language, political structures and degree of Islamic orthodoxy
227

The most popular sultanates at that time were the sultanates of Maguindanao, Sulu and Maranao.
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(Dolan 1991).228 Mindanao was divided into five main sultanates by the time of Spanish
colonialism.229 A real consciousness of oneness between the sultanates and a general referral of
Mindanaons to their Islamic roots emerged only as a counter position to Spanish, and later on
American colonialism.
An assessment of the security situation during this period is hard to make. Historical sources point to
numerous petty wars between the sultanates and between individual clans. The members of the
sultanates were fiercely proud of their separate identities and conflict between them was endemic.
Moros describe this period in retrospect as a time of great wealth and pride, secured by elaborate
governance structures exceeding those of adjacent areas by far (Jubair 2007). Wars, if mentioned at all
in these narratives, are described as part of the social structure, seldom escalating beyond clan conflict.
Leadership and political organization
Islam did not dictate specific processes of decision-making nor specific institutions or roles. It only put
emphasis on consultation, thus clearly indicating an ideal type of non-authoritative processes. The
flexible and organic character of Islamic decision-making allowed its integration into pre-existing
traditions and customs, thus generating a unique Mindanaon version of decision-making based on both
Islamic teaching and traditional processes (Engineer 1980).
The old structure of family settlements and social organization in clans continued within the
sultanates. All persons in a certain area were allied to a leader, called a datu.230 The position of the
datu was theoretically derived from reference to koranic scripture and hereditary principles. In reality,
it most often rested on the person’s personal charisma and ability to maintain its constituency (Lebar
1972, 23; Jocano 1983, 3). The reliance on selection criteria beyond genealogy was necessary, as
status in the Philippines could be inherited from both paternal as well as maternal lines. This generated
a number of potential datus and made wealth and charisma necessary selection criteria beyond the
hereditary principle (Damaso 1983, 81).231 A datu was a combination of political leader, landlord,
judge and religious functionary. His power was not measured in terms of land or wealth, but by the
number of his followers. The datu had to provide aid in emergency and advocacy in disputes with
other chiefs in return for their loyalty (Dolan 1991).

228

For example, the Tausugs, the first group to adopt Islam, criticized the more recently Islamized Yakan and Bajau peoples
for being less precise in observing Islamic tenets and practices.
229

The legacy of these sultanates shapes today’s political landscape in Muslim Mindanao. The main ethnic groups of the
Tausug, the Maguindanaon and the Marano reflect the boundaries between the early sultanates. The split between the MNLF
and the MILF is partly attributed to the different history of these groups.
230

Historians dispute the usage and origin of the term datu as it may have already existed before the introduction of Islam
and is also used among the non-Islamized communities in Mindanao (Damaso 1983). In either case, the English equivalent
used most often is ruler or descendant of rulers which gives the term a combined sociological and genealogical significance
(Beckett 1977, 50).
231

The criteria named most consistently throughout literature are: (1) Bansawan — belonging to the royal core lineage, or a
pidtaylan; (2) Ilmawan — knowledgeable in Adat and Sharia to be a fitting vice-regent of Allah; (3) Rupawan — personable,
with good features (nonawan) and charisma; and (4) Hartawan — affluent to lend prestige and dignity to the exercise of the
office.
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A local datu was embedded within a larger hierarchy through alliances with other datus and
subordinated to the sultan who occupied the highest social, political and religious status in society
(Jocano 1983, 3). Power and authority, however, remained with the local datu despite the introduction
of the sultanates (Kiefer 1967, 23). The sultan relied on the loyalty of the datus to secure his power
and depended on his own finesse in building and securing alliances (Kiefer 1967, 24). He would lose
the loyalty of all followers of a datu if he lost the datu’s loyalty (Kreuzer 2011, 8). Securing the
loyalty of individual datus thus was among the main objectives of a sultan, just as it was the main
objective of the datu to secure to loyalty of his followers. The need to secure followers and keep them
content on both levels served as a central corrective against the misuse of political, judicial and
religious power.
The family remained the main organizing principle, with the head now called datu. The Sultan was put
on top, without endangering any of the earlier leaders or underlying structures of leadership. The
openness of the Islamic approach and its slow diffusion explains the weak resistance to conversion as
well as the amicable relationships between indigenous communities and new believers of Islam. No
alternative style of decision-making extending beyond family-organized communities had previously
been in place. Integration into the sultanate system was seen as advancement rather than as
succumbing to a competing form of organization.
Land
Another example of the fusion between Islamic and local principles is the case of land ownership.
Islamic practices of land ownership strongly accorded with traditional concepts. What was agama
property for the indigenous people had become waqaf property for those who converted to Islam. The
waqaf institutionalized the customary system of trusteeship where territory was passed on from one
generation to another. Muslims and indigenous people worked out boundary agreements, celebrated
through ritualistic performances (Dyandi and Pakang rituals).232 Both organized land ownership based
on either agama or waqaf rules within these boundaries.
Justice
The introduction of Islamic law in Mindanao was a similarly slow process. Islamic law was infused in
a process of “cultural accommodation” (Jundam 1983). Customary Adat Law became deeply
interwoven with elements of Islamic law (Guilal 1998, 161). This created a specific code of
Mindanaon law, called Luwaran. The term Luwaran means selection and the Mindanoan Luwaran is a
selection of laws taken from Arabic books, mixed with local custom.
The Luwaran is split into two halves. A local custom is presented on one side and validated by an
Arabic quote in the margins. Reference is made to Arabic law in general and in some instances to
232

Indigenous groups complain that these are not accepted anymore today – neither by the Filipino government nor by the
Moro revolutionary groups (Alejo 2005). Even in the ARMM the indigenous people are not free to own their ancestral
territory and to practice their culture and tradition.
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Islam specifically. The original sources can no longer be identified in many cases (Hooker 1988, 163).
Articles are constructed in a concrete form, embodying genuine examples from incidents of common
occurrence in Mindanao. Arabic codes were sometimes modified to fit local customs and new
paragraphs were introduced which did not exist in the Arabic sources but conformed to local practices
and customs (Saleeby 1973, 69). This separation between local and foreign content is unique to the
Luwaran. The Luwaran combines unwritten customary law (adat) based on tradition, with written law
(hokum sharia) based on the Qu’ran and other Arabic sources (Bentley 1992). The final synthesis
manifested in the Luwaran is completely local (Hooker 1988, 163).
The Luwaran and a few other codes that coexisted were strongly rooted in and transformed by social
practices. They served as an orientation, not as binding rules (Guilal 1998, 166). They were not
followed precisely, but provided guidelines grounded in shared values and understandings, according
to which dispute settlements were devised (Bentley 1992, 102). It was the foremost concern of law
making to secure social order by defining values and hierarchies. The codes identified what was
valuable to a given society by specifying what was prohibited. They defined hierarchies within the
society by assigning such value. The resulting law was perceived as natural law, built on social
structures, and not as enforced by a legal authority.233
A council of elders was in charge of law making in most communities. They met in the town hall or
another area designated as the court. If the local councils could not come to a final verdict, cases were
forwarded to the sultan who had the highest judicial authority. The sultan was assisted by his advisory
council in the agama court. Agama courts became an indivisible part of Mindanao Muslim culture and
developed their own methods, procedures and practices accepted and respected by Filipino Muslims.
They were a typical embodiment of the Muslim legal system, in which religion and jurisdiction went
hand in hand:
"The word Agama has come to be known as practice or system. Among the Muslims, it is synonymous
with the word ‘ideology’. Agama is a Sanskrit word for Religion. The reason for this is perhaps due to
the general concept of law and policy among Muslims. The Muslims do not distinguish law as either
secular or divine, canon or civil law. The legal system of the Muslims, both customary (adat) and
Islamic is quite comprehensive. It embraces all legal, social, political and civil relations" (Attorney
Musim Buat, as cited by CPRM (2004, 58)

The resulting judicial system provided the means to stabilize the system of loyalties underlying the
rule of the datus. The codes made only vague distinctions between ranks (Islamic law distinguishes
only between free persons and slaves). In practice these rules were applied with great attention to
differences in rank, however (Bentley 1992, 103). Islamic law was understood and applied through the
rank sensitive lens of customary law which specified, with striking finesse, the behavior expected of
persons of different ranks. At its core was the traditional bang-on (or maratabat) system of raising
one’s dignity. Maratabat, a term usually translated as rank honour was closely linked to self-esteem
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A number of explanations and details concerning the Muslim Legal System in the Philippines can be found on this
website: http://www.muslimmindanao.ph/sharia_system.html (accessed September 21, 2012).
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and self-respect. Each Filipino Muslim possessed a symbolic amount of maratabat, in proportion to his
or her rank in the traditional hierarchy.234
Maratabat combines genealogical elements with actual lifetime achievements. It was seen as
exclusive; one person could only gain maratabat at the expense of another (Bentley 1985). The
underlying logic was and is: Honour needs to be restored by violent means if it cannot be restored in a
non-violent mechanism of conflict resolution. This placed larger clans at an advantage.235 Clans with
more followers were in a better position in the case of feuds. Inferior clans often refrained from taking
action and members of more powerful lineages got away with their offences, in turn cementing
genealogical hierarchies between the clans.236 Feuds between clans built on a distinct system of social
organization and were highly stabilizing in many cases. They were described as anarchic violence, “a
war of all against all in which fear and violence carry the day” (Bentley 1985, 62), however, by
outsiders who had little understanding of the underlying structures of rank honour.
5.1.3

Colonialism

Colonialism challenged the authority of the sultans on the national-level by introducing a higher level
of authority and sub-ordinating them to national level politics. It changed little of the power structures
on the ground, however. The allocation of funds and incentives to former sultans and datus by the
colonial administration even strengthened their kinship networks. Social organization remained largely
based on native structures. Mindanaons belonged to a Filipino state in theory, but this had little impact
on their daily lives.
A fair account of the history of colonialism in the Philippines has to differentiate between two periods:
(1) Spanish colonialism from 1521 to 1898, mainly affecting the northern islands of the Philippines
and (2) American colonialism from 1898 to formal Filipino independence in 1946 during which
national rule was extended to Mindanao.237
Spanish rule
Magellan, the head of the first Spanish expedition, planted a cross close to Cebu City as a symbol of
Spanish rule in 1521. He and his fellowmen converted leaders of the northern islands to Christianity,
starting with Rajah Humabon, the chieftain of Cebu. The spread of Christianity amongst the animist
groups in the northern islands was easy. The Spanish brought political unification to the many
234

The maratabat system is best described for the Maranao by Bentley (1985), but comparable, though less elaborately
described systems exist for the other ethnic groups in Mindanao.
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For many, justice was a matter of honour and restoring one’s maratabat was the only way to ensure justice. Thus described
for the Tausug by Kiefer (1972, 5): “They do not teach their children to fight. They teach them not to fight. Violence itself,
however it is expressed, is considered morally wrong by the Tausug. To be shamed without taking revenge is, however, as
great a wrong.”
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This was not only true in the case of clan feud, but according to some accounts even for judicial processes following
customary rule. Here, the number of witnesses was reported to be the key criterion for the decision of the datu. Those clans
with more followers and resources to secure witnesses thus were in a better position (Kreuzer 2011).
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The Philippines were further under Japanese occupation from 1942 to 1945 until finally liberated by the Americans.
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scattered communities and used education as a vehicle for Christianization as well as social
transformation.
Spanish administration built on a system of indirect rule to organize local villages. It introduced the
concept of private land ownership as a central pillar to its concept of feudalism (Zialcita 1998, 54).
The effects of this system were felt soon in the northern islands and increased the power of the clans.
The promotion of an agrarian, hacienda based society and economy and absentee landlordism resulted
in the concentration of land in the hands of a few, mostly established elites who collaborated with the
Spanish. An indigenous upper class emerged, which held political power, prestige and land titles;
supported by the Spanish colonial government.
The relationship between the Spanish and the sultans of Mindanao was different. It can be described as
oscillating between ignorance, tolerance and resistance. Historical accounts strongly differ. Nuanced
descriptions by McKenna (1998) depict violent resistance against the colonial masters as a fight of
individual clans for their interests. Popular accounts provide a more united and heroic perspective.
They employ the narrative of a Spanish-Moro war lasting for 320 years until 1898, which is seen as
the root cause of the Moro-Christian divide.238 The Spanish were using Christianized natives of Luzon
and the Visayas to fight the Moros, according to these accounts. The Moros retaliated with piracy
raids, hitting Christian communities, taking slaves and looting coastal villages:
“the Moros launched their attacks and invaded many places in the Philippines in retaliation to Spanish
efforts to subjugate their homelands. They retaliated against their Christianized kin because they saw the
latter aiding the Spaniards, wholeheartedly or not. Devastated and terrorized by the fire and fury of
Moro attacks, the Christianized inhabitants in turn had no choice but to fight back. Thus, the SpanishMoro Wars or Moro Raids were a three-cornered fight, gaining an additional dimension, when the
Spaniards themselves noted that renegade Christians or inhabitants who refused to accept Spanish rule
organized themselves and raided many coastal towns masquerading as Moros so as to pass the blame to
the latter.” (Dery 1997, 144)

Spanish colonialism had little effect on the daily practices and the political system in Mindanao aside
from these coastal wars and raids. The Spanish never exercised control over the sultanates. Land was
formally annexed by the Spanish and turned into state land (Kreuzer 2006, 40–41). In Mindanao this
was bluntly ignored. Land continued to be allocated by the datu and handled as if it were owned by the
community. Many Moro leaders argue today that the Bangsamoro territories were not part of the 1898
Treaty of Paris and not sold to the US, as “you cannot sell what you don’t own”(Lingga 2007, 42).
American rule
American colonialism started with a more intrusive approach, employing a mix of military force and
incentives for Mindanao. Opposition to American colonialism was significant in Manila and
Mindanao, but the Americans finally managed to gain control over the whole archipelago through
military force and indirect rule over the provinces. The US approach was shaped by the aim to civilize
the natives through indirect rule. The colonial rulers aspired to rule the different clans and regions by
238

This account among others is presented in the Mindanaon history module provided by the Mindanao Peacebuilding
Institute (MPI) as background information for NGOs conducting Peacebuilding activities.
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“accommodating” their leaders (Tan 1983, 124). They looked for “important families through whom
they could control a people they did not understand” (Beckett 2009, 291). The colonists promised not
to interfere in Sulu region, law and commerce in exchange for the sultan’s acknowledgement of
United States sovereignty.
This was formalized in the Bates Treaty between the Sultan of Sulu and the United States in 1899.239
The sultans had to cease piracy raids and raise the US flag in Mindanao. In return, they were paid a
monthly salary for their administrative support. Provincial offices were subject to elections according
to the constitution, but this was not implemented in Mindanao (Beckett 2009, 280–88). The Bates
Treaty further ensured legal dualism. Crimes and offenses by Moros against Moros were regulated
within the communities or punished by the sultan. Only offenders who did not belong to any of the
Muslim communities were charged by the US government.
The situation in Mindanao started to change with the Moro-American War (from 1896 to 1921)240 and
the Public Land Act of 1903. The US unilaterally abrogated the Bates Treaty in 1905. The colonists
abandoned their policy of legal dualism in favour of integration, or put bluntly, assimilation
(Holbrook 2009, 12).
From legal dualism to attempted assimilation and practiced hybridity
The abrogation of the Bates Treaty put an end to legal and political dualism, but US colonialism
remained reliant on Mindanaon rulers to ensure control over the vast territories. Loyal datus were
provided with incentives such as pilgrimages to Mecca, a share in revenue and scholarships for their
children (Beckett 2009, 291). Pilgrimages raised prestige, revenue could be distributed downwards to
increase the loyalty of followers and the number of followers, and scholarships heightened the chances
of their offspring in competition against alternative rulers. This provided the datus with additional
means to build up and secure a clan based patronage system. The same pattern was valid for FilipinoAmerican relations in the northern islands.241
In 1914, US administration imposed a uniform law that disregarded Muslim and customary law
(McKenna 1998, 91). Local law was only allowed insofar as it accorded with the laws of the United
States of America:
“Mohammedan Laws and Customs—Judges of the Court of First Instance and Justice of the Peace
deciding civil cases in which the parties are Mohammedans or pagans, when such action is deemed
wise, may modify the application of the law of the Philippine Islands, taking into account local laws and
customs, provided that such modification shall not be in conflict with the basic principles of the laws of
the United States of America.” (Act No. 2520, enacted by the Philippine Commission in 1915)
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Elsewhere in Mindanao, the United States entered into similar, though less formal agreements with local power holders
(Holbrook 2009, 12).
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These dates, as well as the general notion of a Moro-American war, are historically contested. According to reconstructive
analyses, those were independent wars between local sultans and American led forces, rather than a unified Moro uprising.
See for example McKenna (1998) and (2007).
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This is described along the example of Sergio Osmena and the Osmena family by Cullinane (1989).
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Legal hybridity existed where courts were willing to apply it, but it was no longer embedded in the
structure of the courts and the law itself (Holbrook 2009, 12).
The American colonists incorporated the sultans into their system of indirect rule. They introduced a
democratic constitution, engaged local Mindanao leaders in its administration and enforced private
land ownership. The Public Land Acts (nos. 718, 926 and 496) introduced the homestead system and
allowed individuals to acquire lots – at the same time declaring null and void all lands rights granted
by datus, sultans or traditional chiefs without authority of the state. This strengthened patronage
structures and privileged loyal elites at the expense of the local population. The imported field reached
the island with little effect on daily practices, but with a huge impact on political organization beyond
the community sphere, at the end of American colonialism. The extension of colonialism to Mindanao
has to be seen as the second historical turning point.
The imported system of liberal democracy gained momentum on the national level and in the northern
provinces of the Philippines under Spanish rule. Literacy, knowledge of legal procedures and
awareness of national policies became key resources in the imported field. The frictions between the
two fields became visible by the end of the American colonial rule. The power of those who could
engage in both fields was accumulated. They were clearly advantaged at this turning point, an
advantage that many could utilize throughout the subsequent historical turning points. Formal
democratic institutions were not used to benefit the humble commoner but served the Filipino directing
class and American policy (Cullinane 1989, 105). New resources that came with colonialism trickled
down through kinship networks, increasing the importance of the clan. The Americans largely
replicated in Mindanao what the Spanish introduced in the northern islands: an indigenous upper class
based on genealogical inheritance and cemented through the privileges derived from indirect rule. The
period of colonialism in many respects laid the foundation for today’s power structures.
5.1.4

Settlement

The impact of colonialism on Mindanao is overshadowed by the impact of settlement. The
Commonwealth government promoted the liberal constitution and its institutions in Mindanao through
Christian settlers from 1935 onwards. They fully implemented private land ownership, a formal legal
system, formal (US-American) education and competitive democracy. The Philippines as a whole
became a distinctly American-style decentralized democracy.242 Regular and competitive elections
were of high importance. Local state agencies were subordinated to elected municipal mayors and
provincial governors. This hierarchy guaranteed that accumulation and mobilization of local personal
followers remained a key source of political power, just as it had been in pre-colonial and throughout
colonial times (Hedman and Sidel 2000, 170).
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It is decentralized in so far as the district/ municipality has a strong basis, but on the other hand, it is directly dependent on
the national government. What is lacking in the case of the Philippines is an intermediate or regional level of political
organization.
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The Moro elites were loyal to the Filipino government, but continued to rule their clans through local
practices of community land ownership, non-formalized justice and datuship. The Christian settlers
were more adept in the imported field and had an increasing advantage over the Muslim population.
The two fields were no longer territorially distinct and hybridity reached the community level.
External sub-ordination turned into internal domination. It was no longer a distant colonial
government that kept asking for a change in rules and co-opted local leadership through indirect rule,
but a settler minority that made use of those rules to enhance its position at the expense of the native
population and later the datus. Friction between the local and the imported field increased. The arrival
of the settlers, and with them the increasing impact of the imported field, has to be seen as the third
turning point in Mindanao.
Participation in the political system became highly contested. Muslim leaders lost political positions in
competitive elections to Christian candidates. Funds and other resources at the disposal of those in
official positions increased. The combination of a liberal democratic system with a society organized
in clans eliminated checks and balances inherent in the local and the imported fields. A few became
rich at the expense of the masses. The threshold to violence decreased and the situation escalated after
1968.
Historical context
The settlement of Christian settlers from the northern islands started in 1920 and peaked in the
Commonwealth period under the presidency of Manuel Quezon (from 1935 to 1944).243 Early
migration to Mindanao started smoothly. It remained limited to a few settlements and was
experimental in nature (McKenna 1998, 114). The American administration made efforts to include
Muslim families among the settlers (Thomas 1971). A parallel system of governance was
institutionalized with the colony superintendent ruling over the settlers and the datu ruling over the
Muslim Mindanaons. The settlers had their own government and administrative system. This system
was as centralized in terms of leadership as the datu system of the Muslim Mindanaons:
“A special form of government was established for the Colony. It was administered by a colony
superintendent. (…) He was not only a colony superintendent, but he was at the same time a deputy
governor, Justice of the Peace, and Land Inspector. He wielded vast powers over the colonists.” (Official
history of Kitipaan, document obtained during fieldwork 2009)

The datu provided for the safety of the settlers, who in turn remained loyal to him. Established
hierarchies were upheld and territory was vast. Mindanoans and settlers had little contact and were
localized in distinct and separate areas.
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He was succeeded by Osmena (from 1944 to 1946) and Roxas (from May 1946 to July 1946), but the latter only governed
the country for a short time and had little impact on the situation in Mindanao. The Commonwealth had its own constitution
which remained effective until 1973 and was self-governing, although foreign policy and military affairs remained under the
responsibility of the United States. An American High Commissioner and an American Military Advisor were part of the
government and a Field Marshall was in charge of the Filipino Army (Dolan 1991).
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The equilibrium tipped when Quezon strongly encouraged settlement to Mindanao to civilize the
savages and to pacify continuing land conflict in the northern Philippines.244 Tensions between the
groups arose when land became a scarce resource in Mindanao and settlement endangered the preexisting social fabric. Christian settlers challenged the rule of local leaders. Competitive elections as
well as reshaped administrative boundaries provided them with advantages in many regions. Settler
candidates won a few electoral districts from Muslim governors and majors in the late 1960s. Moros
felt deprived of their land, rights and political power in their homeland. They were marginalized, but
not yet united (Kreuzer 2003, 10–16).
This gave rise to an Islamic revolutionary movement challenging both native genealogical leadership
as well as Filipino domination over Mindanao. A young and educated Moro elite challenged
established clan structures. They revolted against traditional hierarchies with reference to the
egalitarian principles enshrined in the Qu’ran. The Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) was
born. The situation escalated after a massacre of Moro recruits in the Filipino army in 1968 and under
the restrictive laws of Marcos’ martial law.
5.1.4.1 Hybridity
The impact of hybridity resulting from the coexistence of an imported system, in which the settlers
were more adept, and the local system that was preferred by the Moro population, reached Mindanao
with full force with increased settlement. The native population preferred its system and strongly
adhered to it as a means of resisting the domination of the settlers and a national government which
they refused to accept. The settler population had its own native structures that were not too different
from the local Mindanaon ones, but they were more flexible in making use of the imported system that
governed land distribution and later the distribution of political positions in Mindanao. The settlers
made use of the imported system although it was as alien to them as it was to the Mindanaons. The
result was a marginalization of (1) the Moros at the expense of the settlers and of (2) the common
citizens who were less adept in the imported system, to the advantage of elites who often claimed vast
tracts of land and made use of the hybrid justice system.
Competing concepts of land ownership
The Moros continued to understand land as community owned at large. The underlying logic of waqaf
was not compatible with the concept of private ownership. Many refused to apply for title to their land
or were simply unaware of the deeding process. Those who attempted to apply for title faced
discriminating laws and practices. This threatened the existence of many Moro landowners.
“Our public land must not be given to other people other than the Moros. We should be given time to
acquire them because most of us have no lands. Our people do no yet realize the value of acquiring
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Available land in the north was rare, as the Spanish system of absentee landlordism as well as hacienda farming has
concentrated land in the hands of a few. The landowners were often at the same time high-level politicians, thus land reform
has never been implemented and those asking for land had to be relocated. This hegemony of land-owning capital over the
state is persistent until today (Reid 2006, 1007)
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those lands by the process of law. Where shall we obtain the support of our family if our lands are taken
from us. It will be safe to us that a law should be created restricting the acquisition of our lands by other
people…” (Dansalan Declaration, led by Hadji Abdulhamid Bongabong of Unayan and 189 Maranaos.
Sent as letter to the US Congress; dated March 18, 1935)

Land laws and deeding practices marginalized the native population. Christian Filipinos were often
used to the concept of private land ownership and much more strongly attached to a specific parcel of
land.245 Settlers coming from the north were motivated and assisted in filling land claims by the
Bureau of Lands. This assistance was not provided to Muslims and indigenous people (McKenna
1998, 118). Non-Moro Filipinos were allowed to apply for ownership of over 24 hectares of land,
while Moros were only allowed to apply for 10 hectares. In 1936 the amount of land to which Moros
could apply was further reduced to four hectares as compared to 24 hectares for a Christian individual
and 1024 hectares for corporations (Act 141 in 1936). Settlers started to deed land already occupied by
local inhabitants (Kreuzer 2003, 8).
Land rights were recognized based on the priority of the claim filed, not on priority of occupation.
Traditional owners were de facto dispossessed (Kreuzer 2008a). Those who were more adept at using
the modern law for their ends applied for individual titles to various tracts of state land. Public land
policies legally ensured the concentration of land ownership in the hands of a few big landlords
(Gomez and Mercado 2001). A few Muslim elites could make use of national land laws. They applied
for land titles in the names of their clan members and later rented it to them. Many small farmland
owners saw their land occupied by corporations and became farm workers instead (Ocampo 2011).
The eviction of the original inhabitants of lands was often enforced (Kreuzer 2006, 41). Settlement
overstrained the capacity of fertile land by the 1950s (McKenna 1998, 114). More and more regions
were occupied by a Christian majority (Kreuzer 2008a, 3–4), reducing land ownership among the
Moros and indigenous people to a meagre 17% in 1967 (as opposed to 98% in 1900) (Ocampo 2011).
In 1990, 80% of the Moros were landless tenants (Dictaan-Bang-oa 2004, 154).
Those elites who had managed to privately secure vast tracks of farmland became big landlords.
Business at that time was based on agrarian production. Land ownership was closely linked to
economic success and through a huge number of dependants and tenants, back to political patronage.
Land ownership equalled wealth, equalled a high number of dependants, equalled political posts,
equalled funds, equalled patronage and finally strengthened the patronage network. The datu as
custodian of the land had turned into a modern landlord, handing out farmland and jobs to his
dependants, backed and even encouraged by the Public Land Act and subsequent laws. This
incorporated the century old concept of datuism into the context of modern Filipino democracy,
though advantaging the settlers over the original datus.
“It’s a question of the land. It’s a long long issue of the Moro people trying to claim what is theirs
because they were always being pushed to the sides or even up to the mountains and what has been
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The settler farmers engaged in wet rice cultivation. In wet rice cultivation, the farmer invests considerable energy in
clearing the land, building dikes and in plowing, and the land is fertile for a much longer period – thus creating a strong
attachment to a specific parcel of land (Zialcita 1998, 53).
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theirs has been taken by the settlers. And sad to say, these are owned by powerful politicians in this part
of Mindanao. They are powerful because they have guns, they have men and they are influential in the
media. So they are really in control.” (Christian staff member of a local NGO, interviewed in 2009)

Hybridity of the justice system
Hybridity in the area of rule of law led to an equal marginalization of Moro practices and codes. The
Commonwealth government adopted a Bill of Rights which recognized religious freedom, but did not
provide formal recognition of Moro cultural identity or law (Holbrook 2009, 14). It was based on the
American constitution. Filipinos trained in American law, American lawyers practicing in the
Philippines, and American judges presiding over Philippine district courts ensured such congruence
(Bernas 1997, 170). Quezon’s intention was to attain national unity through a subjugation of all
Filipinos under a uniform code of laws (Bernas 1997, 171). Rule of law was used as a vehicle to
culturally integrate (one could even say assimilate) Muslim Mindanaons into a Filipino nation and to
“eradicate certain aspects of the culture of the Moro which they considered to impede the achievement
of national integration” (Muslim 1994, 79).
Quezon revoked the few privileges Moros retained under US rule. He abolished the Administrative
Code for Mindanao, and denied the exemption of Moros from some national laws (Tolibas-Nunez
1997). He further dissolved the Moro Board, which was tasked to settle Moro disputes according to
Islamic and traditional laws (Tolibas-Nunez 1997). The Commonwealth government, in its draft of
1935 and later revisions, insisted on a body of substantive rules “general and autonomous, as well as
public and positive” (Unger 1977).
Moro law was perceived as backward by national authorities. It had no formalized institutions and no
codified rules and norms. Mindanao Muslims resisted attempts to implement autonomous and general
legal codes. They objected to the static, autonomous and formalized character of the Bill of Rights.
Their customary codes and the Luwaran were an organic expression of their communal sentiment.
Formal legal codes were seen as a mechanism of domination autonomous from indigenous belief and
practice (Bara-Acal and Astih 1998). The national legal codes had little impact on local practices and
belief. They neither supported nor recognized existing structures of segmentation and hierarchy and
failed to provide comprehensible vocabulary for understanding social action. The Bill of Rights was
alien, impossible to understand for the local population and had little resonance on the ground. It had
little relevance to actual dispute processing in Muslim Mindanao and was simply avoided (Bernas
1997, 171).
Any subordination to this alien law, which was perceived to be Christian, was seen as a symbol of the
subordinate position Muslims were allocated within the Filipino nation (Bentley 1992, 99). Even
exemptions, such as requirements regarding marriage and divorce, were perceived as implicit attacks
on Muslim identity. Accepting these would have implied accepting the national constitution as the
norm. The local reaction to the uniform body of Filipino law was rhetorical resistance and practiced
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dualism. The duality of law continued. Settlers solved cases according to their laws and regulations246
and Muslim Mindanaons did the same according to their processes and guided by their norms. Formal
law rarely reached the local areas, whether among Christians or Muslims.
Hybridization of the education system
The education system worsened the situation of the Muslim Mindanaons. Quezon introduced a unified
body of public education and tried to use education as a cornerstone for the promotion of universal
Filipino values. The education system was used to “impress upon our people that they are citizens of
the Republic” and to promote “an abiding faith in Divine Providence” (Milligan 2005, 91). The
rhetoric of this education system built on a strong dichotomization between us and them– making the
Muslims in the Philippines the object of our colonization and, by implication, our colonial wards
(Milligan 2005, 6). The policy changed in the 1950s towards teaching Filipinos to live a “moral life
guided by faith in God and love for fellow men” (Milligan 2005, 91). From 1957 onwards, education
was supposed to serve to inculcate “moral and spiritual values inspired by an abiding faith in God”
and produce an “enlightened, patriotic, and upright citizenry” (Milligan 2005, 91).
“We underline the imperative necessity of developing among the non-Christian elements a spirit of
dynamic Filipinism, love of country, and loyalty to the government and free institutions. Exceptional
care and attention should be paid to insulating them from subversive propaganda and preventing borers
from within. (…) Widespread education, sound and liberal and patriotic, is the best defence against
ideological fifth elements.” (Osias n.a., 175)

Muslim Filipinos were portrayed as “the dangerous, backward, violent, and morally degenerate pirates
they had been seen as since the Spanish regime” in many schoolbooks (Milligan 2005, 94).
Many Muslims refused to send their children to public schools. In the 1950s and 1960s Islamic
schools (madrassas) were founded to educate Muslim children. These schools provided a viable
alternative for those suspicious of government education. A parallel education system developed; an
Islamic one teaching a purified Islam and a governmental one, promoting an essentialized Filipinism
with a Catholic legacy (Boransing, Magdalena, and Lacar 1987).
This duality contributed to the division between Muslim and Christian Filipinos. The madrasah
education was not suitable for government universities, jobs within Filipino-led enterprises or posts in
national institutions. It excluded most Muslims from national economic and political life (Symaco
2010) and unilaterally marginalized those who opposed the national education system.
The lack of formal education on behalf of the Moro and indigenous population is seen by many
analysts as a major root of conflict. The argument in the 1970s was as follows: Moros are less
educated, because they are ignorant of the benefits of education. As a result, they are less capable of
governing their communities and provinces and do not get any jobs. This is why they are poor (see
among others the studies of the Filipinas Foundation (1975, 126). This argument continues to be
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Most of the settlers remained faithful to their own version of customary law, which was in many respects similar to that of
the Muslim Mindanaons.
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recited today. It ignores that initial ignorance was on the side of the government, refusing to integrate
Moro education into the official curriculum. The Filipino formal education was, and in many cases
still is, a very western, Christian and exclusive education. Today, most Muslim children go to public
schools, at least primary school level, and to their madrasahs at the weekend, but many Muslims are
still suspicious of government education because they fear it would alienate them from their identity as
Muslims (Madale 1981).247 For this they can hardly be blamed, as schoolbooks in 2010 still portrayed
the Muslims as backward and hostile (Symaco 2010).
5.1.4.2 Marginalization and the degeneration of fields
Hybridity and the legal sub-ordination and attempted assimilation of local practices marginalized two
groups. It marginalized the native population of Mindanao collectively because policies and some laws
favoured the settlers and they soon gained in number. It marginalized those who were not able to gain
title to land and continued to rely on clan structures. This marginalization affected Mindanaons and
settlers alike, but it had a bigger impact on the Mindanaon population. Clan structures among the
Moros increased in importance with the arrival of the settlers. Family networks of the settlers were
largely truncated due to their settlement and they relied more on imported structures to secure their
belongings and participate in politics.
Marginalizing the local population
Electoral democracy imposed a new structure on the native Mindanaons. Old elites used these
structures for their own purposes (Kreuzer 2011, 14). Political office assumed great importance as the
rewards and powers of formal political positions increased – mayors had funds to spend, jobs to
allocate, police to command and the courtship of big politicians at election time (Beckett 2009, 292).
What had been the datu became the mayor, what had been the sultan became the governor. Voting
turned into a mere objectification of clan loyalty. Electoral democracy had increased the competition
between the clans, but not challenged the logic of clan rule per se. Loyalty remained based on family
loyalties, rather than on shared ideology or class consciousness (Beckett 2009, 288). The newly
elected leaders could base their dominance on dual legitimacy: genealogy and prestige (local field) and
popular vote (imported field).
Leaders who transferred their power from the local to the imported field had learned to play the game
of democracy. Material and ideational resources at the disposal of those in political office increased
their status and provided additional means to ensure the loyalty of followers. Local elites entered in a
wheeling-and-dealing with national leadership (Coronel-Ferrer 2005, 11–12). Datus secured the votes
of their followers to either the governor or the president, and in turn ruled their regions ad libitum
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What Madale found in 1982 is still valid today as my own experiences and interviews in Mindanao have shown.
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(Kreuzer 2011).248 “Implication in kidnappings, coups, fraud, venality, and murder do a (...) datu’s
reputation no harm, so long as he gets away with it“ (Bentley 2009, 277).
Marginalizing the Moros
The new power of the old datus was challenged with increased settlement to Mindanao. Resizing of
administrative units, land titling, unregulated settlement, and in some cases arbitrary demarcation, led
to administrative units encompassing both native and settler populations. Moro candidates were
running for office and settlers were running as their vice candidates in mixed districts in early years.
The settlers’ kinship networks were truncated due to emigration and they could not speak the local
dialect. Many were afraid of the Moros. They hoped that a Moro candidate who spoke their language
and had authority over them would be better equipped to control them (Beckett 2009, 293).
The majorities shifted as settlement increased. Many Moro voters had been displaced due to the first
escalations of Marcos’ all-out war. The settlers endorsed separate lists in the 1970s and pushed for
Christian candidates in competitive elections. Christian voters started to vote along religious lines but
the Moros remained organized along clan lines. The disadvantage of the earlier settlers, their truncated
family networks, had turned into a key element of their domination. Their common destiny as settlers
developed as an alternative approach to political organization. This introduced the religious dimension
to the political level and manifested the frontline between settlers and Mindanaons.
Christian candidates won the governorship and five mayorships from Muslim candidates in 1971
(Beckett 2009, 301). The competitive the winner takes it all system clearly disadvantaged the Moros;
now a minority in their homeland. The subsequent governments reordered the local provinces and
arranged boundaries in such a way that Muslims constituted the majority in only one of them (Beckett
2009, 302). The political arena for protest against such discriminatory practices was closed because it
was dominated by Christian candidates, backed by the Filipino government. In 1971, Moros were not
only marginalized in terms of land ownership, but in the political arena as well.
The degeneration of fields
The original citizens of Mindanao had converted to Islam in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
but they largely maintained their societal practices and power relations. Land and resources were vast
and rarely the cause of conflict and violence. Local practices and Islamic power structures became
symbiotic on the regional level. The emerging practices were challenged when the Spanish introduced
a second monotheistic religion and the Americans enforced a state monopoly based on formal and
democratic institutions. Private land titling privileged those knowledgeable of the system and
cemented intra-clan hierarchies. The custodian of the land became the landlord. The loyal supporter
became a landless dependent. Informal structures to balance such power were eliminated, because
power became formalized and static in the form of political posts and land titles. These could easily be
248

See for example the case of the Ampatuans in Kreuzer (2011).
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transferred into economic power, securing again political posts and a patronage network based on
kinship ties. The democratic corrective contained within the imported structures, elections, was
ineffective as loyalty remained based on clanship and later ethnicity. The second corrective, separation
of powers, was ineffective because clan members had occupied leading positions in the judiciary,
executive, in business and the media. Participation, deliberation and consensus were core to the
democratic idea, but they failed to materialize where survival continued to depend on clan loyalty.
Political positions became powerful means to secure resources for the clan or the settler group. Land
ownership was another means to secure such resources. Big landlords often occupied high political
positions. They cemented their power across generations and were willing to secure it through violent
means. Martial law under Marcos increased the use of violence. It closed the political arena for any
kind of protest, especially ethnic protest. Legal occupation of land was enforced at gun point against
traditional inhabitants. Violent resistance provided loggers and hacenderos with a reason to maintain
armed guards (Beckett 2009, 292). Gun control became a rational and accepted means of self-defence.
The national government had lost direct control over Mindanao in the 1970s (Kreuzer 2006, 31). It
was hard to distinguish between armed bandits, paramilitary units and armed retainers. Politics
became inevitably intertwined with economics and security on both sides (Beckett 2009, 293). The
gun was, and often still is, seen as the only means to secure oneself and one’s family and way of life.
This argument, rooted on the Moro side in the narrative of resistance to the colonizer and on the
Christian side in the narrative of the savage Moro, was now being justified by the general insecurity
(Mastura 2007b, 150). The threshold of violence was low.
5.1.5

War

The old datus had done little to improve the marginalized situation of the Moros. Marginalization was
obvious in terms of land ownership, national-level politics and the socio-economic situation. The
traditional Muslim elite collaborated (by necessity) with the Filipino state by adopting the logic of
electoral politics, including the “wheeling-and-dealing involved in intra- and inter-party politics”
(Coronel-Ferrer 2005, 11–12). Moro interests were marginalized on the national level. Muslim elites
gained resources for their region, but used them to strengthen their own paternalistic network. They
did not improve the situation for the Moros as a group, but distributed their financial means along
paternalistic structures, strengthening their own positions within this kinship network (Kreuzer 2008b,
49).
The common Moro felt deprived of his rights to land and political participation in his own homeland.
A young Moro elite educated in Libya, Egypt and Saudi Arabia or at the University of the Philippines
in Manila, challenged the traditional authority of the datus. This new elite used Islamic text, especially
the notion of equality as inscribed in the Qu’ran, to counter the hierarchical system of datuship. The
uprising was personified by Nur Misuari, the leader of the MNLF, promoting Islam as the base for
political organization instead of the clan (McKenna 1998, 133).
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The situation escalated during Martial Law after the Jabidah massacre. Marcos sent 200 Moro
recruits249 to the neighbouring state of Sabah in Malaysia to destabilize the island and influence it to
secede from Malaysia. The recruits were not properly paid which led to unrest. Marcos was afraid that
the project might become public and sent Special Forces to massacre the trainees. This finally
mobilized the different Moro armed groups (Dictaan-Bang-oa 2004, 177).
The situation in Mindanao has been oscillating between violent escalation and peace negotiations
since 1972, destabilizing the region, displacing millions and wasting billions. A peace agreement was
signed between Marcos and the MNLF, the first revolutionary group, in 1976, but a second
revolutionary group, the MILF, soon split off and resumed resistance. The ARMM was founded in
1989 and gave autonomy rights to a few Mindanaon provinces, but they have remained highly
dependent on the national government until today. The MILF continued its struggle and an all-out war
in Mindanao in 2000 provoked major escalations and displacement. The situation since then has
remained one of minor escalations, coupled with ceasefire and peace negotiations, but a final
agreement has not yet been found.
The latest outbreak of political violence between the government of the Philippines and the MILF, in
August 2008, was followed by a temporary ceasefire and new peace agreements (Kreuzer 2008a;
Williams 2009). The situation escalated after the MoA-AD (Memorandum of Agreement on Ancestral
Domains) was not ratified by the national government. War has not led to a total breakdown of social
structures. A state of low violence has been maintained for most of the time. The result is a
complicated system of socially embedded violence, once more disadvantaging the simple dependents
at the expense of local and national elites.
The clan as link between the individual and the state
The clan secured its powerful position throughout Martial Law, People’s Power and against Moro
revolution. The clan provides stability, as it is based on proven and reciprocal loyalties – anxious to
transfer name, prestige and values to the following generations (McCoy 1994, 7). Authority and voting
behaviour in the Philippines today continues to adhere to a complex system of personal, family and
clan loyalties (Guilal 1998, 164–65) and the decentralized political system encourages this. Participating in politics in the Philippines is understood as a necessity for any family or clan to reach its
maximum profit and increase the assets of its kin. These familial alliances form a crucial link between
ordinary citizens and the country’s elites. Citizens are often suspicious of politicians or officials
unknown to them personally. 250 Personal ties are traditionally most important. As a result, the system
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These recruits were predominantly of Sama and Tausug origin.
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Filipinos identified their political parties and public officials as the most corrupt groups in a 2009 survey from
Transparency International. Both groups scored a 4 on a scale from 1 (not corrupt) to 5 (extremely corrupt). 77% of the
interviewees described their government as ineffective in fighting corruption. The survey data is available online at
http://www.transparency.org/content/download/43788/701097 (accessed September 21 2012). The picture becomes even
more consistent if one adds the data of the Asian Barometer. Here, only 10% of Filipinos are consistent democrats, the lowest
rate in South-East Asia, pointing to a “very thin cultural legitimization for democracy” (Chu and Huang 2009, 13).
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seems to lack order and is instead characterized by “randomness and chaos, with the only operative
force being social ties underlying privilege” (Chikiamco 1998, 17) – privilege being constantly
reproduced through licit and illicit practices of familial relationships. This makes “cultural behaviour”
of complex transactions of debt and obligation among extended family or clan members a “rational
economic strategy” (Bankoff and Weekley 2002, 77).
The clan became the common denominator between all religious, ethnic and linguistic groups in the
Philippines. It was the only base for national interaction. This aggregated on higher political levels.
The whole of Filipino politics is characteristically described as “kinship politics of an oligarchic
nature” (Kreuzer 2006, 31), a “collection of clan alliances” (Abinales 2002, 613), or “an anarchy of
families” (McCoy 2009). Political families converted the state and its institutions into “hangers-on of
the family” (Kreuzer 2006, 55). The pervasiveness of family rule all over the country increased its
persistence. Political families preferred other families or family-like organizations as political
opponents since they, too, have a vital interest in stabilizing the order in which families have a key
political position (Kreuzer 2006, 55). Coalitions were unstable, formed between different elite
families, oriented along the need for the smallest needed majority and usually “bought together” by
particular deals (Kreuzer 2008b, 49).
The clans took on central functions throughout the war in Mindanao: (1) they linked the simple
dependent to the political centre, (2) they provided basic social services to their members, which the
state widely failed to provide, and (3) they ensured the continuity of elite rule. This happened at the
expense of participation and inclusion of the local population. Dualism was finally replaced by a
fusion of the local and the imported field. Local logics of clan loyalty governed the imported field and
the resources of the imported field were used to secure clan loyalty. Religion emerged as an alternative
category, but only limited to Mindanao and without threatening clan structures as religious lines did
not divide any clan loyalties. The remaining hybridity in land ownership (Moros) and between formal
and customary justice (Moros and settlers) ensured elite dominance and stabilized the rule of a few.
The combination of the two fields led to a formal democracy, based on undemocratic practices.
The role of the clan became an ambiguous one. It created a stable environment despite continuing
violence and the failure of the nation state to provide basic services. At the same time, clan leadership
provoked violence to ensure its superior position and made use of its followers to keep violence going.
Alliances between settler families emerged, some very violent such as the Ilagas in the 1970s.251 A
complex web of violence and interdependences evolved which kept the conflict violent for more than
40 years. Insecurity supported elite rule because it strengthened the importance of the clan.
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The Ilaga is a Christian militia group that operated in Mindanao during the 1970s and fought against the different Moro
groups, predominantly to secure Christian land holdings. The group massacred 65 men, women and children inside a mosque
in North Cotabato in 1971. The tensions in 2008 and the fear of new land policies resulting from an eventual MoA led to the
foundation of a new Ilaga movement, Bag-ong Ilaga (Harden 2008).
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5.1.5.1 Hybridity and the abuse of democratic structures
Hybridity of practices continued throughout the war in terms of land ownership and justice. Political
rule formally followed the imported system but was based on clan rules. Justice on the national and
regional levels was based on a statutory system, governed by the logics of the clan. Land ownership
was officially based on private ownership, but many Moros depended on landlords to lease farmland
as they had failed to title their land. Community governance among both Muslims and settlers
remained largely based on local practices. Community leadership was integrated into the imported
system based on clan structures.
Land ownership
The imported system of legal land titling and private ownership continues to be the official form of
allocating land in the Philippines as of 2012. Local forms of traditional and customary law persist on
the ground. A study conducted by the Moro People’s Resource Centre (MPRC) and the Alternate
Forum for Research in Mindanao (AFRIM) in 1990 found that traditional practices of land ownership
declined in favour of Islamic ones and that Filipino practices were still perceived as alien concepts.252
A study by PeacebuildingData.org of the five provinces of Muslim Mindanao in 2011 shows that only
55% of the people can prove through documents or titles ownership of the land they occupy. 23% refer
to my clan knows as the grounds for their legal occupation (Vinck and Bell 2011). Hybridity in
practice continues. A combination of tradition and Islamic law in terms of land ownership continues to
be deeply entrenched in the beliefs and lives of the Muslims in Mindanao today (Guilal 1998, 166).
Traditional property relations and customary land laws persist and remain operational, if not in law,
then in practice (Coronel-Ferrer 2005, 8). Community ownership is neither regulated nor supported by
official laws. Owners of the land in the traditional sense depend on the good will of the legal
landowners. This once more makes the simple peasant a dependent.
The governments succeeding Marcos have attempted a number of land reforms to redistribute land,
but all failed in their implementation. The Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program (CARP) of 1988
sought to redistribute land and provide technical and legal support to farmers. It was never
implemented in the rural areas. Those who own land refuse the implementation of redistributive laws.
Many are in high political positions and can obstruct the implementation of laws and programmes in
their respective areas. Competing laws and land claims support their position:
“Agrarian reform is about social justice. But most rich people especially politicians who own tracts of
land are opposed to it (…) sometimes land owners complain of low valuation of their lands and so
refuse to give it away (…) We have Special Agrarian Courts where agrarian related disputes are
handled, but sometimes the law is in conflict with itself and the communities cannot settle disputes
through the legal framework.” (Interview with the Regional Director of the CARP Program in Dipolog
City, cited according in Ogalo (2010, 37)
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47% of the 258 respondents of the study agreed that ancestral land use was governed by combined customary and sharia
law, 27% believed it to be governed by Islamic laws and only 14% believed it to be based on government laws (AFRIM
research, cited according to Guilal (1998). The ratio might have changed in favour of governmental law since 1990, but the
tendency remains constant.
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The government has legally assured special rights to the local population in Mindanao in accordance
with the UN resolution on the rights of the indigenous people, but the Indigenous Peoples Rights Act
(IPRA) of 1997 has remained symbolic. It is in conflict with other laws as of 2012. Politicians and
landowners have interpreted the competing laws to serve their interests and only very few areas have
turned into ancestral land holdings. New laws, which should have superseded the IPRA, have instead
weakened it (Ogalo 2010, 31). The UN Special Rapporteur on the rights of indigenous peoples draws a
similar conclusion in 2002: “the major concern seems to be not so much the text of the law itself, as
the difficulties of its implementation” (Stavenhagen 2002, 2).
Justice
The picture is more complex in the case of justice. The government insisted on the introduction of a
formal legal system, but it was rejected on the ground by both the Moro and the settler populations.
Moro elites pushed strongly for their own justice system, based on the sharia. Opposition to the
Filipino government was voiced and practiced as resistance against the imported justice system. Most
communities, however, prefer their local customs to Islamic norms. Many Christian Filipinos in the
rural areas preferred and made use of their customary justice. (1) The Moros use a mix of traditional
and sharia norms. (2) The settlers use traditional mechanisms of amicable settlement. The two
approaches differ in reference and rhetoric, but they are broadly similar in their practices. (3) Attempts
were made by the national government to formalize customary practices in community courts. The
issue of whose law should apply to whom has remained a bone of contention throughout the war and
until today.
(1) Moros widely adhere to what has been mandated by their traditional and Islamic laws (Guilal
1998, 170). The influx of revolutionary (thus strictly Islamic) powers and influences increased
throughout the war. Mindanaon law was Islamized as Islamic reference provides a stronger
counterpart against Filipino domination in the legal system (Guilal 1998, 170). Islamic texts served as
a way to connect the Moro struggle to the Islamic community of believers in the initial years of the
Moro revolution. It was an approach to link “Islam, with adat and with the political centres from
which they emanated” (Bentley 1992, 99). This notion of an Islamic community was used to
counterbalance the deference of Filipinos to Western culture and Christian belief.
Government efforts to enforce a uniform legal system starting in the 1950s were bound to fail in this
setting. The government was perceived as biased and apathetic to the Muslims situation (Guilal 1998).
Resistance to subscribing to the judicial and penal constitutional system remained high (Bowman
2007). The Filipino legal system was considered by many Muslims as gobyerno a-sarwang a tao, an
alien government. It was viewed as the legacy of colonialism and the attempts of the colonial masters
to assimilate or integrate the minorities into the Philippine body politic (Guilal 1998, 161).
“Why should he, a Moro, go to Christian courts, when the Moros had their sharia, courts of Islamic law,
which had worked quite well before the influx of the Christians?” (Tolibas-Nunez 1997, 19).
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Marcos made efforts to conciliate Muslim Filipino Law with national law. He created a Presidential
Task Force to draft a code of Muslim Filipino Law as a central part of the Tripoli Agreement.253 The
Commission found Islamic law “inadequate to form a coherent and understandable system of personal
law” (Bentley 1992, 97) and advised Marcos to only grant limited legal autonomy to the Muslim areas.
Marcos acknowledged few exemptions without seriously undermining the Filipino civil law as part of
the Presidential Decree 1083 in 1977. It covered six substantive legal areas (i) marriage, divorce, and
parental authority; (ii) wills and estates; (iii) establishment and structure of sharia courts; (iv) Muslim
holidays; (v) transfer of real and personal property; and (vi) conversion to Islam. It introduced a
number of state authorized sharia courts254 (Presidential Decree Number 1083 1977). Very few
Muslims accepted the legitimacy of the “fake Islamic court” (McKenna 1998, 230). The courts had
limited jurisprudence and were authorized by a state, which they did not recognize. They complained
that their social practices were not given enough resonance within the legal system (Bentley 1992,
105). The new code and the respective courts had little coercive force and were simply avoided
(Bentley 1992, 105).
Many practices discriminated against the Muslims. There were no specific codes discriminating
against the minority, but an overwhelming anti-Muslim bias in the implementation of the Filipino law
could be observed (Kreuzer 2007). Guilal concludes:
“If in the eyes of the non-Muslims the justice system is elusive, one can imagine how much more
elusive it is for the Muslims who historically have been, and up to the present are still, up against
procedural domination.” (Guilal 1998, 170)

The community level was ignorant of ideological debates. Most local communities had little
knowledge of the laws of the country or Islamic law making. There was no cohesive or singular view
of what is truly Islamic in the Philippines (CPRM 2004, 55). Many Muslim communities have
embraced Islam and considered themselves part of the ummah, but customary traditions, which were
considered as un-Islamic by many scholars, persist. Communities rely on their local and traditional
forms of dispute settlement. They turned to the formal justice system or the sharia courts only if those
failed (CPRM 2004, 56).
(2) A similar rejection of formal law can be observed among Christian Filipinos and Christian settlers
in Mindanao. Informal law is widely practiced and perceived to be the better option. The roots of the
Philippine national legal system do not run deep. There is a high discrepancy between what the law
says and what they do (Kerkvliet 1979, 2). The procedural character of processes is rejected. Formal
courts are seen as favouring elites over simple citizens (Silliman 1985, 33). Official judicial
institutions are only consulted by Christian Filipinos as a last resort when other mechanisms have
failed (Machado 1980). They have encountered the experience that many conflicts become more rather
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Full text of this agreement can be found in: http://bangsamoromnlf.blogspot.com/2011/03/mnlf-philippines-tripoliagreement-of.html (accessed January 15 2012).
254

More on the set-up and functioning of these courts can be found in CPRM (2004, 76–87).
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than less violent when forwarded to a formal court and continue in other forums after judgements are
rendered by such courts (Silliman 1982).
Formal courts are (mis-)used to harass opponents and to obtain leverage towards a more favourable
extrajudicial (=amicable) settlement. Their judgements have little coercive force. Qualified judges
refuse to go to the provinces. State institutions have turned into new resources to fortify existing
hierarchies. As a consequence, many judicial officials, Muslims and Christians alike, encourage
amicable settlement because court verdicts fail to address the social hierarchies underlying legal
debates. In the case of the justice system, they have been incorporated into the existing system of clan
rule (Bentley 1992, 68), just as had happened in the area of political office and administration before.
(3) The government reacted in 1984 and attempted to formalize informal conflict settlement at the
community level. It introduced the Lupong Tagapamayapa by the Presidential Decree 1508 (Pe and
Tadiar 1984). The primary objective of formalizing community courts was to promote a speedy
administration of justice, to perpetuate the nation-wide tradition of settling disputes amicably for the
maintenance of peace and harmony and to relieve the courts of docket congestion and thereby enhance
the quality of justice at the local level (Pe and Tadiar 1979).
The Lupong Tagapamayapas (later referred to as Lupong) are community courts handled by the town
head and a judicial council. The legal framework of community courts is provided by the Local
Government Code of 1991 (Government of the Philippines 1991, Chapter 3 and Chapter 7). This code
extends the responsibilities of the barangay captain to encompass those of the chief justice of the
barangay court (Government of the Philippines 1991, Chapter 3 Section 389). The Lupong is
composed of the barangay captain as chairman and ten to twenty members, appointed every three
years by the barangay captain.255 Cases brought before the Lupong should be referred to conciliation
panels. Conciliation panels consist of three Lupong members chosen by the conflicting parties
(Government of the Philippines 1991, Chapter 7 Section 404). Conciliation panels can settle cases
between members of the same community, if they do not involve sentences exceeding one year of
imprisonment or fines of more than 5000 Peso (100 US$) (Government of the Philippines 1991,
Chapter 7 Section 408).256
All proceedings of such trials should be public and formal, if not decided otherwise after thorough
consideration. The final settlement has the force and effect of a final judgement if none of the parties
has filed a petition against it before the proper city or municipal court (Government of the Philippines
255

The barangay captain has to put a list with the names of those he seeks to appoint in the barangay hall for three weeks for
public display. Community members can bring complaints about any of these candidates to the barangay captain who has to
take those complaints into consideration. A list with the final members should then be published again.
256
The process underlying the amicable settlement is described as follows: Any resident of the community who has a
complaint against another individual in the authority of the lupong can complain orally or in writing to the barangay captain.
The barangay captain has one working day to summon the respondents and their witnesses to appear before him for a
mediation of their conflicting interests, upon the reception of this complaint. If he fails to mediate the case within 15 days, he
has to set up a community court. This community court should meet no later than three days after its constitution and hear
both parties and witnesses and explore all possibilities for amicable settlement. It has to arrive at a final decision within 15
days (this period can be extended to a maximum of 15 additional days).
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1991, Chapter 7 Section 416). The case is forwarded to the appropriate city or municipal court if
amicable settlement fails (Government of the Philippines 1991, Chapter 7 Section 417).
Approximately 39.000 Lupongs existed all over the country one year after the ratification of the
Presidential Decree. Lupongs had an estimated membership of 672.000 community judges, or an
average of 14 members per Lupong in 1985 (Sosmena 1985, 3). In 2010, lupong courts settled 81% of
all disputes in the Philippines and saved the government an estimated 2.3 billion Peso (approximately
400 million US$) (GMANews.TV 2010). These local courts were an initial attempt by the government
to reconcile imported and local practices through a state authorized system of legal hybridity at the
community level. In reality, the Presidential Decree semi-authorized the customary courts that had
already existed in the communities. The local courts exceeded their mandate by far. The barangay
officials continue to be consulted for conflict resolution even in severe cases of rape and murder.257
Securing elite rule through a defunct justice system
The current status of the Filipino justice system on the national level is devastating and the new
Aquino Government, in place now for more than two years, has done little to change it.258 The formal
system of law-making is based on the American model of jury decisions, but no such juries exist in the
Philippines. One third of the courts have no judge. Corruption levels are high and positions are up for
sale. The press, as watch-dog, might be free but it has no access to vital information. Forensic
expertise is limited and judges heavily rely on eyewitnesses, but they are often intimidated, disappear
or are murdered. There are witness protection plans, but the budget allocated to them currently is zero.
The situation is paradox: while the accused might run free until his final verdict, the witness and his
family have to live in a safe home, if they find a benevolent organization for witness protection at all.
In some cases, they have to remain there for as long as three years, while the offender, once sentenced,
rarely serves in jail.259
Lately, the judicial system has been misused for political campaigns and as a means to conduct clan
wars without weapons. The former president, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, has been jailed and trialed for
corruption and election fraud by the current president Aquino. The former chief justice Corona has
been impeached based on dubious evidence. The current justice system has a number of inherent
flaws, which are abused by those in power for their own ends.260 The selection of judges is highly
257
Barangay officials are consulted in 27% of rape cases and 24% of murder cases, as opposed to the formal courts (24% and
25% respectively) and the police (23% and 25%) (Vinck and Bell 2011). See also Chapter 6.1.2.3.
258

A summary of the achievements and failure of the Aquino government with a focus on the human rights situation is
provided by the Philippine Human Rights Information Centre (2010).
259

In the infamous PICOP6 case, one of the witnesses even died in his safe home due to poor medical treatment and a key
witness of the Maguindanao massacre got shot when he was transferred from one safe home to another. The PICOP6 case
involved the forced disappearance of six workers of the Paper Industries Corporation of the Philippines (PICOP), who were
abducted by members of the Philippine Army in Agusan del Sur. Even more than ten years after the incident, none of the
abductors have been trialed, nor have the bodies of the workers been found.
260

The list which follows was presented by Jose Manuel Diokno, a well-known lawyer and Dean of the DeLaSalle Law
School at the Conference Human Rights in the Philippines – Trends and Challenges under the Aquino Government, June 29
and 30 2011 in Berlin.
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politicized. Posts are often filled based on the bank account and political background of the candidate,
not on qualifications. Many judges do not even have a law degree. The filing of Jane and John Doe
cases, 261 which has its roots in the Marcos era, is still widely used as a means to oppress political
opposition. Law enforcement agencies often fail to enforce laws. Very few forensic experts exist.
Military and police members repeatedly abuse their power, especially when treating political activists
and alleged rebels and communists. Many get convicted, but few serve their sentences. Especially
those in high offices seem to be protected by an aura of impunity (Aktionsbündnis Menschenrechte Philippinen 2011).
5.1.5.2 The emergence of religion as divisive category
The uprising of the MNLF and other Islamic movements was the first real challenge to datuism in
Mindanao. The objective of the Nur Misuari and the MNLF was to unify all Muslims of Mindanao as
Moros and connect them to the broader community of believers in Islam, the ummah. The logic of the
clans has always been one of cooperation into the national system in return for funds handed down
through the kinship network. The alternative approach of the MNLF was based on a revolutionary
spirit, aiming towards radically changing the Muslim societies and liberating them from Filipino
domination. It was the start of a symbiosis of two ideologically contradictory logics that both profited
from the resulting connection.
The datus and the revolutionary movements build on each other to secure additional resources. The
revolutionary movement relies on the datus to secure the constituents for whom it claims to speak. The
clans need the revolutionary movements as they increase pressure on the government to allocate funds
to the Muslim regions, which are then distributed through clan structures.262 The clans continue to be
the bird in the hand to most Moros, securing economic safety based on kinship loyalty; whereas the
revolutionary movement symbolizes the two in the bush, promising participation and autonomy. The
old MNLF cadres are now incorporated into the clan system. To what extent the MILF, their
successors, will be able to overcome clan rule remains to be seen. So far, clan rule has proved to be the
strongest of all alternative organizing principles.
The resulting situation is paradox. The Moro revolutionists built on Islamic teaching to unite the local
population against the power of the datus. Datus made use of the Islamic idea introduced by the Moro
revolutionist to unite Moro leaders against Christian domination. Datus and Christian elites mobilized
along the religious divide to secure their hierarchical position and eliminate any notion of cross-ethnic
class-consciousness. The Filipino government and its local extensions in Mindanao used religion to
clearly mark frontlines in the subsequent wars. Identity had entered the battlefield.
261

Jane and John Doe cases are cases which are filed against an unknown accused. The names Jane and/or John Doe are
entered in the warrant of arrest, allowing the police to arrest basically anyone they consider linked to the charge. Those cases
were often used to sabotage the work of political activists and put them to jail for days, sometimes years before the charges
were released due to a lack of evidence.
262
The most prominent example for this unsacred alliance is the ARMM. It has seen slight improvements under the new
governor Mujiv Hataman, but clans continue to largely dominate the allocation of funds.
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The power to think others into difference
The different identity concepts that coexist today have their own historical legacies and they are
closely linked to the historical periods in which they emerged and the interaction between the
imported and the local fields during these periods. Early colonialism introduced a dual system, which
had no impact on social practices. Resistance against colonialism only started when dualism was
challenged through the abrogation of the Bates Treaty. The American government tried to assimilate
the sultanates. A growing number of settlers from the north arrived. The only issue on which settlers
and Mindanaons truly diverged in their practices was that of land ownership. Individual ownership had
been practiced in the northern islands much earlier than in Mindanao. The whole concept of settlement
was based on the notion of private ownership, making the landless tenant coming from the north an
owner of land in Mindanao. The two groups were very similar in their practices in most other aspects
except for religion. The issue of land has become the key building block of a contrasting identity, and
religion the strongest dimension of it and thus the marker for in-group / out-group differentiation.
The escalation of violence has increased the importance of the clan as reliable support and protection
network; with many of the Christian settlers founding brotherhoods to make up for their truncated
familial bonds. The clan was strengthened as the primary organizing principle among settlers as well
as among Moros. Its structure even now underlies Filipino democracy. The perceived fact of religious
and cultural otherness was used by Christian local and national elites to enhance the economic and
political power of their own families and clans. Moro, and likewise Christian identity, is not as
consistent as it seems, seen from the national prism of antagonism. Centuries-old clan and ethnic
structures strongly persist beneath this overarching identity framework and surface from time to time.
Having the right identity became a central form of social capital in the ethnicized society of Mindanao.
Today, the following layers coexist: clan, ethnic identity, religious identity (as Indigenous, Muslim or
Christian), closely related to the respective political identity as Lumad, Moro or settler and finally, but
with little relevance, the identification as Filipino. Asking Muslims about their identity, a clear and
consistent hierarchy appears:263 The most important level of identification is that of clan affiliation or
kinship ties. Second is ethnic group (being a Maguindanaoan, a Maranao or a Tausug), third is
religious identity (being a Muslim), fourth, closely interwoven with the third, is being a Moro, based
on political activity as a Muslim, and in fifth place finally is being a Filipino (Guilal 1998, 161).
Interestingly, the same hierarchy is valid for Christian Filipinos. They are foremost members of a
family and clan. Asked the question “Who are you?” the answer most often is “I am the son/daughter
of...”, followed by an indication of the village / area they live in, their ethnic group and only lastly
their religion.264
263

The following data is based on research by Wahab Ibrahim Guilal in 1998 entitled Perceptions on Democracy and
Citizenship in Muslim Mindanao, based on key informant interviews, focus group discussions, and a review of literature.
264

This is based on my own experience in the Philippines and confirmed by a presentation by Carolyn Anonuevo, as quoted
in Grabowsky (2006, 67).
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None of these recent identity levels challenge clan rule. Political parties outside of clan alliances could
never mobilize the masses. The communists staged rebellions based on class consciousness, but with
very limited impact. The MILF tried to challenge clan rule based on egalitarian Islamic teaching, but
was finally incorporated into clan rule. The only mass protest, EDSA against Marcos, was supported
by the old elites who saw it as an opportunity to regain their power.

Filipino
Moro / Muslim
Settler / Christian
Ethnic Group
Clan

Clan

Clan

Clan

Clan

Clan

Ethnic Group
Clan

Clan

Note: The settlers belong to various different ethnic groups, as do the Moros, but this plays only a minor
role in identity construction. Being Filino and, at the same time settler in Mindanao, serves as the unifying
identity dimension.
Figure 12: Identity layers among Filipinos.

The clan
The family is “the strongest unit of society, demanding the deepest loyalties and colouring all social
activity with its own set of demands” (Grossholtz 1964, 86–87) . Filipinos usually seek and get
support from close family members rather than state agencies, colleagues or advice centres (Zialcita
1998, 46). The moral universe of many Filipinos is defined by their obligation to their kin, especially
to their parents. Such kin bonds are based on, and reinforced by, highly reciprocal relationships.
Among the Filipinos in the northern islands, Utang na loob (an unpayable debt of gratitude) defines
the lasting moral obligation created when one accepts a voluntary gift or service. Hiya refers to a
complicated concept of shame, where an individual loses his/her hiya when he/she fails to repay
his/her debt of gratitude and is then considered a shameless person (walang hiya). As a result, another
major value is the avoidance of conflict, or pakikisama (getting along). In Muslim Mindanao,
authority and cohesion manifest themselves, just as they do in general Filipino society, along a
complex system of personal, family, and clan loyalties (Guilal 1998, 164–65) . The loob/ hiya system
finds its reflection in the indigenous bangon (or maratabat) system. Social existence among Muslim,
as well as Christian Filipinos, is much concerned with intragroup (meaning intra-family) cohesion.
Alternative support networks (such as unions, peers, colleagues etc.) are rather weak (Abad 2005).
Individuals are aggregated in their family and families are aggregated in the clan.
Leaders of a clan are closely linked to a network of poorer relatives and kinsmen, close friends, youth
and children. Exchange between these two groups is based on principles of mutuality, with the elites
committed to providing welfare and the non-elites committed to providing unconditional loyalty.
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Today, these clans are aggregated in a Filipino nation state, but this aggregation is once more based on
an exchange of loyalty (upwards) against financial support and security (downwards), rather than on
democratic principles.
The use of metaphors reflects this notion of family ruling. The Filipino nation is often described as a
family. All Filipinos are then supposed to be brothers and sisters and the executive is the father or
mother (Zialcita 1998). Marcos played on this metaphor with him as the father and his wife the mother
of the nation. The following presidents, Cory Aquino and Fidel Ramos, did not continue to use these
metaphors, but the current president Benigno Aquino, who likes to be called by his nickname
NoyNoy, is again introducing a notion of informality and closeness. On the local level, such terms as
Ama (father), Ina (mother) or Atte (bigger sister) continue to be used widely to refer to leading
political figures.
Ethnicity
The Philippines comprise around 180 ethnic groups; roughly 90 of them constitute separable ethnolinguistic groups. Among the Christian Filipinos, family has provided such a strong binding force that
traditional ethnic groups have never become ethnicized. The Filipino may think of himself as Visayan,
Tagalog or Ilocano and only secondarily as a Filipino national (Filipinas Foundation 1975, 62), but
these ethnic identities never figured prominently as a political category. The vast majority of Filipinos
could envision themselves as Christian Filipinos. This made ethnicity a marginal category of nationallevel politics. It was only used in national discourse in language politics or to counter the strong
influence of the national parliament on the regions (Kreuzer 2006).
Ethnic affiliation is stronger among Muslim Mindanaons. Moros are in reality a number of distinct
ethnic groups with a very strong cultural consciousness. Ethnic identity is based on patterns of
common settlement,265, rituals, law-making systems and language266. Some of the larger ethnic groups
ascribe themselves distinct character traits.267 Social distinction is based on a strong emphasis on local
history and traditions, as well as social organization and religious practices (Jocano 1983, 2).268 The
different ethno-linguistic groups are in no sense united, nor did they possess a politically Islamic
consciousness before the 1950s (McKenna 1998, 51; Abbahil 1984, 197). The differences between the

265

The Magindanaons owe their name to their settlements in low-land regions, often flooded by the nearby rivers. The term
Magindanao is likely a shortened from of mag inged sa danao, literally translated as those residing at a flooded place
(Llamzon 1978, 131).
266

Early research on the Maranao ethnic group in Muslim Mindanao has shown that the various dialects spoken in their
villages possess a similar semantic range. Further they referred to their adat as a criterion for differentiation from other ethnic
groups (Medneck 1965).
267

Mastura (2007b, 163) describes the Tausug as a group striving for domination of other ethnic groups, whereas he refers to
the Maguindanaons as more diplomatic and interested in balancing interests.

268

Although most of these groups have adopted Islam, they still mix many of their traditional practices and rituals into this
new religion. For the Maranoas for example, the conception of maratabat is still central. This value system places the
acquisition and maintenance of social status for oneself and one’s clan above almost all other considerations. The use of
violence in defence of that pride is allowed, which is against the ideals of humility and non-violence embodied in the
conception of the good Muslim (Riemer 1976).
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three main Muslim ethnic groupings - Tausug, Maguindanao and Maranaw - have been intractable for
both the MNLF and MILF leaderships.269 Differences were difficult to conceal because the ordinary
Moro can tell one’s ethnic affiliation from names alone. They further speak different languages and in
most cases use Tagalog, Cebuano270 or English, the languages of the settlers and colonizers, to
communicate with each other. In Mindanaon society, an individual is identified first by his or her
ethnic affiliation; being Moro comes later, and works as one’s primary identity only when he or she is
outside the homeland (Gutierrez 2000, 324).
Social outlook as well as norms and values differ according to ethnic and clan affiliations. It is a
mixture of these two categories, which strongly shape the socio-economic outlook of the individual
and create the basis for ethnic divisions that prevail to these days (Guilal 1998, 171).271 Moro identity
– although seen by some as ethnic category – does not by any means replace these ethnic identities,
but rather accommodates them (Kreuzer 2003, 5).
Religion
It was the history of settlement which created a we and they dichotomy between those originally living
in Mindanao, most of them of Muslim or indigenous belief, and those newly arriving, who had their
Christian belief as the only common denominator. The settlers that arrived in Mindanao from 1903
onwards could rely on neither clan nor on ethnic commonalities to create a group identity. Clan
structures did not automatically transfer to Mindanao as only few members of a clan settled in
Mindanao and the majority remained in the region of origin. Just the same, ethnicity could not serve as
an identifying category. Most settlers came from Luzon or the Visayan Islands and they belonged to
various ethnic groups.
Christianity was the only unifying category amongst them and became strongly emphasized through
national identity construction based on the dichotomy between the civilized (meaning Christians) and
the to be civilized savages (meaning indigenous people and Muslims). Christianity, combined with the
history of settlement, became the unifying element of identity for the settlers, closely linking them to
their fellow family members in the northern islands and to the Filipino nation. In the Mindanaon
context, the term settler is now used synonymously with the term Christian, although Muslims were
among some of the earliest settlers (Aguilar 1987). Whereas one can consider Moro to be the political
identity of the Muslim,272 such a distinct political identity does not exist for the Christians. The term

269
Even these two groupings themselves are perceived to be close to one or the other ethnic origin. MNLF is sometimes
considered the Tausug branch of the Moro movement. The MILF, despite its efforts to de-emphasize ethnic identities, is
associated with Maguindanaons.
270

Tagalog is the official language of the Philippines, predominantly spoken in the Manila region. Cebuano is the language
most settlers speak, as it originally was common in the Visayan Islands.
271

This has become visible lately in the discussion after the non-ratification of the MoA-AD where a number of Muslim
leaders openly criticized the agreement as biased and in favour of only a few of the ethnic sub-groups that together make up
the Moro movement (Kreuzer 2010, 13–15).
272

Although this distinction between Moros and Muslims exists in terminology, only few people make correct use of it.
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Christian in Mindanao is equally used as religious and political category, connecting the person to the
Filipino nation state and its institutions, such as the military or the government.
“The conflict did not in any way stem from religions. The conflict arose from political and economic
rivalries. Religion entered into the picture because the protagonists carried the social, cultural, and
especially, religious labels of ‘Christian’ and ‘Muslim’ in order to emotionally involve the two religious
communities.” (Filipinas Foundation 1975, 59)

Morohood
Morohood is the necessary counter-construct. Native versus settler, Muslim versus Christian, savage
versus civilized, lazy versus hard working: these dichotomies featured in the discourse during peak
periods of settlement from the 1950s to the 1970s (George 1980). Moro elites were all too willing to
build on them. Moro identity is by no means as universal and as deeply rooted as it claims to be. The
Spanish used Moro as a derogatory term for all those of Muslim belief in the Philippines, with scant
attention paid to linguistic or political distinctions among various Moro societies (McKenna 1998,
81).273 American colonialists were equally ignorant and differentiated only between those native to
Mindanao and those newly settled there. Pejorative attribution by others turned into proud selfattribution during the peak of settlement, referring to an imagined history of collective uprising against
colonial forces.
The term Moro was not the preferred choice of those leading the Moro revolution. Rashid Lucman’s
Bangsa Moro Liberation Organization, one of the first liberation fronts established, changed its name
to Bangsa Muslimin Islamic Liberation Organization because its leader rejected the term Moro. The
perspective of the youth was different. They transformed the negative term into a powerful symbol.
Moro to them referred to “a people who were masters of their own destiny, who had cultural and
economic systems that projected presence throughout Southeast Asia, as well as a political structure
older than what came to be established as the Philippines” (Gutierrez 2000, 312). Salah Jubair
concludes that Moro was a tag “chosen for him by his enemy and not himself, and was the result of
animosity, warfare and resistance to foreign pressure.” (Jubair 1999, 11). Filipino on the other hand,
was initially the term applied to Spaniards born in the Philippines, and thus signified allegiance or
subservience to Spain. “Filipino was the child of colonialism, Moro was the offspring of anticolonialism” (Jubair 1999, 13).
The myth of Morohood is based on both chosen glories as well as chosen traumas,274 woven into a
story of a brave empire defeated by colonial powers, its rights neglected and now marginalized in an
independent Filipino nation. Among the chosen glories are histories of Moro uprising against all
colonial forces, of resistance to Spanish colonization as well as American domination. Further,
Morohood refers to the glorious history of trade relations in the wider Malayan area and the
273
The term Moro was chosen with reference to the Moors of Al-Andalus Spain, the Iberian Peninsula, originally governed
by Muslims and strongly fighting the Spanish impact.
274

The term chosen trauma is used to refer to an event that causes one large group to feel helpless and victimized by another
group. A group does not really choose to be victimized and subsequently lose self-esteem, but it does choose to psychologize
and mythologize the event (see Volkan 1990).
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establishment of independent sultanates as a higher form of political organization long before this was
reported in other parts of the Philippines (Coronel-Ferrer 2005, 12–13). It draws on a common
territory (Mindanao, Palawan and Sulu) and the process of Islamization, connecting all Mindanaon
Muslims to the bigger community united by Islamic faith, the ummah (McKenna 1998, 281). It thus
refers to a universal belief system of relevance to all aspects of life: religion, politics and justice. In the
name of these glories, Moros now strive to re-establish their own nation.
The term bangsamoro, to which both sides of the conflict relate, combines this notion of commonality
between the different ethno-linguistic groups of Muslim belief (the Moros) and their struggle for selfdetermination in a nation of their own (= bangsa) (McKenna 1998, 51). The pejorative term Moro has
become a concept linked to pride and resistance:
“If you want to take my picture, I don't like that I am like this. I am a pure Muslim. When I go out I
would not leave my hair like this. I cover it through my religious (…) That’s why I have two [veils].
One then covering long. So that people away from here could recognize me, that I am a bangsamoro
person. That is important for me.” (Muslim woman, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Land remained the central bone of contention throughout the war and was inevitably linked to the
Moro identity and struggle. Moros name the governments’ failure to be fair to Muslims and land
conflict as the most important issues at stake. Christians make similar claims. They name the desire of
Muslims to control Mindanao, even if they are in the minority, and land conflict as more important
than cultural or religious belief and practices (Tolibas-Nunez 1997, 49). The question to be answered
is that of when the conflict began. Did the conflict start when settlers arrived and illegally annexed
land, or did it start when a small marginalized group staged protest against the legal owners of the
land? Salah Jubair, alias Mahogher Iqbal, MILF peace panel chair, summarizes the debate from the
perspective of the Moro movement:
“ (…) the use of the compound word 'Bangsamoro problem' is not a correct perspective, because in
truth and in fact, how did the Moros become the problem when they were the ones invaded,
dispossessed and oppressed right in their own turf or homeland?” (Jubair 2007, 11)

Morohood serves as a collective identity to demarcate natives from settlers. It becomes politically
salient to negotiate claims and resources, but it is based on centrifugal tendencies within. Basic social
and political identities continue to be imagined in the context of the clan structure (Kreuzer 2005, 25)
and traditional, pre-Islamic elements have not lost their impact:
“How then should the Islamic identity of ordinary Muslims in Cotabato be characterized? (…) They are
Muslims who rely on magical charms and amulets and appease local spirits. They are Muslims whose
religious practice exhibits a good deal of ritual impropriety, who may drink and gamble, neglect their
prayers, and perform religious rituals quite at variance with Islamic orthopraxy. And they are Muslims
who embrace many ingredients of the highly Westernized culture of their Christian neighbours. They are
Muslims, they declare, because their forebears were Muslims, because they live in a Muslim homeland,
and because they profess Islam.” (McKenna 1998, 283–84)

The political motivation to create Morohood was threefold.
(1) It supported the attempt of the new revolutionary movement to unify the Muslim clans and Muslim
ethnic groups in their struggle against the settlers (Mastura 2007b, 144), first on an elite level and later
on at the grassroots level. It provided a counter-identity to the Filipino national theme of Christianity
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that is of equal type and strength with no possible overlap. Drawing on Islam, it links the Moro
struggle to the transnational community of believers in Islam (ummah) (Kreuzer 2003, 5; Mastura
2007b, 144), just as the Philippines is linked to the West and the Catholic church: “To Moros, the
advent of Islam is the single most significant factor in their past, one that creates a separate history
outline running parallel to Filipino national history, which links them to the larger Malayo-Muslim
world, the dar-ul-Islam” (Mastura 1998, 747–48).
(2) Morohood served as a unifying and differentiating element for a new, more Islamized elite among
the Muslim Mindanaons. Originally, rule was based on datuship, drawing its legitimacy from clan
structure. Scholarship programmes and religious formation of a younger generation of Muslim elites –
as well as patronage politics on behalf of the old datus - led to revolutionary tendencies within Moro
society (Kreuzer 2005, 19–25). This new elite used their Islamic teachings and the notion of equality
inscribed in the Qu’ran to counter the hierarchical system of datuship and install a new system of
leadership, but their power was not enough to fully counter clan loyalties. Thus the two have existed
side by side.
(3) It can further be argued that even the old elites had something to gain by promoting Morohood. It
provided them with a unified constituency against the influx of the settlers, unifying the old clans on
the political level to withstand the divide-and-rule tactics of the Filipino government (McKenna 1998,
281–82). Moro identity enabled them to discursively link the bad conditions in which their clan
members live to marginalization by the government. The Moro-settler divide is used as a convenient
way to disguise the enormous wealth Moro and Christian leaders had accumulated in contrast to the
relative poverty in which many of their constituents were living. Moro leaders often blame the
government for marginalizing their people, although some, such as the Amputuans, obviously could
secure enough resources for big car parks and resorts. Christian leaders blame the Moros and their
rebellion for hindering development in Mindanao, while themselves fabulously developing their own
businesses.
Morohood served, and still serves, many functions. It is an accommodating identity, integrating clan
and ethnic structures without replacing or fragmenting them. Being a Moro now means being loyal to
one’s family and ethnic group, but in addition, being a member of the newly created political identity:
the transnational Islamic community. It is promoted by all levels which gives it its tenacity: the new
elites use it as the basis of the legitimacy of their power against the old datus, the old datus are able to
pass the frustration of their constituents on to the government, and the simple Moro is able to find an
explanation for his or her marginalization that is not based on his or her own failure but rather on faith
and the government’s neglect.
Nation
The Christian settlers in Mindanao draw on chosen glories and traumas, complementary to those of the
Moros. Where the Moros see settlement as their worst trauma, the settlers see it as their heroic survival
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of the worst circumstances. Where the Moros see their fight for a redistribution of land as the only
solution to this injustice, this proves to the greatest trauma for the Christians. The complementarity of
imagined history ensures clear boundaries and the persistence of concepts. The settlers relate to the
general history of the Philippines in order to establish their identity as family and ethnic ties have
become truncated. Christianity became central to the identity concepts of the settlers, as well as the
Filipinos in the northern islands. The formation of a Filipino identity proved to be a difficult project,
leaving little but Christianity as a unifying element (Bankoff and Weekley 2002, 92–93).
The Christian parts of the country, especially the northern island of Luzon, have a small history of
Filipino national resistance that led to the 1898 Declaration of Philippine Independence from Spain
and continues to be celebrated today. This struggle was a predominantly Christian and Tagalog275 one,
the subsequent nation-building project was shaped by a Christian and Tagalog vision (Coronel-Ferrer
2005, 7), culminating in the American-derived values of democracy and individual freedom (Bankoff
and Weekley 2002, 95), coupled with the Spanish legacy of Christianity. Christianity became the
cornerstone of the nation, symbolically excluding religious minorities. Thus, religion has become the
key marker for the conflicting parties and serves as a demarcating and mobilizing force on both sides.
The unity of the Filipino nation state was built on the commonality of Christian religion; the counteridentity of Muslim Mindanao was built on the commonality of Muslim belief.
Filipino identity is seen by most Muslim Mindanaons as merely a by-product of alien domination.
Many Filipino Muslims see themselves as Filipinos only by document. They feel they have no choice
but to write Filipino as their citizenship in processing legal papers such as birth and residence
certificates, particularly in applying for jobs in government or private agencies. In fact, many people in
far-flung communities do not even have such certificates because for them, these are just pieces of
paper which legitimize government intervention in their lives (Guilal 1998, 163). What Horavitch
concludes for the Sama276 is representative for all Muslim Mindanaons:
„Though their identities as Filipinos, Moros and Sama are contradictory, those who assume some of all
these identities may never experience conflict. These frameworks of participation are distinct and kept
separate. Individuals are thus able to be Filipinos in college, Moros in battle, and Sama at home. It is,
therefore, not only possible to be a polyglot citizen in the southern Philippines, it is often necessary to
be one in order to ensure one’s well being and survival” (Horvatich 2003, 34).

The Lumads
The Lumads have their very own struggle for self-determination but did not manage to make their
voices heard in the national and international political arenas until recently (Dictaan-Bang-oa 2004,
163). They constitute the poorest and most marginalized group in Mindanao. They had been exploited
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Tagalog, the ethnic group living in the region in and around Manila, led the national resistance. Their vernacular was later
on made the national language (Tagalog), although most Filipinos speak Visayan.
276

One of the 13 ethnic groups. They live predominantly in the Sulu Archipelago and the Zamboanga Peninsula. They vary
culturally, linguistically, and religiously from a strict adherence to Sunni Islam, forms of folk Islam, to animistic beliefs in
spirits and ancestor worship.
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and marginalized by the settlers, as well as the Filipino state, far more than the Muslims (Kreuzer
2005, 16).
The main interest of the Lumads is to protect their ancient territories from exploitation by national and
international mining companies and their traditional cultures from assimilation277 (Mindanao
Indigenous Peoples Peace Forum 2001). These groups have recently been building up their own armed
faction278 after decades of peaceful protest (Gaston Z. Ortigas Peace Institute 2004, 8) and strive for
representation as a distinct constituent in peace panels.
The term Lumad279 refers to the various tribes of traditional belief in Mindanao that converted to
neither Islam nor Christianity. They were historically ignorant of each other at best, but their common
experience of exploitation and marginalization by both the Moros and the government led them to the
formation of a unifying political identity. Before, they had been incorporated by either the Filipino
government, which sought to advance business interests in their ancient lands, or by the Moro, who
usually referred to them as their “small or young brother” (Jubair 2007, 101–02).
Fuelling dichotomies
The national media system has been a strong hindrance to peace negotiations and has played a central
role in building divisive identities. TV plays an important role on the national level and usually
portrays the Mindanao conflict with a focus on escalation and violence.
“The role the media plays, I think, like here, media reports mostly the wars, there is war, there is
firearms and so on. Because they get their information mostly from the military or the rebels and they
report on that. Most of the times, what they do not report is the effect of war. Because if you just
broadcast these soldiers were beheaded and blablabla, those people in other areas outside Mindanao,
they can create opinion. So they say, the Muslims, wipe them out, all over Mindanao. Media creates this
mindset.” (Local peace activist, interviewed in Pikit 2009)

Media coverage about the war in Mindanao is strongly divided between the Filipino media in the
country capital and a Moro counter-discourse in Mindanao. The context for these media outlets is
ambivalent. National laws are very liberal, but in reality, journalists are killed, critical media is banned
and the media are owned by a few elite families (Carthew and Behnke 2010; Cabaero 2008; Leers
2009). There is no system of public broadcasting. The media system is highly competitive and
strongly influenced by the advertising industry. This advantages media owners and the majority
viewers over minority groups (Center for Media Freedom and Responsibility 2004; Vitug 2007).
Critical journalists strongly disapprove of the Filipino media system and its coverage of the conflict in
Mindanao. They criticize it for focusing on the divide between Muslims and Christians (Gaerlan 2000)

277

Towards this end they refer to the IPRA that forms already part of the Filipino legislative agenda, but so far has not been
implemented. It assures the indigenous population a variety of rights such as tribal courts, seats in regional parliaments or the
recognition of their ancestral territories; but those have been until today only poorly, if at all, realized.
278

So far, frustrated members of the indigenous tribes have often been fighting alongside the New People’s Army or the
MILF forces.
279

From Cebuano katawhang lumad, literally translated as indigenous people. This term stands for all non-Christian and nonIslamic tribes in the Philippines, including indigenous people, also in Luzon and the Visayas.
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and on body counts and military equipment instead of human suffering (Layson 2005a). They cite a
lack of knowledge among reporters and journalists (Vitug 2009). They assert that news reports are
mainly based on government sources while alternative sources are seldom consulted although they
might provide contradictory evidence (Center for Media Freedom and Responsibility 2004).280 Media
outlets are concentrated within a few elite families who use those to protect their vested interests
(Coronel 2000; Smith 2000). A local Mindanaon journalist describes media coverage on Mindanao as:
“It is as if we are only good at being bad” (Arguillas 2009).
Many examples to confirm this critique can be found. A very common pattern is to link the MILF or
even all Muslim Mindanaons to terrorist gangs which kidnap for ransom, such as Abu Sayyaf, Jemaah
Islamya and Al Quaida. An operation against Abu Sayyaf in 2005 was reported with the headline
“Unleashing ‘the Dogs of War’ on Moros” (Daily Inquirer, February 17, 2005). Initiation of peace
talks is often described as betraying the interests of the Filipino nation: “The Arroyo Administration’s
Surrender Gang has given the murderous MILF so many concessions already (…) that even this
alarming betrayal of our sovereignty (meaning the granting of autonomy rights to some regions in
Muslim Mindanao) cannot be completely ruled out” (Philippine Star, March 27, 2006). In his
revolutionary rhetoric, Salah Jubair criticizes the media bluntly:
“As members of the Fourth Estate, they are supposed to be harbingers of the truth, who vow to uphold it
at all times. But as it turned out they only see the dark side of the Moros. They write articles depicting
Moros as a bunch of thieves, pirates or made of sub-human stuff. They seem to have largely set aside
journalism ethics.” (Jubair 2007, 47)

The discursive division has had an impact on the peace process. Muslims do not find themselves
adequately represented in the national media (Arguillas 2003). They do not have the means to pursue
their struggle in the political arena. They fail to impact national discourse, but their views and
approaches are widely accepted among their fellow constituents and articulated in their own
publications.
The government, on the other hand, has little room to manoeuvre in peace talks. National politicians
depend on the public sphere to create legitimacy. The national discourse impacts national stakeholders
and sets the frame for their actions. Media coverage plays a leading role in key political decisions
(Guiam 2003, 3). A negative portrayal of Muslims as traitors, hostile and violent, closes the
governments’ window to put forward non-violent solutions. Linking the MILF to terrorism, not only
by politicians, but also in national headlines, is a functional escalation of conflict (Bhatia 2005, 6).
Linking rebels to terrorism may be a catchy routine to increase readership, but it is “closing the door to
the peace process” (Eid Kabalu, cited in BBC Monitoring International Reports 2003).
The media thus contributes to the Catch-22 in which peace talks find themselves in recent years:
making their discussion public provokes a number of stakeholders to voice their opinion and agitate
the masses towards a continuation of violence. Doing so in secrecy, on the other hand, provokes wild
280

Research of CMFR showed that out of 1428 articles on Mindanao 1055 were based on government sources as the main (if
not only) source of information (Centre for Media Freedom and Responsibility 2004).
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speculation about the outcomes and high levels of insecurity especially in the areas potentially subject
to decisions finalized in these agreements. Both approaches have failed several times in the last 40
years.
5.1.5.3 A web of violence and the collapse of local resistance
Violence has occurred in cycles since the outbreak of war in 1972. The number of those involved has
multiplied. A stable and long-lasting web of violence has developed. It has kept the conflict going for
the four decades since, despite constant attempts to pacify it. The continuous threat of escalation and
the proliferation of firearms has provided legitimacy to nearly everyone to carry arms and make use of
them when necessary. Elites and factions seem to keep the violence going to ensure the continuity of
local dependencies. Local violence has become embedded in the international war on terror since
September 11 2001. This has increased the budget at the disposal of all involved.
The situation has led to strange and in some instances very allegorical occurrences. I found the
following quote in a local newspaper, the Mindanao Cross, in April 2009, eye-catching:
“PNP addresses loose firearms ‘If a person is caught with more than three illegal firearms in his
possession, we are proposing that such individuals cannot post bail. This is due to the fact that these
firearms may be used for illegal activities and in that way we are eliminating the risk of such incidents’
clarified Director Verzosa in a press statement”.

A further text caught my attention at an airport while I was on my way to Cotabato. I had to pass a
huge placard before I was able to board, which said:
“Please check in your guns before boarding the plane. Extra fee is PhP 50. All guns not checked in prior
to boarding will be confiscated.”

As normal as such articles and billboards might be for a Mindanaon, they were quite astonishing for
me.
A web of violence
Different levels of violence have mingled in Mindanao over the last decades, leading to a stable web
of violence that rarely escalates fully, but keeps the region of Muslim Mindanao in a constant state of
threat. Economic violence has mingled with political violence, private violence, ethnic violence,
criminal activities and terrorism in Mindanao since the outbreak of the war, constituting a highly
systemized and stable arrangement down to the community level.
Economic violence is widely used to enforce logging and mining concessions or to develop farmland
for plantations. High-level politicians281 are involved in practices of development aggression, such as:
“dispossession, forced displacement, physical abuse, torture (…) summary executions, destruction of
houses, including the bombing of an indigenous village, as well as the practice of hamleting282”
(Stavenhagen 2002, 43). Such practices are linked to political violence. High-level politicians are
281

The case of the Press Secretary of the President, Jesus Dureza, was a popular one at the time of fieldwork in 2009. He had
built a mountain resort without undergoing the proper legal process of land acquisition.
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Hamleting is the forced re-organization of rural residents into special camps.
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closely connected to corporations and targeted by political activists opposed to economic violence.
Political activists and parties from the left, as well as critical journalists, are faced with numerous
death threats. The number of extra-judicial killings has by no means decreased since the return to
democracy in 1986 (Kreuzer 2007).
Safeguarding political and economic interests against Communist or Moro claims for change has
become a daily routine for local politicians, even if this implies challenging the authority of the
Filipino government (Kreuzer 2008b).283 The border to private violence is fluid. Political and
economic interests are closely linked to private enrichment. This spills over into clan conflict on the
local level. Resources can only be secured by families in political office. Competition for such office
is high. Means to secure it are sometimes drastic. The latest incident of clan-related violence has taken
on a new dimension. 57 men and women, many of them journalists, were killed in the Maguindanao
Massacre in November 2009 and buried by a roadside in Mindanao. This massacre was part of a longlasting feud between the Ampatuan and the Mangudaddatu clan (Gutierrez 2009).284
The conflict between the AFP and the MILF is part of this mix of violence and often used by the
different clans as a means to either disguise or further their personal agendas. Private violence came as
a reaction to the protractedness of the ethnic conflict. At the same time, ethnic conflict was used to
disguise private violence on both sides. The latest outbreak of ethnic violence between the government
of the Philippines and the MILF in 2008 is a good example of this interdependency.
The situation escalated after the MoA-AD was not ratified by the national government. Two Christian
governors from Mindanao appealed to the Supreme Court to declare the peace process
unconstitutional shortly before the designated signing date of the document in Malaysia (Bernas 2008;
Jurand 2008). The Supreme Court ruled in accordance with their appeal and criticized the MoA-AD
for departing too far from the constitution (Bernas 2008).285
This intervention was by no means free of self-interest. One of the two governors who appealed to the
Supreme Court, Emanuel Pinol, owns vast tracts of land in Mindanao, which might have been
redistributed if the MoA had been implemented (Neumann 2010a). When Pinol tried to safeguard his
plantations by appealing as governor to the Supreme Court, he made economic violence political.
Because he was doing so to safeguard his own interests, it had a private connotation. When he called
on all Christians in his province to get prepared for self-defence, it spilled over to a mix of private and
ethnic violence. The public insult of a local military commander, who was pursuing a strategy of deescalation, as not having the guts to fight the MILF, actively escalated the situation.
283

One such case is the reaction of Governor Emanuel Pinol to the MoA-AD. He issued a statement, replicated on his
website as well as in numerous local newspapers, in which he proposed to take up arms against the MILF in the event that the
government would no longer be willing or able to do so.
284
Esmael Mangudadatu was challenging Andal Ampatuan Jr., son of the Maguindanao governor Andal Ampatuan Sr., as
mayor of Buluan town. When Mangudadatu’s wife was on her way to filing a certificate for his candidacy, she and her escort
were kidnapped and brutally killed and along with them, 50 journalists.
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Especially the powers envisioned for the Bangsamoro Juridical Entity (BJE) go beyond those of local governments or
even the ARMM, making it, according to the Supreme Court, a quasi-autonomous state.
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The security situation is further complicated by the special role of the MILF. The MILF is police,
army and political party in one organization. This has drastic effects on the public perception of the
MILF. The Filipino side can clearly differentiate between the AFP (military), the PNP (police) and the
government. The government serves as negotiation partner, and the dirty work is left to the military
and police. The MILF cannot employ the same rhetorical finesse.
The government claims to have the best political intentions, however, practices on the ground are
different. The positive results of peace negotiations are virtually blasted away by local escalations.
“The coupling of perpetual discussion and negotiation with seemingly disconnected aggressive local
action created a system of diminishing returns for the Moros” (Kreuzer 2006, 49), leading to a
fundamental disempowerment of protest. This leaves few options to the MILF, but to use violence
themselves:
“Well the MILF is a revolutionary organization pursuing to regain back the Bangsamoro people’s
freedom and right to self-determination. We are pursuing this with the policy that we should be able to
resolve this through peaceful means. As a matter of fact it’s a policy of the organization to pursue this
through a political negotiated solution. We even denounce the use of violence but what happened is that
if you are being pushed to do it, then you have no option but to respond accordingly. This is what
happened.“ (Eid Kabalu, former MILF spokesperson, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009)

Uncontrolled violence, side-tracking official escalation and peace negotiations, is widespread. Those
pulling the wires remain officially unknown, but it is widely known that the masterminds are local
politicians or members of the MILF and the AFP. If such connections become public, offenders are
commonly referred to as lawless elements or lost commands (Coronel-Ferrer 2005, 15). Both factions,
the AFP as well as the MILF, make use of lawless elements to pursue aggression, which they could
not pursue openly.
“Just recently, in the north of the Pikit area, the MILF members who claim that they are not MILF when
they do various activities like hold-ups, extortions. They are armed lawless groups. These are the crack
of the talks of the peace process because whenever they do their foolishness they will always say that
they were bandits and armed lawless groups but when the military or the police would catch up to them,
they would always say that they are MILF.” (AFP commander, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009)

Responsibility for the action of lawless elements is hard to assign. It often remains unclear who has
given the command. Truth remains unknown and speculations fuel political rhetoric on both sides
(Kreuzer 2003). The number of lawless elements in rank and file is debated. But it is a widespread, yet
often unacknowledged problem. A local soldier in Kitipaan provided an estimate for the number of
lawless elements to me:
“If there are 300 MILF there would be just 50 lawless elements, in AFP also 50. Konte lang.286 But they
are dangerous, they are well armed”.

A stable cycle of militarization, politicization, demilitarization and militarization has become part of
Mindanao, quite known to all involved and thus unlikely to change soon (Kreuzer 2003). Only
escalations beyond these regular ones call attention, such as the all-out war in 2000. The reasons for
violence are mixed, but the actors remain the same. The situation never turned into a huge chaos of
286

Translation from Tagalog: only a few.
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bandits ravaging all over the place, as it did in Liberia. Violence was kept at a level tolerable to most
leaders, though not to civil society. A personal network of elites is sustaining this violent system.
MILF commanders are connected to AFP commanders. Their ties with local politicians from both
sides are close.
“We went to school together, to NDU287 and then he joined the MILF and I was working in a company
and later joined AFP and now we fight against each other.” (AFP commander, interviewed in Cotabato
in 2009)

The continuing violence is not a failure of the government in securing its monopoly of power, but a
necessary constituent of a social and political order to stabilize the authority of a few over the many
(Kreuzer 2007).
What may sound like a game of chess on the elite level involves real persons on the ground. Violence
is localized and has become a normal element of daily life. What is the voluntary fire brigade in many
German or French villages, are the paramilitary forces in most parts of Mindanao:
“I play four roles; as a teacher, as farmer, as CAFGU [Citizen Armed Force Geographical Unit] soldier,
and as head of vigilante group. As a teacher, I educate the schoolchildren. As a farmer, I serve as model
in planting rice, coconut and mangoes. I am also heading a vigilante group. With the situations going on,
it is inevitable for us to fight back to deter further attacks by armed groups.” (Participant in the FGD in
Kitipaan, 2009)

This mix of roles makes it very hard on the local level to differentiate between what we would call
civilian and military leadership. People have to play both roles, or better, they do not see a difference.
Being a leader means educating children and defending the community. Civilian and vigilante
functions are often vested in one and the same persons.
Violence incorporating democracy
Violence is incorporating democracy on all levels. The daily practices of violence have little in
common with the formal character of democracy written into the Filipino constitution. The structures
of violence had a stabilizing function prior to democratization and they seem to be surviving
democracy. Formal democracy is incorporated into violent structures in many ways. Strongmen buy
the protection of the AFP and the PNP, CAFGUs serve as private armies. Loyalties remain attached to
the leader of the clan and the clan needs to protect his followers in return for their loyalty. The state is
only in control of the monopoly of power where those who have the monopoly of power have become
representatives of the state. Rather than speaking of a monopoly of power, one needs to constate
oligopolies of violence in shifting alliances in Mindanao. It is common to revert to, or at least threaten
to revert to, violence if such monopolies are challenged, as in the case of Pinol or Ampatuan. Guns
seem to be the only means to command respect:
287

NDU Cotabato is a Jesuit University with good reputation in the region. Muslim as well as Christian elites went to this
school and sent their children there. NDU was one of the central institutions in the fight against Marcos, which was fought by
communists, the church and the Muslim revolutionaries. Different accounts point to the fact that Notre Dame had recruited
for violent revolt. Many of those in leading positions in Mindanao today, be it with the AFP and the government, the MILF,
or the CSOs, have fought together against Marcos. Marcos targeted the Moros and NDU fought with the Moros against
Marcos. This is why NDU continues to be held in high regard among the Moros.
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"In areas like this (...) you have to be like a warlord to be respected. (...) It’s a very feudal system. (...)
you have to exact fear from your constituents. It gets you respect. Number two it’s again economic
power. (...) So it’s guns, gold and goons. The three Gs." (Leading representative of an international aid
organization, working in Mindanao, cited in Kreuzer (2008b, 51)

This closes the circle to the clan. The clan remains the underlying structure of this system and there is
only a chance to succeed in it as member of a clan. Land is given to members of the clan, security is
provided for members of the clan and resources are allocated to members of the clan, all in return for
unconditional loyalty. Political leaders remained what Gonzales (2000, title) has called “sultans of a
violent land”.
"Clan politics is still very strong. Your affiliation to your clan, to your family is still more important
than your affiliation with the other groups, because if something happens to you, then the only people
you can turn to is your family, your clan. So you don’t abandon, because that’s your support group.
That's your natural group. If you don’t have a natural group, anybody can, (...) anybody will kill you.
Nobody will take up your corpse, nobody will take care of your family." (Prominent local politician,
cited in Kreuzer (2008b, 51)

This led to defunct structures on the ground. Democracy failed in its objectives, because clan loyalty
underlies main decisions. Inner-familial hierarchies determine decision-making processes; economic,
political and military branches are closely linked. Alternative ways of group alignment such as
ethnicity are largely unavailable. This has once more strengthened the importance of the clan as
organizing principle. Even ethnic protest, as powerful as it might be voiced in Mindanao, has little
impact on actual decisions and structures on the national level. Democracy has turned into just another
mechanism in the hands of the elites to “deceive people” 288.
The international dimension
These national dynamics are embedded in an international picture that has gained in influence with the
War on Terror that started in 2001. The Philippines has always maintained close ties with the US and
served as their strong-hold in South-East Asia. A Visiting Forces agreement has existed since the
declaration of independence of the Filipino state and US military bases are spread all over the country.
The events following 9/11 have increased the US presence in the Philippines, especially in Mindanao.
After Afghanistan, the Philippines has become the foremost battleground in the war against terrorism
in Asia. The former Filipino president, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, as well as the new president
Benigno Aquino, strongly support the US in its war against terrorism, especially against Jemayah
Islamiya in Mindanao. The Philippines is seen by political analysts as “highly vulnerable to foreign
terrorist penetration and prolific domestic attacks due to its abundant Christian and Western targets, its
fluid borders, weak political institutions and responses, and general lack of governmental reach into
the Muslim regions” (Bowman 2007, 486). US drones have been circling over the Philippines since
February 2012 (Zenn 2012).
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A professor at NDU, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009.
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The government profits from military budget support as well as the deployment of US soldiers and
intelligence forces to Mindanao. The government’s rhetoric to justify such international intervention
was deconstructed by the Moro community:
“It has been postulated that the Mission of the United States in southern Philippines is to bring the
lawless parts or areas of localized state failure in Mindanao (...) within the ‘limits of Western
civilization’ (...) which is translated today as bringing ‘security into the gap or seam’ in Mindanao in
order to connect Mindanao to the wider benefits of ‘globalization’.” (Mastura 2007a, 139)

Treating the MILF, or parts of the MILF, as terrorists and prolonging peace negotiations holds the
danger of a further split of the MILF. The MILF currently invests massive resources in keeping its
constituents together and positioning itself as the only representative of the Moros. A split of the
MILF into further splinter groups would decrease the success of peace negotiations (Coronel-Ferrer
2005). The government could no longer pacify this conflict through negotiations and an agreement
with just one party. This, in turn, would increase the impact of real terrorist groups, such as the Abu
Sayyaf Gang and the Pentagon group.
The government and the AFP may benefit in the short run from US budget and intelligence support,
but the situation in Mindanao has not been much improved by it. The MILF attracted recognition in
the international field. The US has realized that it can only fight terrorism in Mindanao, especially
Jemayah Islamiya, through an alliance with the MILF. A number of international organizations, such
as USIP and the Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS), have started to cooperate with the MILF as
non-state armed actor. Their main objective is to assist the MILF in strengthening its position in the
peace negotiations and to prepare a transition of the MILF from a revolutionary group to a political
party after a final peace agreement. The perspective taken up is that the MILF is not much worse than
the AFP and provides some continuity and reliability. The MILF on the other side knows about the
vital role of the USA in the region and has recently started using is as big brother when it comes to
negotiations with the Filipino government. This has not pacified the situation, however, and peace
talks continue to be coupled with violent escalations and extra-judicial killings in Mindanao.

5.2 Liberia
The second case study focuses on Dumai, a community in the north-west of Liberia, close to the
border to Guinea. The following remarks provide an account comparable to those of Mindanao. They
have a slightly different focus at some points, however, based on the peculiarity of the case.
Historical records on Liberia start in 1815, when the American Colonization Society (ACS) began its
settlement programme of expatriated slaves to Liberia and nearby Sierra Leone. Prior to this event,
Liberia remained largely untouched by European colonization efforts as it had been by the related
aspirations of the African empires of Ghana, Mali and Songhai (between the ninth and sixteenth
centuries).289 Extensive research uncovers sources that deal with earlier historical events in the region
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First contact with Europe is dated around 1460 when Portuguese explorers are credited with having established first
contact with native inhabitants. They named the coast they landed on Costa da Pimenta (Grain Coast) because of the
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and can serve to shed light on daily practices of interaction among people in today’s Liberia. The
following accounts focus on the north-western parts of Liberia and the Mandingo and Lorma ethnic
group as the immediate background of the community setting but take into account wider national and
international developments where necessary.290
5.2.1

The pure native

Remarks on the period prior to the spread of Malinke traders are informed speculation at best, but they
are necessary to establish an analytical starting point from which to describe subsequent turning
points. The native society was corporative from the little can be reconstructed, largely based on
descent with possibilities of alliance through marriage. Communities were congeries of descent
groups, working and living on contiguous or adjacent areas of land. They were small in size and
frequently formed alliances for warring or defence purposes (Sawyer 2005, 119). Numerous petty wars
between communities were documented (Dick 1970).
Autochthony
Social groups were distinguished by descent and perpetually allied through marriage exchange and
ritual collaboration (Leopold 1991, 92). Autochthony was the main concept underlying settlement,
marriage and interaction between different tribes. Settlement patterns defined the relationship between
dominant lineages, those who settled first, and subordinate lineages, those who married into the
dominant lineage and settled in the same village. Inheritance of dominant or subdominant lineage
status followed patrilineal patterns (D'Azevedo 1989). This created asymmetric alliances and defined
social hierarchies between families and later on whole tribes that were passed on to future generations
(Leopold 1991, 92).
Marriage in Liberia was and often still is a key social and political institution used to cement alliances
with high-ranking lineages and with powerful newcomers. The land-owning group includes the
stranger group into the ruling hierarchy by offering them a daughter for marriage, making the landowning group the uncles to the newcomers (Leopold 1991; Murphy and Bledsoe 1987). This so-called
avunculate serves to create close bonds between lineages of different origins in communities and as a
major way to ensure the cooperation needed to run chiefdom affairs (Richards et al. 2005; Murphy and
Bledsoe 1987). The offspring of the wife-receiver enters into a symbolic status as nephew, the wifegiving clan becomes his uncle. The Kpelle are, for example, seen as the uncles of the Lorma and the
Lorma as the uncles of the Mandingo. In both cases, the autochthonous group has provided land and
women to the newly arriving settlers and thus nurtured a relationship of wife-giver and wife-receiver

abundance of Malegueta Pepper, today widely known as Liberian Pepper. 200 years later, the British installed trading posts
in the area, but these were soon destroyed by the Dutch. These are the only reported contacts between European traders and
the people of today’s Liberia until the arrival of freed slaves in the early 1800s.
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The course of events has been a slightly different one in the coastal area. Extensive research on this particular area can be
found in Moran (2006) among others.
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which has remains today.291 This relationship defines local notions of hierarchy, relative rank and a
corresponding division of ritual duties.
Land was seen as community owned and deeded as family reserve (Richards et al. 2005, 29). One
gained access to community land by membership in the lineage that started cultivating it (ButtThompson 1969, 141). Community ownership equalled lineage ownership. This defined social
hierarchy. The head of the oldest family in the community was known as the owner of the land, a
position vested with considerable power (Massing 1970). At the other end of the hierarchy were
strangers. Adult males who relocated to a new community needed permission from the respective
owner of the land in order to be able to farm. Usually the stranger needed to pay a fee in return. The
descendants of such a settler were referred to as strangers for several generations (Schwab and Harley
1947, 163, 170).
Checks and balances
Social organization was divided into two spheres: the public and the secret. Dominant and
subdominant lineages had differing responsibilities in the respective spheres. The autochthonous group
dominated the public sphere. Jural chiefs (msagiiti), land owners (zooveati) and town owners
(takeenuiti)292 all descended from a region’s original settlers.293 They were in charge of administering
the community, organizing warfare and defence and settling minor disputes. Chiefs were selected
based on genealogy and achievements for the community such as success in warfare and mediating in
community conflict. Descent and achievements operated in tandem (Holsoe 1974). Opportunities for
upward movement existed; none of the communities contained rigid castes. The work of sensitive
ethnographers documents this fluidity of rank and status in the region.294 Later, economic success
quantified by the number of wives and slaves served as an additional criterion for the selection of
leadership.
The political and administrative influence of the chiefs was balanced by the power of the subdominant
lineage in the secret sphere. The mystical moral authority of the Zo, the leader of a secret society,
originated from descendants of the region’s latecomer settlers (Leopold 1991, 150).
Both authorities were sovereign, but not entirely autonomous. Chiefs relied on Zos for their
installation and safety (as only Zos could make sacrifices on behalf of a region’s citizens and their
land). Ritual leaders relied on the chiefs in secular and political contexts as well as on their financial
support (Leopold 1991, 151). They complemented each other as checks and balances. The chiefs were
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For more on the importance of the uncle-nephew paradigm for today’s politics and identity construction, please see
Chapter 5.2.4.2.
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For more on the importance of the owners of the land see Chapter 6.2.1.2.
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Moore (1990) noted that among the Dei, Gola and Vai, no stranger could become a ruler and my own experience among
the Lorma would confirm this.
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See for example Moran (2006, 32).
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highly visible, but the Poro had the power to overrule the chiefs.295 Secret societies served as
correctives for the public sphere through sporadic but very dramatic interventions. Conflicts
overstraining the capacities of the public sphere were regulated in secret areas of bushland. If things
tended to escalate in the public sphere, an intervention from the secret devil enforced a decision and
subsequent obedience.
„States and chiefdoms can get along without associations, but secret societies with secular power must
depend on the existence of a visible government to provide an arena for intervention. Although it may
assume the responsibility for many administrative functions, the association cannot organize the entire
community or take on the routine of daily organization. Constant presence would destroy its
effectiveness, which depends on mystery, dramatic intervention, and the sudden return to invisibility.”
(Walter 1969, 99)

The disjunction between the office of the chief and that of the Zo led to a reciprocal control between
the two organizations (Little 1965, ii). It was the uncle’s responsibility to protect the nephew, but only
the nephew could make sacrifices for the uncle. This was a highly stabilizing mechanism clearly
defining social hierarchy in the public and secret sphere, as well as between autochthonous groups and
new arrivals.
The secret sphere
The secret sphere was organized into so-called secret societies; in the case of Lofa, the Poro for the
male and the Sande for the female. It is difficult to date, even approximately, the origins of the Poro.
Some authors consider the Poro to have existed since “time immemorial” (Little 1965, 349), others
attribute to it at least “considerable antiquity” (Sibley and Westermann 1928, 817). More recent
publications date it back to the sixteenth century (Schröder 1988, 17). What is for sure is that no
organizing principles before the Poro are documented or remembered in this region, besides the
chiefdoms.
Secret societies are often referred to as African Traditional Religion (ATR), but their influence
extends far beyond the religious sphere. They were a source of stability prior to the spread of Islam
(Little 1966) and were highly capable of adapting to the change resulting from colonialism and the
rule of the Americo-Liberians (D'Azevedo 1962). The Poro allowed cooperation between the manifold
different linguistic groups in the area. It provided compatible principles of religiosity, socio-cultural
norms and patterns of behaviour and finally socio-political institutions on which cooperation across
linguistic and ethnic borders was based (Schröder 1988, 25). The Poro provided an established set of
rules and processes to define relationships, dependencies and cooperation between the various tribes
and communities. Secret organizations played an important role in excluding the non-initiated and
strangers from key political processes and ensuring local autonomy (Hojberg 1999). Retrospective
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D’Azevedo (1989) and Dapper (1686) consider the chiefs to be instrumentalizing the Poro, rather than the Poro overruling
the chiefs. The exact direction of power is hard to determine as a number of chiefs had key positions in the Poro and
processes among the Poro are nearly impossible to observe. My own observations from Dumai suggest, however, that no one
can become town chief without being at least member of the Poro which suggests a subordination of the public under the
secret sphere.
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analysis of the Poro shows that its underlying principles are far less static and conservative than naïve
analysis had often suggested (D'Azevedo 1967, 1969) .
Secrecy is a key element of this society and is core to defining and reinforcing social hierarchy. It
regulates power and circles of influence among the Poro members. The aspect of secrecy makes any
scientific assessment of these organizations a challenging endeavour, however (Universität Zürich.
Sammlung für Völkerkunde 1980; Schröder 1988, 52). Members of the societies are not allowed to
share any of their secrets with non-members. Murphy described the resulting problem for his
fieldwork among the Kpelle:
„With such a strong emphasis on secrecy in formal associations and everyday activity, Kpelle social life
has a special ambivalence, which as a fieldworker, I came to sense as a perplexing mixture of public
actions managing surface appearances and hidden actions conducting the important transactions of the
society.“ (Murphy 1980, 194–95)

At the same time, those initiated continuously and strongly refuse to share any of their secrets.
Michael Johnny, an ethnographer from Sierra Leone simply wrote:
“Custom forbids the writer to discuss the functions of the secret societies.” (Johnny (1979, 135) as cited
in Schröder (1988, 52).

Conclusions on the relation between the Poro / Sande and politics on the community level can be
drawn despite these limitations. The following accounts are based on careful ethnographic studies of a
number of authors. They result from careful observation, not from breaches of secrecy. Their intention
is not to satisfy curiosity about the exotic flair of witches, devils and medicine men, but to trace the
importance of these institutions for political life on the community level. This is of the utmost
importance, as the Poro and Sande are still very active in large parts of Liberia today and are said to
influence politics up to the national level.
Poro and political leadership
Leadership in secret societies is usually held by the subdominant lineage. Social hierarchy within the
secret societies is upheld through different degrees of secrecy and different circles within which such
secrets are shared. Secrecy is important to ensure social control and inner cohesion. Secrecy provided
a mechanism to control the flow of information, to indicate the value of certain information and to
distinguish between those who know and those who do not. Any kind of information can potentially
be deemed a secret and the way in which it was concealed and discreetly communicated gives it its
value (Bellman 1984, 50). It is documented for the Kpelle and is most likely valid for the other tribes
in the north-west that secrecy is used not as a source of terror, but as “a fundamental organizing
principle in their political, economic, social, religious, and interpersonal behaviours” (Bellman 1984,
143).296
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The Poro had a further mechanism to constrain the influence of certain individuals through the use of poison. Each Zo
lived with the danger that he might be poisoned by one of his peers. This prevented excessive concentrations of power
(Walter 1969, 97).
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The influence of the Poro balanced the unegalitarian system of dominant lineages of the chiefdoms
prior to the arrival of Americo-Liberian settlers. The rules of inheritance among the chiefs in the
public sphere produced new chiefs who then occupied only low positions in the Poro hierarchy. They
could gain in influence by cleverly combining resources gained in both spheres, but it was rare to see a
chief being at the same time the leading Zo (Schröder 1988, 34; Little 1965). Leopold describes this
for the Lorma as “a diarchy with complementary power” (Leopold 1991, 150). This dual system
produced relative stable situations in the communities, warding off centralization “without falling prey
to the forces of segmentation and fission” (Walter 1969, 100).
5.2.2

Malinke traders

The arrival of Malinke traders in the fifteenth century brought only little change initially, but
continuously increased its impact on the region. The traders reached Liberia from the Mande Empire
in today’s Mali. With the break-up of the Mande Empire in the fifteenth century, subsequent waves of
Mande-speaking people dispersed towards the coast of West Africa and incorporated or displaced
autochthonous groups on the way (Leopold 1991, 17).297 Early accounts referred to them as Mandingo,
the people who speak a Mandingo language (D'Azevedo 1994, 200) ,298 but the Mandingo are by no
means a distinct cultural or ethnic group. They represent neither a tribe, nor a clearly defined social
entity in the roster of regional groups and thus escape any common classification. Most commonly,
they were thus spoken of as the Jews of West Africa,299 relating to their commercial activity, their
dispersal all over West Africa and their strong internal cohesion, “intent upon fresh opportunity, but
without relinquishing ties with their parent cultures or seeking absorption into the host culture”
(D'Azevedo 1994, 199).
Social organization among the Mandingo
The social and political structure among the Mandingo was not very different from that of the Lorma.
Kinship was patrilineal with descent from a common ancestor as the defining criterion of kin-based
groups (Hopkins 1971, 99). The head of the kin group was in general the most senior (male) member
of the group. He was seen as the steward of the households’ goods, farming land and women
(Weisswange 1969, 46). He had a number of ritual functions and presided over family palaver. The
head was often challenged by a togo tigi, a big man, whose power was based on wealth and followers
rather than on genealogy and seniority (Hopkins 1971, 111). Marriage was polygamous and important
for creating bonds between families and kin groups which remained important for subsequent
generations (Hopkins 1971, 100).
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Two different reasons for their settlement into Liberia are given. Massing (1978, 52) attributes it to the decision to spread
Islam. A more likely motive according to Person (1969, 558) and Hojberg (2010, 273) is the need to maintain control over
the trade routes between the coast, the interior and Guinea.
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century (D'Azevedo 1994, 200; Hair 1967).
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Land ownership among the Mandingo was communal, with households holding usage rights (Hopkins
1971, 103). The village was an important ceremonial unit. A number of Mandingo groups in Liberia
had their own secret societies and circumcision groups (Weisswange 1969, 50). Many had converted
to Islam but often Islam had not penetrated deeply. The great majority of the people remained loyal to
their traditional religions, often combining them with elements of Islamic faith (Levtzion 1971, 154).
This eased their integration into the Poro.
The different Mandingo communities had strong ties to each other. They were highly organized and
were frequently described in colonial accounts as an “invidious contrast to the multiplicity of small
societies of ‘savages’ in the forests” (D'Azevedo 1994, 199). People could rely on their matrilineal
lineages for support in addition to the stronger patrilineal component. The use of family networks and
contacts within Liberia reinforced existing Mandingo trade connections which sometimes spanned all
across West Africa (Konneh 1996a). This, together with their belief in Islam, reinforced the
separateness of the Mandingo from other tribes in Liberia (Konneh 1996a).
The spread of Mandingo in Liberia
The first wave of Mandingo arrivals conducted long distance trade between the forest lands of Liberia
and the Sudanese savannah. They brought with them elaborate technological knowledge, such as iron
smelting and cotton weaving (Dapper 1686; Leopold 1991, 17). Trade was based on salt, tobacco,
manufactured goods, kola nuts and slaves (Brooks 1992, 17–18), and later also on guns and
gunpowder.
Some of the Mandingo began to settle and shifted their economic activities toward regional trade and
local retail shops in the eighteenth century (Holsoe 1976, 1–3; Handwerker 1980, 10–11). The
Mandingo established personal relationships with farmers and village chiefs to build up regular trading
routes through their lands (Konneh 1996a). Their presence in Liberia enhanced territorial mobility,
competition and the development of trade confederacies (D'Azevedo 1994, 197) . Regular regional
markets developed and barter was replaced by cash economies in the interior (D'Azevedo 1995, 60–
64) .
Mandingo in Lofa were integrated following the traditional uncle-nephew scheme. They married local
women and entered into an asymmetric alliance with the resident Lorma tribes. Lorma (and other
ethnic groups in the region) became uncles of the Mandingo, and the children of such marriages were
Muslims (Konneh 1992, 53). The number of such marriages has decreased in recent years, but the
related idea of arrival and land ownership informs social relations on the local level until today,
including the allocation of farming rights, processes of conflict resolution and ritual and religious
practices (Hojberg 2010).
The expansion of Mandingo in West Africa became violent as a second wave of traders entered the
country along the trade route between Bopolu and Masadu in the Lorma area in the middle of the
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eighteenth century (Person 1969; Hojberg 2010). Today, Lorma refer to this era as the rolling war in
recollection of the way in which Malinke soldiers had swept through the landscape like “rocks rolling
down a hill” (Leopold 1991, 21). The Mandingo arriving in this second wave were mostly Kamara
people300 who succeeded in creating independent chiefdoms (Hojberg 2010) and challenging
autochthonous authority. This second group of Mandingo settlers is described by Schröder et al.
(Schröder and Seibel 1974, 102) as the ghetto Mandingo. They tended to settle in special merchant
quarters next to indigenous settlements, retained their strong ties with Guinea and remained largely
separate from the local population. Many resettled in Monrovia recently (Richards et al. 2005, 60).
Larger alliances among Lorma chiefdoms as well as between Lorma and other ethnic groups emerged
as a reaction. Multi-ethnic confederacies became common place along the frontier to Guinea (Leopold
1991, 21).301
Islam and the Poro
The relation between Islam and the Poro deserves special attention. Mandingo traders, and the clerics
who accompanied them, were peaceful proselytizers of Islam (Corby 1988). Islam started spreading in
Liberia in the eighteenth century, through established trade routes from the Maghreb through Sudan
and Guinea.302 Many Mandingo traders advertised their religion together with their goods. The evident
material success of the traders provided an incentive, especially for the non-Poro tribes, to accept
Islamic faith (Konneh 1996b). Mosques became centres for religious and economic activities and
Muslim traders tended to favour others of their faith as trading partners (Konneh 1996b).
Conversion to Islam was widespread among groups that had no strong adherence to secret societies
(Corby 1988, 47). Among the Gola and Vai, many converted to Islam to participate in trade. Those
that had strong secret associations were much more reluctant to convert and especially the Lorma
widely resisted such efforts until today (Corby 1988, 49). Many Mandingo, on the other hand, joined
the Poro as a means to enlarge their trade network, to enter into alliances with the local chiefs and to
get access to political and judicial power (Corby 1988, 46). The Poro served as “major route to
socialization” (Lowenkopf 1976, 28–30). Without membership in the Poro, the establishment of trade
in a Lorma region was nearly impossible (Konneh 1996a, 144).
Mandingo men who married into a Lorma family automatically became members of their wife’s ethnic
group. Accordingly, they would learn the language and other customs of their new ethnic group and
would be accepted by its members in words and deeds. Such acceptance could include membership in
the associations (Konneh 1992, 44). Mandingo did not rely on the Poro for the education of their
children as they had their Qu’ran schools, but many Mandingo joined to comply with the rules of the
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A third group of Mandingo to be found in Liberia today are refugees of the state socialist system of Sekou Toure in
Guinea, who came to Liberia in the 1960s as farm labourers.
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For more on the history of Islam in West Africa, see Fisher (1970, 345–505).
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society they lived in and to show their willingness to integrate (Duncan 1974). This allowed them to
participate in the aspects of political decision-making that were not discussed in public.
The arrival of the Mandingo brought little change to local practices. Most Mandingo were integrated
into the local clan and chiefdom structures (Schröder and Seibel 1974, 102) through the uncle-nephew
scheme.303 They learned to speak local dialects, but kept their ties with the larger Mandingo network.
Often they were used as political advisors by the ruling chiefs (Sibley and Westermann 1928, 46).
They were credited for having extraordinary knowledge and the most powerful medicines as many
were literate and spoke Arabic (Weisswange 1969, 54). Those Mandingo who settled in distinct
quarters or villages kept largely separate and had only minor influences on the local population. The
political and judicial power of the Lorma balanced the increasing economic power of the Mandingo
during this period.
5.2.3

AmericoLiberian settlement

The settlement of emancipated slaves from the US and slave ships in Liberia in 1822 brought about
the dualism of fields. The Liberian constitution that governed the settlers, and thus the newly founded
nation state, was largely based on that of the USA (Moran 1999).304 It introduced competitive
elections, a separation of power, private land ownership and codified formal law. These new rules
referred only to the civilized people of Liberia: initially the settlers and later their offspring, as well as
very few native305s who entered into civilized status through education, political office and conversion
to Christianity.306
The first attempts to integrate the Hinterland into national administration were made under President
Arthur Barclay (1904-1912) and were intensified under the presidencies of Tubman (1944-1971) and
Tolbert (1970-1981). Local leaders were included into the Liberian state based on the logic of indirect
rule. The indigenous population was given its own constitution. The Rules and Regulations of the
Hinterland (R&R) introduced a state-authorized customary system. Local practices remained
untouched as long as they were not in conflict with settler rule. A hybrid tangle of practices emerged
where settlers and natives and the imported and local fields met. Inevitably, friction between the two
groups and their practices emerged.
The following paragraphs provide a short historical account of the period between the foundation of
the Liberian nation state in 1847 and its first crises in 1980 and explore the impact of its hybrid
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The constitution was drafted by Simon Greenleaf, a professor at Harvard who had strong judicial skills, but little
awareness for the specific situation of the young state of Liberia (Dick 1970, 50).
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The two groups should not be seen as uniform actors. The settlers in their initial phases had strong conflicts between the
mulattos and dark skinned people, with the earlier marginalizing the latter. A further conflict line was prevalent between the
house Negros and the field Negros (Duworko 2003). This distinction widely ceased to effect politics after the foundation of
the True Whig Party in 1871 (Outram 1998, 14). The indigenous people, on the other hand, were heavily divided along clan,
tribe and later ethnic lines which continue to exist until today. This internal heterogeneity will continue to appear in the
following remarks, but for the clarity of the argument, prior attention will be given to the divide between settlers and natives.
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governance system on the interaction between the natives and settlers and on Liberian society as a
whole. It provides a nuanced description of the degeneration of both fields, the local as well as the
imported, that culminated in the subsequent period of instability and finally civil war.
The beginnings of an Americo-Liberian nation
The whole idea of the nation of Liberia stems from a philanthropic project of the American
Colonization Society, founded in 1816. This society established an American outpost on the west coast
of Africa to repatriate freed slaves from the US (Moran 2006, 2).307 The first settlers landed on
Providence Island, close to today’s Monrovia, in 1822. Their number did not exceed 12,000 before the
turn of the century (Liebenow 1987, 19).308 They maintained a monopoly on state institutions despite
their small number and widely excluded the indigenous majority from political office until 1980
(Liebenow 1987, 63–65). The one party rule of the True Whig Party and the absence of any opposition
made regular elections a national pageant rather than an expression of the people’s will (Moran 1999).
Short election cycles kept the country in chaotic political circumstances.309
The Americo-Liberian government had little impact on Lofa and other non-coastal regions in its early
years. Its relations with the indigenous population were sporadic. The settlers had no reason to extend
political dominance over the interior regions where they would widely face resistance. The natives had
no occasion and need to accept the sovereignty of the colonists. Both groups remained segregated until
the end of the nineteenth century (Wrubel 1971, 190). This period established no institutional setting
of social or political integration aside from land deals and trade agreements and they remained
“distinct societies at practically all levels” (Wrubel 1971, 190).310
Colonial pressure and the extension of Americo-Liberian rule to the Hinterland
Liberia had been established as an independent nation state, but the penetration of its government to
the Hinterlands was weak by the time the British (1875) and French (1886) placed colonial claims on
its territory. The central government governed the coastal belt but had no access to the regions
between the St. Paul and the Mano rivers in the 1870s (D'Azevedo 1994). The French penetrated to the
north-west through the border between Liberia and Guinea. The British came from Sierra Leone and
supported the territorial claims of local Mende rulers to the disadvantage of the Liberian state and the
Kissi, Gola and Vai groups (D'Azevedo 1969).
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This post would further serve as a secure landing place on the African coast for traders dealing in palm oil, coffee and
tropical woods (Adeleke 1998; Beyan 1991).
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A few minor wars between the groups were documented in cases where the settlers interfered in the established trade
routes of the local population, first in an attempt to stop the slaving and later to prevent them from trading legitimate goods
with foreigners (Nelson 1985).
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The Lorma population offered strong resistance to French expansion in today’s Lofa and along the
border to Guinea, (Suret-Canale 1964). French soldiers burnt down Lorma towns, destroyed crops and
claimed territory in retaliation for Lorma resistance (Leopold 1991, 27). The increasing aggressiveness
of British and French colonialism in the bordering regions forced the Americo-Liberians to extend
their formal control to the Hinterland from 1890 onwards. The Lorma initially welcomed AmericoLiberian expansion to the Hinterland as support against the French, but this changed soon.311
The Liberian government established its control over the Hinterland through a mix of military force
and indirect rule in the subsequent years. It created a Frontier Force (LFF) in 1907 to oppress native
insurgencies and secure the border to neighbouring countries. 312 It was a 500-men force patrolling the
borders and tasked to prevent any disorder that could invite the intervention of either the French or
British (Nelson 1985).313
It remains questionable whether Liberia would have survived as an independent state, had it not been
for the strong diplomatic and military support of the USA (Boas 2009). Effective control of the
government over the remote parts in the north-east and north-west was never fully established prior to
the civil war. A number of concerted riots against the Americo-Liberians were documented, but all of
them were finally put under control until Samuel Doe and his Krahn faction managed to overthrow the
government in 1980.314
The Liberian government extended its rule over the Hinterland effectively after 1904. The Department
of the Interior was created in Monrovia to administer the Hinterland in 1896. The administration of the
interior took shape (Dick 1970, 62). The indigenous population was formally given citizenship status
in 1904 to prove the effectiveness of settler rule of the Hinterland (Liebenow 1987, 47). President
Barclay (1904-1912) proclaimed that “all Negros inhabiting Liberia are Liberians” (1904 Address to
the Nation, cited in McCall 1956, 94). His statement, however, reflected reality only on a symbolic
level. The national system of rule was built on the political and administrative system of the
plantations in the United States’ deep south. The only difference was that the Americo-Liberians were
the masters and the indigenous population became the slaves (Boas 1997). The resulting society was
nominally free from colonial domination, but colonial in its social presumption and the dynamic of its
political life (Brown 1982a). Paragraphs in the Liberian constitution, for example, gave all men certain
natural, inherent and inalienable rights, but this constitution referred solely to the Americo-Liberian
311

Lorma territory south of the Makona river was brought under French control, the remaining areas under Liberian control
by 1907 (Leopold 1991, 28). The borders further south remained subject to revision.
312

Before the foundation of such a standing army, the Americo-Liberians had relied on vigilante groups. Most of them had
little knowledge and equipment. They often fled the battlefield before the fighting even started (Dick 1970, 66).
313
Many of its members misused the LFF to continue their tribal wars in the name of the government. LFF was effective in
containing border conflicts, but often the soldiers behaved in a way that triggered new unrest. They were poorly supplied and
lived from what they could steal and extort. Annual taxes were collected several times a year, depending on the requirements
of the troops. The result of a US investigation into the conduct of the LFF was disastrous: it reported that European
colonialism was not so much a threat to Liberia as were its own chaotic economy and inadequate public administration
(Nelson 1985).
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For a detailed description of border and internal conflicts under settler rule, see Richards et al. (2005, 56–58).
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population. Indigenous people were not eligible to vote or be elected and mentioned in only two
articles of the constitution. One article gave them a vague guarantee to their communal land and the
other included a demand to promote their advancement and improvement.
The special role of the Mandingo under Americo-Liberian rule
The Mandingo had a special status between native and civilized. They were and still are appreciated
by the national governments for their close ties with the Hinterland. Mandingo traders guaranteed the
supply of goods for the settler communities in the first years of settlement. Many of the subsequent
national rulers acted to protect Mandingo interests in the political economy because they depended on
them for goods (Konneh 1996b). The economic power of the Mandingo increased with the
development of trade routes between the interior and the coastal regions. They built on established
networks and became a precondition and key resource for Americo-Liberian rule.
National policies under Tubman and Tolbert overtly favoured the Mandingo, who used their economic
power to gain influence in the Liberian political system (Konneh 1996a, 150). Some of the Mandingo
even entered into leading government positions under Tubman and Tolbert (Konneh 1996a, 151;
Lowenkopf 1976, 45–51). The improvement of road conditions increased the volume of trade (Konneh
1993, 184–85). Mandingo profited most from these availing opportunities (Konneh 1996a, 150). Many
Mandingo businessmen were provided with contracts for transporting gasoline, supplying material for
public buildings and providing food to government establishments (Konneh 1993, 53–56).
The resulting access of Mandingo to the corridors of power set them apart from the other indigenous
groups who continued to face discrimination, disadvantage and disempowerment (Liebenow 1987,
153–54). The Mandingo perceived themselves as belonging to a subregional and large political order
under the leadership of the powerful Kamara and Dole clans in West Africa (Hojberg 2010). The
relationship between the local population and successful Mandingo traders started to become an
antagonistic one. They were perceived as “outsiders” (Konneh 1996a, 150). Many local leaders were
bound between their role as uncle of the Mandingo, while at the same time criticizing undue
preference and the close collaboration of the Mandingo with the settler government.
Civilized and native
The country was de facto divided between the natives, residing in the Hinterland and the settlers,
residing predominantly in the capital. The natives were largely governed by their own rules and
leaders. Land was community owned and justice in the hands of traditional councils. The settlers had a
liberal constitution and introduced a statutory justice system. Land was privately owned. The local
population were administratively integrated into the new nation, but social organization remained
largely based on local structures. The settler community was never assimilated, despite its small
number. They have retained their distinctive culture throughout the development of the state (Brown
1982a) until today.
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The status civilized has never been defined by the legislation, but a certain consensus about key
elements of civilized status prevails: formal education, western dress, house type and furniture,
Christian religion and in more general terms, an identification with “modern” ways (Fraenkel 1964,
67–68). These categories did not necessarily draw upon an inherent contrast between civilized and
tribal mores, but they were used as such. The status of being civilized developed into a wide currency
at all levels of society in the Hinterland as much as in the coastal zones. No one could “fail to be aware
of the power of its imagery as an agency for social differentiation, or as an index of moral worth”
(Brown 1982b, 288).
Only a few indigenous people could enter into civilized status through marriage, adoption by settler
foster parents315 or sponsorship from high-ranking Americo-Liberian individuals (Lowenkopf 1976,
111; Liebenow 1987, 110; Bledsoe 1980, 57). Until the 1970s indigenes were forced to adopt
Americo-Liberian names and live with Americo-Liberian families in order to enter into civilized
status. Many indigenes became Denises, Barclays or Brisbanes (Duworko 2003). It was nearly
impossible to gain civilized status merely through education and political office. Nearly 98% of
students who went to private schools or were sent abroad for education in the 1970s were children of
Americo-Liberians. Indigenes could rarely afford quality education at that time. Nearly all
administrative positions were held by Americo-Liberians as a result (Liebenow 1969).
The Liberian settler community made conscious and concerted efforts to civilize the indigenous
population through the education system (Malakpa 1996), but they failed for the most part. Attempts
to reconcile the promotion of indigenous cultures with the provision of a universal basic education
were not successful. The education system still ignored indigenous cultures and schools in the
Hinterland as of 1980. 70% of government support to schools went to Monrovia (Sawyer 1980).316
Facilities in the Hinterland lacked both materials and teachers. Attempts to include local cultures into
the curriculum had already started in 1944, but failed because of “crippling ethnocentrism” (Malakpa
1996). The indigenous people’s methods of education, socialization, and the like were condemned as
primitive practices carried out “by backward people” (Varpilah 1982, 246). The local population
largely rejected Americo-Liberian efforts to integrate them into the formal system: “The Americos
corrupted our societies, using them for their national political games, diluting their real roles of
teaching the youth”.317
The impact of the Americo-Liberian government on the local societies exceeded that of colonialism in
the surrounding regions, as well as that of Mandingo settlement in Lofa. The slow process of host and
stranger relations common in Liberia prior to the arrival of the settlers had been totally ignored.
Americo-Liberians never fully mixed with the indigenous population and their government remained
315
This adoption was often the final result of a debt deal, where a child or woman was given as a deposit for a loan. At worst
this institution ensured the continuity of slavery. At best, the child was baptized, educated and thus entered civilized status.
316

The Ricks Institute which was nearly exclusively visited by Americo-Liberian students received 25.7% of that share
alone.
317

Local farmer, quoted in Atkinson (2000b).
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alien. Still, they saw themselves as citizens of the country with no intention to leave. The issues and
identities evolving around the settler-native dichotomy persist until today. They are of less
significance since the end of civil war, but continue to influence national and local discourses and
perceptions.318
5.2.3.1 The degeneration of the imported field
The True Whig Party can be credited with having promoted some principles of transparency and
accountability in its very first years (Moran 2006, 4). Constitutional norms held high value to the
“legally minded Americo-Liberians” (Liebenow 1987, 94). Discussions about the party’s goals were
vigorous and resulted in a peaceful change of the personnel of government, at least within the party
(Sawyer 1992).
After 1930 this system slowly changed towards oligarchic rule based on neopatrimonial structures.
The imported field degenerated. The exploitation of natural resources drastically increased the funds at
the disposal of political leaders. International investments peaked with the heightened demand for
rubber. The flow of money and the benefits that can be derived from political office grew accordingly.
Important political people were bought off by international corporations and in turn provided the
companies with favourable exploitation rights (Boas 2001, 703). What had been intended as a
democratic state turned into the autocratic rule of a few, occupied with securing their dominant
position at the expense of the local population.
Patrimonialism
The Liberian state was not patrimonial per se, but the distinction between the public political sphere
and the private economic sphere became increasingly blurred. Economic success and political office
became closely tied together and the number of those with real political power declined. The state,
meaning those in power, were able to extract the vast resources of the country and distribute them
among themselves. Access to political power was equal to access to economic resources. And access
to economic resources was important to ensure political power (Boas 2001, 703).
The national revenue that should have flowed into state funds ended up in the pockets of politicians
(Gifford 1993, 13). Revenue from resource exploitations was pocketed through the state apparatus and
development aid was diverted (Outram 1999). The national budget was never accounted for, as no
system of accountability was in place (Brown 1941; van der Kraaij 1983). Most of the funds were
channelled to the US. The little that stayed in Liberia was used to secure patronage networks through
clientelistic arrangements. Complex patron-client relationships developed and stabilized throughout
the Liberian society, with the Americo-Liberians on top (Boas 2001, 703). The clientelistic system
infiltrated wide institutions of society. High and medium positions in the administration and judiciary
318
During the national elections in 2011, it was still carefully observed that both run-off candidates were Americo-Liberians
and their Vice Candidates natives.
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were awarded on the basis of family prestige and personal loyalty. Pre-emptive strikes against real or
perceived enemies were key survival strategies (Boas 2001, 704). The constitution itself had no
inherent corrective. Economic entrepreneurs and traders, usually a corrective to such monopolization,
tried themselves to enter into politics to secure their stakes and aim for additional opportunities.
L’état, c’est moi
The result was an overly centralized state, with all powers lying with the president. The conventional
boundaries between the three arms of government - the executive, judiciary and legislature - had
practically ceased to exist. The legislature and judiciary were subordinated to the executive. The
president had merging powers going far beyond the constitution (Brown 1982a, 484). The situation of
the judiciary in the statutory system was bleak by the end of settler rule. Courts were overly congested
and burdened with “animosities” that could be “amicably settled” instead (President Warner in 1864,
as cited in Dick (1970, 51). The International Crisis Group described the Americo-Liberian system as
one suffering from “historical lack of independence from the executive”, failing to operate as “an
impartial forum since access to it was dependent on economic or social capital” (International Crisis
Group 2006, Exec. Summary, i). This granted Tubman and Tolbert, the last Americo-Liberian
presidents before Doe’s coup, unlimited judicial powers (Brown 1982a).
Stratification peaked under the presidency of Tubman. He tried to build an image of himself as the
supreme religious, secular and political ruler, as the chief of chiefs (Wrubel 1971, 197), and as “lord
and gospel in society” (Duworko 2003, Chapter 2). Conflicts in any of these spheres - religion, politics
or the judiciary - immediately turned into a contest with the state (Outram 1999, 166). Major decisions
were made by the president with a small group of close advisers. All others were included based on an
exchange system of loyalty against financial support (Wrubel 1971, 198; Sawyer 2005). The lives and
livelihoods of legislatures, officials and civil servants depended on their personal standing with the
president under the presidencies of Tubman and Tolbert (Sawyer and Andersen 2007, 10).
The ignorance of the Hinterland
The state of Liberia was not only centralized in the person of the president. It was heavily centralized
territorially in Monrovia. Those in power lived in the capital and the coastal regions. Qualified persons
rarely accepted positions in the remote areas, hoping for higher offices in the national administration.
“The municipal offices (…) fall in the hands that cannot make them efficient. (…) the town (…) is
neglected, its authority is feeble, (…) and nothing progresses” (Message of the President (James S.
Payne), Dec. 12, 1877 cited according to Dick (1970, 50). Problems in the Hinterland were widely
ignored and only given attention when they had risen to the status of crisis (Dick 1970, 64).
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A report of the Secretary of the Interior of 1918319 summarized these problems: No services were
provided to those regions in return for the taxes they paid and the labour services they had to offer.
Taxes were widely used to pay those people who collect them with the rest disappearing somewhere
on the way.320 The state and its local representatives were perceived as oppressors and as living at the
expense of the local population. Local communities were dominated by a central state that had little to
offer in return (Sawyer 2005, 59). This alienation secured economic and political dominance on behalf
of the settlers (Boas 2001, 702).
The integration of the Hinterland into national politics under Tubman and Tolbert took place at a
symbolic level, but with little effect on reality (Wrubel 1971, 194; Liebenow 1969, 81–84). Tubman
increased the rights of the indigenous population as part of his Open Door Policy towards the
Hinterland, starting in 1944. These efforts were coupled, however, with extreme brutality and
suppression against any opposition to his rule. Analysts describe his approach towards the natives as
one of subordination rather than inclusion, leading to “incorporation not representation” (Brown
1982a, 481). The natives were given a place, but not a say in Tubman’s polity.321
Tolbert’s approach to the Hinterland had a similar impact. Tolbert established the position of the
assistant superintendent, which was to be directly responsible for development initiatives in the county
and the Ministry of Action, Development and Progress (later Ministry for Rural Development)
(Resource Center for Community Empowerment and Integrated Development 2005, 44–45). He
institutionalized the annual celebration of Independence Day, which was accompanied by major
development projects, and rotated it from county to county. More progressive changes, such as
advocated for by Amos Sawyer and other intellectuals in 1985, were ignored, however.322 The notion
of the native as backward savage was so deeply seated that the educated elite found it hard “to break
out of monocentric thinking and take seriously the political concerns of rural people” (Amos Sawyer
as cited in (Moran 2006, 159).
The LFF was often misused to underpin the centralization of the state (Outram 1999). Conflict was
“suppressed by an unhesitating resort to violence by the state apparatus, uninhibited by effective
constitutional or legal limitations” (Outram 1999, 165), where clientelistic incorporation of local
319

Report of the Secretary of War and Interior on his trip to the Hinterland, February 16 to May 31 1918, as cited in Dick
(1970, 64–66).
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Often those working for the government had no alternative as payment was very low and belated (Dick 1970, 66). This
was not only true for the administration staff but also had severe consequences for national police and military, some of
which are still felt today.
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One example of Tubman’s policy are the executive councils, held in each county. The president heard complaints against
the government as well as against local and tribal officials. He met with the chiefs who had long felt isolated by the
government (Liebenow 1987), but the meetings had a merely symbolic character. They served as a tool to shield the national
administration from direct criticism while at the same time blaming county superintendents who were accountable for all
problems in their respective territories (Wrubel 1971, 198–200). The president misused these meetings to build on his picture
as advocate of the poor against their immediate political leaders such as the district chiefs and county superintendents.
322

These suggestions were made at a national conference discussing the possibilities for decentralization in light of the
attempted constitutional reform in 1985. They included the call for revenue sharing between the central government and the
localities, the suggestion to eliminate some seats in the national legislature and put the money saved into a county-level
decision-making body and finally, the right to impeach a superintendent and directly elect local officials (Moran 2006, 159).
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leaders into the national system failed. The same approach was taken against unrest in Monrovia
staged by students.
Distinction and the sharing of spoils
The small settler elite, never more than 3% of the population, dominated political and economic life
until 1980, supported by the US (Boas 2009). Access to education and thus civilized status was
restricted. This allowed the small elite to preserve their distinctiveness for 160 years.
“In more visible terms than the cold statistics that medicated a growing gulf between the Whig elite
under Tolbert and the Tribal masses was the aristocratic style of life adopted by the Tolbert family. (…)
[they] had taken on all the negative imagery of a Palace of Versailles in the days of the Bourbons. (…)
Each member of the Tolbert clan had his private estate with a high, steel picket fence and an elaborate
security system designed to keep out the poor.” (Liebenow 1987, 121)

The group of Americo-Liberians remained small enough to secure a significant share for everyone. All
those in power were somehow closely tied to politicians or in political office themselves, widely
eliminating critical and independent thinking on the national level, in favour of patronage, protection
and corruption (Dick 1970, 49). The government’s legitimacy among the settlers was based on the
sharing of the spoils of government (Wrubel 1971, 196). Positions in the administration were not
desired because of the tasks those in office could fulfil, but because they provided access to further
government patronage and living allowances (Wrubel 1971, 198). Those allowances often more than
doubled the salaries. The threat of losing a lucrative position was a powerful tool in the hands of the
leadership, eliminating most progressive or critical encroaches from within. The corrective of
democratic elections failed in the case of Liberia, as voting rights were held only by members of the
elite, concerned with securing their dominant position. The constitution has remained more “a symbol
for democracy than a guide for action” (Moran 1999).
5.2.3.2 The degeneration of the local field
The state authorization of local structures in the R&R and the external appointment of leadership
under Americo-Liberian rule changed the local field along with the imported one. The selection of
rulers was no longer in the hands of the local population or the regional elites, but fully dependent on
the decision of the president. Every local official, from the superintendent to the town chief, was
appointed by the president. A few native leaders were placed in superior positions based upon external
decisions. Their appointment by the president secured additional legitimacy and power. The larger
budget and the increasing competences coming with their formal position were not controlled by either
democratic or traditional structures. This reduced the corrective power of other groups, especially that
of the subdominant lineages.
Appointed local leadership was often manipulated and dominated by the commissioners and the
President. Native leaders became the clients of the president. They were (mis)used to sing praises for
the president and in some cases to spy on his behalf. A mixture of the threat of impeachment and
military violence (Liebenow 1969; Dunn and Tarr 1988; Sawyer and Gershoni 1993), coupled with
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material and monetary incentives (Wrubel 1971, 198) made many of them loyal implementers of
national policies. Appointed leaders had vast resources at their disposal, but remained embedded in
their own local and kinship obligations along which they distributed these resources (Moran 2006,
157). Livelihoods among the natives became increasingly dependent on the individual and collective
standing with the president (Brown 1982a). Checks and balances inherent to the local field prior to
hybridization between (1) politics and justice, (2) at the heart of community land ownership and (3)
between the public and secret sphere were eliminated through the system of indirect rule as
institutionalized by the R&R. The local field degenerated along with the imported one.
Indirect rule
The local population was integrated into the Americo-Liberian state through a mix of colonial
practices: the English system of indirect rule through commissioners and approaches to assimilation as
often used by the French (Dick 1970, 64). Local leaders governed the local population along
traditional principles. They were integrated into national administration through paramount chiefs and
commissioners of Americo-Liberian descent (see Figure 13). The approach of indirect rule was an
attempt to combine two very incompatible systems on one territory. The settlers had neither enough
manpower nor enough resources to extend their democratic institutions all over the country. The
national administration tried to exercise control over the rural population through mechanisms of the
local societies (Brown 1982a, 481). They built on local institutions and leaders to ensure stability and
loyalty to their government and encouraged native leaders to use tribal structures to establish settler
rule (Wrubel 1971). The local institutions were codified in the R&R as state-authorized customary
system. This dual approach was first codified in the R&R in 1912 and remained unchanged until today.
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Figure 13: Organizational chart depicting leadership levels in Liberia prior to the war.
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The Americo-Liberians recognized the indigenous political units in the R&R and grouped them to
larger administrative entities that were easier to manage on the national level. Quarter chiefs, town
chiefs, sectional chiefs and clan323 chiefs were given official positions (Leopold 1991, 39), grouped
under larger units called chiefdoms and put under the supervision of a paramount chief. Those units
were sometimes overlapping. The chiefdoms were grouped into five administrative districts and
subordinate to the overall supervision of a commissioner.324 He had to oversee traditional rulers and
ensure that local governance was not a threat to the constitution. The paramount chieftaincies and
lower positions were under local rule; the larger administrative units were governed by AmericoLiberian district administrators (Leopold 1991, 30).
The tribal chiefs had only executive function, according to the R&R. They were to enforce all laws
and regulations in their clan and to promote “agriculture, industry, trade and sanitation within his
clan and to encourage payment of taxes by his clansmen” (Secretary of the Interior for the
Government of the Hinterland of the Republic of Liberia 1949, Article 24 (b)). They should be
assisted by a council of elders, consisting of the respective town chiefs and elders of the clan. Even the
paramount chief, the highest position filled by natives, had only an assisting function according to the
R&R: “to supervise the administration of the tribe, to carry such lawful instructions which may be
given to him (…) by the District Commissioner” (Secretary of the Interior for the Government of the
Hinterland of the Republic of Liberia 1949, Article 22 (a)).
Eliminating checks and balances between politics and justice
The local population was subject to customary law, according to the R&R.325 It was allowed to deal
with conflicts among themselves following their own customary approaches,326 but those were
strongly transformed through the codes of the R&R that disrespected local hierarchies and increased
the power of the appointed leadership.
Town, clan and paramount chiefs were given the role of chief justices. They presided over cases with
no clear hierarchical order and had jurisdiction over all members of the tribes in the locality of the
court (Prillaman and Jerry 1966, 51). The informal agreement that customary processes were held by
a council of elders and leaders came from a lineage different to that of the political chiefs, had ended
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The term clan as used in clan chief in short refers to politico-territorial units prevalent at the time of Hinterland
reorganization. It has little in common with the concept as used among anthropologists (Liebenow 1987, 41–42).
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The districts under settler control along the coast were treated differently from those in the Hinterland. The elected
representatives of the provinces along the coast made up the national legislature. The five Hinterland provinces in contrast
had no voice in government (Wrubel 1971).
325

Customary procedures are usually based on conversational processes. Codes are organic and subject to constant
negotiation and deliberation in the communities (Obarrio 2011). Customary processes were relatively inexpensive for the
government and litigants, their proceedings familiar to and accepted by most tribal people and their informality enabled
laymen to understand and participate in the process (Prillaman and Jerry 1966, 43). The focus of dispute settlement was on
reconciliation and arbitration, rather than punishment and retribution. For a more detailed account on the logic of customary
justice, see Chapter 6.2.1.3.

326
The only limitation to local rule was that it could not be in contrast with the Liberian constitution or public interest.
Slavery, for example was prohibited but customary justice remained widely permitted.
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with the selection of chiefs and judges by the settler government (Hojberg 1999). State authorized
courts turned into quasi-authoritative courts at the grace of the president, often securing stability, but
intimidating the local population. Actual practices in these courts had little in common with the local
justice fora that they aimed to institutionalize.
Gibbs describes typical process of state authorized justice in local courts in a Kpelle chiefdom (Gibbs
1962).327 Many of the transcripts that Gibbs studied reveal puzzling lines of questioning with an
intimidating tone. State authorized customary processes often had a much closer resemblance to
civilized courts than with customary procedures. Trials were standardized processes (Gibbs 1962,
343). Hearings often took place following a long delay. This hardened front lines even before the
process took place. Cases were heard in the paramount chief’s house, a setting inhibiting litigants from
fully expressing themselves (Gibbs 1962, 344).
Many family related cases were conducted as informal moots among kinsmen or community councils
as a consequence. They were more conciliatory in tone and based on less formalized processes (Gibbs
1960). Customary courts and local courts under the authority of the Ministry of Internal Affairs were
paralleled by non official councils of elders in the communities. Most cases were dealt with under the
authority of the town chief, adjusted in informal family moots and sometimes by associational groups
such as church councils or cooperative work groups (Gibbs 1962, 343).
These community fora had no means to enforce their judgements and changing circumstances
challenged their foundations. Specific groups or leaders could turn to state authorized courts in hope
for a better judgement and refuse to submit under informal agreements. Private land ownership,
increasing trade and multi-ethnic attachment of individuals overburdened traditional structures. The
forced resettlement of communities from their traditional land due to exploitation of national resources
further undermined traditional processes. Many of the traditional approaches no longer enjoyed the
same legitimacy, obeisance and respect they reportedly did in the pre-settler Liberia (Pajibo 2008, 16)
and were often misused by local leaders for their personal enrichment.
Eliminating the checks and balances of community land ownership
The communal system of land ownership was prone to equal misuse by appointed leadership. Land
among the native tribes continued to be seen as community owned and was regulated for the
Hinterland in the R&R. The local chief was in charge of distributing the land among the members of
his tribe.328 State authorized local leaders could increase their land holdings through a misuse of
communal ownership. They became permanent heads of local areas, sometimes for more than five
327

His description provides a common understanding of how such processes worked and can be seen as representative for
state authorized justice in other chiefdoms in the region in relation to its underlying principles.
328

Often different groups worked together on their farms in the form of labour cooperatives with rotating sowing and
harvesting times (Richards et al. 2005; Schröder and Seibel 1974). This joined work had ritual aspects and was important in
the forming of social cohesion, especially in the north-east and north-west (Richards et al. 2005). In eastern Liberia,
cooperation was mostly based on age grades (Fuest 2008, Context of Conflict).
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generations. They turned into quasi owners of the land. Land was unevenly dispersed among
households and lineages as a result (Burrowes 1988, 79). Communal ownership turned into quasi
private ownership of land with the process of deeding land and the emergence of cities in the
counties.329
“My great great grandfathers were all chiefs. It sparks from one person to another. I come from the
Grebo tribe in Maryland. So the Johnsons, historically, have always been the head of Fishtown. So,
every time it was my family who determined how land will be given. Of course, what happens, we were
benefitting from the land much more than anybody else.” (Wilfred Gray Johnson, Head of the
Peacebuilding Office, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010)

The strong standing of local leaders with the president played out through land allocation, justice,
political power and, based on land holdings, economic success.
Eliminating checks and balances between the public and secret spheres
Local leaders finally gained influence over the Poro under Tubman and Tolbert.330 Town, clan and
paramount chiefs were given oversight over the Poro after 1930. The Americo-Liberians made use of
the Poro as a core institution in their system of indirect rule. The Poro was used as important tool,
“maintaining law and order and decorum in the Hinterland” (Lowenkopf 1976, 55). A grand Zo was
installed, residing on a holy mountain, asking for the loyalty of all Poro societies in the name of the
government (Fulton 1968, 18). A National Traditional Council was founded as the head institution of
all secret and traditional societies and integrated into the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Monrovia.
„Poro was recognized under the law, and a Tribal Affairs Advisor was appointed to the Executive
Mansion. (…) However, the regulations state that since ‘no society or social organization should
supersede (…) the functions of a regular government, the regular routine operations of the Poro shall be
under the direct supervision of the Tribal Authority within any and all sectors of the Republic.’”
(Lowenkopf 1976, 55)

The Poro was an independent corrective to political power before Americo-Liberian rule. It had
become a tool in the hands of politicians to control the Hinterland by the end of Tubman’s presidency.
Many of the leading Poro members tried to incorporate the settlers into their cross-regional networks
through marriage, trade alliances and membership in the Poro (Schröder 1988, 39). But these efforts
turned into one-way streets of suppression, easing the subordination of Poro groups to the Liberian
state (D'Azevedo 1967, 20). This destroyed the corrective power of the Poro against the dominance of
the powerful lineages in the local field. Tubman and Tolbert even became full members of the Poro
and their honorary heads (Wrubel 1971, 197).331
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Further, specific groups had quasi private rights to areas of land. Hunters and fishermen are reported by Sibley et al.
(1928, 163) to have had preferential or even exclusive rights to certain regions and Kola trees and groves were almost
universally recognized as the private property of the planter (Lovejoy 1980).
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The settlers initially tried to suppress the Poro, but after 1930 it was integrated into the system of indirect rule (Liebenow
1969). It was encouraged under Tubman and Tolbert as long as it remained within the political ambit of Americo-Liberian
rule (Lowenkopf 1976, 55). The government stepped in to protect the Poro, even against missionary approaches by Christian
and Islamic organizations (Fraenkel 1964, 172; D'Azevedo 1967, 6).
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The system of secret institutions was not as strange to the Americo-Liberians as it might have been to some of the
European anthropologists at the time. The Masonic Order was key to Americo-Liberian rule in Liberia and can be seen as the
pendant to the Poro. Five presidents of Liberia were at the same time brand masters of the Masonic Order. It is often
described as the “repository of community ideals and the symbol of Americo-Liberian solidarity” (Nelson 1985).
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Resistance to such subordination was weak for two reasons. (1) The local system of political
organization along lineages increased disunity among the Poro organizations. The traditional groups
were highly disunited (Kappel 1980, 183). The division of the Hinterland into administrative units
made territorial borders between clans and ethnic groups fixed, where they had previously been fluid.
(2) The direct attachment of local leaders to the president prevented horizontal organization and
alliances. It increased disunity between the lineages (Schröder 1988, 43). Poro organizations provided
no alternative mechanism for ethnic or multi-ethnic alliances at that time.332 The groups were highly
localized and characterized by pronounced rivalry between their leaders (Bellman 1984; Dorjahn
1959; Murphy 1990), replicating political rivalries. The acts of resistance on the part of the natives,
whether articulated as mass marches by women, accusations of witchcraft, or economic support for the
families of jailed activists, were framed as spontaneous and individual acts, rather than as signs of
institutions of balanced powers and rights (Moran 2006, 157). The little resistance to external
domination was easily defeated by local or national political leadership. The little violent resistance
that remained ceased to exist and the Poro was dominated by the local leadership appointed through
the president at the end of Americo-Liberian rule.
Local leaders appointed as clan and town chiefs could increase their powers under the new system.
The chiefs appointed by the president used the Poro, combined with their political power and bolstered
through formal office, to materially enrich themselves and increase their prestige and network within
in the boundaries set by the government. A small group of indigenous junior partners of the settlers
had gained special privileges to rule the masses (Schröder 1988, 48). The incorporation of the Poro
and customary justice into the political system destroyed their function as checks and balances against
the local rule of dominant lineages. It made fluid leadership agreements permanent ones. It strongly
coupled political power with economic success. It reduced the corrective power of the secret sphere.
This contributed to the strengthening of big men and war lords among the groups along the Poro belt.
5.2.3.3 A convergence of fields and the marginalization of the local population
The local and the imported field had strongly converged in their rules and capital structures throughout
the period of Americo-Liberian rule. Greater friction between the fields was seen and felt by the local
population the more the national government extended its influence into the Hinterland. Local
democratic traditions on the ground, not codified but practiced, had been widely ignored by those in
power. The hybridity of the fields marginalized the native population at the expense of the settler
population. President Warner noted as early as 1866 that
“An important difficulty arises from the fact, that there are chiefs under our jurisdiction, who have laws
– which are very difficult to abrogate at once – conflicting with our statutes, thus keeping their subjects
in constant dread of violating our laws on the one hand, and incurring the penalty of their own law on
the other.” (Warner 1866, as cited in (Dick 1970, 58)
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This was reportedly different for the Gola who developed a tribal consciousness in response to external threats along the
border and coming from the government.
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Marginalization through hybridity
The settlers had a clear advantage where imported and local structures met. They soon found ways to
appeal to either system according to which offered the more favourable outcome. They made use of
the statutory justice system as civilized people and adhered to native standards by marrying local
women or entering into alliances with local chiefs. Such fluidity was not possible for the native
population. Only the very few natives who entered into civilized status had equal opportunities.
Land among the native tribes, for example, continued to be seen as community owned and was
regulated for the Hinterland in the R&R. All land was declared government land. Rural communities
were permitted to maintain their lineage based land tenure system. “An adequate area for farming and
other enterprises essential to the necessities of the tribe” was given to each tribe according to the R&R.
This ensured the respective tribe “title to the land against any person or persons whenever.“ (Secretary
of the Interior for the Government of the Hinterland of the Republic of Liberia 1949, Article 66 (a)).
Land was then temporarily allocated with the agreement of the chiefs.
Private ownership applied only to civilized Liberians and land owned or bought by members of the
Americo-Liberian settlers. What remained widely unclear was the question of how settlers could
acquire areas in the Hinterland and how the government could secure rights over land, subject to
exploitation by national and international corporations. The government often bought land from the
natives. Such deals were officially paid for in annual payments, which the government in reality
seldom made (Dick 1970, 56). The two concepts of ownership were soon in conflict. The land policy
was inconsistent (Richards et al. 2005) and the laws conflicted.
Settlers as individual persons were not allowed to buy land directly from natives.333 A common
approach to establishing private or state control over land in the Hinterland was based on marriage.
Settlers made informal marriages with village women. This allowed them to benefit from both
traditional and modern access to land (Richards et al. 2005, 5). Their land in the city was privately
owned, based on their status as civilized. Their holdings in the Hinterland were permanently, though
not definitely, allocated to them based on their status as the husbands of local women. Natives on the
other hand, had no opportunity to gain private ownership of land, either in the cities or in the counties.
This kept them from developing economic and long-term investment in the agricultural sector, key to
Liberia’s economy.
The duality of a statutory and a customary justice system and the non-recognition of community
approaches finally led to an atomization of justice. The majority of people was locked in the
customary system and was just and reconciliatory in the communities at best or corrupt and exploitive
in state authorized customary courts at worst. Knowledgeable individuals with ties in different
localities made creative use of the diffuse situation, escaping any binding verdict and thus punishment.
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This regulation became law in 1924. The rationale behind it was to prevent individuals leaving the state to form another
government outside of it, and to avoid civil strife with the natives (Wily 2007, 66).
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Local chiefs and close allies were largely left unpunished. This enforced binary oppositions between
settlers and natives and multiplied ethnic and tribe based ascriptions (Mamdani 1996).
Collapse through convergence
The settlers maintained a monopoly on state institutions and widely excluded the indigenous majority
from political office. The imported field was a strongly patrimonial one, dependent on resources to
secure leadership. Inherent checks and balances were increasingly dysfunctional. A system of
accounting for national funds never existed and no president was motivated to create one. The
separation of powers between the executive, legislative and judicative branches of government was
blurred, with all powers vested in the president. The corrective of democratic elections failed as only
the settler minority was allowed to vote. As they all profited from the underlying patronage system,
they had no intention to endanger their superior position. Local leaders turned into quasi-extensions of
the settler government. The rule of the settler government and its local representatives in the
Hinterland had little in common with traditional institutions and structures.334
The local system degenerated through the influence of the settler government. This degeneration
manifested in the external selection of leadership and the introduction of a state authorized customary
system. Both eliminated checks and balances inherent to the local field. Power-sharing mechanisms
between dominant and subdominant lineages were ignored by the appointment procedures of the
president. Local leaders were no longer accountable to their own people to make sure they would stay
in power, but to the president. The indigenous majority was dissatisfied with the performance of their
state authorized local leaders and their continuous neglect in national matters. The corrective power of
the Poro failed, as it was subordinated to the political leadership and the imported system.
The effects on the Hinterland of settler rule and its extension through local leaders appointed by the
president were drastic. Local communities were dominated by the central state and its autocratic
approach to rule. The selection of local leaders and their manipulation was a strategy of domination
and predation that supported autocratic rule. Many local communities tried to escape the abusive rule
of both national and local leaders by employing their own approaches. These were predominantly
based on the pure native approaches, with a number of adaptations to changing circumstances. They
went back to traditional and reconciliatory forms of justice, such as the palava hut process, the sharing
of the kola nut or trial by ordeal (TBO),335 and settled cases without the involvement of formal
authorities. They used local Poro chapters as a response to the domination of leadership and built
secret circles excluding formal leadership (Sawyer 2005, 60). These efforts strengthened community
cohesion, but were helpless against any intrusion coming from the outside and had little impact
beyond the community level.
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Malakpa shows how the political system even ignored, contradicted or repudiated the recommendations, research findings
and even government proclamations regarding the inclusion of indigenous people and their culture in the case of the
education system (Malakpa 1996).
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A detailed description of these mechanisms can be found in Pajibo (2008).
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Checks and balances inherent to the local and the imported fields were widely destroyed by the end of
Americo-Liberian rule. Community approaches kept communities going but had little impact on
regional and national dynamics. The only aspect remaining to prevent a total collapse of the state was
the dichotomy between settlers and the indigenous population and between Monrovia and the
Hinterland. The Americo-Liberian elite was running the state, but they depended on the loyalty of the
local leadership to secure control over the Hinterland. The local leadership controlled the counties, but
they depended on the funds coming from the national level to secure loyalties. The settler-native
divide was the last corrective inherent to the Liberian society. It collapsed with the coup of Samuel
Doe, the first native-born president of Liberia.
5.2.4

Coup and War

Riots broke out in Monrovia in April 1980. President Tolbert declared a state of emergency, arresting
most leaders of the fragmented opposition (Boas 2009, 1333). Seventeen young officers of the
Liberian Army overthrew the government and killed Tolbert on April 12, before the cases against the
members of the opposition could be heard. Samuel Doe, the leader of the military group, took over and
installed the first government made up of indigenous Liberians. Neither he nor his followers had
governing experience. Many had not even attended secondary school. They replaced Tolbert’s
centralized patronage system with a decentralized system based on connections to illicit commerce
(Andersen 2010) and violence in the region continued. He was challenged by Charles Taylor who
formally took over the presidency after the national elections in 1997.
Doe and later Taylor became even more autocratic than Tubman and Tolbert who were at least
controlled by their colleagues in the True Whig Party. Doe was a native from the Krahn tribe. He
crossed over the border between the local and the imported field. Doe and Taylor combined the rules
and resources of the local and the imported field in a very abusive way. Their rule turned into a climax
of the degeneration of both fields. The remnants of the pre-existing checks and balances in Liberia,
consisting of the imported field in charge of the national level and the local field governing the
Hinterland, had collapsed.
Doe and Taylor built on tribal and ethnic loyalties as members of the native population. They used the
vast resources of the imported field at their disposal as leaders of a democratic state to strengthen such
loyalties. They misused and combined national and local resources to stage violence in cases in which
threats to their rule emerged. Hopes for more inclusion on behalf of the native population were
thwarted. The resulting violence that started with Taylors march into Liberia on Christmas Eve 1989
was no longer embedded in societal structures and overstrained the capacities of both fields to regulate
it. Taylor even misused the UN intervention to secure his own rule from 1997 to 2000. Local
resistance to the misuse of political power emerged, but it had little effect on the conflict dynamics.
Subsequent escalation between 2000 and 2003 led to a second civil war until a final peace agreement
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was signed in Accra in 2003. 270 000 people had been killed and one third of the Liberians had been
displaced at the end of these fourteen years of violence.
The analytical division between a local and an imported field can no longer be maintained at this
point. The degenerated local field had converged with the degenerated imported field. What emerged
and will be described in the following paragraphs is a period of abusive national rule and scattered
local and informal resistance. The dichotomy between natives and Americo-Liberians became less
important and was replaced by ethnic alliance and confrontation, often cutting across communities.
5.2.4.1 Abusive national rule
A native ruler replaced settler rule, but the little legitimacy Doe had gained by overthrowing the True
Whig Party was soon lost. Americo-Liberian loyalty was replaced with ethnic loyalty (McDonough
2008). The underlying system remained the same patrimonial one (Boas 2009, 1333). People in
Liberia today are sensitive to this link between abusive rule and mobilization along ethnic lines. They
see greed and corruption (63%) and inequality (27%) as the main causes of the war (Vinck, Pham, and
Kreutzer 2011).336 The situation did not change with Taylor and global markets and surrounding
governments were conducive to abusive national rule.
Doe’s presidency
Doe ran the state like his predecessors. A popular street slogan of that time put it quite pointedly:
Same taxi, different driver (Outram 1999, 167). Resources were generated from the surplus of the
export industries and international aid (Outram 1999). Krahn people dominated the armed forces and
the state apparatus (Liebenow 1987, 263–68; Human Rights Watch / Africa Watch Committee 1992).
Grumbling about the “Krahn people’s government” was rampant (Moran 2006, 16); reflecting the fact
that the government had few resources besides ethnicity on which to base its power (Dunn 1999, 101).
The acceptance of Doe’s government declined and he relied strongly on coercive instruments and
oppression of the population (McDonough 2008, 360). The election in 1985 was rigged. Only Samuel
Doe’s party had been allowed to register in the first place. Doe allowed alternative parties to register
only under massive pressure from the US (Sawyer 1987, 29). Unsurprisingly, Doe’s party won.
General Thomas Qwiwonkpa staged a coup and failed. Doe’s retaliation against Qwiwonkpa’s home
county, Nimba, was drastic. The Gio and Mano ethnic groups suffered gravely. According to reports,
3000 Mano and Gio were killed and many fled to the Ivory Coast (Duworko 2003; Howe 1996).
The army was replaced by paramilitary units. State institutions were weakened and patronage
increased. Armed paramilitary groups proliferated and normative barriers against the use of violence
were diminished. State sponsored violence was rampant and became the main instrument of control,
with local officials being harassed, intimidated and capriciously lured and dismissed (Sawyer 2005,
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59). State administrations and corporations were misused as a means to buy off potential adversaries
(Reno 1999, Chapter 3). What was left at the end of Doe’s reign was “a story of corruption, grand theft
of state resources, murder, rape and other human rights abuses” (Boas 2009, 1334).
Doe provided the means to others to easily overthrow his regime. His paramilitary groups were coopted by local elites and turned into predatory insurgent groups ravaging the country for more than a
decade in various alliances (McDonough 2008; Reno 2002, 2005). The influence of state security
actors was restricted to the urban areas, if evident at all. The importance of non-state actors to
guarantee security increased, particularly on the community level. Local defence forces, rebel groups
and secret societies dominated the security sector for a long period (Smith-Höhn 2010). Youth groups
often served as protectors of their communities (Atkinson 2008). The line between community watch
groups and warring factions blurred.
Taylor’s Greater Liberia
Taylor built on a new mix of ethnic and tribal loyalties and managed to integrate the many groups that
had been deceived by Doe’s Krahn rule under an overarching umbrella. Taylor was the son of an
Americo-Liberian father and a Gola mother. He gained support in the Americo-Liberian diaspora that
had fled following Doe’s coup.337 He mobilized the deceived Gio and Mano tribes from Nimba for his
revolution. He had built a strong coalition, consisting of both the indigenous and settler populations,
before entering Liberia. He was supported in the battlefields by indigenous leaders and financially by
the Americo-Liberian elite. His broad ethnic coalition soon gained an estimated 12 500 troops, far
outnumbering other factions.338 Taylor advanced rapidly towards Monrovia. Only the mission of the
Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) could hinder him in
taking over the capital (McDonough 2008, 360), but his NPFL controlled vast portions of the
Hinterland and parts of Sierra Leone and Guinea. He used the exploitation of natural resources as a
means to finance his military apparatus (Reno 1999).
Liberia was a collapsed state by the end of 1990. ECOMOG installed an interim government in
Monrovia in 1991. The government had no control over Taylor’s NPFL territory and was wholly
dependent on ECOMOG for external and internal security (Outram 1999, 168). Provision of services
was taken over by the UN agencies, the legislature hardly functioned and the judiciary widely lost its
relevance. This government was a shadow government, run by ECOMOG and with little relevance for
Liberian citizens. Still, its members were treated as representatives of the Liberian people. The
transitional government occupied the seat of Liberia at the UN, issued passports and visas and
delegated diplomats (Outram 1999, 168).
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Even the current president, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, supported Taylor in his initial years (Johnson-Sirleaf 2010).
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According to Reno, the Armed Forces of Liberia under Doe’s command numbered 7000 troops, the Mandingo dominated
ULIMO K had 6800 fighters and its splinter group ULIMO J had 3800 fighters (Reno 2004).
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Charles Taylor, on the other hand, de facto controlled most parts of Liberia. He collected taxes,
established a bank system and issued his own currency (Reno 1995). He never received the
recognition of the international community for his Greater Liberia, however. As a result he had no
legal access to economic channels and international political networks. International ignorance and
sanctions encouraged him to build up a system of illegal exploitation and patronage, on a level
extraordinary even in comparison to other failed states in Africa (McDonough 2008, 370). He
exploited the vast resources in the Hinterland and his soldiers often looted and plundered. Massive
human rights violations were reported (McDonough 2008, 61).
Taylor’s presidency
The Abuja II Peace Accord in 1995 brought a temporary halt to the violence. A United Nations
Observer Mission (UNOMIL) secured the peace agreement and organized presidential elections in
1997. Taylor won with an impressive 75%. His success was often attributed to an arsenal of weapons
and soldiers, but this perspective is not sufficient. The same was true for most other factions and
leaders as the later invasion of LURD showed (Boas 2005). More important, Taylor’s movement
assembled a number of ethnic factions, he was present widely throughout the rural regions and had
established a de facto state prior to elections. He controlled vast natural resources and was determined
to gain political power (McDonough 2008; Reno 2004).
Taylor’s resistance to UN agencies and ECOMOG ended with his formal recognition as head of state.
He made creatively use of the opportunities these international organizations provided to his patronage
network. He used the international disarmament process to get rid of his old rivals (McDonough 2008,
365), while former NPFL fighters infiltrated the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL). UN aid programmes
were channelled through his government and administration, although the agencies were often aware
of the grave misuse of funds. Programmes were declared to be community based, but the
government’s role in programme design and implementation was strengthened at the expense of the
communities (Outram 1999, 171).
UNOMIL was superseded by a United Nations Peacebuilding Support Office (UNOL) tasked with
assisting the government in consolidating peace. Taylor’s election in 1997 did not lead to any changes
in the distribution of resources or conduct of office. His rule rested on a mix of violence, exploitation
of natural resources and cooptation of local rulers. Taylor, just as his predecessors had done, weakened
bureaucratic structures and administrative capacities in order to maintain his rule and expand his
influence (McDonough 2008, 366). The legitimacy gained from popular elections was soon lost. His
regime turned into “a copycat (…) keen to reproduce the conditions that originally led to Liberia’s
collapse in 1989” (McDonough 2008, 365).
The same was true for the justice system. “A decade of war pulverized what was already a
dysfunctional system” (International Crisis Group 2006, Executive Summary, ii). All legal and social
control institutions experienced a complete breakdown (Moran 2006). Legal institutions were slowly
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re-established between 1997 and 2000, but human rights abuses continued and various crimes
remained unpunished (Johnson 2008). State institutions became extended arms of the rebelling
factions or local rulers in control of the respective area. Little changed in the underlying conditions
that had fuelled the first war. Taylor made use of his role as now officially recognized head of state to
exploit the increased resources at his disposal.
Disappointments and a second war
Deep seated mistrust of the government on the part of the population did not subside under Doe and
Taylor. Both presented new hope but both times these hopes were disappointed (Atkinson and Mulbah
2000b). Doe came with the promise to end the rule of the settlers and support the causes of the native
Liberians. Taylor came with the promise to end the dictatorship of Doe and installed a system based
on nepotism and violence that outshone even that of Doe. Most counties remained underdeveloped.
Only the home bases of the leaders profited from the vast resources they controlled. The division
between the centre and the periphery and between the government and the rural citizens was
maintained. It was no longer based on the native-settler divide but on a division between those who
had power and those who did not. New alliances were formed to overthrow Taylor. Two insurgent
groups, LURD and MODEL, both of Mandingo and Krahn origin, challenged his rule between 2000
and 2003. This led to the second civil war and finally the intervention of the international community
through the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) in 2003.
The international dimension
It is too simple to blame only Taylor, who acted like “a traditional chief on a larger scale” (Moran
2006, 28), for the war. The US and other international actors were heavily involved from the
beginning and often fuelled the violence. The US granted large amounts of funding to Doe’s
government for military purposes under the Reagan administration. Liberia, with its 2.5 million
inhabitants, was the second largest beneficiary of US military support under Americo-Liberian rule.
Support even continued after Does coup (Moran 2006, 20). Other African leaders entered the scene as
the war went on. Lansana Conte, the president of Guinea, supported the predominantly Mandingo
faction, LURD, with military aid coming from the USA (Boas 2009, 1334). Krahn leaders in exile in
Ivory Coast were supported by the Ivorian army with weapons and ammunition given as military
assistance to the Ivorian army by France (Takirambudde 2003). Nigerian leadership pushed strongly
for the ECOWAS mission in Liberia in 1990 out of fear that a similar rebellion could ravage their own
country (Boas 2001).339 Many of the Nigerians stationed in Liberia misused the mission to enrich
themselves. The acronym of the ECOWAS mission in Liberia, ECOMOG, was often vocalized as
“Every car of moving object gone” (Tuck 2000).
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The president of Nigeria warned other African leaders at an international summit: that “today it is Liberia, tomorrow it
could be any one of you” (quoted in Adeleke (1995).
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Global economics further fuelled the conflict. Taylor soon realized that he did not need the legitimacy
of the Liberian state to profit from the country’s resources. An informal economy linked local markets
to transboundary networks and provided the base for a continuous supply of weapons. Illegally
exploited national resources were bought by international corporations from all those selling them. It
was not only Taylor who linked his rebellion to international commerce. The various factions used
forced labour to extract resources such as diamonds and gold which they used for lucrative trades
through middlemen who bought looted goods and supplied the factions with weapons and ammunition
(Boas 2001). Even the presence of the international peacekeeping forces of ECOMOG in Monrovia
could not stop illegal exploitation (Moran 2006, 21). International firms were more than willing to buy
Taylor’s goods by circumventing state control, whether or not he had the legitimate right to sell them
(Reno 1993, 1998).
5.2.4.2 The emergence of ethnicity and religion as divisive category
The original state of Liberia was built on the dichotomy between settlers and natives. This dichotomy
remained stable until Doe became the first native-born president. Different ways of self-identification
and demarcation developed when the Americo-Liberian elite tumbled. Doe’s rule replaced AmericoLiberian loyalty with ethnic loyalty. The resulting formation of ethnic and tribal groups derived much
of its validity from its juxtaposition as a counter-culture to the Americo-Liberian elite (Brown 1982b,
292). Americo-Liberian identity did not cease but it became one among other identities. The AmericoLiberians today are seen as one among the many ethnic groups of Liberia, albeit with a distinct past.
The tense relations between the Americo-Liberian elite and the natives continued even throughout and
after the war and remains an important element of political rhetoric today. Ellen Johnson Sirleaf,
perceived as Americo-Liberian, for example, stresses the roots of her father, who was the first
indigenous man to sit on the country’s legislature. It was carefully noted by many in 2011 that both
final candidates for the presidential election were Americo-Liberians running with a native as vicecandidate. “If we are truly united as they say, why don’t they be vice president to indigenous? Never
in history! They are always first".340
Ethnicity
The dichotomy between civilized and native ended with Doe’s Krahn rule and was replaced by a
dichotomy between those in power and those marginalized and oppressed. The differences between
the Krahn and other ethnic groups became politicized and polarized because economic and political
differences between the groups increased (Boas 2009, 1333). The Krahn/non-Krahn cleavage replaced
the settler-native divide with unsettling implications for national unity (Dunn and Tarr 1988, 29). The
role of the Mandingo from 1980 to 2003 was a crucial one in this set-up. Doe relied strongly on the
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Prince Johnson, Presidential candidate, Senior Senator from Nimba, in an interview printed in Foreign Policy (Young
2011).
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economic power of the Mandingo. Mandingo networks embraced the shipment of goods into the
interior, retail services for most foreign concessions, heavy involvement in the gold and diamond
trades and the transportation system between the interior and the capital by 1980 (Liebenow 1987,
232). Their favoured status continued (Konneh 1996a). Doe made the Mandingo an important power
base across the country and his allies against political rivals in the non-Krahn counties (Konneh 1996a,
152). Mandingo were found in high positions within the Doe regime and Mandingo traders were
favoured as government contractors (Konneh 1993, 53).
This challenged uncle-nephew bonds and the equilibrium between the political power of the native
tribes and economic success of the Mandingo in the Hinterland. Most local tribes continued to be
marginalized under Doe, but the Mandingo gained even more influence than before. They positioned
themselves no longer as part of the deprived indigenous population, but as a group with a singular
history. This festered resentment among other tribes of Liberia; “the cost of that singularity, of the
triumph of their inclusion, can be seen in the revenge killings of the civil war.” (Konneh 1996a, 153).
Hostility against Mandingo increased in the rural areas.
Taylor, in turn, built his rebellion on an alliance of Mano, Gio and Gola and exploited anti-Mandingo
resentments; especially in Nimba. Soldiers sought to cancel farmer’s debts by harassing or killing
Mandingo moneylenders (Richards 1995). The Mandingo and Krahn had been singled out for reprisal
by the rebel forces with the downfall of the Doe regime (Konneh 1996a). Thousands of Mandingo
were killed and forced into exile as a result of the first civil war from 1989 to 1996. Anti-NPFL and
anti-Taylor armed factions, ULIMO and LURD,341 were founded and supported by the Guinean
government in their desire to undermine Charles Taylor’s trade flows through Conakry. They initiated
the rebellion against Taylor and the second civil war in 2000. Ethnic ascriptions became a central
driver for political and military mobilization. Escalation along ethnic lines destroyed community
structures and native mechanisms for the regulation of conflict failed. The consecutive escalations and
lootings targeted all groups in the end.
“The first war was on the Mandingo and most people of us remained here. So what happened here in
second war, we all went away. Everybody was taken from here.” (Local Zo, interviewed in Dumai in
2010).

Religion
Religion was used by many leaders as a resource for mobilization. Religious symbols and buildings
turned into symbols for ethnic groups. Conflicts between the groups were increasingly fought with
reference to religious institutions and symbols. Mandingo were seen as Muslims, Lorma as Poro and
Americo-Liberians as Christians. This common perception was not correct and simplified the
complicated situation on the ground. None of the religious groups was homogenous, nor was it related
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ULIMO was the first Mandingo faction that fought Taylor, starting in 1991. It was made up of Mandingo and Krahn
ethnic groups. The group fragmented into ethnic factions (ULIMO-K and ULIMO-J) in 1994. LURD was established in 1999
in reaction to Taylor’s exploitative presidency. It was a reunion of Krahn and Mandingo in exile. Its members were mostly
former ULIMO fighters.
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to specific ethnic groups. The different ethnic groups whose members have partially or nearly
completely adopted Muslim belief showed a remarkable lack of a trans-ethnic sense of Islamic
community (Civil Affairs Section UNMIL 2009). Concurring Christian denominations had influence
in Liberia, with the Pentecostals being the most prominent. The Poro were split into many local
variants among the tribes of the Poro belt. Masking societies were popular in other parts of Liberia,
with little relation to the Poro (Universität Zürich. Sammlung für Völkerkunde 1980).
The consequences of ethnic and religious fragmentation on Lofa
The escalatory potential of ethnic fragmentation and religious mobilization, in combination with
national political dynamics, can be seen in the wars in Lofa. The Mandingo increased their economic
and political influence under Doe. They rejected membership in secret societies and built their trade
networks on more secular alliances with the Krahn and their own political leadership. Some Mandingo
rejected the Poro based on Islam’s monotheistic claims.
“The problem started growing when the Mandingo was protesting that they can’t join the Poro society.
No longer. So that from there the problem was created.” (Mandingo member of the regional Peace
Committee in Lofa County, interviewed in 2010).

The adherence of local communities in Lofa to the Poro increased under Doe and throughout the war.
Some Poro groups misused their cultural practices to demonstrate their power against the Mandingo.
“We, the Muslim people, have certain stages in the year that we usually celebrate, like the Ramadan and
three day special prayer day. We can celebrate those days regarding our religious principles. During one
of these celebrations, and before doing it, we informed them, they agreed. But after we did all the
preparations for the celebration, they had the closed door programme and destroyed all our materials for
that programme.” (Local imam of Dumai, interviewed in 2010)

The rural population in Lofa welcomed the NPFL as an opportunity to relativize the dominant position
that the Mandingo had acquired. The growing tensions between the Mandingo, closely allied with
Doe, and the Lorma, who felt excluded from Doe’s system, contributed to a relatively cordial
relationship between the NPFL fighters and local rulers. “We were never reliant on the government,
they just let us down, bring us nothing. The rebels, we thought, could change things at least.”342
Mandingo felt betrayed by their uncles. They saw the uncle-nephew bond destroyed, when the Lorma
sided with NPFL. Most Mandingo in Lofa fled to Guinea. Some entered Liberia as members of the
LURD rebellion in 2003. ULIMO troops at the end of the first war and LURD troops at the beginning
of the second war desecrated Poro and Sande shrines on their way back into Lofa “because that [the
Poro] was the power of the people”.343 Religions and their symbols had become identifiers of factions
in conflict and markers for in- and out-group boundaries.344
It was nearly impossible to get a comprehensive account of Lofean events during the war, even among
the highly educated people in Voinjama. A single comprehensive narrative could be provided by a
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former priest who works for the local office of an international NGO in Voinjama. Many parts of his
version were confirmed by pieces of other interviews. The course of events was directly and indirectly
confirmed by many interview partners, though in a less comprehensive fashion. His narrative is
provided at full length, to give an extended account of the events in Lofa. The narrative does not claim
historical validity, nor is it free of subjective view points. It provides an account of things that
happened during the war in Lofa and led to the conflicts still persistent today, from the perspective of
those who experienced it.

Taylor’s War
Where the problem came from, 1990, when the war came it started in Nimba, it started between the
national army and Charles Taylor’s rebels. After a certain time, the Mandingo were doing
something that the rebels did not like. So they started killing the Mandingo. From what we learned,
it was like rebels used to creep to come into town to buy bread and Mandingo used to put poison in
the bread. Besides that, when Krahn people who in the national army used to come, the Mandingo
would point at Gio people’s houses. That’s how the rumple killing of the Gio started taking place.
Besides that, when they know that bread bought from Mandingo were poisoned, they, Gio, felt that
Mandingo were their enemies to them. Then they started killing Mandingo. Whether you are
Mandingo or Muslim or just have a Mandingo name, you will be killed, whether you are part of it or
not. In Liberia, the notion is that once you are Muslim, you are Mandingo so they will kill you. (…)
Where the problems came from between Lorma and Mandingo is before the rebels could come in
the city of Voinjama, in July 1990, they will write anonymous letters and someone just come maybe
in the night and drop it all round anywhere. When you get up in the morning, you see the letter and
you read it, it will say freedom fighters will be capturing this city soon. So you are hereby asked to
make sure all Mandingo, all police, all Krahn and government security personnel should leave. We
don’t want to see anyone who ever stay, you are doing it at your own risk. Take these letters and
read them, also give them to the authorities to read them, they called meeting of everybody and told
that this what the rebels are saying and they have captured other parts including Gbarnga.
They say if they can enter Monrovia, they can enter here. So the best thing is, all those who they
don’t want to see, it is better you leave from here. Go where you can go for your safety. If it
happens that they come and everything is kind, you can come back. They told the Mandingo our
nephews, we been your people, we love you please go to Guinea so that when this war comes and is
finished, you can still return and everybody agreed. We don’t want to see them kill Mandingo
people and Krahn people and all soldiers. Everybody say it was a good thing. The army commander
for the county told the soldiers that we are cut off from the entire country and if even they call for
reinforcement, we can’t get it. Therefore, all soldiers, you please assemble your arms, uniform in
the barracks and go where you want and said the army is being dissolved. That how some of the
people left for Guinea, some for Sierra Leone.
Bakedu Massacre
From information, some of the Mandingo came to some Lorma people and told them we are
leaving, going back to Guinea, but we beg, here are my cattle let me leave them with you and
Lorma will say no, you don’t leave anything with me. So the people left their things and went.
Lorma refused to take responsibilities of any property. That was not the major problem. The
Mandingo, according to information, they decided there is some molly man who said, I will make a
sacrifice and no war will enter Bakedu. No gun will be fired in Bakedu and it was performed. He
said as long you are living in Bakedu, you are safe. Lots of the Mandingo people stay there and
others went to Guinea. Most had high regard for the molly man, so lots of people went to Bakedu to
reside there because they felt safe with the sacrifice.
When rebels entered Voinjama and its surroundings, they went to Bakedu and were well received
by the Mandingo. Because rebels did not go with firing guns and told them we only came to put our
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flag up and the rebels’ flag is red. So you people can bless us, we already have the country. So they
were received and entertained. They told the people before we do anything, we can ask God so we
want you people to go pray with the Gio Mandingo and Mano Mandingo and they spoke their
language. So the Mandingo were so surprised because there were Mandingo people amongst the
rebels. They were relaxed and forgot about any other thing. Never knew that these people have
come and planted their men around the town just waiting for one gun firing sound. So everybody
went in the mosque for prayer, including the rebels. From information, when they bowed down to
pray - and you know when you bow down, you cannot see a thing - rebels opened fire at them and
killed over 300 Mandingo in a massacre. The rest ran in the bushes and went to Guinea.
Lorma looting for NPFL
Then the Mandingo kingdom, now known as Quardu Gboni district, the entire district became no
man’s land and their properties including cattles were all there. Their farms, their gardens, rice in
the kitchen, many things, cows, goats, sheep. The rebels began to request for cattle in the Lorma
towns. After eating all, no rebels were brave to go in these places. But when they discovered that
cattle in the Lorma towns are finished, they started forcing the Lorma people to go in the Mandingo
farms to loot their properties, under gun point by the rebels to loot for them. They are harvesting the
farms for the rebels and they are looting the houses for the rebels.
So the information went to Guinea to the Mandingo people that Lorma people are coming looting
your properties including your cattle. Then the Mandingo people said, can Lorma people do that to
us? We don’t believe it. Some Mandingo who were brave would take their single barrel gun and
came and set an ambush to wait to see whether it is true, and they would see that Lorma people are
coming looting their properties with rebels amongst them. So the Mandingo will shoot the people
and run back to Guinea. So the rebels knew that this area was not too safe for them so they used to
force the Lorma people to go there and bring things for them. (…) That was 1990.
Black Monday massacre
1991, ULIMO was founded basically by Krahn and Mandingo. After some time there was a mosque
in a town called Lawolazu where Lorma people were relaxed, they didn’t know that the ULIMO
war was coming against them. When the war entered there in 1994, there was a day called the Black
Monday. That was the day used to kill more than 500 Lorma people. They assembled all the Lorma
people in the public school field. They just said, you come here, and you come here. But they did
not know what for, like go brush the road or do this or do that. So they all came. Then they see a car
come by and pulled people in the car. They carried them and they massacred them. Shooting over
there. That mass killing was done on that day. That is why people called it Black Monday. It was
like revenge against the Lorma based on what they did to the Mandingo. Everyone who is going to
revenge would do greater harm than the person who has done to him first. That is what happened.
Desecration of Poro bushes
So, when they came, what put them apart, the main thing was the Mandingo now, every secret
society area, the shrine, they started to go into these areas where they had never been before and
digging out things that women had never laid eyes on before in the history of the Lorma. What no
member of the society is not allowed to see, they started to see. They started taking these masks and
carried it into Guinea and displayed it there. For Lorma men, he rather die than the secret be
revealed. So they say what, this people lived among us could they be brave to go to our places and
dig out these things that we have preserved over centuries? Only to reveal to people we don’t expect
to see? When we go, no Mandingo men to live in any Lorma town. They go and live on the other
side. Because when we go, they would no longer respect us. Because they already know the secret
of our culture and our society. There is nothing they can fear, they already know what you got. They
will not respect us; they will not respect our culture. These things were put in place, because on a
certain level, you will be afraid of me, because you don’t know what I got. Or I will be afraid of you
because I don't know what you got. Not in terms of money, but in terms of cultural practices and all
of these things and the evil things I will do will make you afraid of me.
Return after 1997 election
That’s how, when the Lorma came back, all the towns they took over, for ULIMO, they took over
and established their thing. So when the war was over, an election was held in 1997, the Lorma
returned and resided in the villages made something, you Lorma, you build your house here and
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there and take all the strategic area where Mandingo were and settle there. Because when they
come, house is already there. So that’s one way to make them know they cannot settle among us. As
their house is taken and structure is already on these spots. We have to tell them where to put their
building. And two, as long as you are a Lorma man, do not accommodate any Mandingo man who
enters this town. When you accommodate, you are in trouble. So, that was in a way that Mandingo
should be prevented from living in town where they had been living with us before. Because they
feel, that if Mandingo living among us, they will not respect our culture. So that was the split,
Lorma feel that Mandingo living among them will not fear their culture and then Mandingo feel
that, well he have lived among this people for many years, we got properties, and today we can’t
change... where do we live? Our parents born us here, we have done so many things and then today,
we should go different place? Should I go different place to create a new home?
From what I understand what brought 1999 LURD war, even though Charles Taylor was not in
good understanding with the international community, this town they called Zawadamai where my
wife comes from, during the ULIMO war, according to information, they unroofed a house built
with different drawing of devils. It is belief that the secret devil was in that house so now, when
ULIMO war was being fought, they deroofed the house and put it over the mosque.
There was zinc that was sent to the town people which the rebel used to do certain development
worked with it. This zinc was used by the Mandingo to build a mosque. Now when Taylor was
elected, this information had gone to other Lorma people that the zincs that was sent here for other
projects Mandingo have taken it and put on their mosque. People deroof our devil’s house and put
the zinc over their mosque, it will not stay. In February 1999, people came to have some sacrifices
or feast of those who died in the war. When I left I came back here, those that were left there,
demanded that the zinc that was put over the mosque must be brought down today. And they had lot
of Mandingo fighters living in that town. Even though they have disarmed, but many of them had
their arms in the bushes. When they forced it to unroof the mosque, fighting broke out, people
started firing, Lorma boys had single barrel guns and the Mandingo boys had the automatic guns
such as AK47, M1, RPG and others.
Unfortunately for the Mandingo boys, the automatic guns could not fire because they had stayed
long under the ground. That’s how Lorma started running behind them until they went in the bushes
and make sure that they don’t stay closer to the town. They had single barrel guns and they were in
the majority. The authority heard it and went in. They burn some of the Mandingo houses and there
was an old man, a Mandingo man, who remained in the house and got burnt. When the information
came to Voinjama, the police came and arrested the gang leaders of the Lorma people, brought them
here and put them in jail. That was February 21 1999. Then that built tension between the Lorma
and Mandingo. Even in town here you would really see that it would give an outbreak of war.
1999 LURD war
So in 1999, after two months, on April 21, the day that make it two months after the incident in that
town, we heard the gun firing sound from the Guinea border way and it started advancing on us
until it came to town. Never knew all the security people had left the town. Only civilians were in
the town. So, as the firing pressed on the town, people who live at the outskirts of the town left for
their villages and those in the city centre did not know what to do that night and what happened
around.
About 10 o’clock in the morning, rebels were now going from house to house taking people from
there, carrying them to the Mandingo quarter, then we heard firing sound from Monrovia highway
and we went indoor. They were all Mandingo, but at that time they had no name. The government
troops came and took over, went from house to house and told the civilians to leave and go on
Monrovia highway, go as far as you can. Then the government took over the entire city after a day.
And they looted the entire city. Greediness. Government soldiers looted everything in the city. In all
UN agencies, others, NGOs offices, were looted from computer to everything for a good two weeks.
Time after time LURD will take over from the government troops and later the government troops
take over from LURD until finally LURD took over.
The second war was now a mix of Mandingo, Lorma, Gbandi and Kissi. There were lots of Lorma
boys who were fighting along with the Mandingo people against the government troop. One reason
should be Lorma boys were forcefully recruited to join or some voluntarily joined to protect their
lives. What happened in the ULIMO days was that people were forced to loot and if you refused
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you were killed, so if you have arms and I get arms you will not force me to loot. Lots of Lorma
were part of LURD. My sister in law’s son who was living with me, he joined also but he was
killed. (…) Lot of things happened.
At the end of the second war, Lorma people took possession of their Lorma town. And the
Mandingo were left in Voinjama and in the Mandingo chiefdom area. So that’s how Samadu and
Vonnamah, the Mandingo boys that were on that side there settled. There were few Lorma in these
towns including Dumai. So the Mandingo settled, and almost they are equal proportion there. The
war ended before they began to come back. So when we came back, people started preaching let’s
come together to be one. Let’s forget about the differences.” (Local NGO worker, interviewed in
Voinjama in 2010)

Many external commentators reported the Liberian conflict as caused by ancient tribal hatreds, based
on such events. This is misleading and ignoring the fact that these ancient tribal hatreds were no older
than the 1980s. The structures of the secret societies were often blamed for the massive escalations
throughout the civil wars in Liberia. A common characterization of secret societies as religious and
cultural systems explicitly impeding democratization and as a key resource for the extreme violence of
the civil wars in Liberia is misleading and can be rejected based on anthropological accounts (Moran
2006, 6).345 The escalations described in Ellis’ The Mask of Anarchy (Ellis 2007) were “a perversion of
socio-religious practices in a period of extreme social stress” (Boas 2005, 80). They should not be seen
as representative of the general role of the Poro in local communities.
5.2.4.3 Local resistance and its collapse
To describe community practices during the period of Doe and Taylor rule is a challenging endeavour.
First-hand accounts are rare. International scientists rarely entered into Liberia during the years of
violence. Educated Liberians either fled the country or were heavily involved in the fighting. Personal
accounts, if available at all, are highly subjective and regionalized. Retrospective analysis is overly
focused on the roles of Charles Taylor and Prince Johnson, ignoring the involvement of other political
leaders, many of them in the highest offices today. The situation after 1990 was highly chaotic seen
from the outside. Many Liberians needed to flee back and forth until they could return to their homes
from 2005 onwards. Singular research, such as the works of Philippa Atkinson (2000a; 2000b) and
Amos Sawyer (1992; 1993), provides accounts of how local communities managed to organize
themselves in the evacuation camps and once they returned between and after the wars. The following
descriptions are mainly based on their accounts.
National authority had degenerated to an authoritarian and exploitative regime. Doe and Taylor
delegated representatives to the districts and villages to extend their power to the Hinterland. The
constitutional provision that the president could appoint town, clan and paramount chiefs was misused
by both to secure control over the Hinterland. The representatives were not recruited from the local
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population, but young ex-combatants and associated members of the ruling factions.346 Their prime
task was to secure the communities’ allegiance.
Resistance to external domination
Much research and popular literature on Liberia shifts the blame for the patrimonial behaviour of some
Liberian rulers onto the passivity and tolerance for corruption of the suffering masses. This perception
ignores the micro level and less visible structures of great importance on the community level in
favour of a state-centred perspective (Moran 2006, 28). The misuse of power on behalf of the
delegated leadership provoked resistance in many communities. “Our eyes are now open, we will not
be so easily fooled again.”347 Local practices were strengthened as a means to escape state control.
Communities developed their own mechanisms to sustain basic services for those who stayed for
major periods during the civil wars. Secret societies, self-help groups and other informal structures
kept the country going during the civil war, for the most part without international assistance. “We
survived because we pulled together.”348
Doe and Taylor continued attempts to co-opt Poro authority. Both appointed themselves as Grand Zo.
Poro symbols and Poro authority were used by leading government officials and army chiefs. Taylor
even instructed his representatives in the town to conform to local systems and respect customs
associated with the secret societies (Atkinson and Mulbah 2000b), but the fact that delegated leaders
claimed to behave like traditional chiefs did not make them recognized as such by the local
population. Most delegated leaders had limited knowledge of the rituals and functions of the Poro as
they came from regions where secret societies had not existed. “Knowledgeable authorities on the
Poro could only be amused by Doe’s presumption of any real power over the Zos” (Liebenow 1987,
269).
Poro authority has often adopted opportunistic behaviour vis-a-vis the government (Sawyer 2005, 60).
The new armed leaders were obeyed and accommodated in many communities, but attempts were
made to co-opt them. Poro authorities supported the initiatives of the armed leaders whom they
considered appropriate, but creatively and quietly organized resistance to protect the interest of local
people where necessary (Sawyer 2005, 60). The Poro was central for organizing community resistance
in Lofa and other regions along the Poro belt. Many local villages sought recourse in traditional
institutions to cope with the situation and keep their original village structure intact despite external
domination (Boas 2005). Poro authorities were attributed with a deeper order of legitimacy than any
group of secular rulers and commanders (Sawyer 2005, 60). They constituted a parallel but
unobtrusive authority structure and constrained the actions and behaviours of those armed men “who
operated with hardly any supervision and whose loyalty was only to a leader in Monrovia” (Sawyer
346
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2005, 60). The Poro turned into some form of pan-ethnic social institution for secret rebellion against
the Taylor system.
The increasing intensity of the war caused community structures of resistance to collapse, however.
Violence was directed not only to associates of the government, but to large parts of the population
(Atkinson and Mulbah 2000a). The different factions were fighting each other, taking and retaking
control over the communities, looting the abandoned houses and fields. Such attacks often hit people
by surprise:
“We were here living together, when on April 24 one day war came, then everybody was scared.”
(Lorma youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010).
“When the war came we went into the bush. People came and captured us and brought us to town. Later
we went into the bush.” (Mandingo elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010).

The failure of civilizing mechanisms
The war and the abusive rule of national and local leaders had drastic effects on the communities. The
different mechanisms to socially embed competition and conflict prior to the war failed. Local answers
remained strongly limited to the community level. The integration of local conflicts into national and
sometimes international dynamics overstrained the capacities of the local communities to handle them
(Boas and Hatloy 2008, 34). Local efforts to establish community life and maintain law and order
were often toppled by counterproductive dynamics on the national level between the two wars
(Atkinson and Mulbah 2000a). The Liberia prior to 2002 was “simply not an environment particularly
conducive to democracy” (International Crisis Group 2002, 6).
The wars challenged established community structures and limited the cohesiveness that was key to
making local mechanisms work prior to the war. (1) Leadership structures were disrupted and local
chiefs were forced to leave during the conflict (Temin 2004). Their social positions were weakened
throughout the war. The violence of the civil wars overstrained their capacities. They were no longer
able to fulfil their prime task, that is, to protect the village and family. This decreased their status in
relation to the youth, who joined the combatants.
“During the war the elders just ran away and left us here, we had to learn to take care of ourselves”
(Local farmer, as cited in Atkinson et al. (2000a, 28).

(2) The youth challenged the power of the elders during the war. The conflict offered large
opportunities to those who were left behind if they took up arms (Richards 1996). It provided some
sort of order and social organization, as well as the only possibility for upward social mobility (Utas
2003). The long history of war has led to a whole generation of young men and women used to
violence as a means to secure income and protect one’s family under conditions of marginalization by
the political and economic elite (Boas 2001). Empirical research has shown that enrolment in various
factions took place mainly out of free will, based on a person’s particular situation (Boas and Hatloy
2008).
“I joined the war because of the advantage it gave me, in security, some joined to get food for their
parents, others were forced to join” (former combatant, as cited in Atkinson et al. (2000b).
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Being a faction member often offered protection from the manifold abuses committed by the warring
factions that parents and traditional leaders could no longer offer (Boas 2005).
(3) The different ethnic groups challenged each other’s authority. Bonds between different tribes, such
as between the Lorma and the Mandingo, ceased to mitigate violence. Ethnic fragmentation cut across
villages and destroyed mechanisms to socially embed conflict. Education turned into a key factor of
the conflict by helping to “sow the seeds of disunity and bringing division among the youth.”349
Education served as a means to gain influence and escape marginalization. Many young people aspired
for modern rather than traditional ways of living, increasing the divide between those who remained in
the village and those who made it in Monrovia.
(4) Traditional customary fora suffered from distorted communities. Elders were displaced to urban
areas or living in evacuation camps. Those who stayed had decreasing impact on the young (Herman
and Martin-Ortega 2011). Many informal mechanisms that had been used to pass tradition on broke
down along with the community structures vital to their continuity. Many of today’s leaders learned
from their experiences in the evacuation camps, “we used to see people doing it, there we got the
experience”350, but the approaches often differed strongly from one camp to another.
As a result, the communities faced the escalation helplessly. Some members joined the different
factions, but most evacuated to Guinea or later to Monrovia. A small number stayed, some returned
between the wars, but most remained in the camps during the second war or for a period of as long as
15 years, from 1999 to 2005. The secret societies contributed to the fragmentation and final
breakdown of the Liberian state. What remains widely ignored, however, is that formal institutions
were used for warfare just the same. Doe and Taylor committed grave human rights violations in the
name of democracy and with referral to state authority. Both fields, the imported and the local, were
prone to misuse. During the war, they both failed to prevent the massive escalation of violence.

5.3 The degeneration of fields – comparative account
The previous sections provided a detailed account of local and national practices to deal with the most
central areas of conflict and community organization in Liberia and Mindanao: justice, decisionmaking, security and land allocation. It showed that early trade introduced new practices that merged
with older ones. It showed that colonialism and settlement introduced new sets of rules and capitals
that were initially largely separate from the local ones (dualism). They interacted with already existing
approaches as the new rulers extended their governance to the more rural areas (hybridization).
Finally, both converged on the regional levels, largely eliminating checks and balances inherent to
both the local and the imported fields. The result was war and abusive elite rule.
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The effects of the increasing economization and globalization, the Cold War and its end, the
mediatisation of war, climate change or the war on terror, on the local societies is already devastating.
Empirical evidence presented in this chapter introduces an additional argument to explain the
pervasiveness of violence in certain world regions and the instability of current post-war societies that
should trigger a more informed and reflective debate about current peace- and statebuilding
interventions: local governance approaches are not likely to disappear. Their logic is often very
incompatible with imported approaches to governance. The combination of the two is potentially most
destructive to local societies, if the impact of their combination is not carefully reflected upon. Such a
reflection requires, above all, a thorough understanding of the local approaches as they exist in the
respective regions and an assessment of the possibilities and the reach of imported governance in the
given context.
The following paragraphs give a comparative account of the destructive impact of dualism, and later
on hybridity, between the local and the imported fields in Liberia and the Philippines. It serves as a
foundation to understand post-war dynamics in both cases as they are explored in the subsequent
chapter, The burden of peace. To explain the degeneration of two fields that have both provided long
periods of stability in distinct world regions, one needs to understand (1) the main logics of both fields
and (2) their transformation during implementation (imported field) and as a reaction to changing
circumstances (local field).
5.3.1

The logics of the imported and the local field

Some suggestions about the logics of the local and the imported fields have already been given in the
theoretical chapter, Key concepts, with reference to the liberal-customary divide. Evidence has shown
that the local fields in both countries largely relate to what has often been termed customary in the
theoretical debate. Imported fields build their legitimacy on institutions and norms that are usually
defined and termed as liberal. Yet, the logics of the fields in the respective case studies are not
necessarily congruent with customary and liberal approaches on the theoretical level as described and
vary to a considerable degree between the two countries. The intention of this sub-chapter thus is to
specify the logics of the local and the imported fields based on the empirical material as presented in
the case studies. This attempt shall serve to provide a more empirically grounded understanding of
local and imported approaches and provide an analytical base to trace their transformation and
interplay as it occurred throughout the history of both countries and finally led to violence and war.
The local field
The local fields in Mindanao and Liberia are based on the local lifeworlds and are strongly rooted in
the respective cultures. Most aspects are governed by a specific habitus. Practices of interaction are
intuitive, taken for granted and rarely reflected upon. This extends to areas that are otherwise
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formalized in the imported system: decision-making, justice and land allocation. The underlying
approaches are organic, open for transformation, flexible and highly contextual.
People in the Philippines and Liberia settled in residential groups based on tribal settlement. The clan
(Mindanao) or lineage (Liberia) emerged as the main category of social organization. Most goods, as
well as land, were treated as family owned, based on the concept of trusteeship. Strangers could be
integrated into both a family and a community according to traditional mechanisms and were usually
connected to a stranger father that catered for their needs and was responsible for their conduct.
Marriage served as a central means to integrate newcomers into community hierarchies and to link
different clans and lineages to one another. The individual was embedded into the group based on its
relational position in a complex social hierarchy. This relational position (that could change depending
on the context) defined the individuals’ function for the bigger community and corresponding rights
and obligations.
Justice rested on custom and has been neither codified nor universal. Political leadership was usually
in the hands of the landowning clan/lineage and a leader was chosen based on a mix of seniority,
genealogy, age and individual accomplishments. The followers of a leader, in most cases his family
members and members of allied families, were loyal to him and subordinated under his rule, while the
leader needed to cater for their social and physical protection. Leaders were often appointed for a
lifetime and given nearly universal powers, from administrative to judiciary to religious functions, but
those powers remained informal and were embedded within different control mechanisms that will be
called checks and balances in the following paragraphs.
The genealogical system in Mindanao provided one such control mechanism as it created a number of
potential followers as genealogical status could be derived from both maternal and paternal lines.
Leaders needed to prove their abilities with regard to community organization, warfare and mediation
skills. Autochthony in combination with secret societies served to limit the power of appointed leaders
in Liberia. Social organization was divided into two spheres and each lineage dominated one sphere.
The public sphere was dominated by the autochthonous group who provided village leadership and
administered the community. Leadership in the secret sphere was usually held by the sub-dominant
lineage and served as a corrective for the public sphere through sporadic interventions. Councils of
elders and other informal bodies further had the power to advise, control and in severe cases, impeach
leaders in both cases. As everything was community owned, the leader lost all possessions and
advantages associated with his position, once impeached or diseased. The concept of community
ownership ensured that no sub-group could permanently hold land at the expense of the majority.
Finally, feuds, raids and possibilities of bi- and multilateral alliances between clans and lineages
served as correctives against the predominance of one clan over all others. Violence was widespread,
but it was embedded within a social system.
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The imported field
A comparable characteristic can be drawn for the imported field as it reached the two countries with
colonialism and Americo-Liberian settlement respectively. The imported field was largely codified,
based on standardized procedures. Codification resulted, at best, from deliberative processes based on
rational argumentation. In most cases, it had been derived from American legislation. Codes were
treated as universal and static. The imported approach has focused on the individual and built on
private ownership of land and goods. Administrative units, rather than the family, served as the basis
for social organization and were aggregated up to the national and international level. Newcomers,
once accepted as full citizens, had equal rights. The individual was integrated into the larger
community (here: nation) as a citizen with universal rights and duties. The main normative framework
for the imported field was the state, even though statehood remained often weak.
The selection of leadership was formally based on majority vote in which every citizen could
participate. Specific characteristics, however, informed such votes, dependent on the context and the
position. Leaders were usually elected for a short time (4-5 years) and needed to be re-elected
afterwards. The logic was one of voting (for the leader) in exchange for representation (of the voter).
Leadership roles in the imported field were separated between spiritual roles (religious leaders) and
mundane roles. The mundane roles were further divided between economic and political positions.
The latter were finally separated between judiciary, legislative and executive power.
Some of the checks and balances ideally inherent to the imported field have already been mentioned in
relation to the selection of leadership. The separation of power served as an inherent corrective to the
imported field. Short election cycles gave the population opportunities to re-evaluate the performance
of their leaders and to deselect those with a bad performance. Free markets served as a further
corrective. Economic and political power should ideally not be in the hands of the same people and the
state should not control the flow of goods. Finally, the division between national, regional and local
rule served as checks and balances in many democratic countries and did so initially in Liberia and
Mindanao, where local rulers were theoretically subordinate to national rule but could rule their
regions with vast liberties.
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Local
Working
logics

Leadership

Checks &
balances

Imported

Based on local lifeworld / habitus

Codified, based on standardized procedures

Intuitive, rules taken for granted,
internalization

Deliberation, rational argumentation, majority /
minority principle, competitive

Organic, flexible, contextual

Universal, static

Community (family) ownership

Private (individual) ownership

Clan / lineage as base for social
organization

Individual / citizen as central unit of social
organisation

Integration of newcomers along traditional
hierarchies

Newcomers (once accepted) with equal rights

The individual as person in a complex
social hierarchy (mother / sister / daughter
/ aunt / widow / head / chairlady) with
corresponding rights and duties.

The individual as citizen with universal rights
and duties.

Appointment based on prestige
(genealogy, age, achievements).

Majority election, selection criteria based on
context.

Universal leadership

Separation of leadership roles (spiritual and
mundane; business, politics and media)

Life-time appointment

Short-term election

Allegiance in exchange for social and
physical protection

Vote based on representation

Inheritance law (Mindanao)

Separation of power

Secret societies (Liberia)

Election cycles

All power revoked when impeached from
position

Free markets

Councils of elders to embed and control
power of individual leader

Independent media

Raids, feuds and alliances to limit power
of distinct clans

Division between national and regional rule

Table 3: Working logics, leadership structure and checks & balances of local and imported fields in comparison.

5.3.2

The transformation of the local and the imported field and the consequences of
hybridity

The description of the imported and the local field provides an ideal-typical account of the underlying
logics as derived from the case studies. These case studies have also shown that many of the checks
and balances inherent to the two fields failed to materialize and that leaders have been abusive and
misused their power. A few became very rich at the expense of the masses. The rural population has
been largely marginalized and finally large-scale violence escalated. None of the two systems should
be seen as inherently conducive to such massive violence, yet violence escalated twice in Liberia and
reescalates sporadically in Mindanao. There are a number of reasons for the failure to socially embed
violence in both fields and to uphold their inherent logics. These have been explored in the case
studies separately and will be comparatively analysed in this section, focusing on the interplay
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between the local and the imported fields. The tables at the end of each sub-chapter are based on
information provided in the respective chapter and complemented with empirical material from the
case studies.
5.3.2.1 Islamization and trade
Muslims arrived as traders in both regions, although at different times (the twelfth century in
Mindanao and the fifteenth century in Liberia). They started to settle and integrate into local structures
in order to secure trade routes. They married into local families. Many traders became advisors to local
leaders. Their approach to Islam was moderate. Islamic structures, as they arrived in Mindanao, had
already mingled with the Malayan ones. The traders that settled in Lofa were faithful to Islam but had
numerous molly men and their own secret societies at the same time. Islamic practices as they arrived
in Mindanao and Liberia were highly organic and held numerous possibilities to be combined with
local customs.
The local population in animist Mindanao was open to the knowledge and religion of the newcomers.
The sultanates were founded to organize the local communities in larger social entities and stabilize
trade routes in the interior. Local customs prevailed within the communities and Islamic structures
were used to secure social organization beyond the communities. These new sultans could not rule ad
libidum. They relied on the loyalty of the community leaders, as the loyalty of the local population
remained with their datus, not with the sultans. The hierarchy between the practices of the traders and
local customs was clear. Aspects of the earlier integrated into the latter based on traditional hierarchies
and approaches of marriage and advice. The resulting amalgam in Mindanao was informally organized
and socially accepted. The sultanates were organized based on Islamic principles and the communities
based on custom. None could overrule the other but many Islamic rules were implemented along
traditional hierarchies. Muslim practices and religion mixed with local ones, creating a fusion of
Mindanaon customary and Malayan Islamic structures. The waqaf and the Luwaran shall serve as
examples for the resulting hybridity. The waqaf institutionalized the customary system of trusteeship
and served as a system of social security for the communities and beyond. The Luwaran collected
customary norms and linked them to Arabic (thus not necessarily Muslim) script, but applied them
through the rank-sensitive lens of customary law, based on the concept of maratabat.
The local population along the Poro belt in Liberia was less open to the religion of the traders. The
resulting situation was not a fusion of practices as in Mindanao, but an integration of strangers along
traditional hierarchies and practices. The arrival of the Mandingo brought little change to native
practices. Where the Mandingo mixed, they largely integrated into the existing system. They settled in
Lofa and mingled with the local population following the uncle-nephew scheme, marrying local
women and entering into an asymmetric alliance with the resident Lorma tribes. Many traders joined
the secret societies as a means to enlarge their trade network, to enter into alliances with the local
chiefs and to get access to political and judicial power. The practices of those traders were not very
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different from the local ones. Leadership was based on seniority and genealogy, combined with
economic and social success. The political and judicial power of the Lorma balanced the increasing
economic power of the Mandingo.
5.3.2.2 Colonialism and AmericoLiberian settlement
Colonialism in Mindanao and early Americo-Liberian settlement in Liberia challenged this balance
based on local hierarchies and practices. An alternative governance approach was introduced that the
colonialists and settlers perceived as superior to the local one. The newcomers had no intention to mix
with the local population as strangers and based on traditional approaches of marriage and
autochthony. The notion of a nation was born, but did not resonate locally. Mindanaons and native
Liberians preferred and continued to adhere to their lineage/clan based forms of social organization.
The new leaders were formally in control of the state, but depended on local leaders as they could
never extend their influence to the more remote areas. The resulting dualism between a minority
claiming to govern and administer a nation according to imported rules, and a majority, largely
ignorant of these new rulers and their approaches, is characteristic of this historical period. It laid the
foundation for the division between those who followed imported rules and those who followed local
ones and the resulting hybridity in practices and social organization that destroyed the checks and
balances inherent to both systems in the following century. The beginnings of what is often termed
neo-patrimonialism and warlordism can be traced back to this period in which a few native leaders,
loyal to the new rulers, could amass enormous resources, which then trickled down through
established networks of clan/lineage loyalty that stabilized their rule in return.
The approach of the American colonizers in Mindanao was governed by the idea of civilizing the
natives and of ruling the local population through indirect rule. They largely replicated what the
Spanish introduced in the northern islands: an indigenous upper class based on genealogical
inheritance and cemented through the privileges which came with indirect rule. The new
administrators co-opted loyal local leadership through incentives such as pilgrimages, scholarships and
salaries for their administrative services. This increased the power, capital and prestige of the local
leaders and laid the foundation for a stronger division between elites and followers as well as an
increased importance of the clan for social and economic survival. The resources associated with
colonialism trickled down from loyal leadership through the kinship network. Social organization
remained based on traditional structures, but the imported system of liberal democracy gained
importance on higher levels. The frictions between the two concepts became visible and the power of
those who could engage in both fields was accumulated.
Liberia has no such typical colonial history and the local societies were only challenged in 1821 when
the Americo-Liberian settlers founded their own democratic state while excluding the native
population from political office and institutions. In its early phases, the new government had little
impact on Lofa and other non-coastal regions, but had to extend its control over the Hinterland
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through a mix of patronage and military force under pressure from French and British colonialism in
the border regions. The imported approach introduced by the settlers was largely based on the
constitution of the USA. It formally introduced competitive elections, a separation of power, private
land ownership and codified formal law. It referred only to the civilized people of Liberia; initially
only settlers, but later on their offspring as well as a very few natives who entered into civilized status
through education, political office and conversion. This introduced a clear dichotomy between the
civilized settlers and the native indigenous population.
5.3.2.3 Extensive settlement and extension of settler rule to the Hinterland
The impact of the imported field and the effects of hybridity beyond the capital in the northern
provinces in the Philippines and Liberia became visible the more the new elites interfered in local
governance. This was done through increased settlement of Christians from the northern islands to
Mindanao in the 1930s and a definite extension of settler rule to the Hinterland beginning in 1904 in
Liberia. The attempt of both administrations was to subordinate local norms and rules under national
ones and to integrate local leadership into the new state. Those who were unaware of such attempts or
bluntly resisted them were marginalized on a large scale, while those loyal to the new leadership could
gain enormous resources that cemented their leadership across generations. National rulers interfered
in local power balances intentionally (Mindanao) or based on pragmatic necessities (Liberia) and laid
the foundation for ethnic and religious identity formation. The resulting convergence of local and
imported rule on the regional level, the resistance of the local population to being subordinated under
imported governance, the failure of imported rule to meaningfully govern the more rural areas and the
emergence of ethnic tensions led to the collapse of both imported and local governance because it
eliminated inherent checks and balances that regulated power and managed conflict prior to hybridity.
The subordination of local rule under imported rule
National leadership in both countries, the Commonwealth government under Quezon in the
Philippines and the Americo-Liberians in Liberia, tried to extend national rule to the rural areas. Both
were aware that the current administration would never be able to fully reach the rural areas. Quezon
attempted to subordinate the local Mindanaon population through the settlement of Christian settlers
from the north who were more adept in Christian values and imported rule. The number of Christian
settlers increased dramatically in the mid nineteenth century and they were no longer encouraged or
willing to be subordinated under datu rule. Local datus with no democratic legitimation were no longer
recognized by the national government and the settler population. Local customs were abrogated
where they contradicted national laws. Community and regional approaches based on local rules were
finally repelled by the sheer dominance of Christian settlers. The Americo-Liberians opted for the
continuity of indirect rule. They tried to use local customs and hierarchies to stabilize the situation in
the Hinterland and legally subordinated local custom under national legislation in the R&R. The social
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organization and judicial systems of the local populations remained largely untouched, as long as it did
not challenge or contradict national laws.
Unawareness, resistance and resulting marginalization
In both cases the subordination of local governance under imported rule disadvantaged those not
knowledgeable of the new system or less qualified to make use of it. Literacy, knowledge of legal
procedures and awareness of national policies were not the key resources in the local field, but in the
imported field. Those who were knowledgeable in this respect were clearly advantaged. The
theoretical fluidity between native and civilized status was higher in the Philippines, but adherence to
Islam and historical pride kept most Mindanaons from subordinating themselves to national laws and
rules. The division between those in control of the state and those either resisting or being refused
integration excluded the local population in both regions from participation in formal education, legal
land titling and political influence on the national level.
The subordination of local laws and institutions to imported ones further disadvantaged the native
population at the expense of the civilized. This cemented hierarchies between settlers (Christians and
Americo-Liberians) and natives (Mindanaons and indigenous Liberians) and intra-clan hierarchies
among the local population. Only educated elites were able to secure legal titles for fertile and cleared
land in Mindanao. Only members of the Americo-Liberian group were allowed to privately own land.
The custodian of the land became landlord in Mindanao. The loyal supporter turned into a landless
dependent. Informal structures to balance such power were eliminated, because power became
formalized and static in the form of political posts and land titles in both cases. These could easily be
transferred into economic power, securing again political posts and a patronage network based on
kinship ties.
The impact of economization and private ownership
The economization and globalization of agricultural production, resource exploitation and trade that
started in the 1930s further advantaged the imported over the local field on the regional and national
levels, as any such agreements were based on formalized treaties, often brokered and controlled by
national actors and based on the concept of private ownership of goods and land. The increasing
importance of cross-regional and inter-clan alliances overstrained the capacities of the local field and
advantaged imported structures to organize trade and land ownership. Economic resources that were
generated through trade were most detrimental to local power balances. They advantaged those
connected and loyal to the formal state at the expense of those who refused to integrate or had a lower
standing with national elites. The importance of the state and the capital at the disposal of political
leaders finally increased the competition over political office, closely linked political to economic
success and cemented temporary leadership structures across generations. Leading positions were no
longer linked to prestige only, but materialized in economic success that soon outrated moral
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superiority as decisive criterion for leadership selection. This eliminated the checks and balances of
the local and the imported fields alike.
External interference in ethnic/religious power balances
National leadership in both cases interfered externally in local power balances. Christians settled
among the Moro population and were subsumed under datu rule before the Commonwealth
government. They were used as vehicles to civilize the savages under Quezon from 1935 onwards.
Massive settlement programmes were encouraged. Settlers were given legal and practical assistance
that was denied to the local Muslim population. They were further entitled to acquire land much larger
than what was allowed for the indigenous population, while the indigenous population was largely
unaware of such land titling procedures. This was tolerated, if not fostered, by national administration.
The subsequent implementation of democratic elections, coupled with the re-ordering or
administrative districts, made the native population a minority in its own homeland.
Americo-Liberian rulers interfered in local power balance in a less concerted and calculated way.
Mandingo traders gained increasing economic power with the development of trade routes between the
interior and the coastal regions. They gained a status somewhere between the native and the civilized
population and entered into political office on the national level from 1970 onwards, ending the
informal power balance of pre-settler Liberia. The Mandingo had both economic and political power,
and the traditional hierarchy between strangers and their stranger fathers was increasingly precarious.
Such external interference in both cases laid the foundation for ethnic/religious resentments that
became virulent throughout the war.
The collapse of the imported field
The central corrective of democratic rule, elections, turned into a farce in Liberia, where only the
civilized could vote and in Mindanao, where they remained an expression of clan loyalty. Political
power provided access to natural resources such as land titles (in Mindanao) and timber and minerals
(in Liberia) that were used to generate benefit. The revenue in turn, was used to secure political power.
Elections in Mindanao were highly competitive and an expression of clan loyalty among the local
population. The settlers voted along religious lines. Alternative forms of social organization did not
exist. Natives were excluded from voting in Liberia where a small elite of never more than 3% of the
population continued to regulate all state affairs and the local population had no means to change
regional leaders appointed by the president.
The corrective of a separation of power was equally ineffective as only successful clans (Philippines)
or members of the Amerio-Liberian elite (Liberia) could hold central positions in any of the branches.
Participation, deliberation and consensus were core to the democratic idea, but they failed to
materialize as survival continued to depend on clan loyalty (Mindanao) or loyalty to the president and
membership in the Amerio-Liberian elite (Liberia).
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The collapse of the local field
Checks and balances inherent to the local field failed because local leadership was externally selected
and stabilized. This provided additional legitimacy and prestige to a few native leaders, while reducing
the corrective power of others. It increased the power and budget of those native leaders, without
embedding them into democratic or customary structures to control their use and distribution. The
number of constituents in the local field became a key resource of power in the imported field where
they translated into voters (Mindanao) or influence (Liberia). The privileges and funds given to loyal
local rulers in the imported field served as a central resource to secure and gain additional followers in
the local field.
The fluidity of traditional leadership had been eliminated with the external influence from the national
level coming with the system of indirect rule. Local elites largely managed to secure their power from
one period to another, and made use of the rules and regulations of the local and imported fields to
increase their capital in each one. The coexistence of local and imported approaches to justice,
codified in the Rules and Regulations of the Hinterland in Liberia and practiced throughout Mindanao,
allowed those adept in both systems to shift between the two for their personal benefit while it kept
most locals at the mercy of their increasingly abusive leadership. The local population depended on
their family structures for basic resources and services. This mechanism is often termed
neopatrimonialism, but it is new only in the sense that it transferred established structures to a new
field. This link between the two fields provided for social stability for a long time, but it lowered the
threshold for violence. Both fields had degenerated and provided great opportunities for misuse. They
reinforced their weaknesses and converged in their abusive practices until they finally collapsed. The
result was an uprising of the marginalized population and native leadership that did not feel adequately
included in the new nation state. It finally culminated in war.
5.3.2.4 Escalation and war
The imported system and thus national authority had degenerated into authoritarian and exploitative
regimes under Marcos in the Philippines and with Tubman and Tolbert in Liberia. Political leaders
gained increasing influence on all aspects of public (and spiritual) life. They misused the degenerated
fields by perverting field rules in order to increase their power. They continued to follow formal and
informal rules but creatively used the opportunities that hybridity offered. This strengthened native
practices on the local level, but with little moderating impact on the ongoing violence. The
communities were facing the escalation rather helplessly. Local structures were misused to fuel
conflict; ensuring that it was long-lasting, as in the case of the Philippines, or of high intensity, as in
Liberia. The long duration and the elaborate power constellations in Mindanao keep violence from
total escalation, but led to a destructive situation on the ground. The marginalization of the native
population in Liberia led to unrest and a final violent coup of Samuel Doe who became the first native
president of Liberia. Hopes for more inclusion on behalf of the native population were disappointed by
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him, because although he was indigenous he replicated the abusive practices of his predecessors. The
last division, between Americo-Liberians governing the nation and native leaders governing the
Hinterland had collapsed. Americo-Liberian loyalty was replaced by ethnic loyalty. While elites seem
to have profited from ongoing fragility and hybrid structures, local communities suffered from
continuous displacement and destruction. The general insecurity and the collapse of state institutions
increased the dependence on informal security systems and power structures. This stabilized factions
and front lines in the case of Mindanao where the conflict is still ongoing. It secured political office
and enormous funds for warlords in the case of Liberia, where many continue to influence the course
of the country today.
5.3.2.5 The destructive potential of hybridity
Islamic approaches as they reached both countries were organic. This led to a fusion of approaches in
Mindanao and a selective integration in Liberia. The imported system as introduced by the colonial
power and continued by the Commonwealth government in Mindanao and by Americo-Liberian
settlers in Liberia was much more static: both groups never attempted to fuse with or integrate into the
local field. On the contrary, they tried to civilize the savages by bringing them the salvation of
liberalism. Initial dualism soon turned into varying degrees of hybridity because the new arrivals
needed to extend their control over the whole territory and the original inhabitants needed to cooperate
with those formally in charge of the nation state to protect trade routes, organize cross-regional
alliances and ensure an integration of the regions into international markets. However, the interplay
between local and imported rule was never conceptualized, nor were the after-effects of the resulting
hybridity considered.
The new arrivals subordinated local approaches to governance under their formal democratic ones on
the national level and hoped the former would disappear with the increasing importance of the nation
and the extension of national institutions to the more rural areas. Yet, advocates of the imported
approach in both cases had neither enough resources, nor enough man power to fully cover the rural
areas and strongly relied on the cooperation of local leaders to effectively govern all regions that were
part of their nations. The liberal democracy that was actually implemented in both cases was and had
to be strongly adapted to the given circumstances in the respective countries and often little that could
be termed democratic was left after a few decades. Local leaders, on the other hand, were co-opted to
extend national rule to the regions. Those elites who made use of the resulting hybridity could increase
their influence and wealth at the expense of the majority. An increasing flow of goods further
stabilized their power. Imported and local fields on the regional level increasingly converged, their
interplay providing manifold avenues for misuse, finally leading to a degenerated local and a
degenerated imported field that both failed to manage the resulting violence. The changing context that
local approaches faced, and the challenge of the new context in which imported approaches were
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implemented, transformed both and created a hybrid on the regional level that led to a nonenforceability of rules and sanctions and eliminated checks and balances inherent to both fields.
Challenges to the local field
The local field was formally subordinated under the imported one. Leadership selection was externally
influenced and selected leaders were externally supported. The privatization of goods and land further
cemented local hierarchies that would have been more fluid otherwise. Local leaders selected by the
new national rulers thus combined both the vast powers given to leaders in the local field and the vast
resources allocated to leaders in the imported system. The subordination of local approaches
challenged the enforceability of customary justice processes as an alternative track was available to
many (in Mindanao) or a selected minority (Liberia). As land could be privately owned, people started
to travel the country and settle in small and medium sized towns without following the traditional
host-stranger hierarchy. They had no need to comply with any form of social pressure and were thus
not bound by customary rulings. Finally, many local communities were torn by resettlement
programmes, sporadic escalations, demarcations, and later on migration from the countryside. This
challenged the original base of the local approach, the family and the community, and made many
local inhabitants reliant on imported approaches of governance, although they were heavily
dissatisfied with them.
But it was not only the imported field that challenged the local one. More generally, liberalism in the
sense of free markets, personal mobility and the globalization of trade challenged the organic character
of local approaches. People living in one area started to have diverging lifeworlds, youth went to
schools in the bigger cities, women went away as Oversea Workers, the war made some evacuees and
others fighters. The common experience on which local approaches were based, the common lifeworld
and culture, was no longer available and sometimes differed heavily between those residing in the very
same community and members of the very same family. Communities in the traditional sense had been
widely destroyed. The escalation of the identity divide during the war further contributed to such
destruction. Traditional bonds and hierarchies, on which much of the informal social organization and
institutions rested, were no longer available and needed to be renegotiated all over again.
Challenges to the imported field
The liberal logic faced comparable challenges, confronted with the realities in the countries in which it
was supposed to be implemented. The imported field suffered from a lack of capacities and resources
to fully reach the rural areas. Most native citizens in Mindanao and Liberia were hostile to the new
structure, bluntly rejected them and continued largely as before. The same was surprisingly valid for
the new elites, who felt equally unbound by their own laws. They often ignored verdicts, overstretched
constitutional provisions and governed much like the traditional rulers. Majority elections, which
should serve as the main corrective to abusive rule, failed its objective where elections turned into a
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mere quantification of clan loyalty (Mindanao) or where only a small group was actually allowed to
vote (Liberia). The highly divided societies that resulted from marginalization and mobilization
processes, made competitive majority elections all the more problematic as elections were used for
mobilization and often led to escalation. The notion of public goods remained largely absent among
the population as well as the leaders in both countries. Social organization continued to be imagined in
clan and family hierarchies, not as citizens of an abstract state. The economic and political spheres
were closely linked. The difference between the context in which the liberal ideal emerged and the
new environment of its implementation challenged its universal and static basis. Many of the inherent
provisions simply did not fit local circumstances. They were not adapted to them, however. A lack of
resources and know-how made the diffusion of such alien ideals all over the country impossible.
Coexistence with local approaches became necessary, yet the imported approaches had no universal
blue-prints for such. The resources and possibilities inherent to both the local and the imported fields
were never combined to face the changing circumstances and the increasing abuse of power on behalf
of the elites. Rather, the elites made used of the leeway that hybridity provided.

Local
Nonenforceability

Eliminating
checks
balances

Challenges to
inherent logic
(custom /
liberalism)

Sub-ordination under alternative system

Lacking capacities (personal and infrastructure)

Diffusion of local communities,
globalisation

Rejected by local population (=not consulted)

Interference of outsiders with no specified
status

Rejected by elites (= ignored)

External influence on leadership selection

Clan loyalty (Mindanao)
Native-civilized dichotomy (Liberia)

External support of selected leadership

Absence of idea of citizen and collective good

Private possession of land and goods

Strong link between economics and politics

Rapidly changing circumstances challenge
organic development

Rapidly changing circumstances challenge
staticness of formal and codified approaches

Diverging lifeworlds in one locality

Difference between origin of approach and
implementation

Destruction of traditional communities

Lacking resources hamper diffusion and make
coexistence with local necessary

Abrogation of traditional bonds /
hierarchies

Majority decisions in divided societies are
highly competitive and increase division

Table 4: Reasons for the degeneration of local and imported fields.
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6 THE BURDEN OF PEACE
“You know my daughter, I was in a court one day. They take
hours just to start. And then they break. And only the court
people talk. And they write papers and papers. And you have to
pay fee for this and for that. And if you have no passport, you
cannot enter. And I don’t even know the people who sit over
the case. And they have no knowledge on me. How is that to
help anybody?” (Female elder in an informal conversation in
Kitipaan in 2009, translated by her grandson)
“My daughter is in school now. She’s gone to Gbarnga for
college. We are very proud. She is learning all the good good
things and maybe she will get a job in nursing one day.
Sometimes she has problems with homework when she is here.
There is nothing I can do. I can’t even read the paper. She is
making fun of me. In other families, there is no more respect
when they come back. Especially the boys. Just think their
parents are illiterate and stupid and have nothing more to tell
them. It’s not like that with my daughter, but it can be. It’s not
right. There was no school and then there was war. And not
everything, they can teach you in school. Some things come
with experience and with seeing things happen and learning
from the elders.” (Female Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai
in 2011)
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The context in which the communities of Kitipaan (Mindanao) and Dumai (Liberia) had to reorganize
after the war was different, but the resulting challenges were largely similar. The war in Mindanao has
remained in a state of high fragility with moderate escalation at the time of writing. A final peace
agreement has not been met and previous attempts have resulted in new violence more often than
stable agreements. This has kept most international funds and donor support at a minimum. Currently,
aid focuses on humanitarian projects and policy advice, rather than on long-term peacebuilding
projects. Main funds are conditionally linked to a peace agreement between the MILF and the national
government. The communities who managed to declare and secure a territorially limited peace did so
on their own account with limited to no impact on the regional and national situation.
The war in Liberia has been brought to an end through a national peace agreement between the
warring factions brokered by ECOWAS. Civil society organizations (CSOs) were underrepresented.
When UNMIL had deployed its troops and evacuation camps were dissolved, the local population
returned to their communities. Huge international funds were mobilized and many international donors
became engaged in Liberia; in Monrovia and in the Hinterland. This has provided security and a
certain amount of development in Liberia.
Fieldwork has shown that both communities faced and continue to face comparable challenges, despite
their diverging histories of war and peace. The pre-war hybrid system dramatically failed in both
Mindanao and Liberia. The war added additional ballast. Few continuities and taken-for-granteds were
left after the war. The various practices for handling conflict had failed. Alternatives were rarely in
sight. People in the communities were rhetorically divided along identity lines, but largely similar in
their practices. The community level was rhetorically integrated into a nation state, but practices
between the levels diverged strongly. Conflicts that existed prior to the war continued to exist. Many
things were far more complicated after the war than they had been before the war. The effects became
more visible the more people returned. Both communities were officially at peace, but interaction
between the groups was full of conflict and prejudice. This left the population in a situation
characterized by what I will call the burden of peace.
The retrospective analysis of the transformation of local and imported approaches in the preceding
chapters has set the context to understand the emergence of the burden of peace. This chapter will
explore the ways in which the two communities of Kitipaan and Dumai have managed to deal with
these challenges as they emerged prior to the war and were enforced throughout the war: (1) the
hybridity of local and imported practices, (2) the identity divide and (3) the division between elites and
followers and the urban centres and rural peripheries.
(1) The divide between local and imported structures continued after the war. The nation state and its
allies on the national level, and in the case of Liberia the UN mission, strongly imposed the imported
system, but necessary structures and prerequisites were missing. The nation state claimed sovereignty,
while at the same time failing to provide basic services to its people. The issue of sovereignty, or at
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least the design of the state, played a part in the conflict in both cases. Moros in Mindanao fought for
autonomy. The rural population in Liberia challenged Americo-Liberian rule and political
centralization. In both cases, the imported system had never fully penetrated the country.
Administrative buildings, if existent at all, were destroyed throughout the war, staff had left their
positions, and those who held power during the war had greatly abused it. The imported approach and
national institutions were mistrusted and perceived as abusive and destructive by the local population.
The procedural character of institutions was rejected and most failed to identify with the alien system.
The rural population preferred local approaches and continued to rely on clan and community
structures. The underlying presuppositions of the local field were challenged prior and throughout the
war, however. The communities could no longer rely on a common lifeworld as the basis for
interaction and some local approaches had become highly problematic. Deliberate mechanisms to
balance power had collapsed during the war and needed to be renegotiated. Youth demanded more
power. Many had fought during the war and seen their elders helplessly facing escalation. They
refused to be subordinated to pre-war hierarchies. Genealogical continuity had been interrupted and
autochthony was challenged. Some families never returned after the war, others had lost members,
some returned early and some very late, when new structures were already established. While one
group was insisting in re-installing the pre-war set-up, another was challenging such continuity. The
communities and their hierarchies, which were at the core of the local approach, needed to be
redefined.
(2) Identity had entered the battlefield in both communities prior to and throughout the war. A mix of
ethnicity and religion became salient for social organization, dividing the communities. Ethnicity, just
as clan, is a vertically inclusive category, which links elites to ordinary citizens, but excludes
horizontal alignments along alternative categories, such as class or gender. Ethnicity was used in both
conflicts to mobilize mass support for sometimes very distant elites. The different identity groups
seldom diverged in their practices, except for the religious ones, on the community level.
Nevertheless, ethnicity became a central capital in both societies. Having the right identity opened up a
number of avenues and alliances, which were inevitably locked to other groups. The differences were
imagined ones, but they had real effects for social organization. These effects divided the
communities. Traditional bonds between ethnic groups were perceived as broken after the war.
Historical contracts on which interaction was based had been (unilaterally) cancelled. Local practices,
however, relied on participation and consensus because they lack coercive mechanisms beyond social
pressure. They are driven by the desire to recreate harmony within a community. Re-defining the
community and bridging the identity gap, thus, was among the main challenges for both communities
as members of all ethnic groups returned.
(3) The divide between the urban centres and the rural periphery, as well as between elites and the
local population, remained wide after the war. International aid concentrated on the cities and opened
up job opportunities. In Mindanao, international aid concentrated on the MILF and the ARMM and
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made further support conditional on a national peace agreement. In Liberia, buildings were
reconstructed in the capital and programmes concentrated on re-establishing the national government.
The local areas remained marginalized. This increased centralization, widened the gap between the
rural and the urban population and strengthened elite rule in both cases. In the cities today, access to
basic services is far better, participation in political processes is easier, and living conditions are better.
Those, who are living in the cities, who have acquired a formal education and are knowledgeable of
the language and working logics of the donor community have received their share in funds and
influence. This rebuilt the old structures conducive to the war. In Mindanao, development funds trickle
down through established clan structures. In Liberia, Americo-Liberians have regained key political
offices and those assisting them have university degrees from either Monrovian or international
universities. The local population remains marginalized.
These issues set the framework for the empirical case studies. This chapter will explore in depth the
three fields of tension, and the community approaches to deal with them, in two case studies that
situate the rural communities of Kitipaan and Dumai in the bigger regional and national contexts. The
chapter will conclude with a comparative account of community approaches to deal with the burden of
peace in the national context that relates to, and builds on, the comparative analyses in Chapter 5.3.

6.1 Peace in Kitipaan
The conflict in Mindanao is still ongoing, coupled with sporadic escalations. Peace negotiations
started in Malaysia in 2010, but no major agreements have been signed and it remains unlikely that
this will change in the near future. The conflict in Mindanao remains one among many domestic
problems for the government. The MILF is highly occupied with securing its constituents. New
splinter movements, such as the BIFF in 2011, are emerging and disappearing. The wheeling and
dealing on the national level has drastic effects on the local communities: evacuations nearly every
three years (the last ones in 2009), constant fear of minor escalations on the ground, recurring loss of
lives and property, and a continuous struggle to rebuild what will be destroyed by the next wave of
violence (Neumann 2010a).
Local civil society initiatives started in the late 1990s to push for alternatives, with international NGO
support.351 They developed a framework for the foundation of Peace Zones352, an idea derived from
Columbia where these were already widespread. The NGOs supported local communities with
financial and training support (Catholic Relief Services 2003; Mitchell and Nan 1997). Numerous
communities declared themselves off-limits to war. Some were successful, some were misused by
either the government or the rebels as strongholds to regroup, and others failed to create a sense of
community among their members to prevent future escalation (Santos 2005; Gaston Z. Ortigas Peace
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Local ones such as Tabang Mindanao, as well as international ones through their local staff (such as CRS or Oxfam).

352

For a definition of Peace Zones and further literature regarding the concept, see footnote 197.
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Institute 1995; Avruch and Jose 2007). Kitipaan is a proto-type case of a successful Peace Zone. The
community was the first of now seven communities that formed the Peace Zone of Pikit.353
Pikit as a whole municipality was one of the strongest hit regions in the wars of 1997 and 2000,
involving huge evacuation measures and vast devastation of land and buildings. Its location close to a
strategic highway between Cotabato (capital of ARMM) and Davao (the main city in Mindanao) made
the community vulnerable to attack. The community members had to live in evacuation centres once
more during President Estrada’s all-out war in 2000. This reinforced the cleavages among the
community residents; Christians on one side, Muslims and Lumad on the other. It caused traumas
especially among children and destroyed farmland, machinery and infrastructure (Catholic Relief
Services 2003, 24; Layson 2003b; Margallo, 5).
After the escalation in 2000, Kitipaan’s inhabitants decided to work together to change the situation, at
least within their very limited area. They negotiated with all parties involved and reached a ceasefire
agreement, which made their community no longer a battleground, as long as they, themselves,
managed to resolve their internal conflicts without involving either the army or the MILF.354 The
strategic location of the community made it necessary for the AFP to keep their military detachment
along the highway. The resulting compromise was the declaration of a Space for Peace, as an area
which the different factions can pass by, but which is itself off-limits to armed escalation (Layson
2003c, 2005b).355
There has been no violent escalation inside the community since the signing of the agreement in 2000,
although fighting in surrounding areas has continued. Most of the initial inhabitants have returned
from the nearby refugee camps. The people living within the community managed to deal with their
own conflicts by non-violent means, although this proved to be difficult in the beginning. The
community peace agreement led to a slow but steady development, and the continuous implementation
of NGO projects. Official sources emphasize these developments when comparing Kitipaan with
surrounding communities: less crime,356 better organized civil society projects and relief services,357
better absorption of government and NGO funds,358 and, since 2000, no more evacuations and a safe
haven for evacuees from other communities.359
Key to this living together was a willingness of members of the different ethnic groups to interact with
one another. The community has found means to reconcile Muslim and Christians in joint efforts
353

Until today around 80 Peace Zones have been founded in Mindanao, with Kitipaan being one of the first.
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The process of reaching this ceasefire was a very challenging one. More information concerning this process can be found
in Neumann (2009a).
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The terms Peace Zone, Zone of Peace and Space for Peace will be used synonymously in the following chapters, because
the underlying concepts and motivations are similar.
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Chief of Police, interviewed in Pikit in 2009.
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Head of the Department of Social Development and Welfare, interviewed in Pikit in 2009.
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NGO project coordinator, interviewed in Pikit in 2009.
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Former MNLF commander, interviewed in Pikit in 2009.
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towards community development. A tri-people identity emerged which linked the inhabitants of
Kitipaan and other Peace Zones in their struggle against war-promoting elites. It defined the local
population of all ethnic and religious groups as victims of war. This victimhood was not defined as
passive suffering, but as an empowered constituency that can take care of its own problems and needs.
The communities revived and developed processes and institutions to secure the accountability of
funds, to ensure community development and to handle emerging conflicts. Those processes and
institutions are largely based on local practices, common to both groups, but integrated some aspects
of the imported field, such as competitive elections of the community council. Both groups handle
their own conflicts along their own norms and rules. Mutual and consociational approaches360 were
revived in the cases of conflict between the two groups. Recourse to higher authorities and formal
procedures is very rare and happens only in cases in which involve non-community members.
The Peace Zone of Kitipaan is linked to other Peace Zones in Mindanao. The civil society network of
peace activists is very vocal in Mindanao, but it fails to impact key political developments. CSOs have
only a consultative status in peace negotiations. The civil society is by no means united, as the
discussion in the aftermath of the MoA-AD in 2008 and 2009 has shown (Kreuzer 2010). Local
communities remain vulnerable to the goodwill of the warring factions. The people in Kitipaan
perceive this situation with mixed feelings. They are grateful for the 12 years of peace that they have
enjoyed since 2000 and the development their community has seen since then. On the other hand, they
formed new vigilante groups in the aftermath of the failed MoA-AD to secure this development
against outside interference. The people living in Kitipaan are very aware of their vulnerability. Many
had their suitcases packed during our fieldwork in 2009.
The following paragraphs will focus on the community of Kitipaan. A description of developments at
the national level is largely superfluous to that already given in the subsequent chapters as the fragile
situation continues on the regional level as of 2012. It will only be discussed in the last section of this
sub-chapter, The struggle against local powerlessness.
6.1.1

Dealing with the identity divide

Identity has entered the battlefield with the intensification of the conflict. Different layers coexist.361
The Christian-Muslim divide has become a powerful resource for mobilization since the 1960s.
Today, it is the marker of the main battle line cutting through Mindanao and through Kitipaan. Muslim
360

The term consociational mechanisms was employed by Arend Lijphart (1968, 1977, 2004, 2008) to explain the
functioning of democracy in countries like the Netherlands, Belgium or Switzerland. In these countries, democracy worked
although societies were culturally dividing and cross-cutting cleavages were lacking. Lijphart argued that democracy worked
because it relied on consensus of a broad majority at the political centre, combined with substantial cultural autonomy. The
ideal-type of a consociational system includes a grand coalition, proportional representation in the legislative and
administration, group autonomy and mutual veto rights (Andeweg 2000; Lijphart 1977; Schneckener 2002; Sisk 1996). It was
adapted to the more informal community level throughout this research. The concept itself was later on adopted by another
strand of literature who were concerned with peace agreements after civil war (Sisk 1996; Jarstad and Sisk 2008; Walter
2002). These two strands of research remain largely unconnected, and the chances of power-sharing success in terms of either
democracy or peace are highly contested (for an overview, see Riese (2008).
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See Chapter 5.1.5.2.
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and Christian have become derivates for the Moro-Filipino divide. Religion serves as the strongest
marker clearly differentiating the groups. The conflict between marginalized natives and prioritized
new-comers has turned into a Jihad or crusade in political rhetoric. The divide continues in Kitipaan.
Land remains the central bone of contention in collective narratives. The religious fault lines that were
mobilized throughout the war are still highly present. Yet the community has found means to deal with
them by externalizing dehumanization. An additional identity layer has emerged that reconciles the
different groups under an overarching frame; the tri-people identity.
6.1.1.1 The continuity of religious fault lines
Muslim-Christian fault lines run through Kitipaan as they do through many other villages in
Mindanao. Religious identity remains the foremost concept employed to socially (and territorially)
order the inhabitants. This has not changed with the foundation of the Peace Zone. Community life is
highly separated between Muslim and Christian quarters. Christians speak to Christians and Muslims
speak to Muslims. Information is handed down this line and disseminated not in a central community
space, but in the church or the mosque. Many in Kitipaan expressed fear that they would cause
misunderstandings if they crossed this invisible line and directly contacted the other side. Only elders
from both sides meet and consult:
“No, I don’t have contact with the Muslims. Because of our Christian feelings, they might give bad
meaning to that and that will give trouble. So if what we are talking we don’t really know if they
could understand. But little by little, then they will disseminate that to their partner.” (Local farmer,
interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)
“As a Christian they are only comfortable to speak with the Christian and as a Muslim they are
only comfortable to speak with the Muslim. That is the dynamic of the dialogue in the Philippines.
(…) Many Muslim leaders are involved in [multi-religious] dialogue. But many of the usual people are
not involved.” (Local NGO staff and inhabitant of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

Working on the religious divide was reported as the most difficult element of their work by all NGO
employees interviewed. Christians in particular still express strong opinions against Muslims and feel
discriminated against by governmental and NGO policies.
“It is the Muslims who disrupt peace. It is the Muslims who receive good attention when there is
war. They go to evacuation because they get regular meals there. The Christians in the recent evacuation
were not given anything. (…) Only the Muslims were given.” (FGD with women, conducted in
Kitipaan in 2009)
“They are liars. (…) All Muslims are bad, they are liars.” (FGD with elders, conducted in Kitipaan in
2009)
“Most Muslims have arms. There can never be peace as long as there are arms. Justice should be given.
Many Christians were killed without justice being served. The Christians need to fight back. We are
always done injustice.” (FGD with men, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009)

Muslims are far more reserved in their comments. They might feel marginalized and they might not
agree with the Christians, but they rarely voiced this during the discussions.362

362

This was all the more astonishing as one of the FGD moderators was Muslim himself.
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The terms Muslim and Christian were consistently used to refer to native inhabitants/Maguindanaons/Moros and to settlers/Cebuanos/Ilocanos/the government. The discourse in Kitipaan made no
distinction between religious, ethnic and territorial identity.363 There was rarely a phrase about Islam
that was not followed with another one about Christianity. The two concepts existed only together. It
was always Christians do this because Muslims do that or Muslims are like this but Christians are like
that. There was little substance within each concept that would remain if you were to take the
oppositional concept away.364 Every difference between the groups was discursively linked to religion.
Some of my interview partners in Kitipaan even spoke of people speaking Christian or speaking
Muslim. This picture became more differentiated, once I talked to regional- or national-level
representatives of NGOs and political groups. Some used settler and Moros and differentiated between
political (settler and Moro) and religious (Muslim and Christian) identities, but this difference was not
accounted for on the local level and among the people living in Kitipaan.
Our observations of daily practices suggested, however, that there was little difference between the
people beyond their religious beliefs. Muslim women rarely wore veils. Calendars featuring girls in
bikinis could be found in nearly every house. Muslim and Christian children went to the same
elementary school. A number of marriages between Muslims and Christians were documented.
The same local farmer who claimed he would not have contact with Muslims, revealed that he had a
lot of interaction with them, once asked about actual practices such as farming, NGO projects or
community work.
“Here in our place, in the farm, our farm worker is a Muslim. So we respect each other. Even we have
conversation. We are just brothers and sisters. And even sometimes I give them a joke. During war
time we fight each other but during peace we are working with each other.” (Local farmer and
former soldier, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

We started asking people about the actual differences between the two groups. The people in Kitipaan
could provide little examples for concrete differences. “The Muslims go to pray on Friday, the
Christians go to pray on Sunday and the Lumads, they go on Wednesdays.”365 Even highly educated
AFP officials, stationed in Kitipaan for more than five years, failed to provide concrete examples
beyond stereotypes, religious priorities and related requirements:
“They have different belief (…) Most likely Muslims here in Mindanao are less educated. (…) In
Muslim they have different ways of raising their families. (…) Muslim, the family, in every family
they should have one member of the family to join in armed group. But in Christian, the Christian
family will concentrate how to bring their child to study. That is the difference. And the Muslim are
not concentrating on the future of the children. They don’t send their children to school. Most likely. But
the Christian their priority is, they send their children to school. That is the simple explanation. (…)
Other differences I have in mind but I cannot explain. (…) For example, the Muslims don’t have to
eat pork. So we respect that. And the Christians also, usually we eat pork. So that’s our belief. So
they should have to respect us also.”
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Lumads, though living in Kitipaan as a small minority, were rarely mentioned as a separate actor.
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For a while I coded everything related to Muslim/Moro in one category and everything related to Christian into another.
Running some coding queries, I realized that of 143 references coded at Christian and 187 coded at Muslim/Moro, 114 were
coded at both codes.
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Female Lumad leader, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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Religious identity remains core to social organization within the community, but this division does not
rely on actual differences in practices. Practices are different from discourse. People work on each
other’s farms, they transport their goods together to the market, they pick up their kids from the same
school, they collect water at the same pump, they even join each other for religious festivities.
Religious identity is a concept with little substance but great impact in Kitipaan.
6.1.1.2 Land at the centre of collective identities
Land is a central issue in the discursive divide between Muslims and Christians. It links religious and
political identity and the ideological debates on the national level to daily issues of subsistence.
“Because the Moros are trying to preserve their identity. They want their land back. I can feel that
they want respect from the government and that they are the people who belong to this land”
(International staff member of an NGO, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009)

Kitipaan is an agricultural community. Land continues to be the main source of livelihood. A well
tilled spot is the only thing parents can hand down to their children. Land secures the livelihood of
families. Only a few of those living in Kitipaan own the land on which their houses and farms are
built. An actual solution is beyond community influence. The issue of land ownership is perceived as
one decided upon at the national level, “by the politicians in Manila”366. The political and historical
debate about land ownership is distant, yet its rhetoric is very present.
Land became a symbol of the chosen trauma of the Muslims, driven from their ancestral lands and
marginalized in their homeland. Land is linked to the Moro struggle for autonomy which rests on a
territorial concept of self-determination. For the settlers, land is the symbol of the struggle and
hardship they endured. They have cultivated the land over generations and see its fertility as their own
achievement. Land is linked to the governments’ claim to territorial integrity. Land became the
symbol of the marginalization of the Moros and the success of the settlers. The narratives unite the
groups, from simple peasant to distant elite. The symbolic value of land remains key to collective
rhetoric and self-definition. The MoA-AD debate brought this divisive perception of history to the
surface once more. Neither ethnic differences nor cultural practices stood between the two groups, but
rather the issue of land. “The MoA was just about them taking our lands.”367
The competing narrative on the national level is reflected in the local history of Kitipaan. Migration to
Kitipaan started with the first wave of settlement in 1913, during the American colonial period.
Around 15 families came from Cebu and settled in Kitipaan. The first migrants were well received
and, according to popular accounts, treated as brothers and sisters. They were sent to the local datu
and allocated 24 hectares each. The situation changed and narratives towards explaining this change
differ strongly.

366

Female Muslim elder, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.

367

Christian farmer, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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The Moro narrative is one of unjust annexation, of ignorance of traditional and Islamic ways of life,
one of marginalization in their own homelands. It is one of neglected chances and the denial of rights.
It is one of being looked down upon and of the resulting structural discrimination.
„Confused, uncomprehending, and in some cases – intimidated and scared, the natives helplessly
witnessed the gradual acquisition, first by the foreigners and later by settlers from the Visayas and
Luzon, of their traditional homelands, in cases where they resisted, the mighty force of arms and the law
(a law which is not theirs) were brought to bear to pound them to submission.”368 (Arumpac 1998, 1)

The narrative of the settlers is one of a glorious history: enduring hardships, cultivating the land in a
hostile environment and finally succeeding thanks to their superior skills:
“Perhaps the long-term issue of the accusations of the Muslims is that they were robbed of their rights to
own the land in the area of Mindanao. Because we can trace up from history that during the time that
this area was not usable for farming and other agro-industrial industries (…) the settlers came
from Visayas and Luzon. They are the ones who know how to farm. So they used the land and had
progress and development. Now that they see the progress in the area, these people claim that the area
is theirs. So if you are the one who tilled and developed the land and after a while somebody claims
it to be theirs, you will possibly react for that.” (AFP soldier, stationed in Kitipaan, interviewed
during fieldwork 2009)
“If I were for the Muslims, before they claim their ancestral domain, they should first look around the
vast area of Mindanao. There are still lots of idle places. Why would they get interest in those lands
which are fertile and developed by us already? We have spent a lot of perspiration, effort and wealth
for the abundance of our lands.” (Barangay Captain of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

The narrative in the official history of Kitipaan (written by the granddaughter of early settlers)
describes the hardship of the settlers who had seen Mindanao as a land of promise, but were faced
with a jungle full of challenges upon their arrival.
“From thickly wooded forest and dense talahib growths they carved out their homes and farms. The
swarms of mosquitoes were as aggressive in the day time as they were at night and the rampaging
wild pigs which attacked the crops from sunset to sunrise gave more than one settler cause for despair.
Many got sick with malaria and other diseases.“ (Official history of Kitipaan, document obtained
during fieldwork 2009)

These strikingly different perceptions of the settlement history have not been reconciled, on neither the
local nor the national level. Farmers in Kitipaan are mostly small scale farmers, many tilling on
deeded land. They are not involved in the bigger economic conflict which escalated around the MoA.
Nevertheless, they can and do relate to the debate on an abstract level. Christians in particular were
afraid that the MILF was about to take their land. They opposed the MoA-AD. Vigilante groups
started to arm themselves, ready to defend their communities.
The situation did not escalate in Kitipaan, as it did in other communities, because established
mediation structures, such as the council of elders and the interreligious council, intervened. The
elders of both ethnic groups entered into a dialogue and assuaged the situation. Dialogue was possible
although competing narratives remained exclusive. The abstract claim for the return of their ancestral
homelands and historical justice persists among Muslims in Kitipaan, just as much as the abstract fear
of having one’s land taken away exists among settlers.
368

This perspective was definitely true for many rural Moros, but some of the Moro elites have also benefited greatly in this
process, acquiring and titling land in the names of their custodians but never actually forwarding it to them (as described in
McKenna 1998).
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“Maybe, I will tell them that if we will go with their demand what will now become of us? Because if
we will go back to Luzon we will not have anything there. Because it is already here, our land and
our livelihood. And we are already accustomed to living here. So if we will be driven from this and go
back, we will go to starvation because you do not have nothing for your subsistence.“ (Former Barangay
Captain of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

6.1.1.3 Externalizing dehumanization
Competing narratives on land are not reconciled. Religious fault lines remain highly divisive. Yet, the
two groups interact and work together towards community development and describe their interaction
as largely peaceful. This is a striking finding at first glance, but the people of Kitipaan themselves
explained the paradox:
“Our neighbours and the Muslims here are good Muslims, they are our friends. We live in the
neighbourhood for quite some time already. We are talking about those ‘Outsider Muslims’, those
who come here to steal, do hold-ups and cattle rustling. The worst are the armed men who come to
disturb when our fields are ready for harvest. Then the soldiers also come and we have armed
confrontation” (FGD with women, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009)

The antagonism between divisive rhetoric and mutual practices is reconciled in Kitipaan by a
discursive distinction between those Muslims and Christians living in Kitipaan and the abstract
conflict on the regional level. Such a pattern of externalizing dehumanization resurfaced in all
discussions and many interviews. The dehumanization of the enemy, widespread during the war,
continues, but the enemy no longer lives in the community. Muslims/Christians are still bad, but not
those Muslims/Christians living in the village. “We in our part, which is mixed in the community,
Muslim and Christian have no problem.”369 Interaction between the groups is interaction between
neighbours and community members. This distinction is rarely voiced explicitly, but can be detected
implicitly underlying many discussions. A re-definition of the enemy has taken place in Kitipaan.
“There are some people who are not from here who disrupt our peace. Those who actually disrupt the
peace and order condition of Kitipaan are not from here. They are outsiders and because they are
Muslims, the Christians have also learned to hate some Muslims in the neighbourhood. Kitipaan
would become peaceful when the military and the MILF stop fighting. We, the people in the
community do not fight against each other. It is when the AFP and M ILF fight that the Muslims and
Christians rehearse their hatred against each other.” (FGD among women, conducted in Kitipaan in
2009)
“Actually, we don’t have any squabbles with them; it is only maybe the consequence of the third
party who entered this juncture. During the past years, I was the barangay captain here so I have very
big rapport with the Muslim side as the barangay captain. But because of the consequence of the
harassments, naturally some of our Christian brothers have already developed a gap between them and
the Muslims.” (Barangay captain of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

The identity picture has become more complex:
“Before there was no difference. As long as you are a Muslim you are an MILF. Now, it’s
different. The armed group is different from the civilians. There is really a distinction.“ (Local
community official, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)
“They are poor, you know, but what is really important to them, is positive relationships with their
neighbours. You know, Kagawad of Kitipaan said, ‘Father, maybe war will come again and this house
will be destroyed again. Our farms will be destroyed again. But what is important is, we remain friends
and neighbours again.’ Relationships. Very important for Filipinos.” (Local priest, interviewed in
2009)
369

Imam of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009.
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The externalization of dehumanization went hand in hand with increased interaction between the
groups. Joint projects became possible within Kitipaan, while divisive identity concepts were retained.
6.1.1.4 The emergence of a collective identity
The emergence of a collective identity as members of a Peace Zone was conducive to such community
reorganization and redefinition. Muslims did not talk to Christians and Christians did not talk to
Muslims in 2000 because of what had happened during the war. They went to different evacuation
camps and returned to their settlements. The most important aspect of overcoming this divide was to
make the groups talk to each other again. Local dialogues were facilitated. These dialogues
emphasized a collective narrative of victimization. Subsequent activities related metaphorically to
common experiences of farming. A collective identity, spanning religious fault lines, emerged: the tripeople identity.
Local dialogues
A dialogue process was initiated by a local NGO while most residents of Kitipaan still resided in the
evacuation camps. NGO staff talked to Muslims and Christians separately. They went to the Muslim
camps and discussed their problems. They went to the Christian camps and discussed their problems
and they went to the indigenous group. Participants of these talks were free to express their
experiences, their grievances and their hate against the other groups. The unifying wish to return home
served as common ground for such dialogue. Talking to the other side and being open to dialogue
seemed to be the only way to end the cyclical recurrence of war and evacuation in their eyes.
“When they are opposed to the wall, when they are desperate, the peace process is something positive,
something appealing to them. So that is also true to Pikit because being victims of war, even after the
1970s, they have come to the point that they would try anything just to contribute to peace. Because
they have already tried the way of war and it did not help. It just made matters worse.” (Local
researcher and professor at NDU, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

All participants were asked to identify what had been good in the past and how they had lived together
before the war. The results of these discussions were presented in a joint meeting of all people living
in Kitipaan. The facilitators presented the views and experiences of the Christians, of the Moros and of
the Lumads, accusations as well as grievances. The result of this meeting was described by a local
NGO facilitator as bridging the gap:
“And that was when neighbours and neighbours again were given some time of apprehension for the
neighbour. Because he was a Moro and the other a Christian, they don’t talk about these things.
But in the process of the dialogue, they told it to us, and then we presented it to them. So this is what
the Muslim says about the Christian and that is what the Christian says about the Muslim. But here is
also what your common experiences are and what you have commonly seen as the way forward. And
that you were all victims of the conflict. That’s when there is a document, this Tambang declaration.
Where that was the start.“ (Rexall, leader of a local NGO involved in the starting of the SfP in
Kitipaan)

The dialogues were a decisive activity for community cohesion in retrospect. They were referenced by
all interview partners as key to improving the relationship between the groups. “I think the
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relationship is better among those who attended. They could understand.”370 Each religious group had
looked upon the other as enemy and rival before the dialogues. Many came to realize that their
experiences did not very much differ. “They recognized their own experiences in the lives of other
people.”371 They all had to evacuate and leave their farms. They all had suffered from war and lost
relatives:
“The other is not the only victim in terms of war, torture or loss of property but he or she discovers
that the rival is also the victim of not only individual atrocities or violence but they are part of the
whole system, a cycle of violence. (…) When they recognize that in the cycle of violence there are
no victors but always victims, so that is a breakthrough in terms of intellectual as well as psychoemotional. Sometimes when people are being victimized by violence, they get this impression and
sometimes this is reinforced in their families and cultures that they are victims and they suffer because
of oppression of just one sector and usually that is another culture or another religion.” (Local researcher
and professor at NDU, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Good, though sometimes idealized, relationships before the war were emphasized at the end of the
community discussion.
“The war started since 1970. What happened is, we left our lands to evacuation centres. Our children
stopped schooling and our lands were unfertile. Our economic standing was doomed. However, our
relation was still strong with the Lumads and the Moro people because the perpetuators are not from
here. After the Martial Law, we returned back to our lands and conducted a consultation from the
people what would be the way to establish back our living and good relationship. We also
experienced the presence of the armed group and military officers entered here. However the tri-people
asked the armed groups not to harm them. We sometimes ask them what they want, but all they answer
is peace which cannot be experienced even until right now.” (Barangay council member, interviewed
in Kitipaan in 2009)

Collective narrative of victimization
A collective narrative of victimization, spanning all religious groups, emerged throughout the
dialogues as a unifying element. The externalization of dehumanization to outsiders as intruders into
an otherwise peaceful community introduced a new identity pattern of being victims of violent
escalations:
“Yes, we are just victims when the Army and the MILF meet there and then they fight. We are the
civilians we are only victims in the war. (…) we are not enemies, (…) we are one and we are friends
and that people here are not the one who made the war it is the third party because this place is very
peaceful. The other years the place was only victim of the armed groups and the military.” (Indigenous
female leader interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The victim identity that emerged was unusual. It was not based on passivity, but linked to concrete
action to move forward:
“So although the people who came together particularly in seminars for peace were in a way
antagonistic and they belong to different tribes and cultures in a way, they are all victims in one way or
another. They were highly motivated to come together because of their concerns for genuine peace and
progress and because they have had enough of this war and intrigue and they wanted to move on. So
the people weren’t satisfied being victims of violence but they believed that through a dialogue which
is based in truth and sincerity and relationships which are acceptable to stakeholders and they could
agree upon something then move forward.” (Local researcher and professor at NDU, interviewed in
Kitipaan in 2009)
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Local farmer and former soldier, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.

371

Local researcher and professor at NDU, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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The war was rhetorically reduced to an interruption of the good relations between the two groups.
Overarching values were emphasized: strong faith, Malayan roots, the love of humanity and peace.
The idea of reciprocal respect was embedded in a traditional framework: a multi-generational time
frame, where the lives of the members of the present generation are based on the achievements of their
ancestors and lay the foundation for the lives of future generations. This enables community residents
to see peace as a long-term process that their children and their children’s children can benefit from
(Neumann 2010a).
Metaphors based on local experiences
The strong adherence to land and a perceived deprivation of the right to “continuous farming”372 was a
second key element that spanned the religious divide. Continuous farming is seen by many not only as
the base for their subsistence, but as self-actualization. Residents strongly define themselves according
to their success as farmers. Farming became a way to overcome the troubles of war for many:
“I had hate and revenge in my heart. But I also knew if I will stick to it, I could not go on with my
farmer’s work. So just erase this feeling. And the hatred feeling from my heart will go. Just go on work
and training. And what was happening before will just be a lesson learned. Through farming I
adjusted my feeling that I had during attacks.” (Local farmer and former soldier interviewed in 2009;
in parts translated by the research assistant)

The close adherence to land provided metaphors for a joined vision of peace that resonated locally
without referring to religious or ethnic vocabulary. A wide range of metaphorical fields based on land
and farming is consistently used in peacebuilding activities and by peace activists. Similar metaphors
are used by the people living in Kitpaan when asked to describe what peace means to them. The
metaphors of farming are used by Christians and Muslims alike in their attempts to make sense of their
current situation (Neumann 2010b):
“For me, the most important is when there are no more disturbances of our lives, especially our
farming. We plant, then when war comes, we have to run away, leaving behind our farms, our houses
and properties. We sleep like chickens and we are easily disturbed by slight barkings of dogs.” (Extract
from a FDG with women, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009; translated by the moderator)
“In a peaceful community, there should be no fear. People should go to their farms and work without
fear.” (Extract from a FDG with men, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009; translated by the moderator)
“There is peace when farming is continuous. Farming could be disrupted by armed conflicts.”
(Extract from a FDG with elders, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009; translated by the moderator)

Activities built on this shared aspect of local lifeworlds and introduced metaphors that have swiftly
merged into the daily vocabulary. Peace is described as the cyclical process of sowing, waiting,
harvesting and sowing again, drawbacks as environmental influences on this process.
“The rice that yellows as it nears maturity in the fields will soon be harvested by the same hands
that sowed the seeds. For many rural residents victimized by the seemingly endless conflict, that is a
true definition of peace” (Jeffrey 2003).

The long duration of peace processes and the continuous need to support them is captured in the
notion of “planting the seeds of peace”. The gradual success is described as peace “growing”,
372

Female Christian elder, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009. Similar accounts were given in various FGDs.
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“covering more ground”, “taking root” or “reaping the benefits”.373 Disappointments are reflected as
natural parts of such efforts: “Yes, people are tired of violence and they want peace to come now. But
we say, ‘Many times the seed doesn’t see the flower’.”374 or “Let us continue to plant the seed of peace.
Allah will not fail us. Yes, we plant the seed of goodness not knowing if and when it is going to grow.
But I have faith that goodness alone will triumph in the end.“375
“I always go to the mountains and the remote areas to say mass. And along the way you see vast fields
and farmlands empty during the month of May. It doesn’t mean so, that nothing is happening just
because you cannot see anything on the ground. In the same month the seeds have been planted and
soon they will grow. So you just rely on the basic goodness of the people. And from there you go.”
(Priest, assigned to Kitipaan from 2000 to 2008, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009)

The narratives of settlement remain conflictual and the question of land ownership is not resolved. The
current use of farmland to secure ones livelihood, however, holds the potential to bridge the religious
gap. Farming provides avenues for cooperation. Training for farmers is often provided for a mixed
group of Muslim and Christian farmers in Kitipaan. This has been a successful approach. Muslims and
Christians join one another for the harvesting on each other’s farms. The attitude towards war has
become fatalistic rather than ideological among many residents of Kitipaan:
“Here in our place, in the farm, our farm worker is a Muslim. So we respect each other. Even we
have conversation. We are just brothers and sisters. And even sometimes I give them a joke. During
war time we fight each other but during peace we are working with each other.” (Local farmer and
former soldier, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The tri-people identity
An accommodating identity, a tri-people identity, was fostered through NGO activities, uniting those
who suffered from war and are strongly connected to their land. This new identity level attempts to
integrate the different religious groups under an overarching frame already by name (tri – including
three groups, namely Christian, Muslim, and Lumad). The tri-people identity neither endangers clan
loyalty, nor ethnic or religious identity. The approach is not to deny religion or decrease its
importance, but to promote a strong faith – as “religion is the teaching of peace”376:
“If they have a strong faith. strong faith, well you can trust if they have a strong faith. Because there
are no injustices in a strong faith. I have read the Holy Bible of the Christians and our Holy Qu’ran of
the Muslims. There is no teaching there that deprives the rights of everyone, including animals,
including living things. That’s why if only they have a strong faith. That’s why.” (Local inhabitant of
Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)
“It is political from my own side. Because true for the religious no one could build a war through
religious. I know in Mindanao there are people, from my area only, in other area I don’t know their
places because I could not go. Only religious it could not be a war. Because everyone and another
take good care of their religious. You are a Christian go to your church. If you are Muslim go to your
Mosque. Here I could see.” (Local woman, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)
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Examples taken from Catholic Relief Services (2003, 22, 25, 34)
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Lucia as quotes in Price (2009).
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Former MNLF commander and now peacebuilder in Kitipaan, cited according to Layson (2001).
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Former MNLF fighter, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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The tri-people identity is metaphorically described as “mending the broken pieces” or “Mindanao on
the mend”;377 referring to the process of repairing a broken pot of clay used for cooking. The necessity
of a tri-people identity is symbolized by the three stones needed to stabilize such a pot. All three
groups, Lumads, Christians and Muslims, are needed to stabilize the situation in Mindanao.
“Peace in Mindanao is like cooking food in the pot. You need three stones to provide support to the
pot before you could actually cook the food. You could not cook with only one stone, not even with two
stones. You need three. And these three stones are the Muslims, Christians and the indigenous
people. Only then can you cook the food. Only then can we have peace in Mindanao.” (Manobo
elder, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The tri-people identity is linked to a different narrative of the settlement. It is linked to a history of
friendly reception and support followed by elite mobilization along religious lines. The tri-people
identity is based on an understanding of all Mindanaons as being discriminated against by the central
government in Manila (Rocamora 2000, 167). The tri-people see themselves as victims of religious
mobilization and subsequent escalation. The narrative reconciles the perspectives of settlers and
natives without blaming one side or the other, but rather outsiders.
“When I conducted the research, I also tried to dig into the history of the people and when the migrants
from the Visayas moved in Pikit, they didn’t find it difficult to enter in to the lives of the Muslims
because it was almost spontaneous that they treated one another as brothers and sisters. For
example, they shared in the distribution of lands; they don’t have problems in terms of governance; in
terms of crisis they offered sanctuary to one another. So in that sense, they share a lot of things with
one another. It is just sad, that especially in the advent of Martial Law in the 1970s, that these two
groups were fated against one another. What was highlighted then were not their commonalities
in their belief in peace and in generosity, but their differences as Christians and Muslims and the
constant conditioning that they are rivals, that the other is a traitor, the other is a thief, the other
cannot be trusted and the other instigates the violence and the other is just a victim. So they have a lot of
things in common, when they speak of God, religion, basically this binds them together and it is
something they understand and something that can unite them.” (Local researcher and professor at
NDU, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The tri-people identity has gained influence in Kitipaan. It stabilizes the unity of the community with
respect to outside aggression. It holds the potential for a vertical identity, cross-cutting clan, ethnicity,
religion and Moro-settler identities, based on an increased class consciousness. The tri-people identity
achieved a community focus (as opposed to a national focus), whereby the community was seen as a
joint heritage that needs to be taken care of and in the development of which all inhabitants can make a
change. Its inclusive identity concept disconnects two spheres of interaction that had been forcibly
connected before: that of the community as a place for political and economic cooperation and
development, and that of the ethnic and religious group as a place for spiritual enrichment. The
disconnection allowed each group to continue living in their own preferred way, but established a set
of ground rules for cooperative activities or cases of inter-ethnic conflict, replacing earlier (national)
approaches of assimilation or conversion. The concept of a tri-people made it possible to keep strong
ties with one’s religious group and normative system and nevertheless cooperate towards community
development in favour of all inhabitants (Neumann 2010a). The re-definition of the local community
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See among others Mercado (2003).
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as a united entity against the war was key to making local approaches to conflict resolution work
again.
6.1.2

Reconciling hybridity

National institutions fail to be of importance in Kitipaan. They hardly reach the rural areas at all. Basic
services are poor if provided at all. National administration was weak to non-existent during
escalation. Muslim families are suspicious of the Filipino state and its institutions because of their long
history of neglect and marginalization. They do not feel represented by its institutions and refuse to be
subordinated within its working logic. The national security forces, police and military, have more
often abused the population than protected it, especially the Moros. The Christians feel intimidated by
the MILF. They are more open towards government institutions but also complain about poor service
and slow processes.
Kitipaan has been largely without community organization throughout the war and was organized
along family lines. Community organization is defined in the Local Government Code, but often
overstrains the capacity of war-torn communities. The Local Government Code of 1991 defines the
barangay as the basic political unit and thus the primary planning and implementing unit of
government policies, plans, programmes, projects and activities. The community should provide a
forum wherein the collective views of the people may be expressed, crystallized and considered and
where disputes may be amicably settled (Government of the Philippines 1991, Sec. 384).
Most community residents had little knowledge of community organization processes in 2000.
Recurrent displacement since 1970 made continuous community development nearly impossible.
People were much more occupied with survival than with politics. Selected or elected leaders at that
time had little knowledge of the roles they were mandated to play. Central elements of community
organization, such as the meeting of a community council, development planning, elections and
organization of community work, rarely occurred during the war period. Funds were allocated to the
communities on the basis of national development plans but those in charge of their implementation
had limited knowledge and guidelines to spend them. Most barangay residents never actively
participated in community planning, barangay leaders had little knowledge of such processes and in
many cases barangay councils existed only in name but never actually met (Community Family
Service International 2003, 12–13). The main decisions barangay captains had to make during those
years was when to leave to go to the camps and when to return home.
The situation has changed with the foundation of the Space for Peace and subsequent NGO support to
the community. The people in Kitipaan developed pragmatic mechanisms to handle their needs and
daily conflicts after the community peace declaration in 2000. Their approaches were largely based on
local practices, but selectively integrated some elements of the imported field. Customary justice and
reconciliatory fora were revived to resolve conflict. Decision-making bodies were institutionalized and
its representatives partly elected. Mechanisms to administer the community and ensure participation
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were formalized.378 Local monitoring and security mechanisms were strengthened to deter criminals
and lawless elements from entering the community. These new structures reconcile hybridity on the
community level, but they are often not in accordance with constitutional provisions and fail in cases
exceeding the community level. The new structures further linked the religious groups and increased
the participation of all community members in relevant processes. They fail, however, to resolve the
key issue of land distribution.
6.1.2.1 Land
The history of land acquisition in Kitipaan is in line with the developments in other parts of the
country. The barangay has a majority Maguindanaons (Muslims) population, a few Lumad residents
and roughly 30% Christian members. The community consists of a number of smaller settlements, not
all of them directly connected. Muslims live near Muslims, Christians near Christians and all the
Lumads live together in one single location. The number of Maguindanaons living in Kitipaan was
much higher before the war, but many evacuated in the 1970s and 1980s and did not return.
Kitipaan is an agricultural community. The people in Kitipaan are either full-time farmers or at least
involved in farming during harvest time (Municipality of Pikit 2007). The population density is high
with roughly 1.5 inhabitants per hectare (as of 1995), meaning that a family of normal size (6 persons)
has an average of four hectares for farming. Most families have a tiny spot for raising poultry or for a
pineapple plantation next to their house, seldom more than 80 square meters. Farming is done in little
corporations; in many cases multi-ethnic ones. Non-irrigated rice production and harvesting of
coconuts are the most important methods of farming, though by far not the most efficient ones. People
refrain from investing more in their land and technical equipment because of the unstable security
situation and unsettled ownership claims. It seems unwise to many to make large investments before
issues are finally settled.
Most land is owned by people who live outside Kitipaan. Most inhabitants of Kitipaan are tenants.
Their landlords either live in the adjacent town or outside Mindanao. Young family members who stay
in Kitipaan build their own makeshift houses, usually simple bamboo and nippa constructions, close to
their siblings.
Land owned or leased by a family member is treated like family property, translating the century-old
principle of community ownership to today’s Mindanao. Rural settlement patterns have not changed
throughout the centuries. The current dependency on landlords was never mentioned during the
interviews, neither as a fact nor as a problem. There was no violent ongoing conflict over land in
Kitipaan during fieldwork. Land conflict was often mentioned, but on an abstract level, relating to the
bigger issue of unjust land annexation and settlement on the national level. Land reform is a big issue
378

This formalization is an interesting hybrid between formal and informal institutions. Rules were clearly defined, partially
written down, valid across a number of issues and officially enforced. Yet they were enforced by largely informal
institutions, such as the council of elders or an appointed (not elected) town chief. This hybrid will be found in some aspects
relating to Kitipaan, as well as to Dumai, and will be discussed in the final comparative Chapter 5.3.
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in CSO policies, but it did not figure prominently in the interviews. It was hard to get any information
on land ownership in Kitipaan at all.
6.1.2.2 Community decisionmaking
The issue of community decision-making was discussed more vividly. Legal demands on decisionmaking bodies, meaning the barangay captain and the barangay council, are defined in the Local
Government Code of 1991. They are intended to serve as guidelines for those in office, but legal
demands often overstrain community capacity and possibilities on the ground. The following
paragraph provides a description of legal demands and exemplifies how they were adapted in
Kitipaan; resulting in a hybrid construct of stable community governance.
The duties of a barangay captain in terms of community organization according to the Local
Government Code of 1991 are manifold. He379 should secure peace and order in the community and
basic services to the community. All contracts and funds should be channelled through him (assisted
by the treasurer). He is the local counterpart of the higher authorities and is requested to support them
in their duties and functions as they concern the barangay. The barangay captain should preside over
the barangay council. He has to call sessions and appoint or replace a treasurer and secretary upon
approval of the council. In the event of an emergency (the nature of the emergency is not specified) he
is further allowed to appoint and lead an emergency group and carry firearms for the maintenance of
peace and order (Government of the Philippines 1991, Chapter 3 – The Punong Barangay) . This gives
him the highest judicial, executive and security functions.
The barangay captain is assisted in his duties by the community council. The council is the legislative
body of the barangay. It should consist of seven elected members as well as the chairman of the youth
council. The barangay council is in charge of the community finances. It has to enact tax and revenue
ordinances and supplemental budgets as well as spend this revenue on the construction and
maintenance of community facilities. It is in charge of organizing general community development by
requesting materials and labour for specific public works and projects. Furthermore, the barangay
council is in charge of securing formal and informal education and other cultural activities, as well as
in securing the barangay by forming a peace brigade if necessary (Government of the Philippines
1991, Chapter 4 – The Sangguniang Barangay) .
A general barangay assembly should meet twice a year in order to hear about and discuss the
performance of the barangay council and the barangay captain. Participants should all be registered
residents of the barangay, fifteen years or more of age and citizens of the Philippines. This assembly
can initiate legislative processes, decide upon the adoption of ordinances and pass upon the report of
the barangay council concerning its activities and finances (Government of the Philippines 1991,
Chapter 6 – Barangay Assembly) .
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The code speaks of he. Women are often barangay captain, but this was not the case in Kitipaan and the adjacent
community. I will thus continue to use the wording of the code.
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The community of Kitipaan has taken considerable steps, supported by NGO involvement, to increase
the performance of its community leaders and ensure the participation of its members. Decisionmaking bodies were institutionalized on the barangay and sitio380 levels. Processes of decision-making
were formalized and training was given to those in charge. Women and youth were actively
encouraged to participate in these processes and often formed their own councils. The new structures
are strongly rooted in local practices and often ignore legal provisions.
Institutionalization of decision-making bodies
Decision-making bodies, meaning a barangay captain and a community council, were revived after the
war. The same structure was replicated on the sitio level. The replication of community structures on
the sitio level, which is not mentioned in the constitution but can be found in many communities, has
increased participation and reduced the potential for escalation of violence. The sitio level is far more
important for daily organization and conflict than the barangay. “The barangay does not have any
action on anything”.381
Most sitios are ethnically homogenous. This has its roots in the original settlement patterns in
Kitipaan. Nuclear families settled in distinct spots. The families grew in size and were later on
subsumed under an administrative unit, the barangay.382 The increasing importance of the sitio
structures left major decisions to a distinct family or ethnic group. The majority Muslim sitios in
particular welcomed this approach. They felt less marginalized by the official (perceived to be
Christian) approach in their very own family and small community matters. Decision-making on the
barangay level was no longer described and perceived as power-bargaining between ethnic groups, but
as mutual efforts for non-violent community development:
“Even our water and sanitation project, our public help, has also a peacebuilding component. Because
once they fight over the area where we construct the pump, we say stop the construction and do peacebuilding first. We talk together and we settle the conflict. [...] our engineer would say ‘Let’s stop the
construction and we do peacebuilding first.’ [...] I think it’s a complementing tool. I think the rehabilitation will not happen unless the relational gap is resolved. [...] So we sit together, we handle
with dialogue. And they are accepting it.” (Local NGO worker, interviewed in Kitipaan 2006)

Each quarter in Kitipaan has selected a sitio captain, called a kagawad, and elected a sitio council. A
third of the sitio officials are women. The sitio councils assist the barangay captain and council in
matters concerning their sitio. Many sitio captains are members of the barangay council. This closely
links the two levels.
“If it is the whole group, we held the meeting at the barangay hall. And we have our kagawads
assigned to every sitio. And then through them we will give the information that we need to meet.”
(Barangay councilor, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)
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A sitio is a small quarter, usually consisting of 30-50 families.
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Local farmer, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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The sitios largely reflect original settlement patterns, but displacement, annexation and land titling softened original
borders.
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The barangay captain and the barangay council are in charge of administering the whole community of
Kitipaan. They are the contact persons between the national and regional authorities and the local
community and are directly accountable to the Local Government Units (LGUs), although these rarely
function during periods of escalation.
“Our primary role is to facilitate the people and represent them to higher officials like the local
government, then later they pass it to the highest officials like regional or national government.”
(Barangay council member, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Formalization of decision-making processes
Processes of decision-making were formalized in Kitipaan and those in charge at the sitio and
barangay levels were provided with training and workshops. Training was conducted regularly, on a
monthly basis, until 2008 and has continued sporadically since then. The training was highly
appreciated by those involved and often mentioned in the interviews. Local officials felt better
equipped for the jobs they were supposed to do. 383
“It is not that we didn’t want to do things the right way. It is just that nobody has ever told us how.
With all these sheets and forms and papers and then when its tricky everybody wants to have a say and
you end up just doing things as you always did them although sometimes you knew this is not how
you should do it.” (Barangay official, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2006)

Training focused on accountability and project planning, implementation and monitoring. Further
efforts were made to increase the transparency of community processes and the participation of the
local population.
Three different types of decision-making were developed in the course of the training. “We have a
three decision-making here.”384 Most administrative decisions are dealt with by the community
council. Decisions which have major impact on the community as a whole are made in a general
community assembly or in consultation with the respective sectoral groups. Immediate and emergency
decisions can be made by the barangay captain on his own, but he needs prior permission from the
community to make such decisions.
“There is some decision that I have to decide immediately. That is the emergency decision. We have
a decision that needs planning, that is where multi-sectoral or community planning is very important.
We have also the decision that me and the barangay council need to sit together and talk. So for all of
those things the process is very transparent. The only thing is in case of emergency where I need to
decide on my own we already have that kind of allowance, leadership decision allowance where the
community council will allow me.” (Barangay Captain of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2006).

Barangay council meetings in Kitipaan are held twice a month. General assemblies are held twice a
year. Additional meetings are called when the need arises. This abundance of meetings is not common
in Mindanao.
“We also conduct consultations to the people often, we just call them when we think we need to talk
to them.” (Barangay council member in Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)
“I think the difference is that we always conduct regular consultations and assemblies unlike other
barangays.” (Barangay council member in Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)
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For more information on the content and course of this training see Neumann (2009a).
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Barangay Captain of Kitipaan, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2006.
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Most meetings have an informal character. People sit in a nippa hut, usually in the evening, and
discuss various matters and gossip. The meetings provide a venue for exchange beyond sitio and
ethnic borders in the community. Community residents are satisfied with the performance of their
political leaders and elders.
“There is a close relationship. So that is one, anything that happens in any place in that area, they
inform immediately the barangay council to resolve that problem. And the barangay reacts immediately
to the problem. They don’t even say tomorrow.” (FGD participant, Kitipaan 2009)

Increasing participation of women and youth
Women and youth were actively encouraged to participate in these processes and often formed their
own councils. The entire initiative in Kitipaan was led by civil society groups. They had no means of
enforcing any of the decisions they made. Communication has been dialogue-based from the very
beginning of negotiations with the military and the MILF, and has attempted to include as many
stakeholders as possible. This has translated into community decision-making processes (Neumann
2010a). Women have increased their influence in community affairs, often with the support of the
elders. “Let the women do their thing.”385 A youth council is in place and active in Kitipaan. Its
members are between 13 and 20 years old. They organize sport events, peace celebrations and
participate in community events. The chair of the youth council is a member of the community
council.
The women have no formal body but they are highly organized in an informal structure. Female elders
are in charge of so-called women’s affairs (such as child care, health support, transportation of goods
to the market). They are consulted and often decide in cases involving their areas. Many NGO
activities are actually carried out by women, although men officially present the achievements in a
formal programme. Women strongly support the peace process, often more strongly than their male
counterparts:
“You know, we would always invite Babo Umbay, she is an elderly Muslim woman. When we went to
Malacanang before us were people from the OPAPP and she spoke compassionately and very gently as
a woman and she said ‘enough’. ‘Son’, she called the secretary, ‘I am already old, and since I was
young, I was already running away. Now I am old and I am still running away. When will this end?
Can you do something please?’ and the secretary was speechless. Nobody can do that, men don’t speak
that way. That is again the power of compassion, making an appeal and not to confront and confront
and lecture and lecture. That’s the power of the women.” (Local priest, interviewed in Kitipaan, 2009)

The decisions of the sitio council members are in general strongly influenced by their family members.
Muslims, especially the women, in Kitipaan may not speak out publically for or against certain
decisions, but are highly involved in informal discussions with political representatives and the heads
of their families.
“Muslim women in Mindanao are very strong. They may not speak out publically, but they do at home.
They are discussing with their husbands. But it’s not confrontation, it’s respect. But they have a
say.” (Staff member of a national NGO focusing on women’s rights, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)
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Quote taken from a FGD among elders, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009.
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Women have always been active and vocal in the Philippines. Civil society activities and cooperation
beyond ethnic borders has encouraged Muslim women to voice their opinions much more strongly
than they might have done before the war. There are even Muslim women who became the head of a
family because their husbands died. They took over all responsibilities, even his role as elder. Widows
in Kitipaan are not required to marry one of their husband’s family members as may be the case in
other Muslim societies.
“In the community we have so many women leaders. These are the known women leaders of the Moro
community, even Christians, even the men would really listen to them. If they are the ones who talk,
they are being listened to. They would ask for their advice before they do something. They would
ask them. Like decision to return, whenever this certain women would not return, the whole
community would not return.” (Local NGO staff member, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009)

Regional organizations, as well as the military, have become aware of the increasing participation of
women and youth in the Muslim sitios of Kitipaan.
“For me that is one thing that is very important, not hiding themselves and expressing their feelings
because that gives us the knowledge that someone is needing our help. Unlike other places, they are so
reserved and commanded by their datu to never go out. (…) Now they are banded together, they go to
me, they go to the mayors, they go to the barangay captains.” (Regional representative of the AFP,
interviewed in Pikit 2009)

The ignorance of the imported field
The transformation of practices as compared to before and during the war has been manifold. Yet, the
new structures are strongly rooted in local practices and often contradict legal paragraphs based on
pragmatic considerations and customs. Barangay captains are appointed and not elected. The election
of the barangay council is based on informal consociational mechanisms. An informal council of
elders has enormous influence on key decisions, although it holds no formal position at all.
The barangay and sitio captains in Kitipaan are not elected, but appointed. Appointment is not a lifetime appointment; each captain needs to be reappointed every five years. This very pragmatic fusion
of local and imported practices rests on a long experience of violent elections in Mindanao. Many
candidates invest considerable amounts of money to gain office and need to reacquire these resources
once in office (Kreuzer 2007). Violence is used to intimidate opponents and vote-buying is rampant,
even on the barangay level. Kitipaan changed the election process to appointment in 2000, based on
their very own experiences of violent escalations:
“We are different here, we just conduct consultation from the people. Who would they want to be
their chairman. They have unity inside. They would not be dividing the house because they don’t want
someone to lose. Thus, it is just like an appointment. (...) there are experiences that if there are
opposing parties, crime rate would have a big tendency to be raised because nobody would want to lose,
right? Besides, in this kind of system candidates wouldn’t spend a lot of money for campaign materials
and their candidacy because he or she knows already what would be the result of the barangay-wide
consultation. This prevents conflict and killing during election time.” (Barangay council member,
interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The system of appointment has reduced violence and tensions between the religious groups that were
usually heightened during election times. Local elections have become a consultative process (Benitez
2008). The members of the community council collect names and platforms of all those who intend to
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run for office. These platforms are put in the community hall for public display. After some time the
council members visit all families to ask which of the candidates they would vote for. The community
council decides in a meeting which candidate should run for office and asks all the others to withdraw
their applications. Only one of the candidates runs for the final election (formally conducted as
envisaged by the constitution).
“They ask everybody. It’s like a consensus agreed by every member of the barangay. They ask the
candidates to endorse themselves. Then they call a meeting to ask everybody whom they would want to
vote for. Then they have their own meeting and decide. After the consultation they are also talking
to the opponent. Telling them that this other person has been endorsed by the community. ‘So can you
please take back your candidacy, just to support this person?’ So if he knows already that there is no
support there, that’s why he takes it back.” (Lumad barangay council member, interviewed in Kitipaan
in 2009)

So far this process has been astonishingly consensual and produced both a Christian and a Muslim
barangay captain:
“This area has a Muslim majority. It started from 1986-1989, I think. The Christian leader was first
selected then Muslim in the consultation and it maybe Lumads in the future. This is how the
consultation makes it.” (Muslim barangay council member, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The members of the barangay and sitio council are elected in Kitipaan. The barangay council consists
of seven members. This reduces the danger of violence around barangay council elections. “They
allow the people to vote because we are seven”.386 Some informal power-sharing mechanisms must
underlie barangay council elections. The Lumads, who only account for 3% of the population in the
barangay, always hold at least one of the seven seats in the council. The members of the barangay
council in Kitipaan are all male, except for the barangay treasurer. Except for the youth chairman, they
are all older than 45. The concept of seniority persists. Women are more strongly engaged in NGOs, at
sitio level and with specific activities, not in official political office. The structures of decision-making
reflect a mix of Islamic principles and traditional elements in predominantly Muslim sitios. They do
not follow formalized democratic principles, but they are based on democratic values as derived from
the Qu’ran, such as mutual consultation: “let there be consultation in matters of public and private
affairs”.387
Religious and political authority goes hand in hand among the Muslim and indigenous council
members, just as it has done since early socialization. The Muslim members of the community council
and the barangay captain are datus, the Lumad council member is a timuay; a religious leader of the
traditional community. The Christian council members are active in the church community but do not
hold superior positions. The churches in the Philippines provide priests and even deacons for the
communities by a rotation principle. They are assigned for three to five years and not registered
community members. They are excluded from running for political office, but are often important
leaders.
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Member of the barangay council in Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009.
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This quote was taken from an interview with the imam of Kitipaan. It refers to a quote from a chapter of the Qu’ran
entitled Shura (consultation): “… their affairs are run by mutual consultation.” (42:38).
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“The newly arrived priest, I found that truth and justice is with him.” (Local NGO staff and former
MNLF fighter, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)
“It is always the priest that we talk to most regarding our peace and order problems. He gives
attention to both the Muslims and the Christians. He was even called father OMILF388 by the church
people.” (Excerpt from a FGD among elders, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009)

Moral authority is not automatically linked to formal office. The barangay council and even the sitio
councils are assisted by an informal council of elders. The council of elders is not mentioned in legal
paragraphs as part of community administration, but it has enormous influence in Kitipaan, once it
comes to moral and fundamental issues beyond the usual administrative process. Elders are respected
leaders in the community who may not hold any official position, although some of them are elected
into the community and sitio councils. In most cases, these elders are the heads of their local clans.
The elders are consulted by the sitio and barangay councils, as well as by local NGOs. The council of
elders meets once a month or ad hoc if a situation in the community requires their involvement. The
barangay council meets with the council of elders once a month. The informal influence of the council
of elders is high. Certain decisions can only be enforced if supported by the elders. An example was
the decision on when to return from the evacuation camp. A further example is the appointment
process where elders ensure that only those appointed will finally run for office:
“Like with elections, when there is escalation because some would not accept the results, the elders
would talk to them and prevent them from taking any action. We meet with them regularly.”
(Member of the barangay council, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The appointment approach is not unique to Kitipaan. Most communities in Muslim Mindanao practice
consultation and consensus-seeking instead of competitive elections. The selection or appointment of
specific leaders is based on the person’s individual achievements and his capacity to lead as witnessed
by the community members. In many cases, family background seems to be of further importance
(Guilal 1998). The idea that leadership capacity and moral standing are transferred from one
generation to the next or can be obtained through marriage persists. This translates the ruling of elite
families from the national level to the communities. The kin of regional and national elites are often
found in leading positions within their communities. The communities profit from such ties as many
services are provided based on informal networks.
“Whenever we have needs, we report to the higher authorities. So the office of the mayor for example,
we are close friends with the mayor, being my brother in fraternity. So we have to tell to him ‘Bro',
these are our needs, for example, see we need this. How about sparing your ambulance and fetch them
to the nearest hospital? And then he sends it.“ (Barangay captain of an adjacent community, interviewed
in Pikit in 2009)

6.1.2.3 Local justice
The community council and the sitio councils are in charge of administering the community. The
council of elders is involved in moral matters and serves as the “moral backbone of the community”.389
This introduces an informal separation of power between administrative and moral issues which
388

OMILF is a mixed acronym of OMI (Oblates of Mary Immaculate, the order of the priest) and MILF.
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Former NGO project leader in Kitipaan, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009.
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becomes more obvious in the area of rule of law. The following case study of a conflict resolution
process in Kitipaan serves as example of how the community deals with conflict. It is recollected by a
local priest and provides a subjective perception of how people perceive local community justice..390

“I understand, we are all here because we want to settle this problem through dialogue,” Omar started
as he spoke to the audience after a Muslim and a Christian gave the invocation. The place was inside
the barangay hall of barangay Kitipaan.
Omar is barangay chairman of Kitipaan and the president of the Space for Peace. He was requested by
Kapitaan Tibo of barangay Katepan and Kapitan Tanny of barangay Cunipan to mediate in the conflict
involving both of their constituents – Robert a Christian and Babu Karilya a Muslim.
Seated around the table were Robert, the accused, and Babu Karilya, the complainant. Also present
were Tanny, the barangay captain of Cunipan and Tibo of barangay Katepan. Others present were the
two secretaries, police investigator, army detachment commander, relatives of the two parties, a
journalist, NGO observers, religious elders and some local residents.
After a short preliminary introduction, Omar started the discussion. “So what really happened?” Omar
asked Babu in order to establish all the facts regarding the incident.
“It was late in the afternoon and Robert was drunk and without provocation he just strafed our house. I
scampered for safety. After that, I was scared and I decided to evacuate to barangay Tubalawan,” Babu
Karilya began to narrate the details of the incident.
After Babu had spoken, Omar then turned to Robert and asked him, “Is this true?” “Yes, it is true,”
Robert sheepishly admitted.
The wife of Robert was murdered a few months ago at the boundary of Katepan and Cunipan. Two
nights later, a strafing incident occurred at a Muslim community living at the boundary of the two
barangays. It killed Sekak Sakib, a Maguindanawon. The Muslim community later identified a Moro
suspect in the killing of Robert’s wife. A criminal case has been filed before the municipal trial court
and a warrant of arrest has been issued. The murderer, however, has remained at large. .
“I’m very sorry for what happened to Babu. I have not gotten over the loss of my wife and I was drunk
that afternoon,” Robert said apologetically. “Besides, I don’t want anymore any Muslim house standing
inside my property. But I’d like to ask forgiveness from Babu…if she could forgive me,” Robert
continued. The small house of Babu Karilya was located at the roadside and encroaching a little bit in
the farm lot of Robert.
Omar then turned to Karilya, “Babu, you have heard Robert admitting his fault and asking forgiveness
from you. Are you going to forgive him now?”
Everybody was waiting for the answer of Babu Karilya. But Babu was speechless and did not know
how to answer the question of Omar. And so, Omar suggested that she consult her relatives first who
were sitting beside her. After she had consulted them, finally, she declared, “Well, I could forgive
Robert if he will make a promise here that he will not do it again.”
At that point, the sister of Robert stood up and said, “As the elder sister of Robert, I promise that I will
be the one to put him in jail if ever he does it again.”
“That’s good,” Omar said, “but we need to hear the assurance from Robert himself.” Right there,
Robert made the promise that he would not do it again and that he would submit himself to go to jail if
ever he commits the same crime over again.
Actually, a case had been filed at the police station and was just waiting to be forwarded to the sala of
the municipal judge who would then issue a warrant of arrest for Robert. The police investigator who
390
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was present explained it himself before those who attended the dialogue. He further explained that in
the absence of a peaceful settlement, Robert could go to jail.
“So Babu, you have heard Robert made the promise,” Omar turned to Babu Karilya. “are you now
prepared to forgive Robert?” At this point, Babu said, “Okay, I forgive him now.” “But he has to fulfil
his promise,” she added.
There was joy inside the barangay hall. Everybody clapped their hands in what everybody believed was
the successful conclusion of the session and resolution of the conflict. It appeared it was. But, not yet
for Bapa Butch.
When the joys and the laughters inside the hall were subsiding, Bapa Butch politely asked Omar if he
could speak. Bapa Butch was a member of the parish special team assisting communities in
rehabilitation. He was acknowledged by Omar who called the attention of those present to listen to
Baba Butch.
“We are all happy,” Bapa Butch began, “that the TRUTH has come out and that Robert has shown
REPENTANCE and that Babu has extended FORGIVENESS to Robert. But I think there is one thing
lacking in the process.”
Everybody became quiet.
“How about JUSTICE?” Bapa Butch continued. “How shall the damages be treated? Do we just forget
them or does Babu deserve some form of reparation?” Bapa Butch asked the question.
Actually Babu Karilya had a small “tindahan” that used to support her after she became a widow. Her
shanty was demolished by Kapitan Tanny after the strafing incident on the basis that it encroached on
the farm lot of Robert.
“Okay, let’s ask Babu then what the damages were,” Omar said. Babu Karilya spoke about her small
“tindahan”’ and her small hut.
“So, how much did you lose of your “tindahan”, Babu?” Omar inquired.
“It’s not big. It’s something like P1,500.00 pesos only,” Babu replied.
Immediately, the elder sister of Robert stood up and said, “Okay, I will take care of that.” The audience
clapped their hands, showing their approval.
“What else?” Omar asked Babu again.
“My house,” Babu replied. “Kapitan Tanny demolished it,” she continued.
There was quiet in the hall again. It was obvious that the party of Robert did not want to commit to
Babu regarding her house that was demolished by Kapitan Tanny.
It was at this point that I stood up. I supported the thought of Bapa Butch. “It is not enough,” I said,
“that truth has come out and that the two have seemingly reconciled. There is no real
RECONCILIATION without justice,” I explained.
I reminded them that while the conflict was just between Robert and Babu Karilya, it could actually
develop into a family feud and even escalate into organizational conflict where armed group and the
military could get involved, thus affecting the two communities.
“In this case, the community, therefore, also has a responsibility to help in the resolution of this
conflict,” I said. “What can everybody here contribute to restore the house of Babu?” I further
challenged them.
The responses were quick.
“I will contribute 200 nippa leaves,” said Kapitan Omar, the mediator. “I will contribute some lumber,”
pledged Kapitan Tanny. “What is lacking, just let me know,” Kapitan Tibo said. “Here’s P200.00 pesos
for the nails,” the police investigator offered as he handed the amount to Kapitan Tanny. I also gave
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P200.00 pesos. And there were others who contributed as well.
The barangay secretary of Takepan who was recording the minutes of the proceeding was jotting down
the pledges. Meanwhile, a merienda was served, courtesy of barangay Panicupan. While feasting on
biscuits and cola drinks, Omar consulted the officials and the two parties about what to do with the case
filed at the police station. It was agreed that Babu, Robert and his elder sister would go together to the
police station to withdraw the case.
“So, it looks like we have already solved the problem,” Omar smiled. He then announced the
withdrawal of the case against Robert. “The next thing is to put the agreement in writing for Robert and
Babu to sign,” Omar added.
While the secretary was preparing the agreement, Omar invited Robert and Babu to shake hands in the
presence of everybody. The elder sister of Robert approached Babu Karilya and embraced her.
Everybody was jubilant and shaking each other’s hands, feeling triumphant for the victory of peace
over what could be another cycle of violence.
The session barely lasted for one hour on December 18, 2003 at the barangay hall of Cunipan Space for
Peace. It was an early Christmas gift for the local inhabitants of these two villages who have
experienced repeated displacement due to armed conflict between government troops and MILF forces.
As shown in this case, the role of Kapitan Omar as a mediator was a key to the resolution of the
conflict. His being the chairman of the Space for Peace accorded him the credibility as neutral to the
conflict.
Secondly, it was shown in this case that real reconciliation requires the carrying out of justice for the
victim.
Thirdly, it was evident that after the dialogue session, not only was JUSTICE rendered to the victim but
the RELATIONSHIP of the victim and the offender was also RESTORED. In peace-building, this is
known as RESTORATIVE JUSTICE which is used in some traditional communities.
(document received during fieldwork in 2009)

Justice, as shown in the case study, relies predominantly on customary institutions and processes in
Kitipaan that exceed the legal limitations of the community courts by far. Local approaches to justice
have transferred the traditional concept of restorative justice and amicable settlement to the present:
Cases are amicably settled between members of the same religious group. Restorative justice and
mediation councils deal with conflict between members of different religious groups. The council of
elders is at the heart of justice matters. The local mechanisms ensure the inclusion of contextual
dynamics in court processes and are key to community cohesion. The formal justice system has
dramatically failed in the Philippines, yet community justice is often limited in its impact beyond the
community.
Amicable settlement between members of the same religious group
Community conflicts are usually settled through amicable settlement. Settlement is either initiated by
the accused or an elder. Settlement between members of the same religious group is reportedly easier
in Kitipaan than cases of conflict between Muslims and Christians. Both groups have their established
elders to which they turn in cases of dissent. If conflict happens between members of the same
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religious group, one or two mediators get involved. The moderator is someone with associational ties
to both groups who cannot be refused by the victim. This mediator is often an elder, the sitio captain
or a religious leader.
The mediator suggests terms of a settlement when both sides agree in general to a settlement. The
terms are then negotiated with the victim and the offender directly, or with their representatives who
are usually close family members. The offender has to apologize and the victim to forgive. Damages
and losses need to be restituted (Machado 1985, 15–16).
“Whenever we caught fugitives, we let them negotiate with the victims. We just facilitate their
dialogue. Sometimes the suspect would return their stolen items to the victims. However, there are times
that the victims wouldn’t agree so they let the burglars pay. So whenever the two parties agree the
case is already resolved. Finally we say, do not repeat, because next time it is not dialogue but you will
be sent to jail.” (Local elder, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

There are different degrees of amicable settlement. Settlement can either be pure amicable settlement,
completely circumventing the legal system as in the case described above. Settlement can be initiated
by a complaint to the police which is later on withdrawn for settlement. Finally, a legal case that could
not be fully resolved in the courts can be referred back to the community.
Minor cases between members of the same religious groups are settled through purely amicable
settlement in Kitipaan. Even major cases, such as cattle rustling and assault are settled through
amicable settlement after the case is withdrawn from the police. Barangay captains recall with great
pride that most cases are kept from reaching the police because of their elaborate mediation skills and
their good ties to the community members.
“That is our role. Peacemakers. We have to facilitate dialogue. Go from one party to the other and
make sure they find an agreement. If it goes to the police, they will just file a report and create a lot of
blablabla and it will blow up and things get worse. We better settle it here.” (Barangay council
member, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Restorative justice and mediation between members of different religious groups
The situation is more difficult if conflict arises between Muslims and Christians in Kitipaan. The usual
crimes occurring are “cattle rustling, motor vehicle snatching, ‘carnapping’ and killing”391. These
crimes were often not resolved before the foundation of the Peace Zone. Muslims and Christians
refused to enter into amicable settlement. Mediators who could be acceptable to both sides and who
had strong associational ties with victim and offender were hard to find. The municipal structures,
police and courts, were dissolved because of war or had other priorities. Minor cases tended to escalate
in Kitipaan and the military and MILF got involved. This was identified as a major threat to
community security in the consultations preceding the foundation of the Peace Zone. Simple crimes
often escalated to large-scale violence:
“If we have to dig out why the war started (...). Cattle rustling, it started from cattle rustling. (…) Then
in my own analysis the Muslims will get the animal of the Christian. Then they get and get until such
time that this Christian get angry. Then because they got angry they buy arms then they revenge.
Because people wanted to defend their animals so they bought arms. There is really this, they don't
391

Excerpt from a FGD among male elders, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009.
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have already confidence with the Muslims so they already suspected the Muslims with the rustling
and the war started from that because there was mistrust within the Christians. And then every time
there is a happening like that they say the Muslim are responsible of that cattle rustling.” (Local
farmer, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The people in Kitipaan as of 2009 have found means to resolve their community conflict. The council
of elders is at the heart of settling multi-religious conflict. The elders of both groups agreed to install a
forum to deal with cases between the groups that could not be handled through the classical approach
of a mediated amicable settlement. The council includes elders from all three religious groups.
“When there is some problem between Christians and Muslims, we will call the council of elders to
tell them we have a problem.” (Imam of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

A Christian victim would bring the case to a Christian elder, who would then contact all community
elders. A Muslim victim would bring the case to a Muslim elder. The issue would be discussed in the
council of elders, in severe cases with the involvement and advice of religious leaders and other
relevant authorities. The accused is informed through an elder close to him, once an agreement is
found. A public hearing is sought, when the case is more complicated and witnesses need to be heard.
“By consulting, by meetings, by calling us who is the one who made crime. Just sit down for dialogue.
Then when both parties were settled, they can settle it. Because here it is more on dialogue and peace
negotiation.” (Female Lumad leader, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Both elders then talk to their constituents in order to see whether they agree in general to settling the
case through the council of elders. If they do, they all come together in a common forum and discuss
the matter with the accused and the victim, as well as their representatives or they do so through
shuttle-diplomacy.
“So, what I will do first time, I will go to a Muslim and ask, what is the problem, then after that I will
call the attention of the Christian and ask him what is the problem. When their rules are the problem,
then I will ask the Muslim, what would be your suggestion, and then also the Christian. When the
suggestion is there, then I will call them, face to face, talk to them, and the one who has done mistake,
ask pardon from the other.” (Sitio captain in Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

If the accused does not confess, a new round of hearings is organized, including a wider range of
people. This process continues until the offender confesses. If this does not happen, the case is
forwarded to the next level, the sitio captain and then finally to the barangay officials.
“The conflict is always based on two levels. For example, if the problem is about misunderstanding
between Muslims and Christians, Muslims and Lumads, Lumads and Christian and or vice versa, the
council of elders will be the one who would serve as the negotiator between and among them. They
would talk over the conflict and examine for resolutions. If this problem cannot be settled among the
elders, they send it to the Kagawad392 and the Kagawad will intervene. This time the Barangay
officials will be the one to take over and seek resolutions for the problems.” (Barangay councilor of
Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

The case is only forwarded to the municipal (formal) court if the barangay officials fail to resolve the
conflict. Even if a case reaches the court, it can be transferred back to the community if the victim
agrees. Elders use their influence on their constituents to ensure that conflicts are settled within the
community as the experience with formal trials has for many not been satisfactory. Cases are rarely
forwarded to the formal court or the police.
392

A kagawad is a member of the barangay council.
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“The barangay chairman or barangay official has authority to solve their own problem. (…) Not
necessarily to bring it here in my office. They just inform us, if they cannot solve the problem, they
will endorse it.” (Head of municipal police, interviewed in Pikit in 2009)

Most conflicts were settled within Kitipaan. This is acknowledged by outsiders.
“If it were no sanctuary of peace, it would have blown up. At least the people are still in some
dialogue, although there are other actors with their own interests. But there are these agents who are
working towards peace and also bringing it up to a higher level. The rebels and the AFP don’t get
involved, like if it is only family conflict, some feud rooted in the past.” (Rexall Kaalim, head of Bantay
Ceasefire, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

The guilty party is punished, according to the severity of the crime committed. Punishment can differ
between Muslims and Christians. The offender is punished according to the norms applying to him as
decided upon by the respective elder representing him.
“The Sharia Law would only cover our Muslim bothers but our Christian brothers would not be
covered by that. Not unless they have embraced Islam. Only if they embrace Islam religion,
automatically they will be covered by the Sharia.” (Local datu, interviewed in Pikit in 2009)

In either case, the victim has to agree to the punishment. Material restoration is one aspect of
settlement. Usually such punishment forces the offender to return stolen items or repay the former
owner in kind. In more severe cases, blood money needs to be paid and offenders can be temporarily
ostracized from the community or jailed in a formal prison (Guilal 1998, 168).
The restoration of relationships is of equal importance, especially in multi-religious processes. Formal
legal processes end with a final verdict, focusing on material restoration. Customary processes end
with a reconciliatory celebration, usually by a clapping of hands and embraces between the families of
victim and offender. A public apology by the offender and its acceptance on the part of the victim
concludes the process. The case cannot be seen as finally settled according to customary or community
law if the offender does not apologize and thereby admit that he was wrong.393 A public apology
restitutes the victims’ prestige and status.
The inclusion of community and context
Amicable settlement and restorative justice are community owned processes. The maintenance of
security, and even further “harmony”394, is the foremost concern of local conflict resolution in
Kitipaan. The inclusion of the community in these processes is central to their long-term success.
Amicable settlement and restorative justice make use of community mechanisms to reach a settlement
through consultation and agreement and not through legal enforcement. Bentley already observed for
the Maranaos that the “Maranaos’ conceptions of truth do not admit of disembodied ‘facts’ stripped of
their social contexts” (Bentley 1984, 646).
Robert, the perpetrator in the case study, can refer to the death of his wife as aggravating his hate for
Muslims. Babu Karilya consults her relatives in order to respond to Robert’s apology. All community
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The offender needs to provide a joint meal for all involved in the case: elders, witnesses, victim and their families in more
severe cases.
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Harmony was described to me as the utmost goal of community justice by a local mediator in Kitipaan in 2009.
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members contribute to the restitution for the damage. A restorative court case is a portrait of society
and its resolution a community event of reconciliation. An escalation of the conflict would affect the
whole community. The community thus needs to witness the process and be included in it.
The public process, and especially the public apology, restitute the prestige and dignity of the victim in
the eyes of the people living in Kitipaan. The resolution of conflicts further raises the status of the
mediator.395 The mediator has proved that people consult him and have trust in him. He has resolved
the case and ensured that his verdict will be implemented. This strengthens his position within the
community.
Omar was chosen as mediator in the case study. The case happened between community members of
adjacent barangays and between Muslims and Christians. Both agreed on Omar as mediator, because
they knew he had a good standing with both communities. Existing prestige, associational ties and
credibility were necessary for him to be chosen. His success further increased prestige, built new ties,
reinforced older ones and strengthened credibility. A defeat and a referral of the case to a formal court
would have undermined his record and left the community helplessly facing internal conflicts. This
ensured compliance of all involved.
The main objective of conflict settlement and justice on the community level cannot be served by
formal legal courts in Mindanao. Offences have more than a material dimension and affect more
people than only the victim and offender, in the eyes of the local population. They are seen as
embedded in a complex community hierarchy, built on prestige and dignity, often close to the concept
of maratabat as described in Chapter 5.1.2. These dynamics can only be understood by knowledgeable
persons who know the community very well. Formal legal processes tend to ignore the wide social and
historical context. Judges fail to include the complex system of reciprocal ties between those involved
and the social hierarchies underlying their actions.
Most inhabitants of Kitipaan, as in other villages in Mindanao, lack minimal economic security. They
are much more concerned with recovering the damage, as in the case of Babu Kalinya, than with
making an abstract public claim against a wrongdoer. A formal legal process takes a lot of time and is
very costly. Final verdicts are rare, due to the poor state of the Filipino judicial system in rural areas.
The procedural character and the anonymity of formal legal processes is rejected by the people in
Kitipaan.
“You know my daughter, I was in a court one day. They take hours just to start. And then they break.
And only the court people talk. And they write papers and papers. And you have to pay fee for this
and for that. And if you have no passport, you cannot enter. And I don’t even know the people who sit
over the case. And they have no knowledge on me. How is that to help anybody?” (Female elder in an
informal conversation, translated by her grandson, Kitipaan 2009)
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This has also been observed by Bentley (1985, 57; 1992, 102) with respect to the Maranao.
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The limitations of community justice
The community courts exceed their mandate by far, in Kitipaan and as other sources suggest, all over
the Philippines (Mojares 1985). They deal with cases involving members of different communities and
crimes punishable by more than five years of imprisonment. The legal limitations of the community
courts are not well known.396 There is either a lack of clarity on the legal rights and obligations of the
lupong or a widespread ignorance of its limitations. Even cases of murder and severe physical injury
are handled through community courts. Rape or homicides are not perceived as crimes against society
or the state by many, but as offenses against persons or families. This makes them subject to amicable
settlement or arbitration rather than to formal law (Roperos 1985, 116).
The people in Kitipaan have found ways to deal with conflicts between members of the same religious
group and between Muslims and Christians, but they still struggle to deal with conflicts inflicted by
outsiders such as crimes committed by people and groups unknown to the community members,
crimes dealing with aspects beyond the community level such as illegal logging and mining,
strategical troop movements and crimes involving national and international corporations.397 The
cooperation between the captains of adjacent barangays has been improved, but such crimes still
possess a great danger to community stability.
“What we are doing is to link and negotiate with other barangays to trace the origin of the
criminals. When they already know who the criminals are, they contact us and we do the negotiation.
We often ask these criminals not to steal from our barangay because we are already poor and nothing
would be left for us. So we ask them to tell these people, if they know them, not to include our
barangay.” (Barangay councilor, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Community mechanisms, such as amicable settlement and reconciliation, fail in these cases. Elders
have no means to get hold of the perpetrators and no mechanisms to enforce a settlement. Cases are
usually forwarded to the police or the government administration, but success is weak. Cases are
rarely solved and sometimes provoke escalations on the military level.
“Being a barangay official is a very hard job. (...) Unlike the MILF or the AFP, we can’t directly talk
to the criminals because we don’t know where their office is.” (Barangay captain, interviewed in
Kitipaan in 2009)

Accounts where such cases were solved at gun point by the vigilante groups are rampant. Narratives
such as the following are widespread. They are not officially confirmed, but they are very likely, given
the under-staffing of courts and police forces.
“Sometimes, they inform the police about the incident but sometimes, because it needs immediate
action, they do it. Through the point of the gun. They killed really, especially cattle rustlers. I
remember three cattle rustlers. Those who are cattle rustlers they will not do the same thing again. A
member of the cattle rustlers is pinned down, they will not do this anymore. (…) If that incident will
happen in that area and they make their immediate decision, as long as it is not against the will of the
people, just to protect the life and the property of the people here. Because the cattle rustlers will not
396

Even the municipal head of the Philippine National Police (PNP) was convinced that the community could deal with cases
involving up to six years of imprisonment.
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In the case of Kitipaan, such cases either involve members of the AFP or the MILF passing the community and
committing human rights violations or robbery or (inter-)national companies claiming land or resources for exploitation. This
problem is also pointed out for other communities by Alejo (2005, 146).
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stay. They have to run. So what, just to shoot. So it solved the problem. And that is a good idea.“
(Local teacher, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

6.1.2.4 Security
The security situation in Kitipaan remains fragile. Peace Zones are, by definition, areas off-limits to
armed violence and are weapon-free zones. Kitipaan declared itself as a Space for Peace, rather than as
a Peace Zone, because it was clear from the very beginning that the community members would not be
able to refrain from holding arms to defend their community against outside intruders.
“It is always the outsiders disturbing us. This is the reason why we have maintained a police
auxiliary group to repel armed men coming to disturb our peace.” (Male elder in an FGD, conducted in
Kitipaan in 2009)

Escalations occurred in neighbouring barangays during our fieldwork and people were afraid to be
caught up in them. The security situation on the ground continues to be highly ambivalent. Different
groups fight one another, based on different grounds: the AFP to protect national sovereignity, the
MILF in their rebellion against Filipino domination and local vigilante groups to protect their
communities from criminals. The current situation is, once more, an oligopoly of violence.
Many international donors started to work with the MILF in an attempt to include non-state armed
factions into their programmes.398 The political activities of the MILF are supported and legitimized
by such involvement. Those performing security functions in the name of the MILF continue to be
seen and treated as illegals and criminals by many. The MILF challenges the monopoly of the state in
official rhetoric, but it does not do so in the perception of the Moros:
“If they [AFP] are not going inside the Muslim areas there is no war. Is that true? Very true. The MILF
is not going outside to fight a war.” (Female Muslim elder, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

People working with the police or the Filipino army are generally perceived as having a decent job.
Many children told me that they wanted to become a soldier. Many of our interview partners in the
Muslim communities refrained from openly acknowledging that they were fighting for the MILF;
“they are said to be disappearing from time to time when there is escalation in other areas.”399 No
child ever publically said that s/he wanted to become a rebel. The inofficiality of the MILF makes
escalations even more complicated.
“Our problem is we cannot identify who are the good MILF, who are the MNLF, who are the
lawless elements. When crimes happen they would always say it is the lawless elements. I just wish
all people would bear identity marks, probably visible tattoos, so we would be able to identify easily
whether they are MILF or lawless elements.” (Member of a local paramilitary group in Kitipaan,
interviewed in 2009)

Community watch forces have been founded following the escalation in late 2008 all over Mindanao.
Kitipaan has established civilian defence forces to secure itself from outside intrusion. The Christian
settlements have their paramilitary groups which are supported and in close communication with the
AFP. The Muslim settlements have their paramilitary group, whose members are usually members of
398

The KAS, for example, was strongly engaged with the MILF from 2006 to 2010.
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Local staff member of a national NGO, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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the MILF, although this is not officially acknowledged. There are no cases mentioned or documented
in which Muslim and Christian vigilante groups fought each other in Kitipaan.
“Those people who give trouble, they are not a resident of this barangay. Only the people within this
barangay go away because they are also afraid they might get included in the attack.” (Local farmer
and former soldier, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Oligopolies of violence continue and are legally backed by the constitution, which gives the right to
self-defence to any community. In Kitipaan, they are used to defend the community. Mechanisms are
in place that prevent the escalation of violence between different vigilante groups on community
premises. The general proliferation of weapons, however, holds the danger for escalation.
6.1.3

The struggle against local powerlessness

Kitipaan has found ways to prevent internal conflicts from escalating. It has negotiated with the armed
factions to remain off-limits to armed confrontations. This has been a huge success of the powerless.
The approaches practiced in Kitipaan provide simple and pragmatic answers to some of the ideological
debates on the national level, but their solutions remain dependent on the good will of the surrounding
parties.
“Practically, we just include the principal actors in the communities. When you talk about other
stakeholders, that’s actually our failure. Like for example some local politicians have already
established well their businesses and just imagine it would be under MILF rule that would be a strong
reaction. (…) We have less dialogue engagement with the local politicians and also the paramilitary
groups (…) could just initiate communal violence.” (Local priest in Kitipaan, interviewed in Cotabato in
2009)

Violence surrounds Kitipaan and the community itself had a long history of violence until 2000.
Kitipaan may have turned into a space for peace itself, but violence and crime continue in adjacent
communities and across Mindanao.
“Security is always problematic. We have constant fear that war recurs. It is very fragile. Anytime,
armed confrontations could spark.“ (Excerpt from a FGD among women, conducted in Kitipaan in
2009)

Community peace has few effects on the regional and national peace process and remains vulnerable
to major escalations. Larger issues, such as self-determination of the Moros, land reform, or the
introduction of a new constitution cannot be negotiated on the community level. These issues clearly
upset the community members. National dynamics remain protracted. Clan politics continue and
national peace talks find themselves in a stalemate; just as they have done for the last 40 years.
The stalemate in national peace talks
The situation in Mindanao, beyond the community of Kitipaan, has changed little since 2000.
Corruption and election fraud have not ceased. The situation remains fragile and major escalations in
2003 and 2008/2009 have shown that violence can erupt easily. Recent publications on the general
situation in the Philippines continue to speak of “bossism” (Sidel 1999), describe how the “clans play
on” (Teehankee 2009a) and identify a “failure to connect” (Teehankee 2009b) between citizens and
political parties in the Philippines.
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Elite domination continues to underlie peace negotiations. Civil society has increased its impact, but
remains in advisory roles. The new peace strategy of the government is “creative but risky”
(International Crisis Group 2011a, 1). It attempts to link three key issues in the peace process: (1) to
prove that an autonomous Muslim state can fulfil key requirements of good governance, (2) to link the
separate talks with MNLF and MILF together and (3) to redefine the outline of a Moro sub-state as
envisioned by the MoA-AD. Once more, all these goals are attempted through negotiation with and
incorporation of the old cadres.
The debate around elections in the autonomous region have been heated and the national congress has
once more decided for the autonomous region on a key issue (International Crisis Group 2011b). The
Aquino government attempted to handpick the few leaders of the ARMM. Plans to incorporate cadres
of the MILF into an interim administration are circulating (International Crisis Group 2011a). Since
late 2011, Aquino was kept busy by other developments. The former president Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo has been jailed and is currently being trialed for corruption and election fraud. Her last minute
nominee for head of the Supreme Court, Chief Justice Corona, was facing an impeachment trial.
Politics is once more misused as an arena for clan wars. It is not yet sure whether the peace talks will
remain a key priority of the Aquino government. They are ongoing as of September 2012, but no end
is in sight. The wheeling and dealing continues and most elites benefit from it in the unstable situation.
The insecure situation secures their positions, be it within the MILF, the AFP, or as governors and
senators.
The continuity of elite politics
There have been some institutions and events in the history of the Philippines that have attempted to
challenge clan rule. The early abrogation of the Bates Treaty certainly did. Quezon’s strong push for
unity might have been a further challenge if he had not opted for assimilation, once more increasing
the resistance of Muslim clans to being part of a national vision. The resistance of Muslim clans to
participating in national processes has led to a decline of their region, but it has strengthened the clans
internally. The Tripoli Agreement signed between the MNLF and the GRP in 1976 and later on the
whole administration of the ARMM has been incorporated by those clans, leaving little of the
revolutionary spirit of Nur Misuari. Martial Law challenged the clans, though not in a way one wants
to see replicated. The MoA-AD, had it passed, would have been a further challenge to clan rule in
Mindanao.
MILF and the communist group, NPA, are challenging clan structures, but with far more verve in their
rhetoric than in their actual behaviour. Democratic rules and participatory rhetoric have little impact
on actual practices, as long as overstepping them is seen as a game rather than a crime. Even the
Ampatuans might get away with their massacre in the long run.400
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Two years after the massacre took place, five witnesses have been killed and the trial has not even started.
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The formal institutions of democracy enjoy only weak legitimacy. Economic survival still ranks higher
than intrinsic values of democracy. Clans have not been a political organization at first hand, but they
have extended to politics as this area has become key to economic growth and security provision.
Clans interact with the state and they can easily mould its formation as the Filipino state only consists
of clans. Those in power have clearly defended their turf and are rarely challenged. Most people living
in Kitipaan still believe that if only the president would change his policies, everything would turn for
the better.
“Sometimes I could cry because of this because we could hear again the bombs. Who can stop that
except for the president or General Garcia? They could afford that because it is their soldiers.” (Local
elder in Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009)

The frustration with political elites obstructing peace agreements is growing. Both sides are
dissatisfied with their performance, but they remain loyal to their leadership, the Filipino government
among the Christians and the MILF among the Moros, because they are the only ones to “represent
our cause”401.There is little change to be expected as long as there is a consensus between elite
families that maintains this system and continued support by international organizations to uphold
state and ARMM finances.
The vibrant NGOs and CSO sector is doing its best to make the living conditions for the poor and
marginalized as comfortable as possible within the system; thereby keeping them from real protest.
Democracy in the Philippines has given those few in power additional means to secure their
dominance, in economics, politics and media. The results are ambivalent: stability and predictability
despite a weak nation state, at the expense of participation and equality. The situation outlined in the
previous Chapter 5.1 continues, yet the situation within the communities has changed.
The power of the powerless402
A territorially limited peace agreement has been possible in Kitipaan and other communities.
Zartman’s ripeness theory provides a possible answer for these different developments (Zartman
2000).403 The analysis of the situation on the national level has clearly shown that there is a stalemate
in the case of Mindanao, but it is not perceived as destructive by all parties involved. The national
government has other issues ranking higher on its agenda; local politicians in many cases even directly
benefit from the war. As the case of the MoA-AD has shown, neither of the two sides can so far ensure
full compliance with the agreement, and especially the leadership on the government side does not
seem to be strong enough to control internal opposition. Concerning the ripeness of the conflict on the
national level, it can be said that the only condition met (and even whether the condition has been met
is debatable) is the one referring to the possibility of a negotiated solution (Kreuzer 2010, 8).
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Female Muslim elder, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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The following remarks are largely based on Neumann (2010a).
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Zartman’s (1985) ripeness theory, which is based on comparative case study research, identifies two conditions that are
necessary to move forward in peace negotiations: (1) both sides perceive that they are in a damaging stalemate, and (2) both
sides see a possible solution for this stalemate in negotiations.
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The great advantage of the local approach that Kitipaan has chosen is that it does not rely on the
accord of warlords, national army officials, or rebel leaders, but on the power and will of local
stakeholders. It does not have to find an answer to elites’ struggle for power, resources, and weapons,
but only for the people who wish to rebuild their lives in peace. This makes the situation in Kitipaan
different from the situation on the national level. All citizens, even the local and religious leaders,
perceived the situation as a very destructive stalemate. Leadership on the local level is stronger than it
is on the national level. It is much more bound to the traditional ties of kinship and settlement, and the
group to be coordinated and mobilized is far smaller than on higher political levels. Local spoilers are
often strongly integrated into their family structures, not allowing them to openly speak or act against
this consensus. The involvement of local NGOs and the possibility of negotiating with local MILF and
army commanders in 2000 opened the door to the third condition for ripeness: a negotiated solution as
a way out of this stalemate, even if limited geographically and temporally.
Such a geographically limited end to the violence was achievable because it did not affect the
conflicting parties’ national strategies given the limited extension, purpose, and duration of the
concept (Hancock and Iyer 2007, 46). Additionally, the local military leaders did not want to appear to
be acting against the wishes or interests of the very people whom they were pledging to defend and
liberate (Avruch and Jose 2007, 65). The ripeness on the local level, obviously, was and is different
from that on the national level, but a conflict being ripe for resolution is not per se a guarantee of
sustainability. It is merely the precondition for a willingness to interact. This willingness to interact, on
the other hand, is key to ensuring the sustainability of a national peace agreement on the ground. The
two levels are intrinsically linked and the case of Kitipaan provides an example for bottom-up
peacebuilding without a national peace agreement and despite the continuity of elite politics the on
national level.
“How many papers may be signed by the nationals, even how thick is their signed paper, if the
grassroots people cannot understand among their neighbours, you cannot find a sustainable
peace. A sustainable peace is among the community, here, here is the sustainable peace. Because the
people on the upper bracket have many interests. They are politicians and when they are politicians they
are thinking of themselves, not of others. Only few politicians think of their community people. But if
they will speak, they speak that they are protecting community people. But when they are doing they are
doing against the will of the community people.” (Local NGO staff and former MNLF commander,
interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009)

Communication and information networks were established to provide ordinary citizens with
information about their situation, upcoming activities and projects, and security information.
Mindanao-wide tri-people networks and media institutions such as Mindanews and Bantay Ceasefire
evolved as only very few people own radios or televisions and information is biased and the quality
often limited. They provide neutral information on escalations, peace panels, and local developments
to all stakeholders and gain reputation and credibility from their multi-ethnic teams. NGO activities
often serve as venues for discussion among the like-minded, as well as between the different religious
groups. These new approaches have not eradicated the strong elite-based patterns of communication
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and political organization, but they have enabled ordinary citizens to speak out, at least in their
respective ethnic groups or their respective sectoral groups.
The impact of a local approach, such as the one in Kitipaan, is hard to evaluate and can only be talked
about hypothetically. In Kitipaan, issues central to the national process were left aside: the topic of
land distribution was never properly targeted as it was not one of the major causes of conflict in
Kitipaan. Marginalization of Muslims in terms of economical opportunities and political power was
minimized, but only within the area of Kitipaan, not on the regional and national levels. On this local
level, all issues newly evolving within the community were dealt with in a rather pragmatic and nonviolent manner, leaving the battleground to the rebels and soldiers. This decision in favour of nonviolent approaches has especially had a major impact on Kitipaan (Neumann 2010a).
Compared to surrounding communities, people live in relative peace and have achieved slow but
steady development. A redistribution of power and an empowerment at the local level of governance
strengthened problem-solving mechanisms and enhanced the capacity of decision-makers to fully take
advantage of the power provided to them by the constitution, and in some ways even go beyond it.
Through NGO support, all groups within Kitipaan have received their peace dividend, and their
overall situation has steadily improved as projects are no longer destroyed by cyclical outbreaks of
violence (Neumann 2010a). The multi-ethnic network provides access to all sides of the conflict, an
opportunity which government agencies and international bilateral development agencies generally do
not provide (Bück 2007: 108).
The dichotomy between the local population and war-driving elites that was introduced as an element
of the collective tri-people identity continues to be widespread. It strengthens community cohesion and
denounces elite politics. It is an attempt to provide explanations for the limited effects of civil society
on national dynamics. The community of Kitipaan feels empowered to handle their own community
conflicts, but continues to face national dynamics powerlessly. The tri-people identity, as much as it is
a chance to unite Mindanaons, holds the danger of limiting the focus to the community level. The fear
of many in the MILF that local development might “take away the revolutionary spirit of the
people”404 is not baseless in the face of national dynamics.

6.2 Peace in Dumai
The war in Liberia was formally brought to an end through the Accra Comprehensive Peace
Agreement (CPA) which was negotiated and signed between the Government of Liberia (meaning
Taylors NPFL) and the main warring factions (LURD and MODEL) in August 2003 in Accra under
the brokerage of ECOWAS. It included the framework for a transitional government under an
independent civilian (Charles Gyude Bryant, representative of the Liberia Action Party), a plan for
disarmament, the deployment of international peacekeepers and a comprehensive development plan.
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Eid Kabalu, former MILF spokesperson, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009.
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The agreement resulted in a four-way power-sharing arrangement that divided Liberia’s ministries,
publicly owned corporations, autonomous government agencies, and commissions between the
remnants of Charles Taylor’s government, LURD, MODEL, and representatives of civil society. A
transitional legislative assembly was created, with 12 seats given to each of the armed warring
factions, one to each political party registered at that time (18 in total), seven to civil society groups,
and finally one to each of the 15 counties.
The peace agreement enabled UNMIL and INGOs to start their work in Liberia and allowed many of
the people living in refugee camps to return. The old order is seemingly being re-established with most
families returned from refugee camps and local authorities in place as of 2012. Community structures
have been rebuilt at remarkable speed, quite independent of international support (Fuest 2008, 13).
The pre-war governance structures have been reintroduced, with townchiefs and quarter chiefs,
councils of elders and youth and women leaders. Traditional social and political roles have changed
during the war, however, and are negotiated and adapted in many places, often leading to localized
conflict and escalations (for the south-west see Fuest (2008, 12).
Regional and local conflicts have largely evaded international attention (Temin 2004). Such was the
case in Lofa, where the conflict between Lorma and Mandingo sets the immediate context for the
community of Dumai. It has only been addressed after major escalations in 2010. The events during
the war destroyed traditional bonds on which coexistence in the communities was based prior to the
war. The Lorma were perceived by the Mandingo to have sided with Taylors NPFL in his raid against
the Mandingo. The Mandingo looted Lorma property and religious shrines when fighting against the
NPFL in the second war. The Mandingo refugees returned earlier after the war and LURD, a
predominantly Mandingo faction, was strong in terms of military power prior to the 2005 election.
They failed to translate their power into political positions as voting took place largely along ethnic
lines and Lorma are still the majority group in Lofa County (Boas and Hatloy 2006, 23). Many Lorma
continue to rely on the Mandingo in terms of rural financial infrastructure, however, especially on
services such as money lending for medical emergencies, social purposes (funerals, weddings, etc.) or
seeds for farming (Richards et al. 2005). They may grumble about their dependency on Mandingo
money lenders but agree in general that the situation would be worse without them. The national peace
agreements, as well as the slow process of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), left many
of these identity issues unaddressed at the local level, where confusion about the events of the war and
the struggle over how to move on is still strongly present. The community is the level where such
conflicts become virulent, not only on the rhetorical, but on the very practical level of daily
interaction. As many of the people in Dumai expressed: Liberia is at peace, but Dumai is not, or even
more strongly phrased: We are supposed to be living in peace, but there is still so much conflict here.
The following paragraphs explore the answers of the community of Dumai to the difficulties that the
region was facing as of 2010. They relate to the three main divides that have emerged in the history of
Liberia and have been introduced in the beginnings of this chapter: (1) the hybridity of practices, (2)
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the ethnic divide and (3) the divide between the centre and the periphery. The following paragraphs
focus on the community of Dumai. A description of developments at the (inter-)national level are
included at the end of each sub-chapter and are given special consideration in the last chapter on the
divide between the centre and the periphery.
6.2.1

Reconciling hybridity

Liberia after the war returned to the status quo prior to the war in terms of legislation and
administration and dualism and hybridity continue to persist. The formal and liberal approach
enshrined in the constitution was encouraged by the interveners and preferred by the majority of the
ruling elites. The UN and other donors have invested considerable effort and funds into the formal
system, but widely neglected the customary system. The R&R of the Hinterland were ignored in the
initial years after the peace agreement and have not been revised since 2000. Customary institutions
and secret societies are seen as a root cause of the war that would best be abolished, and democracy
continues to be touted as the solution to Liberia’s problems by the international community.
The rural population has a different view. They remember the abusive practices committed in the
name of the state. Liberia “was a state by and for a small elite; and thereafter came the war” (Boas
2009, 1338). Many complain that the international community is applying double standards,
devaluating customary approaches and overestimating formal democracy. Key elements that have
made local approaches work have been challenged throughout the war, however. Many of the codes
specified in the R&R have lost legitimacy and are outdated. Youth and women are challenging their
subordinate roles in traditional hierarchies. Mandingo and Lorma are in the process of redefining their
relationships. The lines between people or issues covered by the formal constitution and those covered
by the R&R are increasingly blurred. The general separation between the Hinterland, governed by
customary structures, and the urban regions, governed by a liberal constitution and formal courts,
remains valid. The distinction between civilized persons covered by the constitution and natives
covered by the R&R is no longer made, however. This leads to legal insecurity and continues to
advantage those who make use of both structures for their individual benefit. A number of policy and
constitutional changes are envisioned on the national level to tackle these issues, but a revision of the
R&R remains far from implementation.
The local communities organize their affairs according to their own rules, largely ignoring debates on
the regional and national levels. The trinity of a formal system fostered on the national level, a stateauthorized customary system specified in the R&R and an informal local approach practiced in the
communities continues. Frictions have not disappeared. They become increasingly visible, the more
the rural and urban elements get linked. Concepts and means required to deal with hybridity are not
yet in place. The lack of knowledge about the customary system currently prevents any informed
discussion on the higher levels.
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6.2.1.1 Security
The security sector provides a first example in this line. It is formally regulated by the state, with the
support of UNMIL. In reality, UNMIL is in charge of security, supported by state forces, the police
(LNP) and the Liberian army (AFL). The abusive behaviour of state forces has decreased compared to
their war and pre war legacy, but many Liberians continue to identify today’s army and police with the
actions of government forces during the war. Both international and national forces fail to fully cover
the rural areas and the densely populated parts of Monrovia. Thus, numerous informal security actors
continue to exist, ranging from private security companies to local defence forces and vigilante
groups. The Liberians still rely on UNMIL if conflict escalates on a large scale. Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration programmes (DDR) have been implemented, but they have not had
sustainable effects. The security situation is currently under control, but security is in the hands of
UNMIL, not the state forces. The situation is best described as an “oligopoly of violence” (Mehler,
Lambach, and Smith-Höhn 2010) with different state and non-state actors securing different
personalities and areas. Informal security arrangements persist and are likely to increase in importance
as the mission comes to an end.
Disarmament, demobilization and reintegration
Security in the direct aftermath of the Peace Agreement remained in the control of the armed factions
in rural parts of Liberia. National (Liberian) security providers were few in Monrovia and non-existent
in the counties at that time (Gongloe 2008). UNMIL established permanent posts and negotiated the
conditions of disarmament with the remaining factions all over Liberia only in 2004. Most regions
were officially disarmed and UNMIL had taken control by the end of 2004, right before national
election in early 2005. The disarmament process was a long one in Lofa. Many LURD fighters refused
to disarm and were afraid of being prosecuted for crimes (Richards et al. 2005, 25). Disarmament in
Voinjama, the administrative centre of LURD, took place later than elsewhere and was less successful
(Hojberg 2007). Ex-commanders of the warring factions continue to have a lot of influence on the
youth in places like Voinjama.
“Oh, the influence with the former combatants, because I am their old boss man. I was fighter in the
war, with LURD, I was their development minister. So everybody knows me and I do no bad thing to
them. So they give me that respect.” (Master General, former LURD fighter, interviewed in Voinjama
in 2010)

Some leaders use their influence to reintegrate former combatants; others are accused of reorganizing
them for tribal violence.
Many of the former combatants joined disarmament programmes as a new job and to gain new sources
of livelihood, but training programmes often failed to reintegrate them into stable employment
(Jennings 2007). UNMIL’s disarmament programme was successful in the sense that it drastically
reduced the number of weapons circulating, but it did little to ensure that people would not go back to
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fighting if they had new weapons and were better paid than in their current job. The situation remains
fragile.
“Some of us were bad people, but after that, we get our training, we get our job, there is nothing we
have to fight for. We are not jealous to anybody. The war has been long. When snake is jammed it has
to bite, we get our training and started fighting. But then we gave in our arms. And the UNMIL was
flexible to everybody, Lorma, Mandingo, Gio, everybody. It was very flexible to us. I was a soldier
and now I am working peace. Who knows maybe I have to be soldier again.” (Leader of a former
rebellion faction, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011)

The fragility of the situation became visible during two escalations in Lofa. A conflict around an
unroofed mosque escalated in 2007 and ethnic violence ravaged Voinjama in February 2010. Both
incidents were stopped by UNMIL troops. The number of casualties was comparably low, but only
because weapons previously hidden in the bush had been destroyed by rust and dust.
“Even though they have disarmed, many of them had their arms in the bushes. (…) AK47, M1, RPG
and others. Unfortunately for the Mandingo boys, the automatic guns could not fire because they stayed
long under the ground.” (Local NGO worker, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010)

Local motorcycle gangs were hired by different politicians in Monrovia during national elections in
2011. Former combatants regrouped along the border with the Ivory Coast and some joined the
warring factions in the Ivory Coast during election related violence in the same year. Ex-combatants
continue to be perceived as a threat to security by most Liberians (Smith-Höhn 2010).
The continuity of UNMIL’s responsibility
The general sense of safety nationwide, as well as in Lofa County specifically, is high despite such
sporadic escalations. Statistical data suggest, and qualitative analysis confirms, that most people credit
UNMIL for the current security situation, not the AFL or LNP (Mehler, Lambach, and Smith-Höhn
2010).405 The general and personal security situation of Liberians has drastically improved since the
end of the war (Mehler, Lambach, and Smith-Höhn 2010, 20).406 Only 17% of the Lofeans and 25% of
all Liberians feel that they are not at all safe or not very safe (Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011). It is
doubtful that the Liberian army with its nominal force of 2000 troops or the Liberian police, already
overburdened by their tasks, will be able to replace UNMIL in all areas that they are engaged in and
maintain such high performance ratings (Smith-Höhn 2010, 104).
Local communities continue to see UNMIL as the primary security provider and turn to UNMIL rather
than national bodies in cases of severe conflict. UNMIL and UNPol407 are seen as much more reliable
and effective than their local counterparts, the newly trained Liberian Army and police.

405
Mehler et al. (2010) asked their respondents about the most important security providers and UNMIL ranked first (with
75.9%), LNP only earned 17.9% and the Liberian Army 2%. Their sample is based on 700 respondents in three urban areas
in Liberia.
406

65% of the people in Lofa (and 59% nationwide) feel that security has improved in the past year and 81% in Lofa (78%
nationwide) believe that security will continue to improve in the near future. Crimes and robberies rank highest with 24% as
reasons for insecurity nationwide. The biggest causes for insecurity in Lofa are tribal violence (13%), followed by disputes
over land and natural resources (5%) (Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011).
407
UNPol is the police training unit of UNMIL. They are in charge of training their Liberian counterparts. People tended to
speak of UNPol when they referred to this specific unit of UNMIL and of UNMIL when they referred to other civilian or
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“If people have an issue, they very often go to Civil Affairs [section within UNMIL] and not directly
to the local authority, because through Civil Affairs there is a good chance that their issue is actually
followed up.” (Local NGO coordinator, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011)
“My advice is, they should continue their constant visitation to our community and villages that we can
relax our minds. Whenever we see UNMIL, we feel good.” (Local farmer, interviewed in Dumai in
2011)

State security actors continue to be seen as highly problematic by the local population and tribal
violence continues. The case of the Voinjama riots in 2010 proved that state security actors still fail if
a larger conflict escalates along ethnic lines. Policemen reportedly took off their uniforms and joined
in when fighting broke out between Mandingo and Lorma youth:
“You know, with the police, once they know it is a tribal thing, they join in. With the riots, when they
realized it was Mandingo against Lorma, they got rid of their uniforms and joined the groups. Who
would stop them if UNMIL would not be there?” (International UN staff, interviewed in Voinjama in
2011)

Even if many of these police officers are newly recruited and have not served before or during the war,
they continue to be seen as part of the government authorities and their abuse of power. The
continuing accounts of harassment and mistreatment by police officers and rampant corruption have
done little to change this picture (Hojberg 2007, 7). The police force continues to lack public trust
(Stig 2009, 52).
This is not to say that UNMIL is beyond criticism. The initial disarmament process in 2003 was
largely a failure (Jennings 2007). Some battalions are known for their rather brutal conduct.
Discussions erupted in Lofa because the soldiers of the Pakistani and Bangladeshi battalion financially
supported the local mosques where they went to pray, but not the churches. Cases of sexual relations
between UNMIL staff and Liberians are documented. These “lapses”408 seem to be of minor
importance to many Liberians, however, compared to the conduct of the Liberian police and army and
in relation to the general improvement of security since the deployment of UNMIL troops to the
country.
Oligopolies of violence
UNMIL and the Liberian army and police are not the only security providers in rural and urban
Liberia. Private and informal groups continue to be of importance (Smith-Höhn 2010). Community
watch teams and Local Defence units remain important to personal security (21% and 14% in Lofa,
respectively)(Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011). Secret societies and traditional leaders are further
important security providers in Lofa (12%) and other counties along the Poro belt (Vinck, Pham, and
Kreutzer 2011). Community watch teams are seen as an answer to rising crime and the lack of
adequate state-led responses, especially in urban areas, where personal, family and tribal networks
have less coercion (35% in Greater Monrovia, 42% in Nimba)(Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011). The
military sections of UNMIL. UNPoL is often referenced as a separate actor by the local population because they have
different cars (red/white with UNPol written on it) than the other sections (white only with UNMIL written on it).
408

Staff at the county administration, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011.
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picture is further complicated by private security organizations. Individuals with huge financial
resources, as well as the UN agencies and INGOs, hire private security personnel. Many of these
companies employ ex-combatants on low wages. The advantage of this is that it creates employment,
but it also reflects the general lack of confidence in state security forces on behalf of both rich
Liberians and the international community (Smith-Höhn 2010, 105). The general tradition of Liberians
to rely on informal security arrangements (Utas 2008) is likely to increase in importance again, when
UNMIL fades out.
One of the main reasons for the continuing importance of informal security arrangements is the
process underlying the Liberian Security Sector Reform (SSR). The SSR was driven by the
international community, largely excluding the local communities and “upholding the experience of
alienation and insecurity in local communities” (Boas and Stig 2010, 297). People did not feel
included in policy processes and did not see their security issues reflected in the resulting programmes
(Stig 2009; Boas and Stig 2010). This weakened the trust of local actors in formal security institutions
and increased once more the importance of informal security arrangements, especially in the counties
(Stig 2009). The result is an oligopoly of violence. The current oversight is held by UNMIL whose
forces intervene in the most severe cases. “Security trumps everything. Even national sovereignty.”409
The communities themselves feel responsible and are largely responsible for security provision on the
local level. The people in Dumai continue to deal with sporadic escalation on their own and turn to
INGOs or UNMIL if they feel they can no longer handle them. Social networks, often truncated in the
cities, work much better in the smaller communities, many still consisting of a few families and their
offspring. People continue to rely on UNMIL, however, in the event of a conflict which overstrains
their capacities to handle it.
“Some time ago, there was some misunderstanding between us here and that case almost went as far
as the county capital. We talked to Civil UNMIL and received them and they played a major role to
solve that problem. The major role they play was they find out what brought that argument and they
help to solve that problem and everything was nice.” (Town chief of Dumai, interviewed in 2011)

6.2.1.2 Community decisionmaking
Decision-making is equally in the hands of the communities with little guidance from higher levels.
Local decision-making is defined in the R&R of 1949 and in its slightly modified version of 2000. The
description of the role of a town chief in the R&R is not very precise. It consists of five lines, saying
no more than that the town chief is “subject to all lawful orders of the clan chief and shall not refuse
to carry out any such lawful orders, which may subject him to a fine, suspension or both.” (Secretary
of the Interior for the Government of the Hinterland of the Republic of Liberia 1949, Article 25). This
makes the town chief a mere executor of higher orders. The R&R has little relevant information and
regulation on how decision-making should be handled on the community level, leaving great leeway
to the local leaders.
409

International staff at UNMIL HQ, interviewed in Monrovia in 2011.
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The international community has largely ignored community decision-making. Some INGOs may
have implemented sporadic projects and some leaders may have been invited to training sessions, but
continuous programmes to support local governance were not mentioned by the people of Dumai.
Some NGO assessments have even identified a “break-down in local leadership in some communities
because of lack of support from central government” and “a lack of coordination among county
authorities” all over Lofa (PMU Interlife 2010). Many citizens of Dumai feel let down by regional
and national-level authorities.
“MANDINGO RESPONDENT: Some time we sent someone to them and they only say we are
coming or send someone to come do assessment and that will be all to it.
LORMA RESPONDENT: Some of them came and registered us and promised to come back but they
didn’t come back at all.” (Excerpt from a FGD with the youth in Dumai in 2010)

Local leadership, on the other hand, functions comparably well in Dumai. Lorma and Mandingo have
found pragmatic and consensual approaches to community organization on their own. These are based
on customary approaches, “We the Lorma tell our nephew to talk first and we the Lorma talk last, this
is our tradition”410, transformed some of the pre-war practices and are more progressive than the R&R
in many instances. The community has strengthened the quarter level and introduced the position of
the assistant town chief. Appointment persists as the preferred approach to leadership selection. A few
elements of the imported system have reached the community and were integrated into daily practices
of decision-making. Some processes have been formalized. Women and youth have gained increasing
influence. The community members are largely satisfied with their leadership, although the elders
complain about an increasing disrespect on behalf of the youth.
Attempts to balance ethnic dominance
Community leadership consists of the town chief and his assistant, the youth leader and his assistant,
the woman leader and her assistant and the council of elders.411 An informal power-sharing
mechanism underlies the selection of leadership. Both ethnic groups living in the village are
represented. The first in line is always a Lorma, with his/her assistant coming from the Mandingo
tribe. The respective leaders are chosen by their tribal and sectoral group. Mandingo select Mandingo
leaders and Lorma select Lorma leaders.
“Both Lorma and Mandingo coming together to elect the leaders of the town, Lorma people go
together and elect their leaders and the Mandingo people also do the same thing. So, the day the
Mandingo people don’t want their leaders, they will dismiss them without telling the Lorma people
what they have done and when the Lorma people ask why the people were dismissed, the Mandingo
people will only say we are the ones putting them in power and the same people who do not want them
again and that will be all to it.” (Lorma respondent in a FGD among youth, conducted in Dumai in
2011)

The women appoint their women leaders and the youth their youth leaders.
410

Excerpt from a FGD among male elders, conducted in Dumai in 2010.

411

When asked about the leadership of the community in the FGDs, the students always asked “who are your big people
here?”. Obviously the idea of big men has been translated into the post-war decision-making context and extended its
meaning to women and youth leaders.
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“Oh, the women, there is no difference, they are the same. The Lorma women get their chairlady and
the Mandingo get their own the chairlady.” (Mandingo woman leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The elders appoint the town chief and the assistant. The appointment of the town chief and his
representative needs to be formally confirmed by the superintendent:
“The appointment is done through the agreement of town people. Like they came and asked in the
Mandingo quarter who you want to be the assistant town chief and we said Mr. Kamara. When they go
back to Voinjama they send mandate that Mr. Kamara is the assistant town chief.” (Mandingo teacher,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The community has an ongoing conflict over its chieftaincy. Mandingo challenge the autochthony
rights of the Lorma, but the situation is unlikely to escalate because each tribe is largely governing its
own people. The position of an assistant town chief was introduced in 2003 and the homo-ethnic
quarters were given more administrative influence and their own leadership in the aftermath of the war
to balance ethnic dominance and pacify the conflict around town leadership.412
“Lorma people accepted the Mandingo to come settle with them. For that reason only Lorma people can
always become the town chief. Only this time, they only supposed to have quarter chief, there was no
assistant town chief. Because of the revolution we allowed them to be assistant town chief because
we don’t want no palava. If you don’t give them position they will not do government work. If you
don’t get your position to hold, you will be embarrassed.” (Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in
2010)

The leadership structure on the township level is replicated on the quarter level in Dumai. Quarters are
divided along ethnic lines. Two quarters are Mandingo quarters with an all Mandingo leadership and
two quarters are Lorma quarters, with all Lorma leadership. This territorial division vaguely existed
before the war. After the war, it turned into an invisible demarcation line within the community. Most
decisions and problems are managed on the quarter level.
“Some Mandingo people have problems and some Lorma people have problems too. We were all
friendly before the war, but after the war, Lorma people are living by themselves and the Mandingo
people also are by themselves. Lorma people go to their chief and Mandingo people go to their
chiefs.” (Mandingo respondent in an FGD among female youth in Dumai in 2010)

Real influence is with the quarter chiefs and with the Mandingo assistant town chief for the Mandingo
and the Lorma town chief for the Lorma. The title of assistant town chief and town chief refers only to
a symbolic order, not to a real hierarchy between the two.
None of these leaders receives any direct payment from the state, nor are they given a regular budget
for their expenses. The town chiefs were allowed to keep 25% of the taxes they collected as their own
income until the state provides regular payment according to the R&R (Article 23 (a)). This practice
was abandoned after the war due to grave misuse. No direct or indirect payment was given to the town
leadership at the time of our fieldwork. When town chiefs were invited to an NGO meeting, they were
usually provided with transportation allowances. If the meeting was organized by the government and
transportation not facilitated by an external donor, the respective leaders needed to collect money in
the community to participate.

412

For the debate around town leadership and its current status, see Chapter 6.2.2.2.
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Advantages of appointment
All leadership selection in Dumai, from the chairladies to the youth leaders, quarter chiefs and town
chiefs, are based on appointment. The R&R is not very precise about the mechanisms of leadership
selection and varying practices coexist. The superintendents (still still known as district commissioners
in the R&R) and their counterparts at the district level are appointed by the president and supposed to
serve “to the pleasure of the President” (Secretary of the Interior for the Government of the
Hinterland of the Republic of Liberia 1949, Article 5). Those with only executive functions and part of
the traditional hierarchy (paramount chief, clan chief, town chief) are formally subject to election. The
paramount chief should be elected by “the Council of Chiefs and Elders, subject to approval or
disapproval of the president” (Article 21); the clan chief by the members of the clan “who have
reached their maturity and are owners of huts and not delinquent in their taxes” (Article 25 (c)) and
the town chief by the paramount residents of the village. These formulations formally exclude women
and youth from the election process. A practice of appointment persists in most communities,
however, and women and youth have a say in it. We did not hear any complaints about the past
selection of leadership in Dumai.413 The underlying processes are deliberative and include the various
sector and ethnic groups.
“That cannot come from the elder’s opinion alone. That will include the elders from both sides, the
woman from both sides and the men from both sides. We would sit together long time and scrutinize
that this Lorma man is doing no good and decide that the new chief can come from our side or from
their side and decide what to do.” (Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The process of appointment ensures that a capable leader in the eyes of the people in Dumai is chosen.
Aside from age, which is perceived as an indicator of wisdom, the following qualifications were
named consistently by ordinary citizens of Dumai from both ethnic groups: “always makes sure
nothing goes wrong in the community”414, “caters to his people’s needs”415, “gives people a chance to
express their views”416, “concerned”417, “respects the views of the people and cooperates with
them”418, “somebody who people have trust in”419 and “one who brings peace and advises us to love
each other”420.
“A good leader is the one who has knowledge, who can forgive, and forget. That is the good leader.
Two, one who is able to defend the community, one who is able to manage things or multiply it. If
they give you something and tomorrow it becomes zero, then you are not a good leader, but if you give
something, like ten dollars, and when it becomes 15, then you are a good leader. To me, somebody who
can take care of himself, then you are able to take care of strangers. These are good leaders. And one
413

Some local NGO workers reported cases of conflict from other communities. Usually, these were solved with a quasidemocratic process. People were asked to line up behind their favourite candidate and the candidate with the longest line of
people was then appointed as chief.
414

Lorma respondent in a FGD among youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010.

415

Lorma respondent in a FGD among ex-combatants, conducted in Dumai in 2010.

416

Lorma respondent in a FGD among youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010.

417

Mandingo respondent in a FGD among youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010.

418

Mandingo respondent in a FGD among youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010.

419

Mandingo respondent in a FGD among youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010.

420

Mandingo respondent in a FGD among male elders, conducted in Dumai in 2010.
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who is able to make peace, who does no separations.” (Mandingo teacher, interviewed in Dumai in
2010)

All chiefs, elected or appointed, are supposed to serve in office during their “natural life” (Article 27)
and can only be removed in the cases of a grave misuse of their power such as “acts traitorous to the
Government, oppressive notion against his people; malfeasance in office, mal-administration or
disobedience of orders” (Article 27 (a)-(d)), according to the R&R. Appointment in Dumai remains
usually valid until the respective person resigns, dies or changes to another position. Many accounts
were given of voluntary resignation due to illness or age. The impeachment of leaders was mentioned
too.
“Some time when the chief has problems that make him unable to perform, and the deputy does not
have the abilities to lead, the people will come together again to select a new leadership.” (Mandingo
Youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“If one was a town chief, he was good but changes his behaviours, the town elders will come together
and confront the individual that because you have done this and that, we have no longer confidence in
you no more. Then they find somebody else. I have seen changes like that many times.” (Local NGO
staff member, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Most people living Dumai and many civil society actors on the regional and national levels that are
engaged in issues of local governance currently favour the process of appointment over that of
democratic election.421 They criticize attempts to change the leadership selection method to election
because election would externally endanger the consociational agreements currently in place.
“If it’s election, all the positions go to one tribe, because of majority. And the other tribe gets no
position. So they feel marginalized and will not accept results. And it all starts new.” (Head of the
Peace Committee in Lofa, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011)

There is a growing fear that people might be elected who would not be accepted by the community
because their election broke traditional hierarchies.
“So it will be a problem if you start having elections. You will get a young guy who knows how to
manipulate people and give them some funds. So you elected, but you also broke the traditional
hierarchy and the system that says you move from one level to another. It is gonna change and it is
gonna be a great problem.” (Wilfried Johnson, head of the Peacebuilding Fund, interviewed in
Monrovia in 2010)
“But elections will not ease the tension. Because elections can put the wrong person there. Through
elections, somebody can be elected without the old people and because of problem with the youth they
can still put him there but it would be wrong. You know. It would be wrong.” (Head of the regional
conflict resolution council, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010)

The question of who should have the right to vote in such elections remains unclear with residency
issues often unresolved.
“The traditional council of Liberia should supervise the town chief election or the putting in place of the
chief in the various towns. It should be supervised by the traditional people. This is the fact because
they know who is a real citizen. This man’s father was a citizen here, this man’s mother was a citizen
here. He is the one to put in that position. Because that is a position of trust.” (Regional coordinator of
the traditional council, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010)

The national history of elections has produced a number of abusive leaders and has not built much
trust in this mechanism.
421

The Lorma youth leader was the only person in our FGDs and interviews that preferred the method of election.
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“Not much good elections had been done.” (Head of the regional conflict resolution council,
interviewed in Dumai in 2011)

Formalization of decision-making processes
Little is said in the R&R in general on what community leaders are actually supposed to do. The town
chiefs of Dumai meet with the clan and paramount chiefs on a quarterly basis, but they are very
independent in their actual activities. Community leadership, meaning the sectoral leaders, the council
of elders and the town chiefs, governs the organization of community work, the protection of
community members, the forwarding of information, the food supply for the school, the holding of
festivities, the hosting of strangers, the division of land and finally the resolution of conflict. Women
leaders coordinate activities specific to the women and use collective work groups to finance activities
for the women. The youths organize youth-specific events, such as sporting events, TV screenings and
moon dances. Some aspects of community decision-making have been formalized in Dumai, beyond
the meagre specifications contained in the R&R.
The council of elders is in charge of such formalization, assisted by the women and youth leaders,
especially when issues are discussed relating to the youth and women.
“All of us you see here are the elders of the town, so we make decisions, laws and appoint people in
positions in the town.” (Mandingo participant in an FGD among male elders in Dumai in 2010)

The hierarchies between the quarters and the sectors are an example for such formalization. The main
operational responsibilities are with the sectoral leaders and the quarter chiefs. The town chiefs are
only involved when issues cannot be handled on the lower levels or when issues involve strangers or
higher levels, such as regional and national authorities.
“If the chief is to do all, it will be difficult. Like for example, Mandingo quarter is one community,
community leaders are chiefs of the quarters. They only go to town chief if they cannot handle the
issue.” (Mandingo teacher, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Community work and fines can be assigned exclusively by the town chief or his assistant. The council
of elders is involved in such decisions, but final authority is with the chiefs.
“When something comes, like for example, before you came, they called the meeting and told us that
particular day we were going to receive you people. Anyone who leaves the town that day will pay fine.
They can do that. That only can be done through information received by town chief. Or if you want
the people to go and brush the road from here to Voinjama, everybody will put together.” (Lorma elder,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Competences further depend on the focus of the decisions. All quarters are involved in the case of
decisions about community development. Decisions limited to specific quarters can be made by the
quarter leadership alone. The same process is valid for decisions involving the youth or women only.
“The meeting where both sides are involved is when they talk about town development. For example,
if a message came from Voinjama and said let Dumai do this, let them pay that amount. And they came
to survey the land. That was discussed by both of the tribes as to how much each person is to pay. (…)
The tribes, they have their own project. They have their own funds. They are putting money together.
Like for example, they talk about school, women are in adult literacy school. So, over there, they
register and have a teacher for that. It’s women business only.” (Mandingo teacher, interviewed in
Dumai in 2010)
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General community meetings are held, often several times a week. “Every day. The whole town
coming.”422 One community meeting per week is mandatory. People are informed through a handheld
microphone or by ringing a huge bell next to the community hall in advance. “I have the mike and I
pass around informing people that everybody should come.”423 Meetings are usually held in the town
hall, situated in the middle of the village. The community hall, the football court and the school are the
central venues for community activities and for the sharing of information. The town chief or his
assistant has to inform the people about meetings with higher level officials upon their return.
“When we sent the town chief to Voinjama, and he come back, he will ring the bell and we will go
there so he informs us on what he went for.” (Lorma chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Increasing participation of women and youth
The R&R still speaks of paramount residents as the only members of the community with full rights.
Paramount residents are community members who have reached maturity and are owners of a hut;
meaning male heads of the family. This definition in the R&R excludes women and youth from the
selection process. Community decision-making in Dumai bluntly ignores this limitation.
“Anything they are doing, they have to consult us. Like before you arrived here, they called me and
told me that we are going to receive visitors from university and Germany. Then we called the youth and
told them and they accepted it.” (Mandingo youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The town chiefs are paramount residents, but youth and women are highly involved in community
processes. The consultative aspects in decision-making are strengthened and many processes include
an informal democratic component.
“I ask everybody to give their views. If the majority go so, we go on that side. That’s how we do our
things.” (Lorma youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“For example, like we talking about the pump issue. Both Mandingo and Lorma sat down and discuss
how best would we make our pump here and decided that Lorma quarter should have two pumps and
Mandingo quarter should have two. They had that agreement amongst them and when the people [NGO]
came, they presented to them the paper and the people accepted it.” (Mandingo teacher, interviewed in
Dumai in 2010)

Women and youth have played a growing role in formalized and informal decision-making processes
after the war. The male elders had failed to protect their communities from outside aggression. “They
were running themselves. No one there to protect us.”424 Some of the youth took up arms and are now
refusing to go back to the subordinate status that they held in traditional hierarchies. The women
organized themselves in evacuation camps and were mainly responsible for the survival of their
families during the wars, while men could do little. Many hold central functions as mediators within
the communities today. The old hierarchies are still maintained with regards to some official positions,
such as the town chief who is still a male elder in most communities, but women and youth have
gained momentum. “The town chief can tell us and we go tell them. It is not force.”425
422

Lorma youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

423

Mandingo youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

424

Youth leader, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011.

425

Mandingo youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Women and youth are aware of their increasing rights associated with new national policies and the
involvement of international donors. Women and youth leaders have participated in trainings to
strengthen their influence on community and regional decision-making. They are given special
training and micro-financial support. The women of Dumai fine men for abusive behaviour such as
beating or assault with one lappa426 to the woman offended and a fine of 100 Liberian Dollars427 to the
women as a group. Women have founded collective farming groups to raise funds for joint activities
and projects.
“During the second year after the war, we decided to join in harvesting in a kuu like 15 to 20
persons. All go on their farm to harvest and make sure when they come home, they all bring one bunch
of rice. We put these bunches together for the interest of the women in our community. In case we
are to go in meeting outside of the town, like going to Voinjama, we put these little things together. Or if
any is to be sold to facilitate the trip, we can do that to represent the quarter.” (Mandingo chairlady,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Many donors welcome the increased empowerment of these groups, but it clearly has a downside, not
only in Dumai. The men often feel left out and marginalized, while women and youth gain power
through economic support and capacity building training. This is challenging power relations. Elders
rarely speak of such marginalization directly as this would mean an acknowledgment of their
subordinate status, but their frustration is clearly apparent. Only the secret societies are an area still
relatively untouched by international donors and concepts, but with the youth attributing less
importance to these structures, the last bastion of the elders is tumbling. Many local NGO workers
have reported an increase in domestic abuse and misuse of traditional power in the villages as an
attempt by men to regain some of their pre-war status.
This problem has been given attention by a small number of donors lately, with USAID now changing
its slogan to Let’s empower men and women together and the Nobel prize winner Leymah Gbowee
calling for a programme against gender-based violence where she clearly points to the high
unemployment rate amongst men as a main reason for it. Women are given political positions in the
public and empowered through NGO programmes, but many still suffer from abuse in the private
sphere (Liberian Observer Online 2011).
Assessment of community leadership
Most residents of Dumai are satisfied with their leadership despite such gender and generational
conflicts. We heard only minor complaints about individual misperformance of leaders in informal
conversations, in interviews and FGDs. Leadership was greatly appreciated in general. “We are
working with them good and also talk to them good.”428
The expectations of the local population of their leaders and the responsibility the leaders aspire to
fulfil are largely congruent. Many leaders seem to have a precise idea about the roles they are
426

A lappa is the traditional cloth worn by women in the rural parts of Liberia.

427

100 Liberian Dollars are approximately 2 US Dollars.

428

Quote taken from an FGD among female elders, conducted in Dumai in 2010. Similar statements were made in all FGDs.
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supposed to play: to “be patient minded”429, “listen to people and take their views into
consideration”430, “be straight with people”431, “see their welfare, honour what they say and be
sincere”432, “respect them”433, “solve their problem”434, “make sure nobody has a problem”435, “take
responsibility for the community members”436, “be fair”437, “show concern to the people”438 and “make
peace amongst them”439.
“For me, I just look at two things. When people love you and they know you can do what they want
you to do for them. Through God. That all can make a good leader.” (Mandingo chairlady, interviewed
in Dumain in 2010)

The answers of the youth relating to leadership issues were not different from those of the elders or the
women in our interviews and FGDs. Youth voiced a strong respect for their leaders and no cases of
dissent were mentioned. The elders, on the other side, feel an increasing disrespect on the part of the
youth. Many young people left the community and received formal education. They are often more
articulate and literate than their elders. The Lorma elders, who did not attend either formal or Islamic
schools, feel especially confused by this situation.
“That created more tensions between us again. That brings disunity and the beginning of conflict. The
youth are not taking any instructions from me. As a leader you instruct people and they are taking
instructions from you, you will be willing to give more instructions. (…) I don’t have any idea. Even my
own daughter or son can stand in front of me and don’t listen to me. I have no idea what changed.
They are saying war, war, war, but war is over. I am confused. I don’t have any idea.” (Lorma
chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010).

The participatory approaches of many NGOs increased the conflict. They encourage the youth to voice
critique and concerns, but do not teach elders how to deal with such critical voices and include them in
the community processes. Many elders find themselves in a difficult position. They are proud that
their children left the community and earned degrees in Voinjama or Monrovia. On the other hand,
they are afraid that the same children might no longer respect their illiterate and less articulate parents
and elders.
“My daughter is in school now. She’s gone to Gbarnga for college. We are very proud. She is learning
all the good good things and maybe she will get a job in nursing one day. Sometimes she has problems
with homework when she is here. There is nothing I can do. I can’t even read the paper. She is
making fun of me. In other families, there is no more respect when they come back. Especially the
boys. Just think their parents are illiterate and stupid and have nothing more to tell them. It’s not like
that with my daughter, but it can be. It’s not right. There was no school and then there was war. And
not everything, they can teach you in school. Some things come with experience and with seeing
things happen and learning from the elders.” (Female Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2011)
429

Mandingo townchief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Mandingo townchief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Mandingo youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Mandingo youthleader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Lorma townchief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Lorma townchief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Lorma principal of local primary school, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Lorma chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Lorma chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Imam of Dumai, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

439

Imam of Dumai, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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6.2.1.3 Local justice
The judicial system provides the strongest reflection of the current problems that dualism and
hybridity provoke and their effects on the local communities. The international community and
Liberian elites focused strongly on rebuilding the statutory system. The R&R of the Hinterland
continue to define the state-authorized customary system without being reformed since the 1950s
beyond minor adaptations. They were an attempt of the settler government to integrate customary
approaches to justice into their formal system of rule of law and bring them “in accordance with the
constitution”440. A distinction between natives and settlers is still made in these codes and a
description of procedures and rules is missing. The R&R codify a law that has little in common with
what is practiced in the communities and remains largely artificial. Many local justice institutions and
practices survived the civil war and are active all over Liberia’s rural communities today (Isser,
Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 25). “89% of the disputes that were taken to a third party for resolution
(…) were taken to a customary authority, whereas only 11% were taken to a formal institution” in
2009.441 Even the most severe cases, such as rape and killing, which have to be dealt with through the
statutory system according to the constitution, are solved by customary institutions in 64% (rape) and
73% (killing) of the cases nationwide (Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011). In Lofa, nearly every second
case of murder or killing is handled through local structures (43%). These local structures are not
based on formal codes, but on common understandings of, and deliberations about, what is right and
what is wrong.
The statutory system remains an alien construct for most Liberians and is rarely consulted. The stateauthorized customary courts are an awkward attempt to codify customary law that is bluntly ignored
by most. Local options for justice persist and are preferred by most Liberians because they are more
affordable, aspire to reconcile the opponents, have a community focus and are perceived as fairer.
Local approaches to justice are challenged, however, by changing external conditions, the increasing
impact of the formal system and national and international policies in favour of codified approaches to
rule of law. Approaches to deal with the persisting hybridity do not exist, neither on national level, nor
within the intervening organizations.
These parallel approaches to justice make any description of rule of law in Liberia a challenging
endeavour. This section aims to exemplify the approaches of each of these three systems as well as the
challenges they are facing. It further describes their interplay and the answers offered by the national
and international level to the persisting “culture of impunity” 442 in Liberia.

440

Head of a mediation council, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010.

441

CSAE survey, cited in Isser et al. (2009, 71: 25).

442

Quote taken from an interview, as cited in Schia (2009, 14).
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The statutory system
The Liberian statutory system is largely based on American and British law and remains an alien
construct to many Liberians. Its formal and procedural character derived from the legal system of the
US prevents any contextualization to national and local needs and circumstances. “The rule of law is
not organic, but rather props up the empty, liberal state, which is the often viewed locally as distant;
predatory, and an interloper” (Richmond 2011a, 59). The example of a court case that I witnessed in
Voinjama in 2011 illustrates this distance.
Upon the personal invitation of the County Attorney, I witnessed the first day of a murder case in
Voinjama in September 2011. A young man had allegedly killed his girlfriend. He was detained with
traces of blood on his t-shirt and had confessed to the killing. The situation was quite clear. Despite such
clarity, the circuit court had to hold a proper process. It started roughly 5 months after the detention.
The whole day, the attorney marched up and down the newly built court hall. He was wearing the
traditional clothes of American attorneys, he was large and his skin was much lighter than that of all
others present, except for me. The attorney questioned the accused. The accused sat on a make-shift
chair in what surely was his best t-shirt. He was shy and overwhelmed by the setting. The attorney spoke
with a loud voice, in excellent English and rhetorically versed. Whatever the attorney said, was
replicated by the judge afterwards and typed with a typewriter on paper by a court reporter. The paper
was scratch paper where only one side could be used. The typewriter stood on top of an old wooden
desk. Everybody was sitting on small plastic chairs. Some could hardly put their arms on the table
because it was so high above them. When the noise of the typewriter ceased, the attorney started anew.
The same process was initiated when the accused or his defendant made any interruptions to the speech
of the attorney. Interventions by the accused or his attorney were almost mute. Only the following
replication of their words through the judge made them audible to the larger audience.
The whole process took hours and on the first day, not even a single witness was questioned. It seemed
as if the prosecutor of the movie Philadelphia had fallen into the African bush. Most of the audience
members were local women organizations, many engaged in human rights education. Even among them,
a certain scepticism about a process that has so little in common with their common sense of how justice
should work, was rampant. The statutory system has so little in common with what Liberians think
about how justice should work that seemingly no one ever made any attempts to bring it closer to the
realities on the ground. This makes it even more static than it would have been otherwise. (Excerpt from
my field journal, dated September 13, 2011)

The status of the statutory system after the war was and still is devastating.443 In 2007, Liberia had
only two fully qualified prosecutors, six out of fifteen counties had no prosecutor at all, and criminal
courts were held in the judge’s private house. Court buildings were not available and only one juvenile
court existed (ZIF 2008). There was one qualified lawyer for 12,000 inhabitants (in the US the ratio is
one lawyer / 270). One law school produced 30 graduates a year, most of them employed by
international organizations afterwards (ZIF 2008). The Justices of the Peace, the lowest level of judges
in the statutory system, were reported as being “notoriously corrupt” (International Crisis Group 2006,
10). They were not on any payroll and forced to live on a pay yourself basis. Higher level courts were
overburdened, if existent at all. Local judges exceeded their mandate, dealing with rape and assault.
The most serious cases languished in limbo, sometimes for years.444
443

The statutory system consists of a Supreme Court, headed by the Chief Justice, Circuit Courts, Magistrate Courts and
Justice of the Peace courts.
444

Trials relating to the Voinjama riots of February 2010, which killed four people, for example, only started in January
2012. They were formally delayed in 2011 with reference to the upcoming elections. Two offenders were convicted in
February 2012. Their lawyers filed an objection and as of September 2012 the cases are waiting for a new hearing.
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The status of the statutory system has improved since UN has given significant attention to the Rule of
Law sector starting in 2010, but the system remains far from functioning. Verdicts are often not
enforced. Even Supreme Court decisions were bluntly ignored by powerful individuals or
organizations in the recent past (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 46). Many judges and attorneys
still do not have access to legal documents.445 Knowledge of the formal court systems continues to be
low and access is limited in the rural areas in general.446 Most Justices of the Peace are illiterate and
fail to read the documents on which their verdicts are supposed to be based.
The reputation of the formal system continues to be bad and a lack of trust in its institutions is nearly
universal (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 39).447 The majority of Liberians believe that the
progress of a case has nothing to do with the substantive merits of the case and that even the clearest
cases would make absolutely no progress unless a certain amount of fees and costs were paid (Isser,
Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 42). Accounts of victims that needed to pay extensive fees to get cases
started and to provide food for the offender sitting in jail are rampant.
“When someone steals from you and you carry him to the police station they will say bring the money
so that we will send your court. After that they will fix the paper and send your court you have to pay
money to the police station. [Then] at the court you are demanded to pay messenger fee so that the
one who is guilty against you will be put to jail. (…) When your paper is fixed, you will be sent to the
court then you will be sent for a fee to bring. Meanwhile the guilty will be in jail. All what you are
going through costs money, even though your money has been stolen.
After spending all that it cost you to go through this process within the course of one or two days you
will notice the same person put in jail, now moving freely, passing you. When you try to complain to
authority, you will be told that the case is with the government. Some people say if you put somebody
in jail, it means that you are responsible to feed that person. You will be told to feed that person
otherwise the person will be freed.” (Female elders in Lofa, cited according to (Isser, Lubkemann, and
N’Tow 2009, 45)448

Liberians feel disempowered and confused by the procedural approach of the formal system. Many of
the laws and codes on which discussions and verdicts are based are beyond their common sense. They
feel powerless and at the mercy of powers they do not trust (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 43).
The state-authorized customary system
The state-authorized customary system was an attempt to codify and formalize existing approaches to
justice in the Hinterland in the 1950s. It is defined in the R&R which regulate the formal relation
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Private publishing companies regard relevant laws as their intellectual property and claim copyright of national laws (ZIF
2008, 67).
446

92% of the respondents in Lofa indicated in 2010 that they had none or only little knowledge of this system. 70% stated
that it was not easy to get access to even the lowest level of formal courts (Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011).
447

Only 24% of the people in Lofa thought that the judgements of the formal courts were the same for everyone (23%
nationwide). 41% thought they would need to bribe judges if they wanted to have a chance in the formal system (44%
nationwide) and finally only 32% trusted the Liberian judges (31% nationwide) as of 2010 (Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer
2011).
448
Even the UN is not immune to the absurdities of the Liberian statutory system and complicates matters through its own
bureaucratic regulations. In 2011 a local guard stole a laptop from the UNDP building. He was caught and handed over to the
police. They put him in jail until his trial was supposed to start. The UNDP was asked to provide his food in prison as the
corrections facility had no funds to buy food for prisoners. The UNDP had no way to account for such expenses and could
not pay for the prisoner’s meal. He was released from prison and the trial had not started by 2012.
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between the statutory and the state-authorized customary system and gives the latter a subordinate
position to the former. Major cases, such as rape and murder, have to go through the statutory system,
according to the R&R. Any judgement from state-authorized customary courts can be appealed against
in formal courts, even years later. This reduces the status of any customary court verdict to a nonbiding one.
The state-authorized customary system falls under the oversight of the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Paramount, clan and town chiefs serve as judges. Legal guidance provided by the R&R is very limited
and typewritten on ten pages. It refers to clan chief courts and the courts of the paramount chief
(Secretary of the Interior for the Government of the Hinterland of the Republic of Liberia 1949,
Article 38). Town chiefs, who deal with the majority of cases, are not even mentioned. A separation of
powers between the executive and the judiciary does not exist in the case of the state-authorized
system up to the national level. Town, clan and paramount chiefs, and at the higher levels even district
commissioners and superintendents, exercise executive and judicial authority at once.449 They have
oversight of matters such as marriage, adultery, child and spousal maintenance, debt and petty theft,
aside of their executive functions.
The following list of curiosities taken from the R&R should not serve as an indication for the
backwardness of this law, which is how it is often used. Rather, it is intended to serve as an example
of how awkward the results are, if one tries to push customary law into legal paragraphs to somehow
conform to statutory legal texts. The following paragraphs have often retarded progressive
developments by codifying practices which were very much outdated by social realities but still
applicable law. Many issues are handled in a far more liberal manner in the communities than stated in
the R&R. The huge investments of the international community in the statutory system seem all the
more absurd following this look at the R&R, to which the majority of Liberians would still be subject,
were they conform to legal norms.
Article 38 (V): All suits between a civilized person and a native shall be entered and heard in the joint
court of the District Commissioner and Paramount Chief.
Article 45 (a): No case of corporal punishment shall be imposed upon any person except in cases of
petty larceny.
Article 49: In tribal areas all court proceedings, except criminal cases, shall be suspended during
farming season.
Article 54 (b): Witness fees need to be paid by the litigant who summoned him.
Article 55 (b): Dowry shall be paid only to the parents, or in the exceptional case when a woman is
without parents or relatives standing in local parents, she shall be the ward of the tribal authority.
Article 55 (h): If a woman declares her resolve not to continue living with her husband, the husband
may appeal to her parents for a refund of dowry. In case the family refuses or is not in a position to
refund this dowry, she is compelled to live with him until the family is willing or able to make the
refund.
449

In 1907, the Supreme Court ruled that executive oversight of the customary courts was unconstitutional, but they continue
to be organized in the Ministry of Internal Affairs until today (Herman and Martin-Ortega 2011).
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Article 55 (j): Should a man estrange the affections of a woman from her husband, the husband shall be
entitled to damages in the sum of $100 cash and not more. The payment shall not entitle the
defendant to the possession of the woman.
Article 55 (n): He as husband shall not forceably beat her, knock, strip her naked nor abuse her
publicly “just to confess her lover or lovers’ name” to him.

The issue of witchcraft is a special case which shows the limits of the formal and the state-authorized
approach. Both laws deny the existence of witchcraft and provide no mechanisms to deal with it.
Many Liberians, on the other hand, still believe in cases of witchcraft and structures are in place to
deal with related conflicts.450 The legitimacy of these structures is challenged by national laws;
knowledge of the underlying processes rarely exists, however (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009,
35). Some mechanisms of TBO have been sanctioned. This has only increased the power of the secret
societies as it left no legal option to town chiefs to deal with issues of witchcraft. The formal system
rather helplessly faces issues of witchcraft, if they reach this level at all. The following story circulated
widely among Liberians and foreigners during my fieldwork in Liberia in 2011 and shall serve as an
example for the problems that formal courts are facing when confronted with issues of witchcraft.451
A belief in certain invulnerability and supernatural spiritual powers is widespread in many parts of
Liberia today. In everyday language, these powers are called ‘JuJu’. If someone has a lot of JuJu, he is
invulnerable, that’s what people believe. It is a bit like the mushrooms that you pick up in the
videogame Marioland and which make you bigger and invulnerable for a certain amount of time. A man
claimed to have an extraordinary JuJu in the story that was told in 2011. In order to prove this, he asked
his friend to shoot him three times with a shotgun. He said he would survive the shots without any
injuries. This was meant to be the proof of his JuJu. First, his friend hesitated, but after being asked
several times he finally shot him. Unsurprisingly, the guy who was shot died.
The case was brought to a formal court because it happened in a central location and the police were
near. Unsurprisingly, there were no legal norms on how to deal with an overrated JuJu. However, the
judges, prosecutors, etc., were all Liberians. The case took a while and also involved some consultations
with the UN rule of law section, before the judge felt able to close the case. In the end, the man was
discharged. There were sufficient witnesses who confirmed the course of events. And, of course, the
shooter could not be blamed for the other guy’s bad JuJu. (Excerpt from my field journal, dated
September 20, 2011)

Local approaches to justice
Most Liberians adhere to local practices of ensuring justice that may or may not be in accordance with
the R&R and draw their legitimacy from customs rather than reference to any of the formalized codes.
Such local practices vary from region to region and from tribe to tribe. Customary law is highly
flexible and the state-authorized system has not managed to codify it. The local structures have been
largely ignored by the international community and little investigation has been undertaken to
document them. This makes it hard for international staff, and even for Liberians, to acquire
comprehensive knowledge of how this system works. Many studies conducted on the practices of
customary law between 1969 and 1980 were destroyed during the civil war and customary law is not
450

Witchcraft was named as the most often experienced crime (19%) in Lofa but it has not been perceived as a cause for
insecurity (0%) (Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011).
451

It was impossible to determine if it was true or just a “legend of intervention” (Bliesemann de Guevara and Kühn 2012). It
provides an illustrative account of the incompatibility of both logics, either on a real or a hypothetical level. The story has
been translated into English and partly published under the title The overloaded Juju based on an excerpt from my field
journal (Bliesemann de Guevara and Kühn 2012).
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taught in law school. A USIP research team provided the first comprehensive account of local
approaches to justice in 2009 (see (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009). Results of this study inform
the following remarks where they go beyond the community of Dumai.
The cases that the community of Dumai has to deal with include petty crimes, family and maritial
disputes, public insult and injury. These issues are resolved in the community or, in more severe cases,
by external mediation councils based on customary approaches. These approaches are in general
accepted across tribes and generations. Only two cases have been referred to Voinjama, meaning to the
police and the statutory system, since the end of the war. One of the two cases was later referred back
to the community’s council of elders by the formal court. The women of the village had assured the
judge that they would calm the youth down. The case has finally been settled in the community.
“Once the youths from the Mandingo and Lorma quarters had some misunderstanding between them
and someone carried the complaint to Voinjama, unknown to us. We saw police officers here and we
as the women told them to give us the case so that we could settle it and, inshallah [Muslim
expression for ‘thank God’], they did it, we were able to handle it.” (Mandingo chairlady, interviewed
in Dumai in 2010)

All law making and enforcement in the community is based on an informal hierarchy that is largely
congruent with the one informing local decision-making. The R&R defines the hierarchy from the
town chief upward, to the clan chief, paramount chief, district commissioner and county
superintendent. The lower levels are informal but very consistent within Dumai and across other
communities in Liberia, from the senior member of a household or family, to the sectoral leader, to the
quarter chief, to the town chief.452 People were very precise in describing these hierarchies and the
need to comply with them; some are even formalized within Dumai.
“When someone steals in your quarter, before I take the person here to the town chief, I first carry him
to my quarter chief. He will solve the problem. (…) If you bypass the quarter chief with a case and go
to the town chief, they charge you to pay certain amount before the town chief talks into your case. The
town chief will not talk, until you pay the fine. (…) they charge you to pay not because you are
wrong. But you must respect your leaders. (…) If you should go to superintendent and you go to
president instead, that mean the superintendent will have fine on you.” (Mandingo teacher, interviewed
in Dumai in 2010)
“Everything goes step by step. When elders fail, you take it to the chief. If his discussion is not
satisfactory then you take it to higher authorities. (…) Stealing or burglary, when you are caught, we
have the town laws and the laws of the government governing everybody and if you fail to obey the
town’s rules, the town chief will then turn you over to the government.” (Male youth, interviewed in
an FGD in Dumai in 2008)453

Further sectoral hierarchies exist. Cases that relate to religious norms or members of the same sectoral
group, such as women or youth, can be regulated by the respective leaders, such as religious leaders,
Zos and women and youth leaders. Cases are only forwarded to the town chief or formal courts if
these fail to resolve them. Other mediators can be appealed to if both parties agree. Common
mediators are state officials, the police, market women or travellers (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow
2009, 24). Women and youth leaders, Zos and imams are often consulted in Dumai.
452

The same hierarchy was described by Isser et al. (2009) who conducted research in Lofa, Nimba, Grand Geddeh and
Monrovia.
453

This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).
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“I usually resolve cases that are brought to me. (…) Cases like women abusing one another; they
come to me and say to me to handle it. Or if there is a law in the town for community work and people
don’t go I call on them, why didn’t you go? And I call them and impose fine on them because they
didn’t go. That’s what I can handle. (…) But if you don’t accept my ruling, you can take the case to
the chief. (…) If they carry the case to the town chief and the chief says it is necessary for me to be
there, I can go there. So the town chief calls me. And I handle it the best possible.” (Lorma women
leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The town chief is usually assisted and advised by a multi-ethnic council of elders if cases are brought
to him for resolution. A similar mechanism is valid for other mediators.
“In the whole community, we set up the team comprising of 6 persons from one side and 6 from the
other side. 3 from Lorma and 3 from Mandingo quarters. Three male and three female. (…) Even we
ourselves, when we have some problems that we are not able to solve quickly, those people are the
ones who can help us and direct us in resolving problems.” (Mandingo women leader, interviewed in
Dumai in 2010)

The mix of roles, of a chief often being political leader, religious authority, ritual performer and chief
justice in one, is authorized by the R&R and expected by the local population. Many Liberians see the
judicial function as only “one among many several facets of responsibility that are legitimately vested
in a single authority figure” (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 33).
The processes and customs on which authorities base the proceedings and the rulings are not formally
codified. They are based on consultations and a consensus on how they work seems to prevail. The
basic principles are non-binding arbitration, mediation and the search for truth and reconciliation
(Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 26–30). Rulings are arbitration in the sense that the respective
authorities investigate the facts and pronounce some judgement and sanctions in the end. They are
non-binding in the sense that they can be referred to higher authorities by one of the two parties. After
asserting the truth, chiefs strive for social reconciliation (Resource Centre for Community
Empowerment and Integrated Development 2005). This gives the approach a mediative component,
with chiefs often speaking of “compromising a case” (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 26), which
means finding a resolution that satisfies both parties, which is even more necessary given that such
rulings are non-binding (Resource Centre for Community Empowerment and Integrated Development
2005).
“MANDINGO ELDER: Usually, when there is problem in one quarter, we the elders from both sides
can schedule to meet on it and make peace. We walk to one another, give information.
HANNAH: How can you make peace?
MANDINGO ELDER: We put the two parties together to find out what happened. If we find out
that party A is wrong we tell party A to apologize to party B and tell party B to compromise.
HANNAH: What do you mean by ‘to compromise’?
MANDINGO ELDER: To talk to them, to tell the person who is guilty and tell him to apologize to
his friend and tell the other man to accept it.” (Excerpt from an interview with a Mandingo elder,
conducted in Dumai in 2010)

A process starts when an offense against codified or customary community law is committed or
someone has been accused of such an offense. Both litigants are heard by the respective authority or
council and additional witnesses or experts are questioned. A general community meeting is scheduled
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afterwards “to make peace”. Both sides meet in a public forum, traditionally known as the palava hut
(Pajibo 2008; Resource Centre for Community Empowerment and Integrated Development 2005). The
end of such a meeting is always the public apology, after the offender has been identified and in most
cases has confessed.
“Whenever there is misunderstanding between two groups, I already set up that board of inquiry.
Whenever something happened, they do preliminary investigation to make sure that they put these
people together.” (Imam, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“As usual, when two persons fight or have a misunderstanding, we call them and go through the case.
When you are guilty, we tell the person who is guilty to apologize and never do it again. And make
sure this doesn’t happen again.” (Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

All informants describe community justice as a consultative process, very sensitive to ethnic issues,
deliberately including all parties and giving them an equal and unbiased trial.
“I don’t go and say that someone is wrong only because he or she is a Mandingo man or girl. I
don’t do that. If you Lorma man and wrong Mandingo man, I tell you that you are wrong and join you
to apologize to Mandingo man and if you are Mandingo man you wrong Lorma man, I join you, we
apologize to the Lorma man.” (Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“Whenever there is a problem, we usually sit and talk about that among ourselves. When someone
from one side wrongs somebody from the other side, we can tell them this, what you are doing, is
not right and you have to send apologies. We usually do that here. We tell anyone who is wrong that
you are wrong and tell you to apologize to your friend. That is not our problem.” (Male Zo, interviewed
in Dumai in 2010)

Some customs have been formalized in Dumai. New laws are publicly announced to everyone and
signed by representatives from each sectoral group.
“I contact the elders. Like law making in the town, we can select 5 persons from Lorma quarters and 5
persons from Mandingo quarters and put them together to make laws for the town. When they
finished making the laws they bring it to the elders and they ring the bell, we all meet, they read to us
whatever we want, we say we want this. Then the elders will sign, the youth sign, Women sign and the
chief sign and we give the copies to the quarter chiefs then it becomes law for the town. If some new
elders don’t agree we ask, how will we do this, then you bring your own opinion and your own
decision. And then we add it to the one that is there. Our elders have not had any problems on that
so far.” (Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Laws resulting from such consultation and signed by the elders serve as binding law for the
community. “If all the elders agreed it just has to be law. You have to obey the law.”454
A discrimination against women in the fields of marital and inheritance rights continues, although it is
less than indicated by the R&R (ZIF 2008). Local practices are currently changing, which provokes
debates inside the communities. This is one among many examples that customary law should not be
seen as static, but as evolving with the social situation.
“What our brothers and most people in the interior consider as rape is when you see the woman in the
bush and you jump on her forcibly and have sex with her or if you burgle her home and force her
into unwanted sex, that’s rape. We are getting to understand that you can rape your own wife.
Sometimes if you don’t entertain her properly, she can refuse you. What would be the result of the law
if I beg my wife and she says no?” (Male participant, interviewed in an FGD in Dumai in 2008)455
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Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).
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“Most people feel that only the boy child has the right to the property of a deceased parent in this
town. When the girl child comes in, she’s barred from owning. I believe if we are educated about this
issue, this will help us to understand the laws better.” (Male participant, interviewed in an FGD in
Dumai in 2008)456

The women in Dumai even codified a number of laws and fines protecting their rights that are widely
accepted and followed by the men, such as a law against the use of abusive language against women.
“We also sat down and established law in our community. No man is allowed to use any abusive
language in the town. If you do, we charged you LD$ 1,00 plus one lappa. These are some of the things
we have put in place and they are working. Everybody goes by it.” (Mandingo chairlady, interviewed
in Dumai in 2010)

The interplay of local and formal justice
Most cases are dealt with through local approaches to justice that are neither codified in the statutory
nor the state-authorized customary system. The statutory system is widely rejected and local standards,
rules and judges often do not accord with the R&R. None of our interview partners referred to the
R&R when speaking about customary justice. Further, they would perceive formal courts as deficient
even if they functioned properly. The study of USIP provides explanations for such a rejection based
on local perceptions of justice options. Local justice is not only far more affordable, but also perceived
as more consistent, predictable and fair in the eyes of the Liberians (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow
2009, 42). Formal processes, in contrast, were described as “opaque” and “virtually
incomprehensible” (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 43). These findings came as a surprise to
many in the international community. Qualities which they consider central to the statutory approach –
transparency and impartiality – were identified as central to the customary system by many Liberians.
The diverging perceptions result from a diametrically opposed understanding of the role of judicial
processes within and for a society. Determining guilt and innocence is seen as the main requirement
for justice in the statutory system, even if such verdicts increase adversarialism and social friction.
This is in contrast with Liberian understandings of justice as a way to reconcile the contending parties
(Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).
Looking at the reasons why people in Dumai prefer local justice options to statutory ones helps to
understand such opposition: (1) They can handle cases among themselves within a short time without
investing much resources, (2) the traditional approaches are based on arbitration and include
restorative elements working towards reconciliation between the opposing parties, (3) the community
members themselves can recreate harmony within their village and (4) local law is perceived as fairer
because it includes the community’s history as well as the social environment of the offender and the
victim.457
(1) The general entry and process fees in the customary justice system are lower than those in the
formal system; sometimes they are even free. In Dumai, villagers usually comply with a catalogue of
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This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).
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The following descriptions are based on Neumann (2011).
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small fees and their purposes. Cases are handled immediately; trials usually have a short duration and
are dealt with within the village. This reduces the investment of both time and resources.
“If conflict occurred between the two groups, we usually collect our elders from both sides, including
our chiefs, to sit down together to make sure to talk to the parties involved in the conflict to satisfy them,
not to carry the case to Voinjama. (…) We appreciate resolving our own problems instead of going
to Voinjama for the fact that we are farmers. If we encourage that every day you go to Voinjama
for cases you will not do your farming work. Then if you don’t do your farm work, you will suffer.
(…) Taking that person to Voinjama is not right.” (Mandingo women leader, interviewed in Dumai in
2010)

Taking a case to a formal court would involve travelling to the next court. Everyone involved in the
case, victim, offender, witnesses, would have to go to Voinjama for the trial; a three-hour walk one
way. This would mean that a day of work on their fields would be lost. The person who files the case
(usually the victim) would have to bear the expenses of everyone involved in the trial until a final
verdict is provided, without knowing if he/she might ever be paid back. This could be quite expensive
if the trial drags on.
(2) The overriding goal of customary law is to restore harmony within the community and to work
towards reconciliation. This includes ensuring that incorrect behaviour is not repeated, guilt is
publically admitted and the harm done is repaired in one way or another, before all parties join
together in a reconciliatory ritual.458 Community resolutions have to make both parties “leave with
smiles on their faces” (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 26) to ensure compliance. Integral to such
reconciliation are three aspects: punishment, repair of the harm and public apology (Isser,
Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 29). Mere punishment without reconciliation is regarded as
aggravating antagonism and triggering even worse behaviour than a proper solution (Isser,
Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 28). The role of a judge in a formal court ends with delivering the
verdict, leaving those involved as well as other community members to deal with the verdict as well as
what was said and done during the trial. If someone is sent to prison, he or she needs to neither admit
guilt nor repair the harm done, drastically diminishing the social function judicial processes can serve
within a community.
Many villagers in Dumai recollect the only two cases that were taken to the formal court in Voinjama
as very different from those solved by their council of elders. The parties involved had been in distress
afterwards, because their grievances had never been fully addressed, nor were they given a forum to
reconcile. Acts of reconciliation are not just a public façade, rather people believe that they can
prevent socio-spiritual danger and insecurity in the community.
“The perpetrator is expected to confess with an expression of remorse. This is often followed by rituals
for cleansing the perpetrator. Cleansing is essential when blood has been spilt as the general conviction
is that the perpetrator was possessed by an evil spirit at the time of the crime. Without cleansing the
perpetrator cannot re-enter the community.” (Verdier 2008, 53; Chair, Truth and Reconciliation
Commission)
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Such rituals include the sharing of a kola nut, the knocking of glasses together, or the placing of hands on the back of a
child.
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(3) Many traditional communities measure the strength of their functionality against their ability to
solve their own conflicts. They believe that this increases community cohesion and reinforces internal
ties. The process of a trial in customary law reinforces these ties.
“The town chief and elders are doing well. All of our conflicts can never go out of here. We always
solve our problems right here.” (Excerpt from a FGD among male youth, conducted in Dumai in
2010)

Statutory processes, on the other hand, increase conflict:
“One day, one of our sons offended one of their daughters of the Mandingo quarter, the only thing we
saw were the police to come from Voinjama and handcuff the boy and carried him to Voinjama. That
created more tensions between us again. That brings disunity and beginning of conflict.” (Mandingo
chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Decisions are usually a product of an open and public process that establishes consensus among
leading community members and family heads. Chiefs rarely make decisions of their own accord.
They consult community elders, representatives of the groups involved (youth, women etc.) or elder
members of the contending parties. They further consult those who are known as expert witnesses, in
most cases knowledgeable elders who can provide deeper insights into the social background or into
substantive questions about the application and borders of customary law.
The community leaders see themselves as best equipped to understand and deal with justice issues in
their communities and thus should not be circumvented. Many local chiefs even believe that they
should have jurisdiction over all matters brought to them by the two parties (Isser, Lubkemann, and
N’Tow 2009, 32).
“We even decide that until the leadership fails in one case and the elders fail, no one should carry
any cases to Voinjama. We don’t want any cases to go to Voinjama. Until we fail and the elders fail,
we don’t want any cases to go to Voinjama.” (Lorma townchief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The quick resolution of a case by the parties involved strengthens the prestige of the mediators. On the
other hand, a failure to come up with a solution is a public acceptance of failure as a traditional leader.
“When a case is taken to the town chief for hearing, people should learn how to accept whatever
judgement is given by the chief and elders. Whenever another rejects the ruling and insists that the
case be taken to Voinjama, then it tends to bring problems for the town. It is better that people in
the town respect whatever ruling is given by the elders of the town. It is better for everybody to
accept the judgement of a case and find solutions to every problem. People should learn to accept the
judgement that the chief of the town gives and stop seeing Voinjama as the only place that a case can
be heard. This habit could give the town a bad image.” (Excerpt from a FGD among female adults,
conducted in Dumai 2008) 459

This increases the likelihood of a consensus, though families might be in distress and ethnic groups
not fully reconciled. Bringing cases to the formal courts means not “having love”460 for the
community.
(4) Customary law deals with more fundamental issues and social factors than the formal system. It
strives for a truth that goes beyond that usually established in formal courts. Customary processes take
the broader social contexts into account while formal courts tend to look at only those directly
459

This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (2009).
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Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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aggravated or witnesses. Events are not seen in isolation or persons judged independent of their social
backgrounds. Customary processes try to include root issues and social factors which inform a dispute.
This makes it necessary for a judge to have a deep understanding of the socio-cultural and historical
elements of a community, a necessity a judge in a formal court often fails to fulfil. Chiefs rarely make
determinations on their own. They extensively consult community elders, representatives of different
social groups, family members, elders and experts. This process does not only serve towards
establishing the truth in its broader context, but to increase the weight and social impact of a
resolution. When leading community members and family heads see the final resolution as a
participatory consensus, their pressure on the parties to accept and comply with is increased (Isser,
Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 28).
Most Liberians accept and share this holistic and communalistic understanding. Verdicts delivered
based only on a limited account of the single event, without taking into consideration the broader
context and social background of the offence are generally perceived as uninformed, unfair and
therefore morally less binding. This makes local approaches to justice more effective in resolving
disputes than statutory ones, merely stating who is right and who is wrong (Isser, Lubkemann, and
N’Tow 2009, 27).
Challenges to local justice approaches
Local approaches to justice are widely accepted. The system, however, is facing challenges. Ethnic
conflict extends to the customary system and the formal system is often used as a last resort when one
party refuses to submit under customary rulings. This creates conflict in the village and the status of
the customary institutions and authorities is eroding (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 37).
The case of conflict between Mandingo and Lorma in Dumai shows how local approaches are
challenged by ethnic conflict.461 Mandingo are accused of bringing cases to Voinjama. “When
anything happens, the Mandingo people are the first people to take the case to Voinjama even if we
tell them to settle it in the home or family way.”462 Taking cases to Voinjama, in the eyes of the Lorma,
means not only wasting resources, but disrespecting community leadership and not having love for the
Lorma.463 Only one case was actually taken to Voinjama, but the constant threat that Mandingo could
do this again, dominates any discussion about the handling of community conflict.
„When the leaders talked through any case and say we should forget about it and respect each other we
can do that. But the Mandingo people will never agree. They will take the case to Voinjama.”
(Excerpt from an FGD among female youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010)
“They like everything to go to Voinjama and that is why we say they don’t have clear mind for us, we
the Lorma people. We love them but they, I don’t think they have the love for us.” (Lorma town chief,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
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For further references from other parts of Liberia, see Isser (2009, 36).
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Lorma respondent in an FGD among female elders, conducted in Dumai in 2010.
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According to the Lorma, if the Mandingo had love for the Lorma, they would be more interested in settling the case in the
community aiming for reconciliation, rather than taking it to Voinjama and aiming for retribution.
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“If something happens between us in Dumai, we can go and solve the problem amicably. But whenever
they see they are offended, they come to us and go for retribution. That is why I said, we have love
for them but they don’t have love for us.” (Mandingo chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The Mandingo version of this case is a different one. They claim to submit under community justice in
general, but they have to rely on formal authorities as a last resort as community justice lacks definite
mechanisms of enforcement.
“As town chief, if I say ‘come, there is a case against you, let’s talk’ and you don’t come because I am a
Mandingo man and you don’t want to take instructions from me, there is nothing else I can do. So
when they say, we like to take cases to Voinjama, what else can we do if they don’t come? And do not
apologize. They say they can never apologize to us. (…) If you say apologize and they say, it’s none
of my business. And you don’t want conflict. You take it to the law. (…) If you go and say you have
problem, I apologize and solve the problem. But if you cannot do that, you say this is none of my
business, then I take you to law.” (Mandingo town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Traditional ties between community members are weaker and ethnic conflict is not the only reason for
such. Many traditional communities split into smaller groups and cases became more complicated,
overstraining the capacities and spheres of influence of local elders. Personal mobility has increased
and strangers rarely subsume under customary law. The younger generation challenged the authority
of their elders during the war and continues to do so today. Urbanization demands alternative
approaches. Social pressure, central to enforcing the decisions produced by customary justice, has a
limited impact in more anonymous and individualistic contexts (ZIF 2008, 71). (Inter-)national
companies are active in the Hinterland and base their business on formal laws.
The most severe challenge to the customary system comes from the Liberian government itself,
however. Government policies limit the jurisdiction of chiefs and the methods they can deploy (Isser,
Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 38). Many Liberians see the government regulations as undermining
the effectiveness of the customary system without providing any effective alternative. Many cases are
brought to formal and customary courts in an attempt to delay the process and increase individual
benefit (Coleman 2008, 56–57). The possibility of taking cases to the formal courts is often misused to
increase one’s stake in the traditional setting and vice-versa.
“Lorma people can sometimes carry cases to Voinjama when they know that they are right.”
(Mandingo respondent in an FGD among female elders, conducted in Dumai in 2010)

What occurs in the most severe cases is “a deliberate use of opportunistic forum shopping, in which
litigants choose the formal system primarily if they believe it will give them an unfair advantage over
their opponent” (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009, 5), that was already rampant prior to the war.
Weakening the traditional system without establishing a working formal system led to an overall
decrease in justice in Liberia. “Nobody gets justice here”464.
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This is the title of a NUPI working paper focusing on Rule of Law in Liberia, published in 2009 (Schia and de Carvalho
2009). The title was taken from a quote from a national NGO staff member during fieldwork.
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The continuing failure to deal with hybridity
The “culture of impunity”465 continues and working mechanisms to deal with the persisting hybridity
of approaches have not been found in Liberia. A national formal judicial system capable of dealing
with a large number of cases does not seem to be possible in the foreseeable future. A link between the
statutory and the state-authorized system is still missing, not to speak of any approaches to integrate
the many informal methods not contained in the R&R, nine years after the peace agreement.
UNMIL tried to refine the hybrid system, rather than question it.466 It focused on the urban areas with
little emphasis on justice in the rural areas (Herman and Martin-Ortega 2011). Courtrooms were built,
attorneys were equipped with vehicles and the number of graduates from law school increased.
UNMIL, as well as other agencies and INGOs, is guided by the assumption that citizens would prefer
formal legal structures if they were functioning (International Crisis Group 2006). The previous
accounts have shown that this perspective is misleading. Most rural Liberians do not share this
position and reject the idea that the “laws and institutions of Monrovia or the international community
should be allowed to supplant and override their customary ones” (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow
2009, 71). They would even prefer the customary system if formal justice were able to meet basic
standards (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009). Small steps have been made recently to increase the
awareness and understanding of local and customary practices among international staff.467 Kofi
Annan himself publicly recognized in 2004 that “due regard must be given to indigenous and informal
traditions for administering justice or settling disputes, to help them continue their often vital role and
to do so in conformity with both international standards and local tradition” (Kofi Annan 2004, 12).
This statement already captures the dilemma UN missions are facing in post-war environments: Many
of the local practices do not meet international standards, especially regarding procedural character
and the protection of human rights (Sriram 2011). In the case of Liberia, the decision of the mission in
this tightrope walk was to concentrate nearly exclusively on the statutory system and neglect the
customary system, both the state-authorized and local practices. Most international staff continue to
have only basic understanding of the R&R and even less knowledge of uncodified local approaches
(Schia and de Carvalho 2009, 19).
The formal system, set up with the help of the international community, lacks qualified judges,
financial resources to support poorer people to pursue their cases free of charge and mechanisms to
deal with issues important to many Liberians, such as cases of witchcraft. Establishing such a deficient
system nationwide with the right and duty to handle nearly all cases of crime is a strain on its
capacities. Promoting it as the better option further weakens the traditional system. Liberians are now
left without a proper working judiciary: the formal courts have neither enough resources nor qualified
465

Quote taken from an interview, as cited in Schia et al. (2009, 14).
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An in-depth description for such approaches towards refinement can be found in Pietz et al. (2011, 18–23). Richmond
(2011a, 45) suggests that refinement rather than reorganization is typical for the current approach of UN missions.
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UN agencies have given out small contracts to national consultants to map the customary system and local mediation
councils are supported. These expenses are in no relation to the expenses made to improve the statutory system.
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personnel, and the customary system can only adequately deal with a limited number of cases and is
weakened by national (and international) policy.
6.2.1.4 Land
The hybridity of the legal system is reflected in issues relating to land ownership. A duality between
private ownership of urban land and community ownership of rural land persists. There was no
observable land conflict in Dumai in 2010 and 2011. “There is not an issue between Mandingo and
Lorma. No instances.”468 The general concept of community land ownership is a matter of consensus
within Dumai. “Everybody has the same custom, Lorma and Mandingo.”469 The Lorma consider land
to be communal property because it is the territory of their ancestors, given to the community as the
current trustees. The Mandingo believe that “no one owns any area or land beside God.”470 There is
an uncodified agreement between both groups that elders allocate land in a consultative decision.
“When a stranger comes into town, first you go to town chief. The town chief invites the elders and
every advice they have as elders, is given to the stranger through the town chief. (…)It has to be a
consensus of all.” (Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The situation is more complicated in other parts of Liberia and on the regional and national levels.
Land conflict is observed at all levels: within communities about the allocation of farmland, between
communities and counties in the form of boundary disputes, between communities and commercial
interests and between generations over land ownership and use and they are “not easily resolved”
(Civil Affairs Section UNMIL 2009, Executive Summary).
“It is difficult in Liberia to say nobody owns land, you know. But trust me, sometimes it is difficult to
distinguish which of the land is purely for the government. Because in our constitution it says all
land belongs to the government. But the land is seen as being communal land, being for the
community, especially in rural parts of Liberia. And the chiefs are seen as the custodians, they give
the land. So it’s never yours.” (Wilfried Johnson, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010)

The claims of the Americo-Liberians and international corporations in line with urban laws are in
conflict with the claims of the communities based on the R&R. Historical and traditional claims on
land are in conflict with both of the two statutes. The result is a current amalgam of laws and
competing claims over one and the same parcel of land. The following four problems are of major
impact, from the community perspective: the hybridity of rural and urban land laws, the allocation of
land to strangers, the allocation of land to women and the failure of formal institutions to deal with
land conflict.
Hybridity of rural and urban land law
A clear demarcation between the civilized and native populations ceased to exist with Doe’s rule. It
became increasingly unclear which laws should be consulted under which circumstances. The system
is as prone to misuse as it was prior to the war. Urban citizens can appeal to both customary and native
468

Lorma chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Mandingo chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Mandingo elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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courts to appropriate land in their rural areas of origin, and at the same time also to statutory property
law in urban areas for their personal property (Obarrio 2011; Richards et al. 2005).
“You see you have inter-regulations, you have urban land regulations and you have rural land
regulations. So, who owns land and how you access land in the village is different from how you access
land in Monrovia. How do you harmonize those?” (Wilfried Johnson, interviewed in Monrovia in
2010)

There are currently no definite regulations for both urban or rural land. A new land policy is being
drafted by the Liberia Land Commission. The result should be a “consistent land policy, specifying
customary and statutory approaches to land ownership which are still differentiating between urban
and rural areas, but providing clear guidelines consistent for all urban and rural areas
respectively.”471 The process is ongoing, but slow.
The inconsistent demarcation of land by the government has been a further source of land conflict.
Rural land has been acquired, surveyed and deeded in a simple system since the mid-twentieth century
by the government of Liberia (Richards et al. 2005). This system of deeding has often been misused
by the government to exercise political control and by local district commissioners to acquire
additional funds. The same parcel of land was deeded by different people and groups in many
instances, leading to competing claims by several parties to a single piece of land. Official
documentation of such claims has never existed or was lost during the two civil wars in rural parts of
Liberia.472 Most conflicts have to be judged based on narratives and the accounts of witnesses and
settled by compromising the case and providing compensation to those resigning their claims. Some
conflicts result in serious escalations and fatalities. Such conflicts within the communities are usually
resolved peacefully, but there is an increased tendency towards escalation when border issues between
tribal territories are at stake (Civil Affairs Section UNMIL 2009).
Allocation of land to strangers
The main source of intra-community conflict around land is the paragraph concerning strangers in the
R&R. Strangers, such as the Mandingo, are given a temporary permit to farm on land. They are given
permanent land rights on a traditional, but not on a legal basis, once they marry into a host family.
Many Mandingo returned after the war and their families had grown, including new members who
were not born in the village. The question then was whether these members were Liberian Mandingo
or Guinean Mandingo, meaning whether they had rights to community land or whether these rights
had ceased as they left during the war:
“Because land is always revocable by traditional land-owning lineages in customary law, many
Mano autochthones feel they are within their rights to reclaim what was abandoned by Mandingo
‘strangers’ during the war. Mandingos in turn say that even if the land was borrowed, the houses still
standing there were built by them.” (International Crisis Group 2006, 17)
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Wilfried Johnson, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010.
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51% of the people in Lofa (33% nationwide) have no ownership documents for land they own or they think they own
(Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011).
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This brings the issue of the allocation of land in close connection with the general identity issue
around the Mandingo ethnic group.
“So for instance of who is a Liberian, the identity issue. Mandingo are not from Liberia. Land and
property disputes, very fundamental. This issue in Nimba County similar to Lofa County right after the
war between Mandingo and Lorma and also between Kissi went out of hand. Who is actually a
Liberian Mandingo? We do know Mandingo to be one of the tribes in Liberia. So, is this man
actually from Guinea or is he a legitimate Liberian Mandingo?” (Wilfried Johnson, interviewed in
Monrovia in 2010)

The Mandingo were generally in a weaker position than the autochthonous group. They tended to
present their claims collectively rather than as individuals. This turned individual land disputes into a
conflict between distinct ethnic groups (Boas and Stig 2010). Land conflicts today escalate along tribal
lines, reinforcing the division between the groups. The issue of autochthony further fuels them.
“There’s a problem of tribalism and citizenship. Some people feel that they can do anything in the
town because they own it. Oldman Kollie is not more native than me. Our parents had us right here in
this town. So no one is more native than anyone here.” (Excerpt from an FGD among elderly males,
conducted in Dumai in 2008)473

Allocation of land to women
A further contentious issue on the local level is the traditional practice of allocation of land to the head
of a family, a married male. The family loses the right to own and farm on the land if this married
male dies, unless the widow enters the household of another male, usually a brother of her deceased
husband. This policy is often criticized by local leaders who have started to allocate land rights to the
widow in such cases; against the regulations of state-authorized customary law on land ownership.
“Because they say the land, again it will be given to household, somebody who is married. So it is
given to the head of a household and the head is a man. So women are technically not given land.
Except you are connected to a men who is the head of a house. So by virtue, her access to land is
because of her husband. And so you got four or five women attached to a men so that they can all
get a portion of land where they can do their farming.” (Wilfried Johnson, interviewed in Monrovia
in 2010)

Failure of formal institutions to deal with land conflict
The government institutions to deal with land conflict are overburdened and often unable to solve
cases due to access problems, complicated processes, alleged corruption and finally the widespread
illiteracy of those in charge in the rural areas.
“While taking shelter in Monrovia, we heard that someone has taken our uncle’s garden claiming
ownership. When this case was taken to Voinjama for hearing, the authorities there were bribed to
put a hold on the case. They told her to go back for the case. She went back two times for redress and
the case was not heard.” (Female elder, interviewed in an FGD, conducted in Dumai in 2008)474

A number of county and district peace committees organized by civil society groups are now dealing
with land conflicts from a more traditional perspective. They try to involve different groups in their
attempts to compromise cases. They are facing the same limitations as other informal institutions,
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however. Their verdicts are not legally binding and they have few possibilities to enforce them. Any of
the two parties can return to formal courts and restart the whole process, even years later.
“There are cases where the traditional councils solved the land issue. Then years later, one of the
parties, or even their heirs, no longer liked the ruling and they can go to formal courts and start it all
over again. So you never know how long the place will be yours.” (International staff of UNMIL,
interviewed in Monrovia in 2011)

First attempts were made in a pilot project in 2011, giving county resolution committees increased
legal rights, making their resolutions legally binding, if in accordance with Liberian law and accepted
by both parties.475 These are first deliberate steps to reconcile the dual systems, at least on the regional
level.
6.2.2

Dealing with the ethnic divide

The community has found practices to deal with daily conflicts. They have found pragmatic solutions
for many issues and established consociational mechanisms combining relative autonomy for the
respective ethnic group with power-sharing mechanisms on community level. The identity divide
continues, however, and the rhetorical division between the groups is much bigger than an account of
practices may convey. The war has broken the traditional bonds between Lorma and Mandingo as
uncle and nephew. Events of the war continue to dominate today’s identity concepts in Dumai.
“Like me, I am a Mandingo. I believe that Lorma people are the cause of me leaving from here to go
to Guinea in the refugee camp. With that belief in me, I will not have trust in them anymore. That is
one of the reasons. Before the war, there were good relationships. Lorma men speak Mandingo well and
Mandingo men speak Lorma. But, at this time now, the relationship is not well.” (Mandingo teacher,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

A new way of defining the relationship between the two groups does not yet exist. The Mandingo
refuse to participate in Poro activities as a reaction to traumatic war events. Religious practices
became a bone of contention within the community. Local mediation councils have de-escalated
virulent issues in a pragmatic way. A common vision of identity or a resolution of identity conflicts is
not in sight, however, 10 years after the end of the war. The competing narratives of the war in Lofa
have not yet been reconciled and old traumas resurface in new debates. The national government and
the international community have failed to address religious and ethnic conflicts in Lofa.
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Both

sides, Lorma and Mandingo, continue to feel overwhelmed by the conflicts they are facing. The youth
in particular are still vulnerable to mobilization as the escalations in February 2010 in Voinjama have
shown.
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The information on the County Peace Committees and their approach to resolving land conflict in coordination with local
legal administrative authorities is based on various interviews with members of the Peace Committees, county legal officials
and staff of UNMIL Civil Affairs in Lofa and Monrovia in 2011.
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The native-settler divide, which still influences the national level, has no direct impact on Lofa. It was not mentioned in
any of the interviews which I conducted in Lofa during fieldwork. It will not be dealt with in this paragraph, but parts of the
native-settler debate influence the relation between the capital and the Hinterland (see section entitled Dealing with the
centre-periphery divide).
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6.2.2.1 Broken bonds
The events of the war dominate today’s identity concepts in Dumai. Both sides accuse each other of
abrogating the traditional uncle-nephew bonds and point to “what they have done to us during the
war”477 to explain current conflict and mistrust. Actual accounts of these atrocities are rare, scattered
and often confusing, however. The Mandingo blame the Lorma for looting their properties during the
first war and siding with the NPFL. The Lorma blame the Mandingo for the retaliation attacks during
the second war, especially the desecration of Poro shrines and the public display of masks and other
artefacts.
“First I know Dumai as a place occupied both Mandingo and Lorma and they peacefully coexisted
over the years. Lorma men called Mandingo men ‘net modegee’ a local expression meaning my
Mandingo men. Which also means that you own him and Mandingo called Lorma uncles. So it was
only uncle and nephew relationships. Traditionally, uncle looks for wife for his nephew. But not the
nephew look for wife for his uncle. That is long traditional relationship. When the war came, lot of
things happened that caused Lorma and Mandingo to be against each other. Lorma feel that the
Mandingo living among them will not fear their culture and then Mandingo feel that, well he has lived
among these people for many years, we got properties, and today we can’t change... where do we live?”
(Local NGO staff member, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010)

The Mandingo emphasize a general mistrust against the Lorma in the interviews and describe the joint
raids of the Lorma with the NPFL as unilateral rejection of the uncle-nephew bonds.
“Some of the Mandingo came to some Lorma people and told them we are leaving, going back to
Guinea, but we beg, here are my cattle let me leave them with you and Lorma said no, you don’t leave
anything with me. (…) So the information went to Guinea to the Mandingo people that Lorma people
are coming looting your properties including your cattle. Then the Mandingo people said, can Lorma
people do that to us? (…) that is the reason why they refused when we told them to take care of our
properties. They had in mind to take it. Now we know what to do.” (Local NGO representative,
interviewed in Voinjama in 2010)

The desecration of religious shrines by LURD during the second civil war was the ultimate sign of
disrespect, according to the Lorma. It revealed the secret and destroyed the power of the Poro, in the
eyes of its members.
“Yes! It’s about the bush business. Yes! (…) After the war had ended, we returned here and some others
remained in Guinea. When we finally returned, our man bush had all been destroyed and broken
down. (…) That’s the main problem here now. They have seen the secret now. No one who is not
Poro can see the secret.” (Excerpt from a FGD among male youth, conducted in Dumai in 2009) 478

An official history has never been written and many of the local elders themselves feel confused about
the course of the events. Hearings were held as part of the TRC process, but results were never
communicated back to the communities. Local elders helplessly face the resulting tension and fail to
provide explanations for the why. Concurring versions of who brought the war and who was targeted
continue as of 2011.
Lorma respondent: The first war was Taylor’s war. Many people didn’t leave the country. Only the
Mandingo people left the country.
Lorma respondent: I don’t know because all of us ran away. We don’t know who did this and who did
that.
477

Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).
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Mandingo respondent: During the 1990 war, Lorma people destroyed all our properties because they
were looking for Mandingo people to kill so we ran away and went in the republic of Guinea in the
refugee camps.
Lorma respondent: We are not the one that destroyed their houses. It was the NPFL fighters that
came and took them. When ULIMO K war came, the Mandingo people were killing Lorma people,
which caused us to go in the refugee camps in Guinea in 1993.
Lorma respondent: We are confused, we only know we never killed Mandingo men.
(FGD among women, conducted in Dumai in 2010)

6.2.2.2 Autochthony
The issue of autochthony rights in mixed ethnic communities has turned into a battlefield between the
ethnic groups. The Lorma claim autochthony rights for Lofa in general, based on the history of
settlement. The Mandingo returned earlier after the second war and challenge autochthony rights,
together with traditional bonds. The debate is ongoing in Dumai. Narratives of settlement are
constantly renegotiated in Dumai. Current practices of inter-marriage cement traditional autochthony
concepts which are rejected by the Mandingo. Autochthony rights are not merely symbolic but have
tangible impact on community governance.
Competing narratives
The history of the village was reinterpreted by both groups to support their autochthony claims. The
Lorma version is in line with historical documents on the settlement patterns of Lofa and sees the
Lorma as stranger fathers to the Mandingo.
“Our forefathers established this town. There is a family we call Gorpo, the old man called Koubo
Kollie. After he has established the town, the first two Mandingo men who came were Papay Kaifila and
Moifily. They came and settled with our forefathers. Another elder man, Papay Kolebelee, was their
stranger father and said okay, you are welcome. After these two men, other Mandingo people started
coming until they have become many in this town. We all have been here since then and we had good
understanding among ourselves with no problems.” (Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The Mandingo narrative of Dumai does not challenge the general history of settlement in Lofa, but it
challenges the founding history of Dumai. Dumai, according to their narrative, was founded in a joint
effort of the two tribes, giving no group autochthony rights over the other.
“This town, Maidu479, was created from different villages. One was Kollimai. This was the place
founded by my grandfather Moifily Sannoh. The others were Segbemai, Biomai and Wawadu. The
elders of these villages put together and created this town. They decided to give the leadership to one
particular family, called the Gorpogee in Lorma, which means Garkana in Mandingo. These people were
told to lead the people in this village. (…) The first town chief was Lassanah who is the younger brother
of my late father Lassanah. The next chief was old man Gorpo, who was a Lorma man. Mandingo
people told the Lorma people that they can take on leadership because they were only traders.”
(Mandingo elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

479

The last letters of a town name indicate the claim of ownership. In Lofa, towns ending with –mai are seen as Lorma
towns, towns ending with –du as Mandingo towns. The village that I was living in was generally referred to with a –mai
ending, even by some Mandingo, but in a number of interviews, Mandingo referred to it with a –du ending. Those who aspire
to be politically correct then chose to refer to the village as Dumai or Maidu, as I often did in my interviews.
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Marriage and the continuity of autochthony
Mandingo strongly reject the autochthony claims of the Lorma, as well as the uncle-nephew bonds that
existed prior to the wars. This is problematic as they continue to marry Lorma women. Many
Mandingo men are married to Lorma women, but only very few Mandingo women are married to
Lorma men. Mandingo in general refuse to give their daughters to non-believers, meaning members of
the Poro.
“I will automatically refuse a member of the Poro as son or daughter in law for the fact that he is
not a Christian and not a Muslim. I will not accept a daughter or son that is not part of religion. The
person is not my son or daughter.” (Imam of Dumai, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

This makes the Mandingo permanent wife-receivers in mixed communities and puts them in an unclenephew relationship with the Lorma tribe, in the eyes of the Lorma. Women in the rural areas continue
to be seen as owned by their husband. Many Lorma feel that the Mandingo are not only taking their
land on which they settled permanently, but in addition their women.
“When you look in their quarter, there are a lot of Lorma women with them but there is not a
Mandingo girl married to our people. Why? That is a problem. Why can they say they want to marry
Lorma girl but this can’t happen other way round?” (Lorma chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The continuity of pre-war marriage patterns manifests two layers of identity conflict. It shows the
disrespect of the Mandingo people towards the Poro in the eyes of the Lorma as Mandingo girls can
marry a Christian man, but not Poro man. It further reinforces the uncle-nephew relationship, which
the Mandingo reject.
“They are taking our daughters and not giving us their daughters. And then they say they are not
nephews no more. Because of war. They say brother and sister. But if they are brother and sister, why
can’t our boys marry their women?” (Lorma farmer, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The lines are hardened in rhetoric, but participatory observation and further inquiry showed two
aspects which point to more pragmatism in daily realities. Lorma women who marry Mandingo men
usually convert to Islam and live on the Mandingo side of the village. They serve as a bridge between
the groups and are often selected as chairladies. Both Mandingo chairladies in Dumai were members
of the traditional religion before.
“That is what makes me a leader. I am from the Lorma ethnic group and married to a Mandingo
man. In fact I took oath that I can’t go against this group or the other group. I am counselling others for
that, sometimes. I talked to them, that this is how we should live.” (Excerpt from an interview with a
Mandingo chairlady; conducted in Dumai in 2010)

Further, the number of Mandingo women married to Lorma men is increasing. Two cases are
documented in Dumai where Lorma men, members of the Poro and the Christian religion, are married
to Mandingo women. Traditions concerning intermarriage seem to be weakened among the youth.
“For it to change may take some time. We hear that there are human rights taking place. So you the
Lorma man, forget about your children, let them marry whoever they want to marry and Mandingo man,
let your children marry anybody they wish to, that is their right. Give them freedom. If it is their
wishes, let them do that. If you counsel them that way, I think they can understand.” (Mandingo
teacher, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“It is not impossible, it can happen. Everything derives from love.” (Mandingo youthleader,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
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The impact of autochthony on community practices
Autochthony rights and issues around intermarriage continue to be highly debated. They are a central
bone of contention regarding collective identity definition. In addition, they continue to inform the
selection of the town chief in post-war Dumai. The position of the village chief has traditionally been
taken by a member of the autochthonous group. The connection between autochthony and leadership
is not challenged by the Mandingo, but the autochthony debate itself continues.
“The Lorma people are claiming that this town is for them so they want to be in control of every
activity here. As a result that brings confusion among ourselves which sometimes results in conflict
between us. They too know that this place is owned by the both tribes.” (Mandingo Assistant town chief,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The Mandingo selected the first town chief amongst themselves because only few Lorma had returned
from the evacuation camps. After the Mandingo chief died, his assistant, a Lorma man took over.
“When the war ended, there were only a few Lorma people. They said only three Lorma cannot select
town chief. So Lassanah was the chief and a Lorma man was the assistant.” (Lorma elder,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“When we came back from the various camps we met some Mandingo people here. These people we
met, they had already organized, they already had a chief. So when we came, we took instructions
from that chief. After the Lorma people were a good number of people they asked the Lorma to bring a
chief, an assistant, so that they can work together, to run the administration in the town. The man that is
the chief today, he was assistant to that Mandingo man. After the Mandingo man died, the Lorma
man took over and he became the town chief and I became his assistant.” (Mandingo assistant town
chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The Mandingo currently accept the chieftaincy claim of the Lorma, but challenge it for the next
appointment process, arguing that it is their turn to provide the next chief after the death or resignation
of the current Lorma chief.
“As I am talking now, the town chief is from the Lorma quarter and the assistant from the Mandingo
quarter. And Mandingo men believe that next year, the town chief should come from the Mandingo
quarter and the assistant come from the Lorma quarter and Lorma men say ‘No. Every time come from
our side’. That is one of the roots of conflict.” (Mandingo teacher, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The introduction of the position of the assistant town chief has been a measure of compromise. Some
Lorma elders are even open to an alternating leadership: “it is not impossible, it can be.”480 They
remain firm, however, that the Mandingo have to recognize them as the true “owners of the land”481
first. The current Lorma chieftaincy of the Lorma stands as a representative of their autochthony
rights, as long as these are not officially acknowledged by the Mandingo.
6.2.2.3 Poro and secrecy
The Poro and the aspect of secrecy enshrined in it has become a further central point of contention
within the communities and is closely linked to leadership selection. The Mandingo refuse to accept
the predominance of the Poro in mixed villages together with the uncle-nephew bonds. The Lorma use

480

Lorma elder and principal of elementary school, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

481

Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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the Poro, especially the closed door ceremony482, to demonstrate their power over the Mandingo.
These conflicts are not new, but they have intensified because of the war. The closed door ceremonies
rarely happen but they pose a constant threat to the Mandingo. The Lorma perceive the refusal of the
Mandingo to accept closed door ceremonies as a general refusal of their culture. The aspect of secrecy
further increases the mistrust on the part of the Mandingo. The issue of the Poro has thereby become
the central conflict on the community level.
The intensification of religious conflict
The Poro and the aspect of secrecy related to it provoked conflict prior to the war in mixed
communities.483 Mandingo in Dumai recollect two major instances of conflict relating to cultural
practices. In one case, a woman was in labour pain and could not be brought to a clinic to give birth
because of an closed door ceremony occurring at the time. She and her unborn twins died during
labour.
“We had a pregnant woman who was in labour pain and the midwife was living on the other side of
the town. When we received the information that she was in labour pain, they decided to contact the
midwife. When we heard the devil sound we contacted the town chief to please tell the Zo to give us
small chance. He refused in the end, they continued their activities, while finally the lady and the
child died while giving birth.” (Mandingo elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

In a second instance, a Ramadan ceremony was interrupted by a closed door ceremony and all
offerings disappeared. In both cases, the Mandingo complained that it was impossible to hold anybody
responsible for such occurrences because Lorma shifted the blame to the devil.
“Long ago, before the war, the Muslims were having Mohammad’s birthday, Mandingo people came
from different places and made preparations for the programme. We informed the Lorma people about
the programme so that we would be excused for those two days and they agreed. As soon we were
getting ready after the cooking to go for the programme, Lorma people said close the doors and when
we went inside, they came and took all of our materials, damaged and took the food and ate it all.
When that happened, the paramount chief, the elders and the local authorities from Voinjama came to
intervene in the matter. When we went through the case, the Lorma people were wrong. They were
asked to pay back all our expenses and they said it was the devil that did it so we should go the
devil, to pay our expenses. For peace’s sake, they paid for nothing and still we didn’t create anything.”
(Mandingo elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The Lorma dispute these events and it was impossible to get any documentation on the alleged
intervention of the superintendent in these matters.
“They like lying too much. Ask him, who was the town chief at that time. They say, ‘We don’t know’.
If you ask old people in this town, they will say that never has happened here. They lie, like when they
have closed door, somebody died. Even not a day they have closed door here Mandingo lady died.
When they are having feasts here, we don’t do any closing door until they are finished. You can even
go to the next town and ask anybody as to whether that had ever happened to Dumai and they say
no.” (Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

If these instances happened, they point to the first attempts on behalf of the Lorma to misuse the Poro
to demonstrate their power over the Mandingo. If they did not happen, they show how deep the
482

Closed door ceremonies are ritual performances where the devil leaves the Poro bush, joined by members of the Poro
society. Those who are not members are supposed to go indoors and close their doors as they are not allowed to see the devil.
483

Karin Weisswange (1969) described in her report that Mandingo and Lorma were living side by side with only little
contact in a Lofean village closer to Gbarnga.
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division and mistrust on behalf of the Mandingo is, once it comes to cultural practices. The situations
could be brought under control and conflict was settled or at least endured by the Mandingo, prior to
the war.
The war changed the acceptance of cultural practices among the Mandingo. Many Mandingo who
participated in the Poro before the war, refused to join afterwards (Hojberg 2007, 9).
“Our way back people, our great fathers way back were part of that society. But presently we
decided to be a religion member. That means we cannot be member of that thing again.” (Mandingo
assistant town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“During the pre-war time, everyone used to carry on their traditional activities without conflict.
Immediately after the end of the war, it became a problem for our people to practice their traditional
activities. It has become a very big problem.” (Excerpt from a FGD among male elders, conducted in
Dumai in 2009) 484

The religious tolerance of the past was replaced by rejection and mistrust (Hojberg 2007, 10).
“When that war erupted in that country and their action that happened additionally to that, we
said the devil is destructive to us, we will no more go inside when they close door.” (Mandingo
elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“This time when our men go indoors, the Lorma people can be insulting our men outside.” (Excerpt
from a FGD among female youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010)

The constant threat of closed door ceremonies
Only three to four closed door ceremonies had taken place in the last seven years in Dumai, yet they
seem to pose a constant threat to the Mandingo as they are not announced in advance. The Mandingo
say that they have no guarantee that the number will remain low.
“Before the war, we were here with our parents when other community members were carrying out
their culture practices, they would tell our parents that they want to do this and that.” (Imam,
interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

This is no longer the case after the war. The ceremonies follow no schedule and they are allegedly
keeping people from farming, going to the mosque and holding festivities.
“We never know when the devil comes. We can be on our farm and then when we are not indoors, this
provokes conflict. Or the youth might have celebration. We don’t want them to perform in our quarter.
We don’t infringe anything on them, but they do on us.” (Mandingo elder, female, interviewed in Dumai
in 2010)

Mandingo blame the Lorma for the misuse of the Poro to inhibit their free movement and keep them
under constant threat. “The Poro society is very harmful to us.”485 None of the ceremonies since the
war were used to harass the Mandingo, but the ritual holds the potential to do so and then shift the
blame on the devil. “They said it was the devil that did it.“486
“Their policy is, they don’t want to just do their performing. They want to do their pressure on us.
(…) The people do it intentionally.” (Mandingo assistant town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
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This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).
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Mandingo youth leader interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

486

Mandingo elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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The Mandingo even describe the closed door ceremonies as a violation of their human rights, which
they can no longer tolerate.
“The closed door business by the Lorma here is a human rights violation. Our forefathers told us to
accept it from them [Lorma people], but now we can’t accept it.” (Mandingo teacher, interviewed in
Dumai in 2010)

The refusal of Lorma practices and culture
The Lorma perceive the refusal of the Mandingo to go indoors as disrespect for their culture, and thus
their collective identity.
“The major conflict all derives from our neighbour, the Mandingo community. They are not respecting
our culture and values any more. (…) because of this war, Mandingo people just say, they will never
go in closed door for anybody. That was a serious argument.” (Lorma chairlady, interviewed in Dumai
in 2010)

They argue that the closed door ceremony is a traditional ritual, performed since “time
immemorial”487.
“Those are the problems. When you have grown up to see things that your parents have done, it’s
difficult to desist from them.” (Excerpt from a FGD among male elders, conducted in Dumai in
2009)488

It is a central aspect of their secret society, which they see protected by the freedom of religion
provisions in the constitution. Lorma accuse the Mandingo of misusing the Poro to show their
disrespect for the Lorma tribe.
“Because they feel that because war has come they have no respect for culture. We have the best
respect for them. Their mosque. When we are drunk no boy has ever gone to their mosque or even
entered their mosque. All want that everybody has their culture. Even white people have culture. If you
can do yours, you don’t talk while he doing his; you should forgive.” (Lorma town chief, interviewed
in Dumai in 2010)

Secrecy and mistrust
The mutual mistrust between the groups is increased by the notion of secrecy surrounding the Poro.
“In our mosque, we do not stop anyone from entering there to pray with us. But the Lorma people
close doors when they are ready for their culture activities and we say we will not go indoors because
we don’t know what is in their mind towards us the Mandingo people.” (Excerpt from an FGD
among female youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010)

Things discussed in the bush are no longer known to the Mandingo as they refuse to join the Poro.
They feel excluded from central decisions and perceive the Lorma to do this intentionally:
“But the main thing is their secret culture. It’s the main problem. Let’s make an example. Like the
three people, we are sitting here. This man is here and I would say, sister Hannah, let’s go behind the
house and we talk something. And this man would not know. And after I finish talking to you,
everybody comes back, ‘hahaha’ and not tell him. That man, what would he have in his mind? Because
he would not know, have we talked a good thing or a bad thing, what would he think?” (Mandingo
assistant town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The exclusion of the Mandingo has tangible effects on community governance. The Lorma claim that
only members of the Poro can become town chiefs, as many decisions with relevance to community
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Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

488

This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).
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organization are decided upon in the bush because “the devil has to report to the town chief”489. The
Poro, together with the claim of autochthony, justifies their right to the town chief position, in their
eyes.
MANDINGO RESPONDENT: “Lorma people have been the town chief for the town because they say
when they want to discuss any major thing, they have to go in the Zo bush where Mandingo man
cannot go as non-members of the culture.” (Excerpt from a FGD among female youth, conducted in
Dumai in 2010)
MANDINGO RESPONDENT: “If you aren’t part of the Poro society, even they can appoint you as
leader, you do not receive any regard. No respect.” (Excerpt from a FGD among male elders, conducted
in Dumai in 2010)
LORMA RESPONDENT: “This place is a Lorma town and is the head of the six Lorma towns around
here. The reason why the Mandingo people were not made town chief is because they are not members
of our culture and when we call meetings in the culture bush, they will not be able to go there.”
(Excerpt from a FGD among male youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010)

The Poro as representative of community conflict
The Poro and the aspect of secrecy enshrined in it stand as representatives for numerous debates with a
strong identity component: religious and cultural tolerance, re-definition of traditional bonds, war
related atrocities, autochthony rights and the office of town chief. The closed door ceremonies are at
the heart of the identity debate. Religion is closely interwoven with ethnicity in Dumai. Mandingo
equals Islam and Lorma equals Poro in discourse and (self-)perception. People continuously speak of
“the culture of the Lorma” or “our culture”, when they refer to the Poro and “the Muslims” when they
speak about the Mandingo.490 The cultural practices related to the Poro have turned into a highly
divisive issue in Dumai. Most interviews centred on the closed door ceremony and the issue of
secrecy.
“The only conflict between the Lorma and Mandingo is pertaining to the Poro society. That is the only
palava between us.” (Mandingo youth leader interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“The misunderstanding always comes from culture activities, because it always offends us.” (Local
imam, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“The only thing that can bring about misunderstanding between them is about our culture when we try
to do our culture, they refuse to go inside. Besides the closed door, I don’t think there is any
problem.” (Lorma principal, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

6.2.2.4 Pragmatic solutions
Local mediation councils have found pragmatic solutions to the main conflicts relating to the Poro.
The closed door ceremonies have been restricted to a time period between 11 at night and three in the
morning. Devil bushes need to be relocated further into the jungle, as they were previously too close to
the village. The mistrust has not disappeared, but the community has established working mechanisms
to deal with resulting confrontations and community work has strengthened cooperation.
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Male Zo, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

490

There are a few Christians in Dumai, but except for the priest, they all join the Poro. The priest joined the Poro before his
conversion and still has two traditional wives.
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Restricting the time frame for closed door ceremonies
The situation around the closed door ceremony threatened to escalate in Dumai in 2006. UNMIL, the
superintendent and the county mediation council were called to intervene. The Mandingo suggested
that the devil could still come out, but should restrict its movements to the Lorma quarters.
“We are not against it, but if they want to do it, it should not be a harm or a force to us. We say it is
better when the devil comes out, it stops in Lorma quarters only.” (Mandingo Elder, interviewed in
Dumai in 2010)

The Lorma refused this suggestion, because the devil fence was right behind the Mandingo quarter and
the path of the devil needed to reflect the movement of the dead ancestors who were the owners of the
whole village.
“No devil can enter the village without going through the Mandingo quarter. This is the way it always
goes and fence is right behind Mandingo quarter. The devil needs to go through all of the town. Like
the men who died were the landlords of all these places.” (Lorma Zo, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The community was unable to resolve the conflict. UNMIL had no clear policy on such local issues.
This left room for the implementation of national and local approaches to resolve the issue in a
pragmatic manner. Religious leaders from all sides were included in a mediation processes that made
use of traditional rituals and symbols (such as pouring cold water or sharing a kola nut) and followed
customary mechanisms of reconciliation. A government intervention finally achieved a resolution to
the issue of the closed door ritual in 2008. It restricted the time permitted for closed door ceremonies
to between 11 at night and three in the morning all over Lofa County. The argumentation underlying
this agreement was pragmatic and respected the practices of different groups within the villages.
“Every time the devil comes out, they become fed-up with that. We told them you people are living like
that 50 years before the war. You people have to live by that. But the time, any time that the devil
should come out, this should be from 11 to 3 because the Muslim come out at 4 to pray. And at night
from 10 to 11 you would see the students to come out. So we give that time from 7-11 where people can
walk around. So we used that as our law, part of our internal law, that any time the devil is coming out,
no non-member is allowed to come out. But non-members will be informed. That is my rule, that is
the research I made. From 11 to 3, they can do anything at that time.” (Former head of the county
conflict resolution council, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010)

Both sides accepted these regulations and no offence against the law was mentioned by any of the
groups.
“That solution, if they follow from 11 to 3, then the Muslim also have chance to go and pray. It’s all
right. Not creating a problem. (… ) If something happens, like a Zo man dies, they brief us, we do a
devil now.” (Excerpt from an interview with the Mandingo town chief, conducted in Dumai in 2010)

The relocation of devil bushes
A second problem in Dumai was the location of traditional bushes close to the village. Many local
communities have grown over the years and houses have been built near the traditional bushes. In the
case of Dumai, the Mandingo quarter is only a few meters from the Lorma’s secret bush. The Poro
members feel threatened by this proximity. Mandingo women had unintentionally cleaned the
women’s bush when building new houses.
“We have some bushes around the town. Mandingo women went there and built that house. We told
them, we don’t want them to go there. They go there and brush that bush. We can’t forget about our
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culture. We will maintain our culture. So we don’t want them to go into our bush. The people went
there first to brush a small portion of the place to construct a house but then they left the place ever
since.” (Female Zo, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

A similar problem escalated near to the men’s bush. Mandingo men had built a bathroom close to the
sacred bush and refused to relocate it. A national law exists that bushes need to be located at least
three miles out of town, but it has little value in cases where bushes are already close to the town. The
debate was heated in Dumai and the superintendent intervened.
“The superintendent was here to judge the case (…) A representative of the superintendent had asked
the people to demolish these structures and stay away from the men’s bush if they are not part of the
society. (…) They said that the relocation of human beings for the purpose of a men’s bush is not
proper. They said they prefer the relocation of the men’s bush instead. They said they want people to
focus on development issues instead of building bushes all around the place.” (Excerpt from a FGD
among male youth, conducted in Dumai in 2008) 491

Such problems were not unique to Dumai and the national traditional council developed a ceremony
through which bushes could be relocated without desecrating their sanctity. A relocation in Dumai had
not yet happened as of 2012, but the problem was described as under control492.
Cooperation despite mistrust
Both examples show that mistrust between the groups has not disappeared. The social relationships are
not yet redefined. People continue to name the closed door ceremony as the main area of conflict in
Dumai. The Mandingo complain that the Lorma do not fully accept the commitment.
“They stick to the time because they are afraid of the government or afraid of the conflict. But what
sticks in their mind, each time they talk, they want to be free as usual, any time, any day,
whensoever they wish. But the Mandingo say - no way.” (Mandingo chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in
2010)

The Lorma complain that the Mandingo threaten not to go indoors even during the set times.
“Yes it is true that this resolution was read to us and we accepted it but it was not accepted by them.
Even the time the government showed, when it reaches the time and we want the devil to come out, they
can refuse to go inside.” (Male Zo, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Both the town chief and his assistant complain about disrespect across ethnic borders. Mandingo claim
to respect the Lorma town chief, but they believe the Lorma would never respect any order from the
Mandingo chief and vice-versa.
“Seriously, in the town they cannot agree for Mandingo men to be the town chief and to listen to
instructions from him. If you are a chief here and you give any instruction they cannot follow it. But
we follow instructions from the Lorma chief. We follow the instructions once the contribution is fine,
we follow it.” (Mandingo assistant town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“We had a good relationship before the war and worked very closely. Talk to them, there was
understanding. But after the war ended, we can’t understand each other. Because the respect given to
me at that time I am not given after the war anymore. That is confusing me, I don’t know why no
more. (…) They are saying war, war, war but war is over. I am confused. I don’t have idea.” (Lorma
chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

The conflict is neither resolved, nor is it escalating.
491

This excerpt is taken from the transcripts of the USIP study (Isser, Lubkemann, and N’Tow 2009).

492

Male Zo, interviewed in Dumai in 2011.
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“We the Lorma people accepted it because the government has power more than everybody. But we
are not satisfied with that decision at all for the fact that this town is owned by Lorma people.”
(Excerpt from a FGD among male youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010)
“No, they respect the law, but they are still appealing to us to allow them to do it any time and we
will not agree.” (Mandingo youth leader, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

There are working bodies in place that can deal with emerging issues and prevent them from
escalation despite the unresolved identity issues. Often, women are core to these resolutions:
„For the women I want you to know that, they are the people who are helping my office, my committee,
to bring peace in the hearts of the people. Yes the women are doing very fine, I must admit. Because,
in case any conflict happens, women are the sufferers. I guess they have understood that and this is why
they have taken the lead to stop conflict in Lofa County. Anywhere I go, women are members of the
committees I sit with and they are coming out with good good recommendations.” (Head of the
regional conflict resolution council, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010)

The intervention of local mediation and conflict resolution bodies and through traditional leaders in
more severe cases provided an opportunity to deal with emerging issues in the past. A number of joint
projects between Mandingo and Lorma youth have evolved, though still on a fragile basis. The women
have their collective work projects (kuu) and the youth joint football matches.
“Beside the farming we make a kuu to get many people together. Like a contract. Those that came
from the road maintenance, we take contract as labour maintenance and get small small money to
sustain your family. (…)Sometimes I call meetings and we all come together. We select what we can
do for the year. Some come up with opinions. We want us to make farm that would help the youth. And
convince boys that we should do things in common.” (Mandingo youth leader, interviewed in Dumai
in 2010)
“Most of the time, we work together in small small projects, like our road project, side brushing, the
community town work, we do it together. There can be some time small small argument, but we
resolve it.” (Mandingo town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)

Community development projects are the main venues for inter-ethnic exchange. Both groups
cooperate in these projects, especially in road maintenance. The development agenda proposed by all
community members was astonishingly congruent, asking for a hospital and a better road. Ethnic
division in Dumai was still visible and often articulated, but the larger aim to move the community
forward as a whole was shared by both groups. The Mandingo clearly identify themselves as citizens
of Dumai.
“Even this road project, because of our togetherness, we have being doing things on the road. I must
compliment the town chief, he is from the Lorma quarter. He is always between us trying to see that
we can move in good direction. That is peace. There may be small small internal problems, but no
serious existing problem today. We move together. We always worked together Lorma and
Mandingo in case of any community development, community meeting and whatever
programmes.” (Mandingo chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
“Anything that is for the community, they all join to do it. This is why we have to contribute as
Mandingo women and the Lorma women do, too. Any activity that is for the community, we all join
to do.” (Lorma chairlady, interviewed in Dumai in 2010)
„See that bridge it was built by IRC. It was some game that when you play and win they will give you
the money. And the money would go to the community. That is the money that we used to built that
bridge. We did all that work together and ate together.” (Lorma town chief, interviewed in Dumai in
2010)
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6.2.2.5 The (inter)national dimension
INGOs have implemented massive reconciliation programmes throughout Liberia, with a special focus
on Lofa, after the escalations in Voinjama in 2010. The focus of these activities remained on the level
of the county and district capitals, however. Town chiefs have been invited to traditional reconciliation
ceremonies, reformulating bonds between the groups in conflict at a symbolic level, but they were
often left alone with their daily questions about how to deal with the many small and big conflicts
arising in their community.
The conflict between the Poro and the Mandingo that strongly impacts community life in Dumai and
other Lofean communities remained rather unnoticed by the international community who still finds it
hard to understand the underlying dynamics of the Poro at the community level. Statistical data
collection furthers the underestimation of the Poro. A recent survey by PeacebuildingData.org
conducted in Liberia in 2010 indicates that only 4% of the people in Lofa are members of ATR
(Vinck, Pham, and Kreutzer 2011), despite different perceptions by those actually working and living
in Lofa. A discussion with Tino Kreutzer, in charge of the fieldwork in Liberia, explains such low
numbers. The question was asked as an open ended question. Many who joined the Poro in Dumai
answered that they were Christians, when asked about their religious affiliation. When I asked again
whether they were members of the Poro, they said Yes. This duality is quite common in Lofa and the
Poro is often not defined as a religious organization by its members. Many Liberians publicly identify
themselves as Christians or Muslims even though they are faithful adherents to their traditional beliefs.
This explains the low numbers in statistical data and makes adequate approaches to secret societies
difficult, especially when they are based on statistical data and county assessments.
The aspect of secrecy enshrined in the Poro and a number of human rights abuses documented in
relation to it put the donor community in a difficult situation. 493 Donors need to respect local cultures
according to their mandate, while at the same time advocating human rights and transparency. The
aspect of secrecy is often cited as central barrier to cooperation.
“You cannot find a formal traditional faith group. (…) Yes, it hinders cooperation. If we go to
Gbarnga and they go to traditional shrine, I cannot come, no non-members. Or when I ask them, how
do you do peacemaking, traditional peacemaking, they might not be able to exactly tell me this.
(…) This is why it is not easy to include them.” (B.B. Colley, former executive director of the
Resource Centre for Community Empowerment and Integrated Development (RECEIVE) and instructor
at KAICT, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010)

The current approach is one of ignorance at best. “You know, in the beginning I thought it is a stupid
thing, but now I have learned.”494 International staff lacks expertise when it comes to secret societies.
“It’s not that they tell us, it’s like this and that in Lofa. And those are the groups and the conflicts. All I
knew about Liberia was from international press. (…) Everything else was training on the job.”
(International UNMIL staff, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011)

493

Cases of ritual killing and TBO have been documented since the end of war, but investigation proves nearly impossible as
secrecy is upheld by most local communities.
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UNMIL staff member, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011.
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Many of the traditional groups are feeling ignored and paralyzed in the country because they are not
included in inter-religious activities and do not benefit from funds given to religious groups.
“Sometimes (...) they [the internationals] want to change it in their own way that is western culture.
It does not correspond with our own culture sometimes. Really, the aborigines of this land had their
own cultures and tradition. Even some areas, if you look at some of the cultures it can be changed, but
there are some that cannot be changed. If you try to change certain cultures it hurts the local
people.”(Member of a local council of elders, interviewed in Voinjama in 2011)

Today the largest donors still refuse to allocate funds to traditional groups. UN agencies, for example,
support formal education, formal courts, etc., but would never support Sande or Poro schools. They
work with NGOs, government, churches, mosques, etc., but not with Zos. The secret societies are an
aspect of local voices that has been widely ignored or used only sporadically when needed for
traditional reconciliation (Neumann and Schia 2012). Traditional leaders perceive the UN and other
international donors as intervening in favour of monotheistic religions. “The traditional council see
themselves paralyzed in the country.”495
National administration faces comparable problems. Most of the traditional groups do not have a
formal hierarchical structure and it remains hard to distinguish between unlawful societies (such as the
Leopard men) and secret societies, categorized as religious groups, such as the Poro organizations in
Lofa. The government is currently undertaking projects to tackle this problem. The traditional religion
is organized and institutionalized in a formal body under the Assistant Minister for Culture Affairs,
located within the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The ministry is closely working together with the
National Traditional Council in Monrovia, which has recently managed to attract donor support. This
council consists of the national-level representatives of the different tribes and their respective
traditional religions.
An overall hierarchy and organization is currently being developed within the Ministry of Internal
Affairs to institutionalize the secret societies and to define roughly what traditional religion is, how it
should be represented and how conflicts in relation to traditional religion should generally be resolved.
The officials are carefully trying not to impinge on secrecy, while at the same time reducing some of
the intimidating mystery of the traditional religion, especially in the countryside. “They have a
physical structure, but its rules are secret.”496
Conflicts relating to the Poro and other traditional religious groups are currently resolved through
pragmatic approaches. The international community is ignorant at best. National and regional
solutions are implemented. Regional and local leadership deals with emerging issues as they are often
members of the traditional religions themselves. The pragmatic approaches have not managed to
overcome the ethnic divide, however. Overarching or accommodating identity layers have not yet
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B.B. Colley, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010.
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Assistant Minister of Culture Affairs, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010.
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emerged. A unifying identity concept beyond don’t rock the boat 497 is missing. The Liberian nation
does not serve a unifying vision to integrate tribal, ethnic and religious groups. A few attempts to
reconcile the groups, such as the TRC, have been made, but a joint narrative of the war events or a
reframing of traditional bonds is far from being reached.
6.2.3

Dealing with the centreperiphery divide

The centralization of the Liberian state in Monrovia and its ignorance of the Hinterland was one of the
main problems prior to the war. This centralization continues after the war, with the state highly
centralized in Monrovia and most powers held by the president. Many within UNMIL see it as a great
expression of “national ownership and sovereignty” 498 that the political structures existing before the
war have not been changed by the mission. Those voices fail to take into account that exactly those
structures led to the escalations in 1990 and 2000.
The mission is as centralized as the state. Most donors have their offices in Monrovia and only
temporary offices in the counties. Civil society feels marginalized by the international donor
community, which favours government institutions. Information and transportation infrastructure
continues to be poor. The rural population feels marginalized by its government and recent
decentralization efforts continue to ignore local realities. This rebuilds old dichotomies between the
capital and the rural regions and between political administration and civil society and creates what
has already proved conducive to war: a local population largely doing things their own way, frustrated
by a government and international community that fail to take into account local voices beyond formal
representatives of the state and the CSO networks.
6.2.3.1 The continuing marginalization of the Hinterland
The Americo-Liberian elite concentrated political power and economic benefits in Monrovia prior to
the war. Rural areas were marginalized and linked to the centre based on personal loyalties, ensured by
appointment. Politicians have tended to see the capital “as a pseudo colonial power with the
hinterland and the indigenes being colonized”499. The True Whig Party, and later on Doe and Taylor,
governed this way. Their representatives in the counties often brutally misused their power,
democratically legitimized by the Liberian constitution. “There are numerous posts at chiefdom,
district and county levels, with overlapping tasks and meaningless positions whose only objective is to
make money and feed the patronage system while taking a heavy toll on revenue.” (International
Crisis Group 2004, 22). This centralization deprived the vast majority of Liberians of participation and
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The UN has printed numerous billboards, showing 16 people as representative of each ethic group in a boat, supplemented
with the slogan don’t rock the boat.
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This perspective was shared by many interview partners in UNMIL HQ in 2011.
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ICG interview with historian at the University of Liberia, Monrovia, November 2003 as quoted in International Crisis
Group (2004, 22).
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concentrated the development in the capital and the homes of the later presidents, as a quick look at
Harper and Zwedru confirms (Nyei 2011). “The local level has no input in decision-making.“ 500
Political centralization is maintained as of 2012. The leadership is still appointed by the president.
Information sharing with the counties is weak and many services continue to be available in Monrovia
only. The international community has done little to promote decentralization in the first years and is
itself heavily centralized. A decentralization policy is drafted, but many issues remain contested.
The continuity of appointment by the president
The superintendent and all lower levels of county officials continue to be appointed by the president
and can only be impeached by the president. They “shall hold their offices at the pleasure of the
President”501 and loyalty continues to pay off. The superintendents in particular seem to work at the
pleasure of the president, rather than at the pleasure of the people (Nyei 2011). The close link between
the judiciary and the executive has not been cut. The lack of confidence in local representatives of the
state continues to be a problem. Many are perceived as delegates of an alien elite in Monrovia who
live off the counties’ resources at the expense of the population. “Judging from the time past,
government often did not honour its commitments.”502 This perception might be mostly based on prewar experiences and the conduct of the Transitional Government until 2005. But until today, the local
population has little influence on choosing its county and district leadership. Engaged citizens had and
still have few opportunities to take action against the abusive and corrupt behaviour of government
officials (Neumann and Schia 2012).
“Sinoe Superintendent is a good example. He didn’t even make the attempt to be accountable. He
operated from Monrovia. Everybody knew he is not there. Even for his own fund, for the CDA [County
Development Agenda], he never accounted for it. But they didn’t stop him. Now there is a new one,
but only in 2010.” (UNMIL staff, interviewed in Greenville in 2011)

Centralization of information and services
County development is still decided upon in Monrovia. Remote county capitals are cut off from the
capital during rainy season and can only be reached by helicopter. Officials in these counties continue
to rely on UNMIL to keep their offices going: “Through them we receive information from the head
office in Monrovia and they help us collect information and send it to Monrovia.” 503 The downwards
sharing of information in the government is weak, and the upwards sharing, urgently necessary to
adapt national decisions to developments in the counties, is nearly non-existent. UNMIL remains the
only permanent link between the local and the national level in many cases. They ensure that officials
in the counties receive a minimum of information from the national level and provide knowledge to
national authorities regarding the situation in the counties. “We send out the information to the
500

ICG interview with historian at the University of Liberia, Monrovia, November 2003 as quoted in International Crisis
Group (2004, 22).
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1986 Constitution of Liberia; Art. 56 Sec. A.
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Local NGO representative involved in the negotiations with the local communities, interviewed in Greenville in 2011.
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County Minister of Education, interviewed in Greenville in 2011.
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counties. (...) So we can go tell the minister what to do about it.”

504

The more rural parts of the

country, often only accessible on foot or motorbike, are left out of any development.
The main administrative services, such as the issuing of birth certificates and driver’s licences are only
available in the capital. Payments for government officials are delayed. Revenue collection agents are
sent to the counties with no direct link to the local administrations. Few of their collected funds
actually remain in the counties. Revenue collection is effective, but not so the service delivery
institutions (Nyei 2011). The government continues to be seen by many as more “extractive in nature
than catalytic”505 (Sawyer 2005, 67) towards its communities. Many individuals continue to rely on
ethnic-based social support systems in the absence of credible state structures and institutions. Voters
generally remain unsure of their security. They turned upon those who protected them during the wars
in the 2005 elections and seem to have done so in the counties in 2011 again.
The centralization of the donor community
The donor community is simultaneously pushing the government towards decentralization and
replicates highly centralized patterns in its own organizations. This is especially true for the different
UN agencies. The mission focused on re-establishing national authority in the first years. Since 2006 it
has extended its assistance to the county level, but main resources and personal have remained
centralized. More local levels, such as those of the district and village are largely ignored. This
increases unbalanced development and the fear of those in the rural areas that they will be left out once
more.
Civil Affairs is the only civilian component of the UN system that was present in all counties from
2006 to 2012.506 Those in the counties are, however, often as disconnected from the national level as
their counterparts in the local administration. They serve as resources for county-specific knowledge
and are often the only voice of local governments on the national level, but instances in which local
government authorities or CA officers have actively shaped national policies are rare (Neumann and
Schia 2012).507
“There is no feedback. Since I am here, only one time did they call me. I just send reports and reports
and sometimes there is a small question.” (CA officer, local field office, interviewed in Greenville in
2011)

An instructive example for the resulting problems of such a centralized approach is the reform of the
Rule of Law sector. The UN, like the national government, has concentrated heavily on the statutory
system and other donors have prioritized their funding in the same way (Herman and Martin-Ortega
504

CA Officer, interviewed in Monrovia in 2011.
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See also Richards et al. (2005, 322).
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UNPol and the MilObs are present in the field offices, but they have a high staff turn-over and have very little continuous
contact with local actors. Many field offices will be closed as part of the transition strategy and it is very likely that Civil
Affairs will no longer be represented in all counties by the end of 2012.
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We have deliberately asked for such instances in our interviews, but no one could mention any besides sharing
information that may inform policy making on the national level.
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2011). International expertise on the customary system is largely missing. Most donors continue to
stumble in the dark, looking at the justice system as if nothing had existed prior to their efforts to
extend the formal system to the Hinterland (Schia and de Carvalho 2009, 19). Issues such as
autochthony, seniority and witchcraft are neither properly addressed nor integrated into a holistic
judicial approach. A revision and update of the R&R with respect to the customary system has not
happened yet and figures quite low on the agenda of the international community. The efforts of the
UN, focusing on the statutory courts only, helped urban elites who can and want to take advantage of
them (Stromseth, Wippman, and Brooks 2006, 336). They left the rural population most vulnerable to
injustice with the devastating status quo situation. Again, “Nobody gets justice here!”508.
Attempts towards decentralization
A few attempts towards decentralization have been made on behalf of the government and encouraged
by UNMIL. A first approach to empower the counties was the county development fund. Local
authorities were given a small share of the annual development budget under their own supervision.
These funds were rarely accounted for in the first years, but monitoring from CSOs and different UN
agencies has increased accountability. This has often uncovered the corrupt behaviour of county
officials and superintendants. Some of them were dismissed after heavy protests and lengthy debates,
some continue to stay in power today.509 The county development funds lack a legal foundation,
however. They depend on the good will of the president and the presence of international donors. The
security hubs, currently built up in regions all over Liberia, are a further attempt to bring key services
to the regions. They only focus on security (police and army) and rule of law, however.
The Governance Commission began in 2006 to draft a Decentralization Policy in collaboration with
the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs to ensure the
sustainability of decentralization. The idea behind the decentralization policy is to “deconcentrate”
support systems to “relieve” national government from repetitive tasks and concentrate on its “policymaking and strategic planning responsibilities”510. The resulting Liberia National Policy on
Decentralization and Local Governance is supposed to lay the foundation for a devolution of political,
fiscal and administrative powers511 to the sub-national levels, especially the counties and districts. The
final document includes the call for an election of the superintendent, the district commissioner and
city mayors. It seeks to establish legal structures to deal with budgetary decisions, which include the
local population in public consultations. It intends to facilitate a transfer of responsibilities for
planning and management of local revenues to the sub-national level. Administrative decentralization
508
See Schia et al. (2009, title); see Chapter 6.2.1 for more information on the international approach towards Liberia’s
hybrid justice system.
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See for example the cases of Lofa and Sinoe for lengthy debates before final dismissal, and the case of Grand Gedeh for a
superintendant still in office despite massive protest.
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See the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare (2008, Introduction)
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These three main aspects of decentralization have been identified by Nyei (2011) and will guide the following short
summary of the decentralization policy.
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aims towards the extension of service delivery to the county administration. Finally, fiscal
decentralization aims towards decentralizing the collection responsibilities to local governments and to
provide a legal framework for local governments to use local revenues for local service delivery (Nyei
2011). Several issues, such as foreign affairs, national defence and security, immigration, law
enforcement, money and banking and the administration of justice will remain left with the national
government, which further continues to dominate in policy formulation.
The decentralization policy is still under review as of August 2012. Parts of it have passed the
parliament and others are under revision. Constitutional amendment is necessary for most of its
aspects. This is proving to be a lengthy process, slowed down again by the national election in 2011
and the subsequent reappointment of county officials through the president.
The strategy in its current form holds potential as well as threats to the rural communities.
Decentralization is most likely to increase the participation of the local population and promote an
increased accountability of local officials. Local governments, once able to raise their own funds, can
no longer shift the blame to the national government for inadequate service provision. The often slow
or lacking communication links between the remote counties and Monrovia will have less devastating
effects on development in those regions.
“Before, we had the Americo-Liberian elite. They thought they owned this country and everything must
go the American way. We say no, you Congo [pejorative term used to refer to Americo-Liberians in
Liberia], you Grebo, you Krahn, we have to have the national politics with development
decentralized! No matter what language you speak, no matter what group you are, you have
rights.” (B.B. Colley, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010)

The decentralization strategy may provoke new conflict and increase local frustration with government
and administration, however, if it is not carefully implemented. The capacity on the local level to take
over the manifold administrative and governing tasks is still lacking. Things as simple as PCs and
printers are missing in many county and district offices. The trust in democracy and national
administration will further decrease if the newly empowered local governments and administrations
fail to deliver what citizens expect from them. Many Liberians are not aware of the roles their
representatives are mandated to play and the decentralization process as such. “Many of the people
don’t know what we call government, rule of law and human rights, so we need to teach them first,
explain to them what people can do for them.”512 Local expectations and mandated responsibilities are
all but coherent and the rhetoric of those running for office often does not help in reconciling the two.
“I am their hero. I am their umbrella. (…) All of the people are under my umbrella. I am the shade
that covers them from the rain.”513
The element of competitive elections, foreseen for all leadership down to the community level, holds
the danger that massive tensions will result. Local dynamics threaten to disadvantage minorities.
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Former LURD commander and local politician, interviewed in Voinjama in 2010.
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Presidential candidate Prince Johnson, senator of Nimba, leading commander in the NPFL and third placed in the 2011
elections as quoted in Young (2011).
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Projections of what will happen if town chief elections are held nationwide as envisioned by the
decentralization policy, can be evidence based speculations at best.514 It is to be expected that election
campaigns on the local level would run along ethnic lines, based on the data gathered in Dumai and
further research on community structures in other parts of Liberia. People are still living in separate
quarters and are centred on their family and tribe, much more than on their county or nation. Some of
these local communities, such as the one in Dumai, have rebuilt themselves on a fragile consensus
which could be vulnerable to competitive elections either during election campaigns or after elections.
Elections, as opposed to appointments, have no tradition in the rural areas and democracy as such is
still perceived as an alien concept by many.
“If you do appointment, you can appoint one from every tribe into a position. But if you do election
(…) you will always see that the dominant tribe will take all the positions, and the minority tribe will
be marginalized.” (Wilfried Johnson, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010)

In Dumai, a collective narrative on who has been in the village first has not yet been established. The
question of whether a Mandingo could actually become a town chief has not yet been decided upon in
the communities. An elected town chief, not accepted by nearly half of the village, would not be able
to speak for the whole community as the current town chief does. The consensual approach of having
the town chief coming from one tribe, and his deputy from the other, might no longer work,
marginalizing one of the two groups and leading to further conflict. Elections would create competing
institutions at the community level instead of improving decision-making capacities and strengthening
unity, given the current state of affairs in most of rural Liberia.
The international community is pushing for decentralization. The national level is delaying its
implementation because it fears a loss of influence over the Hinterland. The local level is largely
awaiting the things to come if representatives are aware of the decentralization process at all.
Sensitivity to local circumstances on the national level is rare. Only very few raise concerns. “I have
raised that concern from the conflict sensitive lens in congress. Slowly some people get to
understand.”515
6.2.3.2 The marginalization of civil society
Civil society was active and vocal in Liberia before the war (Loden 2007, 302). It was often viewed
with suspicion as an agent of opposition and a threat to warlord rule during the war. Charles Taylor
brutally attacked civil society activists, sending many into exile. The international community relied
on the CSOs before a transitional government was in place in 2003, especially for disarmament (Toe
2008).516 CSOs were active participants in the Accra peace negotiations and given 18 seats in the
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Such projections provide an illustrative example, however, for how micro-social data can and should inform policymaking on the national level.
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Wilfried Johnson, interviewed in Monrovia in 2010.
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The UNMIL planned disarmament in 2003 largely ignored the critical voices of CSOs. They ran into serious trouble
because of misinformation and misplanning. Only the CSOs were able to calm the youth and disarmament was
reconceptualized in a joined committee.
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national transitional legislative assembly. Hope was high that CSOs could shape the transitional
agenda and work with the government (National Democratic Institute for International Affairs 2004).
But it soon became apparent that the chairman and members of the NTGL were concerned with filling
their pockets rather than promoting true transition (Loden 2007) and the international community was
more concerned with making the state work than with building a participatory system. After 2004,
civil society was even viewed with suspicion as a potential threat to state authority.517 “It is quite
complicated to make this whole thing [county administration] work. So often, we can’t bother to listen
to all the people making it even more complicated because they all want to have a say in it.”518
The UN and many INGOs have taken a pro-government position on this issue, at the expense of civil
society groups. UNMIL is conceptualized as a mission to “assist the (…) government” in rebuilding
the Liberian state and “extending state authority” 519. Many within UNMIL take the legitimacy of the
Liberian government and its county officials for granted, forgetting that most officials are solely
appointed by the president. INGOs channel their funds through the respective ministries and depend
on the government for accreditation. Political elites try to influence prioritization of donors.520 The
government has influence on donor funds. Most funds of the UN agencies remain with the respective
state institutions and very few reach national and local NGOs.521
Many donors often find it hard to work with CSOs. Many of the CSOs are clan collectives transferred
to NGOs to get a share in development funds. Some civil society organizations are close to being
“uncivil society” (Loden 2007, 303), illegally occupying rubber plantations and violently marching the
streets to demonstrate against the poor pace of development programmes and reintegration
programmes. It continues to be hard to identify which groups are following egoistic interests and
which ones are working towards true peace in Liberia for many internationals, and even nationals.
Many true CSOs have not yet built adequate capacities to channel and account for big funds. Small
funds are rarely given out. Civil society is diverse, often not institutionalized, highly politicized during
elections and many NGOs are mushrooming to tap into international funds, with “the most successful
business people claiming to be NGOs because that’s the only way to make money in today’s
Liberia”522. This makes cooperation with CS all but easy. Key players within CS are aware of this
challenge, but argue that government in its earliest stages was not any better.

517

This perspective continues to be shared today by a number of government officials as confirmed in interviews conducted
in Monrovia and Voinjama in 2011.

518

County administration official, interviewed in Greenville in 2011.
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These were the exact words used in the mandate of the mission (SC Resolution 1509 in 2003; available online at
http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/RES/1509%20%282003%29, accessed September 21 2012).
520

There are a few accounts, for example, that political elites who intend to liberalize the business environment in Liberia
with regards to logging, mining and mineral oil production have often placed donors under pressure to withhold support from
critical or resistant groups within civil society, or at the very least those groups perceived to be part of the political opposition
(Richmond and Mitchell 2012, 328).
521

90% of the funds allocated to the peacebuilding fund, for example, were spent by and for the respective ministries and
their extensions in the counties. Only 10% were allocated to CS initiatives.
522

International civilian UNMIL staff, interviewed in Monrovia in 2011.
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CSOs were degraded to mere implementing partners in Liberia. The government is seen by the UN as
a sovereign entity which one needs to negotiate and collaborate with. CSOs are given the subordinate
status of someone to listen to, but with little impact on actual policy making. “It’s always
consultation, never cooperation”523. Many core functions of CS are currently taken over by UNMIL
on the local level. UNMIL monitors the government, mediates between the government and its
citizens, facilitates consultations and monitors donor projects. “They bring confidence and credibility
to the process.”524 The mission failed, however, to build up CS institutions that are able to take over
these functions during and after the transition period (Neumann and Schia 2012). The main goal of the
international community was to make the state work, but the support to the government happened at
the expense of support to civil society. This strengthened stability at the expense of participation.
6.2.3.3 Rebuilding a failed state
Liberians and the UN mission (UNMIL) found themselves in an abstruse situation after the Accra
Peace Agreement. The international mission was designed as a non-executive one, leaving sovereignty
with the Liberian government and giving the mission a mere supportive role. The NTGL was highly
competitive and largely a replication of former conflict lines; with most rebel leaders now in political
power. Patrimonialism continued and elites were locked into struggles over state resources; most of
them seeing this transitional period as pay-back time for the hardships of the civil war (Boas and
Hatloy 2008). Political parties were weak and often inarticulate actors. International actors and
warlords made the rules and controlled governing processes, leaving only a secondary role to those
who should take over after the 2005 election (Sawyer 2008, 197). The formal structures on which the
NTGL and its approaches were built, were those that dramatically failed in the previous decades,
leading to Doe’s and Taylor’s misuse of power and the resulting civil wars. The UN mission, if one
were to take its mandate seriously, was one to support a government of warlords in rebuilding a state
that had dramatically collapsed and neglected the participation of most of its citizens.
Unsurprisingly, the actual approach of the UN was far more intrusive. Warlord ministers were assisted
by Civil Affairs officers, who were largely “running their ministries”525: writing letters, drafting
policies and chairing meetings. The international community started planning various policy
interventions to help the new state back on its feet again. Most of these ended in frustration as the
government failed to implement what were seen as advisable policies for the country.
“The international community was so busy ‘making plans for Liberia’ that it never actually questioned
whether these plans were in accordance with the situation prevailing in the country and the political and
economic logic of the peace agreement that created the NTGL” (Boas 2009, 1329).

International actors were, and largely still are, substituting the state in a wide range of areas from
service delivery to the formulation of reform policies. The president is today still leading a country
523

Leading CSO representative, interviewed in Monrovia in 2011.

524

Local NGO representative involved in the negotiations with the local communities, interviewed in Greenville in 2011.

525

CA staff of UNMIL, interviewed in Monrovia in 2011.
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with little authority over state matters. Security is maintained by UN troops and police, justice is still
largely managed in non-state systems and public finances are controlled by international experts
(Andersen 2010, 129). The GEMAP programme,526 for example, limited the range of policy options of
the democratically elected government of Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, giving international experts veto
rights over budgetary decisions (Boas 2009). The Security Sector Reform (SSR) programme excluded
local actors from participation and was strongly driven by the international community (see Boas and
Stig 2010). It was implemented not by the UN itself, but by international contractors in many cases.
Local actors strongly emphasize their sovereignty, but international UNMIL and NGO staff
consistently claim that they are having main authority in policymaking, law drafting and other relevant
work.527 If issues are considered “security relevant”,528 UNMIL takes over. This has built the
confidence of the local population in UNMIL, but not in its government.
The gap between a rhetoric of ownership and a practice of “trusteeship” (Andersen 2010, title) makes
it increasingly hard to define the locus of public authority and to hold relevant actors and levels
accountable. The government shifts the blame to the international community and the donors shifts the
blame to the government (Andersen 2010; Stig 2009). The absence of processes that are and can be
run by national and local governments on their own makes many Liberians afraid of what will happen
after the UN and other INGOs reduce their support.
“We still have to do many things that the government should be doing. And if we leave today,
nobody would do it. So we are trying to make sure the government will do it.“ (CA officer, interviewed
in Voinjama in 2011)
“If CA withdraws, we need more capacity building. Printer and computer we can do. (…) If they just
go, skills will be lost.” (Staff at the Ministry of Gender, interviewed in Greenville in 2011)

Much policy making and shaping on the national level turns out to be a negotiation process between
national elites and donors, with the donors dominating.529 The complicated processes underlying
policy papers, development agendas and processing guidelines often overstrain the capacities of the
national ministries. They are supported by international consultants, paid by the donors, who assure
that final papers are in line with donor interests and funds can be assessed.
“Government institutions have capacity challenge. So they have international consultants working along
with them. (…) of course they had influence on priorities.” (Interview with a leading Liberian
political analyst, Monrovia, September 2011)

What seems a win-win situation at first sight often impedes the true ownership of the Liberians. What
is planned as “doing with” ends up as “doing for” (Wilén and Chapaux 2011).
“In the first time in our history, people could make some suggestions. It was a determined effort to get
citizens to participate. (…) But then most was lost on the way in the effort to adapt to World Bank
standards. People were just asked ‘do you want schools’ and they said ‘yes’. Who doesn’t want schools?
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Governance and Economic Assistance Programme, an anti-corruption programme.
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This evaluation is based on my own observations and interviews in 2009, 2010 and 2011 and shared by other reports, such
as Pietz et al. (2011) and Schia et al. (2010).
528

Examples of such issues were the Voinjama riots in 2010 and the refugee crisis in Zwedru in 2010/2011.
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This is very much like the peacebuilders’ contract of Barnett et al. (2007).
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But maybe they would have liked something else better. Something that was not on the World
Bank list.” (Leading CSO representative, interviewed in Monrovia in 2011)

National and local ownership, in theory strengthened by the UN mandate, remains largely weak in the
light of domination by international expertise and the conditionality of international aid (Pietz and von
Carlowitz 2011). Far too often, national ownership is based on international expertise. Many donors
may speak of freedom and prosperity and human rights. For many of those living in Liberia, however,
the reality is one of an educative trusteeship that aims to change behaviour and social organization
according to a curriculum decided elsewhere (Andersen 2010; Duffield 2007). The local population is
increasingly fed-up with these approaches and conforms to donor demands where necessary, but
otherwise does things the way it has always done them.
“Even if we are angry that we have to do things we wouldn’t normally do, and plant things we
wouldn’t normally plant, we do not want to miss the things we need if eventually they come with them.
For the things that are important to us, we mobilize our own groups and do the work that way.”
(Local elder, as cited in Richards et al. 2005, Box 2)

The current system is highly dependent on the president. If President Ellen Sirleaf fails to implement
major constitutional changes and a revision of the R&R in her second term, “UNMIL has rebuilt a
failed state”530, highly centralized in Monrovia and ignorant of its weak CSOs. The set-up of the
international intervention, intended to build a liberal democracy, failed to build a participative and
deliberative environment conducive to such a condition. The divide between a centre in Monrovia,
reliant on educated elites and a periphery in the Hinterland where traditional leaders struggle to hold
their communities together, has not been closed.

6.3 The struggle from war to peace – comparative account
The previous sections provided a description of how local communities were dealing with the situation
of a war, and then a declared peace, and how their responses related to measures taken at the national
and regional levels. Peace has been declared on the community level in parts of Mindanao and on the
national level in Liberia. People were celebrating peace, but soon realized that the conflicts had by no
means been resolved with the formal declaration of a peace agreement. Violence was no longer a
legitimate option, however, and many were fed up with war: “Because they have already tried the way
of war and it did not help. It just made matters worse.”531 This made pragmatic steps towards
community development possible, despite the legacy of war events and a continuity of the identity
divisions cutting through many villages. The following chapter will explore the burden of peace and
local answers to it on a comparative level. It will give an account of (1) the challenges that both
communities faced in the immediate years after the peace declarations, (2) the relation between the
communities and the national level, (3) the way they dealt with the continuing identity divide, (4) their
approaches to integrate persisting dualism and hybridity and (5) local answers to the burden of peace,
summarized.
530

Senior staff at UNMIL Chief of Staff Office, interviewed in Monrovia in 2011.

531

Local researcher and professor at NDU, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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6.3.1

Constituents of the burden of peace

The events of the war had a strong legacy in both communities. The term legacy in this case relates to
the traumatic events of war and displacement, but even more to the disempowerment related to these
events:
(1) Pre-war conflicts have not ceased to exist. Rather, the war increased tensions. Displacement
and destruction increased poverty. Immediately after the peace agreement, the situation was
tougher than it was before the outbreak of the war. It might have become post-war, but it
certainly is not post-conflict.
(2) Social hierarchies are ruptured due to displacement and war experiences. The old elites failed
to protect their followers during the war. The young challenge the rule of the elders and
women insist on more participation.
(3) Social contracts between groups are broken and need to be reformulated. Ethnicity/religion
has been used in both conflicts to mobilize mass support for sometimes very distant elites.
Ethnicity/religion has become a central capital in both societies. The differences between the
identity groups are largely imagined ones, but they have real effects for social organization.
(4) The local practices failed to socially embed conflict during the war. They have been
disembedded and misused. Conflict management structures have developed high escalatory
potential.
(5) The imported practices have been misused by those in power. National institutions have
become increasingly authoritarian, violent and abusive throughout the war. They are
mistrusted where present at all.
(6) Practices have transformed throughout the war, but their transformation depends very much on
the respective lifeworlds. Those who went into exile return with experiences different from
those in local evacuation camps. The intuitive foundation on which interaction was based prior
to the war is no longer available after the war. Continuity and an unconscious consensus on
taken-for-granteds is necessary, however, to make non-codified approaches work. A
community consensus on local practices needs to be re-established in the absence of formal
institutions.
(7) The hybrid set-up prior to the war has been highly conducive to abuse and escalation. The
formal imported structures are beyond any debate after the war and seen as necessary to make
the state work by the national government (Mindanao) and the international community
(Liberia). The local structures remain closely linked to local lifeworlds and deeply rooted in
the communities. They are not likely to disappear either. Frictions become visible in all areas.
(8) The gap between centre and periphery has widened with the increasing importance of the
nation state and its institutions in a globalized world. Both states have always been highly
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centralized, but the effects of such centralization is felt the more anything is reliant on services
only available in the cities (certificates, education, communication infrastructure).
Infrastructure and basic services are lacking in rural areas. Skilled people are leaving the
countryside.
The result is a burden of peace that both communities have to face. The following chapter will
compare the answers of the two communities on an analytical level in a first attempt to generalize
patterns of community reconstruction after the war.

Social organization:

Practices to handle conflict

- gender and age
hierarchies challenged

- local one failed

- traditional bonds between
identity groups broken

- imported one failed
- construct of hybridity failed
- continuity of approaches
interrupted

Integration and
participation
- division between centre
and periphery widened
- increased importance of
globalization makes
division more severe

Figure 14: The burden of peace immediately after the end of the war from the community perspective

6.3.2

The continuity of the division between centre and periphery

Both states had been highly centralized prior to the war. Centralization and the marginalization of the
local population on the national level was one among the main reasons for the escalation. Both states
remained highly centralized throughout and after the war. Some native leaders gained positions in the
Liberian national government and administration and some Muslim provinces in Mindanao gained
limited autonomy rights, but the overall feeling of local powerlessness in the face of national
domination continued.
Kitipaan is the prototype case of a bottom peace that has not necessarily translated upwards. Peace was
declared by the community members as a result of local consensus. Non-violent interaction preceded
the formulation of the peace agreement, but regional and national power relations have kept it from
impacting outside developments. Large development projects are widely held back in Mindanao. Huge
funds will only be spent after a final peace agreement has been signed between the government and the
MILF. Such an agreement is not in sight. This puts the Mindanaon community in an insecure
environment. The limited development within the community remains fragile as new violent
escalations remain a continuous threat.
Liberia is the prototype case for a top-down peace that has not translated downwards. The people of
Dumai were faced with a national decision to declare peace and an international decision to close
evacuation camps. Peace, in the sense of non-violent dialogue, reached the rural regions only slowly
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and sporadically as part of consultations or truth finding missions.532 Until today, there was no
coherent approach to reconcile local narratives of the war. Violence has fully ceased in Liberia and
security is ensured by international troops. New structures were built only with tremendous
international assistance. Development projects are rampant. But the equation that peace brings
development and development brings peace often remains a rhetorical one in local Liberia.
Empirical evidence from the case studies shows that the local communities are at the heart of living
together. Most aspects of daily life beyond the families are organized on the community level and
refer to the community level. Basic services are provided, community work and defence is organized,
criminals are charged and school facilities are provided. The unstable and unreliable situation on the
regional and national levels increased the importance of the immediate community level for the local
population and fostered coordination and subsequent cooperation despite the continuity of identity
divisions. Both communities were very capable of handling post-war change, although they are not
fully conscious of their capacities, especially in Dumai. A sense of a social community grew the more
they managed to handle their conflicts among themselves.
The communities remain subject to decisions, laws and policies made on the national level, despite
their relative autonomy. The communities depend increasingly on the national level to solve issues
that overstrain their capacities, to organize and divert aid and to regulate the flow of goods. The nation
in both cases has become smaller, yet the difference between the rural population and their ruling
elites, as well as between the rural and the urban areas has widened in local perceptions. Basic services
and political decision-making beyond the community level are centralized in the capital in Liberia.
The regions have only an executive role. Services and decision-making are territorially more
decentralized in Mindanao, but they remain personally centralized in the hands of and controlled by a
few. Regional differences exist in both countries, but such are mainly based on the various ways in
which national regulations are actually implemented (or not) on the ground. This variety is informal.
The communities remain vulnerable to national decision-making as well as to escalations on the
national and regional levels.
Information sharing between national and local administration is weak in both countries, which
contributes to further centralization. Singular attempts to improve this exist. They are often based on
civil society activities encouraged by international donors, but remain on the level of policy drafts
(federalism in the Philippines, decentralization in Liberia) and are not an answer to problems on the
community level in their current versions. They need to be carefully implemented if ratified at all,
because decentralization efforts alone hold no intrinsic guarantee for success. The ARMM until 2011

532

The TRC held local consultations all over Liberia. The results, however, were not yet discussed locally at the time of
research. The recommendations of this commission were largely ignored on the national level. They endangered the power of
nearly all important persons in government and were quietly abandoned even though international donors had invested a lot
of resources in this process (Aning and Jaye 2011).
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should serve as an example for how decentralization can actually increase, rather than decrease, the
marginalization of the local population.
The main mechanism that holds these two nations together is an integration of the rural population into
the nation state based on traditional loyalties and structures. The system of indirect rule has officially
ended with colonialism in the Philippines and Americo-Liberian rule in Liberia, but it continues on an
informal basis. Most rural citizens are integrated into their nation state on the regional and national
levels based on their loyalty to a specific leader to whom they are attached through either familial or
ethnic ties. These few leaders play a double role, just as they did before the war, as traditional leaders
to their community and as representatives of their voters in the formal democratic state. This explains
the high approval rates and continuing success of former warlords and their families in Liberia and
criminal clan leaders in Mindanao: “The Ampatuans have been good to us. They protected civilians.
They never did anything to us. (...) When they were in power, we felt safe. Now we don’t know who to
go to for help."533 They head mediation councils and ceasefire watches at best, or try to use the state to
continue their raids through alternative means at worst.
A civil society that could provide an alternative link between citizens and the state does not exist in
both countries. In Mindanao, it is vibrant but factionalized, often reflecting clan structures and largely
ignored in peace talks and at the national level. The situation in Liberia is even worse. The CS is
ignored by efforts on the part of the international community and eyed with suspicion by the national
government. The gap between centre and periphery and between elites and their local followers
continues in both cases, ten years after the national (Liberia) and the community (Dumai) peace
agreements.
6.3.3

Peaceful interaction in a divided society

Identity divisions persisted after the war. The events of the war, especially the mobilization of the
population along ethnic and religious lines, dominated community life after return. Groups settled in
distinct quarters and selected their own leadership. This was not necessarily a new pattern as many
families had settled close to each other prior to the war, leading to a comparable fragmentation of
villages, but the demarcation lines were sharper and better known after the war. This had not changed
ten years after the war, yet interaction and cooperation had become possible and even highly
appreciated.
Events of the war dominate identity concepts
Muslim-Christian and Lorma-Mandingo fault lines run through the communities. Religious and ethnic
identities remain the foremost concepts employed to socially (and territorially) order inhabitants.
Community life is highly separated between the groups in Kitipaan and Dumai. This has not changed
533

Local farmer, interviewed by a BBC correspondent in Assignment Reporting on Mindanao, aired on December 30 2010;
the download is still available under the following link: http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/arc2010#playepisode2
(accessed September 21 2012).
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with any peace declaration. Christians speak to Christians, Muslims to Muslims, Lorma to Lorma and
Mandingo to Mandingos. “As a Christian they are only comfortable to speak with the Christian and as
a Muslim they are only comfortable to speak with the Muslim.”534 The Muslims accuse the Christians
in Mindanao of having their land taken “in bad faith”535 while the Christians accuse the Muslims of
driving them from their land. The Lorma and the Mandingo accuse each other of having abrogated the
traditional uncle-nephew bonds in Liberia and refer to “what they have done to us during the war”536
to explain current conflict and mistrust. Actual accounts of such wrong-doing are rare, scattered and
often confusing, however. They remain on the symbolic level and have been turned into chosen
traumas to which each member of the collective can relate.
Land and autochthony remain central to local identity concepts
Religion and ethnicity developed into rhetorical concepts to structure collectives. Land has turned into
the objectifier of this division. It is key to collective rhetoric and self-definition and the question of
who owns the land turned into the central bone of contention in both communities. Land became the
symbol of the marginalization of the Moros and the success of the settlers in Mindanao. The respective
narratives unite the groups, from simple peasant to distant elite. The Moro struggle for autonomy rests
on a territorial concept of self-determination. Land became the main symbol of their chosen trauma,
being driven from their ancestral lands and marginalized in their homeland. “Because the Moros are
trying to preserve their identity. They want their land back.”537 The very same land is linked to the
governments’ claim to territorial integrity and became the symbol of the struggle and hardship that the
settlers endured when they reached Mindanao in the 1920s. They see its fertility as a result of their
own achievements.
A similar debate with reference to autochthony rights, meaning the question of who owns the land, can
be observed in Dumai. The Lorma claim autochthony rights for Lofa in general, based on the history
of settlement. The Mandingo returned earlier after the second war and challenge autochthony rights,
together with traditional bonds. The issue of autochthony rights in mixed ethnic communities has
turned into a protracted debate between the ethnic groups in Liberia and in Dumai: “The Lorma people
are claiming that this town is for them so they want to be in control of every activity here. They too
know that this place is owned by the both tribes.”538 The history of the village was reinterpreted by
both groups to support their respective autochthony claims. The Lorma version is in line with
historical documents on the settlement patterns of Lofa and sees the Lorma as stranger fathers to the
Mandingo. The Mandingo narrative of Dumai does not challenge the general history of settlement in
Lofa, but it challenges the founding history of Dumai.
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Local NGO staff and inhabitant of Kitipaan, interviewed in 2009.
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Local Muslim farmer, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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Lorma elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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International staff member of an NGO, interviewed in 2009.
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Mandingo assistant town chief, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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Externalization of dehumanization in Mindanao and failure to do so in Liberia
Competing narratives about who owns the land are not reconciled. Religious fault lines remain highly
divisive. Yet, the groups in both communities interact and work together towards community
development and describe their interaction as largely peaceful. The antagonism between divisive
rhetoric and mutual practices was reconciled in Kitipaan by a discursive distinction between those
Muslims and Christians living in Kitipaan and the abstract conflict on the regional level. “Our
neighbours and the Muslims here are good Muslims.”539 This has opened up avenues for cooperation
while maintaining old stereotypes. An equal transformation cannot be documented for Dumai.
Stereotypes and the resulting conflict intensified after the return and continue to dominate much of the
interaction in Dumai. The Poro, closely linked to Lorma identity, has become a central bone of
contention. It stands as representatives for numerous debates with a strong identity component:
religious and cultural tolerance, re-definition of traditional bonds, war related atrocities, autochthony
rights and the right of the town chief. The mutual mistrust between the groups is increased by the
notion of secrecy surrounding the Poro. Religious practices and the refusal to accept those are used as
vehicle for a contestation of power. The Mandingo refuse to accept the predominance of the Poro in
mixed villages together with the uncle-nephew bonds. They blame the Lorma of misusing the Poro to
inhibit their free movement and keep them in constant threat. “The Poro society is very harmful to
us.”540 The Lorma use the Poro, especially the closed door ceremony, to demonstrate their power over
the Mandingo. None of the ceremonies after the war were used to harass the Mandingo, but the ritual
holds the potential to do so and shift the blame to the devil. “They said it was the devil that did it.“541
Conflicts relating to the Poro and other traditional religious groups are currently resolved through
pragmatic approaches. The pragmatic approaches have not managed to overcome the ethnic divide,
however. The conflict is neither resolved, nor is it escalating.
Alternative identity concepts
The difference between Dumai and Kitipaan continues with respect to joined narratives and identity
concepts. The community of Kitipaan has found means to reconcile the continuous negative
perceptions of the other group with a community life in relative peace. Comparable steps have not
been encouraged and undertaken in Dumai. Prejudices and biases continue to dominate community
life and resurface in debates about the religious practices of the Lorma.
A collective narrative of the war events and an accommodating and horizontally integrative identity
layer emerged in Kitipaan throughout dialogue activities. The externalization of dehumanization to
outsiders as intruders into an otherwise peaceful community introduced a new identity pattern of being
victims of violent escalations. The war has been rhetorically reduced to an interruption of the good
539

FGD with women, conducted in Kitipaan in 2009.

540

Mandingo youthleader interviewed in Dumai in 2010.

541

Mandingo elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2010.
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relations between the two groups and universal values were emphasized: strong faith, Malayan roots,
the love of humanity and peace. The resulting victim identity was not based on passivity, but linked to
concrete action to “move forward”542. A tri-people identity was fostered, based on an understanding of
all Mindanaons as being discriminated against by the central government in Manila. The tri-people see
themselves as victims of religious mobilization and subsequent escalation without blaming one side or
the other, but rather outsiders and distant elites. This concept disconnects two spheres of interaction
that had been forcibly connected before: that of the community as a place for political and economic
cooperation and development, and that of the ethnic and religious group as a place for spiritual
enrichment. The concept of a tri-people made it possible to keep strong ties with one’s religious group
and normative system and nevertheless cooperate towards community development in favour of all
inhabitants.
Grievances and competitive narratives of the war have neither been addressed nor reconciled in
Dumai. A joint narrative of the war events or a reframing of traditional bonds is far from being
reached in Dumai or Liberia as a whole. Many of the local elders remain “confused” 543 about the
course of the events. Local elders widely face ethnic tension helplessly. A few attempts to reconcile
the groups, such as through the TRC, have been made, but results were never communicated back to
the communities. Competing versions of who brought the war and who was targeted continue as of
2012. The Liberian nation does not serve as unifying vision to integrate tribal, ethnic and religious
groups. A unifying identity concept beyond don’t rock the boat is missing. This left the community
without a coherent narrative. Pragmatic solutions have been found to concrete conflicts, yet divide and
mistrust continues. The social relationships are not yet redefined.
The conclusion is as simple as it is surprising. Divided communities can interact and cooperate
towards community development. There is a large gap between rhetoric and practice and there does
not seem to be much of a problem with this gap in daily action in Kitipaan and Dumai. An
accommodating identity or a joined narrative is not necessarily a precondition for cooperation, but it
makes it easier and improves local perceptions of peacefulness. It remains questionable, however, if
this gap between rhetoric and practice could easily be (mis-)used for mobilization if violence escalates
again on a larger level. This seems to have been the case in the Voinjama riots in 2010, not directly
involving the community, but vigorously discussed among its inhabitants.
6.3.4

Local approaches to deal with dualism and hybridity

The empirical case studies have shown that many conflicts are handled in both communities, despite
the identity division. The mechanisms on which such interaction is based are predominantly informal
and refer to local pre-war practices, adapted to the post-war setting. The people in Kitipaan went back
to local approaches with a few modifications after the war. They were encouraged by NGOs to do so.
542

Local researcher and professor at NDU, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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FGD among women, conducted in Dumai in 2010.
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Working mechanisms were established as of 2009 and people felt largely confident to use them as they
related to approaches they used before and during the war. The people in Dumai went back to local
approaches as well. Their journey was a harder one as they had very little outside support. To the
contrary, their struggle was complicated by the influx of new, liberal and imported ideas as promoted
by UN and INGOs through their work in the communities and in national policies targeting local
communities. Today, both communities are not fully peaceful and many of their inhabitants see room
for improvement. Yet, they have managed to socially embed their daily and older conflicts and
established forms of community organization beyond ethnic borders, which does not seem to be
possible on the regional and national levels in Mindanao and continues to be highly debated in Liberia.
Liberal approaches such as those formally established on the national level (in the Philippines) and
strengthened by the UN intervention (in Liberia) play only a minor role in both communities. They are
seldom implemented, partially integrated where present at all and rejected in most cases. The result is
the continuity of hybridity and dualism between local community approaches as they are transformed
after the war and formalized national approaches, building on a liberal concept of the state as they
were implemented in and adapted to the respective countries.
The persistence of the local approach
The identity groups in the two communities are similar in their practices (except for concepts of land
ownership in Mindanao) and prefer local approaches over imported and liberal ones. Specific norms
and rules may vary, but an agreement over the general approach exists. The preference for local (as
opposed to liberal) approaches unites the people in both communities and served as common ground
to assist in solving community conflict in the initial years after return. The preference for the local
approach does not indicate, however, that the communities are resistant to change. The case studies
have shown that local practices have undergone severe transformation after the war. However, the new
structures are still strongly rooted in traditional practices, perceived as local and contradict some of the
formal legal codes that the communities are subject to: community leaders are appointed and not
elected, an informal council of elders has enormous influence on key decisions, the election of the
barangay council in Kitipaan is based on informal consociational mechanisms and the formal approach
to justice is collectively rejected.
Daily interaction asks for cooperation and such cooperation enhances community ties. It was
necessary in both cases to re-establish a sense of a local community as a community of faith to make
local approaches work again between members of different ethnic groups. This was a challenge in the
immediate years after the war, and sometimes continues to be so today. Local approaches contributed
to such re-definition. They are based on informal rules and institutions and have little means to enforce
decisions beyond social pressure. They are dependent on the willingness of all involved to participate.
This encourages dialogue and the search for mutual solutions. A discursive link developed between
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local approaches in need of a social community of and a social community being strengthened through
local approaches; leading to a stabilization of community interaction over the years.
The first step for such interaction was a common desire to prevent new violent escalation. Talking to
the others and working with them was seen as the lesser evil. Most aspects of living together that we
observed during our fieldwork were unconscious. The fact that community leadership was in place and
that all those living inside the community were accepted as members already contributed to a sense of
community. The close proximity in which these groups live makes interaction possible and necessary.
There would be little to no interaction, if they did not have to live in the same community and work
towards improving their lives. Their local practices help them overcome the rhetorical divide to
reconstitute the community. The fact that both communities manage to solve the majority of conflicts
on the community level fills them with great pride and increases community coherence beyond ethnic
borders.
Attempts to change such local approaches are vividly rejected. People are afraid that the election of
leadership would externally endanger the consociational agreements currently in place, that people
might be elected who would not be accepted by the community because their election broke traditional
hierarchies and that elections would provoke further violence. The people are further afraid that formal
approaches to justice would divide the communities again as they ignore the often fragile social
context, fail to understand social dynamics, provoke confrontation rather than lead to reconciliation
and ignore established and stabilizing power structures within the communities.
The imported approach continues to exist, but with little relevance on the community level. It is
formalized and specified in various laws and regulations and continuously enforced by the higher
levels. The highly elaborate structures and processes are not understood by many and community
members often feel disempowered when facing formal institutions. Formal institutions are mistrusted
as tools of the powerful and rich, where they have reached the rural regions at all. The local population
fails to make sense of formal structures. They neither subscribe to the need to formalize rules and
processes, nor can they ensure simplest prerequisites for their use such as small fees, materials and
books.
The transformation of local practices
Another reason for the persistence of local approaches despite a continuous push for liberalization
coming from the national level and international donors results from the contextual and informal
character of local practices. Pragmatic and problem-oriented approaches to upcoming problems were
needed in the years after the war because the communities often faced situations where they had to
interact and make decisions immediately. Immediacy left little room for ideological debates and
principles. The informal, organic, open character of local approaches allowed for pragmatic
adaptation. People felt fully knowledgeable of the local system and thus capable of modifying it where
necessary. The idea of universalism which underlay the imported approach, on the other hand, often
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provoked exactly these lengthy debates over ideological foundations, prevented final agreements and
rebuilt war-fuelling dichotomies on the regional and national levels.
Many of the local approaches continue to be challenged and debated today. Adaptation is ongoing on
the community level, and often happens faster than on the higher levels. The debates are carried out
and continue to transform local practices. They remain non-violent. The resulting changes on the
community level, nearly ten years after the peace agreement, are largely similar in Dumai and
Kitipaan: (1) informal power-sharing mechanisms developed, (2) a local dualism in decision-making
and justice stabilized, (3) the council of elders became the moral backbone of the community and (4) a
number of rules were semi-formalized as a result of a conscious debate about conflicting norms and
practices. Local practices have undergone tremendous transformation, but they were modified in a
continuous process, based on local structures and through local authorities. They were not imposed as
often happened in the course of the implementation of NGO projects, where artificial ad hoc councils
were formed to satisfy respective donor demands and dissolved afterwards. As a result, the practices
continue to be perceived as local although they may have included a number of elements considered to
be liberal.
(1) Informal power-sharing
Decision-making bodies, meaning community leadership and a community council, were revived after
the war. Leadership selection built on joint practices of appointment, based on qualities such as
seniority, prestige, mediation capacities and support to the community. The pre-war practices were
adapted to the changed circumstances after the war. Community leadership consists of the town chief
and his assistant, the youth leader and his assistant, the woman leader and her assistant and the council
of elders. The role of an assistant town chief was introduced in Dumai. An informal consociational
mechanism underlies the selection of village leadership. The respective leaders are chosen by their
tribal group and sectoral group. Leadership rotates between Christians and Muslims in Kitipaan.
Mandingo select Mandingo leaders and Lorma select Lorma leaders. “Lorma people go together and
elect their leaders and the Mandingo people also do the same thing.”544 The situation is not fully
reconciled in Dumai, where both groups claim to have the right to install the first town chief, but the
resulting discussions remain non-violent and are not likely to escalate as the assistant town chief has
vast rights and is fully responsible for leading his ethnic group. Constitutional provisions are largely
ignored, tolerated by higher authorities.
The same structure was replicated on lower administrative levels that had only little influence prior to
the war: the sitios in Kitipaan and the quarters in Dumai. The replication of community leadership
structures on the lower administrative levels, which is not mentioned in any of the constitutions but
can be found in many communities in Mindanao and Liberia, has increased participation and reduced
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Lorma respondent in an FGD among youth, conducted in Dumai in 2010.
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the potential for escalation of violence. The sitio/quarter level is far more important for daily
organization and conflict than the barangay: “The barangay does not have any action on anything”.545
(2) Local dualism
One of the main reasons for the success of the quarter/sitio level is a second dualism that has not been
grasped by the local-imported divide: the groups in both communities relate predominantly to local
approaches to organize community life, they differ, however, with respect to a few practices with
predominantly moral and religious relevance. This leads to a dualism of approaches between local
approaches of one ethnic/religious group and the other. Both identity groups are dealing with their
own matters on the quarter/sitio level, as a result, and cooperate in community affairs. “After the war,
Lorma people are living by themselves and the Mandingo people also are by themselves. Lorma
people go to their chief and Mandingo people go to their chiefs.”546
The settlement of conflict in separate quarters and along distinct norms is not necessarily something
new, caused (mainly) by the war. The dichotomies and differences became only more conscious and
marked because of the war. The separate quarters have their predecessor in pre-war settlement patterns
and kinship structures. Most sitios in Kitipaan are ethnically homogenous and reflect original
settlement patterns where nuclear families settled in distinct spots later grew in size and were finally
subsumed under an administrative unit, the barangay. Quarters in Dumai are equally divided along
ethnic lines. The increasing importance of the sitios and quarters in the post-war communities left
major decisions to a distinct family or ethnic group. The majority of minority residents, the Moro and
the Mandingos, welcomed this approach. They felt less marginalized by the official (perceived to be
Christian/Lorma) approach in their very own family and small community matters. Decision-making
on the barangay level, as a consequence, was no longer described and perceived as power-bargaining
between ethnic groups, but as mutual efforts for non-violent community development.
The same pattern can be observed with relation to justice. Intra-ethnic conflicts are handled according
to the rules and norms of the respective group and through their respective leadership, based on nonconfrontative mechanisms of conflict resolution or transformation, such as mediation, arbitration or
reframing. The other community members may not even be aware of such conflict or come to learn of
its proceedings: “they will dismiss them without telling the Lorma people what they have done”547.
Conflicts between members of different identity groups are handled according to different rules and
through different actors. A multi-ethnic council of elders meets to discuss in the event of norm
conflict. Religious connotations in local practices were strengthened throughout the war, but the
council of elders has found pragmatic compromises in most cases. Informal mediation bodies, headed
by regional authorities from all ethnic/religious groups, deal with community conflicts that cannot be
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Local farmer, interviewed in Kitipaan in 2009.
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Mandingo respondent in an FGD among female youth in Dumai in 2010.

547

Lorma respondent in an FGD among youth in Dumai in 2011.
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handled on the community level and which threaten to escalate. The imported system, meaning the
formal justice system prevalent in both countries, serves as a threat that increases the willingness to
compromise on both sides, rather than a viable option for resolving local conflict. Local approaches to
justice have managed to deal with identity conflict and transferred the traditional concept of restorative
justice and amicable settlement to the present: Cases are amicably settled between members of the
same religious group and restorative justice and mediation councils deal with conflict between
members of different religious groups.
(3) Moral and administrative authority
The classical democratic ideal of power-sharing between the executive, legislative and judicial
branches of government does not exist on the community level. Many persons combine various roles,
such as religious leadership, town leadership, mediator and head of a vigilante group without clear
assignments, tolerated and encouraged by the community members. A different way of separating
power has evolved (in Kitipaan) or been strengthened (in Dumai) in the post-war communities. The
town leadership and the community council deal with administrative issues concerning the
community. A council of elders serves as “moral backbone of the community”548 and gets involved
whenever moral and customary questions are at stake or the two identity groups find themselves in
severe conflict. The demarcation lines between the council of elders and the administrative leadership
are not necessarily sharp. Members of the community council can at the same time be part of the
council of elders, but responsibilities are distinct.
Women and youth have gained increasing influence in both fora. They have founded their own quarter
and community councils, send delegates to regional and national consultations and are involved in
community decisions. Informal mechanisms to increase the participation of the community members
have been strengthened through regular assemblies, women and youth representatives, a replication of
administrative entities on the quarter level and an increasing transparency of decision-making
processes.
(4) The formalization of local approaches
Some practices and rules were formalized in the process of conscious deliberation and discussion. An
interesting hybrid emerged, as it were often informal bodies (council of elders, appointed town chief)
that formalized customary practices and rules and controlled their implementation. Processes of
decision-making, for example, were formalized in both communities. However, such formalization
codified local approaches that pre-existed their formalization and were sometimes in conflict with
formal (liberal) norms. The appointed town chief in Kitipaan can take emergency decisions on his
own. The women in Dumai have assigned fines for the use of abusive language. The assistant town
chief, youth leader and women leader have nearly equal rights in Dumai, although their positions
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Former NGO project leader in Kitipaan, interviewed in Cotabato in 2009.
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officially do not exist. These examples show clearly that a dichotomization between formal and
informal fails to grasp realities, when informal actors and institutions are perceived and treated as
official, official ones perceived as illegitimate and formalized rules introduced and sanctioned by
inofficial bodies.
The burden of intervention
We have seen that both communities refer to local approaches that are based on informal and
customary practices after the war. The pre-war practices prove to be extremely persistent in their
logics, but were transformed to post-war circumstances. Conflicts already needed to be resolved in
evacuation camps, crimes needed to be punished, binding decisions needed to be made, food and
construction materials needed to be organized and distributed upon return. The states may have failed,
but local organization did not stop in the meantime. Hierarchies may have been challenged but
responsibilities continue to be divided. Local practices may have undergone transformation, yet they
have not stopped existing. Those intervening, especially in the course of an international UN mission,
often attempt to overcome all these existing structures, perceiving and delegitimizing them as ancient,
tribal, traditional, root causes of the conflict and nonrational, again increasing the legitimacy to
replace them.
The comparison between Dumai and Kitipaan shows, however, that such an approach is not
promising. Local approaches provide a base for interaction. Liberal approaches, based on a different
understanding of society, with only few roots in existing practices, lead to uncertainty in an already
unstable post-war situation. Many humanitarian projects relieved the urgent needs of the population.
Other projects, getting more involved in social organization, such as gender education,
decentralization efforts, etc. are viewed with more suspicion. The pressure from the national level and
the international community in Liberia to push formal structures threatened established leadership and
weakened local structures. This was problematic, as formal institutions failed to fill the resulting gap.
The result on the local level is, and this can be seen in the case study of Dumai, less statehood, less
legal certainty and less security. Old and new structures, one undergoing massive transformation, the
other deficient in its implementation, enter into competition, weakening and delegitimizing each other.
The community of Kitipaan, on the other hand, is rather ignorant to the higher levels and the higher
levels are ignorant to Kitipaan. The situation on the local level has improved and stabilized after the
peace agreement, yet not necessarily based on liberal concepts of good governance.
There has always been a transformation of local practices through interaction with alternative
approaches of governance, in the Philippines, Liberia and elsewhere. This has also been the case after
the war and as a reaction to peacebuilding activities. Many elements that are promoted in
peacebuilding have found their way into community governance. Some appear in their original form,
others adapted and some were resisted. A simple cause and effect chain cannot be established. Some
of the transformation may not even be attributable to peacebuilding, such as the increasing
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participation of women and youth. What can be said, however, is that imported approaches were
integrated into local ones, rather than the other way round that is usually pushed and proclaimed by the
international community. The integration of elements of the imported approach, such as the election of
a community council in Kitipaan or the codification of a few community laws in Dumai, has led to a
considerable transformation of local practices, yet it is based on an integration of liberal elements into
local ones, rather than a subordination of the local approach under the imported one or a fusion of the
two. The promotion of the liberal approach was successful in the sense that it united the local
communities in their opposition against it and increased their willingness to cooperate across
ethnic/religious borders based on local approaches.
The continuity of hybridity and the moving breaking point
The liberal model is pushed by the international community and the local one marginalized. The local
model is romanticized by local leaders and the liberal one rejected. The approaches that govern the
communities ten years after the respective peace agreements are based on local elements of custom,
trust and appointment and partially integrated liberal elements such as elections or a formalization of
rules. These local approaches help organize the community, but they delay or impede the
manifestation of national authority which continues to be based on formal institution with liberal
character. The national level requests a formal approach of democracy and rule of law. These liberal
institutions are not able to mend any of the ruptures that emerged before or throughout the war,
however. Their competitive and formalized approaches are rather counter-productive on the local
level. They fail to reach the rural areas and to be accepted on the community level. The communities
rely on formal institutions, however, where issues are beyond their area of influence and where one
party refuses to follow local rulings. The two necessarily need to interact, yet, their logics after the war
are as incompatible as they had been before the war.
The developments prior to the war had shown that the two systems are hard to reconcile and highly
destructive in combination. This has not prevented the communities from going back to local
approaches and the national and international levels from promoting formal approaches. The
international community largely continues to believe that formal approaches would succeed, were they
only implemented the right way. Empirical evidence shows that this is a grave misperception of the
situation. The Mindanaon communities continue to call for autonomy. In Liberia, the international
community is rebuilding a failed state dominated by a few elites. None of the two countries, nor the
international community, has a convincing vision for how to connect the local structures that exist at
the community level to the imported system on which national authority is based. A consistent and
sustainable approach to bring both systems together is missing. The local approaches are ignored and
hybridity continues to be tolerated as long it does not openly challenge formal structures and national
security.
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The logical consequence is the existence of a breaking point between the two approaches, somewhere
between the national level and the community. In the case of Mindanao, the community acts rather
independently from any higher authority with limited support from various NGOs. In Liberia, the
community remains largely detached from national developments and ignorant of the liberal structures
it should be subordinated to. New conflicts are bound to emerge. This breaking point is empirically
visible at the level of the local government units (LGUs) and city mayors in Mindanao and at the
county level in Liberia. These levels are subject to formal structures. A decentralization policy in
Liberia pushes for the election of the superintendent, work plans dictate the duties of county officials,
processes to account for funds are established and regular meetings need to be conducted and
protocolled. Officials at this level are often themselves included in local structures and processes,
while at the same time official representatives of the formal system. They are judges in a formal court,
while heading a traditional mediation committee. They are clan chiefs and representatives of civil
society in the peace panel. Or they are superintendents, while occupying a leading position in the local
secret society. Their double functions form the informal bridges between the local and the imported
system that keep both going on the local level. Their double functions hold the same potential for
misuse as they did prior to the war, however.
It should not be expected that the local approach will disappear in the light of these findings. Many
donors and their programmes might still aspire to such a solution to the current hybridity, but this
would dramatically challenge current informal mechanisms that integrate and handle the identity
divide on the local level, especially the consociational mechanisms of power-sharing and relative
autonomy on quarter level. Decentralization policies and the professionalization of local authorities
just push the breaking point closer to the community. They will not resolve the problem of continuing
hybridity and dualism and the challenge to cooperate on the community level despite identity
divisions.
6.3.5

Local answers to the burden of peace

Both local communities have found answers to the burden of peace. They have been discussed in
depth and in comparison. These empirical accounts have shown that local practices are by no means
static. They have transformed to conform to changing circumstances. Women and youth have their
own councils and areas of responsibility. They describe their interaction with the traditional (male)
leadership as consultative and respectful. The close proximity in which the groups live makes
interaction necessary and pragmatic mechanisms possible. The groups handle most aspects in homoethnic councils, based on their very own local approaches and cooperate only where necessary on the
community level. Working mechanisms are established for both homo-ethnic and multi-ethnic
interaction, yet they may differ. Informal power-sharing mechanisms have been introduced.
The relationships between the identity groups are not equally smooth. Identity concepts, in the two
cases ethnicity and religion, continue to dominate settlement patterns, define social groups and
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determine interaction. They do not hamper community interaction, however. The community of
Kitipaan has found additional means to deal with the persisting identity divide and reconcile it with the
need to interact; Dumai has not. This might be one of the reasons why the people in Kitipaan perceive
their community as more peaceful than do the people in Dumai. Identity divisions, prejudices and
accusations impede local perceptions of peacefulness; they do not hamper the necessary interaction,
however.
Practices of handling conflict were revived, transformed, and new ones emerged in both communities.
The main sources of conflict, land ownership, decision-making structures and hierarchies, religious
practices, legal norms and processes and the distribution of resources have not ceased to exist, yet,
debates rarely escalate. The characteristics of the local approach, pragmatism, fluidity, contextualism,
served as a unifying element between the groups and made the necessary transformation and
adaptation possible. The leadership in both communities, be it from former fighters, elders in the
evacuation camp or those returning from the diaspora, had a basic knowledge of the processes and the
ability to adapt them to the changing circumstances. The local approach, being rooted in the local
lifeworld, made a transformation of practices along with the changing lifeworld from which it results,
possible. Lengthy debates over certain aspects inherent to the local approach that no longer conformed
to post-war circumstances (such as the marginalization of women, the insistence on autochthony rights
or the suspension of community councils) led to a semi-formalization of local approaches.
The liberal approach continues to be rejected. Not only the elites who abused it and the practices that
perverted it are objected to, but the underlying logics of individualism, universalism, separation of
powers and competition. Some elements that are considered liberal were integrated into local
approaches, yet, the predominance of the local over the liberal has never been questioned in the
communities. The resulting hybridity, between communities governed by local approaches and a
nation governed by liberal approaches continues (in Mindanao) and is being rebuilt (in Liberia).
The burden of peace is not resolved ten years after the war and, most likely, it will never be resolved
fully. Living together, especially in multi-ethnic societies, has always been a challenge and always
will be. The case studies have shown that it is possible nevertheless, even under the worst
circumstances. Both communities were able to socially embed their conflicts and prevent further
escalation. Neither an identity division, nor a lack of fertile land, nor the integration of settlers or the
uprising of the youth, are in themselves factors that make such living together impossible. But the
people have to believe that they have the ability to handle these conflicts, based on norms they share,
through processes they can understand and implement, with the help of approaches that are flexible
enough for adaptation to changing contexts and strengthening a concept of society in which they want
to live; in a reconciliatory manner and with a community focus. They do not believe that liberal
approaches bring them closer to this aim. They do not see the current set-up of local approaches as the
solution either. Yet, they strongly believe that local approaches hold more potential than liberal ones.
The transformation of local approaches in recent years shows that liberal ideas are not rejected per se.
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What is rejected, however, is the way in which liberal ideas were implemented and misused by
previous governments and how they are pushed by the international community with, indeed, little
sensitivity to what is important to the communities: living together in their local community without
being marginalized by the higher levels.

Social organization:

Practices to handle conflict

- women and youth with
increasing responsibilities
and participation

- local practices revived but
adapted to changing
circumstances

- identity division continues

- liberal practices rejected in
general, but selective
integration of certain elements

- increased importance of
globalization makes
division more severe

- construct of hybridity still on
fragile grounds. Holds potential
for escalation

- Communities widely
ignorant to higher levels
(as long as they don’t
interfere)

- consociational
mechanisms: (1) local
dualism in practices, (2)
informal power-sharing
- pragmatic interaction
possible

- semi-formalization in the case
of conflicting (local) practices

Integration and
participation
- division between centre
and periphery continues

Figure 15: Local answers to the burden of peace, ten years after the peace agreement
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7 THE RESPONSIBILITY TO UNDERSTAND – CONCLUSION
“There were all these new phenomena and I was shocked. So I
have learned. Much I did before was not appropriate. But most
often it’s not a matter of being right or being wrong. I mean,
who labels right and wrong?” (International staff at UN field
office in Voinjama, interviewed in 2011)
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The question of how multi-ethnic communities manage to live together again after violent identity
conflict was explored through fieldwork, based on a multi-method design that combined interviews,
focus group discussions, participatory observation and document analysis. The analysis of data built
on sociological, anthropological and ethnological paradigms, inspired by those from political science.
The attempt was to understand firstly, how communities reorganize themselves and secondly, how
community and national (re-)organization relate to each other, after the war.
Two communities, Kitipaan in the Philippines and Dumai in Liberia, were taken as examples of many
more places where such living together succeeds with sometimes astonishing outcomes. Members of
different identity groups that were directly and indirectly fighting each other during the respective
wars have found means to live together again only ten years after the peace agreement. The research
has connected evidence from the communities to more general debates on the national and
international levels about peacebuilding at a crossroads, and the conclusion will take up this link. The
first research question, how do multi-ethnic communities manage to live together again after violent
identity conflict, has prompted a second one that has relevance for most countries that are facing the
influx of liberal concepts through humanitarian and military intervention: How do local and imported
approaches to social organization relate to each other?
The dynamics of this interplay could be sketched based on empirical data. The study has included a
retrospective analysis of pre-war practices in both regions. It has further connected the micro-social
data to debates on the national and international level, with respect to democratic elections, the rule of
law, state security agents and concepts of land ownership. The competition between community and
national approaches has been described separately regarding each of these aspects. Results were then
analysed in comparison with a specific focus on the interplay between local and imported concepts of
social organization. The results show stunning similarities between the very different cases and
regions. First conclusions can be drawn and presented at this point that will allow us to take a more
reflective stance in the current peace- and statebuilding debate and define areas for further research.
The predominant focus of the research was to see these dynamics through the eyes of the locals. The
phrase is meant to emphasize that priority was given to tracing and understanding how local citizens
make sense of the sometimes massive state- and peacebuilding interventions they face.549 The
perspectives of the locals not only entered the research through their accounts in interviews and
discussions; rather they were steady companions throughout the whole research process − from the
initial preparations for fieldwork to the final presentation of results. The empirical fieldwork was
conducted by multi-disciplinary teams of advanced students and faculty from universities in Liberia
and Mindanao. Researchers and analysts from both countries have reviewed and shaped the case
studies to a considerable degree. The responsibility for interpretation and errors remains mine.
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The limitations of this perspective have been discussed in Chapter 4.
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A short summary of this research is presented now: First, the theoretical framework that developed
along with empirical research and analysis will be sketched. This framework holds the potential to
support future research attempting to grasp the interplay between local and liberal concepts of social
organization and the resulting hybridity in (post-)war societies. Second, the results of the empirical
analysis of the social dynamics in the two regions that have faced different histories of conflict and
intervention will be presented. They deepen the understanding of societal processes in post-war
societies on both the community and national levels. Third, the concluding section calls for a
reconsideration of current peace- and statebuilding practice within the paradigm of a responsibility to
understand. It completes the circle from the perspectives of the locals, the intervened, to the
perspectives of the internationals, the interveners, who have so far been presented as the monolithic
bloc which they are perceived as by the locals.

7.1 A framework to analyse hybridity
Empirical analysis in Liberia and the Philippines has shown that social organization on the community
level often follows very different logics than on the national level. Community organization is based
mostly, though not exclusively, on local concepts of this is how we always did things. The national
level is formally organized along an imported concept of liberal statehood, but actual practices diverge
from this ideal. Looking at the interplay of local and imported concepts of social organization and the
logics on which they are based has huge explanatory power to understand how local communities and
societies re-organize themselves after the war. The interplay of the two can be grasped only partially
by combining their logics. Hybridity produces its own dynamics. The perceptions that people have
about the respective concepts has an impact on how or whether they will be making use of them.
These findings built on and at the same time informed the synthesis of a theoretical framework that
allowed me to focus on the practices and perspective of the locals, while at the same time grasping the
hybridity that resulted from the interplay of local and imported approaches to social organization. The
framework integrates five concepts that are complementary yet often difficult to combine: (1) social
organization on the community level, a (2) retrospective and (3) contextual analysis of this, (4) their
interplay and resulting hybridity and (5) the perceptions that those interacting in this setting have of
the respective approaches of social organization. The resulting framework allowed me to connect the
local communities to general debates on the (inter-)national level and draw conclusions about both the
community interaction and social reorganization after the war.
Sensitizing concepts
The framework is based on a combination of Simmel’s (1908) conflict theory that differentiates
between the form and the content of conflict and Bourdieu’s (1984) field theory that allows for
abstracting more general patterns from the form and content of conflict. What Simmel describes as the
form of conflict, meaning the ways in which conflict is handled, has entered Bourdieu’s field theory as
the practices from which general patterns, here meaning a specific combination of rules and capital
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structures, can be derived. The focus is on conflict in its potentially socializing form, based on the
experience during fieldwork that conscious interaction between the groups occurs predominantly
along conflictive issues. Their social embedment and resolution strengthens community ties and
contributes to general socialization.550
The empirical observations of how specific issues of conflict are being handled − such as decisionmaking structures, crime persecution, land distribution or security provision − are in the centre of the
framework.551 They describe the daily interaction. Specific combinations of rules and capital structures
can be derived, based on a thorough account of these practices. The abstraction of such fields allows
generalization based on an observation of practices. The resulting analytical fields can then be
compared in their logics as well as their interplay between cases and issues. It is necessary, however,
to extend the focus of the analysis on two dimensions, the historical and the contextual, in order to get
a comprehensive account of the transformation and interaction of practices and fields. Present
practices relate to pre-war practices and are often heavily influenced by regional and national
dynamics. Both dimensions can be integrated into the framework based on the field concept.
The different practices, in retrospect as well across societal levels, can be divided into two main fields:
an imported and a local one. They follow genuinely different logics and relate to the customary-liberal
divide on the theoretical level.552 The local and the imported field interact and this interaction
describes both the transformation of practices over time as well as the difference in practices within
the same historical period. Both fields are never exclusively selective. The result is a coexistence of
fields, not only side by side, but often on the same societal level (community, region, nation), along
the same issues (land, justice, security, decision-making) and within the same persons. This interaction
is called hybridity, referring to a theoretical concept derived from Bhabha (2004; 1984; 1990). The
application of the concept in the framework builds on the recent appearances of hybridity in peace and
conflict studies, see for example Richmond 2009 and Mac Ginty (2011), but gives more prominence to
the local than these authors have done. Different patterns of hybridity have been classified
analytically: Subordination, Convergence, Selective Integration and Fusion.553 The patterns of
hybridity describe the interplay between local and imported approaches to social organization.
Form and content of conflict and the abstraction of fields
An example from the case studies shall illustrate the interplay of these different dimensions and
highlight the potential of the framework. Fieldwork has shown that two different concepts of justice
interplay in both Mindanao and Liberia alike. One relates to a concept of justice as an organic and
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community owned process to restore the relationship between the contending parties (customary
justice), the other builds on a concept of justice as a codified process implemented by an impartial
judge, aiming primarily to punish the wrong-doer (rule of law). The practices that relate to the two
concepts vary in the communities and on the regional and national levels. Amicable settlement,
restorative justice and the intervention of regional mediation committees are just three types of
customary justice that were identified. Jury trials, judge trials, and increasingly judicial mediation are
three of the approaches used in the formal justice system. These patterns are implemented in endless
variations depending on the case, the context and the persons involved. They build on, and ask for,
different qualities (capital) of which only a few can be sketched at this point. A good mediator in the
case of the customary system needs to have a fine knowledge of the social dynamics that inform a case
and a good relationship with the contending parties (social capital). A good judge in the case of the
rule of law approach to justice, needs to have an explicit knowledge of legal codes and their
application (cultural capital).
The transformation of fields in retrospect
The context in which the ideal-typical concepts were implemented, in this case the customary and the
formal justice system, led to their transformation and adaptation. Customary justice, for example, had
to find ways to deal with non-residential groups that were not bound by social hierarchies and find
solutions for issues between groups that did not necessarily see a need to restore harmony. The formal
system, on the other hand, was implemented in an environment where few prerequisites to its
functioning were available. Some of the resulting problems could be addressed over time; others led to
a significant modification of underlying premises or provoked a misuse of either approach. The
customary system increasingly forwarded issues to the formal system. The formal system, in return,
acknowledged community courts and individual justices of the peace to ensure its dominance in the
local setting. Both fields are neither static, nor can they materialize without reciprocal interference.
Thus, the framework needs to conceptualize their interaction and resulting modifications.
The interplay and resulting hybridity
The demarcation lines between the two systems are not necessarily sharp, rather their interface needs
to be conceptualized as a fluent one that may lead to new, hybrid patterns. People can turn to
customary courts in both countries, yet the verdicts of these courts are not legally binding, although
they might be so socially and/or spiritually. People can turn to the formal courts in cases where they
do not accept customary verdicts or they have to refer to formal courts when crimes such as rape or
murder are at stake. Yet customary courts also tend to take care of such issues if both parties prefer
customary law. A minority makes use of this dualism, availing itself of different forms of justice to
reach a more favourable ruling. A full understanding of the interaction between the local and the
imported field can only be given if the dynamics at their intersection, namely hybridity, is integrated
into the framework. The adaptation and transformation of ideal-typical institutions to the given
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context, as explored here through the example of statutory and customary justice, needs be given
consideration.
The integration of perceptions
The integration of perceptions is of importance as it explains two main observations that can be made
with reference to the interplay of formal and customary justice. Huge investments are made on (inter-)
national level to support formal justice in both countries, more so in Liberia than on the Philippines.
Yet, local justice persists and is even increasing its importance. Roughly 80% of the cases are dealt
with in informal courts, and some of these cases deal even with murder and rape. Those promoting the
formal system are questioning whether their investments have any impact at all and those favouring
the customary system are frustrated by state approaches that weaken their influence and impact. The
key to this incompatibility lies in the different perceptions that both groups have of the respective
systems. Those promoting formal justice consider their approach as fair and transparent because it is
impartial and universal. The local population, however, perceives exactly these institutions as unfair,
incomprehensible and not transparent. They cannot understand how the same laws should apply in
different contexts, how someone who has no knowledge of the social background can come to a final
verdict and how punishing the offender should be of any help to the relationship of the parties in
distress.
The importance of the context
The context is of importance to understand the dynamics underlying the interplay. The resources are
not equally distributed between the two fields, rather, each holds different resources at its disposal
which, in their current set-up, is detrimental to the situation of justice in both countries. The customary
system is supported by a tremendous majority of the local population as the more appropriate, though
by no means perfect, option. People are frustrated with the formal system, because courts are not
available, handling fees are high, processes delayed and judges corrupt. Customary justice is
challenged by the increasing support given to the formal system. The formal system is backed by the
international community and a considerable majority of opportunistic national elites, yet it is
implemented in a detrimental way. The two systems are currently perceived as being antagonists or in
opposition to each other and the result is an increasing feeling that nobody gets justice here. This view
is confirmed by statistics and case samples that describe a situation of increasing impunity in both
countries.
Achievements and limitations of the framework and the research
This framework that built on and at the same time guided my empirical research with a focus on the
practices and perspectives of the locals facilitates an understanding of the hybridity that resulted from
the interplay of local and imported approaches to social organizations. It allowed the local
communities to be connected to general debates on the (inter-)national level and draw conclusions for
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both the community interaction and social reorganization after the war. It thus provides answers to
questions that currently drive much of peace- and statebuilding research: the instability of post-war
states, the persistence of patrimonial structures and customary practices, the sporadic and sometimes
large-scale relapse into violence or the failure of encompassing peace negotiations, the complexity of
local identity concepts and the question of how local communities nevertheless manage to reorganize
themselves.
The next step is to shift the focus from the perspective of the locals to the dynamics of hybridity. Both
nations, Liberia and the Philippines, are what Boege calls hybrid political orders.554 The local and the
imported fields interact and some new forms of social organization emerge. The (inter-) national
system will most likely continue to be built on a liberal understanding of social organization. The local
structures are unlikely to disappear or move towards fully liberal institutions, though. Thus, it is
necessary to conceptualise hybridity and take it into account for further statebuilding. This points at a
more general empirical puzzle. The logics of the two fields are incompatible, but the Philippine
nation-state has not failed and the Liberian nation state is currently stable. Why so? Hybridity had
destructive effects prior to the war and it hampers socialisation beyond the communities after the war,
yet it seems to have stabilizing effects as well, some of which have already been pointed out in the
respective empirical chapters. A research design that attempts to identify genuine and durable forms of
hybrid social organization is one of the possible steps that can be taken based on the results of this
research.
Light brings about shadow. Resources, time and money, are limited. A focus on the perspective of the
locals, as justified as it is, involves the exclusion of alternative perspectives. The resulting limitations
do not necessarily challenge the quality of the results presented, but they may explain why some
things were given priority, while others were not deeply reflected upon.
The prominence that has been given to the perspectives of the locals holds the danger of going native.
Going native to a certain extent may be important during fieldwork, when one needs to aspire to see
things through the eyes of respondents to understand their perspective, but scientific work also needs a
detachment from these perspectives afterwards. This detachment has been sought, yet the aim of the
research remained to complement mainstream research that has given priority to either an institutional
or (inter-)national perspective so far. The result was a balancing act between accepting premises set by
the locals, such as the perception of the donor community as a monolithic block, the near-universal
absence of open articulation of gender issues in discussions or the refusal to problematize clan
hierarchies, while still including a nuanced perspective on such aspects in the analytical
considerations. The findings have attempted to be critical and combine local perspectives with an
assessment of practices and their evaluation through (inter-)national actors. The main line of my
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research, however, brings about a dominance of local perspectives over (inter-)national ones; this is
reflected in the empirical chapters.
A focus on the perspective of the locals necessarily limits the territorial scope of research. As a result,
empirical fieldwork was mainly based on two communities only. Data resulting from the communities
was complemented with alternative sources and documents wherever possible, yet the detailed
findings and quotes taken from within the communities may neither speak for the whole country, nor
other societies that find themselves in comparable post-war situations. Deliberate steps were taken,
however, to connect local data to more general statistics and observations and to choose the
communities in a way that allowed for a certain amount of generalization at the level of patterns,
though not necessarily at that of practices.555
Comparable limitations apply to the retrospective analysis of practices upon which the description of
the transformation and adaptation of approaches prior to the war has been built. It remains necessarily
vague and is less empirically grounded than the post-war accounts are. Retrospective analysis that
goes back in time for a few decades and more is reliant on secondary sources whose validity can only
be assumed, or on eye-witness accounts that are rare and affected by subjective experiences and
interpretations. A sharp distinction between the consecutive and sometimes overlapping impacts of
colonialism, settlement, international aid and UN intervention could not be made as a result of such
limitation. This diffusion is not problematic for understanding current dynamics, but it makes practical
conclusions for peace- and statebuilding harder as it cannot be clearly determined if a certain impact
can be attributed to peacebuilding only or needs to be seen as the outcome of earlier, liberal
interferences. This is one of the big themes of post-colonial theory. Despite these limitations, the
interveners of today and tomorrow will always have to deal with the legacy of prior external
interferences, whether they have caused them or not. There is a difference on the analytical level
between the influx of colonialism, settlement and international aid as well as between the ideal-typical
concept of liberalism and its practical manifestation. In local reality, this analytical distinction makes
no difference.
Framework and theory
The framework guided the presentation of results although it has to be seen as a major result itself. It is
both, a framework for analysis, as well as a formal theory based on a Grounded Theory approach to
the topic. This combination of analytical framework and theory is typical to the kind of theory that
results from Grounded Theory Methodology. Theory in this research tradition aims to develop and
unfold an understanding of a specific issue or field; in this case of how people manage to live together
again after violent identity conflict. It describes underlying structures, defines relationships, identifies
patterns and comes to conclusions that can be tested by further research. The underlying structures,
relationships and patterns have been described in depth and with regard to all their facets in the
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empirical chapters. They will be summarized at this point from an analytical perspective and with a
focus on comparative aspects.

7.2 How do multiethnic communities manage to live together again after
violent identity conflict?
The first research question how do multi-ethnic communities manage to live together again after
violent identity conflict was analysed based on fieldwork in Kitipaan and Dumai. A comparison of the
results has shown that approaches to living together are highly comparable and that most of living
together happens at the community level. Multi-ethnic communities manage to live together again
after the war fairly, even if they have only little external assistance. Unstable and unreliable situations
on the regional and national level increase the importance of the immediate community after a war.
What looks like a comparatively well-organized community from the outside, however, is perceived as
a daily and difficult struggle in the eyes of the locals. The months following a peace agreement show
that the formal declaration of peace is by no means the end of the conflict. Community members have
to realize that war just made matters worse; instead of solving any problems, they are simply
struggling to find more peaceful ways to handle them.
The burden of peace
Patterns that can be identified as explanations for the struggle are comparable and subsumed under the
concept of the burden of peace.
(1) Pre-war conflicts have not ceased to exist. The war has reinforced tensions; displacement
and destruction have increased poverty.
(2) Social hierarchies are ruptured. Generation and gender conflicts are prevalent.
(3) Social contracts between different families and identity groups are broken and need to be
redefined.
(4) Local practices failed to prevent the war and were misused to fuel violence during the war.
(5) National institutions became increasingly authoritarian and abusive throughout the war.
National leadership is now widely mistrusted.
(6) The war has divided the community. Different biographies result in different lifeworlds. A
community consensus on local practices needs to be re-established and adapted to the post-war
context.
(7) The gap between the local communities and the urban regions, especially the capital city,
has widened. Such centralization became detrimental to rural communities. They are relying
on services only available in the cities (certificates, education, communication infrastructure).
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These building blocks of the burden of peace give a more nuanced understanding of the challenges
that the two communities, as well as many other post-war communities, faced and continue to face.
The question of how they have managed to live together again relates not only to the identity
dimension that is already given priority by the current framing of such conflict as identity or ethnic
conflict. It needs to take into account the dimensions outlined above − destruction, challenged social
hierarchies, failed practices of social organization and the unbalanced relation between centre(s) and
periphery − to provide the full picture of ruptures resulting from the war. The identity dimension may
dominate the rhetoric between the different groups in the community, yet the main challenges for
interaction result from other factors.
A no more war peace as realistic concept of living together
Divisions between the identity groups were hardened throughout the war and continued to dominate
community life afterwards. Religious and ethnic identities remained the foremost concepts employed
to order inhabitants socially (and territorially). This has not changed ten years after the peace
agreements, yet the groups in both communities interact and work together towards community
development and describe their interaction as being largely peaceful.
A minimalist concept of peace has been emerging in both communities in order to make interaction
possible despite the continuity of the identity division; a no more war peace. It has little in common
with the romantic notion of peace as ‘unity’ and ‘prosperity’ that is often referred to in preambles of
peace agreements or reconciliation rituals. Rather it is a down-to-earth concept of peace as a situation
where conflict is handled in non-violent ways to prevent escalation. Pragmatic approaches to
interaction developed on the community level that prevented violence although they may not
necessarily be perceived as ideal. Talking to the respective others and working with them is seen as the
lesser evil. “Because they have already tried the way of war and it did not help. It just made matters
worse.”556 The no more war peace is fragile because it is based on a negation of violence but not a
vision of peace. The case studies have shown, however, that it holds the potential to move towards a
more stable situation the longer it holds and the more that people have to lose in the case of a relapse
to violence. What started with a vision of peace ended as a moderation of conflict.
Local autonomy and resulting hybridity ease interaction
Autonomy of residential quarters and the resulting hybridity of local approaches ease interaction on
the community level. Both communities decided to organize as many aspects as possible in ethnically
homogenous groups, usually based on a differentiation between residential areas (quarters), and
interact only in the case of conflict between such quarters or in issues of relevance for the community
as a whole. The result was a hybridity of local approaches, those of the homo-ethnic groups and those
used to organize the community as a whole. Community leadership structures were replicated on the
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lower administrative levels. This has increased participation and reduced the potential for an escalation
of violence. The minority groups feel less marginalized by the official approaches in their own family
and small community matters.
Mediation and consociational mechanisms stabilize the community
Some issues still remain to be decided upon on the community level. The residential community is not
only an administrative unit, but has to keep some joint structures of community organization going.
Mediation and consociational mechanisms557 stabilize the community as a whole beyond the homoethnic quarter level. Power-sharing mechanisms underlie the selection of community leaders.
Appointment is combined with elements of competitive election. The leaders of the respective ethnic
groups have vast rights and are fully responsible to lead their respective groups. Conflict between
members of different groups is resolved according to community rules that were developed by
councils of elders and which build on the practices and norms of both groups. Mediation bodies,
headed by regional authorities from all ethnic/religious groups, deal with issues that cannot be handled
on the community level and that threaten to escalate. Some of these processes and norms have been
formalized within the communities. Both mechanisms, consociational agreements and multi-ethnic
mediation councils, guarantee the greatest possible independence for each identity group while
securing cooperation beyond ethnic/religious borders in community matters. Decision-making at the
community level, as a consequence, is described and perceived as mutual efforts towards non-violent
community development.
Grievances do not prevent interaction
These examples show that interaction on the community level is possible despite a persistence of
identity divisions. The groups in both communities are still making accusations and blaming each
other for the grievances they had endured during the wars yet they describe their interaction as
peaceful. The antagonism between divisive rhetoric and mutual practices is reconciled in Kitipaan by a
discursive distinction between those Muslims and Christians living in Kitipaan and the abstract
conflict on the regional level. “We are talking about these outsider Muslims. Our neighbours and the
Muslims here are good Muslims.”558 An equal transformation cannot be documented for Dumai. This
might be one of the reasons why the people in Kitipaan perceive their community as being more
peaceful than the people in Dumai do. Identity divisions, prejudices and accusations impede local
perceptions of peacefulness; they do not hamper necessary daily interaction, however.
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Local practices serve as common ground between the groups
The local practices that people used to organize their communities prior to the war serve as common
ground to assist in solving community conflict in the initial years after the return to the villages. The
events of the war may have challenged some presuppositions, such as gender and relational
hierarchies, but a general reference to how we did things before the war is prevalent. The leadership
has a basic knowledge of processes and the ability to adapt them to the changed circumstances.
Alternative approaches, such as the ones promoted by NGO projects or through UN agencies, are only
considered, if at all, where local approaches failed.559
The preference for local approaches increased the need for cooperation on the community level and
advanced the redefinition of the residential community as a social community. Local approaches are
based on informal rules and institutions and have little means to enforce decisions beyond social
control or pressure. They are dependent on the willingness of all involved to participate. A reciprocal
link developed between local approaches in need of a social community and the strengthening of the
social community through local approaches; contributing to a stabilization of community interaction
over the years. The fact that both communities manage to solve the majority of conflicts on the
community level ten years after the peace agreement, fills them with great pride and increases
community coherence beyond ethnic borders.
Local practices are adapted to the post-war context
The preference for the local approach does not indicate, however, that the communities are resistant to
change. Local practices are not static, but highly flexible. The case studies have shown that local
practices have undergone radical transformation after the war. Some practices and rules have even
been formalized. An interesting hybrid has emerged, as it is often informal bodies such as councils of
elders or appointed town chiefs that formalize customary practices and rules and controlle their
implementation. However, the new structures are still strongly rooted in pre-war practices, perceived
as local and in contradiction with some formal legal norms that the communities are subject to. Many
of the local approaches continue to be challenged and debated within the communities and beyond.
The debates are carried out and continue to transform local practices, but they remain non-violent.
The communities organize themselves in opposition to imported structures
The communities do not only prefer and relate to local approaches, they further reject and actively
resist the intrusion of liberal approaches. Some elements that are promoted in peacebuilding have
found their way into community governance. Some appear in their unchanged form, others have been
adapted and some resisted. Some elements of the transformation, such as the increasing participation
of women and youth may not even be attributable to peacebuilding. A simple cause and effect chain
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cannot be established. Some liberal ideas have reached the communities and have been integrated into
community organization, but local approaches remain dominant. The transformation of local
approaches is based on an integration of liberal elements into local ones, rather than a subordination of
the local approach under the imported one or a fusion of the two.
Attempts to change such local approaches are vigorously rejected. Both communities have redefined
themselves as social communities in opposition to the national level. People are afraid that the election
of leadership would externally endanger the consociational agreements currently in place. The people
are further afraid that formal approaches to justice would divide the communities again. The
promotion of the liberal approach was mainly successful in the sense that it united the local
communities in their opposition against it and increased their willingness to cooperate across
ethnic/religious borders in defence of local approaches. These considerations lead to the second
research question of how local and imported approaches to social organization relate to each other.

7.3 How do local and imported approaches to social organization relate
each other?
The relation between the local communities and the higher administrative levels is one alternating
between ignorance and rejection on the one hand and dependence on the other. The communities reorganized themselves largely independently of the regional and national levels. They are ignorant of
the higher levels and the higher levels have little direct interference in community matters, yet regional
and national dynamics do impact on community organization, although sometimes in a different way
to that intended. There is a growing overlapping between local and imported practices, tensions are
inevitable.
The incompatibility of local and imported practices
The local fields in Mindanao, Liberia, and most likely elsewhere, are based on the respective local
lifeworlds and strongly rooted in the respective cultures. Most of their aspects are governed by
habitus. Practices of interaction are intuitive, taken for granted and rarely reflected upon: “this is how
we used to do things”, “this is how we always did it”, “this is how we learned it from our
forefathers”.560 This extends to areas that are otherwise formalized in the imported system: decisionmaking, justice and land allocation. The underlying approaches are organic, open to transformation,
flexible and highly contextual. Most goods, as well as land, are treated as family-owned, based on the
concept of trusteeship. The local fields build on strong leadership figures that have nearly universal
powers, from administrative to judiciary to religious functions, but those powers are informal and
embedded within different control mechanisms. The individual is integrated into the social group
based on her/his relational position in a complex social hierarchy. This relational position, which can
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change depending on the context, defines the individuals’ functions within the community and
corresponding rights and obligations.
A comparable characteristic can be derived for the imported field. It is largely codified, based on
standardized procedures. Codification should result, at best, from deliberative processes based on
rational argumentation. In reality, it has often been derived from American legislation. Such codes
were and in many cases still are treated as universal and static. Leaders are elected for a short period of
time (4-5 years) and re-evaluated afterwards. The imported approach rests on the individual and builds
on a concept of private ownership of land and goods. Administrative units, rather than the family,
serve as the basis for social organization. The individual is integrated into the larger community (here:
the nation) as a citizen with universal rights and duties.
The two empirical fields necessarily interact and become interwoven over time. They have been
projected, imposed, received and interpreted in the case of the liberal concepts and mixed, shaped,
adapted and transformed in the case of the customary concepts. The result is a hybrid tangle of
practices that sometimes makes it hard for outsiders to analytically identify local and imported fields.
The local actors, on the other hand, have a very precise understanding of such differences. The
distinction between the two fields thus rests first on the empirically observable disparate practices and
rules and second on their discursive classification by the local population.
This interplay, in itself, is nothing novel and particular to the post-war situation yet it has increased in
prominence with the growing influence of liberal approaches on the community and regional levels.
The two fields have to be seen as the empirical derivates of the liberal-customary divide that informs
current peacebuilding debates. De facto and de jure often differ greatly. The inherent checks and
balances of customary and liberal approaches alike provided for lengthy periods of stability in distinct
regions and context, but they failed to materialize (in the case of the imported field) or were
undermined by the introduction of imported approaches (in the case of the local field) in this
interplay.561 Much of what refers to liberal ideals or a liberal constitution today, is anything but liberal
in its implementation and outcome. Many rules and norms that draw legitimacy from custom do so in
a perverted form and distant from their roots.
The hybridity of local and imported field has destructive potential
The interaction of the local and the imported field was detrimental to their respective inherent working
logicsin Mindanao and Liberia, leading to the final collapse of both.
The local field failed because (1) the fluidity and informal character of local leadership ended with
national interference in the selection processes. (2) The power of these leaders did not only become
static but also become linked to access to natural resources and national funds. As a result, local
leaders selected by the new national rulers combined both the vast powers given to leaders in the local
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field and the vast resources allocated to leaders in the imported field. (3) The privatization of goods
and land cemented their power and the associated local hierarchies which had previously been more
fluid. (4) The subordination of local practices under imported ones in all aspects of national
importance challenged the enforceability of customary justice processes. (5) Customary hierarchies
and processes decreased in importance with the increasing influx of trade and globalisation. Many
people who resettled outside their original communities no longer felt bound by traditional ruling.
(6) The common experience on which local approaches were based was no longer available and the
lifeworlds and cultural perspectives sometimes differed significantly between those residing in the
same community and members of the same family. The population split between those who were
willing and able to combine imported and local rules for their own benefit (power and money) and
those who remained bound by their customary practices for various reasons.
The liberal ideal faced comparable challenges. The difference between the context in which it emerged
and the new environment of its implementation challenged its universal and static basis. Many of the
inherent provisions simply did not fit local circumstances. They were not adapted to them, however.
(1) Advocates of the liberal approach had neither enough resources nor enough manpower to fully
cover the rural areas and strongly relied on the cooperation of local leaders to effectively govern all
regions that were part of their nations. (2) Most local citizens were hostile to the new structure; they
bluntly rejected them and continued living as before. (3) The new elites felt equally unfettered by their
own laws. They often ignored verdicts and overstretched constitutional provisions. (4) Majority
elections, which should serve as the main corrective to abusive rule, failed to fulfil their objective
where elections turned into a mere quantification of clan loyalty or where only a small group was
actually allowed to vote. (5) Social organization continued to be practiced within the context of clan
and family hierarchies, not by individuals who regarded themselves as citizens of an abstract state. The
existence of a notion of a public good remained largely absent among the population as well as the
leaders. (6) The economic and political spheres were closely linked, leading to massive enrichment of
political elites who were at the same time landlords, employees, and political leaders, and often headed
paramilitary or state security forces. The separation of power had collapsed. Little that could be termed
democratic was left after a few decades.
The resources and possibilities inherent to both the local and the imported fields were never combined
in light of the changing circumstances and the increasing abuse of power on behalf of the elites.
Rather, the elites followed the formal rules of the imported field and the informal rules of the local
field as they saw fit, creatively exploiting the resulting hybridity. The beginnings of what is often
termed neo-patrimonialism and warlordism can be traced back to the periods of colonialism and
settlement in which a few native leaders, loyal to the new rulers, could amass enormous resources,
which then trickled down through established networks of clan/lineage loyalty that stabilized their rule
in return. The hybrid structure destroyed the checks and balances inherent to each of the two fields,
clearly advantaging elites over ordinary citizens. The result was massive enrichment of those in
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leading political positions, a marginalization of the local population in general as well as further
discrimination of specific population groups, a failure to tame abusive and exploitative rule with
imported and local structures, a culture of impunity and privatization of violence and, finally,
mobilization along ethnic/religious lines, unrest and civil war.
Hybridity persists after the war and the destructive potential has not ceased
The patterns that led to the wars have not changed after the wars. The communities somehow managed
to live together again, but hybridity continues. The international community believes that formal
approaches will succeed, if they only were implemented in the right way. This is a grave
misperception of the situation. Accepted and working mechanisms of societal organization beyond the
community, apart from those of the clan or tribe, are largely absent. Formal institutions are mistrusted
as tools of the powerful and rich, where they have reached the rural regions at all. The highly elaborate
structures are not understood by many and community members often feel disempowered when facing
formal institutions. Even many of those who are highly educated and make use of the imported system
accept it as a necessity but not as being morally superior. Actors at the national level are, once more,
reliant on local leadership structures and processes. Reconciliation, for example, continues to be
sought through informal bodies. If liberal structures are accepted at all by the population, they are
integrated into local practices and highly modified. If they are not accepted, they have little impact
except for weakening local approaches. The result is a continuity of hybridity in which the
communities clearly prefer local approaches over imported ones and the nation states push liberal
approaches to overcome local ones.
International intervention tends to increase the destructive potential of hybridity
International interventions which follow the liberal peace agenda intensify these tensions between
local and liberal approaches. Liberal approaches, based on a different understanding of society, with
only few roots in existing practices, lead to uncertainty in an already unstable post-war situation. The
results of such an approach can be seen in Dumai. The pressure from the national level and the
international community to push formal structures threatened established leadership and weakened
local structures. Formal institutions failed to fill the resulting gap. Old and new structures, one
undergoing massive transformation, the other deficient in its implementation, entered into competition,
weakening and delegitimizing each other. The result in Dumai is less statehood, less legal certainty
and less security. The community of Kitipaan, on the other hand, is rather ignorant of the higher levels
and the higher levels are ignorant of Kitipaan. The situation on the local level has improved and
stabilized after the peace agreement, yet not necessarily based on liberal concepts of good governance.
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The integration of the local population into the nation state continues to be based on personal
loyalties
The logical consequence of the diverging dynamics and practices on community and national level is
the existence of a breaking point between the local and the imported approaches, somewhere between
the national level and the community. This breaking point is not necessarily sharp, but it differentiates
between a level where local and informal practices are fully preferred and a level where at least the
discourse is shaped along the lines of the liberal agenda. This breaking point is empirically visible in
Liberia at the county level and at the level of the local government units (LGUs) and city mayors in
Mindanao. These levels are subject to formal structures.
Officials at these levels are representatives of the formal system while at the same time embedded in
local structures and processes. The system of indirect rule has officially ended with colonialism in the
Philippines and Americo-Liberian rule in Liberia, but it continues on this informal basis. The local
population remains integrated into the nation state through traditional loyalties and structures based on
familial or ethnic ties. The leaders at these intersections between local and national structures play a
double role, just as they did before the war, as traditional leaders to their community and as
representatives of their voters in the formal democratic state. They head mediation councils and
ceasefire watches at best, or try to use the state to continue their raids through alternative means at
worst. The reality is somewhere in between, but often the state is only in control of the monopoly of
force if those in control of the monopoly of the force are part of the state. The same is valid for the
allocation of basic services when it is neither the UN nor international donors organising their
distribution. This culminates in the observation that people are loyal to the state if those they are loyal
to are loyal to the state – or, better yet, are part of its machinery. The dual functions of these leaders
form the informal bridge between the local and the imported system that keeps both going on the
community and regional levels. The resulting dynamics seem to currently stabilize the fragile set-up,
yet they continue to hold the same potential for misuse as they did prior to the wars.
Many of the states that need to be rebuilt today had formal democratic constitutions and institutions
prior to their collapse. Rebuilding them with slight modifications and a few more checks and balances
should not be seen as a guarantee for sustainability. The international community may have created
recognisable interfaces to interact with, yet these states owe their existence to international might and
resources (Mac Ginty 2011, 41). The idea of building states to build peace becomes problematic if the
resulting states owe their legitimacy to the international community more than to their citizens. A
consistent and sustainable approach to bring local and imported systems together remains missing.

7.4 The responsibility to understand
These results point to an obvious failure on behalf of the international organizations to take local
approaches into account beyond singular integration of specific institutions, such as the mediation of
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clan feud in Mindanao or the palava huts in Liberia.562 The study thus confirms a recent critique of
peacebuilding practice and international interventions as dominated by mainstream approaches and
characterized by the conviction that liberal norms and institutions are non-negotiable.563 However, it
goes beyond such critique by carefully describing local alternatives to international blueprints and the
dynamics resulting from their neglect. Data from Mindanao and Liberia confirms that peacebuilding
organizations obviously lack resources, coordination and political will to valuate, collect and build on
the personal experiences of their staff in the field and scientific literature on the topic.564 A better
distillation of best practices and lessons learned as suggested by Caplan (2005, 178) may not suffice.
UN mandates are negotiated in the Security Council and their implementation is based on a process of
deal-making between national governments and the missions (Barnett and Zürcher 2007). NGOs need
to orient their investments along the preferences of their donors and coordinate with national
governments.
The result of such peace- and statebuilding in most cases is precisely what the Philippines and Liberia
are: slightly authoritarian but relatively stable states (Zürcher, Röhner, and Riese 2009). The local
population remains dependent on their elites to access resources. The positions of older power-holders
are being reinforced while little is done to emancipate the general population (Jacoby 2007; Richmond
2009, 325). Liberal intentions thus result in illiberal outcomes that reproduce approaches of colonial
and settler governments. Turning aid recipients rhetorically into stakeholders often has little impact on
their self-perceptions. True empowerment, in the eyes of many locals, can only result from a silent
opposition to the intervention that does not actually threaten the continuity of support. “I have not
asked NGO people to come and still they can tell me everything I have to do just to give me small
food.”565
The local population simply does not believe that these liberal approaches bring them closer to
peaceful interaction. They do not see the current set-up of local approaches as the solution either. Yet
they strongly believe that local approaches hold more potential than liberal ones. The transformation
of local approaches in recent years shows that liberal ideas are not rejected per se. What is rejected,
however, is the way in which liberal ideas were implemented and misused by previous governments
and how they are pushed by the international community with, indeed, little sensitivity to what is
important to the communities: living together in their local community without being marginalized by
the higher levels.
Such reflections suggest a conclusion for peacebuilding practice that will be summarized here under
the paradigm the responsibility to understand. States will continue to be (re-)built on a liberal concept
of statehood. Local structures will continue to dominate daily interactions on the community level and
562
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Female elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2011
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in some aspects on the regional and national levels as well. Peacebuilding in this setting can only be
meaningful if it is able to build an understanding for (1) local approaches to social organization and
their interplay with imported ones and (2) the additional impact of their own interventions. The
following aspects may just sketch this responsibility to understand, yet they build the bridge from the
empirical case studies to the general debate of peacebuilding at a crossroads.
The responsibility to understand local approaches to social organization
Peacebuilding practitioners and researchers have a responsibility to understand the complexity of the
societies in which they intervene or which they research. Societal dynamics are always complex, even
more so in a post-war situation. They are not arbitrary, however, and often highly comparable as
empirical evidence from the two case studies has shown. Social organization did not stop during the
war and can be built upon afterwards. People have great creativity and endurance to build structures
that prevent daily conflicts from escalating and ensure that older conflicts are handled through nonviolent means. They relate to practices they knew from before the war and modify them in accordance
with the changed circumstances. They relate to practices that have high relevance to them, serve as
pragmatic answers to arising problems and which are embedded in their local lifeworlds. These local
structures, and the dynamics which they are embedded in, need to be understood to grasp community
organization and anticipate local reactions to regional and national dynamics.
The responsibility to reflect on the impact of the external intervention
Peacebuilders, including scientists as well as practitioners, have a responsibility to reflect on the
additional impact of their actions in fragile post-war contexts. Peacebuilding is not just about election,
administration, development plans, security sector reform and national policies. It has a huge impact
on local societies. The changes brought through international aid and concepts have profound political
and cultural implications for how politics is conducted and how citizens interact with and perceive the
state (Mac Ginty 2011; Bonacker et al. 2010). Liberal peace builds on a history of colonialism and
settlement that had already introduced and shaped liberal values prior to peacebuilding efforts and that
greatly impacts on the perceptions and attitudes of local agents towards the liberal concepts of the
externals. These need to be given consideration when reflecting on current peacebuilding practice.
Peacebuilding beyond the crossroads
Peacebuilding beyond the crossroads should not be understood nor implemented as a wheeling and
dealing between donors and national and regional leaders. It should aim to understand the complexity
of a given context, down to the community level and build on such context knowledge to
conceptualise medium and long-term programmes and policies. The aim of peacebuilding should not
be to build a new state, but to ensure that there are structures in place that allow and foster a peaceful
transformation of approaches to handle social conflict. Both societies that were presented throughout
this research were struggling towards this end before the war and the war has further intensified their
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struggle. The static and alien systems that were introduced by promoters of the statebuilding approach,
worked contrary to the need for changes in society. Local perspectives show that practices and
approaches for peaceful change exist but current peace- and statebuilding, based on a liberal idea of
the state, fails to acknowledge and incorporate these on a larger scale. Three consequences result from
such failure: the formal system is resisted, creatively adapted or simply ignored. In none of these
alternatives, which can be empirically identified in varying combinations, do the promoted institutions
actually provide genuine means to deal with conflict in a manner that is accepted and used on the level
of the community.
Through the eyes of the internationals
Much of this research was, starting with its title and concept, focused on the perspectives of the locals.
It aimed to connect their practices and perspectives to the bigger picture on (inter-)national level.
Thus, a nuanced picture emerged which connected the overview of the general on the hill to the
experiences of the common soldier Fabrizio in the turmoil.566 We have looked at the local population
from an anthropological perspective, advanced towards systemic accounts through systematic
descriptions of the local fields in transformation. We have finally grasped the interaction between the
local and the imported field, as it was of importance for the local communities. What has been missing
so far, however, was an anthropological account of those constituting the imported field. Much of this
field has been described through the eyes of the locals that have seen the internationals as a rather
homogenous block widely determined by the inherent working logics of their institutions. Yet, an
actor-oriented account of the members of this field provides a more nuanced perspective. Above all, it
shows that internationals are facing an ambivalence comparable to that of the locals, when sent by
their international organizations into a context that is so different from what they have been prepared
for. Much research has been conducted on international interventions, be they humanitarian, military
or both, yet only few have seen them through the eyes of the internationals.
Severerine Autessere’s (2010) work The trouble with the Congo is an exception. So are Thomas
Hüsken’s (2006) The tribe of the experts, Béatrice Pouligny’s (2006) Peace operations as seen from
below, Tom Koenigs’ (2011) letters that he wrote while being SRSG in Afghanistan, Benner et al.’s
(2011) account of how the UN is (un)able to learn from its experiences and recent publications of the
Norwegian Institute of Foreign Affairs to which I have partly contributed (Karlsrud and Felix da Costa
2012a, 2012b; Neumann and Schia 2012). The intention of this final section is to close the circle from
the initial quote that looked at peacebuilding through the eyes of the locals −
“and the NGO people are coming and say there is peace now. And we can no longer do this and do that
because of human rights. But I don’t feel peace. The big big fighters signed this peace agreement in
Accra. And Ma Ellen [the current president of Liberia] signed human rights. I have never given her my
vote and I have never been to Monrovia. I cannot read human rights. I have not asked NGO people to
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These citations were taken from a quote of Pierre Bourdieu (1993, 42–43) that has been introduced at the beginning of
Chapter 3.
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come and still they can tell me everything I have to do just to give me small food. Tell me sister, is this
right? Is this what human rights say?“ (female elder, interviewed in Dumai in 2011)

− to the perspective of the internationals. It gives an anthropological account through the eyes of the
internationals, or rather, one international who stands as representative for this collective.
There is another group of Fabrizios in these post-war settings. They represent the international
community at the forefront of peacebuilding, living far-away from the capital, often only very few of
them, in rural field offices or guest houses, trying to reconcile their missions with the daily realities
they are faced with on the ground. The following account is taken from field notes that I made during
fieldwork in Liberia in early 2010 and late 2011 in Voinjama, close to Dumai. These accounts are not
exhaustive. They shall merely serve to indicate that the internationals, just as the locals, are faced with
the ambivalence of hybridity, once forced to accept the persistence of customary and liberal structures
on the very same territory.
Mr. Kai567 has been in Voinjama for quite a while. I have met him already in 2010 and this time again,
in 2011. In 2010 he gave me a ride in his car. It was a nearly 90 minutes drive We also talked about the
closed door issue and the general problems with cultural practices that they had in Dumai. His answer
was simply:
“You see, they are really crazy, these Liberians. With their devils and witches and ados and medicine
men and masks. And they believe they are invulnerable. This is not rational but they believe in it and it
causes nothing but trouble. I mean where is the benefit of it. They even go and fight over it or kill
people for it. Really, it is a stupid thing, don’t you think? I would not go to tell them like that. Be more
diplomatic. But one day they will have to graduate and stop doing these things.”
We had a lengthy discussion if this wouldn’t marginalize the very same people that the UN should be
integrating to prevent further escalation. There was no agreement before I left. The Voinjama riots broke
out only two days after I had left the city in 2010. Four locals were killed and UN troops had to
intervene to calm down the fighting. The informal reconciliation process was already concluded, one
and a half year after the riots. The formal process was not even under way, however.
We talked about the riots when I returned in 2011 over a glass of wine in the evening. The debate was a
long one. Mr. Kai was shocked how people he would have considered to be “civilized”, yes that was the
term he used, took up simplest arms once the whole thing turned into a fight between ethnic groups.
The fact that UNMIL supported the traditional approach greatly increased its reputation on the ground.
The fact that the formal approach is still far from being concluded increased skepticism among UNMIL
staff towards the functioning of this approach. Mr Kai said himself concluded:
“Before, I had only administrative knowledge of Lofa. After the riots, I became a feeling for the county
and the people living there. A real feeling of what religious and ethnic conflict means for the people.
About the quarters where they settle and their elders and their different narratives. But it’s not that
people in Monrovia would really understand. So it doesn’t make my work easier.”
Five sentences that Mr. Kai said during this interview were just as revealing as were those of 2010:
“There were all these new phenomena and I was shocked. So I have learned. Much I did before was not
appropriate. But most often it’s not a matter of being right or being wrong. I mean, who labels right and
wrong?”
(Excerpt from my field journal, dated September 8 and 12, 2011)

This research calls for a responsibility to understand. It portrays two communities after the war, two
nations that are struggling to define their future path between international requirements and
567

I have changed his name to ensure anonymity.
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traditional loyalties, and my very own scientific journey towards understanding. Scrutiny in the field
has been personal and professional self scrutiny. The final quote by Mr. Kai stands for many of my
own considerations while in the field or at the desk. A general sympathy with all actors involved in the
complex (post-)war settings that I have visited made every analytical distance from data painful. Yet,
the results that have been achieved reconcile me with the methods of science. The attempt of this
research was not to take sides in the question of who labels right and wrong - nor can it be its aim. Its
intention has been to develop a framework to grasp the ambivalence, to provide an explorative
analysis in two cases and to derive initial conclusions for its impact on local societies. This has been
reached, remaining faithful to the subjects providing the input from which understanding could grow.
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APPENDIX
The appendix includes the most important material to understand the methodological approach
underlying this research. It includes the guidelines for interviews and focus group discussion as used
during fieldwork in the two communities. Further, it includes a list of the most important respondents
from fieldwork in Mindanao in 2006 and 2009 and Liberia in 2009 and 2010. Finally, it provides three
examples exported from NVivo that give an idea of the final coding tree, illustrate the coding for one
interview and one text document and the memo writing process. All these documents shall serve as
examples: the guidelines were adapted during research, more interview partners and group discussions
were conducted during prior and later fieldwork (as referenced in the text), the coding schemes as
developed throughout the research process and memos were expanded and embedded into several
relationships while writing up the results of the research.
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Interview Guidelines
Mindanao
Outline - Expert interview
Introduction

Good morning/afternoon/evening in the local dialect. I thank you very much, that you
found the time talking to me and hope, that our discussion will be an exciting one.
Introduction of persons:
My name is Hannah. I am a researcher from Germany, but I have lived in the Philippines
for quite some time. I brought name with me to help me with the interview. He is from
Cotabato University. I very much appreciate that you agreed on having the interview in
English, but in case that you have a problem answering in English or understanding the
question, he/she will help us with translation.
Introduction of general topic:
My basic research interest is to find out, how good Peacebuilding could work in regions
of conflict. The case of Kitipaan seems to be a very successful one, so I basically came
here to learn from the people in Kitipaan. This is why I would like to learn more about
you and your role and your experiences in the peace process.
Issue of taping:
I am sure you will give me a lot of information. But I will never be able to note it all on a
paper. So I would like to use a microphone and tape our conversation. I know that some
of the issues we are going to discuss will be very personal or very sensitive. So if you
feel uncomfortable with me taping some of your answers, please tell me. We can just
switch of the microphone then and turn it on again later. You can also tell me at the end
of our conversation whether you want me to depersonalize your answers for publication,
so that nobody will know, that it was you giving me these answers.
General mode:
I would like you to speak as open as possible about the issues we are going to discuss. I
am interested in your work, but also in your personal opinions, experiences and ideas.
When you answer me I might ask some additional questions. Although I lived in the
Philippines for quite while and studied at Ateneo de Manila, not all everyday life issues
and concepts are familiar to me. So I might need some extra-information the usual
Filipino would not need. So please don’t feel interrupted if I keep asking such simple
stuff.
Questions:
Do you have any additional questions you want to ask or shall we start right away?
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So for the beginning, please describe your involvement, professional as well as personal in the peace
process.
Roles

Communication

1
Your role
1.1 What was your role in the peace process? (duties, attitudes)
1.1.1
Did your role change in this process (if yes, when and why)
1.1.2
Do you like the role you played in this process?
1.2 What is your current role in the peace process?
1.3 What role do you think you are going to play in the future?
1.3.1
Would you like to play an other role/ play your role
differently?
1.3.2
Is your role going to change? Why and when?

1

2

Who were other important persons and groups in this
process?
2.1 How would you describe their influence on the process?
2.2 How did you interact with them?
2.3 If not mentioned and only at the end of this point: How about:
local NGOs, INGOs, International GOs (OIC, Malaysia,
US forces…)
religious organizations (Parish, Ulamas etc.)
national and regional governments
military and rebels
Elders, academe leaders, scientists, journalists, interest
groups.

Who are the persons and
groups you are talking to most?
1.1 How do you get in touch with
them?
1.2 Where do you meet them?
1.3 How do you speak to them?
(frequency and mode)
2

How do you communicate with
the population of Kitipaan?
2.1 How do you get in touch with
them? (direct or intermediate)
2.2 About what topics/when do you
address them?
3

What role do media play in your
work? (radio/ TV/ newspaper/
wallpaper)
3.1 To inform/ contact others?
3.2 To get information?

Peace process
in Kitipaan
Issues

Successes and shortcomings

1

1

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

What were important aspects that had been addressed
throughout the peace process?
Who has addressed those issues?
When had they been addressed?
How had they been addressed?
Had they been resolved?

2
2.1
2.2
2.3

What aspects will need to be addressed in the future?
Who do you think could best address those?
How do you think they should be addressed?
When do you think they should be addressed?

2

What are the biggest successes
you have reached on the way to
peace?

3
3

How about the following issues (only name those that had not
been mentioned so far)
livelihood building (housing, businesses, loans…), resettlement
agricultural support (seeds, farming machines…)
rural infrastructure (streets, market places)
health infrastructure (nurses, health station, vaccination)
education (schools, adult education…)
capacity building (accounting, management, budgeting…)
conflict resolution and mediation (techniques of mediation,
negotiation, discourse etc.)
reconciliation activities, relationship building, trauma
healing
security
land-reform
human rights
general recognition (group, culture, identity…)
autonomy

What were the biggest defeats/
challenges you had to face?

How would you personally
define peace?
1.1 When would you say
Pikit/Mindanao is peaceful?
1.2 Has your definition of peace
changed? (when and why)

4
In your opinion:
4.1 what does still need to change
or improve to reach peace?
4.2 How do you think
Pikit/Mindanao could finally
become peaceful?
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Closing
question

I have asked you all the questions I wanted to ask you. Is there anything important that you
would like to add or do you have any additional questions?
Concerning the issue of Anonymity we already have discussed at the beginning of this
interview, do you think I can use this information freely or shall I depersonalize the
interview?
If anonymization: Is it okay, if I quote you: proposal
If not: may I take a picture of you?

Statistical
questions
(to be filled
during
interview)

For the final part of the interview I am going to turn of the dictaphone and I would like you
to just answer a few statistical questions (only ask what has not already been addressed in
Full name:
Age:
Gender:
Maritial status:
Number of sons
Number of daughters
Number of people
living in the household:
Profession and position:
Number of years in
office:
Short overview
education:

on

Geographical
Origin
and length of stay in
Pikit (if not originally
from Kitipaan)
Ethnicity
(own
perception/description):
Religion
(own
perception/description):
the interview!):
Good bye
and thank
you
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We have now reached the end of our interview. I would like to thank you very much for
your cooperation and the magnitude of information you have given me. I will stay in
Mindanao for an other number days. In case that I have any additional questions can I
contact you?
If yes: contact details
If you would like to contact me for any comments, additional information or what so ever,
you can find my contact details on the business card I gave at the beginning. Please feel free
to contact me.
At the end of my stay in Pikit, we are planning to have a dinner and basketball tournament to
thank all those who have participated. It is going to be on insert date. It would be great if
you could find the time to participate.

APPENDIX
Wrap up - Expert interview
Code of wrap up: W. day/initials of interviewed/ initials of person writing this wrap up
If: 26 April/ Zosimo Santos / Karin Leguro Æ W.26/ZS/KL
Person to be interviewed: Full name/ initials
Date of interview:
Place of interview:
Interviewer: Full name/ initials
Assistant: Full name/ initials
Informal
communication
(Things mentioned
throughout
informal
communication that
are of importance

First impressions
(kind of interview,
own performance,
sympathy with
interview partner,
nonverbal elements,
character, behavior
of interview partner
…)

Context
information
(where did the
interview take
place, how was this
place, how did I
feel there …)

Further comments
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Liberia
Outline - Expert interview
Introduction

Good morning/afternoon/evening in the local dialect. I thank you very much, that you
found the time talking to me and hope, that our discussion will be an exciting one.
Introduction of persons:
My name is Hannah. I am a researcher from Germany , I brought name with me to help me
with the interview. He is from University of Liberia. I very much appreciate that you
agreed on having the interview in English, but in case that you have a problem answering
in English or understanding the question, he/she will help us with translation.
Introduction of general topic:
My basic research interest is to find out, how good Peacebuilding could work in regions of
conflict. The case of Dumai seems to be a very successful one, so I basically came here to
learn from the people in Dumai. This is why I would like to learn more about you and your
role and your experiences in the peace process.
Issue of taping:
I am sure you will give me a lot of information. But I will never be able to note it all on a
paper. So I would like to use a microphone and tape our conversation. I know that some of
the issues we are going to discuss will be very personal or very sensitive. So if you feel
uncomfortable with me taping some of your answers, please tell me. We can just switch of
the microphone then and turn it on again later. You can also tell me at the end of our
conversation whether you want me to depersonalize your answers for publication, so that
nobody will know, that it was you giving me these answers.
General mode:
I would like you to speak as open as possible about the issues we are going to discuss. I
am interested in your work, but also in your personal opinions, experiences and ideas.
When you answer me I might ask some additional questions. Although I worked in Africa
already, not all everyday life issues and concepts are familiar to me. So I might need some
extra-information the usual Filipino would not need. So please don’t feel interrupted if I
keep asking such simple stuff.
Questions:
Do you have any additional questions you want to ask or shall we start right away?

Opening
question
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So for the beginning, please describe your involvement, professional as well as personal in
the peace process.

APPENDIX

Roles

Communication

• What was your role since the end of war? Personal and group role
o Did your role change in this process (if yes, when and why)
o Do you like the role you played in this process?
o What is your current role in the peace process?
o What role do you think you are going to play in the future?
o Would you like to play an other role/ play your role differently?
o Is your role going to change? Why and when?
o What was your role / experience during war?

• Who are the persons and groups you are talking to
most?
o How do you get in touch with them?
o Where do you meet them?
o How do you speak to them? (frequency and mode)

• Who were other important persons and groups in the community
after war?
o How would you describe their influence on the process?
o How did you interact with them?
o If not mentioned and only at the end of this point: How about:
mediation council, youth groups, elders, INGO, NGO, religious
groups, UNO…

• How do you communicate with officials and NGOs?
o How do you get in touch with them? (direct or
intermediate)
o About what topics/when do you address them?
• What role do media play in your life? (radio/ TV/
newspaper/ wallpaper)
o How and when do you use media?
o How do you like the media content/ information?

Issues

Community Organisation

• What were important aspects that had been addressed throughout the
peace process?
o Who has addressed those issues?
o When had they been addressed?
o How had they been addressed?
o Had they been resolved?

• What would you say makes a good leader?
o Who are the leaders in this community?
o What is their role?
o What are their qualities / qualifications?

• What aspects will need to be addressed in the future?
o Who do you think could best address those?
o How do you think they should be addressed?
o When do you think they should be addressed?
• How about the following issues (only name those that had not been
mentioned so far)
o livelihood building (housing, businesses, loans…)
o re-settlement
o agricultural support (seeds, farming machines…)
o rural infrastructure (streets, market places)
o health infrastructure (nurses, health station, vaccination)
o education (schools, adult education…)
o capacity building (accounting, management, budgeting…)
o conflict resolution and mediation (techniques of mediation,
negotiation, discourse etc.)
o reconciliation activities, relationship building, trauma healing
o security
o human rights
o general recognition (group, culture, identity…)
o exploitation of resources

• Which of the following community organization aspects
do you participate in and how?
o Decision making
o Policy formulation
o Election of decision-makers
o Appointment of leaders
o Law enforcement
o Settlement of conflicts
•

How do these things happen, what happens, who do
you ask, who helps you deal with it?

•

Which of these processes are done by either ethnic
group, which are done together on community level?

•

Are there different approaches regulations, when done
inter-ethnic or on all-community level?

Successes and shortcomings

Identity
• With which of the following communities would you identify most,
which is of less importance to you?
o Family / Clan
o Age group (multi-ethnic)
o Age group (Ethnic)
o Ethnic group (Loma, Mandingo)
o Religious group (Poro/Sande, Christian, Muslim)
o Administrative Community (Kougbemai / Kougbedu)
o Regional group (people of Lofa County)
o National group (people of Liberia)
o Supranational group (people of Westafrica)

• How would you personally define peace?
o When would you say Liberia is peaceful?
o Has your definition of peace changed? (when and
why)
• What are the biggest successes you have reached on the
way to peace?
• What were the biggest defeats/ challenges you had to
face?
• In your opinion:
o what does still need to change or improve to reach
peace?
o How do you think Liberia could finally become
peaceful?
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Closing
question

I have asked you all the questions I wanted to ask you. Is there anything important that you
would like to add or do you have any additional questions?
Concerning the issue of Anonymity we already have discussed at the beginning of this
interview, do you think I can use this information freely or shall I depersonalize the interview?
If anonymization: Is it okay, if I quote you: proposal
If not: may I take a picture of you?

Statistical
questions
(to be
filled
during
interview)

For the final part of the interview I am going to turn of the dictaphone and I would like you to
just answer a few statistical questions (only ask what has not already been addressed in the
interview!):
Full name:
Age:
Gender:
Maritial status:
Number of sons
Number of daughters
Number of people
living in the household:
Profession and position:
Number of years in
office:
Short overview
education:

on

Geographical
Origin
and length of stay in
Pikit (if not originally
from Kitipaan)
Ethnicity
(own
perception/description):
Religion
(own
perception/description):

Good bye
and thank
you
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We have now reached the end of our interview. I would like to thank you very much for your
cooperation and the magnitude of information you have given me. I will stay in Mindanao for
an other number days. In case that I have any additional questions can I contact you?
If yes: contact details
If you would like to contact me for any comments, additional information or what so ever, you
can find my contact details on the business card I gave at the beginning. Please feel free to
contact me.

APPENDIX
Wrap up - Expert interview
Code of wrap up: W. day/initials of interviewed/ initials of person writing this wrap up
If: 26 April/ Zosimo Santos / Karin Leguro Æ W.26/ZS/KL
Person to be interviewed: Full name/ initials
Date of interview:
Place of interview:
Interviewer: Full name/ initials
Assistant: Full name/ initials
Informal
communication
(Things mentioned
throughout
informal
communication that
are of importance

First impressions
(kind of interview,
own performance,
sympathy with
interview partner,
nonverbal elements,
character, behavior
of interview partner
…)

Context
information
(where did the
interview take
place, how was this
place, how did I
feel there …)

Further comments
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Guidelines for Focus Group Discussions
Mindanao
Statistics– Focus Group Discussion
To be completed for each participant (by the researcher!)
Code of FGD: S. day/ group initial, FGD number/ Initials Researcher
If 26 April/ Women first FGD / Karin LeguroÆ S.26/W1/KL

#

Total number of participants

#

Number of participant in FGD:

#

Group of FGD: (Women, Youth, Men, Children, former Soldiers/rebels)

#

Date of FGD
Researcher: Full name/ initials
1. name

Family name

2. givenname

First name or name the person is usually addressed with (nickname)

3. age

Years, exact or estimate, if estimate add *

4. gender

( ) male
( ) female

5. Maritial
Status

( ) not married
( ) married
( ) widow

6. number of sons
7. number of
daughters
7. number of
people living in
the household
8. Groupposition

Relative position in the family
( ) head
( ) grandparent
( ) parent
( ) child
( ) in-law
( ) adopted
( ) other

9. Profession

Kind of occupation, if any (farmer, teacher, shop owner, trader...)

10. Education

Level of education
( ) none
( ) schooling on primary level
( ) secondary level (high school)
( ) university level
( ) other, please indicate
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Code of FGD: S.day/ group initial, FGD number/ Initials Researcher)

#

Individual position of participant in FGD: (count from left to right and ignore free seats)

#

11. livelihood

Main source of income
( ) Agriculture
( ) Wage labour
( ) Subletting
( ) Trade
( ) Money-lending
( ) Remittance
( ) benificaries

12.
community
status

Relative status of the person in his/her community of reference/village
( ) Political leadership
( ) Religious leadership
( ) Military leadership
( ) Academe (teacher, docotor, nurse)
( ) Administration
( ) Big man (connecting material resources, prestige and power)
( ) Landlord
( ) Dependent (serf or client with no independent decision-making capacity)
( ) Tolerated outsider
( ) outsider
( ) other

13. Ethnicity

If applicable: own perception/description of the person

14. language

First language:
Second language:
Third language:

15. religion

If applicable: own perception/description of the person

16. place in the
FGD

Please count from left to right and ignore seats when there are less than 10 persons!
If the person changed his/her position please use „1“ for his/her first position, „2“ for
his/her second position a.s.o.
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Outline– Focus Group Discussion
Introduction

When the people come in, choose a chair for everybody! Try to make them sit not in their
ethnic group or with their best friends, but randomly. Maybe decorate the chairs with
name badges.
The following text needs to be translated into local dialect!
Good morning/afternoon/evening. We thank you very much, that you all found the time
to come here and are willing to share some of your experiences as people of Kitipaan
with us.
Introduction of the topic and the research team
The three of us, we are students at Cotabato Peace University. I am XY, and these are my
fellow students AB and CD. We are here as part of an international research project that
is focusing on Peacebuilding in regions of conflict. The case of Kitipaan seems to be a
very successful one in this area, so basically we came here to learn from you and from
the story of Kitipaan. This is why we were glad that we could invite a variety of people
to discuss their experiences and activities throughout the peace process. As you might
already have realized, you all are a group of enter short description of group. We invited
you, because we think, that name of group have made very special experiences in their
struggle for peace. So please feel free to speak open about your personal experiences as
well as your common experiences as name of group.
Issue of taping/ Anonymity
We are sure, that you will give us a lot of information. So we will never be able to note
all of it on paper. This is why we would like to film this conversation with a video
camera (point to the camera) and use a microphone so that we can understand your
voices better later on, on the tape. We know, that some of the things you might say will
be very emotional and sensitive. So please be sure, that we will depersonalize your
answers and use the video tape only for internal documentation. Nobody outside this
group will ever know what you said. So please, all of you try to leave everything that
was said inside this room and do not tell it to others than those who are here today.
General mode
We will start this discussion with a first introductory round. So please describe
yourselves in a few sentences, just the way you would describe yourself to a friend.
Questions
Do you have any additional questions or shall we start?

Introductory
round

So may I ask you to introduce yourself to the people sitting here as well as to me in a few
sentences?
(Let the person left of the moderator start and do it in a circle. Finally the moderator
also needs to say a few words about him)

Opening
Question

For the beginning of our discussion, I would like to learn from you, what means peace
for you (silence). I know that this is a very hard question.
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Outline (for
further
discussion)

Check, which of the following points had been subject of free discussion, try to keep free
discussion focused to these points, use the points not subject of free discussion for later
follow-up questions
Roles

Communication

1
1.1

1

Your role
What was your role in the peace process? Personal and group
role
1.1.1
Did your role change in this process (if yes, when and
why)
1.1.2
Do you like the role you played in this process?
1.2 What is your current role in the peace process?
1.3 What role do you think you are going to play in the future?
1.3.1
Would you like to play an other role/ play your role
differently?
1.3.2
Is your role going to change? Why and when?

1.1
1.2
1.3

2
2.1
2.2

2
2.1
2.2
2.3

Who were other important persons and groups in this
process?
How would you describe their influence on the process?
How did you interact with them?
If not mentioned and only at the end of this point: How about:
local NGOs, INGOs, International GOs (OIC, Malaysia,
US forces…)
religious organizations (Parish, Ulamas etc.)
national and regional governments
military and rebels
Elders, academe leaders, scientists, journalists, interest
groups.

3
3.1
3.2

Who are the persons and groups you
are talking to most?
How do you get in touch with them?
Where do you meet them?
How do you speak to them?
(frequency and mode)
How do you communicate with
officials and NGOs?
How do you get in touch with them?
(direct or intermediate)
About what topics/when do you
address them?
What role do media play in your life?
(radio/ TV/ newspaper/ wallpaper)
How and when do you use media?
How do like the media content/
information about Pikit/ Mindanao
provided by media?

Peace process
in Kitipaan
Issues
1

Closing
question

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

What were important aspects that had been addressed
throughout the peace process?
Who has addressed those issues?
When had they been addressed?
How had they been addressed?
Had they been resolved?

2
2.1
2.2
2.3

What aspects will need to be addressed in the future?
Who do you think could best address those?
How do you think they should be addressed?
When do you think they should be addressed?

3

How about the following issues (only name those that had not
been mentioned so far)
livelihood building (housing, businesses, loans…), resettlement
agricultural support (seeds, farming machines…)
rural infrastructure (streets, market places)
health infrastructure (nurses, health station, vaccination)
education (schools, adult education…)
capacity building (accounting, management,
budgeting…)
conflict resolution and mediation (techniques of
mediation, negotiation, discourse etc.)
reconciliation activities, relationship building, trauma
healing
security
land-reform
human rights
general recognition (group, culture, identity…)
autonomy
exploitation of resources and practices

Successes and shortcomings
1
1.1
1.2

How would you personally define
peace?
When would you say Pikit/Mindanao
is peaceful?
Has your definition of peace
changed? (when and why)

2

What are the biggest successes you
have reached on the way to peace?

3

What were the biggest defeats/
challenges you had to face?

4
4.1

In your opinion:
what does still need to change or
improve to reach peace?
How do you think Pikit/Mindanao
could finally become peaceful?

4.2

I have asked you all the questions I wanted to ask you. Is there anything important that you
would like to add or do you have any additional questions?
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Wrap up – Focus Group Discussion
Code of wrap up: W.day/ group initial, FGD number/ Initials Researcher
If 26 April/ Women first FGD / Karin LeguroÆ W.26/W1/KL
Group of FGD: (Women, Youth, Men, Children, former Soldiers/rebels)
Total number of participants
Date of FGD:
Moderator: Full name/ initials
Protocoller: Full name/ initials
Technical Assistant: Full name/ initials
Informal
communication
(Things
mentioned
throughout
informal
communication
that are of
importance)

First impressions
(kind of FGD,
own performance,
sympathy with
participants,
nonverbal
elements,
characteristics of
the group …)
Social
Interaction of
participants
(how did the
participants
interact, dominant
vs. silent ones,
obvious
communication
patterns…)
Further
comments
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Liberia
Statistics– Focus Group Discussion
To be completed for each participant (by the researcher!)
Code of FGD: S. day/ group initial, FGD number/ Initials Researcher
If 26 April/ Women first FGD / Karin LeguroÆ S.26/W1/KL

#

Total number of participants

#

Group of FGD: (Women, Youth, Men, Children, former Soldiers/rebels)

#

Date of FGD
Researcher: Full name/ initials
Number
Name

Age

(counting from
left to right)

Gender

Maritial status
(single, married, married 1+,
divorced, widow)

# of
children

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
# of people
living in the
household

Household position

Profession

Education

Community status

(head, grandparent,
parent, child, in-law,
adopted, other)

(as given by the
participant)

(as given by the
participant)

(political / religious
leadership, teacher,
administration…)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Ethnicity

Language(s) spoken

Religious affiliation

Displaced during
war?
(Yes / No)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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Outline– Focus Group Discussion
Introduction

Good morning/afternoon/evening. We thank you very much, that you all found the time to
come here and are willing to share some of your experiences as people of Kougbemai /
Kougbedu with us.
Introduction of the topic and the research team
The three of us, we are students at University of Liberia. I am XY, and these are my fellow
students AB and CD. We are here as part of an international research project that is
focusing on Peacebuilding in regions of conflict. The case of your village seems to be a
very successful one in this area, so basically we came here to learn from you and from
your story. This is why we were glad that we could invite a variety of people to discuss
their experiences and activities throughout the peace process. As you might already have
realized, you all are a group of enter short description of group. We invited you, because
we think, that name of group have made very special experiences in their struggle for
peace. So please feel free to speak open about your personal experiences as well as your
common experiences as name of group.
Issue of taping/ Anonymity
We are sure, that you will give us a lot of information. So we will never be able to note all
of it on paper. This is why we would like to use a microphone so that we can understand
your voices better later on, on the tape. We know, that some of the things you might say
will be very emotional and sensitive. So please be sure, that we will depersonalize your
answers and use them only for internal documentation. Nobody outside this group will
ever know what you said. So please, all of you try to leave everything that was said inside
this room and do not tell it to others than those who are here today.
General mode
We will start this discussion with a first introductory round. So please describe yourselves
in a few sentences, just the way you would describe yourself to a friend. Later one we
might have some additional questions for you. Please speak freely about your own
experiences, emotions and points of view. As I already mentioned, everything will be
evaluated confidentially.
Questions
Do you have any additional questions or shall we start?

Introductory
round

So may I ask you to introduce yourself to the people sitting here as well as to me in a few
sentences?
(Let the person left of the moderator start and do it in a circle. Finally the moderator also
needs to say a few words about him)
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Check, which of the following points had been subject of free discussion, try to keep free discussion focused to
these points, use the points not subject of free discussion for later follow-up questions
1 Roles

2 Communication

• What was your role since the end of war? Personal and group role
o Did your role change in this process (if yes, when and why)
o Do you like the role you played in this process?
o What is your current role in the peace process?
o What role do you think you are going to play in the future?
o Would you like to play an other role/ play your role differently?
o Is your role going to change? Why and when?
o What was your role / experience during war?

• Who are the persons and groups you are talking to
most?
o How do you get in touch with them?
o Where do you meet them?
o How do you speak to them? (frequency and mode)

• Who were other important persons and groups in the community
after war?
o How would you describe their influence on the process?
o How did you interact with them?
o If not mentioned and only at the end of this point: How about:
mediation council, youth groups, elders, INGO, NGO, religious
groups, UNO…

• How do you communicate with officials and NGOs?
o How do you get in touch with them? (direct or
intermediate)
o About what topics/when do you address them?
• What role do media play in your life? (radio/ TV/
newspaper/ wallpaper)
o How and when do you use media?
o How do you like the media content/ information?

3 Issues

4 Community Organisation

• What were important aspects that had been addressed throughout the
peace process?
o Who has addressed those issues?
o When had they been addressed?
o How had they been addressed?
o Had they been resolved?

• What would you say makes a good leader?
o Who are the leaders in this community?
o What is their role?
o What are their qualities / qualifications?

• What aspects will need to be addressed in the future?
o Who do you think could best address those?
o How do you think they should be addressed?
o When do you think they should be addressed?
• How about the following issues (only name those that had not been
mentioned so far)
o livelihood building (housing, businesses, loans…)
o re-settlement
o agricultural support (seeds, farming machines…)
o rural infrastructure (streets, market places)
o health infrastructure (nurses, health station, vaccination)
o education (schools, adult education…)
o capacity building (accounting, management, budgeting…)
o conflict resolution and mediation (techniques of mediation,
negotiation, discourse etc.)
o reconciliation activities, relationship building, trauma healing
o security
o human rights
o general recognition (group, culture, identity…)
o exploitation of resources

5 Identity
• With which of the following communities would you identify most,
which is of less importance to you?
o Family / Clan
o Age group (multi-ethnic)
o Age group (Ethnic)
o Ethnic group (Loma, Mandingo)
o Religious group (Poro/Sande, Christian, Muslim)
o Administrative Community (Kougbemai / Kougbedu)
o Regional group (people of Lofa County)
o National group (people of Liberia)
o Supranational group (people of Westafrica)

• Which of the following community organization aspects do
you participate in and how?
o Decision making
o Policy formulation
o Election of decision-makers
o Appointment of leaders
o Law enforcement
o Settlement of conflicts
•

How do these things happen, what happens, who do you
ask, who helps you deal with it?

•

Which of these processes are done by either ethnic
group, which are done together on community level?

•

Are there different approaches regulations, when done
inter-ethnic or on all-community level?

6 Peace
• How would you personally define peace?
o When would you say Liberia is peaceful?
o Has your definition of peace changed? (when and
why)
• What are the biggest successes you have reached on the
way to peace?
• What were the biggest defeats/ challenges you had to
face?
• In your opinion:
o what does still need to change or improve to reach
peace?
o How do you think Liberia could finally become
peaceful?
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Closing
question

I have asked you all the questions I wanted to ask you. Is there anything important that you
would like to add or do you have any additional questions?
First of all we would like to thank you very much for your participation and the very
interesting input you gave us. Be sure, that you were of very big help to our research project.
We thank you very much for your hospitality!

Remarks
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Situation, surprises, changes during FGD, general ambience…

APPENDIX

List of respondents Mindanao
Interviews
#

Year

Gender

Religion

Profession

Level

Further information

Place

1

2006

Female

Christian

NGO staff

Community

Former nun

Kitipaan

documentation
Audio tape + summary

2

2006

Male

Christian

NGO staff

Regional

Kitipaan

Audio tape + summary

3

2006

Male

Muslim

Community

Kitipaan

Audio tape + summary

4

2006

Male

Christian

Barangay
Captain
Priest

Leading a team in
Kitipaan
farmer

community

Stationed to Kitipaan

Kitipaan

Audio tape + summary

5

2006

Male

Christian

Community

farmer

Kitipaan

Audio tape + summary

6

2006

Female

Barangay
official
NGO staff

International

Davao

7

2009

Male

Christian

8

2009

Male

Christian

9

2009

Male

Christian

10

2009

Male

E-Mail Conversation +
Questionnaire
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript

11

2009

Male

12

2009

13

2009

2 M/ 1
F
Male

Muslim

14

2009

Male

15

2009

16
17

Colonel
AFP
Farmer

National

Working on Peace
Zones in Mindanao
Assigned to Kitipaan

Community

Former AFP soldier

Kitipaan

Community

Farmer

Kitipaan

Muslim

Barangay
Captain
NGO staff

Community

Kitipaan

Christian

Doctor

Community

NGO staff

International
Community

Christian

Barangay
Councilor
Teacher

Former MNLF,
member Bantay
Ceasefire
Head of local health
clinic
Non Violent Peace
Force
Farmer

Male

Muslim

Teacher

Community

2009

Female

Muslim

NGO staff

Community

2009

Male

Muslim

NGO staff

Regional

Bantay Ceasefire

Kitipaan

18

2009

Male

Christian

Priest

Regional

Cotabato

19

2009

Female

Christian

NGO staff

Regional

20

2009

US Forces

International

Cotabato
and Kitipaan
Cotabato

Detailed notes of three indepth conversations
Detailes notes

21

2009

1 F/2
M
Male

Muslim

National

Cotabato

22

2009

Male

Muslim

Spokespers
on
Teacher

Assigned to Kitipaan
during foundation of
SfP
Leading a team in
Kitipaan
Assigned to the
Kitipaan region
MILF Spokesperson

Regional

Datu

Kitipaan

23

2009

Female

Lumad

Community

24

2009

Male

Christian

Nursery
nurse
AFP soldier

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript

25

2009

Female

Christian

26

2009

Male

Christian

27

2009

Female

Christian

28

2009

Male

Christian

29

2009

Female

30

2009

31

2009

Community

Regional

Headmaster public
school Kitipaan
Teacher at local
madrassah

Cotabato

Kitipaan
Kitipaan
Kitipaan
Kitipaan
Kitipaan
Kitipaan

Kitipaan
Heading the
command stationed in
Kitipaan

Kitipaan

Head
of
DSWD
Head
of
municipal
PNP
NGO staff

Regional

Kitipaan

Regional

Kitipaan

Regional

Muslim

Professor
NDU
Cotabato
Elder

Community

Male

Muslim

NGO leader

Community

Member of MILF

Kitipaan

Male

Christian

NGO staff

Regional

Heading a team in
Kitipaan

Cotabato

Regional

Leading a team in
Kitipaan
Researcher in
Kitipaan

Kitipaan
Cotabato
Kitipaan

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Detailed notes
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
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#

Year

Gender

Religion

Profession

Level

Further information

Place

documentation

32

2009

Female

Christian

NGO staff

National

Davao

33

2009

Female

Muslim

MILF
leader

National

Working on
Interethnic dialogue
MILF community
leader

34

2009

Male

Muslim

MILF

National

35

2009

Male

International

36

2009

Male

International

Manila

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Detailed Notes

37

2009

Male

Manila

Detailed Notes

38

2011

Male

Head
of
KAS
Head
of
GTZ
Professor
UP Manila
Professor
delaSalle
Manila

Cotabato
(Camp
Abubakar)
Cotabato
(Camp
Abubakar)
Manila

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Detailed Notes

Berlin

Detailes Notes
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National
National

MILF head of policy

Research on Peace
Zones
Research on political
activists Philippines

Detailed Notes

APPENDIX
FGDs
#

Year

Gender

Religion

Profession

Age

FGD Women
1
2009

Female

Christian
Christian
Christian
Christian
Christian
Christian
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim

Wage laborer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Store owner
farmer
farmer
farmer
student
farmer

30s
50s
20s
40s
30s
30s
30s
40s
20s
20s

FGD Men
2

Male

Christian
Christian
Christian
Christian
Christian
Christian

Teacher
Farmer
Farmer
Baker
Farmer
Farmer

50s
30s
60s
30s
50s
40s

Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male

Christian
Christian
Christian
Muslim
Christian
Muslim
Christian

Farming
Employed
Farming
Farming
Farming
Farming
Farming

60s
50s
50s
50s
50s
60s
70s

Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim

Farming/Student
Farming
Farming
Farming/Student
Farming/Student
Farming
Farming
Farming

10s
20s
20s
10s
10s
20s
20s
20s

Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male

Muslim
Christian
Christian
Christian
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim
Muslim

2009

FGD Elders
3
2009

FGD Youth
4
2009

FGD Children
5
2009

10s
10s
10s
<10
10s
10s
<10
10s
10s

Place

documentation

Kitipaan

Summary
observations

+

Kitipaan

Summary
observations

+

Kitipaan

Summary
observations

+

Kitipaan

Summary
Observation

+

Kitipaan

Summary
Observation

+
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List of respondents Liberia
Interviews
#
1

Year
2009

Gender
Male

2
3

2009
2009

Male
Female

4

2009

Female

5

2009

Male

6

2009

Male

7

2009

Male

8

2009

Male

9

2009

Female

10

2010

Male

11

2010

Male

12

2010

13

Profession
Reseacher

Level
National

Head KAICT
Head of
German
Embassy
Head of ATR
Liberia
Super
Intendent
Lofa
NGO staff

National
International

UNMIL staff
civilian
UNMIL staff
Pakistani
Army
UNMIL staff
civilian
NGO leader

International

Mandingo

Imam

Community

Male

Mandingo

Regional

2010

Male

Mandingo

Leader
Reconciliatio
n Council
Elder

Community

Dumai

14

2010

Male

Loma

Elder

Community

Dumai

15

2010

Male

Loma

Teacher

Community

16

2010

Male

Loma

Townchief

Community

Dumai

17

2010

Female

Mandingo

Chairlady

Community

Dumai

18

2010

Male

Mandingo

Story-teller

Community

Dumai

19

2010

Male

Mandingo

Elder

Regional

Voinjama

20

2010

Male

Mandingo

Teacher

Community

21

2010

Male

Mandingo

Community

Dumai

22

2010

Male

Mandingo

Assistant
Townchief
Youthleader

Community

Dumai

23

2010

Male

Mandingo

NGO staff

Regional

24

2010

Male

Loma

NGO staff

Regional

Voinjama

25

2010

Male

Loma

NGO staff

Regional

Voinjama

26

2010

Female

Loma

Zoe

Community

Dumai

27

2010

Female

Loma

Chairlady

Community

Dumai

28

2010

Female

Mandingo

Youthleader

Community

Dumai

29

2010

Male

Kissi

Priest

Community

Dumai

30

2010

Male

Loma

Youthleader

Community

Dumai
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Ethnicity

Loma

Place
Monrovia

documentation
Detailed Notes

Monrovia
Monrovia

Detailed Notes
Detailed Notes

National

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

Regional

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

Leader office
Voinjama
Leader personal
recruitment
Leader battalion
Voinjama

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

International

Civil Affairs Section

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

National

Member
Interreligious
Dialogue

Monrovia

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript

Dumai

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript

Regional

International

Further information
National Researcher
and NGO staff
National Researcher

Vice Superintendent
Lofa

Principal school
Dumai

Assigned to school
in Dumai

Former LURD
fighter

Voinjama

Dumai

Dumai

Voinjama

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript
Audio tape + verbatim
transcript

APPENDIX
#
31

Year
2010

Gender
Male

Ethnicity

32

2010

Male

Mandingo

33

2010

Male

34

2010

Male

35

2010

Male

36

2010

Female

37

2010

Male

38

2010

Male

39

2010

Feale

40

2010

Male

41

2010

Male

Profession
UNMIL staff,
Pakistani
army
Member
reconciliation
council
UNMIL
national staff
UNMIL staff
civilian
UNMIL staff
civilian
UNMIL staff
civilian
Researcher
Ministry of
Internal
Affairs
Minister of
Culture
Programm
Coordinator
GTZ
Head German
Aggro
Foundation
Head
Peacebuilding
Office,
Ministry of
Internal
Afairs

Level
International

Further information
Head of battalion in
Voinjama

Place
Voinjama

documentation
Detailed Notes

Voinjama

Detailed Notes

Civil Affairs,
Voinjama
HoFo Voinjama

Voinjama

Detailed Notes

Voinjama

Detailed Notes

Human Rights
Voinjama
Civil Affairs, HQ

Voinjama

Detailed Notes

Voinjama

Detailed Notes

National

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

National

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

International

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

International

Monrovia

Detailed Notes

National

Monrovia

Audio tape + verbatim
transcript

Regional
Regional
International
International
International
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FGDs
#
Year
FGD Youth Male
1
2010

Gender

Ethnicity

Profession

Age

Place

documentation

Male

Mandingo
Mandingo
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Lorma
Lorma

Farmer
Farmer
Nuse aid
Farmer
Carpentor
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

37
25
31
35
36
40
32
46
25
35

Dumai

Summary +
observations

FGD Youth Female
2
2010

Female

Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo

Chairlady / Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

44
15
32
40
39
40
29
29
40
35
44
15

Dumai

Summary +
observations

FGD Female Elders
3
2010

Female

Lorma
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Mindingo
Lorma
Lorma
Mandingo

Chair-lady / Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Mid-wife
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Zoe / Farmer
Farmer
Zoe/ Farmer

65
58
50
65
40
58
41
63
45
70
65
58
50

Dumai

Summary +
observations

FGD Male Elders
4
2010

Male

Lorma
Gbandi
Lorma
Lorma
Mandingo
Mandingo
Mandingo
Lorma
Mandingo
Lorma
Lorma

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

75
63
75
77
60
60
89
58
40
56
85

Dumai

Summary +
Observation

Mandingo
Mandingo
Mandingo
Mandingo
Mandingo
Lorma

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

33
39
25
43
32
25

Dumai

Summary +
Observation

FGD Ex-Combatants
5
2010
Male
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Examples from NVivo
Coding Tree1

1

Screenshot taken from the final NVivo project.
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Interview2

2
The export function of Nvivo supports only upto 25 codes. The codes presented in the upper half of each page are only the
25 most often coded codes for the respective document.
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